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PREFACE 

THE present volume concludes the series of studies in Arabic literary papyri as envisaged in the 
Preface to Volume I. The studies reveal a steadily accelerating literary activity in both the 
religious and secular fields throughout the Umayyad period. Poets and scholars in the various 

fields used concurrent oral and written transmission for the publication, transmission, and preservation 
of their literary products. The isndd, particularly in its multiple forms, was used to a much greater 
degree in the religious than in the secular fields. For poetry the family isnad took second place to that 
stemming from a poet's personal secretary, Mtib, or from his transmitter, rdwi. A characteristically 
Arab approach and critical outlook mark Islamic literature of this period and of the early decades of 
cAbbasid rule. 

Recent finds of Arabic papyri await processing and study. Inspection and classification of relatively 
small Arabic papyri collections that have lately found their way to the United States revealed several 
literary texts from the early cAbbasid period itself. These include a leaf written in a schooled but small 
Kufic script from an early, if not the earliest, version of the Katilah wa Dimnah, extracts from the poetry 
of Sayyid al-Himyari, Abu al- 'Atahiyah, and Abu Nuwas, and other verses yet to be identified. It is 
probable that other texts representative of early cAbbasid literature are to be found among the rest of 
the extant collections. 

In contrast to the comparative rarity of literary documents, Arabic papyri collections include large 
groups of private correspondence. The letters throw considerable light on several facets of the life and 
mores of middle-class urban society—an intriguing field that awaits an eager explorer. 

In closing, I wish to express my appreciation to Director George R. Hughes of the Oriental Institute 
for his interest and encouragement, and again to our Editorial Secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth B. Hauser, for 
her skillful editing of the manuscript, and to her successor, Mrs. Jean Eckenfels, for cheerfully seeing the 
volume through the press. 

NABIA ABBOTT 

THE ORIENTAL INSTITUTE 

CHICAGO, 1969 
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ORTHOGRAPHY AND SCRIPTS 

R
EFERENCES in the sources to Muhammad's concern with his scribes' careful and clear writing are 

not lacking, though Muslims prefer to overlook them or to explain them away because of their 

L. implication for the dogma of Muhammad's illiteracy. This dogma is well illustrated by the 

fifth/tenth-century controversy that arose in respect to a tradition reported by Ibn Hanbal, Bukharl, 

and Darimi that Muhammad "wrote with his own hand" some of the alterations in the preamble of the 

Treaty of Hudaibiyah.1 Zaid ibn Thabit reported that Muhammad instructed him in the correct writing 

of the letter sin in the basmalah formula.2 The caliph Mu'awiyah instructed his secretary 'Ubaid ibn Abi 

Aws to make full use of diacritical points because as Muhammad's secretary Mu'awiyah had been 

instructed by Muhammad to do so.3 This statement reinforces my conclusions in favor of the pre-Islamic 

use of diacritical points4 and the belief that Muhammad himself could at least read.5 

Concern for correct speech and for good penmanship in reference to both the Qur'an and administrative 

functions went hand in hand and increased as the great conquests of the first century of Islam led to an 

increasing number of non-Arab converts and called for more and more scribal work in the state bureaus 

of the capital and the provinces. cUmar I wrote 'Abd Allah ibn Mas'ud in Kufah to be sure that his public 

recitation of the Qur'an was in the clear Arabic speech of the Quraish, in which the Qur'an was revealed, 

and not in the dialect of the Banii Hudhail.6 Both 'Umar and 'Abd Allah ibn Masfud preferred to have 

the Qur'an dictated by young men of the Quraish and the Thaqaf, and Thaqafites were preferred by 
(Uthman as Quranic copyists.7 These preferences are reflected in the membership of the editorial com

mittee that 'Uthrnan appointed for the preparation of this standard edition of the Qur'an.8 Again, we 

find *Umar I, who flogged his own son for incorrect speech,9 ordering his governor of 'Iraq Abu Musa 

al-Asheari to flog a secretary who had committed a grammatical error in a letter and further instructing 

Abu Musa to have Abu al-Aswad al-Du'ali teach the Basrans grammatical reading of the Qur'an (i'rdb).10 

1 Ibn Hanbal, Al-musnad (Cairo, 1313/1895) IV 291; Bukharl I I I 133, 167; Darimi, Sunan (Damascus, 1349/1930) II237. For 
traditions that either modify or bypass the crucial phrase see Concordance I II 338 4-L*5 V 413 ^ 1 5 and 523 ^"SS *if j ^ i l l J15. 
Muslim XI I 135-39 covers the treaty but omits reference to Muhammad's writing with his own hand; Nawawi's accompanying 
commentary covers typical arguments associated with the controversy that centered around the Spanish scholar Abu al-Walld 
al-Baji (403-74/1012-81) and involved scholars in the east as well (see e.g. Ibn 'Asakir V 248 f.; Dhahabi I I I 352; Maqqari, 
The History of the Mohammedan Dynasties in Spain . . . , trans. Pascual de Gayangos [Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain 
and Ireland, "Publications" LIII] I [London, 1840] 504 f.). Ibn Sa'd II 1, pp. 73 f., states emphatically that Muhammad himself 
wrote in an additional treaty clause: UJ* $3 ĴDI Ji* O P LJj *_*lxS3l JJL-I j **L* 41 t}j**j t_-=S". Sirah I 747 makes no 
reference to Muhammad's writing on this occasion, but Sirah I 235 implies that he wrote. Charles C. Torrey was convinced that 
Muhammad was able to read and write Arabic and even argued that possibly he could read Hebrew also (see our Vol. II 257, n. 9). 

2 Ibn 'Asakir V 28 f.; for Zaid ibn Thabit see our Vol. I I 19-21, 249-51, 256-61. 
3 Suyuti, Tadrib al-rdwi ft shark Taqrib al-Nawawl (Cairo, 1307/1889) p. 152 (citing Ibn {Asakir): 

.J^ii)I ^j* *4^~î * <-*/*- J^" J**' J^* ir^j^ j ^ ^ 4--,5j ^j £*JL5 liLlo j£>\ 
4 See 01P L 38, which has been overlooked by the able scholar Nasir al-Dln al-Asad in a recent work where he assumes that 

he is the first to suggest the probable use of diacritical points in pre-Islamic times (Masddir, p. 41). The key verb raqash in 
reference to writing is found in Abu al-Qasim {Abd Allah al-Baghdadf (fl. 255/869), Kilab al-kuttab, ed. Dominique Sourdel, 
Bulletin d'etudes orientates XIV (1954) 134, along with a long list of synonyms said to mean 4lljjj<cl«s-. Cf. Nabia Abbott, 
"Arabic paleography," Ars Islamica VIII (1941) 88 f., 101. The verb raqash is not found in the Concordance. 

5 See 01P L 46. 
6 Khatib I I I 406. 
7 Cf. Ibn Faris, Sahibi, p. 57. 
8 See e.g. 01P L 48 f. and Bukhari II 383. 
9 KhasaHs I I 8; Irshad I 20 f. 
10 Futuh al-buldan, p. 346. Cf. Jahiz, Bayan I I 220; SGli, Adab al-kuttab, p. 129; Inbuh I 16. 
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4 GRAMMAR 

The same concern eventually induced Abu al-Aswad al-Du5ali, encouraged or so ordered by Ziyad ibn 

Abihi (Ziyad ibn Abi Sufyan), to use the dot or point to indicate by its position the three basic vowels 

in the written Qur'an.11 Both men showed general concern for correct Arabic, spoken and written, and 

Ziyad, some say, was motivated by both personal and official reasons since his sons spoke incorrectly and 

he demanded accuracy from his secretaries.12 

Added motivation for mastery of the language came with the establishment of Arabic as the language 

of the state bureaus in the time of (Abd al-Malik (65-86/685-705) and his governor of 'Iraq, the former 

schoolteacher Hajjaj ibn Yusuf al-Thaqafi. Many are the anecdotes that throw light on the deep concern 

of both of these rulers for grammatically correct spoken and written Arabic. *Abd al-Malik regretted his 

own early negligence of Prince Walld's education in this respect in that he was reluctant to send the 

youth to the desert to acquire correct speech from the eloquent among the Bedouins.13 cAbd al-Malik 

developed a sharp ear for his heir's linguistic errors and reminded Walid that he who would rule the 

Arabs must first have command of their speech.14 Walid therefore retired for six months with a number of 

grammar teachers in a belated effort to learn grammar but failed to master the subject. *Abd al-Malik 

himself credited his fast-graying hair to the tensions of his frequent public speeches and the fear of uttering 

a solecism,15 for not even he nor Haj jaj was free from such errors. Perhaps Walld's difficulty with grammar 

gave him full appreciation of the linguistic competence demanded of Quranic-readers, for it was he who as 

caliph first put professional readers on the state payroll.16 At least one scholar, who was anxious to avoid 

service under Haj jaj but dared not refuse an appointment, deliberately spoke incorrectly in Haj jaj's 

hearing in the hope that Hajjaj would cancel his appointment, and indeed he did.17 cUmar II took 
cUmar I for his model and, like the latter, was extremely severe with members of his family and others 

who were guilty of incorrect Arabic.18 

Numerous anecdotes involving the linguistic and grammatical errors of rulers and scholars have found 

their way into historical and biographical works19 as well as into the adab20 and linguistic literature.21 

The subject of incorrect Arabic itself gave rise to long series of interrelated works, the lahn and tashif 

categories, covering errors in spoken and written Arabic made by the various professional groups, especi

ally secretaries, linguists, grammarians, litterateurs, and scholars in general, as well as errors made by the 

general public (lahn al-'drnmah). This subject has engaged the attention of Arabists intermittently for 

close to a century.22 Here we find Kisa'I (d. 189/805) heading the list, to be followed in the course of the 

third/ninth century by Ibn al-Sikkit, Abu 'Uthman Bakr ibn Muhammad al-Mazini, Abu Hatim 

al-Sijistanl, Dmawari, and Tha'lab (d. 291/904) among others. 

The same period saw a number of works written specifically for the education and guidance of state 

secretaries and for the younger members of the learned professions, religious and secular. This category 

11 See OIF L 39, with references cited in nn. 156-57. Several conflicting accounts credit now Abu al-Aswad and now Ziyad 
with the initiative in this matter (see e.g. Maratib, pp. 8-11; Siraff, pp. 15 f., 19; Zubaidi, p. 14; Aghdni XI 105 f.; Irshad VII 
200 L;InbahI 15 f.). 

12 Maratib, pp. 8 f.; Ibn 'Asakir V 417. 
13 E.g. Jahiz, Bayan I I 210; <Iqd IV 423. 
14 Ibn al-Tiqtaqa, Al-fakhrt, ed. Hartwig Derenbourg (Paris, 1895), p. 173: ^ ' ^ T (y^\ ^ VI *->JAJ! J J V (cf. Jahiz, Bayan 

I I 210 f.). 
15 Jahiz, Bayan I 149. 
16 Tha* alibi, Lata'if, p . 18; see also our Vol. II 228. 
17 Irshad I 25. 
18 Ibn 'Asakir I 25. 
19 E.g. Irshad I 8-27. 
20 E.g. Jahiz, Bayan I I 159 f., 213-35; Ibn Qutaibah, Adab aUhatib, ed. Max Griinert (Leiden, 1900) pp. 29-34. 
21 E.g. Fadil, pp. 4 f.; KhamHs I II 273-309; Muzhir II 396 f. 
22 See e.g. George KrotkofF, "The 'lahn al-cawam' of Abu Bakr az-Zubaidi," Bulletin of the College of Arts and Sciences in 

Baghdad I I (Baghdad, 1957) 1-15, which brings the current list of such works to 49, more than half of which have survived and 
some of which have been published. 
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ORTHOGRAPHY AND SCRIPTS 5 

is the familiar adab al-katib or addb al-Jcuttdb,23 which, apart from covering the subject pertaining to each 

group, stressed for all groups the basic qualifications for the mastery of Arabic, namely correct use of 

orthography and good penmanship. 

As state and private secretaries gained professional prestige and literary stature, they improved their 

penmanship and cultivated literary styles. This development is well illustrated by the career of Salim ibn 

*Abd Allah, the scholarly secretary of the caliph Hisham (105-25/724-43). A client of many parts, Salim 

was known for his eloquence24 as well as for his fine and accurate hand. He was also the teacher and son-in-

law25 of the better known Umayyad secretary cAbd al-Hamid ibn Yahya (d. 132/750), famed for his 

literary style and for his delineation of the power of the pen.26 Others turned their attention to the art 

of penmanship itself and presently developed a series of "pens" or scripts for secular use as distinct from 

the earlier Quranic scripts. The earliest of the professional script-men of 'Abbasid times is known simply 

as Qutbah (d. 154/771). His significant contribution to calligraphic chancellery scripts as well as that of 

several of his successors has been detailed elsewhere by this writer.27 

In the meantime Qur'anic-readers and scholars as forerunners of professional grammarians devoted 

much attention to Quranic orthography. We have no independent contemporary records as to the progress 

of linguistics and grammar in the Umayyad period. Dam (371-444/981-1053), our fullest and best-

informed author on the subject, was fully aware of the lack of adequate records for this early period.28 

The sources now available yield little more than the names of Quranic-readers, copyists, and calligraphers. 

They present us with contradictions and give rise to questions that still remain to be answered and, all in 

all, leave much to be desired. We know little indeed of Abu al-Aswad al-Di^all as the first grammarian29 

and of his handful of leading pupils and of their pupils except that they too acquired some reputation as 

grammarians of Basrah.30 Some of them paid special attention to the orthography of the Qur'an, for 

we read that Nasr ibn (Asim al-Laithl (d. 89/708) was the first to "point" vowels in the Qur'an and mark 

off the verses in fives and tens.31 But not until the generation of Ibn Abl Ishaq (d. 117/735 or 127/744 or 

745 at age 88) and Yahya ibn Ya^mar (d. 129/746 or 747) do bits of significant information become 

available. Yahya is said to have been among the first to vowel the Qur'an,32 and Muhammad ibn Sirin 

(d. 110/728) is reported as possessing a Qur'an pointed by Yahya himself.33 Yet the Basrans did not 

consider Yahya a leading grammarian.34 That distinction was readily bestowed on Ibn Abl Ishaq, who is 

credited with a basic role in the evolution of Qur'anic orthography.35 This could mean that Ibn Abl 

23 For a good sampling of this type of literature and for its usefulness down to our times see Walter Bjorkman, Betirage 
zur Geschichte der Staatshanzlei im islamischen Agypten (Hamburg, 1928). See also pp. 9 f. below. 

24 Fihrist, pp. 117, 125, 126, 353, credits him with rasaHl of some 100 pages and lists him as a translator of Aristotle's epistles 
to Plato. 

25 Fihrist, p. 117; Ibn 'Asakir VI 55. 
26 See e.g. Fihrist> p . 10; Suli, Adab al-Jcultab> p. 82; Abu Hilal al-Hasan ibn cAbd Allah al-'AskarT, Kitdb al-sind'alaiti 

al-kitdbah wa al-shilr, ed. (Ali Muhammad al-Bajawi (Cairo, 1371/1952) p. 138; Ibn 'Abdus al-Jahshiyari, Kitdb al-wuzard* wa 
al-kuttab, ed. Hans von Mzik (Leipzig, 1926) p. 72; Abu Hayyan al-Tawbidi, Thatath rasdHl, ed. Ibrahim al-Kilani (Damascus, 
1951) p. 39. See also Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi's epistle on penmanship as edited and translated by Franz Rosenthal in AT a 
Islamica XIII -XIV (1948) 3-30; Ibn Khallikan I 387 (= trans. I I 174). 

27 See OIP L 31-33; Ars Islamica VIII 88-90. 
28 Muh-kam, Intro, pp. 21 and 23 and text p. 47. 
29 See e.g. Mardlib, pp. 5-11; Sirafi, pp. 13-20; Zubaidi, pp. 13-19; Inbdh I 13-16 and references there cited. See also John 

A. Haywood, Arabic Lexicography (Leiden, 1960) pp. 11-19. 
30 Maratib, pp. 11 f.; Sirafi, pp. 20-25; Zubaidi, pp. 19-25. 
31 MufrJcam, pp. 6 f.; Inbdh I I I 343 and references there cited; Hugh yah, p. 403, credits him with a "book on Arabic." 
32 Muhkam, pp. 5 f.; OIP L 38. 
33 Zubaidi, p. 23. Muhammad ibn Sinn's brother possessed a copy of the hadith of Abu Hurairah (cf. our Vol. I I 17). 
34 Maratib, p. 25. 
35 Muhkam, p. 7: 

S ^ l JAV l*jd\j . . . 4^ ^l i l l ft.UI *%i\ J J j / ^ J U, ^ v - ^ 1 iSUJ ^ J J J S JU*J iaJUl J ^ i J l i - ^ J I f U jA J IS 

,*j*ej}\ Jjsl JaU \J\SMJ 6j$J\'i Jail)I IJU j ^ J P ^J^i ^JtTj OJlii Jftl ^s- *^£ *-J5" ^ W ! AX^\ 
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6 GRAMMAR 

Ishaq extended the point-voweling system, along perhaps with the use of colors, for other orthographic 

signs such as the hamzah and shaddah. Dam reports that he himself acquired an old copy of the Qur'an, 

dated Rajab 110/October 728 and written by Mughirah ibn Mina, which had red dots for the hamzah, 

shaddah, and tanwm "in accordance with the ancient practice of the east."36 Whatever basic contribution 

was made by Ibn Abi Ishaq, the point-orthography system continued to evolve and to develop regional 

variations.37 The controversy as to the use of anything but the bare consonants in Qur'anic codices 

shifted to consideration of the essential minimum of orthographic devices needed to insure ready and 

accurate reading of the sacred text.38 With the general acceptance of the point-vowels, the "pointer" 

(naqit), whose exacting duty was to supply the consonantal text with the essential orthography, won 

early recognition39 and achieved professional status relative to a Qur'anic-reader comparable in a way 

with that of a raivi to a poet. 

I t is readily to be seen that the development of the first steps of elementary grammar grew out of the 

needs of Qur'anic-readers, secretaries, and teachers during the Umayyad period. The case of Mucadh 

al-Harra1 is instructive. He started as a schoolteacher and soon clashed over methods of teaching grammar 

with Abu Muslim (d. 109/727), tutor to the sons of (Abd al-Malik. Their clash resulted eventually in the 

exchange of satirical verses between them.40 Mucadh is credited with being among the first to introduce 

accidence (tasrif), presumably of both the noun and the verb if we are to judge by the few examples of his 

teaching reported in later sources.41 He is furthermore credited with having written books on grammar 

in the Umayyad period,42 and presumably he wrote such books thereafter during his exceptionally long 

life.43 He was the friend and advisor of the "poet of the Shicah," Kumait ibn Zaid (60-126/679-743), who 

at times failed to heed his advice only to regret it. Mu'adh, himself a productive poet of a sort, composed 

verses on these episodes, but his poetry was characterized later as "similar to the poetry of gram

marians."44 Whatever Mu(adh's accomplishments were, he was considered no more than a minor gram

marian and was remembered as much, if not more, for having been the teacher of his paterna] nephew 

Ru'asi (d. 187/803) and of Kisa'i (d. 189/805) and Yahya ibn Ziyad al-Farra5 (d. 207/822), all three of 

whom were considered the founders of the Kufan school of grammar.45 Mu'adh's contemporary Qasim 

ibn Macn al-Mas'udi (d. 175/791), all-round scholar and Haniflte but reluctant judge of Kufah, was 

referred to as "the Shacbi of his time" because of his encyclopedic knowledge, which included poetry, 

language, and grammar, and he was also credited with grammatical works and a system of grammar 

that was rejected though Yahya ibn Ziyad al-Farra\ Laith ibn Nasr, and Ibn al-A'rabi were among his 

pupils.46 

In the meantime some of Mu (adh's Basran contemporaries of the Umayyad period and some of his 

younger Kufan contemporaries of early cAbbasid times did produce among them all sorts of primarily 

36 Ibid. p. 87. 
37 Ibid. pp. 18-24. 
38 Ibid. pp. 10-13. 
39 See ibid. p. 9 for NafT ibn Abi Nu'aim {d. 169 A.H.) and his naqit. 
40 Zubaidi, pp. 136 f.; Inbah I I I 293; Bughyah, p. 393. 
41 Suyuti, Kildb al-iqtirab fi Him usul al-nahtv (Haidanibad, 1359/1940) p. 84; Tashkuprlzadah, Kitab mijtafy al-sa'ddah 

I (Haidarabad, 1328/1910) 112-14, 125 f. 
42 E.g. Fihrist, p. 65; Inbah I I I 290. Mu'adh's Medinan contemporary (Alqamah ibn Abi 'Alqamah, traditionist and school

teacher who died in the reign of Mansur (136-58/754-75), taught Arabic philology, prosody, and grammar; see Ibn R-ustah, 
p. 216: J>^\J ^jjftj <ILJ ^Jl <u» Lu ^ J S ^ J j lT . 

43 His proverbial longevity gave rise to verses of younger rival poets in the reign of Harun al-Rashid (sec e.g. Jahiz, Hayawan 
I I I 423 f. and VI 327; {Uyun IV 59 f.; Mas'udi I I 130; Inbah I I I 290 f.; Ibn Khallikan I I 130 f. [ = trans. I l l 372 f.]). 

41 E.g. Fihrist, p. 65; Inbah I I I 288 f, 293-95. 
45 E.g. Inbah II 270, I I I 288 and 290, and references cited. 
46 Ma'arif, p. 109; Fihrist, p. 69; Zubaidi, pp. 146 f., 219 f.; Khatib X 245; Inbah I I I 31 f.; Irsliad VI199-202; Bughyah, p. 381: 
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ORTHOGRAPHY AND SCRIPTS 1 

lexical and grammatical works. Some of these works reflected the emergence and growth of these subjects 

as individual professional disciplines, while others served the practical needs of pupils, secretaries, copyists, 

and booksellers. So far as Qur'anic orthography was concerned, Ibn Abi Ishaq's contribution remained 

basic despite some additions and local variations reflected in a series of orthographic works in the titles of 

which naqt and shakl (or their derivatives) alone or in combination are the key words. Dam, who himself 

wrote several such works,47 mentions some of his predecessors, beginning with Khalil ibn Ahmad.48 

None of these early sources have come down to us, and of the extant sources not one gives a complete and 

integrated account of the system that was evolved by Khalil, though Dani provides us with many of its 

specific details.49 Khalil no doubt found the Qur'anic orthography that was in use somewhat confusing 

and certainly too cumbersome for linguistic and literary purposes, particularly for grammar and poetry. 

We do indeed find his system specifically associated with poetry manuscripts as distinguished from the 

system used for the Qur^n.50 He probably worked out the basics of the new system of vowels in con

junction with his treatise on meters (^arud), with which his name is more widely associated. Furthermore, 

the use of dots or points (nuqat) as orthographic symbols even when they were differentiated by number, 

position, and color was neither adequate in scope nor suggestive phonetically or visually of their intended 

purpose. Khalil's idea of using small letters for the three basic vowels and for some abbreviations as well 

as for distinguishing unpointed consonants was certainly an improvement in these respects. Thefathah, 

dammah, and Jcasrah representing alif> wdw, and ya* were more explicit and meaningful as was also the use, 

for example, of a small shin and a small Ma* for shadtd and khaftf respectively.51 It should be noted that 

Khalil's Medinan contemporaries used the final dal instead of the initial letter shin for shadtd.52 

Just when Khalil introduced the new orthography is difficult to determine. I suspect it was quite early 

in his career and in that of his favorite pupil, Sibawaih, who is associated with him in its use.53 Considering 

Khalil's major role in the evolution of Slbawaih's Kitdb and the very nature of the work itself as to both 

its prime subject of grammar and its evidential poetry, it is probable that at first the use of the new 

symbols for the Kitdb and the use of some symbols of Quranic orthography overlapped.54 Second-century 

papyri give no evidence of and literary sources make no specific reference to the use in secular works of any 

vowel orthography prior to the time of the youthful Khalil. Yet, a restrained use of Qur 'anic orthography 

probably served at first the needs of teachers, poets, traditionists, and particularly grammarians, whose 

specialty was prized by these others. The Umayyad poet Farazdaq (d. 110/728) finally expressed his 

own need and appreciation of the contribution of the linguist and grammarian Abii 'Amr ibn al-'Ala5 

(d. 154/771) in an eloquent verse55 that is illustrative of a poet's need of the language specialist. Khalil 

himself stressed his own decisive influence on the professional success or failure of the poets of his day in 

47 See Muftkam, Intro, p. 25. 
48 Ibid. pp. 9, 47. See ibid. Intro, pp. 32 f. for a list of 17 authors of such works, beginning with Abu al-Aswad al-Du'ali and 

ending with cAli ibn (Isa al-Rummani (d. 384/994); cf. Fihrisl, p. 35. 
4a See Muhkam, pp. 6, 9, 19 f., 22, 35 f., 42, 49, and, for applications of the system, pp. 209-60 passim; cf. 01P L 39 and 

references there cited. 
50 Muhkam, Intro, p. 27 and text pp. 7 and 22: JJiU APJJ-\ ĴUI <_-=£)! J ĴUi JSdJI j» j*iJI J S 3 . 
61 Whether or not Khalil used an inclined stroke instead of a vertical one for the fathah is hard to say. Scripts with varying 

degrees of slant in the alif wrere and still are common. The Jcasrah is believed to be either the initial stroke of the letter yd* 
written in either of its two forms, the regular and the reversed yd* ^ and ^ respectively. 

52 In time the H a ' lost its head and became a horizontal stroke; see Muhkam> pp. 42, 49 f, 51 f., and, for further details of 
the early Medinan and Basran practices, pp. 49-53. 

53 E.g. ibid. pp. 49 f. 
54 Indirect evidence of such overlapping is seen even in printed editions of the Kitdb (see e.g. Sibawaih II 312 in connection 

with ishmdm and see also Wright, Grammar I 71, 89). 
55 Mcfarif, p. 268 (= Ibn Qutaibah, Al-ma'drif, ed. Tharwat (Ukashah [1960] p. 540); Mardtib, p. 15; 
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8 GRAMMAR 

strong and colorful terms.56 Equally well attested is the professional traditionist's acknowledged need of 

grammar. Ayyub al-Sikhtiyani (68-131/687-748), teacher of Khalil, urged his followers to learn 

grammar.57 Shu'aib ibn Abi Hamzah (d. 162/779), court secretary to the caliph Hisham, for whom he 

wrote a large collection of hadiih from Zuhrfs dictation, was known for his fine and accurate penmanship.58 

Shu'aib's manuscripts were later shown by his son to Ibn Hanbal, who praised them for their "beauty, 

accuracy, voweling," etc.59 The leading Basran traditionist, Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar (d. 

167/784),60 who studied grammar early,61 was a pupil of the Qur'anic-reader (Asim al-Qari (d. 127/744)62 

and of cIsa ibn (Umar aUThaqafi (d. 149/766) and Khalil himself.63 He won recognition as a grammarian 

in a class with Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala*.64 

Though sought out primarily as an expert in hadith, Hammad demanded correct speech from his pupils 

and corrected their grammatical errors as he is said to have done with the young Sibawaih, who then left 

Hammad to study grammar with Khalil even as Hammad himself had done before him.65 Hammad, like 

his father,66 committed his materials to writing. The sources have not yet yielded a reference to the use of 

either system of orthography by Hammad, though they give evidence of the use of some orthographic 

symbols by his fellow Basran traditionist Abu 'Awanah al-Waddah ibn Khalid (d. 170/786 or 176/792), 

who could read but not write and who therefore sought help with his manuscripts from one who paid 

special attention to the diacritical points and vowels so that he could read them correctly.67 Hammad and 

Abu cAwanah had several pupils in common, at least three of whom became associated specifically with a 

comparatively liberal use of orthography in contrast to pupils who used vowel signs sparingly. The three 

pupils, namely 'Affan ibn Muslim (134-220/752-835),68 Habban ibn <Amir,69 and Bahz ibn Asad,70 were 

closely associated with Ibn Hanbal as teachers and colleagues. It is from Ibn Hanbal that we learn of their 

use of orthography, while others simply mention their accurate manuscripts in which special attention was 

paid to names.71 Ibn Hanbal, on the other hand, commented that no one escapes manuscript errors 

(tasMf) and added that Yahya ibn Sacid al-Qattan (120-98/738-813), a fellow pupil of the three mentioned 

above, used only the tashdid while (Affan, Habban, and Bahz were given to the fuller use of orthography.72 

Inasmuch as the Quranic point orthography was seldom used for non-Qur'anic purposes,73 not even when 

56 E.g. Aghani XVII 16: fxS ^\j ILL" Qj* C~.J>JJ f&J \h\ kJt*J\ u lS^ Ulj J *J *lj*iJI jU* Jul (said to Ibn Munadhir 
[d. 199/815]). About a century later 'Umarah ibn (Aqil ibn Bilal, a great-grandson of Jarlr and a natural-born and ranking 
poet in his own right (sec p. 147 below), expressed in verse the sentiment that were it not for the fear of Allah he would 
curse the tomb of Khalil because he introduced distressing problems in prosody: 

(Maratib, p. 39). 
57 Jahiz, Bayan II 233: C& j&\ 4W> AT'JJ *~J>J\ JU- <Sl* J * J 1 J>JLJ. For Ayyub as a traditionist see our Vol. I I . 
58 Dhahabi I 205; Ibn «Asakir VI 321. 
59 Jarh I I 1, p. 345: Ut* J£J J i ^L? 4>~d\j (yS\ j * l^ lil*. For Shu'aib see our Vol. II 177 f. 
60 For his activities as a traditionist see our Vol. I I . 
61 Irshad IV 135; Inbtlh I I 105. 
62 Maratib, p. 24; Ibn al-Jazari I 259. 
63 See Maratib, p. 66, for both teachers. 
61 E.g. Ma'arif, p. 252; Slrafi, pp. 42 f.; Nuzhah, pp. 25 f.; Inbah I 329 f. 
65 Ma'arif, p. 252; Maratib, p. 66; Sirafi, pp. 43 f.; Zubaidi, p. 66; Irshad IV 135; Inbah I 330. 
66 See e.g. Ibn 'Aufikir VI 216-28. 
67 Jarl IV 2, pp. 40 f.: \j£ J*U 4ko- & ^ J b - lilj J.2JI, |>L*Vl j ^ T ^>b&\ ^ . See also our Vol. I I 61, 80, 226, 236. 
68 See e.g. Ibn Sa(d VI 52 f. and VII 2, pp. 51 and 78; Khatib XII 2*76. Cf. our Vol. I I 55. 

«9 See e.g. Khatib VIII 257. 
70 See e.g. Jarh I 1, p. 431; Dhahabi, M'izan al-iHidal fi tardjim al-rijal (Cairo, 1327/1907) I 164. 
71 See e.g. Khatib XII 275 f. 
72 Jarh I 1, p. 431; Khatib XI I 273 f.: J&JI ,^UH * ^ A u l f j ^ i J J i J±J UiJlS olT W J*> t JSJL. JL** J J ^ ^ j l T . 
73 See Vol. II, Document 5, for an example. 
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ORTHOGRAPHY AND SCRIPTS 9 

the Qur'anic and Kufic or semi-Kufic scripts themselves were so used by Christians74 or Muslims,75 

the logical conclusion is that these traditionists used the new small-letter vowels as devised by Khalil. 

The advantages of KhahTs letter vowel orthography over the older dot or point system was so evident 

that it is not surprising that it spread so quickly and was used at first by some even for Qur'anic 

manuscripts, though most of the generally conservative Quranic-readers either held on to the old point 

system or presently reverted to it "because it was the practice of the Companions and the Successors."76 

The Kufan Kisa'i (d. 189/805), well known as a Quranic-reader, grammarian, and royal tutor, had 

Salih ibn cAsim as his private pointer (naqit). But, though Kisa'i's variant readings and grammatical 

preferences are frequently cited, there is no specific indication as to which system he and Salih used. 

When we read that the people "pointed" their Qur'an copies in accordance with KisaTs public reading,77 

we wonder whether his large audiences in Kfifah and Baghdad used the old orthography to the exclusion 

of the new system. We know further that Kisa'i was among the first to compose a work on spelling, 

Kitdb al-hijd\78 in which he must have taken note of the new system at least for non-Qur'anic manuscripts. 

A younger Kufan grammarian, Muhammad ibn Ziyad, better known as Ibn al-A(rabi (ca. 150-231/ 

767-846), definitely used thefathah in his manuscripts.79 

The introduction and ready acceptance of KhahTs system did not necessarily imply its full use in a 

given manuscript, whether it was Quranic or secular. The use of either system in a particular field was 

controlled and selective for the most part in this early period, as both the sources80 and the papyri 

indicate. Literary papyri that can be dated roughly from about the mid-second to about the mid-third 

century of the Hijrah do confirm practices indicated in the sources. While some use no orthographic 

signs whatsoever, not even the diacritical points, more do use them though in varying degrees; and some 

supplement the orthographic signs by use of small letters to distinguish unpointed consonants.81 The 

letter vowels appear in fewer documents and are used more sparingly than the diacritical points, and both 

are more apt to be used with proper names or with particularly dubious words as evidenced in many of 

our prose documents82 and also in a Heidelberg papyrus roll dated 229/844.83 By contrast, and under

standably enough, orthographic symbols were more freely used for poetry, as in our Documents 6 and 7 

(see pp. 150 and 165). 

Despite a mild controversy, inspired by cultural and social rather than religious motives, concerning the 

liberal or full use of orthographic symbols, individual teachers, secretaries, poets, linguists, and gram

marians exercised their own judgment in the matter. As a rule they were guided by the intellectual or 

social level of their prospective readers relative to the latters' own professional or official positions. 

74 Sec e.g. Wright, Facsimiles, Pis. XX and XCV; Eugene Tisserant, Specimina codicum orientalium (Bonnae, 1914) PI. 54; 
Agnes Smith Lewis and Margaret D. Gibson, Forty-one Facsimiles of Bated Christian Arabic Manuscripts ("Studia Siniatica" 
XII [Cambridge, England, 1907]) Pis. I I and I I I ; Georges Vajda, Album de paleographie arabe (Paris, 1958) Pi. 4. 

75 See e.g. Wright, Facsimiles, Pis. VI and XIX; Namadhij, Pis. 17, 19, 21, 64, but PL 7 illustrates a 5th-century heavy 
Kufic Qur'an which shows full use of the secular orthography. 

76 MuJjkam, pp. 22, 42 f. The older system continued to be used for Quranic manuscripts for several centuries more. Scholarly 
works covering the subject of orthography primarily but not exclusively were produced by Qur'anic scholars and grammarians 
of the period (see e.g. Mubkam, Intro, pp. 32 f. and text p. 9; see also Abbott in Ars Islamica VIII 81, 83. 

77 Mulkam, p. 13; Khatib XI 409; Inbah I I 256, 264; Ibn al-Jazarl I 538, 
78 E.g. Inbah 11 211. 
79 Khatib V 283. 
80 Mulikam, p. 210, in a section headed in part J*Ul!l y* ^**J[JJ «-J J*J1 JAI <J>XZJL* ^ 1 1 * states explicitly , j *AjO 1 JM\ 

,\JJ\ jtri jji JPJ . . . ^uvi y^.j Jisavi g <J iii vl^i £*)>* J*J J&1 A ^ > 4̂ =u ^ 
81 Sec e.g. Vol. II, Documents 5 and 12, and Documents 1-5 below. 
82 See e.g. Vol. I, Documents 1 and 3 and pp. 1 f.; Vol. II, Documents 2, 6-8, 11-13, and pp. 87-91; see also Documents 1 and 2 

below. 
83 Carl H. Becker, Papyri Schott-Iieinhardt I ("Veroffentlichungen aus der Heidelberger Papyrus-Sammlung" III [Heidelberg, 

1906]) 8 f.; Gertrud Melamede, "The meetings at aI-(Akaba," Le monde oriental XXVIII (1934) 4 plates between pp. 56 and 57. 
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Authors of textbooks for the young and handbooks for the relatively inexperienced would-be professionals 

were more apt to make liberal use of orthography. On the other hand, authors of manuscripts intended for 

the cultured class, for professional peers, and for official superiors would limit orthographic symbols to a 

minimum, thus tacitly flattering the recipient by implying his full command of the language. Inadvertent 

cr intentional disregard of this guideline was likely to bring indignant protest or disapproval, as illustrated 

by the contemporary poets c Abbas ibn al-Ahnaf and Abu Nuwas (d. 198/813)84 and of *Abd Allah ibn 

Tahir (d. 230/844 or 845), governor of Khurasan.85 

The general secular concern with and approaches to correct lexical and grammatical forms and their 

practical and adequate representation in writing are reflected in a series of works usually titled Jcitdb 

al-hijd\ as was the work of Kisa'i mentioned above, or more descriptively hitdb al-khatt wa al-hijd\ Such 

works were produced by leading Basran and Kufan grammarians of the third and fourth centuries such as 

Abu Hatim al-Sijistam, Mubarrad, Thaclab, Muhammad ibn al-Qasim ibn al-Anbari, and Ibn Durustawaih, 

to mention a few in chronological order.86 Furthermore, in the adab al-kdtib or addb al-kuttab category87 

of secretarial "textbooks" chapters or whole sections were devoted to these problems. For instance, Ibn 

Qutaibah's Adab al-kdtib has a section headed iaqwim al-yadd followed by one headed taqwim al-lisdn and 

thus stresses both written and oral spelling and grammar.88 

Still another type of wTork, usually from the hands of state secretaries, dwelt on linguistic competence 

and literary style but stressed also the type, size, and quality of scripts as such. Works of this type were 

more apt to be titled al-kitdbah wa al-khatt or al-khatt wa al-kitdbah, for example those written by Ibn 

Thawwabah (d. 277/890) and Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Tamlmi (d. 320/932).89 Finally, there was a type of 

work with such titles as al-khatt wa al-qalam or risdlahfi al-khatt They were written generally by scholars 

or state secretaries who were renowned for their excellent penmanship and concerned mainly with the 

classification of scripts and calligraphic techniques. The basic role such authors played in the evolution 

of Arabic scripts—beginning with the Umayyad secretary *Abd al-Hamid ibn Yahya (d. 132/750), 

reaching a high peak during the reign of Ma'mun with the state calligrapher Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad ibn 

Abi Khalid al-Ahwal and others, and climaxing with the calligrapher-wazir Ibn Muqlah (d. 328/940)— 

has been discussed elsewhere by this writer.90 

In all these extensive and interrelated linguistic and scriptorial developments, despite the frequent 

references to the pious motives that led the aged Abu cAmr ibn al-eAla' to destroy his roomful of linguistic 

and literary works, we find no true parallel to the initially heated controversy over committing hadith to 

writing. As already seen, a controversy somewhat parallel to that over supplementing the bare consonants 

of the Qur'anic text (rasm al-Qur^dn) with orthographic symbols91 did arise but steadily subsided after 

the introduction of the letter-vowel orthography devised by Khalil. For, in contrast to the rare use of 

the vowel symbols in early papyri, literary documents and other works dating roughly from about the 

mid-third century and later give evidence of the increasing use of orthographic signs, even to their full 

use in some scholarly works written in calligraphic scripts but mostly on paper or parchment. Excellent 

84 See Suli, Adab al-kuttab, p. 61, for these and several other objectors; see also Franz Rosenthal's translation of Abu Hayyan 
al-Tawhldi's epistle on penmanship, Ars Islamica XIII -XIV 17 f., and Nuwairi VII 13. 

85 See 01P L 41, with references cited in n. 184. 
86 See e.g. Inbdh I 150, I I 62, 113, 271, and I I I 208, 251. See also Jumal, pp. 269-81 and 290 f., where Zajjaji briefly covers 

the subject and refers to his own KUab al-Mja\ 
87 See e.g. Abbott in Ars Islamica VIII 85 and references there cited; Abu al-Qas in (Abd Allah al-Baghdadi, Kitab al-kuttab, 

ed. Dominique Sourdel, Bulletin d'etudes orientates XIV 115-53. 
88 See Ibn Qutaibah, Adab al-katib, pp. 234-57 and 369-72; see also Suli, Adab al-kuttdbf pp. 243-59. 
89 See Abbott in Ars Islamica VIII 86. 
90 See Ars Islamica VIII 80-100, OIP L 30-38, and "The contribution of Ibn Muklah to the North-Arabic script," AJSL LVI 

(1939) 70-83. 
91 See e.g. Muhkam, pp. 10-13, for prominent Companions and Successors who either opposed or permitted the use of these 

symbols. 
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ORTHOGRAPHY AND SCRIPTS 11 

illustrations of the combination of full orthography with fine Kufic-nasJchi and early Maghribl scripts 

are available on paper specimens from Abu cUbaid's Gharib al-kadith, dated 252/866,92 Malik ibn Anas' 

Muwalta? in bold nashki and ihuluth scripts of the Maghribl variety with all its lavish final-letter flourishes, 

dated 277/890,93 Ibn Qutaibah's Gharib al-hadith, dated 279/892,94 and Abu al-cAmaithal al-Acrabl's 

Kitab al-maHhur, dated 280/893.95 There are, on the other hand, codices from the second half of the 

third century, written on paper, papyrus, or parchment in different styles of scripts that vary in quality 

from poor to fine and that use both diacritical points and vowels in varying degrees of frequency. Further

more, type of script, quality of penmanship, and use of orthographic symbols vary sometimes within 

a manuscript that is of considerable length. Known codices are a copy of Shafi'I's Risalah written on 

paper in a cursive hand, dated 265/878 and attested to by Eabr ibn Sulaiman al-Muradi (d. 270/883 or 

884),96 a paper copy of the MasaHl of Ibn Hanbal97 written in a rather poor hand and dated 266/879, 

a papyrus manuscript of the Jcimi* of Ibn Wahb98 in a fine hand that varies from stiff to quite cursive 

naskhi and dated 276/889, and a parchment manuscript of St. Mark the Hermit dated 288/901 and now 

in the library of the University of Strasbourg.99 In regard to orthographic symbols, our documents that 

date from about the mid-third century or after (Documents 1, 2, 6, 7) also vary from rare to all but full 

usage, as do a few others that have come to my attention but are not included in the present volume.100 

A few works of the second century and a goodly number of the third and fourth centuries have survived 

in fourth-century copies written on paper or in rare instances on parchment. They are representative of 

scripts characteristic of both the eastern and the western varieties. Simple or elaborate Kufic and thuluth 

scripts are used sometimes for titles and headings. Some of the manuscripts are written in a stiff style, 

while others are in a more cursive naskhi, and still others are in a Maghribi variety of this favorite book 

hand. A few are in the common nondescript mutlaq hand, which is nevertheless reasonably legible. A 

rough survey of illustrations available to me revealed a variety of choice in the extent to which use was 

made of orthographic symbols. Though in some manuscripts they were used not at all or very rarely, 

in most of the manuscripts examined they were used either freely or to the full extent. The manuscripts 

available in reproductions cover a wide variety of subjects and represent leading authors in their 

respective fields. Though not all the copyists mentioned are readily identifiable, a few are well known 

scholar-copyists or scholar-booksellers. Christian and scientific manuscripts apart,101 the extant dated 

manuscripts from the fourth century include the Gharib al-hadith (311/923) of Abu HJbaid,102 the Sirr 

92 See Wright, Facsimiles, PL VI. 
93 See Vol. I I 88. 
94 See Namadhij, PI. 15. 
95 See 2 plates following Forwort in edition of F. Krenkow (London, 1925); Namadhij, PI. 16. 
96 Shafi% Al-risalah, ed. Ahmad Muhammad Shakir (Cairo, 1358/1940) Intro, pp. 17-23 and Pis. 1-103; cf. B. Moritz, Arabic 

Palaeography (Cairo, 1905) Pis. 117-18. In his introduction to his translation of Shafi'i's Risalah, Majid Khadduri, Islamic 
Jurisprudence (Baltimore, 1961) p. 50, quotes me as "inclined to accept a fourth century dating" for the paper manuscript. Since 
my conversation with Professor Khadduri, paper manuscripts from the second half of the 3rd century have come to light (especi
ally the above-mentioned Muwatta? of Malik ibn Anas), including literary manuscripts written in cursive script. These new factors, 
while not conclusive in themselves, incline me to accept the earlier dating. 

97 See Namadhij, PL 14. 
98 See Le djdmi( d'lbn Wahb I - I I , edite et commente par J. David-Weill ("Publications de l'Institut francais d'archeologic 

orientale: Textes arabes" III-IV [Le Caire, 1939-48]). 
99 Melanges de VUniversite Saint Joseph XXVIII (1949-50) PI. XVIII. 
100 E.g. Arabic papyrus No. 6686 in the University of Michigan Library, Oriental Institute No. A6964, Arabic papyrus No. P94 

in the collection of Mr. H. P. Kraus of New York. Parchment and paper literary documents of the 3rd century tend to have 
fuller use of orthographic signs than do those written on papyrus. 

101 On the whole both groups show about as marked variations as to writing materials, variety of scripts, and extent of use 
of orthographic symbols. Parchment manuscripts are more frequent in Christian literature, and animal and human illustrations 
are more apt to occur in copies of Kalilah wa Dimnah and in scientific works, especially those on zoology, medicine, and 
astronomy. 

102 See Moritz, Arabic Palaeography, Pis. 119-20. 
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al-nahv (first half of 4th century) of Zajjaji,103 the Kitab (351/962) of Sibawaih,104 and the Hadhf min 

nasab Quraish of Mu'arrij ibn (Amr al-Sadusi, copy from the hand of Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn 'Abd Allah 

al-Najirami (d. 355/966), grammarian and scholar-copyist who was patronized by Kafiir of Fatimid 

Egypt and who was a member of a family of three generations of scholar-booksellers.105 The second half 

of the fourth century yielded many more dated manuscripts. These include the MuJcktasar (359/970)106 

of Abu Muscab al-Zuhrl, the Dlwan al-adab (363/974) of Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Farabi,107 the Hidayah 

(364-66/974-76) of Ismail ibn cAbbad al-Sahib,108 the Shark al-mu'allaqdt (371/981) of Abu Jacfar 

Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Nahhas,109 the Ahhbdr al-nahwiyym aUBasriyym (376/987)110 of Sirafi 

written in beautiful calligraphic Kufic and Kuftc-nasMi scripts by cAli ibn Shadhan al-Kazi, whose 

knowledge of Arabic left something to be desired, the Diwan Ab% al-Asivad al-Du^ali (380/990) in cursive 

vocalized script,111 the Kuna iva al-asmxP (381/991)112 of Daulabi, and the Dhvdn al-Mutanabbi 

(398/1008).113 

The ample manuscript evidence as to orthography and penmanship actually reflects the sustained 

concern of the intelligentsia in maintaining high standards for both. The biographical literature for the 

various professions, including the sciences, yields numerous references to scholars who themselves produced 

or searched for and acquired manuscripts known for their accuracy, legibility, and beauty of scripts. The 

libraries of the rich and powerful, especially those of caliphs and wazirs, frequently became the depositories 

of the choicest of such manuscripts, through commission and purchase or through confiscation and 

bequests.114 The rank and file of students, young scholars, and laymen had to be content with the in

different commercial products of the average copyists or booksellers, for whose services and stock of 

books there was ever increasing demand. Famed scholar-bibliophile-booksellers such as Nadim, Yaqut, 

and Qifti reveal in their works115 a keen awareness of the quality of the manuscripts they acquired and 

described. Accuracy of text is their first concern, with stress now on legibility, now on beauty of scripts, 

or on the lack of either or both of these qualities as the case may be. They give special attention to 

manuscripts of lexical and grammatical works in these respects. Most of their descriptive terms are 

commonplace adjectives used alone or in various combinations.116 Among the most frequently used terms 

that stress primarily accuracy of text are JiJJj *i))J\ J P U * and £ r^> ^ - ^ t n o s e that stress 

legibility and quality of penmanship are 7*^, J ^ , <j**>-, ^fr -**>-, and 4J ^J&J* ^>*, while poor or 

careless manuscripts are described as (£3) and TS*J. These are supplemented by terms that indicate the 

type and size of the scripts, the most commonly used being J**>, J ^ , C £ ^ J J <Jr*^ a n ( i J r ^ * 

Frequently reference to a well known and easily recognized hand of a famous scholar, copyist, or 

calligrapher is simply ^jj*<* <&*>-; "his handwriting is known." 

103 See ibid. PL 122. 
104 See ibid. PL 121; Namadhij, PL 17. 
105 See Namadhij, PI. 64, and Mu'arrij ibn (Amr al-Sadusi, Kitab hadhf min nasab Quraish, ed. Salah al-DIn al-Munajjid 

(Cairo, 1960) Intro, pp. 10 f. For the Najirami family see GAL S I 201 f.; Fihrist, p. 87; Irshad I 278 f.; Inbah 1170 f.; p. 39 below. 
106 See Namadhij, PL 18. 
107 See Wright, Facsimiles, PL LX. 
108 See Namadhij, PL 19. 
109 See ibid. PL 21. 
110 See Sirafi, Intro, pp. 8 f. and 3 plates; Namadhij, PL 22. See also p. 15 below. 
111 See Wright, Facsimiles, PL VII. 
112 See Vajda, Album de paleographie arabe, PL 18. 
113 See Wright, Facsimiles, PL XLVII. 
114 Qifti willed his magnificent library to his patron, the Ayyubid ruler of Aleppo (Inbah I, Intro, pp. 20 f.; Zubaidi, pp. 291 f.). 

See also p. 36 below. 
115 See e.g. Fihrist, pp. 7, 40, 107; Irshad I 81 f., I I 266 f., and V 326; Inbah I, Intro, pp. 13 and 20 and text, pp. 7-9. 
116 We are not concerned here with the profusion of literary expressions on the functions and power of the pen as against 

those of the sword, which start with Surah 96:4 and continue throughout Islamic literature. 
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Nadim, in a significant passage, reports having seen a large manuscript collection with autographs 

and written on leather, parchment, papyrus, and paper by scholars of the first and second centuries, 

beginning with Abu al-Aswad al-Du'ali and including such Qur'anic scholars and grammarians as Yahya 

ibn Ya'mar, Abu lAmr ibn al-tAla>, Sibawaih, Kisa'i, Abu <Amr al-Shaibam, Yahya ibn Ziyad al-Farra', 

Asma'i and Ibn al-Acrabi (d. 231/846).117 

However, in this as in a supplementary passage that concentrates on the manuscripts of Bedouin 

authors,118 Nadim does not characterize the penmanship of individual Umayyad scholars, apart from 

that of the Qur'anic calligrapher Khalid ibn Abi al-Hajjaj, whom Walid I employed to copy Qur'ans, 

poetry, and aJchbdr.119 cAbd al-Malik's state secretary Rauh ibn Zinbac is referred to as 'Iraqi in his 

penmanship and Farisi in his style,120 which would indicate an angular Kufic or Kxific-naskhi script. 

Attention has been drawn (p. 5) to the fine and accurate hand of the scholarly Salim ibn cAbd Allah, 

secretary to Hisham. Specific details in references to the manuscripts and penmanship of cAbbasid scholars 

are more readily available. Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala' pointed out to Akhfash al-Akbar how easy it was to 

confuse carelessly formed ra? and wdw and hence misread a verse.121 Khalll, we are told, took pains with 

his manuscripts and disapproved of small light scripts (Matt raqiq),122 usually associated with the love-sick 

because they too are emaciated123 but used also by traveling scholars in the interest of light weight and 

paper economy.124 The eloquent Bedouin scholar Abu Shibl al-'Uqaill, patronized by Harun al-Rashid and 

the Barmakids and teacher of Ibn al-Acrabi, wrote an ancient hand (khatt ^atiq).125 We know that Ibn al-

A'rabi used thefathah in his manuscripts (see p. 9). 

Descriptive references to the manuscripts and penmanship of third-century copyists, booksellers, and 

scholars are generally made on the basis of third-century manuscripts actually seen by Nadim, Yaqut, 

or Qifti. The bookshop of Ibn Wadda' al-Azdi of Baghdad was a rendezvous of scholars where many of 

their discussions and debates took place in the fourth decade of the third century. There was keen compe

tition for Ibn Wadda/'s hand copies, which soon became and for centuries remained highly prized 

collectors' items. Qifti, writing in 630/1232-33, reported that he examined critically several of Ibn 

Wadda<5s copies, including a section of the Dhvdn al-Acshd and a copy of Abu 'Ubaid's Amthdl, and 

found them to be the most carefully executed.126 So far, I have found no references to Ibn al-Sikklt's 

penmanship, a fine old 'Iraqi, that is, Kufic, hand, to judge by an excellent specimen from a copy of the 

To? fifth al-muluk al^Arab that is dated 243/857.127 Muhammad ibn <Abd Allah al-Tamimi, known as 

117 See Fihrist, p. 40; Inbdh 17-9 reproduces the passage. See also Ars Islamica VIII76 f., where I have dealt at length with the 
basically significant implication of this passage, namely the availability in the 3rd century and after of autograph manuscripts 
of 1st- and 2nd-century authors. I have since drawn attention to a considerable number of instances from the second half of the 
1st century onward of an author's or a collector's manuscripts passing on to some member of his family, usually a son or a 
nephew and occasionally even a daughter, or to one or more of his leading pupils and transmitters (see e.g. our Vols. I 18 f. and 
23-28, I I 28 f., 37 f., 54 f., 156 f., 172 f., 175-78,218,227,230 f.). Still other references to the survival of the manuscripts of several 
leading Umayyad poets and scholars will be noted in the present study. The number of specific references to the fate of 2nd- and 
3rd-century manuscripts grew as competition for them increased among scholars, booksellers, and rulers. Rulers used their wealth 
and power, as seen above, to acquire especially desirable books or collections for their personal or state libraries. Bequests 
{wasiyah, tirhah) of works or libraries became increasingly common in the 3rd century. The numerous benefits of such bequests 
for all concerned were listed and extolled at some length by the tireless author and bibliophile Jahiz in his Hayawdn I 100 f. 

118 See Fihrist, p. 47. 
119 Ibid. pp. 9, 40; OIP L 54; Abbott in Ars Islamica VIII 76. 
120 Tha'alibI, LatdHf, p. 42: ^US3I ^ j U .kU j l ^ . 
121 Muzhir I I 360 f., 363. 
122 Maud ahahhydr, p. 24. 
123 Suli, Adah al-kuttdb, pp. 59 f.; Muhdijardt I 60. 
124 See Vol. I I 89. 
125 Fihrist, p. 46; Muzhir I I 304. 
126 Inbdh I 53 and I I 134: 0 J ^ J <u-Lab V I* J ^ J i j uUJVi J* 4^1^ <tkk *C^\ (see also Fihrist, p. 80). 
127 See Vajda, Album de paleographie arabe, PI. 3, and Namddhij, PI. 13. Note the free use of diacritical points and the absence 

of vowels. 
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Hazanbal, a transmitter from Ibn al-Sikklt, receives high praise for his penmanship.128 The autograph 

copy of the Kitab al-qabdHl of Muhammad ibn Habib (d. 245/860) that was written on Khurasanian 

Talhi paper for the famous library of the wazir Fath ibn Khaqan was seen by Nadim, who was impressed 

with its accuracy.129 Manuscripts from the prolific hand of Muhammad ibn Hablb's pupil Sukkari 

(212-75/827-88) were desired for their accuracy.130 Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Sa'dan ibn al-Mubarak, 

a third-generation scholar and bibliophile, was known for his accurate penmanship and faithful trans

mission. 131 Zajjaj sought to ingratiate himself with his patron the wazir Qasim ibn 'Ubaid Allah and with 

the caliph Mu'tadid (279-89/892-902) by completing and recasting the JarnV al-mantaq of Abu Ja'far 

al-'Askari. He had Ahmad ibn Ibrahim al-Tirmidhl, one-time teacher of Zajjaj's former Kufan teacher 

Tha'lab and a penman in much demand, make but a single copy of the revised and completed Jdmi* on 

fine Khurasanian Talhi paper for the caliph's library.132 Several of the pupils and associates of Tha'lab 

were both scholars and booksellers known for their good penmanship. Among them were Abu Hasan 

al-Tirmidhi,133 Abu Musa al-Hami^,134 and Muhammad ibn *Abd Allah al-Kirmanl al-Warraq, whose 

copy of Ibn Qutaibah's Ma'drif was acquired by Qifti, who describes the manuscript and its scholar-

copyist in superlative terms.135 Of Tha'lab's younger associates, the wealthy CA1I ibn Muhammad al-

Asdi, better known as Ibn al-Kufi (254-344/868-956), author and bibliophile, won high praise for his 

autographed manuscripts, which were seen and used by Nadim, Yaqut, and Qifti.136 Mubarrad, who 

wrote a good hand,137 considered himself a tvarrdq and had several close associates who were scholar-

booksellers.138 Mubarrad and Tha'lab as famed and rival leaders of the Basran and Kufan schools of 

grammar had in common several enterprising pupils who were known for their knowledge of grammar and 

good penmanship. Among these pupils were Tha'lab's son-in-law Abu cAli al-Dinawarl (d. 289/901), 

who settled in Egypt,139 and the latter's stepson Muhammad ibn Wallad (d. 298/910),140 whose father, 

Walid ibn Muhammad al-Tamimi al-Masadri, better known as Wallad (d. 263/877), was the first to 

establish in Egypt a family of grammarians and scholar-booksellers.141 Abu al-'Ala1 al-Makkl (d. 317/929) 

made copies of the works of Zubair ibn Bakkar al-Zubairi (d. 256/870), one of which was seen by Qifti, 

who praised it highly.142 *Abd Allah ibn Muhammad, grammarian and tutor in the household of Muqtadir's 

(295-320/908-32) wTazir £Ali ibn 'Isa, was known for his good hand.143 The excellent penmanship of the 

128 Fihrist, p. 78; Inbah I 339: ^AJI ^ i ^ JJUxllj 4 ^ J U ^ J l j o J j ^ JL>- 1^ <J. 
129 For the origin and early use by the Arabs of Khurasanian paper and its Tall.u variety, see Abbott, "A ninth-century frag

ment of t h e ' Thousand Nights' " JNES VIII (1949) 146-49; Adolf Grohmann, Arabische Paldographie I (Osterreichische Akademie 
der Wissenschaften, Philos.-hist. Kl., "Denkschriften," 94. Band, 1. Abhandlung [Wien, 1967]) 98 f. See also p. 149 below. 

«° Fihrist, p. 76; Inbah I 292: O v J 4*>- j Ijbj* tfj£JI OlT. 
131 Inbah I 185: AAJJ\ J ^ U Jai-I ^ 615". 
132 Fihrist, pp. 60 f., 80; Irshad I 57 f.; Inbah I 164 f. and I I I 232, where ^Jb jJI is a misreading for ^JU^I. 
133 Bughyah, p. 103: <u v_Ar* ^wJL> jj^» 4a>-. 

134 Fihrist, p. 79: 3jji d l f j Ja--*all j ^ i l l (y*-J J*£-t 4>wtJ tJw^j (cf. Inbah I I 22). 
135 Inbah I I I 155: A^J\J fyX\ * U j J*J 4Jc ^ U l U-P / JaiJI »f* JdLI ^ (cf. Fihrist, p. 79; Irshad VII 19). 
136 See e.g. Fihrist, p. 79. Inbah I I 305 f. adds a description of Ibn al-Kufi*s library; Irshad V 326 f. is more detailed on his 

penmanship: 

<*IS0i J p L ^ J U>U>-i J>J-\ JJJLX Jsjji-1 J p ^ j / ^ l J**: <uli <cu AJIIS3 UUJIJ Ua^ J^>-1 j ! U » ^ r SJU. Ask Colj 

.*-£" ^ I** J p dak <w-l . . . IfJ ^_^l <^IJJIJ OJ^CII JAJ* J . o l & M » **a ~* J\JA SOP L î J ^ J L L I 

i " Zubaidi, p. 108; Inbah I I I 242. 
138 Fihrist, p. 60, esp. n. 1; Tha'alibi, LataHf, p. 47. 
139 Zubaidi, p. 234: j>J\ J ^ b f «JJ[j ^ fOs f 5i^il &»*• J P J>\ J I T (cf. Irshad I I 141). 
140 Zubaidi, p. 236: J ^ l l (-U-) £L* Jail ^~*- OlT (cf. Irshad VII 133; Inbah I I I 255; Bughyah, p. 112). 
141 See e.g. Zubaidi, p. 233, and pp. 35 f. below. 
142 Inbah I 338: *~M*/JI {J~*-J A>^\ 4JI^ J P «Lk Ay>~ C-J'J . . . AuJ* S^i- <ui ^ j {y^ Ja>- <d. 
143 Ibid. I I 135: A>^ JJ-1 ~JL. 
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ORTHOGRAPHY AND SCRIPTS 15 

wazir Ibn Muqlah (272-328/886-940) was too well known to be always described, though Nadim makes 

frequent references to manuscripts from his hand.144 Yaqut comments also on the good penmanship of 

Ibn Muqlah's father and brother.145 We read that Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani (284-356/897-967) frequented 

the flourishing book market (suq al-warrdqin) and bought good original sources, including manuscripts 

autographed by authors or copyists, which he used in his compositions,146 a statement that is amply 

substantiated by the terms Abu al-Faraj uses in his "documentation" in the Aghani.1*7 Abu al-Faraj's 

rough copy of the Aghdnl was written on the backs of discarded sheets or fragments {zuhur) in the taHiq 

script,148 a comparatively small and quite cursive script much used for memoranda, marginal notations, 

and rough copies. His contemporary Abu 'All al-Qali (288-356/901-67) wrote his rough copy of the 

Ban* on the backs of discarded sheets,149 probably also in the taHtq script or in a related comparatively 

small cursive hand. Abu eAli al-Qali's attachment to the autograph copy of the Jamharah of Ibn Duraid, 

which necessity forced him to sell, so touched the heart of the buyer that he returned the book with a 

gift of money.150 Sirafi was an ascetic who provided for his personal needs by copying ten pages daily in 

a fine hand.151 Several members of his family were scholar-booksellers152 who probably employed copyists. 

Sirafi himself used some of his pupils as copyists for his works,153 and reference has been made above 

(p. 12) to 'All ibn Shadhan al-Razi's calligraphic copy of the Akhbar al-nahwiyyin al-Basriyyin. 'All ibn 

Muhammad, better known as Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi, who was a greatly appreciative pupil of Sirafi,154 

wrote a treatise on penmanship (Risalahfi Him al-kitabah) which is cited above (see p. 5, n. 26). Sirafi's 

144 Fihrist, pp. 42, 55, 69, 74, 80, el passim. 
145 Irshad I I I 150 f. 
146 Fihrist, p. 115, :ULI J ^ l ^ U > j \ J*jkU ^j^JLil uJ&l J * <L^j J jl5~ ^jJ Jf\. The phrase Z>j*Jl\ v < l l 

J^U-I, could possibly refer to manuscripts written in proportioned script {khatt al-mansub), which was regularized by Ibn 

Muqlah, but hardly so in the present context and in the light of Abu al-Faraj's source terminology, which reveals his great 

reliance on manuscript sources. 
147 A quick spot-check of Aghani XI to XXI showed that Abu al-Faraj's most frequently used term is " I copied," which 

occurs 60 times, while " I found" occurs 10 times, and "he mentioned" only 4 times. These terms, in the order of their frequency, 

are used in the formulas b^-s ^[—^ j» C ^ J , 4—L^ JtAi u i ^ T ^ CU^-J , v ~ Ol ^ ^ u ^ cJ^J, u^U Jai: o i ^ j , 

j^ l i Jail v ^ ^*>-J> *^ ^ J «-JS31 J ^ J ^^TJ, J ^ l V^~<i W-» J^** ^ j T i , Furthermore, the oral-transmission terms 

O ^ ijUa*!, ^JAS~, L$jf-\9 <JU are also used and refer roughly as often to booksellers as to scholars. 
148 E.g. Aghani (1927 ) I, Intro, pp. 33 f. The term zuhur al-dafdtir was used in literary circles in two concurrent yet 

distinctly different senses. In one sense it refers to the practice of needy or frugal students and scholars who used the blank spaces 
of discarded sheets or manuscripts for their notes and the rough copies of their works, as we know the Kufan judge Sharik ibn 
<Abd Allah (95-177/714-793) and Shafi'I to have done in their youth (for ShafVi see Khatib IX 280; for Sharik see Nabia Abbott, 
Two Queens of Baghdad: Mother and Wife of Hdrun al-Bashid [Chicago, 1946] pp. 56-58, and Irshad VI 369). Sometimes a scholar 
would hastily or pointedly jot down his answer to a note or a letter at the foot or on the back of a page, as we know Hammad ibn 
Salamah and ShafTl to have done (see Nawawi, Bustdn aVArifin [Cairo, 1348/1929] pp. 32 f., and Irshad VI384-86 respectively). 
Such practices came to be frowned upon in cultured circles as small economies that exposed writer and reader to trouble or 
embarrassment and, above all, "encouraged the destruction of older manuscripts, which is madness" (Suli, Adah al-kuitdb, 
p. 149; cf. Inbah I I I 83). Papyrus fragments give evidence of such uses of earlier manuscripts (see e.g. our Vol. I I 59 and Docu
ments 9 and 12 and Documents 1 and 4-5 below). 

In its second sense the term zuhur al-dafdtir refers to the writing of pithy remarks, bits of wisdom, epigrams, or appropriate 
quotations in prose or verse such as are placed on the cover or on the flyleaf or at section headings of a book. For we read that 
Abu Zaid al-Ansari, after listening to a certain well read and cultured man whose memory was stocked with choice reports and 
who quoted nothing but the best, exclaimed: "I t is, by Allah, as though all his knowledge is on the backs of books." On this 
remark the narrator comments: "He means that nothing but the best is written on the backs of manuscripts" {'aid zuhur aU 
dafdtir; see Kliatib al-Baghdadi, Taqyxd aVilm, ed. Yusuf al-'Ashsh [Damascus, 1368/1949] p. 141). So impressed was Qifti 
with this type of literary product that he made an anthology of it which he titled Nuhzat al-khdtir wa nuzhat al-ndzir (see Inbah 
I, Intro, p . 23, No. 26, and text pp. 53 f., see also Khatib, Taqyid aVilm, p. 134, and Irshad I I I 151). 

149E.g.Zubaidi,pp,203f.: f\*J\j i}j$U\ j , fi^ £>i-l i 4^5i;' jl J J jJS . . . 4JJ Jj^T < ^ J* J^i j 9,UI ^UT, 
150 E.g. Muzhir I 95. - ( _ • • • 
151 Khatib VII 342; Irshad I I I 85, 101; Nuzhah, p. 184; Inbah I 313. 
152 E.g. Inbah I II 227; Bughyah, p. 53. 
153 E.g. Irshad I I I 105. 
154 See Abu Hayyan al-Taw^idi, Risalah fl al-saddqah wa al-sadiq, ed. Ibrahim al-Kllanl (Damascus, 1964) pp. 69 f. 
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16 GRAMMAR 

contemporary the secretary, grammarian, and literary critic AmidI of Muwazanah fame used a fine 

ancient script.155 (Ali ibn Nasr al-Barmql, active in Egypt in 384/994, copied many books that became 

collector's items, among them a copy of the Jamharah of Ibn Duraid.156 Jurjani (d. 392/1002), judge, 

poet, essayist, literary critic, and author of the Wasdtah, was described as combining the poetic talent of 

Buhturi with the prose style of Jahiz and the penmanship of Ibn Muqlah.157 Ibn Jinni, author of the well 

known KhasdHs, was not only himself a good penman but supervised the penmanship of his three sons158 

and counted among his pupils the artist and "matchless" calligrapher Ibn al-Bawwab (d. 423/1032).159 

Abu Nasr al-Jawhari (d. ca. 398/1007), author of the Sihdh, was teacher, scholar, and calligrapher who 

taught penmanship and himself used the proportioned scripts in the style of Ibn Muqlah.160 His pupil the 

bookseller Ibrahim ibn Salih, who completed and made the final copy of the Sihdh after Abu Nasr al-

Ja wharfs death, was also known for his scholarship and good penmanship though he was not of the caliber 

of the master in either field.161 

In contrast to the numerous references to scholars, copyists, and booksellers who wrote fair, good, or 

excellent hands, references to poor penmen in the literary fields seem to be quite rare.1621 have so far 

found but six such references, and three of these were made with some qualifications. The hand of Ahmad 

ibn Muhammad al-Hulwam (d. 333/944), pupil and transmitter of Sukkari (see p. 14), is described as 

extremely poor yet schooled.163 The hand of Ahmad ibn Ahmad, known also as Ibn Akin al-Shafi*!, a 

bookseller patronized by Ibn 'Abdus al-Jahshiyarl (d. 331/942), is described as not good-looking but 

appreciated by scholars for its accuracy.164 Ibn al-Maraghi (d. 371/981), realizing that he lacked artistry 

in his script, wrote verses on the back of his commentary on the Jumal of Zajjaji apologizing for his poor 

though accurate hand.165 Suli mentions three secretaries who wrote poor or extremely bad hands but 

observes elsewhere that ambiguity or uncertainty occurs even in fine and good penmanship "and as for 

deplorable penmanship, its case is difficult (and even) impossible,"166 an observation that can readily be 

confirmed by papyrologists and editors of ancient manuscripts, especially such manuscripts as are written 

in a bare consonantal script. 

165 Inbdh I 287: A^A\ Jl J ^ VjSl J*J JJIjVl JyU J* L— J ^ ^ olT. 
156 See Irshad V 433, J ^ l j i u Jai l fy^ ^ j i ^yij AJJAJ <upl LxT 4 ^ c J j , and Inbdh I I 323, ulTj j^iSOl A^ ^ 

167 Tha'alibi, Yallmat aldahr ft maldsin aid al-'asr, ed. Muhammad Muliyi al-DIn (Abd al-Hamid (Cairo, 1366/1947) IV 
3-26; cf. Irshad V 249-52. 

158 Irshad V 19: Jai l ty^-J Jsu îJI ^ ^ A j * &sj<*** ^ f-th^>- J~*-j f-Vrj*' (cf* Inbdh n 3 8 5 ) -
159 KhasaHs I, Intro, p. 55; Irshad V 445-51, esp. p. 446: JUi 3ub£ll J U J f ,_j£J1 jj^, 2 jjj}\ JJ^U Uj> AJA\ J J I J OlT 

j£>-bd1 y^\j , > A H 1 1^5. For Ibn al-Bawwab see also OIP L 30, 36, 38, with references cited in nn. 97 and 126-30. Cf. 

Abbott in AJSLLVI, 71-78. 

™ Irshad II 2ML; Inbah I lMf.: J*^ ,JJlWI JM\J J ^ U i l 4JUTJ <_iJV! J ^ l Lj . J J U I J j j j j d l J P J ^ . L J U J U 

.511. j j l Jaifi AJJ(JLU J ^ k i l t y J J j Ji l l <o ^jJu 
161 Irshad I I 269; Inbdh I I 90; Bughyah, p. 195. 
1M References to manuscripts written in poor hands, without identification of the writers, are found e.g. in Fihrist, p. 77. 
163 Fihrist, p. 80: |IU J*>- 4Jl VI $*J\j ^ i l l i U j J ^ <J (cf. Irshad I I 58; Inbdh I 98). 
164 Irshad I 81 f.: JawkJI j i u 4^0 j k l l JL^ ^ j &&• Coi j j 4 ^ j * J A J I J OJJ^AJ *\JJ\ ,y **\J- C J I J . 
165 Inbdh I I I 83: 

S^i- 4jbj j i ^ i j 4a>- oUj J P iiU-1 jApl 

^1*1 VI 4*1113, 4—UbJ ,y ^ J JziU 

4 ^ o b j AX̂ t>U c J l T 4 L>- J Li I JP 6L1 Ijlj 

166 Sulf, ^rfa6 al-kuttdb% p. 45: 5 * ^ ^L*^ o l S ^ J ^ 1 Jail LI j ^ l 4J-I Jai-lj Ij^iT * i ^uJtUl. See his pp. 52 f. for the 
three cases mentioned above and pp. 42 and 186 f. for secretaries and others who deliberately wrote poor and difficult hands or 
in code in the interest of secrecy. 
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ORTHOGRAPHY AND SCRIPTS 17 

It is clear from the foregoing representative list that the qualities desired in secular manuscript copies 

were faithful transmission, grammatical accuracy, and good penmanship. In order to meet the first two 

requirements an author's private copyist and the commercial copyist who functioned also as a bookseller 

had to have command of the language and be familiar with, if not indeed well versed in, the discipline he 

served.167 Good penmanship for all general purposes of the literary fields involved careful execution of 

each consonant, adequate but not excessive orthography, uniformity in the style of scripts168 and in any 

use of colors, and abbreviations to indicate source and correctness.169 Furthermore, the good secretary 

and penman in the literary fields as a rule had to avoid the extremes represented by the hasty careless 

work of inferior commercial copyists and the marked artistry of the professional calligraphers who 

utilized their skills to adorn Qur'anic manuscripts, special state documents, and royal diplomatic 

correspondence. 17° 

167 See e.g. Nuwairl IX 214-17. 
168 Suli, Adah al-kultab, p. 50; Nuwairi VII 15. 
169 See e.g. Sibawaih I vi; cf. our Vol. II , Document 7, Tradition 7, and Document 11, Traditions 2-4. 
170 Suli, Adah al-kuttab, pp. 50, 57. 

c 
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TWO GRAMMATICAL DOCUMENTS 

O
UR two grammar fragments, without isndd'a or names of scholars, give no clue as to their dates or 

authors, and the literary sources have not provided a close enough parallel to the text of either 

document to permit positive identification. The approximate dating of both documents is, there

fore, based partly on their scripts and partly on the progress of grammatical studies in Egypt and North 

Africa in the second-third/eight-ninth centuries. The script of Document 1 has affinities with north Arabic 

types in which the open (ain appears as late as the eight/fourteenth century.1 The more cursive script of 

Document 2, with its comparatively liberal use of diacritical points and vowels, is in keeping with the 

scripts of late third-century literary papyri, such as that of the second part of the Jdmic of Ibn Wahb,2 

which is about as different from the script of the first part as the script of Document 2 is different from 

that of Document 1. 

Different as the scripts of these two documents are, in their careful execution both reflect the increasing 

emphasis that scholars of the second and third centuries, particularly grammarians and philologists, 

placed on good penmanship. They appreciated accuracy and legibility from their colleagues and, as a rule, 

demanded it from their pupils, copyists, and booksellers. 

1 See Vajda, Album de paleographie arabe, PI. 53 (dated 770/1368). 
2 See Le djdmi1 d'Ibn Wahb, ed. David-Weill, I iv-xi and plates. 

18 
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DOCUMENT 1 

Oriental Institute No. 17619. Late third/early tenth century. 

Fine papyrus, broken at top, 12 x 17 cm. (PL 1). The text is written on the verso of a late third/late 

ninth-century legal document of which only the names of some witnesses remain. 

Script,—The closely written somewhat angular book hand yields to a smaller and very cursive one for 

the familiar formulas of line 3 but to a less cursive hand for line 14, which ends the section. Characteristic 

letter forms are the final kdf and the open medial (ain, though the latter is not consistently used. Medial 

sad is sometimes indicated by a small sad below it. The pen was lifted, so that generally the vertical 

strokes were written downward. Diacritical points and vowels are sparsely used. A semicircle is used for 

the hamzah. The vowels and other orthographic signs are not always carefully placed in relation to the 

letters to which they belong. Scribal errors are canceled with neat lines as in lines 7, 9, 11, and 12. 

TEXT 

1 [ traces only 1 

—bulpl U J P g)\ VI J~* 2 

*>-J\ j^J\ 4!l ^ IJJST 41 xJ~\j 3 

dJLlTl Jz>S\ dUj iT *̂ JJ WU J-\ oj^ JSJ 4 

ii\j>^\ \fj£j JpUJl *£y J L31S3| CJlT 6 

CM \>\j l ^ £jj\ Jl ^Jl ^ > l Jl 7 
Jj*&\ *Jy J <J$l£jl CJlS" ouPj i l lpUi l 8 

> l J i l dlli V J5J J,UII J J y u aS J«U!1 oN 10 

C J I ; J j i J dLM ( 5 y V l v^wax!^ *M)\ JA \j>\ 11 

4 j j 4J dJW £j5 j j L jUS ^vaJCi \jjf- \ j U i TjbJ 12 

J * * j j l J ^ I P j lS" L)I 4*1C * l i J J^JW *Jj Jx3 j<uw* 13 

411 U j l dUi *^ili J*U AJ 14 

Comments.—The vowels and other orthographic signs are not so liberally used nor so carefully formed 

or placed as one might expect in a text of this nature. The writer or copyist was concerned mainly with 

desinental syntax, >>-!/^ ^ W or *-?\j*\ %C*~> as against *^J <&?-. He relied less on vowel signs than 

on sentences to explain the grammatical analysis and to clarify the governance of the declinable noun as 

used in verbal sentences with more than one object. The technical terminology is mainly that of the 

Basran school of grammar, as shown by the consistent use of j*?\ as against Lf2J&~\, favored by most 

Kufans, to indicate the genitive case. On the other hand, line 12 has the phrase <{ i l W £ j y , which 

reflects the Kufan term ^J^ <J*A as against the Basran term *k&\ <J*^> to indicate the transitive verb. 

Lines 1-2. These lines end a section that dealt with the indeclinable noun. The traces at the end of line 1 

19 
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20 GRAMMAR 

could be ^jrr*^"* or ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ - T l i e n r s t w o r ( i °f *m e 2> tr"*-^' indeclinable, was written with a 

final alif which was corrected to ya\ Didactic expressions such as "as I have informed you" of line 2 

and "understand that (well), Allah willing," of line 14 were carried over from oral instruction into 

teachers' written works. A wide variety of such expressions appears, with varying degrees of frequency, 

in for example the Kitdb of Sibawaih, the Majdlis of Tha'lab, and the KhasdHs of Ibn Jinni, who uses 

dJJi J ^ U o r ^ J ^ dJii O ^ p U o r ^ ^ j dJJi O ^ U o r ^ £^)j «l*Lior J U J AUI byut AJ &£ «d*b 

(KhasdHs I 186, 256, 300). Sibawaih and Ibn Jinni sometimes combine pious or didactic phrases with 

cross-references, using such expressions as ^ ^ \^ dUi L^S" ^b or AUI Li JI J*&«J l^J dlju^ and 

4j ^ ^ j 4Jp 411 J^JU U <_~^ \>-jj^* dl& c5 J ^ J (Sibawaih 1125 and 151, II 239; KhasdHs I 96,101). 

Line 3. The use of pious formulas at the beginning or end of a section, though they are not always given 

a separate line, seems to have been a common practice from the start. They are freely used in the works 

mentioned in the preceding comment. 

Lines 4-10. Simple illustrative sentences beginning with such verbs as ^>*e\ or ( J ^ and followed by a 

noun or a pronominal phrase in the nominative case, for example C-J^II i^r*** or A_l̂ >- J^M9 are com

monly used in most grammatical works. Complex sentences beginning with these verbs where a relative 

clause or a subordinate sentence is called for, as in our text, are also readily used. The initial Jpr?*\ 

frequently alternates with J* ^>^ by way of clarification as to the virtual meaning of the sentence 

(ma'na taqdiri). Commentators on earlier grammatical works dwell at length on such sentences. They 

dwell on the possible changes in the word order and the introduction of various particles that in turn 

affect the end-voweling which may or may not change the initial meaning of the sentence (see e.g. 

Sibawaih I 79-81; Jumal, pp. 25, 37 f., 45, 133, 135 f.; Ibn Faris, Sahibi, p. 118; KhasdHs I 279-84, for an 

instructive chapter on ^*ll ^ j ^ L ^ ^ 1 Ji^ ^ ^J^ & A b u Say}^n> PP- 137> 304-24; Ibn 

Ya'ish, Shark mufassal al-Zamaklishari, ed. G. Jahn [Leipzig, 1882-86] I 817 f. and II1192-94; Wright 

Grammar I I 47 f., 59, 252, 286). 

Lines 10-11. The relative strength of the three cases is indicated in the declension of the noun, where the 

genitive of some of the triptote or first declension takes the accusative ending, and even more so in the 

diptote or second declension, which is characterized by this regulation. The greater ease in pronouncing 

the fathah resulted in its wider general use than either the dammah or the kasrah, alone or in succession 

(see e.g. KhasdHs I 69-73; Asrdr, p. 99). 

Lines 11-14. This illustrative sentence, used in part to elucidate the syntax of the preceding one, 

stresses the fact that the direct object of the initial verb, C**!;, is itself the subject of the following gerundial 

or verbal-noun action, which in turn takes a direct object. The sentence itself is used by practically all of 

the grammarians, some of whom point out that since all three nouns are in the accusative this word order 

is essential to the preservation of the subject-object relationship of the nouns "Zaid" and ££<Amr." The 

i£y VI of our text alternates with j J ^ in the sources (see Wright, Grammar II 24 and 307, on this use of 

the indicative and jussive moods). 
Line 14. See comment on lines 1-2. 
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DOCUMENT 2 

PERF 735. Late third/early tenth century. 

Papyrus fragment, 12 X 16 cm. (PI. 2). A rough estimate of the original width of the page is about 

22 cm. (see comment on recto 8). 

Script.—Readily legible naskhi book hand. Many of the vertical strokes start with a hooked head, and 

some have a slight wave. The lower end of a few of the alifs turns slightly to the left or to the right. 

Most of the ligatured vertical strokes were written downward, showing that the pen was lifted frequently. 

Diacritical points are more liberally used here than in Document 1. Except in ***-; of verso 2, vowels are 

used only in connection with desinental syntax, as in Document 1. The hamzah is not indicated. The 

circle is used for sectional punctuation. 

TEXT 

Recto 

[~-Vl o U IS I iUjjJ dUS [ j u - ^ j *ij i j U J - l U J / - o U *-A> l i * ] 1 

[ C J ^ t ISIS f\ij J ] iku C^ai ^[Jli] *Jjj [Vj ULk^ <d!l JUP U] 2 

[J\i> VI *Jj j U cjlij . y 15 VI *Jb j U dH[ji y l«LP JL VI > l j ] 3 
[ j l k ] f [ V ] i % j U CJLS dill J dJ [ S j ^ > l O^- Clrfol ISI] 4 

jrjl>- U dUy y^ JU- j r Jp c*i[jj .*Ub jlku ^f] 5 
ISI *5j IJU JS"J y^ *<jJU- Vj r^juj rU Uj AJJI X P ] 6 

OpM ISI Jbj i&.j^J ^.J*? djA* TJ^ I (J PJ^J I ^-^ i ^ i 8 

CJii VI iirUM C o ^ j L&J** ^ - ^ . / • - ^ C~*Ji ISM 

C J ^ J J c^.[-r^ '̂"^dJ^ tSlj^J ^j** V ^ ' ^1 

10 

11 

Verso 

[ ^ ^U!l ^ j ] *Jb j ' j ^ J I ^ Of dUS[j ^11 X] j j 4 

J"uî Jî  laii. ^\>- JU j j J*>- AJLP OUJ& t^iJI ^*V^ ( j ^ j (*•*» 

[ L W p* %J <Ulj^- Jr ] Jl j ^ i % j ' jr j i l **' dily dUSj V 
[CJfcU LiJj^t Ol^S"S oli O <u$ili ÎJUol JbSj 8 

[ ĴCJ& Sl^l C ^ J j i i J\2> 1 CJt£ Q\j *b!l o>-l J 9 

[o lx i l otl^ll C~+*J AJO!I J J j^ j d l l^ jU- Sl̂ ll C^x>tj 10 

T j L W ' (^ "kJ ^ * ^^>-l ISUj IJL* J\ji dJJSj 

21 

6 

11 
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Comments.—The text consists of concise statements of "rules" that govern three controversial gram

matical themes: the negative particle I* (recto 1-7), verbs indicating reciprocal action (recto 7-verso 2), 

and <j~H and **~J as irregular verbs of praise and blame (verso 2-11). The reconstruction of the missing 

text is perforce conjectural to a certain degree. Nevertheless, it is based largely on clues and phrases found 

in comparable works dating from the late second/late eighth to the early fourth/early tenth century. The 

order in which the above-mentioned three themes are treated varies in the sources on hand. The sources 

most pertinent to the concise text of our papyrus are Sibawaih's Kitdb and Zajjaji's Jumal and his Idah 

and to a lesser extent Zamakhsharl's Mufassal and Ibn al- Anbari's Asrdr. Lively controversy among rival 

grammarians centered on numerous points, including those involved in the three themes of our text. The 

nature and method of such discussions are reflected in Tha'lab's Majalis and Zajjaji's Majdlis al-^ulama*. 

A brief but studied presentation is to be found in Zajjaji's Idah. Fuller treatment by Abu 'All al-Farisi 

and by his pupil Ibn Jinni is reflected in the latter's KhasaHs. A more systematic and detailed account of 

the reasons underlying the various methods and points of view is provided by Ibn al-Anbarl in his all but 

exhaustive Insaf. Later grammarians, despite some voluminous works, tend to multiply the illustrative 

examples but lack system and clarity in the elucidation of the Hlal and, all in all, add little that is basic 

to the three themes of our papyrus. 

Recto 1-2. The heading l« *—-»t* l*i* is in keeping with the wording of the heading in verso 2. The rest of 

the reconstruction is suggested by Zajjaji (Jumal, p. 119): j W * ^ J^ l w <J U j l *1PI — U <^>l l*U 

L.iv4 ]j>y* j\3-\ oLS" lil j&-\ ^^JJ -c^Vl *hj. The space available in the papyrus does not allow 

for this comparatively lengthy statement. The reconstruction is therefore according to the sense (<^*-*) 

rather than the wording (Ji-AJ) of Zajjaji's text, for this particular sense is called for by the very 

fragmentary text of the papyrus. 

Recto 2-3. The Hijazians and the Basrans followed Qur'anic usage in likening the particle ma to the 

irregular weak verb laisa as in the case governance indicated in recto 1-2. On the other hand, the Tami-

mites, except those who were aware of the Qur'anic usage of ma, disputed its similarity to laisa and 

insisted that it called for the nominative case for both subject and predicate, and their view was upheld 

by the Kufans. The Basrans conceded the logic of the Tamimite-Kufan position but nevertheless held to 

the Qur'anic usage when ma was used alone. However, when ma was combined with ilia the Hijazians and 

the Basrans followed the Tamimite-Kufan usage. The reconstruction of our text is based on Jumal, 

p. 119, line 5 (see also e.g. Sibawaih I 21-23 and Asrdr, p. 59). 

Recto 3-5. Basran and Kufan grammarians agreed on the use of the genitive in this construction but 

disagreed on the reason for its use. 

Recto 5-7. Sibawaih in emphasizing the general use of the nominative in such verbal sentences justifies 

constructions of the type found in recto 1-2 as differentiating nominal from verbal sentences, again as in 

the case of laisa (Sibawaih I 22 f.). 

Recto 8. The line probably starts with a heading that begins with «^k l*i* as in verso 2. The heading 

used by Sibawaih for sentences indicating reciprocal action is very long and all but self-explanatory. 

That used by Zajjaji is not much shorter. A modern editor of Ibn al-Anbari's Insaf, Muhammad Muhyi 

al-Din cAbd al-Hamid, supplies the heading 9\jW <J J-^*'^ (j^Ull J^l <J J j ^ . Abu Hayyan Muham

mad ibn Yusuf al-Andalusi uses the heading J ^ ' <J f\j^M, which in combination with <-JIJ UA fits 

well in the space available for the reconstruction of the first part of recto 8 (see Sibawaih I 28; Jumal, 

p. 123; 7wsa/[1961] I 83; Abu Hayyan, p. 131). 

Recto 8-verso 2. In this type of verbal sentence the Basrans and the Kufans agreed that both verbs 
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should precede the noun but disagreed as to which of the two verbs governs the expressed noun. The 

Kufans argued in favor of the governance of the first verb since it starts the sentence and, with the 

exception of Kisa'I (d. 189/805), limited the first verb to the first person singular. Their reconstruction of 

the basic reciprocal verbal sentence l*b j ^ J*?J ^[j^ is \g.j03 '**i J ^ij^* The Basrans took a more 

inclusive view. They accepted the governance of the first verb but without limiting it to the first person 

singular. Furthermore, they definitely preferred the governance of the second verb, for they considered the 

noun originally governed by the first verb to have been supressed. They therefore reconstructed the 

statement to yield in each case two verbal sentences, as for example ^ j ^ij^h ( ' ^ j ) ^\j^ and 

lJU J C*jj*<0j ( Jb J ) ^j*?. The second point of controversy between the Basran and the Kufan gram

marians centered around the agreement in person and number of the governing verb and the noun. Here 

again the Basrans allowed a more inclusive usage of the dual and plural forms of the verb than did the 

Kufans, whose more limited use of these forms was in keeping with their view that the initial verb of the 

sentence was the governing verb. Our text supplies clues sufficient to indicate that it represents the 

more inclusive Basran view on the two major points of difference stated above. The reconstruction is 

borrowed largely from Sibawaih and Zajjaji (Sibawaih I 28-31; Jumal, pp. 123-25; Insaf [1961] I 83; 

Abu Hayyan, pp. 131-33). 

Verso 1. I t is clear from the surviving text in verso 3-11 that the papyrus represents the Basran view 

that *** and u^i are verbs and not the Kufan claim that they are nouns. Sibawaih, in his Kitab, covers the 

subject in Chapter 145, which is more comprehensively titled j ^ i * i\ i~Jjjk\ <J J ^ ~ J I* ^ u IOA. 

His is the earliest available Basran exposition of these two terms as weak verbs of praise and blame 

respectively. Some of his successors, whether of the Basran or the Kufan school of grammar, define these 

two terms in both the lexical and the grammatical sense while others are concerned only with the latter, 

as in our text. Zajjaji (d. 337/949) has the simple heading ^{ j **J ^ . He follows the lexical definition 

with 0 ^ / * ^ J& O\-A***J> iS%i U*, which fits quite well in the space available in our papyrus. Ibn al-

Anbari (d. 577/1181) uses o l ^ a L ^ j L ^ U Q%i U*, which fits equally well in the available space. 

ZajjajI's statement is used in the reconstruction because it is much closer in date to the probable date of 

our text (see Sibawaih I 256 f.; Jumal, p. 121; Insaf [1961] I 97; Asrar, p. 42). 

Verso 3-6. The sources briefly point out that **> and ij*& as verbs that begin a sentence must take 

their subject, if defined (mu'arraf), in the nominative case and, if undefined (munakkar), in the accusative 

case. This statement is usually followed by another brief but not so obvious statement, namely that the 

second noun of the sentence is always placed in the nominative case for one of two reasons (Jiy* or 

such variants as uH^> ^^rJ ^L^ ' <-3» an(^ ^V*^4 V)- The explanation of these two reasons or views 

is, as often as not, deferred until after the presentation of illustrative verbal sentences whose subject is 

either a single noun or two or more nouns in conjunction or two nouns in the construct state, that is, 

illustrative sentences similar to those in verso 3-6 (see Sibawaih I 258 f.; Jumal, p. 121; KhasdHs I 395 f.; 

Asrar, p. 45; Ibn Ya'ish, Shark mufassal al-Zamakhsharl II 1034 f.; Abu Hayyan, pp. 396, 399). 

Verso 6-8. These lines return to the two reasons mentioned in verso 3-4, either of which requires that 

the noun, "Zaid," be put in the nominative case. The first reason is that ^ j J^rJ^ **> is a contraction of 

^J j j * J > ^ *-**» which consists of the two verbal sentences J=r>^ A-*-* and -^ j j A . These two verbal 

sentences, though linked in meaning, are independent in their grammatical construction and therefore 

"Zaid" as the predicate of the second sentence must be put in the nominative. The second reason for 

"Zaid" to be in the nominative is stated in the briefest possible terms, that is, *Uil ^ j j of verso 8, 
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the full sense of which can be better grasped when it is followed by an explanatory statement such as 

*IJ&Vb PJ*J* ^ i j * J ^ ' (*•*** ^iJ 4^vP' t^** J^~ L K ^ ' p*** or> m the words of Zajjaji ^ j C J A > ^ 

o^>. 4JJ U CJU>^ *la^Ml| t*J; (see Sibawaih I 259; Jumal, p. 121; i^rar, p. 45; Ibn Ya'ish, SAarA 

mufassal al-Zamakhshari II 1034 f.; (Abd Allah ibn Yusuf ibn Hisham, Al-mughni al-labib [Cairo, 1299/ 

1882] II 44). 

For the <u^ili of verso 8 and other didactic expressions see comment on lines 1-2 of Document 1. 

Verso 8-11. Note the careful pointing of ^ in verso 9 to prevent misreading of the word with its three 

consecutive similarly formed letters. On the other hand, the careful pointing of £•**"% in verso 10 reflects 

a preference for the use of ybV instead of hamzah, a practice reported by Akhfash al-Awsat (d. 215/830 or 

221/835) and by Abu (Ali al-Farisi (d. 377/987) as being favored by some of the Arabs (Abu Hayyan, 

p. 388, details the progressive steps in the emergence of this form). 

Though generally indeclinable, these verbs of praise and blame do occur in the third person masculine 

and feminine. Sibawaih draws attention to and accepts the wide use of the singular forms even when the 

subject is dual or plural. The reconstruction called for in verso 9 and 10 reflects the use of the feminine 

singular CL~**i for both a singular and a dual subject. Furthermore, the use of the masculine singular 

dominates even when the subject is feminine, but more so for the feminine plural than for the singular and 

the dual. The dominance of the masculine—not reflected in our text—is noted and explained with varying 

degrees of elaboration on the generally greater strength of the masculine forms of indeclinable verbs and of 

declinable verbs whose subject is collective or generic (see Sibawaih I 260; Jumal, pp. 121 f.; KhasaHs I II 

244; Insqf, pp. 104, 107, 111; Ibn Yalsh, Shark mufassal al-Zamakhshari II1028, 1035-37; Abu Hayyan, 

pp. 389 f., 400 f.; cf. Khalaf al-Ahmar, Muqaddimah ft aUnahiv, ed. (Izz al-Dm al-Tanukhi [Damascus, 

1381/1961] pp. 95-97 [ c J j l l j ^5* i l l c^L], and Wright, Grammar I 97 and II 290). 

Verso 11. The text returns to the construction of nominal sentences referred to at the beginning of 

verso 8 (see comment on verso 6-8). The Basrans permitted this construction, though they generally 

preferred verbal sentences. 
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TEXTBOOKS 

The texts of Documents 1 and 2 can be safely said to represent the views of the Basran grammarians 

on the subjects covered in these fragments. Furthermore, the almost too concise presentation of the points 

involved indicates that both documents represent brief introductory grammars. We shall follow the 

development of this type of grammar as one phase of the general progress and expansion of the linguistic 

and literary sciences to about the mid-fourth/mid-tenth century. Iraq 's leading role in this development 

is basic to our understanding of its progress in Egypt and farther west. 

The supply of brief elementary grammars increased steadily to meet the demands of teachers 

(mu^allimun) in the mosque schools as well as those of private tutors (mu'addibwi) and their charges at 

court and in the homes of the nobility and the wealthy. We knowT of several teachers and tutors who 

were active in the reigns of Mu'awiyah and cAbd al-Malik and most of whom are said to have been older 

or younger students of Abu al-Aswad al-Du'ali. But, as far as I have been able to discover, only the 

Basran Ibn Abi Ishaq and the Kufan Mucadh al-Harra* were credited with writing and dictating grammars 

in Umayyad times. Ibn Abi Ishaq's family isnad traces back through his father and grandfather to cAli 

ibn Abi Talib.1 The family produced several more generations of scholars, among them a uterine nephew 

and pupil, Maslamah ibn (Abd Allah, who in his old age was tutor to Prince Ja'far, son of the caliph 

Mansur.2 Ibn Abi Ishaq himself was a pupil of Nasr ibn ^ s im al-Laithi and Yahya ibn Yacmar. We find 

him together with his pupil and colleague cIsa ibn 'Umar al-Thaqafi (d. 149/766) attending the sessions of 

Hasan al-Basri (d. 110/728), and both wrote notes from Hasan's dictation.3 Ibn Abi Ishaq's own teaching 

circle in the mosque was situated next to that of Muhammad ibn Sirin (d. 110/728), who disliked Ibn Abi 

Ishaq's interpretation of poetry but was eventually reconciled to his orthodox use of poetry.4 As a 

grammarian and Quranic-reader Ibn Abi Ishaq was credited with a basic role in the development of 

Arabic orthography (see pp. 5-7). As a teacher he dictated the Kitdb al-hamz and was active in formal 

discussions with his contemporaries.5 He was frequently compared and contrasted with his former pupil 

who came to be considered as his rival, Abu Amr ibn al-'Ala* (m. 70-154/ca, 689-771), one of the famous 

seven Qur'anic-readers and teacher of both Khalil ibn Ahmad and Sibawaih.6 Eventually Khalil's 

estimate of their respective scholarly merits, namely that Ibn Abi Ishaq was the better grammarian 

and Abti cAmr the better philologist, came to be generally accepted.7 A second contrast drawn between 

these two Basrans was that Ibn Abi Ishaq was more given to analogy and accidence than was Abu 'Amr 

and that the former was, indeed, the first to make a real breakthrough in grammatical theory.8 His 

enthusiastic pupil Yunus ibn Habib (d. 182/798 at age close to 100) went as far as to declare that, for his 

1 Tashkuprizadah, Kitdb miftah al-salddah I 127; see also pp. 3—6 above. For Abu al-Aswad al-Du'alfs leading pupils as 
students of grammar see e.g. Irshad VII 200 f. and Inbah I 21 and II 381 f., I l l 337 f., 343 f. 

2 Jumahi, p. 14; Zubaidi, p. 41; Inbah III 262; Ibn al-Jazarl I 410. 
3 Fihrist, p. 41; SirafI, p. 80; Irshad VI 70. 
4 E.g. Inbah I I 106. 
5 Jumahi, pp. 14 f.; Maratib, pp. 12 f.; Zubaidi, pp. 25 t. 
6 Sirafi, pp. 25 f.; Majdlis aVulama\ pp. 243, 247; Inbah II 105 f. For Abu (Amr as a Quranic-reader see e.g. Fihrist. p. 28, and 

Ibn al-Jazari I 288-92. 
1 E.g. Maratib, p. 14. 
8 E.g. Jumahi, p. 14. See also Zubaidi, p. 25, JJJ1 r J^J ^LAJI 'A*J J^JJ I *JO ^ J j ! jA, and Maratib, p. 12, *d!l Xs- J l o 

. o U \J t^lxT 4-t Julc. JL>- j«J>\ j J5uj *u-lij j * J l p'ji *^iiplj S^AJI Jjhl lei (JjU~-l ^-JJ Jjj) 

25 
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day, Ibn Abi Ishaq and grammar were synonymous.9 Furthermore, these two scholars were different in 

temperament, tribal origin, and social standing. Ibn Abi Ishaq was more forthright, while Abu £Amr was 

more politic, especially with those in authority.10 Ibn Abi Ishaq, a mawld, made sharp verbal thrusts at 

upper-class Arabs and drew in return from the sharper-tongued Farazdaq verses of seething satire.11 Abu 

'Amr, on the other hand, gloried in his South Arab origin and the role of the South Arabs in the establish

ment of Islam.12 He drew largely on those of eloquent speech among the city Arabs and the Bedouins for 

his knowledge of Arabic, its dialects, and its poetry.13 Yet he, too, was at first satirized by Farazdaq, who 

on coming finally to realize his need for the niceties of grammar and philology made peace with Abu 

'Amr, whom he then praised in eloquent verse (see p. 7). The families of each of these leading Basrans 

produced a number of scholars. Ibn Abi Ishaq's descendants were Quranic-readers well versed in grammar, 

especially his grandson Ya'qiib ibn Ishaq al-Hadrami (d. 205/820 at age 88), a grammarian who ranked 

eighth in the list of the ten most famous Qur'anic-readers in Islam and who counted among his pupils 

Abu Hatim al-Sijistani and Abu cUthman Bakr ibn Muhammad al-Mazini.14 Three of Abu. (Amr's brothers 

seem to have been overshadowed by him,15 but two of his sons won recognition, Khalaf as a student of 

Bashshar ibn Burd and transmitter of his poetry16 and Mu'awiyah as a poet.17 Even a daughter (not 

named) is mentioned as attending her father's lectures along with Asma'i among others.18 Abu 'Amr's 

grandson Jahm ibn Khalaf (n.d.) was a versatile scholar who was compared for his knowledge of poetry 

and its obscurities to Khalaf al-Ahmar and Asma'i and who typified for the poet Ibn Munadhir the entire 

family.19 

Even before the passing of the aged Abu (Amr, Khalll ibn Ahmad and his star pupil, Sibawaih, had 

become dominating figures in the fields of philology and grammar in Basrah, while in Kufah Kisa*! had 

joined forces with Mu'adh al-Harra* and Ku'asi. I t is at this time that the sources first mention the 

composition of a brief general grammar called the Faisal (or Fasti) ft al-nahiv, which according to some 

was "composed by the Ktifans"20 and according to others was the work of Ru'asl,21 the then leading 

Kiifan grammarian and teacher of both Kisa'i and Yahya ibn Ziyad al-Farra\ If we are to consider the 

Faisal a joint Kiifan venture, then Mu'adh, Ku'asi's uncle and teacher, must have had a hand in it (see 

p. 6). The work itself was written no later than the second decade of 'Abbasid rule, since according to 

Kisa'i's own statement he was already studying the book in the lifetime of the Qur'anic-reader Hamzah 

9 E.g. Jumahi, pp. 14 f., Siraf J, p. 26, and Inbdh I I 105, read »1^- J^J j * t but Zubaidi, p. 26, and Nuzhah, p. 12, read 

10 Majalis aVulama\ pp. 13 f. 
11 E.g. Sirafi, p. 27; Maratib, pp. 12 f.; Zubaidi, p. 27: 

To this verse Ibn Abi Isliaq retorted: "You erred; you should have said Jl^* J ^ " (cf. Nuzhah, p. 13; Bughyah, p. 282). 
12 E.g. Majalis al-lulama\ p. 233. 
13 Jahiz, Baydn I 157-59, 308 f.; Majalis aVulamd\ p. 262; Sirafi, pp. 25 f.; Zubaidi, p. 28; Nuzhah, p. 12; Inbdh I I 105. 
14 Fihrist, pp. 30, 36; Majalis aUulamd', pp. 63 f., 156; Maratib, pp. 12, 27, 77 f.; Zubaidi, pp. 51, 102; Khatib VII 436 f.; 

Irshad VII 302; Ibn al-Jazari I I 386-89. 
15 See Majalis ThaHab I 138; Zubaidi, p. 31; Bughyah, p. 423. 
16 Aghdnl I I I 44 {= Aghdnl [1927 ] I I I 189 f.). 
17 Jumahi, Intro, p. 13. 
18 Zubaidi, p. 32. 
19 E.g. Fihrist, p. 47: 

(cf. Inbdh I 271; Irshad I I 427; Bughyah, p. 213). 
20 E.g. Majalis al-lulama\ pp. 266, 269. 
21 Nuzhah, p. 32; Irshad VI 480; Bughyah, p. 33; Muzhir I I 400. 
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al-Zayyat (d. 156/773).22 Kisa'I found the work unsatisfactory and sought answers to some of his 

questions from Khalll and among the Bedouins,23 and later he himself wrote a Mukhtasarfi al-nahw.2* 

There is, furthermore, the often repeated statement of Ru^asI that Khalil borrowed his book the Faisal 

from him and made use of it and passed some of the borrowed materials to his pupil Sibawaih, who in 

his Kitab cites Ku'asi simply as "the Kufan."25 

During the period of the Basrans Khalil and Sibawaih and the Kufans Ru'asl and Kisa'i, the production 

of books in the fields of Arabic language and literature kept pace with that of books on Quranic studies, 

Tradition and history and accelerated rapidly for some two centuries, as the long lists of such works 

credited to grammarians, philologists, lexicographers, poets, and literary critics readily attest. Many of 

the leading grammarians of Basrah, Kufah, and Baghdad wrote several grammatical works ranging from 

elementary textbooks to lengthy, sophisticated volumes covering the history and theories of language. 

Many of the leading grammarians began their professional careers as teachers or private tutors, and a 

comparative few of these rose to the enviable position of royal tutor. More of their fellow "graduates" 

hired out as copyists or copied and marketed their own works, while still others as copyist-booksellers 

started family businesses which grew and prospered for several generations. Most of them, in whichever 

capacity, seem to have been motivated by the specific needs of their charges or by the lure of personal 

recognition and prestige or by the rewards of a lucrative market or by a combination of these motives. 

For here, again, we find no parallel to the initially heated controversies over the writing-down of hadith 

and the "sale of religious knowledge" (bai* al-Hlm) either through fees for instruction or sale of Qur'anic 

and hadith manuscripts.26 Even the initial opposition to the transmitting and writing of wounding 

satirical poetry was soon disregarded as the ancient satires were more than matched in the naqdHd of 

Jarir and Farazdaq (see pp. 132 ff.). The formal study of grammar and language, having been associated 

from the start with the correct reading and interpretation of the Qur'an, acquired a religious overtone 

among pious Companions and Successors who taught these subjects without fees as personal contributions 

to the cause. But, when *Abd al-Malik made Arabic the official language of the state and Walid I put 

Quranic-readers on the public payroll, command of the language became a sine qua non in both the 

religious and the secular fields, especially for the increasing number of largely Persian converts who 

sought professional careers in religious or administrative positions. Thereafter any scruples about charging 

modest fees for language instruction and copying of manuscripts and the sale of language books was 

limited to a few who for reasons of personal piety or temperament neglected the economic rewards of their 

profession. Two outstanding instances of such an individualistic outlook that readily come to mind are 

provided by Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Ala* and Khalil. Abu (Amr, who equated knowledge of Arabic with know

ledge of the faith,27 wrote down everything and counseled others to do so28 but burned his large and 

valuable library in his old age.29 The gifted and dedicated Khalil was so engrossed in his original studies 

that he preferred poverty to lucrative patronage30 though his students and colleagues were exploiting his 

22 Majdlis al-Hdamd\ p. 266. 
23 Majdlis ol-Hdamd\ pp. 266, 171; Khatib XI 404; Inbah I I 258. 
24 Majdlis al-'ulama\ p. 269; Fihrist, p. 65; Nuzhah, p. 42; Inbah II 271. See Tashkuprlzadah, Kitab mi/tab al-sa'adah I 121, 

for KisaTs verses on the necessity of knowing grammar. 
25 Fihrist, pp. 64 f.; Irshad VI 480; Nuzhah, p. 33; MuzUr I I 400. 
26 See Vols. I 24 and II 227-29. 
27 Irshad I 8: ALJO JJJJI J* O ^ J U See Zajjajl, Al-idal fi Hlal al-nabw, ed. Tahqlq Mazin al-Mubarak (Cairo, 1378/1959) 

pp. 95 f., for early representative views on the benefits of knowing grammar. 
28 See e.g. Maratib, p. 15; Majdlis aVulamd\ p. 115; Muzhir I I 304. Cf. Ahmad Farid Rifa% 'Asr al-MaHnun (Cairo, 1346/ 

1927) I I I 114. 
29 E.g. Jabiz, Bayan I 308 f.; Irshad IV 217. Cf. our Vol. I I 52. 
30 E.g. SIrafi, pp. 38 f.; Inbah I 344. 
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contributions for their own profit.31 On the other hand, when Sibawaih's foremost pupil, Akhfash al-

Awsat, known as "the path to the Kitab"*2 set out to defend Sibawaih's reputation after the deplorable 

treatment the latter had received at the hands of the Kufan grammarians led by Kisa'i in the famous but 

still controversial affair of the zunbunyah,3Z Akhfash was won over by Kisa'i, who paid him a handsome 

fee for reading Sibawaih's Kitab™ with him and employed him as tutor to his sons.35 Furthermore, with an 

eye to personal prestige and profit Akhfash stopped short of complete clarity in his grammatical works 

so that he would be sought out for personal instruction.36 The more dedicated and pious Abu 'Amr Salih ibn 

Ishaq al-Jarmi (d. 225/840) and Abu cUthman Bakr ibn Muhammad al-Mazim (d. 249/863), fearing lest 

Akhfash's "monopoly" on the transmission of Sibawaih's Kitab might tempt him to claim it as his own 

work, persuaded him, for a fee (amount not stated), to read it with them, and they then made it readily 

available to the public. Both scholars were much occupied with the study of the Kitab, Abti cAmr with 

the identification of its more than a thousand verses of poetry,37 while Abu 'Uthman declared that he 

who would write a large grammar after Slbawaih should be ashamed of himself.38 Both scholars were 

sought after as transmitters of the Kitab, as teachers, and as authors of brief grammars among other works, 

and both attained first rank as leaders of the Basran school39 and received the accompanying material 

rewards40 though no amount of money could induce Abu cUthman to read the Kitab with a Jew because it 

contained over three hundred citations from the Qur'an.41 

Linguistic studies progressed rapidly from the time of the Umayyads and the first handbooks of 

orthography and accidence to the basic contributions of the Basrans Ibn Abi Ishaq42 and Abu (Amr ibn 

31 E.g. Nuzhah, p. 29; Irshdd IV 182: 4,^JL. V ^ J J*J <-^Tj JL*-i & JJi-1 L» UAJI c i T l J ^ , J ^ # ^Aili j l T . 
32 Fihrist, p. 52; Sirafi, p. 50; Nuzhah, p. 84. See also Mardtib, p. 69. 
33 Majdlis aUidamd\ No. 4, pp. 8-10. See ZubaidI, pp. 68-73, for several accounts of this episode, especially pp. 71-73 for 

Akhfash's own account, which is repeated in part in Inbah II 36 f.; see also Inbah II 348 and 358 f. and Insdf, No. 99, pp. 292-95 
(= Insdf[\9Q\] II 702-6). The long-standing controversy is centered on a difference of opinion between the Basrans and the 
Kufans as to the correct case called for in a certain sentence construction involving compound pronouns. The several accounts, 
differing considerably as to what actually took place when the question was debated by Slbawaih and Kisa'i and as to the 
other persons involved, including in particular the role played by the Bedouins, gave rise to a secondary controversy that has 
engaged Arabists for a century. Kisa'i's or his partisans' conspiracy with the Bedouins is accepted by such scholars as Johann 
Fuck, August Fischer, and Regis Blachere, minimized or denied by others such as John A. Haywood and Joshua Blau, while the 
entire episode is considered a legend by Sidney Glazer. See e.g. Gustav Fliigel, Die grammatischen Schulen der Amber (Leipzig, 
1862) pp. 45-51; Insdf (1913) Intro, pp. 79 f.; Abu Hayyan (1947) p. xlii; Fuck, Arabiya: Untersuchungen zur arabischen Sprach-
und Stilgeschichte (Sachsische Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, Philol.-hist. Klasse, "Abhandlungen" XLV 1 [Berlin, 
1950]) p. 30 and references there cited; Blachere, Hisloire de la litterature arabe des origines a la fin du XV* siecle de J.-C. I (Paris, 
1952) 90 f., 127; Haywood, Arabic Lexicography (1960) p. 17 and references there cited; Blau, "The role of the Bedouins as 
arbiters in linguistic questions and the mas'ala azzunburiyyu" Journal of Semitic Studies VIII (1963) 42-51. 

While I am not convinced of Kisa'i's personal participation in a conspiracy with the Bedouins against Slbawaih, yet I am 
inclined not to minimize the influence of the eloquent Bedouins [fusahd* al-alrab) who were sought out by such pioneer scholars as 
Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Ala', Kisa'i, Abu 'Amr al-Shaibani, Abu Zaid al-Ansari, and Asma% or of Bedouins who, like leading and 
aspiring poets of their day, awaited an audience with early 'Abbasid wazirs or caliphs, or of others who were enticed into the 
provincial courts, especially that of c Abd Allah ibn Tahir, governor of Khurasan, or of still others who were sought out by such 
major lexicographers as Ibn Duraid and Abu Nasr al-Jawhari. 

34 The stated amount of the fee, or gift as it is also referred to, varies from 50 dinars (e.g. Mardtib, p. 74; Sirafi, p. 51; Inbah I I 
40) to 70 dinars (e.g. Zubaidi, p. 74; Inbah II 37, 350). 

35 E.g. Zubaidi, p. 74; Inbah II 36. Akhfash's younger Kufan contemporary Ibn al-A'rabi, described as a distinguished teacher 
received 1,000 dirhems a month (Irshdd VII 7). 

36 Jatiiz, Hayawan I 91 f.; Sirafi, pp. 50 f.; Inbah I I 40 f.; Nuzhah, p. 84. 
37 E.g. Zubaidi, p. 77. 
38 E.g. Sirafi, p. 50; Irshdd II 388; Bughyah, p. 203. 
39 See e.g. Mardtib, p. 84; Sirafi, pp. 71, 96. 
40 E.g. Inbah I I 82; Mardiib, p. 79; Sirafi, p. 76; Zubaidi, p. 59; Fihrist, p. 57. 
41 E.g. Ibn Khallikan I 115 (= trans. I 265); Bughyah, p. 202. See our Vol. II 9-10 for early aversion to teaching or learning 

from Christians and Jews. See Nuzhah, p. 21, and Bughyah, p. 406, for an earlier converted Jew who was a good grammarian. 
42 Yunus ibn Habib (d. 182/798), who greatly appreciated Ibn Abi Ishaq's intellectual gifts and in particular his contribution 

to the science of grammar, registers the rapid progress since Ibn Abi Ishaq's day as follows: " If any one today knew no more 
than he did, he would be a laughingstock" (Sirafi, p. 26; see also pp. 25 f. above). 
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al-'Ala', which led to the magnificent contributions of Khalil and his intellectual heirs and particularly 

Sibawaih in his Kitdb.43 The same period saw an increasing number of books on specific topics relating to 

language and grammar and an increasingly lengthy and sophisticated approach to the theories and 

principles of language and grammar—an approach concerned primarily vnthjiqh al-nahw, iisul al-nahw, 

and Hlal al-nahiv to the neglect of the needs of beginners and literate laymen. This situation was fully 

grasped by Khalaf al-Ahmar (d. ca. 180/796), who set out to help remedy it, as he tells us in the brief 

preface to his Muqaddimah fi al-nahw, which can be summed up as follows: "When I saw that all the 

grammarians and Arabic experts have resorted to lengthy volumes and much theory and analysis, 

forgetting in the meantime the needs of beginners and laymen for lighter materials, easy to memorize, 

absorb, and understand, I gave thought to writing a brief book . . . that would enable the beginner to 

dispense with such lengthy works. So I composed these pages . . . so that whoever reads, memorizes, and 

studies the text will know the basis of all the grammar he needs for correct speech and writing or for 

reciting poetry or for composing a formal speech or epistle."44 

Khalaf al-Ahmar's Muqaddimah fi al-nahw and Kisa'i's Mukhtasar ft al-nahtv may have met the needs 

of their own generation but hardly those of the next century, during which the science of grammar 

continued to progress and the differences between the Basran and Kufan schools became more marked as 

literacy and culture reached new peaks. Many leading grammarians of the Basran, the Kufan, and the 

so-called Baghdad mixed school produced elementary or intermediate textbooks, which must have varied 

considerably in extent and quality. The key word in the titles of most such text books is mukhtasar or 

muqaddimah^ while mudkhal, muqarrib, and mujaz are infrequent alternatives. These key words in contrast 

to others such as kdmil, jami\ usul, or Hlal, all frequently appearing in long lists of titles of the works of 

many leading grammarians, indicate the level and the nature of each work. The following list though not 

exhaustive gives an adequate picture of the continued production of comparatively brief introductory and 

secondary grammars, most of them authored by leading grammarians, from late in the second to about 

the end of the fourth century of Islam. 

Yahya ibn al-Mubarak al-Yazidi (ca. 126-202/744-817) was the first of a family of four generations of 

scholars, poets, royal tutors, and courtiers. He, as the Basran tutor of Prince Ma'mun, found himself in 

competition for Harun al-Eashid's favor with Prince Amin's Kufan tutor Kisa'i45 and like him wrote a 

Mukhtasar ft al-nahiv.iG Hisham ibn Mu'awiyah al-Darir (d. 209/824), a pupil of Kisa'I and a Kufan tutor, 

also wrote a work with this title,47 while the more famous Akhfash al-Awsat (d. 215/830 or 221/835) 

wrote an intermediate textbook titled Al-aiv$atfi al-nahtv.^ Abu 'Arnr al-Jarml (see p. 28) attempted an 

abridgement of Sibawaih's Kitab in addition to producing his own Mukhtasar nahtv al-muta'allimin, 

43 Khalil's major contribution to Sibawaih's Kitab was not lost on their contemporaries and immediate successors and 

subsequent grammarians and their biographers nor were the lesser contributions of some "forty" others; see Fihrist, p. 51 

(repeated in Inbah II 347): J ^ V ' j <ij-^ *r* ULol OJ*OJ\J OliSl 4 J J ^ ^ l i T l*U^> J^ **z>-\ ^JLJ ^ L J ! ^ - J ! t»"»-; *£J\J 

JJUJJ J J U J J . See also Sirafi, p. 40; Zubaidi, p. 49 (repeated in Bughyah, p. 366): iJJI <j L L S ^ j - ^ <Jc-̂ » <_•,.-•:»- \j ir^VJ XS 

JJi- l is JA dSj j . The great extent of Khalil's contribution and the lesser contributions of others have been dramatized in a 

statistical study of the Kitab by Wolfgang Rcuschel, Al-IIalil ibn-Ahmad (Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 

Institut fur Orientforschung, "Veroffentlichung" Nr. 49 [Berlin, 1959]). 
44 Khalaf al-Ahmar, Muqaddimah ji al-nahw, ed. (Izz al-Dln al-Tanukhf, pp. 33 f. 
45 See e.g. Abbott, Two Queens of Baghdad, pp. 174-79 and 182-84 and references cited. 
46 E.g. Fihrist, pp. 50 f.; Irshad VII 290; Inbah I I I 240; Nuzhah, p. 50. 
47 E.g. Fihrist, p. 70; Irshad VII 254. 

48 E.g. Fihrist, p. 53; Irshad IV 244; Inbah I I 42. The title is not a play on "the Awsat" attached to his name since he was 
known as "the Asghar" in his own lifetime to distinguish him from Sibawaih's teacher Akhfash al-Akbar (see Muzhir II 453 f. 
and 456 and Bughyah, p. 436; cf. Inbah II 36). 
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which was well received49 and, despite its title, considerably advanced since it called for several commen

taries (shuruh) in succeeding generations.50 

Two sons of Yahya ibn al-Mubarak al-YazIdl, Muhammad (d. 214/829) and <Abd Allah (n.d.), followed 

in his footsteps as courtiers and tutors, and each wrote a Mukhtasar fi al-nahw,51 as did Yahya/s grandson 
cAbd Allah ibn Muhammad (n.d.),52 pupil of Yahya ibn Ziyad al-Farra', and his great-grandson Muhammad 

ibn al-'Abbas (d. 310/922), tutor to the sons of the caliph Muqtadir.53 Among their contemporaries who 

wrote a Mukhtasar fi al-nahw were the schoolteacher and bibliophile Muhammad ibn Sacdan ibn al-

Mubarak (161-231/777-845) and his son Ibrahim54 as well as the then ranking Basran grammarian Abu 
cUthman al-Ma-zini.55 Abu Hatim al-Sijistani (d. 255/869), a bibliophile and probably a bookseller,56 

inferior as a grammarian to Abu <Amr al-Jarmi and Abu 'Uthman al-Mazini57 and a severe critic of the 

Kufan grammarians,58 was ordered by Ya(qub al-Saffar to write and forward to him a Mukhtasar fi 

al-nahiv.59 Ibn Qadim (d. after 253/867), pupil of Yahya ibn Ziyad al-Farra' and Abu cAmr al-Jarmi, 

teacher of TWlab, and tutor of Prince Mu'tazz, whom he feared as caliph because he had disciplined him, 

also wrote a Mukhtasar fi al-nahw.™ Ibn Qutaibah (d. 276/889) and his son Abu Jacfar Ahmad (d. 332/943 

or 944) each produced a short grammar entitled Al-nahw al-saghir.Q1 Mubarrad (d. 285/898), ranking 

Basran scholar of his day, fee-exacting teacher of Zajjaj, tutor and courtier, produced a short grammar 

titled Mudkhal (or Muqarrib)fi al-nahw*2 On the order of Muwaffaq, brother and regent of the caliph 

Mu'tamid (256-79/870-92), Mubarrad's Kufan counterpart, Tha'lab (d. 291/904), wrote a short grammar 

which he titled Al-Muivqffaqi mukhtasar f% al-nahiv™ 

The next generation of grammarians, most of them pupils and avowed partisans of either Mubarrad or 

Thaclab and some of them pupils of both, produced brief grammars along with more sizable linguistic and 

literary works. Among them were Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Kaisan (d. 299/912),64 Abu cAlI al-Dinawari 

(d. 289/901),65 Mufaddal ibn Salamah (d. 305/917 or 918), Abu Musa al-Hamid (d. 305/917 or 918), who 

achieved Kufan leadership after the death of Thaclab and who marketed his own works,66 Zajjaj (d. 

311/923), who was leader of the Basrans after Mubarrad,67 Zajjaj's fellow pupil Abu Bakr ibn al-Sarraj 

(d. 316/928) and the ranking scholar after him,68 their Baghdadian contemporaries cAbd Allah ibn 

Muhammad ibn Shuqair (d. 317/929),69 Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah al-Kirmani al-Warraq (d. 329/941), 

49 E.g. Fihrist, p. 56 f.; Zubaidi, p. 77; Irshdd I I 82 and IV 268; Inbah I I 81; Nuzhah, p. 90. 
50 E.g. Nuzhah, p. 200; Inbah I I I 165; Hajji Khalifah V 78, 450. See pp. 153-58 below for tafstr and shark literature. 
51 E.g. Inbah I I 151 and I I I 240. 
52 E.g. ibid. I I 134. 
53 E.g. ibid. I l l 199. 
54 Fihrist, pp. 70, 79; Irshdd I 286 and VII 12; Inbah I 185. For Ibrahim see also p. 14 above. 
65 Irshdd VII 19, line 18: jjULl j-^k ^J,. 
56 The uncertainty stems from the unpointed J^^J which is rendered j-^i or j>~± in some sources and ^ ^ J in others (see 

e.g. Fihrist, p. 58; Sirafi, p. 94; Inbah I I 59; Bughyah, p. 265). 
57 E.g. Nuzhah, p. 116; Inbah I I 59. 
5* See e.g. Maratib, p. 24, 26 f., 74 f. 
59 Zubaidi, p. 100. 
60 E.g. Fihrist, p. 68; Irshdd VII 16; Bughyah, p. 59. 
61 E.g. Fihrist, pp. 77 f.; Inbah I I 146; Bughyah, p. 291. 
62 E.g. Fihrist, p. 59; Irshdd VII 144; Inbah I I I 252; Hajji Khalifah V 88. For the unusual and eventually mutually profitable 

financial arrangement between Mubarrad and Zajjaj see e.g. Khatib VI 90 and Inbah I 159-62 and I I I 249 f. 
63 E.g. Fihrist, p. 74; Inbah I 150; Khatib V 210. 
64 Fihrist, p. 81; Irshdd VI 281; Inbah I II 59. 
65 E.g. Irshdd I 382 f. 
6G Fihrist, p. 79; Khatib IX 61; Irshdd IV 254; Inbah II 22; Bughyah, p. 263. 
67 Fihrist, p. 61; Inbah I 165; Ibn Khallikan I 13 f. ( = trans. I 28 f.); Hajji Khalifah V 450. 
68 Fihrist, p. 62; Zubaidi, p. 122; Inbah I I I 145, 149. 
69 Fihrist, p. 83; Nuzhah, pp. 150 f.; Irshdd I 411; Bughyah, pp. 130 f. 
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whose manuscript copies Qifti praised so highly/0 and Muhammad ibn 'Uthman al-Jacd (d. ca. 320/932),71 

an associate of Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Kaisan. Among Zajjaj's leading pupils who, like him, wrote a 

Mukhtasarfl aUnakw may be mentioned Muhammad ibn 'All al-Maraghi al-Warraq (n.d.),72 the Persian 

Abu cAli Lughdah (n.d.),73 and the Egyptian Abu Ja'far Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Nahhas (d. 337/949).74 

Abu al-^Abbas Ahmad ibn Muhammad, better known as Ibn Wallad (d. 332/943), was also a pupil of 

Zajjaj, who considered him superior to Abu Ja'far al-Nahhas.75 Either Ibn Wallad or a contemporary 

Egyptian grammarian also named Abu al-*Abbas Ahmad ibn Muhammad (al-Muhallabi) or both men 

wrote a Mukhtasarfl al-nahw.16 Ibn Wallad, third-generation member of a family of grammarians and 

booksellers, in all probability wrote a short grammar in competition with Abu Ja'far al-Nahhas, his fore

most rival in Egypt.77 

The more basic and well received of the textbooks listed above no doubt represented progress in 

grammatical science. Those of Mubarrad and Zajjaj, like those of the earlier Abu cAmr al-Jarmi and 

Abu cUthman al-Mazim, later called for commentaries.78 The steady production of elementary and 

secondary grammars continued to engage leading scholars such as Sirafi (d. 368/979), who, unlike the 

mercenary Akhfash al-Awsat, made his works so simple and clear that they needed no commentary from 

him or others.79 Ibn Faris (d. 395/1004 or 1005)80 and Abu Nasr al-Jawhari (d. ca. 398/1007) are each 

credited with an introductory or brief grammar.81 

THE PROGRESS OF LINGUISTIC STUDIES IN EGYPT 

The foregoing list of textbooks brings us to the latest probable limit of the age of papyrus in Egypt, 

its homeland, where it continued to be used after the imported and superior Khurasanian and Chinese 

papers began to be supplemented by the local paper products of cIraq toward the end of the second/eighth 

century. 

We now turn our attention to progress in the study of Arabic philology and grammar in Egypt itself. 

'Iraq's and particularly Basrah's priority and sustained leadership in both fields is enthusiastically upheld 

by Abu al-Tayyib al-LughawI in contrast to the poor picture he gives for the Hijaz. Yet, it is he who reports 

the authoritative role of the Meccan 'Ikrimah ibn Khalid al-Makhzumi (d. 115/733), to whom Abu cAmr 

ibn al-'Ala*, the then leading Basran philologist, from time to time wrote inquiring about huruf al-

Qur^dn.82 Furthermore, Abu cAmr believed that ignorance of Arabic philology went hand in hand with 

heresy.83 In Medina, as in Basrah, traditionist-jurists were aware of the significance of grammar for their 

professions. The encyclopedic Sha(bi encouraged grammatical transmission of hadith.8i The Medinan 

Zuhri, committed to the writing-down of hadith, is credited with saying that "the people have not initiated 

70 E.g. Fihrist, p. 79; Bughyah, p. 60. See also p. 14 above, -with references cited in n. 135. 
71 Khatib I I I 47; Nuzhah, p. 185; Irshad VII 40; Inbah I 269. 
72 Fihrist, p. 86; Irshad VII 47; Inbah I I I 196. 
73 Irshad I I I 83; Inbah I I I 43; Bughyah, pp. 222 f. 
74 Inbah I 101; Ibn Khallikan I 35 (= trans. I 81). 
75 Zubaidi, p. 238; Inbah I 998. 
76 Fihrist, p. 84; Irshad I I 58 f.; Bughyah, pp. 169 f. 
77 Zubaidi, pp. 238 f.; Inbah I 99-101; Bughyah, p. 169. See also p. 37 below. 
78 See e.g. Inbah I I I 165; Bughyah, p. 344; Hajji Khallfah V 78, 88, 450 f. 
79 E.g. Irshad III 86: £bS% Jjljil J j>J\\ ^jl *^j JjJL> « J ^ J <CJ! JlT. 
80 E.g. ibid. I I 7; Hajji Khallfah V 70. 
81 E.g. Irshad I I 268. 
82 Maratib, p. 15. 
83 Nuzhah, p. 16: v . j * ^ p-frU^ ^j^k ^j* u* J^*' (cf- * ^ - P- 77J s e e a l s o P- 27, n- 27 above). 
84 Irshad I 26: AJ ^\J ^i i*j4J-l ]ymJ*\. 
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a manly practice more pleasing to me than learning grammar and eloquent speech."85 Shaft 's earlier 

studies were in philology, poetry, and eloquence of style, all of which he later used in the Hijaz as well as 

in cIraq and Egypt in his career as traditionist-jurist (see pp. 33-35). Mecca in the second half of the second 

century was still the prime convention center during pilgrimages for exchange of political intelligence and 

literary knowledge,86 and Medina with its NafV ibn Abi Nu'aim and Malik ibn Anas had great drawing 

power for Qur'anic-readers, traditionists, and jurists.87 But with the passing of such leaders and the 

emigration of other outstanding scholars, including Shafi% to 'Iraq and other provinces, the Hijaz lost 

what cultural leadership it had had. Asma <I was disappointed with Malik because of his neglect of grammar, 

for which Malik offered the surprising excuse that Rabl'ah al-Ra5! was even worse in that respect.88 

Malik's attitude may have influenced some of his followers to some extent, just as Abu Hamfah's reputed 

neglect of hadith influenced some of his followers.89 Had these two scholars, with their basically different 

intellectual approaches and outlooks, been primarily grammarians, Abu Hanifah would have been in the 

front ranks of the Basran grammarians and Malik a leader among the Kiifans. But in Abu Hamfah's 

younger days the study of grammar was still in its infancy as a distinct discipline, and even in Malik's 

last decades the Basran grammarians' emphasis on analogy (qiyas) had yet to be challenged from within 

and to play a significant role in the stabilizing of the rival Kufan school with its emphasis on tradition and 

usage. Abu Hamfah's outstanding pupil Abu Yusuf al-Qadi was taught an embarrassing lesson on the 

value of grammar by Kisa'I,90 while his distinguished fellow pupil and colleague Muhammad ibn al-Hasan 

al-Shaibani patronized not only traditionists and jurists but also grammarians and poets, among whom he 

divided his inheritance equally,91 and Malik's young pupil Shafi'I was already proficient in philology and 

poetry. The loss of its political power, the migration of its enterprising young scholars, and the great 

progress of linguistics in 'Iraq combined finally to relegate the Hijaz to a minor role in the study of 

linguistic sciences. Abu al-Tayyib al-Lughawi (d. 351/962 or 963) stated emphatically that he knew of 

no Medinan master philologist.92 His view was tacitly endorsed by the cosmopolitan Spanish scholar 

Zubaidi (d. 379/989), who bypassed the Hijaz in his list of provinces. The originality and contribution of 

the ascetic Arab genius Khalil ibn Ahmad and the receptivity and vast industry of his favorite and star 

pupil, the Persian Sibawaih, were quickly recognized throughout Islam and unanimously confirmed in 

Mecca itself. For cAbd Allah ibn Muhammad al-Tawwazi (d. 230/845 or 238/852), pupil and close associate 

of Asma'i and Abu HJbaidah,93 reported that at a general gathering in Mecca of literary scholars from all 

the provinces (probably during a pilgrimage) all agreed, despite provincial pride and rivalry, that Khalil 

excelled all the Arabs in intelligence and that he was the key to the sciences and their skillful diversifier.94 

We have approached Egypt through the roundabout way of the Hijaz because of the especially close 

cultural relationship that existed between these two provinces in the first two centuries of Islam. We 

can safely assume that Egypt was represented at the above-mentioned Meccan gathering by scholars 

85 Ibid. I 20 and 22: Q^.[^JI}\J) j>J\ Lj j . ̂ 1 , ^ J Ijj* ^ U l d»A>-l U (for Zuhri see our Vol. II, esp. Document 6). 
86 See e.g. Adab al-Shafti, pp. 44, 58, 102-5, 12S, 179. 
87 See ibid. pp. 195-97 and 200-202 for ShafiTs confidence in Malik and the Medinans. 
88 SCdl, Adab al-kuttab, p. 133; cf. Fuck, Arabiya, p. 39. 
89 As jurists the Malikites were generally referred to as aid al-hadith as against the Hanifites, who were known as ahl al-ra^y 

{see Vol. II 2, 12, 16, 19, 35, 62, 82, 113). 
00 Majalis al-(idatnd\ p. 121: j>^S\ <j jJIi JJO < J ^ J ^ J I J*^. See also Zubaidi, p. 139: J b j l PA^ V UJUJ I J ^ J J*\ j l S i 

(jLiOL AsmaTs contemporary Sufyan ibn 'Uyainah had no use for analogy in any field since he considered it a device of 

the devil (see e.g. Tha'alibi, LataHf, p. 6, and cf. our Vol. II 35). 
01 Dhahabi, Manaqib al-lmam Abi Hanifah (Cairo, 1366/1947) p. 54. 
82 Maratib, pp. 98-101: I J ^ J I j UUi l̂ . 1* t>ls o-d l Uli. 
93 Fihrist, pp. 57 f.; Sirafi, p. 71; Nuzhah, pp. 107 f.; Inbah II 126. 

"Maratib, p. 29: lpj**j fjU Uii. J*J ^yJI S$ J ^ 1 ^ VJ !•**-' Jrf ] » . . . J»' *^ ^ <& 1^* -̂1. 
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whose interest in philology and grammar as well as in belles-lettres was ancillary to their profession as 

Qur'anic-readers and to a lesser extent as traditionists and jurists (see pp. 6 f.), Egypt had a fairly good 

number of such scholars even though she had yet to produce a full-fledged professional philologist or 

grammarian. Zubaidi was the first to include Egyptians, none of whom were earlier than the third century, 

among the scholars in these two closely related sciences. Grateful as we are for his contributions, his 

generally brief entries leave much to be desired. Six of the thirteen Egyptians listed receive three lines 

at most, and dates are frequently lacking.95 Suyutl's coverage of Egyptian philologists and grammarians 

starts with Ibn Hisham, famed as editor of the Sirah of Ibn Ishaq and an expert also in the linguistic 

sciences. He had settled in Egypt, where Shafici, whom he considered an authority on language,96 later 

joined him and the two exchanged many citations from the poetry of the Arabs.97 Both Zubaidi and 

Suyuti are misleading since they give the impression that grammar and philology were all but totally 

neglected in Egypt until the third century. Actually second-century Egypt made considerable progress in 

the fields of Qur'anic readings and law, both of which disciplines called for a workable knowledge of 

Tradition and the linguistic sciences. For Egyptian scholars kept in close touch with the cultural develop

ments first in Mecca and Medina and later in 'Iraq. Scanty as our sources are on these cultural contacts, 

they yield significant evidence of the influence of the Hijaz and (Iraq on second-century Egypt, particularly 

in the religious and related linguistic sciences. As a result of the Arab migration westward, which started 

with the conquest of Egypt, many of the Companions settled in Egypt and were followed by a greater 

number of the Successors. Among the latter was a group of *ulama\ many of whom were Medinans. We 

read for instance that cUmar II sent NafV ibn Hurmuz, client and pupil of Medina's leading traditionist 
(Abd Allah ibn 'Umar ibn al-Khattab, to Egypt to instruct the people in the sunnah.98 *Abd al-Rahman 

ibn Hurmuz al-A'raj (d. 117/735), considered by some as the first to introduce formal study of language in 

Medina, settled in Egypt and died in Alexandria.99 

The Egyptian cAmr ibn al-Harith (94-148/712-65), client of the Ansar, pupil of Zuhri, and teacher of 

Malik and Laith ibn Sacd, was appointed tutor in 133/750 in the household of Egypt's governor Salih 

ibn 'All, whom he accompanied to Syria in 137/755.10° cAmr was a versatile scholar who held public 

discourse on Qur'anic readings, Tradition, and law as well as on philology and poetry.101 His Egyptian 

pupil Laith, though known primarily as a jurist, wTas as versatile.102 'Uthman ibn Sa'id, better known as 

Warsh (115-97/733-812), was of Coptic origin. He studied Qur'anic readings with NafV ibn Abl Nu'aim, 

achieved leadership in that field, and was an expert in Arabic.103 

In the meantime Shafi'i's career and life had all but run their course in the Hijaz, the Yemen, and 

'Iraq before he settled in Egypt in 198 A.H. His early and intensive training was that of a well rounded 

gentleman, with emphasis on language and literature.104 Having spent many years (17 according to the 

record) in the desert with the Banu Hudhail, famed as the most eloquent of the Arabs, he returned to 

Mecca as an expert in poetry, history, and accounts of the battle days of the Arabs (ayydm al-'Arab) among 

95 See Zubaidi, pp. 233-41. 
96 Adah al-SMfi'i, p. 136; Bughyah, p. 315. 
97 Adah al-Shtifti, p. 136; Husn I 306. 
98 See Husn I 162 for NafV ibn Hurmuz and several others. 
99 Fihrist, p. 39; Slrafi, pp. 21 f.; Zubaidi, pp. 19 f.; Nuzhah, p. 10. See our Vol. I I for his activities as a traditionist. 
100 Kindi, pp. 84, 89, 105, 357; Zambaur, p. 26. 
101 Dhahabi I 173: 

rt^iLlj (j-LJI ^Ia>-1 "jlS'j . . . lyLi- l j VJj^L? . . . j*JtS\j <AAJ1J iuAi-ij jTjiJI ^ 4J>Ĵ ~J ^J^ ur"^ *^^J TJ^- ^^ 

102 Husn I 164: c*ui-l Jii* j J^JIJ oT,i!l j^z jUill ^j* cJd\ «Ji ulf £ j l ^ JjTilaJ C-JJJ U J ^ J ^ ^ ^ JlS 
j*J^\j (for Laith as traditionist-jurist see our Vol. II, esp. Document 6). 

103 Husn I 277. See also ibid, I 167, 255; Ibn al-Jazari I 502; Muhkam, pp. 87, 94, and, for some of Warsh's pupils, p. 224. 
104 Adah al-Shafi'i, pp. 136 f., 214; Irshad VI 268 f. 
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his several other accomplishments. To these he now added the study of Tradition and law, beginning with 

the Muwatta* of Malik.105 In Mecca he studied Qur'anic readings with the reader Ismail ibn (Abd Allah 

ibn Qustantin (d. 170/786 or 190/806).106 Ismail was said to have composed a grammar which he himself 

discarded after a visit to Basrah and which he replaced with a second work that was considered by the 

biographers as of no account.107 Since ShafVi was himself a poet of sorts and a prose stylist, poetry and 

grammar were no mere tools for use in his other intellectual pursuits but subjects to be cultivated inde

pendently. When law eventually captured his imagination and occupied his great talents, he did not 

neglect the intellectual interests of his youth. Among his literary admirers were Ibn Hisham, Abu cUbaid, 

and Asma'i.108 Asma'i sought him out in Mecca for his transmission of the poetry of the Banu Hudhail 

and Shanfara.109 Malik recognized his young follower's intellectual gifts,110 and Ibn Hanbal bore witness 

to his clarity of thought and eloquent diction111 in addition to considering him a godsend for the preser

vation of the sunnah.112 

When Shafi'i settled in Egypt, it did not take the leading Egyptian scholars long to appreciate his 

worth. Ahmad ibn Yahya al-Misri (171-250/787-864), the leading Egyptian scholar of his day, had almost 

as many interests as did Shafi'i, with whom he associated.113 Yunus ibn <Abd al-A'la (170-264/786-877), 

who studied Qur'anic readings with Warsh and fiqh with Shafici, felt that whenever Shafici discoursed on 

Arabic, poetry, or law it would be said that he was most learned in that subject.114 Sarj al-Ful, known for 

his knowledge of language and poetry, had frequent sessions with Shafi%115 and other philologists attended 

his lectures just to enjoy his command of the language.116 ShafiTs sustained interest in these many fields 

was attested to by his foremost pupil, Eabic ibn Sulaiman al-Muradl (d. 270/883 or 884), who describes 

the master's teaching day from dawn to noon as consisting of four successive seminars, beginning with 

Qur'anic science, followed by Tradition with commentary and a period for discussion and study, and 

ending with philology, prosody, grammar, and poetry.117 I t is in the light of his great versatility that 

ShafiTs own terse expressions on the effects of the various disciplines on an individual's standing and 

character yield their full significance.118 Harmalah ibn Yahya (166-243/783-857), Egyptian pupil and 

close associate of ShafVi, reports him as saying: "Philologists are the jinns of mankind; they comprehend 

what others fail to perceive."119 

105 Young ShafiTs first interest was in poetry: £^^> (d. 219/834) <>UJ-i ( j o jJl j j S JLP) J I J J ( 5 ^ ) LTI-)^ ui " ^ ^ 

^>- J j>\ J t*-}9^ <$J~\ J* 4~^\j i*N «-^' C~^ ' • • ^^\j -C*^ ̂ J - ^ ' V^*' ^^ ^ i j ^ i W £**•- 4?*d l^W*' 
*^u\ (Abu Nu'aim, Hilyat al-awliyd* wa tabaqdt al-asfiyd3 [Cairo, 1351-57/1932-38] IX 74 f.). 

For ShafiTs subsequent studies in the religious sciences see Irshad VI 369 f.; see also our Vol. I I 54-56 and 81. 
106 Adah alShafi'i, pp. 142 f. 
107 Mardtib, pp. 100 f. 
108 Adab al-Shafi'i, pp. 136 f.; Irshad VI 379 f., 388 f. 
109 Irshad VI 380, 387; Muzhir I 160, 176. 
110 Adab al-Shdfi'i, pp. 27 f.; Irshad VI 370 f. See Irshad VI 195-203 for Shafi'i on Malik. 
111 Adab al-8hafi% p. 136; Irshad VI 379, 381. 
112 Adab al-Shafi'i, p. 86; Irshad VI 389; Husn I 166. 
113 Irshad I I 155; Inbdh I 152; Bughyah, p. 174: ^ U J I ^J&J ^ U l fl\j i~jj}\j <->*% j*^k ^ J <J*! J*' U* ^ 

.<J 4At£j 
114 Irshad VI 380. For Yunus ibn (Abd al-Acla, see e.g. Jarh IV 2, p. 243; Dhahabi I I 98 f.; Husn I 169. 
115 Bughyah, p. 252. 
116 Irshad VI 380. 
117 Ibid. VI 383. 
118 See Mawardi, Adab ahdunya wa al-din (Cairo, 1343/1925) p. 23: cr^T frj oJXL* J J <uiJl LJ j - j <c*J <*k& jT^J! Lj j * 

*ult 4*J£J 1 4«iJ j-tfj 1 JAJ <UJ* - J J 4jJJi LJ ^J 4J1J Jj>- t^LJ-l LJ ^J 4^>- £*iy «i-d> -̂l (cf- Yusuf ibn cAbd Allah ibn 
cAbd al-Barr, J ami* baydn aVilm wa fadlihi, ed. Muhammad 'Abduh Agha [Cairo, n.d.] I I 169, and see our Vol. I I 56, with 

references cited in n. 216). 
119 Adabal-SMfi'i,?. 150: **j£ ^^ J J V I* OjJ-M ^J^ l 'Cfr ^ j * 5 1 v ^ ' -
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Thus, in second-century Egypt intellectual interests were expanding, being stimulated first by learned 

visitors and settlers from the east who represented practically all of the Islamic and the linguistic and 

literary disciplines, as Suyuti and his predecessors recorded so diligently. The easterners were soon 

followed by eager and inquiring students and scholars from the western provinces of North Africa and 

especially from Umayyad Spain. North Africa had its ^yad,120 son or brother of cAwanah ibn al-Hakam 

(d. 158/775), grammarian and teacher of the better known Abu al-Walid al-Mahri (d. 253/867).121 

Among the early Quranic-readers to visit Egypt was the Cordovan Ghazi ibn Qais (d. 199/814), who was 

already a well known tutor when cAbd al-Rahman I (138-72/756-88) entered Cordova. Ghazi's journey 

eastward was made no later than 150/767 since he transmitted hadtth from Ibn Juraij, who died in that 

year, and he also transmitted from Awza/I (d. 157/773). He studied Quranic readings with NafT ibn Abi 

Nu'aim, the Muwatta? with Malik himself, and language with Asma'i and men of like caliber.122 A second 

Spanish scholar, Shamir ibn Mundhir, poet, philosopher, and grammarian, journeyed (rahal) to the east 

and settled in Egypt, where Ibn Wahb (d. 197/812) was among his pupils.123 A third Spaniard, Muhammad 

ibn cAbd Allah, while on his journey to the east sought out the Egyptian Warsh for study of Qur'anic 

readings and returned to Spain to serve as tutor to the sons of Hakam I.124 Egypt's role as a halfway 

center where scholars from the east and the west met for instruction and discourse is well illustrated in the 

case of Abu al-Hasan al-Acazz, a former pupil of Kisa'I. Abu al-Hasan was sought out in 227/842 by a 

group of Spanish scholars who were instructed by him.125 He is one of only three entries in Zubaidfs 

first group (tabaqah) of Egyptian grammarians, the other two being Wallad (see below) and Mahmud ibn 

Hassan (d. 272/885 or 886). All that Zubaidi tells us about Mahmud is that he was the teacher of the son of 

Wallad. Qifti adds that he was an early and leading grammarian who, like Wallad and others, followed 

the path of Khalil, and Suyuti supplies his death date.126 

It is clear from the foregoing brief survey that Egypt was alert to the developments in the linguistic 

sciences in both the Hijaz and 'Iraq, particularly in the religious branches of these disciplines, and that 

her own participation increased progressively before, during, and after ShafVl's brief residence in that 

province until his death in 204/820. 

Walid ibn Muhammad al-Tamimi al-Masadri, better known as Wallad (d. 263/877), was Egypt's first 

full-fledged professional philologist-grammarian. He was of Basran origin but grew up in Egypt and 

returned east as a youth in search of knowledge. He studied grammar in Medina with a former pupil of 

Khalil, known only as MuhallabI, who was not skillful or thorough. Wallad then journeyed to Basrah to 

study with Khalil himself, with whom he stayed for some time and from whom he "took much."127 This 

could have been no later than 175/791, the latest accepted date for the death of Khalil. If Wallad was 

about sixteen128 at the time, his birth date would fall about 159/776, which would make him over a 

hundred years old at his death and allow him some three-quarters of a century for industrious intellectual 

pursuits. The length of Wallad's stay in 'Iraq is not stated.129 We do know that, being of Basran origin, 

120 Zubaidi, pp. 246-48; Inbah I I 361-63. 
121 See Zubaidi, pp. 249-53: . . . ^}jj^j J^J \*ij^ J*' 7^. Zubaidi's entire entry is repeated in Inbah I I 209-11. 
122 Zubaidi, pp. 276 f.; MuliJcam, pp. 8 f.; Ibn Farbun, Al-dibaj al-mudhahhab fi ma'rifat alyun 'ulama* al-madhlutb (Cairo, 

1351/1932) p. 219; Ibn al-Jazarl I I 2; Bughyah, p. 371. Ghazi returned to Spain "with great knowledge" and became tutor to 
the sons of cAbd al-Rahman I, Hisham I (172-80 A.H.), and Hakam I (180-206 A.IL). He established a family of three generations 
of scholars; his son and grandson also made the journey to the east (see Zubaidi, pp. 277, 282, 289). 

123 Zubaidi, pp. 279 f.; Inbah I 75 f.; Bughyah, p. 267. 
124 Zubaidi, p . 293. 
125 Ibid. p. 233. 
126 Ibid.; Inbah I I I 264. 
127 Zubaidi, p. 233: <ujVj <^ *«*; Inbah I I I 354: «uj^j j£s}\ ^ *~*j H^AJIJ J^\J <Ĉ  JU-!j ^ j JJU-I iJpl . 
128 The age at which ThaUab (200-291 A.H.) began to study linguistics {Fihrist, p. 84; Khatib V 205). 
12» Inbah I I I 354: u U J ^ ^ ^ U»j j l jJI ^ j+ « * . 
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he had family connections there. This fact, along with 'Iraq's political and cultural leadership at the time, 

the young man's own ambition, and his reputed accomplishment while he was in 'Iraq, would indicate 

that he spent several years in that province, as one of his young sons was to do several decades later (see 

below). Before returning to Egypt, Wallad revisited Medina and debated his former teacher, who had to 

concede his superiority. 

Wallad's contribution to linguistic studies in Egypt encompasses three related categories. He imported 

books from cIraq, starting with books for his own personal study. He speeded up the dissemination of 

knowledge and the sale of books by establishing a family of three generations of scholar-booksellers (see 

below). He achieved personal leadership as a teacher-transmitter in philology and grammar, thus laying 

the foundation for Egyptian authorship of works in these fields.130 Nevertheless, despite the general 

acknowledgment of his enterprising role, the sources yield few details of his long career. We do not know 

what books he studied in 'Iraq and with whom he studied them, nor do we know what books he introduced 

into Egypt or which ones he himself transmitted. He is seldom referred to as a bookseller (ivarrdq) though 

a son and a grandson are each referred to as the son of the bookseller.131 

Wallad had two sons, Ahmad and Muhammad. Little is known of Ahmad besides the fact that he was a 

grammarian of Baghdad who lived in Egypt and there transmitted material on the authority of 

Mubarrad.132 Muhammad (d. 298/910), on the other hand, was much better known despite a compara

tively short life of fifty years as against his father's advanced age. He and at least one of his sons were 

known as scholar-booksellers (see p. 14). Muhammad in all probability started his education with his aged 

father. Be that as it may, we find him, while he was still a youth, studying with the Egyptian grammarian 

Mahmud ibn Hassan (d. 272/885 or 886)133 and with Abu 'All al-Dlnawarl (d. 289/901), who had settled 

in Egypt.134 Like his father before him and drawn by the same forces, Muhammad went east to 'Iraq to 

complete his education and stayed for eight years.135 He sought out both Mubarrad and Tha'lab, among 

others (not named), and in time became tutor to the sons of an influential land-tax collector in Baghdad. 

He was particularly anxious to make a copy of Sibawaih's Kitdb from Mubarrad's personal copy, something 

which Mubarrad permitted no one to do. Story has it that Muhammad bribed Mubarrad's son to make the 

manuscript available to him in small sections at a time. When Mubarrad discovered this he took 

Muhammad to court and demanded his imprisonment, from which fate he was rescued by his government 

employer. Eventually Muhammad did get to read the Kitdb back to Mubarrad, presumably for the latter's 

usual fee of 100 dinars.136 Muhammad's personal copy of the Kitdb, written no doubt with his reputed 

accuracy and good penmanship (see p. 14), became a family heirloom and a collector's item that eventually 

graced the library of Ibn al-Furat, known also as Ibn Hinzabah (308-91/921-1001), the Ikhshidid wazir 

who paid handsomely for any manuscript he desired.137 We do not know the details of Muhammad's 

personal contacts with Tha'lab, whose views he probably acquired in part from Tha(lab's son-in-law 

Abu (AlI al-Dlnawarl, who had settled in Egypt and who was Muhammad's stepfather. Abu 'All also had a 

personal copy of Sibawaih's Kitdb, which he had read first with Abu 'Uthman Bakr ibn Muhammad 

130 Zubaidi, p. 233, and Inbah I I I 354: JJI u ^ 4 ^ ^ * J l ^U . . . *Li i$\j j > J ! ^sf j * ^ j S ^^JC J £ J ^ 

Mj j.^£ j - u J j I ^ J P iUi- l . See also Bughyah, p. 405, citing the Egyptian historian Ibn Yunus (281-347/894-958): L>_^ jl5~ 

t4JU j l S ' j j ^ j J l j 4aJJ1 <_*XT (JjJ \$J£-
131 Bitghyah, p. 435. 
132 Ibid. p. 172. The earlier sources have no entries on Ahmad. 

*33 Zubaidi, p. 233; Inbah I II 264. 
134 Zubaidi, p. 234; Irshud VII 133; Bughyah, p. 112. 
135 Zubaidi, p. 236. 
136 Ibid.; Inbah III 224; Irahad VII 133; Bughyah, p. 112. 
137 Inbah I I I 224 f. See Ibn Khallikan I 131 (= trans. I 320) for Ibn Hinzabah's general interest in copies of manuscripts. 
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al-Mazini and again with Mubarrad.138 Both Abu 'All and Muhammad were recognized leaders in Egypt 

in the study of language and grammar according to the Basran school, but their reputation rested more on 

their study and teaching of the Kitdb and its dissemination through pupils' copies and other book sales 

than on the single work by Muhammad and the two by Abu cAlI which Zubaidi dismisses as either of no 

account or as lacking in originality.139 

A second basic work that we know Muhammad took back with him to Egypt was a copy of the Kitdb 

al^ain, the work having been first brought from Khurasan to Basrah by a bookseller in 248/862. The 

immediate and heated controversy that followed, alike among the Kufans and the Basrans, led by the 

staunch Abu Hatim al-Sijistam (d. 255/869), as to KhaliFs authorship of the work,140 did not hinder its 

intensive study and quick distribution in 'Iraq and the eastern provinces or its early transmission to 

Egypt, North Africa, and Spain. Muhammad ibn Wallad transmitted the Kitdb attain on the authority 

of the poet and litterateur cAli ibn Mahdi al-Kisrawi (d. 283/896 or 289/902),141 tutor in the household of 

the better known poet and scholar cAlI ibn Yahya ibn al-Munajjim (d. 275/888), whose great and famous 

library wras stocked with books on many subjects, including the natural and physical sciences.142 'All 

ibn Mahdi no doubt had ready access to 'All ibn Yahya's rich and growing library, to which he may even 

have contributed a copy of the Kitdb al-'ain, since he was a recognized authority on the work and it was 

he who later transmitted it to Ibn Durustawaih (258-346/871-958).143 

Further stimulation from 'Iraq was provided by cAli ibn Sulaiman, better known as Akhfash al-Asghar 

(d. 315/927), who was in Egypt in the years 287-300/900-912,144 and by the controversial Mu'tazilite 

Abu al-cAbbas al-Nashi, whose legal and linguistic theories forced him to flee from cIraq to Egypt, where 

we find him in 280/893 and until his death in 293/906.145 

Muhammad ibn Wallad had two sons, Abu al- 'Abbas Ahmad, who was better known as Ibn Wallad 

(d. 332/943), and the younger Abu al-Qasim cAbd Allah (n.d.), both of whom transmitted Sibawaih's 

Kitdb from their father.146 'Abd Allah, considered the less able of the two brothers, is the last member of 

the family reported to have inherited his father's autograph copy of this work, which was used by the 

visiting Spanish scholar Muhammad ibn Yahya al-Rabahi (d. 358/969),147 who furthermore transmitted 

from cAbd Allah bits of the Wallad family history to his own pupil Zubaidi.148 

The family tradition of scholar-booksellers was carried on by Ibn Wallad, whom we have already met 

along with his fellow pupil and rival Abu Ja'far al-Nahhas and as the probable author of a brief grammar 

(see p. 31). The rivalry between these two scholars was accentuated partly by their different professional 

emphases and partly by their personalities. Though both were of the Basran school of grammar, Ibn 

Wallad was a stricter follower of Sibawaih, as the title of his Intisdr Stbmvaih cald cd-Mubarrad indicates, 

while Abu Ja'far al-Nahhas leaned toward the views of Mubarrad and Akhfash al-Asghar, with both of 

whom he had studied in 'Iraq and again with Akhfash during the latter's long stay in Egypt (287-300 

A.H.).1 4 9 We have record of but one public confrontation between the two rivals, in the presence of an 

138 Zubaidi, p. 234. 
139 Ibid. pp. 234, 236; Inbah I 34 and III 225. 
140 Haywood, Arabic Lexicography, p. 26, places too much emphasis on Kufan propaganda in this controversy; see e.g. Muzhir I 

83 f.: *JAII i i jL <u5:>j jlSJVI JLSI AJU^IJ ^ l>. JJJ >J&\ ^U- J j * j j j U I ^ JLL J , j J I V U T ijj U JUJI J * jA J l ; . 
141 Fihrist, pp. 43 and 150: 4 ^ U <>Ji ^\SSJ UJU l&U U^l \J*J* JlS" (cf. Irshad V 427 f.; Bughyah, p. 356). For a list 

of 'All ibn Mahdl's works and samples of his poetry see Irshad V 428-32. 
142 Kurkis cAwwad, KhazuHn al-kutub aLqadimah fi al-1Iraq {Baghdad, 1367/1948) pp. 205-7. 
143 Fihrist, p. 43; Stefan Wild, Das Kitdb al-'ain und die arabische Lexkographie (Wiesbaden, 1965) pp. 20 f., n. 65. 
144 Zubaidi, pp. 125 f.; Nuzhah, p. 149; Inbah I I 276-78; Ibn Khallikan I 418 (= trans. II 244-46); Bughyah, p. 338. 
145 Maratib, p. 85; Khatib X 92 f.; 'Umdah I 134; Inbah II 128 f. 
14S Zubaidi, pp. 236, 239. 
147 Ibid. p. 236; Bughyah, p. 172. 
148 See e.g. Zubaidi, pp. 233, 238. Sec ibid. pp. 335-40 for Zubaidf s entry on this teacher of his; cf. Inbah III 231, 233. 
149 E.g. Inbah I 99, 101; Nuzhah, p . 175; Husn I 306. 
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Egyptian ruler (not named), and Ibn Wallad was declared to be in the right, a decision that was upheld 

later by Zubaidi.150 The two rivals were both students and transmitters of poetry. Ibn Wallad is reported 

as saying that he transmitted the diivan of Ru'bah ibn al-'Ajjaj (d. 145/762) on the authority of his father 

on the authority of his grandfather,151 who stated that when he was still a schoolboy he heard the poet in 

person. If we take the statement literally, the grandfather would have to be Wallad, who grew up in 

Egypt and died there in 263/877, that is, some 118 years after the death of the poet. If the report is to be 

accepted, "grandfather" (jadd) would have to mean an "ancestor" who was contemporary with RuJbah. 

Ibn Wallad's own compositions were comparatively few,152 but they and the man himself were well 

received. Abu Ja*far al-Nahhas, on the other hand, was a more prolific author with some fifty titles to his 

credit, but his poor delivery, mean disposition, and miserly habits made him more acceptable in his 

works than in his person, though many sought him out for his store of knowledge.153 Among those who 

sought him out was the Cordovan chief justice and bibliophile Mundhir ibn Sa'Id (265-355/878-966), 

whose personality was in marked contrast to that of Abu Jacfar since he is described as having good 

presence and delivery in addition to being an expert debater and a born poet.154 He did not hesitate to 

correct, in public, Abu Ja'far's dictation of the poetry of Qais ibn Mucadh and thus roused his displeasure, 

so that Abu Ja'far refused to permit him to use his copy of the Kitab al-^ain for collation with the copy 

which Mundhir had made in Qairawan.155 Mundhir was then directed to Ibn Wallad, whom he found to 

be both learned and agreeable and who made his copy of the Kitab al-^ain available to Mundhir. Abu 

Ja*far later relented and made his copy of the book also available to the visitor, who on his return to Spain 

to grace the court of cAbd al-Rahman III (300-350/912-61 )156 transmitted the Kitab al-'ain on the autho

rity of Ibn Wallad only.157 

Among other contemporaries of Ibn Wallad and Abu Ja'far al-Nahhas who either visited or settled in 

Egypt to teach or study should be mentioned Jahiz' nephew Yamut ibn al-Muzarrac (d. 304/916 or 917), 

who made several visits to Egypt, the last being in 303 A.H.158 He was followed later by Ibn Qutaibah's son 

Abu Ja'far Ahmad, who was appointed deputy judge for Egypt in 321/933 and who died there the next 

year. Ibn Qutaibah's works had already made their way into Egypt and the west.159 Abu Ja'far Ahmad 

had inherited his father's numerous manuscripts, which he claimed to have memorized.160 His own 

reputation as a scholar had preceded him to Egypt, where he dictated all of his father's works to large 

audiences which included both Ibn Wallad and Abu Ja'far al-Nahhas.161 His son <Abd al-Wahid, who had 

served him as legal secretary, remained in Egypt and transmitted materials on the authority of his father 

150 Zubaidi, p. 238; Inbah I 100. 
151 Inbah I 99: 

The report may have come from Ibn Wallad's uncle Ahmad ibn Wallad (see p. 36 above), who transmitted on the authority 
of Mubarrad and who had among his transmitters the Egyptian poet lAbd Allah ibn Yabya ibn Sacid (Bughyah, p. 172). 

152 See GAL S I 201 for his surviving works. 
153 Zubaidi, pp. 239 f.; Inbah I 102 f.; Irshad II 72-74; Ibn Khallikan I 35 (= trans. I 81 f.); Bughyah, p. 157. See GAL S I 201 

for surviving manuscripts. 
154 E.g. Inbah I I I 325. 
155 Zubaidi, p. 240; IrshCtd VII 178-83; Muzhir I 83. 
156 Zubaidi, pp. 240, 319; Irshad II 73 and VII178; Inbah 1103 and III 325; Muzhir 1911; Maqqarl, History of the Mohammedan 

Dynasties in Spain I 240 f., 375-79, and esp. 470-75. 
157 E.g. Zubaidi, pp. 240, 319. 
158 Ibid. pp. 235 f.; Mas'udi VIII 35-37; Khatib III 308 and XIV 358-60; Nuzhah, pp. 144 f.; Irshad VII 305 f.; Ibn Khallikan 

II 453 (= trans. IV 390). 
159 Kindi, p. 547; Inbah III 216. Sec also Gerard Leeomte, "Lcs disciples directs d'Ibn Qutayba," Arabica X (1963) 282-300. 
160 E.g. Kindi, p. 547; Inbah I 46. 
161 Kindi, pp. 547 f.; Irshad I 160. 
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on the authority of his grandfather.162 An even more distinguished scholar, the philologist Abu *Ali 

al-Qall, visited Egypt during his long journey on the way to Spain (328-30/940-42) though details of his 

stay in Egypt are not given in the sources at hand.163 

In the meantime a number of native Egyptians had attained recognition and leadership in various 

branches of linguistic studies. Among these may be mentioned eAbd Allah ibn Fazarah (d. 282/895)164 

and Abu Tahir Ahmad ibn Ishaq (d. 301/913 or 914),165 each covered by Zubaidi in a one-line entry which 

is repeated with little or no added information by later authors. A better known Egyptian grammarian, 

'All ibn Hasan al-Huna5I (fl. 309/921), had studied both the Basran and Kufan systems but leaned 

toward the former. He was credited with several compositions that were in demand and that he copied 

in a fine and accurate hand and marketed himself.166 There were also Abu Bakr al-Malati (d. 330/941), 

imam of the Mosque of (Amr ibn al-'As in Cairo and tutor to sons of nobility,167 Ibn Isbat, who had been a 

pupil of Zajjaj,168 the ShTite 'Allan al-Misrl (d. 337/949),169 Muhammad ibn Musa (d. 351/962), a scholar-

bookseller who copied many manuscripts of Tradition and grammar,170 Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Rahman 

(d. 356/967), who flourished in the days of Kafur,171 and the much better known Muhammad ibn Musa 

al-Kindi, known also as Ibn al-Jubbl (284-358/897-969), whose pre-occupation with grammar was so 

intense and extensive that he came to be called "Sibawaih."172 Many of the scholars who visited or settled 

in Egypt were patronized by the Ikhshidids and their major-domo and regent Kaffir (d. 357/968) but not 

always with happy results for all concerned, as the final relationship of Kafur and the poet Ahmad ibn 

al-Husain al-Mutanabbi (d. 354/965) illustrates. Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn cAbd Allah al-Najframi (d. 

355/966) of Baghdad, pupil and colleague of Zajjaj, from whom he had learned much, was well received 

and duly honored by Kafur, and many Egyptians transmitted from him.173 He was among the first to 

write a biographical work about grammarians, and such works by Sirafl and others followed.174 The 

Najframl family settled in Egypt, where Abu Ishaq's own works and autograph copies of literary manu

scripts continued to circulate175 and some were later put to good use by Suyuti.176 A second member 

of this family of scholars, Abu Yacqub Yiisuf ibn Ya'qub (345-423/957-1031), whose specific family 

relationship to Abu Ishaq is not stated, built for himself a solid reputation in the field of language and 

literature and as a copyist-bookseller. Though their penmanship was not much to see, Abu Ya'qub and 

his associates were extremely accurate and much sought after to the extent that Abu Yacqub's autograph 

copy of the Dvwdn Jarir cost ten dinars.177 Furthermore, most of the ancient works on philology, poetry, 

and the battle days of the Arabs that circulated in Egypt were through his expert transmission.178 Other 

linguists and grammarians, settlers or native Egyptians of the second half of the fourth century include 

162 Kindi, p. 546; Khatib II 8 f.: <u5~ «Jb- JP <LJ1 ^ l^ ^JJJ j ^ J ^ . 
163 Zubaidi, p. 132; Irshad I I 351-54; Inbah I 204-9; Ibn Khallikan I 93 f. (= trans. I I 210-12); Bughyah, p. 198. 
164 Zubaidi, p. 236; Inbah I 125; Bughyah, p. 286. 
165 Zubaidi, p. 237; Inbah I 29; Irshad I 376; Bughyah, p. 128. 
166 Fihrlst, p. 83; Irshad V 112; Inbah II 240: *U*i1 J J i U ^ l i ^ <k>. jLT, <~>jX\ J S&j l^i ^ r ^ J «uxf 

167 See Husn I 306, which names several more. 
168 Zubaidi, p. 241; Inbah I I I 68. 
1<>9 Zubaidi, p. 241; Inbah I I 240. 
170 Bughyah, p. 109. 
171 Inbah I 86. 
172 Irslmd VII 110 f.; Bughyah, p. 108; Husn I 306. 
173 E.g. Irshad I 278 f.; Inbah I 170 f.; Bughyah, p. 181. 
174 Fihrist, p. 87. 
175 Irshad I 277-79 and II 233. See also p. 12 above. 
176 For entries see e.g. Muzhir, Index. See GAL S I 201 f. for Abu Isbaqs surviving works. 
177 Inbah I 46; Bughyah, p. 425. 
178 Ibn Khallikan I I 462-64 (= trans. IV 409-11). 
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Hasan ibn 'All (d. 379/989), already a leading grammarian in the days of Kaffir and teacher of both 

Egyptian and visiting scholars,179 and Abu cAdi al-Misrl (d. 381/991), who had studied with Abu Ja'far 

al-Nahhas.180 There was also Abu Bakr al-AdfuwI (304-88/916-98), still another pupil of Abu Ja'far 

al-Nahhas and transmitter of his works. He was the leading Egyptian Quranic-reader and commentator 

of his day, whose works were praised alike by Egyptians and non-Egyptians181 and whose leading pupil, 
cAli ibn Ibrahim al-Haufi (d. 430/1039), was in turn the leading Qur'anic scholar of his day and produced 

comprehensive works on the Qur'an and on grammar.182 

We have covered enough of Egypt's promotion of and participation in the basic linguistic sciences and 

have examined most of the pertinent surviving manuscripts, both as to writing materials and scripts, from 

the second through the fourth century—the end limit of the age of papyrus—to justify certain conclusions. 

Egypt though not a pioneer in these fields—perhaps partly because of her predominantly non-Arab, non-

Muslim population for the greater part of the period—was nevertheless constantly in touch with the 

linguistic developments first in the Hijaz and then in 'Iraq. Aware of the difference in approach of the 

Basran and Kufan schools, Egyptian grammarians and philologists sought out the leaders of both schools 

but eventually leaned heavily toward the Basran school, though not without some intergroup differences. 

Egypt in addition to being the geographic center of the Muslim world served also as a cultural halfway 

center for students and traveling scholars from the eastern and western provinces. In book importation 

and the local book trade, the close ties among scholar, copyist, and bookseller, early and firmly established 

in 'Iraq, were as firmly established in Egypt, as the multiple roles of the Wallad and Najirami families 

adequately illustrate. It is to these factors that we owe the survival of the majority of literary manuscripts 

from the second through the fourth century, whether they are of papyrus, parchment, or paper and 

whether or not the original works or their surviving copies originated on Egyptian soil. 

179 Inbah I 317; Irshftd I II 140. 
180 Husn I 280; Ibn al-Jazari I 349 f. 
181 Inbah I I I 186-88; Bughyah, p. 81; Husn I 280, 306; Ibn al-Jazar! II 198 f. 
182 Inbah I I 219 f.; Irshad V 80 f.; Bughyah, p. 325. 
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A SPEECH OF CAMR IBN AL-CAS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF 

THE IDEAL MAIDEN 

PERF. No. 712. Mid-second/third quarter of eighth century. 

Medium quality papyrus, 17 X 14 cm. The fragment is the lower part of a single sheet with several 

large and some smaller lacunae (Pis. 3-4). There are narrow margins all around. The cleanness of the cut 

at the top suggests that it is the work of a modern dealer. 

Script—The naskhi script shows the early characteristic of the lifting of the pen so that most of the 

vertical strokes were written downward. On the other hand, liberal use of hooked verticals, characteristic 

of the later formalized naskhi book hand, was not common before the mid-second/mid-eighth century. 

The total absence of diacritical points and other orthographic signs represents the practice of a conserva

tive minority of scholars. The circle is used for punctuation. The double circle of verso 5 may indicate 

collation. 

TEXT 

Recto 

J^i J&j %^\ IJ>JM j£J oi ^uii c?. JA ^ 1 

Jy^\ jy\ d\j *>UI js>. J & j ^ Jj>- J^Ij \fij 2 

&**>*£ ^Xs^aixl^l JLi f j - i i - l 9 jij f'Jj^ J ^ ' 3 

[ ] V%i\j jj\ CJj J [5]1̂ 5\ J ~ ^ J 6 

O CJ\MJ *Uiil J4 i^t^Jl J IJLA 1 ^ ' ^ J 8 

Oli^aJl J ^ | ^ ^ 1 AJ! J i l l j l ĵ̂ oi j ; Ja^Vl J IS 9 

Verso 

jj^\iU| Ojp- ^ jj^sji\ (J i^Lw j j * i> - ^jW" A* ^ ^ (V ^ijW" J ^ 1 

j l j C-^l i l l^pi i l (1)1 iJp t3j>- ^g- 4 ^ r ^ iJJj 1>JJ 2 

O ^ i J j j ^ U ^ CJo 0^ C-^ i l IpLi 3 

[O ] 7 

43 
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<_L=dJ h%* v_JUall i*>l>- * ^ * ^ i r * ^dJ^" J i ^r^ Oi^iJ ^ ^ 

O AJ}^» ( j ^ ^ l ^ . ^ rH^ ^ ^ > - 9 

Comments.—The lost upper part of the recto probably contained a short speech or speeches of 'Amr 

ibn al-'As or some other contemporary political and military leader or leaders, the unifying feature being 

the khutbah. The lost upper part of the verso must have contained more individual descriptions of a 

desirable maiden. The lost text of recto 6, of which very few traces remain, may have alluded to either 

the protection of or the abstinence from women during wartime, or more probably it contained a brief 

heading for the second section of the text. On the other hand, abrupt transition from one theme to 

another was not uncommon in early literary collections and modern editors of even later book-length 

manuscripts frequently feel the need to supply sectional headings. 

Though all the men named in the text are identifiable, the sources on hand have as yet yielded no 

parallel to any of their statements. The text of the statements of recto 9 to verso 11 can be pointed and 

voweled in various ways to give different slants in meaning. It is sometimes difficult to decide which of 

the possible readings the writer had in mind. On the whole, the general character of all these statements 

reflects remarkable restraint for this category of Arabic literature. This restraint can perhaps be explained 

partly by the character of the speakers and partly by the implication that the maiden each speaker 

describes is desired as a prospective Arab wife of equal social status rather than as a non-Arab concubine. 

Recto 1-6. The amir al-mu'minin of recto 2 must be either cUmar I or Mu'awiyah. The relationships of 

both these caliphs with cAmr ibn al-cAs is discussed below, along with pertinent comment on the papyrus 

text (see pp. 47-53). 

Recto 7-8. Space and remaining traces best fit reconstruction of the name as Ya'qub ibn (Ata\ The 

only such person in the early sources is Ya'qub ibn 'Ata5 ibn Abi Eabah (n.d.), of whom little beyond 

his name seems to be known though his father (d. 114/732 at age 88) was a well known Meccan school

teacher and traditionist (Ibn Sacd V 360, 344-46; Ibn Bus tali, p. 221; Jahiz, Bayan 1251; Mtfdrif, p. 271; 

Dhahabi I 92; see also our Vol. II 16, 112, 149, 153). 

Ya(qub is citing a book which advocates the taking of enjoyment of women and of other pleasures 

without allowing any of these to master one. The second sentence, with its key word ])**>-, alludes loosely 

to the Qur'anic permission of such pleasure-taking (see e.g. Surahs 3:13, 4:3, 7:31). For the enjoyment of 

similar pleasures in the world to come see e.g. Surahs 37:46, 43:71, and 47:15. The theme of this section 

brings to mind the description of the cloistered houris, good and comely, who await the martyrs and the 

true believers in the world to come (see e.g. Surah 55:54-76 and cf. Concordance I 526 JJ^). 

Recto 9-10. Note the crowding of line 10, the last on the page, and the interlineal phrase. 

Ahnaf ibn Qais al-Tamiml of Basrah (d. ca, 68/688) was the acknowledged leader of his tribe, which 

had settled in 'Iraq. The four men mentioned after him in the text were his contemporaries who, either 

as tribesmen or as South Arabs, were at times associated with him. As an able general Ahnaf played no 

small part in the conquest of Khurasan and in the First Civil War of Islam. As an active statesman 

Ahnaf played significant roles from the time of cUmar I until his death in the reign of cAbd al-Malik 

(see e.g. Tabari II 2565-68, 2680, 2867, 2897-2900, 2903 for Ahnaf's early campaigns). His association 

with 'All and Mu'awiyah is discussed below. History has accorded Ahnaf an enviable reputation as a 

man of wisdom, integrity, and, above all, patient forbearance which became proverbial. Nature, on the 

other hand, stinted him as to physical endowment. He was clubfooted—hence the name Ahnaf—and 
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narrow shouldered, had buck teeth and a receding chin. He lost an eye in battle or through smallpox and 

was bald-headed. These and a few other deformities were no doubt responsible for his limited family. 

He had but one son, who proved to be weak, lazy, and of no account, and a granddaughter who died young 

(e.g. Ma'drif, pp. 216 f., 284; 'Uyun IV 35; Thacalibi, Lata% pp. 105,109; Ibn Khallikan I 291 [ = trans. 

I 641]; see Ibn £Asakir VII 18-23 for a long and fairly representative list of Ahnaf's qualities and of his 

sayings, followed by a list of his physical deformities). He was known to have come to the aid of women, 

especially widows and victims of war, and to have counseled Mu'awiyah on great forbearance toward 

one's children (e.g. Amidi, Al-muwdzanah baina shiW Abi Tammdm wa al-Buhtun, ed. Ahmad Saqr 

[Cairo, 1961] p. 194; <Iqd I I 437). 

In view of Ahnaf's physical deformities and sterling qualities, it is not surprising that his is the most 

restrained of the statements in our text. His reluctance to dwell on physical pleasures is confirmed by 

relevant statements, some of which are quite outspoken (see e.g. Ibn 'Asakir VII 21; Ibn Khallikan 

I 2 8 9 [ = trans. I 637]; Ibn al-Tiqtaqa, Al-Jakhn [1895] p. 79: ^ \ <JU *L*i!l> fUkll /"* U J U \J^T 

*Uill J l 6y^A) yti* APrji U l ^ *daJ UU>j J>-Jl O^o j l ; but see also *Uyun IV 96). He was 

generally against seeking women's counsel and against levity (Ibn 'Asakir VII 18). He gave orders that 

no woman was to follow his bier. But a prominent elderly woman of his tribe, described as his maternal 

cousin in some of the sources, passed by his burial and stopped to deliver an impromptu eulogy that 

covered his many commendable qualities, including his consideration for women, much to the embarrass

ment of Mus'ab ibn al-Zubair, in whose cause Ahnaf had fallen (e.g. Jahiz, Baydn II 312; Ibn Abi Tahir 

Taifur, pp. 50 f.; AmSK III 28; Ibn (Asakir VII 24). 

Verso 1-3. Note the use of the verb j*& in verso 2 rather than J&. The unpointed personal name 

of verso 1 is sometimes pointed to read Harithah, but more often the man is identified as the Basran Jariyah 

ibn Qudamah al-Tamimi, especially in the earlier sources, all of which, however, can be safely assumed to 

be later than the papyrus text. In tribal and local politics, Jariyah was second only to Ahnaf, who 

addressed him as "uncle" and "cousin," as a mark of respect since they were not such close relatives as 

some thought (Ibn Sa'd VII 1, p. 38; IstVab I 94; Isdbah I 444). Both men were leading cAlid generals 

who took part in the First Civil War of Islam as a last resort, and both were appeased by Mucawiyah 

sometime after the abdication of Hasan ibn cAli in 41/661 (see pp. 54 f.). Ahnaf, officiating at the funeral 

of Jariyah (after 50/670), concluded his prayer with these words: "May Allah bless you! You envied not 

the rich nor despised the poor" ('Iqd II 321). 

Jariyah's stipulation for a personable noble maiden, protected and chaste, of a specified figure, attrac

tive, responsive, and considerate could hardly be objected to by his companions, even though they had 

ideas of their own. 

Verso 4-5. Nasr ibn al-Hajjaj (fl. ca. mid-first century A.H.) is identified as the son of Hajjaj ibn 'Hat 

al-Tamimi, who witnessed Muhammad's victory at Khaibar, after which he converted to Islam. Hajjaj 

returned to Mecca with the false report that Muhammad had been defeated and taken prisoner and that he, 

Hajjaj, wished to collect what money his wife had and what debtors owed him so that he could return in 

time to trade in the spoils of Khaibar. His real objective, however, was to secure his capital and return to 

Muhammad. He was with Muhammad at the time of the conquest of Mecca and is said to have died during 

the reign of TJmar I (Ibn Sa<d IV 2, pp. 14 f.; Ya'qubi II 57 f.; "Uyun I 274; IstVab I 129 Isdbah I 641). 

His son Nasr does not seem to have figured prominently in any political role but is known to have 

accompanied Abu Musa al-AshcarI on his campaign to Persia and was present with him at the conquest of 

Tustar in 17/638 as was also Ahnaf (Tabarl I 2542, 2551; Yaqut I 847-49; Khizdnah II 111). A poet of 

sorts, he is remembered rather as an extremely handsome young man who was attractive to the matrons 

of Medina. Some of these ladies, including, it is said, Hind bint cUtbah, mother of Mu'awiyah, and Fari'ah, 
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the literate mother of Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, addressed romantic verses to him (see Nabia Abbott, "Woman 

and the state on the eve of Islam," AJSL LVIII [1941] 269-79, for a historical biography of the aggressive 

Hind). When 'Umar heard a woman reciting some of these verses, he, ever concerned for the morals of 

the City of the Prophet (see Tabari I 2745 f. and our Vol. II 108-10), summoned Nasr, ordered his head 

shaved, and exiled him to Basrah and soon exiled a second Tamimite for much the same reason "to join 

his cousin in Basrah" (Ibn Sacd III 1, pp. 204 f.; Jahiz, Mahdsin, pp. 236 f., 286-89; cUyun IV 23 f.; 

Mubarrad, p. 333; Mas'udi IV 98 f.; Aghdm IV 98; lIqd II 463 and VI 119; see Khizanah II 108-12 for 

later authors who give the story with some variations). Basran women, orthodox or Kharijite, were 

known for their freedom of action, which presently induced Ziyad ibn Ablhi (Ziyad ibn Abl Sufyan), as 

Mu'awiyah's governor of 'Iraq, to take drastic action against them (see Mubarrad, p. 582; *Iqd VI 96 f., 

101; see also Abbott, "Women and the state in early Islam," JNES I [1942] 352). 

In Basrah, Nasr again got into trouble, this time with Mujashic ibn Mas'ud al-Tamimi, illiterate 

Bedouin general and deputy-governor of Basrah under TJqbah ibn Ghazwan (15-16/636-37; see Tabari I 

2238; Ya'qubi II166; Yaqut I 241 f.; Zambaur, p. 39). In the presence of Mujashic, Nasr wrote in the sand 

his declaration of love to be read by Mujashi('s beautiful and literate wife Shumailah and she responded by 

doing the same. Mujashi* dismissed Nasr and either had someone read the love messages for him or forced 

the truth out of his wife, whom he then divorced. Nasr is said to have composed some verses denying any 

wrongdoing, but Ibn Qutaibah suspected the verses to be spurious. The beautiful Shumailah later married 

Ibn 'Abbas. Mujashi', a Zubairid partisan, fell in the Battle of the Camel (Ansdb I 137; *Uyun IV 24; 

Dinawarl, p. 156; Aghdni XIX 143). We hear of Nasr once again when he strove in vain to have the caliph 

Mu'awiyah recognize the paternity of his half-brother 'Abd Allah ibn al-Hajjaj, even as Mu'awiyah had 

already recognized the paternity of his half-brother Ziyad ibn Abl Sufyan in 44/664 ('Iqd VI 133 f.; 

Tabari III 480). The caliph Mahdl, in 159/776, condemned MVawiyah's decision and reversed it. 

Nasr's statement is the only one in the document to include culture and intelligence as desirable 

qualities in a maiden. Such an outlook no doubt rendered the handsome Nasr doubly attractive to such 

high-placed, aggressive, and literate women as those mentioned above. One should keep in mind that, 

despite the one-man moral censorship by 'Umar I, the high-born Arab woman was still for the most part a 

free and outspoken agent in a changing society in w ich the veil and seclusion had yet to take hold of her 

and thereafter leave a clear field for the accomplish^ 1 songstress and the slave-concubine (see Abbott in 

JNES 1106-26 and 341-68, esp. pp. 113 f., 123, 351 f ; see also Jahiz, Qiydn in Thaldth rasdHl, ed. Joshua 

Finkel [Cairo, 1344/1926] pp. 56-59, and <Iqd VI 96 f.). 

Verso 5. First-cousin and other interfamily, intertribal marriages, though generally practiced and 

approved for the sake of economic and tribal numeric:! strength, were nevertheless recognized as having 

the drawback of limiting the choice of wives and, in the case of first cousins, of ultimately debilitating the 

health of the families and hence of the tribe. Arguments, on individual and tribal bases, for and against 

such marriages are readily available (see e.g. *TJyun II 67 and IV 3, 6, 71; Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, p. 107; 

'Iqd VI103, 117; Amdli III 47; Khalidiyan, Kitdb al-ashbdh wa al-nazdHr, ed. Sayyid Muhammad Yusuf, 

I [Cairo, 1958] 228-31; Jahiz, Nisd" in RasdHl, ed. Hasan al-Sandubi [Cairo, 1352/1933]). 

Verso 6-7. In all probability the speaker is another Tamimite or else a member of a South Arab tribe 

(see comment on verso 10-11). 

Verso 8-9. Zaid ibn Jabalah al-Tamiml was another associate of Ahnaf. He admired Ahnaf and con

sidered him in some respects superior to himself and for that very reason felt justified in asserting himself 

against Ahnafs provocative behavior i^JJyun I 285; Aijhdni XXI 20; Ibn 'Asakir V 451). Both men 

were in the 'Iraqi delegation to 'Umar I. When Ahnaf made a favorable impression on that caliph, Zaid 

attempted to counteract it but was rebuked by 'Umar. Ahnafs eloquent argument at the time persuaded 

'Umar to send more colonists to 'Iraq and to order its governor, Abu Miisa al-Ash'arl, to undertake an 
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irrigation project in the interest of that province's economy (e.g. 'Iqd II 62 f.). When, after the First Civil 

War, the Banu Tamlm, led by Ahnaf, made peace with Mu'awiyah, Zaid served for some time as chief of 

police under cAbd Allah ibn cAmir, Mucawiyah's governor of cIraq (41-44/661-64; see Tabarl II 15; 

Ibn cAsakir V 450; Zambaur, p. 39). Though there are occasional references to Zaid's wisdom, very few of 

his sayings have survived in contrast to the numerous citations credited to Ahnaf (see e.g. ^Vyun I 245, 

285; 'Iqd IV 203). The papyrus text's long list of intensive verbal adjectives in addition to expressing 

Zaid's desire for a highly gifted, vivacious, captivating, exciting, anxiety-vanquishing, and pleasure-

giving maiden does credit also to his eloquence. 

Verso 10-11. Hani ibn 'Urwah al-Muradi al-Mudhhiji (d. 60/680) is identified as a Yemenite partisan 

of 'All, on whose side he and his son fought, as did Ahnaf, in the Battle of Siffln in 37/657 (see Waq(at 

Sifftn, pp. 153 and 231). Hani remained a staunch Shrite, and his headquarters in Kufah became a 

gathering place for local partisans and a refuge for fellow tribesmen in flight from Mu'awiyah or his 

governors (Mubarrad, pp. 71 f.; Tabarl II 229-31, 244-56, 268-71; <Iqd I 136). After the fall of Husain 

ibn cAli at Karbala* (61/680) Hani and Muslim ibn 'Aqil, to whom Hani had given refuge, plotted the 

death of 'Ubaid Allah ibn Ziyad, who, on discovering the plot, executed both men (Ibn Sa'd IV 1, p. 29; 

Dlnawari, pp. 245 f.; Tabarl II 229-32, 244-60; <Iqd IV 378). 

Hani, it should be noted, is the only one to use a simile in his description. A swift walking pace was and 

still is admired in a young maid. The verb walaqa, "to hasten/' though used for humans, is generally used 

to describe the vigorous swift pace of a she-camel (ndqah walqa). A slow measured step was and still is 

generally preferred in a mature woman. The walk and talk of women, young and old, have received much 

attention in Arabic poetry and prose literature (see e.g. 'Uyun IV 81-84; Ibn Abi (Awn, Kitdb al-tashbihdt, 

ed. (Abd al-Mu'id Khan [London, 1950] pp. 101 f.; Yazidi, pp. 151 f.; Khalidiyan, Kitdb al-ashbdh wa 

al-nazdHr 150 f., 53-59,102, 200-205). Women were readily compared to swords or associated with swords 

as being slender and well formed or well tempered, or acquainted with and quick to face danger, or sharp 

tongued (Jahiz, Nisd* in RasdHl, pp. 274 f.; Amdlt I 233; see also Lane, <J«u*», pp. 1485 f.). Figures of 

speech apart, in pre-Islamic and early Islamic times, women accompanied men on raids and to battle. 

Enough of them took part in the actual fighting, using clubs and daggers or whatever they could lay their 

hands on, to call for clarification of their legal status as "warrior women" (see e.g. Muslim XII 187: 

O b jWI *L*wl). The simile was the most widely used figure of speech in describing not only the walk and 

talk but almost any feature or characteristic of women. It was used more frequently in poetry than in 

prose and in the latter more in the 'Abbasid than in the Umayyad period—a development that has some 

bearing on the dating of our document (see p. 78). 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

I 

The amir al-mu'minm, "commander of the believers," of recto 2 must be either 'Umar I, who was the 

first caliph thus addressed, or the caliph Mu'awiyah. Both caliphs placed cAmr ibn al-£As in command of 

large expeditionary forces, cUmar I for the initial conquest of Egypt and Mu'awiyah for its reconquest 

from Muslim rebels during the First Civil War of Islam. My first reaction to the text of recto 1-6 was that 

the unnamed caliph referred to was probably Mucawiyah, Research into the relationships of cAmr ibn 

aPAs with (Umar I, 'Uthman ibn cAffan, and Mu'awiyah strongly reinforced my first impression even 

though a parallel to the papyrus text in an explicit historical context, which alone can provide certainty, 

is yet to be found. 

A brief sketch of cAmr's military and political career is in order. His family, like that of Mu'awiyah and 
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other leading Quraishites of Mecca, was strenuously opposed to the mission of Muhammad.1 I t is well 

known that cAmr's conversion, generally placed shortly before the conquest of Mecca, took place only 

after he and such other notables as Khalid ibn al-Walid and 'Uthman ibn Talhah had come to realize that 

Muhammad was within reach of ultimate victory.2 Muhammad, sensing (Amr's military qualities and 

Mu'awiyah's political acumen, placed {Amr in command of sizable expeditionary forces that included 

both Abu Bakr and 'Umar,3 and used Mu'awiyah as his secretary.4 What is not so well known is (Amr's 

struggle to come to terms with his own immediate family situation. His mother, a war captive used by 

several men, "assigned" him to 'As ibn Wa'il, who, according to cAmr himself, showed little interest in 

him in contrast to the attention he paid to his younger half-brother Hisham.5 Later, cAmr compared 

himself unfavorably with Hisham because Hisham had accepted Islam early and had died in its cause 

during the conquest of Syria.6 Political rivals and gossipers seldom allowed cAmr to forget either the 

shadow over his birth or his late conversion.7 

Furthermore, cAmr harbored a deep-seated and long-lasting resentment against cUmar on social, 

political, and personal grounds8—a resentment that was reciprocated by cUmar both before and during 

his caliphate. Though kept under control for the most part, the undercurrent of mutual resentment and 

mistrust flared on occasion into harsh words and accusations between the authoritative caliph and his 

ambitious general,9 even though both men realized the need and the advantage of co-operation between 

them in the momentous first decades of Islam. 'Umar I saw to it that cAmr, though appointed governor-

general of Egypt, did not for long have sole control of that rich province, particularly its financial adminis

tration and the distribution of its large revenues.10 

There was not much love lost between (Umar I and Mu^awiyah either. But Mu'awiyah had the advan

tage of a clear-cut birthright and was, moreover, more restrained and politic with cUmar I as with most 

people, including 'Amr. After their successful campaigns in Syria and Egypt, Mu'awiyah and <Amr as 

governors-general of Syria and Egypt respectively presented conflicting claims before (Umar I. (Amr, 

realizing that he was losing the argument, did not hesitate to disrupt the meeting by interrupting and 

slapping Mu'awiyah in the face.11 

'Umar I's suspicions and fears of (Amr were reinforced by 'Uthman ibn (ArTan, who is said to have 

induced 'Umar to call a halt on cAmr's march on Egypt and to curtail his powers as governor of that 

1 See e.g. Strah 1167, 187 f., 234 f., 261 f., 272 for this group's mocking taunts of Muhammad and his followers and the Quranic 
revelations called forth thereby. 

2 See Vol. I, Document 6, esp. p. 85, with references cited in comment on recto 16-verso 1; see also Ya'qubl II 28 f.; Zubairl, 
Kitab nasab Quraish, ed. E. Levi -Pro vencal (Le Caire, 1953) p. 322; Ansab I 232 f.; Tabari I 1600-1605; IstVab I I 434 f. 

3 See e.g. Strah I 984-87; Ibn Sa'd VII 2, pp. 188, 192; Ansab I 529 f.; Ya'qubi II 85; Tabari 11894-96; Ibn Taghribirdi I 71: 

4 See e.g. Ya'qubi I I 87 and (Iqd IV 168, where both 'Amr and Mu'awiyah are listed among the secretaries of Muhammad, 
but 'Amr functioned as such only occasionally. 

5 See e.g. Ansab I 215; IstVab I I 595; fIqd II 289 and IV 11. 
6 E.g. Ibn Sacd II 2, p. 8; IstVab I I 434, 595; Imbah I I I 1-4, 1243-45; Fddil, p. 50. 
7 E.g. WaqUit Siffin, pp. 444, 562, 583, 624; Tabari I 3335, 3357, 3405; lUyun I 284; IstVab I I 434; Jahiz, Baydn I I I 223; 

Fajil, pp. 49 f.; lIqd IV 11-13, 39. 
8 Futuh, p. 146: 

9 Ibid. p. 79; Jahiz, Baydn II 291. 
10 Futuh al-buldaiu p. 219; Futuh, pp. 147 f.; llqd I 47 f. 
11 (Iqd I 17. The sequel to this episode is not reported. 'Amr, however, was to use the element of "shocking surprise" on several 

later occasions in the interest of himself and Mu'awiyah, who came to recognize the ruse as characteristic of 'Amr (see n. 24 on 
p. 50 below). 
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province.12 Even on his deathbed cUmar rebuked (Amr severely for being overly ambitious, as the Oriental 

Institute's unique papyrus fragment from Ibn Ishaq's Ta'nkh al-khulafd' revealed.13 In his rebuke, 
cUmar assumed that 'Amr expected to stay in power through co-operation with Mucawiyah as a prospec

tive caliphal candidate.14 The implication is that cAmr himself would not aspire to the caliphate, because 

he was the son of a captive woman. cUthman as caliph, motivated partly by nepotism and partly by 

mistrust of 'Amr, soon removed the latter from the governorship of Egypt.15 The indignant (Amr, feeling 

much wronged, went into political retirement throughout the rest of the caliphate of cUthman—a fact 

which in itself reflects the deep antipathy between the two men. 'Uthman, threatened by the Egyptian 

rebels, appealed to cAmr among others to use his influence with them, and cAmr in turn urged the 

troubled caliph to mend his own ways.16 Though cAmr at heart favored the Medinan opposition, he 

remained neutral through the election of cAli, the subsequent outbreak of the First Civil War, and 'All's 

victory in the Battle of the Camel in 36/657. 

The sources differ as to who took the initiative in the alliance that was soon formed between cAmr and 

Mu'awiyah, though the weight of evidence points to Mu'awiyah.17 <Amr, accompanied by his sons cAbd 

Allah and Muhammad and his secretary Wardan, having first discussed the situation with them, 

journeyed north to meet and bargain with Mu'awiyah on a basis of partnership,18 in which cAmr was 

ultimately to play the role of caliph-maker in return for the still coveted governorship of Egypt from which 

'Uthrnan had removed him. cAmr and Mu'awiyah had several qualities of leadership in common along 

with others that were complementary. Mucawiyah, the astute politician with proverbial patience, genuine 

or not, in the face of great provocation contrasted sharply with the comparatively quick-tempered cAmr. 

But in war strategy and the use of the element of surprise at a critical moment to avert a defeat if not, 

indeed, to turn it into victory, cAmr had much the advantage over Mu(awiyah. Mu'awiyah himself, during 

the caliphate of 'Umar I, had been the unfortunate victim of this strategy of (Amr's. Now cAmr, allied 

with Mu'awiyah against 'All, was to use the element of surprise in their common interest on at least three 

occasions. The first was in a preliminary encounter with cAlI prior to the Battle of Siffin (37/657) when 
cAmr deliberately exposed himself and caused the shocked 'All to turn away in disgust.19 The second 

occasion was during that battle, in which cAmr's sons cAbd Allah, who was but thirteen years younger 

than his father, and the younger Muhammad were active20 along with Wardan, 'Amr's secretary and 

standard-bearer.21 As he sensed that the battle was going against him, (Amr sprung the surprise of the 

well known episode of raising Quranic manuscripts on spearheads and demanding that the Book arbitrate 

12 See Nabia Abbott, The Kurrah Papyri from Aphrodito in the Oriental Institute {"Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization," 

No. 15 [Chicago, 1938]) pp. 80-82 and references there cited; see also Ibn Taghribirdi I 6 f.: <Jj AJ£ \jy\ jj^ ul b\J& J IS 

. . . . 5^1*̂ /1 ^ o - flJi$l 
13 Vol. I, Document 6. 
14 Ibid, recto 16-verso 4 and comments on p. 85. 
15 Tabari I 2813 f., 2817-19: <A* JUxj IJbJli L-^P b]^ J^ J / L - ~ ^ . See also e.g. Futuh, pp. 173 f.; Mas'ildi IV 298; 

'Iqd I I 462 and IV 24; Ibn Taghribirdi I 75. 
16 Tabari I 2932-34; Ya'qubi II 202 f. 
17 See Ibn Sa'd IV 2, pp. 2-8; Yacqubi I I 214-16; Dinawari, p. 167; Tabari I 3249-54; Mas'udi IV 339 and V 54 f.; lIqd IV 

345; Ibn Taghribirdi I 128 f. 
18 Ibn Taghribirdi 1128 f. states this very clearly: ^Llk \j\~ C^\ b\j j ^ JL i i j . ]^j Col J JU ULP "c~Jl Jl jy? <JU 

o^l j jfj±u 4 - ^ J (cf. Ibid. I 72). 
19 Waq'at Siffin, pp. 463, 482; Mas'udi IV 370 f.; <Iqd IV 12 and 339 f., VI 150. 
*<> Waq'at Siffin, pp. 233, 255, 386, 441 f.; Ansab I 168; Dinawari, pp. 183 f.; Tabari I 3256 f.; IstVab I 234, 370; Ibn 'Asfikir 

VI 293. Muhammad is generally characterized as more warlike than cAbd Allah, who was more inclined to diplomacy and is said 
to have joined in the battle only in obedience to his father, for whom he had acted as deputy-governor of Egypt during 'Amr's 
visit to Medina at the end of the caliphate of 'Umar I {Ansab I 168 f.; Tabari I I I 2540; Kindi, p. 10; lIqd II 375 f.; Ibn 
Taghribirdi I 75, 128 f.). cAbd Allah came to be much better known as a traditionist (see our Vol. II). 

21 Wardan was 'Amr's secretary and standard-bearer in 'Amr's first conquest of Egypt also (e.g. Ibn Taghribirdi I 21-23). 

E 
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their differences.22 The third occasion of surprise was at the subsequent Arbitration of Adhruh, when 
(Amr outwitted cAlfs representative Abu Musa al-Ashcari} who declared 'All deposed while eAmr 

reaffirmed Mu(awiyah as caliph.23 The resulting quick disorganization of * All's forces, followed by a 

schism within his party, did more damage to cAlI's cause than all of Mucawiyah's intrigues and 'Amr's 

reputed military generalship. I t was at this point that Mu'awiyah himself pointed out to (Amr and others 

of his leading supporters the advantages of an immediate march on Egypt, the coveted governorship of 

which he had already promised to cAmr as the reward for his services. Mu'awiyah accepted cAmr's 

military plan for the invasion and quick conquest of the province and at the same time corresponded with 

key figures in Egypt urging them to support cAmr.24 

This last occasion seems to be the most logical background for the speech of €Amr ibn al-cAs that is 

recorded in recto 1-6 of our papyrus, and analysis of the text yields the same conclusion. Conceivably 
cAmr could have used the figurative phraseology of recto 1-3 to apply to any one of the three caliphs 

under whom he served—^mar I, cUthman, and Mu'awiyah. 

If we assume that the papyrus text refers to cUmar I, then the most probable occasion for cAmr's 

speech would have been either prior to his initial march to 'Arlsh or on the arrival of the reinforcements 

under four commands that cUmar I later sent him.25 Impatient and suspicious of the delay in this first 

conquest of Egypt, cUmar wrote *Amr a letter accusing him of purposeful delay for personal reasons, 

reminding him that Allah grants victory only to those who are true and sincere and ordering him to 

address the people and urge them on to a whole-hearted and united effort, to give public support to the 

four commanders previously sent him, and to attack the enemy as one man.26 But even without such 

constant stress and strain between caliph and general, *Amr would hardly have used the first sentence of 

recto 4, "and he has chosen you exclusively for himself," to apply to cUmar. For to 'Umar, as to Abu 

Bakr before him and £AlI later and as cAmr himself had come to realize, allegiance was owed first to Islam 

and the community of believers and not to any one person, caliph or general. This was dramatically 

illustrated by cUmar's removal from military command and trial of Khalid ibn al-Walid, whose generalship 

in the conquest of *Iraq and Syria had won him the title "The Sword of Allah."27 

cUthman, in view of his personal relationship with 'Amr (see pp. 48 f.), need hardly be considered as the 

amir al-mu*minin referred to in our papyrus text. 

Thus, we come back to Mucawiyah as the caliph most probably referred to in our document. For there is 

ample evidence that, despite their public declarations, 'Amr and Mucawiyah each had at heart primarily 

his own self-interest (see e.g. n. 18 above). Furthermore, cAmr's forces for the Battle of Siffin (37/657) 

and for his second conquest of Egypt (38/658) were Syrian troops provided by Mucawiyah for the specific 

purpose of opposing 'All and transferring Egypt's allegiance from £AlI to himself, pending the outcome of 

the proposed arbitration.28 For following the truce agreement to arbitrate, the Syrians took the oath of 

22 Waq'at Siffin, pp. 545-47, 555; Ibn Sa'd IV 2, pp. 3 f.; Ya'qQbl II 219; Tabarl I 3333-38; Mas'udI IV 381; Dinawarl, p. 201. 
Dinawari, pp. 206-10, gives full details of the drafting of the truce agreement and the most detailed text of the treaty itself, 
which is dated Wednesday, the 15th of Safar 37/3rd of August 657. 

23 Ibn Sa'd I I I 1, p. 21; Jahiz, Bayan 1183, 271; Tabarl I 3356 f.; Ya(qubi I I 221 f.; Dinawarl, pp. 213 f.; Mas'udi IV 391-98; 
fIqd IV 346-49. 

" T a b a r l I 3396-98: 2>*jJ\ J J i j j ^ j ^ \ Ulj <UJI J 3 £JJ> *$jA ^UJI JJJ I <ik\ A J J L . Jtf. Ibid. I 3400 gives 

Mu'iiwiyah's parting words to {Amr as follows: . . . jlL-iJI j * SJUoJ! oU S^Jlj J^ lUj J*_J <UU Jij\j 41 (JJJ£J JJ? ^ <&?*j\ 
25 Futuh, pp. 61 f.; Ibn Taghribirdi I 9. 
26 Futub, p. 79. 
27 Khalid's son {Abd al-Rahman was with Mu'awiyah at the Battle of Siffin as one of 'Amr's standard-bearers and high in 

Mu(awiyah's counsel. He was inspired by his father's reputation to engage in several courageous single combats against some of 
'Ali's leading supporters, including Jariyah ibn Qudamah of verso 1-3 of our papyrus (see Waqlat Siffin, pp. 233, 412, 450, 
482, 485, 489; Dinawarl, pp. 197, 209). Later, when 'Abd al-Rahman was suggested as Mu'awiyah's successor, Mufawiyah, it is 
said, had him poisoned to clear the way for his own son Yazld (Aghdni XIV 12). 

28 E.g. Ya'qubi II 226; Tabarl I 3400, 3406; Kindi, p. 29; Mas'udi IV 421. 
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allegiance to Mu'awiyah in Dliii al-Qu'dah 37/April 658.29 Moreover, the text of recto 4-6 is addressed 

not to a general assembly of troops but to their commanding officers. Some of (Amr's trusted commanding 

officers who accompanied him on his second conquest of Egypt had served under him in his first conquest 

of that province30 and thus were given a fresh and impressive demonstration of 'Amr's resourcefulness in 

accomplishing his aims. 

The phrase "in private or in public" of recto 6 was already current in the time of Muhammad and 

occurs in both the Qur'an and the standard hadith collections.31 It occurs also in the literary sources in 

contemporary reference to cAmr himself and to Ziyad ibn Abi Sufyan, among others, as being the same in 

private and in public.32 The phrase "with hearing and obedience" of recto 5, along with several variants, 

was also current in the time of Muhammad and after and is likewise found in the Qur Jan33 and even more 

frequently in the hadith collections in reference to several religious duties and military commands with 

the emphasis on absolute obedience to the commands of Allah as revealed through Muhammad.34 The 

extension "to hear is to obey" in reference to the commands of a caliph came first to be associated with 

Mu'awiyah, who was soon to be generally accused of turning the caliphate into an absolute monarchy. 

Moreover, even before he claimed the caliphate, Mucawiyah, in negotiating the initial alliance with cAmr, 

had insisted on 'Amr's allegiance and obedience in return for the governorship of Egypt for life, though 

Egypt was yet to be reconquered.35 

After his second conquest of Egypt (36/658) cAmr left his son cAbd Allah as deputy-governor of Egypt 

and returned, along with his secretary Wardan, to be Mu'awiyah's representative at the arbitration which 

followed in Sha'ban 38/January 659. After (Amr had outwitted Abu Musa al-Ashcari, who declared cAli 

deposed, and reaffirmed Mucawiyah as caliph, there developed renewed stress and strain between cAmr 

and Mu'awiyah. Wardan, who usually drew up the agreements between them, had previously pointed out 

to cAmr that the governorship of Egypt for life was not much of a reward since *Amr was already an old 

man.36 The Shicite Nasr ibn Muzahim (d. 212/827), author of Waq'at Siffin, reports that at the Battle of 

Siffin Mu'awiyah accused cAmr of coveting the caliphate for himself37 and that during the conference 

between (Amr and Abu Musa al-AshcarI preliminary to the fateful Arbitration of Adhruh Abu Musa had 

suggested his son-in-law cAbd Allah ibn (Umar ibn al-Khattab as their common choice, to which cAmr 

countered by suggesting his own son cAbd Allah.38 I t is not surprising, then, that after his unexpected 

reaffirmation of Mu'awiyah as caliph, the aging cAmr felt that more was due him for his great services than 

the lifetime governorship of Egypt. Mascudl reports that cAmr stayed away from Mu'awiyah, who eventu

ally called on him. Realizing cAmr's trend of thought, Mu'awiyah tricked him by first isolating him from 

29 Tabari I I 199. 
30 E.g. Futuh, pp. 61 f. See Husn I 113 for Kharijah ibn Hudhafah, who accompanied cAmr on both conquests, after the 

second of which * Amr appointed him chief of police and called on him at times as his substitute in leading the public prayer 
service. In the latter function he was mistaken for (Amr and was murdered in the well known triple assassination plot of 
40/661 in which the intended victims were (AH, Mu'awiyah and lAmr himself {see e.g. Ya'qiibl II 251 f.; Dinawaii, pp. 227-29; 
Tabari I 3457-65; Mas'Gdi IV 426 f.). 

31 E.g. Surahs 2:274, 13:22, 14:31, 35:29; Concordance II 447 and IV 340. See also e.g. Ibn Hanbal, Al-musnad II 256, 363, 
459 and esp. IV 309, which refers to Muhammad as being the same in private and in public. 

32 Ibn 'Asakir VI 424; Ibn Taghribirdi I 72 f. 
33 Surahs 4:59, 64:12 and 16. 
34 Concordance I I 540 f. and IV 35-37. See also e.g. Bukhari I I I 5 f. and IV 401-3, 419; Muslim XII 222-28; Ibn Hanbal, 

Al-musnad IV 130, 202. The phrase is absent in {Umar's speeches (see e.g. Tabari I 2137 and 2144, for his brief inaugural speech; 
ibid. I 2757-62, esp. pp. 2757 f.; Sirah I 1017; Ibn Sa'd I I I 1, pp. 196 f.). 

35 Waq'at Siffin, pp. 43-46; Ibn Sa'd VI 2, pp. 2 f.; Dinawari, pp. 167-69; Tabari I 3249-54. For further references see n. 17 
on p. 49 above. 

36 Ya'qubi I I 263. 'Amr's age at the time of his death in 43/664 is variously given as 78, 90, 98, and 100 (see e.g. Ibn Sa'd VII 
2, pp. 188 f.; Mas'udI V 60; Istl'ab I I 435; Ibn Taghribirdi I 130 f.). 

37 Waq'at Siffin, pp. 358, 463 f., 621; Dinawari, p. 189. 
38 Waq'at Siffin, pp. 621, 623, 626; Dinawari, pp. 211-13; Tabari I 3355 f.; Mas'Gdl IV 396. 'Abd Allah's mother was 'Amr's 

legal Arab wife (see e.g. Ibn Sa'd IV 2, p. 8). 
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his followers and then threatening his very life until (Amr was forced to declare anew his own allegiance 

publicly and to call on the people to accept ftlu'awiyah as the best available caliph.39 In a written agree

ment drawn at this time, Mu'awiyah specified al-sam* wa al-ta'ah in return for no more than the previously 

agreed-on governorship of Egypt for life,40 which had already begun officially in Eabi ( I 38/July 658.41 

On his return to Egypt late in 39/spring 66042 cAmr could hardly have been well enough disposed toward 

Mu'awiyah to be urging wholehearted support of his cause in any of the subsequent military engage

ments.43 The next year brought c All's assassination followed by Mu'awiyah's public inauguration of his 

own reign. Hasan ibn 'All's short reign ended in Rabi£ I 41/July 661 with his abdication, which finally 

brought Mucawiyah the allegiance of all the provinces of the empire.44 

Ibn Sa'd's entry on 'Amr ibn al-'As, though only briefly covering his early alliance with Mu'awiyah, 

reports yet another rift and reconciliation between them, which led to a new agreement at about the end 

of 39/early 660.45 The account states that when the affair (amr) was in Mu'awiyah's hand—and the amr 

must refer to the Syrians' acceptance of Mucawiyah as their caliph—Mu'awiyah felt he had given <Amr 

too much in a lifetime governorship of Egypt with total control of its revenues and that 'Amr saw to it 

that Mu'awiyah drew no profit from the great wealth of Egypt.46 cAmr, for his part, felt that Mucawiyah 

should be willing in the event of complete victory47 to add the governorship of Syria to that of Egypt, 

which Mucawiyah refused to consider. The bitter quarrel that followed would have severed their alliance 

but for the mediation of Mu'awiyah ibn Hudaij, who had served both men well at the Battle of Siffm 

and later and who now brought about the reconciliation and new written agreement between them. 

The significant clauses of this agreement were Mucawiyah's explicit insistence on cAmr's allegiance and 

obedience and a change in the tenure of 'Amr's governorship of Egypt from life to seven years.48 

This change would seem, on the face of it, to be a complete victory for Mucawiyah, particularly in view of 

'Amr's advanced age. There is, however, some evidence that the seven-year clause was perhaps intended 

as a concession to the aging 'Amr and his son 'Abd Allah. For we find that Mu'awiyah's triumphal entry 

into Kufah in 41/661 was followed by his appointment of 'Abd Allah as governor of that city. But on 

second thought Mu'awiyah either canceled the appointment before it took effect or soon removed 'Abd 

Allah from the governorship in order to eliminate any possibility of being caught in Syria between "'Amr 

in Egypt and his son in Kufah,"49 these two provinces being the most strategic, geographically and 

politically, of Mu'awiyah's hard-won empire. 'Amr himself may have helped to bring about the annulment 

of his son's appointment or else to have hastened his removal from the governorship of Kufah. For 

Mu'awiyah soon found himself short of funds to distribute as largess to the members of the numerous 

delegations from 'Iraq and the Hijaz that came to his court in Syria during the first year of his uncontested 

39 Mas'udI IV 402-6. 
4 0 Ibid. IV 405: £JL± U ĴJ ^ , 
41 Tabari I 3400, 3443; Kindi, p. 31. 
4a Ibn Sa'd IV 2, pp. 5 f.; Tabari I 3464. 
43 Tabari II 206 f. gives an instance of 'Amr's attempts to belittle Mu'awiyah as a new caliph. In contrast, (Amr himself 

had addressed Mu'awiyah as armr al-muyminm while the Battle of Siffin was in progress {lIqd I 26). 
41 Mas(udi V 14; Tabari I 190. 
45 Ibn Sa'd IV 2, pp. 5 f.: 

4J J L . j l 'J&J . . . ajoA;'j j <u £*L* Ai JS" ^ ^ 1 ' j l jjjf- <J\JJ ^ i U U jj«*5 j & i*J* jS^>\ *> jL» ^ i J j^V i j U * LI 

, , , , /»LiJI AJU y+* 
4G Ya'qtibi II 263, 277. See Mas'Gdi V 61 and Kindi, pp. 33 f., for divergent accounts of the extent of 'Amr's estate. 
47 Both men must have felt this to be more than ever probable, knowing the rapidity with which 'All's strength was being 

sapped by political factions and the Kharijite revolt. 
48 Ibn Sa'd IV 2, p. 6: 

d&J U ^ W'j ^ * J^ j-*W JJ jjS ^ f . . . *iJ^ 4*\&\j £-Ji j / J * j l J*j jru-- £ * J^AA 4JVJ Jj+*i ' j l J * 

.OL Jo- Ij^J j\ <j£^ V' If- il£* L ^\j3 Jv^j <**J 4^> j>3 J 
4» Tabari I I 10 f.; Zambaur, p. 42. 
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caliphate. He appealed to (Amr for funds from Egypt's revenues, and 'Amr's only answer was to remind 

Mu'awiyah of the terms of their agreement.50 On the other hand, cAbd Allah did in fact succeed his father 

in 43/664 as governor of Egypt for at least a brief period,51 which in Waqidi's report, however, extends 

to some two years.52 But Tabari reports the curious statement that Mu(awiyah removed ((azala) cAbd 

Allah ibn cAmr from the governorship of Egypt in the year 47/March 667-February 668,53 that is, at the 

very time that the agreement of late 39/early 660, which stipulated the seven-year clause, was due to 

expire. We have already seen that early in the alliance between *Amr and Mu'awiyah, Wardan had 

pointed out to cAmr that his reward of lifetime governorship of Egypt was unsatisfactory. Wardan 

had suggested further that 'Amr bargain for the succession of his heirs. (Amr had then spoken to 

Mu'awiyah about this but had been turned down.54 Nevertheless, *Amr himself did not dismiss the idea 

of a family succession. His son Muhammad was primarily a soldier with no taste or talent for politics. That 

left cAbd Allah, who had on several occasions acted as his father's deputy-governor, as 'Amr's political 

heir. 'Amr, as we have seen above, at one time in his talks with Abu Musa al-Ash'ari had even suggested 

*Abd Allah as a caliphal candidate. In view of all these facts, it seems not at all improbable that 

Mu'awiyah, faced with a total break between himself and 'Amr when as yet only Syria and Egypt 

acknowledged him as caliph, did indeed make a concession to cAmr and his son cAbd Allah in the seven-

year agreement, which he ignored shortly after cAmr's death in 43/664 until its formal expiration in 

47/667. Here we must leave this tantalizing question until new source materials provide more clear-cut 

information. In any event, the several near-breaks between the fairly well matched and primarily self-

seeking *Amr and Mu'awiyah, each keenly aware of the other's strong and weak points, illustrate each one's 

awareness of his own capabilities. Mu'awiyah one day asked <Amr. "What is the measure of your 

intelligence?" "I have not undertaken anything ever from which I could not extricate myself," answered 
cAmr. "As for me," countered Mu'awiyah, "I have not undertaken any matter whatsoever from which 

I wish to be extricated."55 On still another occasion Mucawiyah characterized himself as one who uses 

not his sword where his whip serves his purpose, nor his whip where his tongue is sufficient, adding that 

he would not permit matters between him and the people to get so out of hand as to reach the breaking 

point even if no more than a hair held them together.56 These self-appraisals, one must concede, were 

certainly borne out in the relationships of both cAmr and Mucawiyah so that they came to be counted in 

the foreranks of shrewd men and astute and wily politicians. 

All in all, the foregoing survey of (Amr's ups and downs with the first four caliphs, on the one hand, and 

with Mu'awiyah, on the other, points to the latter as the most probable amir al-mu*miriin of our papyrus 

text. Furthermore, in view of the increasing stress and strain between cAmr and Mu'awiyah in the post-

arbitration period, the over-all tone of cAmr's speech best reflects their relationship in the period between 

the truce agreement with 'All and the fateful arbitration itself. For this was the period in which discipline 

deteriorated markedly in 'All's camp but held fast among Mu'awiyah's well disciplined forces,57 as it was 

also the exhilarating period during which Mu'awiyah was first acknowledged by the Syrians as their 

caliph and (Amr, with troops supplied by Mucawiyah, achieved his second conquest of Egypt and received 

the long-coveted governorship as his well earned reward. 

50 Dinawarl, pp. 235 f. 
51 Ya'qubi I I 264; Mascudi V 61; IslVab I I 436; Ibn Taghribirdi I 139. Zambaur, p. 25, does not record this event. 
52 Tabari I I 28, citing Waqidl. 
53 Tabari I I 84. 
54 Ya'qubi I I 262 f. 
55 *Iqd IT 242: 4JJI JJ ^ j ci>o U ^S0 4JJU JUu <C £*>• j± J^ ^ J cJU-i U Jli dill* J* *L. L j^J 4JJL* JlS 

5&lUyunl9; <Iqd I 25. 
57 Waq'at Siffin, pp. 529 f., 614; Tabari I 3283 f.; Mas'udi V 80. See also p. 59 below. 
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II 

We have seen (pp. 44-47) that in addition to Yacqub ibn 'Ata,5, who is the author or transmitter of our 

papyrus text, five other men are mentioned in the second section, which begins with recto 7, and that 

these five were close contemporaries. The sources reveal Ahnaf ibn Qais al-Tarmmi as the central figure, 

with whom the others were closely associated on various occasions as fellow tribesmen and co-delegates 

or as cAlid supporters. Ahnaf s guiding principles seem to have been to serve and safeguard the interests 

of his tribe, the Tamimites, and to support the regularly constituted caliphal authority. He advocated 

the settlement of political disputes by negotiation and compromise, failing which he took refuge in 

neutrality. But he did not stop short of participating in rebellion and civil war as a last resort in the 

interest of justice as he saw it. He remained neutral in the rebellion against 'Uthman and throughout 

the first stages of the First Civil War that ended with 'All's victory in the Battle of the Camel.58 The 

continuation of the rebellion against cAlI, headed this time by Mu'awiyah in formidable alliance with 

*Amr ibn al-'As, came as a shocking and ominous surprise. Ahnaf s natural inclination toward cAli, as 

representing the Prophet's family and as the duly elected caliph who had already fought on the battlefield 

for the right to his office, was enough to convert him from a neutral to a whole-hearted supporter of 'All 

for the remainder of the First Civil War.59 The Tamimites fought well under his command in the ensuing 

Battle of Siffin,60 He was among those who questioned \Amr's and Mu'awiyah's motives in raising the 

Qur'anic manuscripts, and he strenuously opposed the truce that followed.61 He was on hand at the 

drawing of the truce agreement and cautioned 'All repeatedly to be wary of the wily 'Amr and Mucawiyah 

and specifically warned him in the strongest terms possible not to yield to (Amr's demand to delete the 

amir aUmu^mimn appended to his name in the drafting of the truce agreement.62 When it was time for 

the Arbitration of Adhruh, Ahnaf, realizing that Abu Musa al-Ash'arf was no match for 'Amr and con

vinced that he himself was more than a match for the latter,63 entreated (Ali in vain to appoint him or 

any other of Muhammad's Companions as a counselor to Abu Musa. All he could then do was to give the 

departing Abu Musa his advice, which, like that offered cAli, went unheeded.64 

After the death of 'All and the abdication of Hasan ibn 'All, Ahnaf and his Tamimites took the oath of 

allegiance to Mu'awiyah and co-operated with his successive governors of Basrah. Mu'awiyah was a firm 

believer in keeping communications open between the ruler and the tribal leaders as his counselors and 

helpers (wuzard*).6* I t took the patient yet dignified prudence (hilm) for which he was proverbially famed 
58 E.g. Tabari I 3148, 3168 f., 3178 f. See also Nabia Abbott, Aishah, the Beloved of Mohammad (Chicago, 1942) pp. 150, 

161, and references cited. 
59 Waq'at Siffin, pp. 28-31; Tabari I 3226. 
6° E.g. Waq'at Siffin, pp. 231, 440, 462. 
61 E.g. ibid. pp. 573 f., 582; Tabari I 3329-36. 

e2 E.g. Waq'at Siffin, pp. 582 f.: ^ U l j £ u\j \^J V U l ĴLJI ^ 1 l £ * ul Sj£\ J l i dL* j ^ l j j ^ J j u V 

Ui*j f^Juo. But (A1I cited the example of Muhammad at the drafting of the Treaty of Hudaibiyah (Tabari I 3334 f.). 
63 Waq'at Siffin, pp. 573 f.; Tabari I 3334 f. 

«4 Waq'at Siffin, p. 617; Dinawari, pp. 205 f.: Utfjl Ulii % J*ili i C JLc£ ul £jJ> uU . . . *J*J ^ j> Ja^^\ JUi 

j ^ \jj>j ul \y\ £ f j^ l u! J* JU* ! > i y <d 1/J J J^r\j ^ ^ Jr* ^TJ &*& ^ ^ <ho V 1 ^ 1 c> ' ^ «il ^ ^ 

* J jJL AISIJ tfj* ^). 'All's first choice was cAbd Allah ibn 'Abbas, but objections were raised to having two North Arabs as the 

arbiters (Tabari III 2363). The term wazir was applied to Abu Bakr as Muhammad's burden-bearer, and cUmar I applied it to 
(Abd Allah ibn Mas'fid when he sent him to Kfifah, and Ziyad ibn Abi Sufyan was referred to as wazir of Mu'awiyah. 

05 Ibn 'Asakir VII 22, in passages collected to illustrate Ahnaf s political sagacity, quotes him thus: 

•tuuiii ifjj -Uuij ^ii ^ &•$ J u ^ j y i y ^ J\JJ f>jjJ d P&j ft* ^ v i ^ u&\ ^ u W jy i :uu ^b 
i ^ J l j ; ^ l £& Vj l^^\j S îb VI o\j*% JJJJ\ £&j Vj o\j*% »Ljj^-i VJ ulUJ J ^ Vj 4.UI i *U* j >\£r% 
UjL j l > % C)\j*% JJJJ)\ £U \yj£ Ul lA iJ Ul^l ^U ^ U l > j i^U 1̂11 Jp JJP</I (Jipf JUj *3LiJ|, Jjl Vj 

(H^-JJ lV] y - ^ o u l o~* VJ J^ 1 Cr~* ^ u o* 4y ^ >f u-i1 J UJ >V ^J « J ^ */* J? ?*JIJJJ r r ! ^ 
> . ^j ^ L i l j **JL, J ^ILII ulUJi J ^ & lsj\ > ^fmjJJJ\j -J plLdl 4lll j ^ j - jli-J Jp ^ JUj . . . ^ j l j j j 

.*AJJ*I J ^L^Vl uUaJU! J^ <^J\ 
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for Ahnaf to hold his own with Mu'awiyah as caliph. Mu'awiyah, for his part, aware of Ahnaf's powerful 

influence in cIraq and aspiring to that same quality of hilm, having first angrily provoked his erstwhile 

enemy,66 came in time to court, use, and admire him,67 even as cUmar I had done some three decades 

earlier. When Ahnaf and Jariyah ibn Qudamah came in 50/670 with a Basran delegation to Mu'awiyah, 

they and two other leaders each received a gift of 100,000 dirhems.68 Ahnaf's independent spirit combined 

with his sense of loyalty was well illustrated on several occasions when Mu'awiyah sought his support 

for the succession of his son Yazid. Unimpressed with the youthful Yazid and opposed to dynastic 

succession, Ahnaf remained silent while a group of influential leaders summoned by Mu'awiyah praised 

Yazid and favored his succession. 'Amr ibn Sard's high praise of Yazid was considered excessive even by 

Mu'awiyah. I t included the metaphor jadha* qdri\Gd which is closely related to one used earlier by (Amr ibn 

al-'As (see recto 3 of our papyrus text) to describe presumably Mu'awiyah himself. When in 53/673 

Mu'awiyah called on Ahnaf to speak his mind, all Ahnaf would then say was: "I fear Allah too much to 

speak falsehood and I fear you too much to speak the truth."70 But on another occasion he is reported 

as saying to Mu'awiyah: "You know Yazid better than any one of us—how he conducts himself by night 

or day in private or in public. Do not feed him this world while you are on your way to the next one."71 I t 

took Mu'awiyah several years, beginning in 53/673, to win enough support so that he could actually 

appoint and reaffirm Yazid as his heir in 56/676.72 Once this step was taken, Ahnaf accepted it and re

mained loyal to Yazid as heir and as caliph.73 But even after Yazid was appointed as heir, Mu'awiyah 

continued to seek support for him from those who had remained neutral and especially from those who 

66 Ibn Khallikan I 288 { — trans. I 635 f.). At an early meeting after Mu'awiyah's caliphate had been firmly established, 
Mu'awiyah expressed his lasting anger at the very thought of the Battle of Siffin. Ahnaf minced no words in assuring Mu'awiyah 
that should he renew the war Ahnaf and his followers would be more than ready to meet him in battle again; then Ahnaf rose and 
walked out. Mu'awiyah commented: "That is the man who, if angered, has one hundred thousand of the tribe of Tamim to 
share his anger without asking him the reason for it." A second angry exchange of words between Ahnaf and Mu'awiyah took 
place when Ahnaf protested the cursing of 'Ali (Wag1 at Siffin, p. 636; fIqd IV 28, 366; Nuwairi VII 237 f.). 

67 Mu'awiyah even took Ahnaf into his confidence in a harem affair, with the result that Ahnaf received a tongue-lashing 
and rough handling from one of Mu'awiyah's wives. For this episode see Ibn Qaiyim al-Jauziyah, Kitab akhbar al-nisa* (Cairo, 
1319/1901) pp. 93 f.; Mr. Joseph Bell drew my attention to the fact that Ibn Qaiyim al-Jauziyah's authorship of this work 
has been questioned and that it is now believed by some to be the work of Ibn al-Jauzi (see e.g. Khair al-Dm al-Zirkili, Al-aHam 
[2d ed.] IV [Cairo, 1374/1954] 90, n. 1, and VI [1374/1955] 281, n. 1; <Abd al-Hamid al-c Alwaji, Mu'allafdt Ibn al-Jauzi [Baghdad, 
1385/1965] p. 66, No. 14. 

68 Tabari II 96. 'Amr ibn al-'As, it will be recalled, had refused to supply Mu'awiyah with Egyptian funds for a similar 
purpose. 'Amr's able secretary Wardan was retained in charge of the taxes and was presently ordered by Mu'awiyah to increase 
the head tax. When Wardan pointed out that this was against the treaty agreement with the Egyptians, he was removed 
from office. The diwan al-Jcharaj was then brought under the control of Mu'awiyah's brother 'Utbah, governor-general of Egypt; 
see Futufy, pp. 85 f., 98, and Kindi, p. 34, from which it may be inferred that Wardan served in the diwan al-Jcharaj under 'Abd 
Allah ibn {Amr (Yaqut I I I 195; Maqrizi, Kitab al-mawaHz al-iltibdr hi dhiJcr al-JcJiitat wa al-athdr [Bulaq, 1270/1854] I 79). 
Thereafter Egyptian revenues were at Mu'awiyah's disposal and were probably used for some of his large gifts to key personalities 
(Ya'qubi I I 277; ^Vyun I I I 40). Wardan remained in Egypt at his headquarters and fought in subsequent campaigns. He fell 
in 53/673 at Barallus, near Alexandria, fighting against the Byzantines (Kindi, p. 38; Yaqut I 593; Ibn Taghribirdi I 149 f.). 

Wardan was of Greek origin and multilingual. We have already seen how well he served 'Amr ibn al-'As with pen and sword. 
His linguistic and intellectual gifts, his integrity, and his comparative disinterest were brought home to 'Amr on several occasions 
(see e.g. Wag1 at Siffin, pp. 40-42, 425; Dinawari, p. 290; Waqidi [pseudo], Futftb al-shdm [Cairo, 1316/1899] II 28; Tabari I 
3257). His good qualities did not go unnoticed by Mu'awiyah; for, when in relaxed and intimate conversation these three expressed 
their fondest wishes, Mu'awiyah on several occasions acknowledged Wardan's greater humanity and altruism (Tabari II 212 f.: 
jJL. IJLf- J*J Ul 4J jU. JUi u i^VI J * JLiiVl u b j j Jtf; Mas'udi V 58-60: dLUj j j ^ JUJ! IJLA (jj^) <ujl~ JU*; see 
also Yaqut I I I 195). 

69 E.g. (Uyun I 95; Amali I I 73. 
70 Ibn Sa'd VII 1, p. 67; lIqd I 59 with variations, I I 472, IV 368 f. Ibn Khallikan I 289 (= trans. I 636) adds: "Well," said 

Mu'awiyah, "may Allah reward you for your obedience toward Him," and then he ordered a large sum of money to be given to 
Abnaf. 

71 lUyun I I 211 ( S ^ l J l < - ^ cJ l j LJjJI <J& *>ty; see also lIqd IV 370. 
72 lIqd IV 368; Majalis Tha'lab I I 519-21; Mas'udi V 69 f.; see also Abbott, Aishah, pp. 194-96 and references cited. 
73 Tabari I I 437: 4*J ltfU*l J Jb>J OlT *jl. 
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still opposed him either because they were opposed to the principle of dynastic succession or because they 

were themselves caliphal aspirants.74 Ahnaf's influence in this matter must have had its effect during these 

critical succession years. 

In his own province, 'Iraq, Ahnaf supported Ziyad ibn Abi Sufyan and his son 'Ubaid Allah. He advised 

Mu'awiyah and Ziyad against eliminating some of the ever increasing and increasingly bold maivdli, 

pointing out to Mu'awiyah that they were maternal relatives and to Ziyad that the Qur'an and the prac

tice of Muhammad were against such a step, and he added that the mawali class rendered lowly but 

needed services in the market place.75 Ahnaf s support of cUbaid Allah was not affected by the latter's 

coolness toward him. When Mucawiyah was considering the appointment of a governor of Basrah to 

replace cUbaid Allah, he asked for nominations from the Basran delegation. Several of the men spoke in 

favor of their candidates, but Ahnaf remained silent until Mu'awiyah called on him to speak. "If you 

appoint one of your family/' said Ahnaf, "we consider no one the equal of 'Ubaid Allah." And 'Ubaid 

Allah, already governor of Kufah, had Basrah restored to his jurisdiction, but not without an admonition 

from Mucawiyah for his failure to appreciate Ahnaf.76 Later, when the Second Civil War broke out soon 

after the death of Yazid I (64/683) and cUbaid Allah himself had to flee Basrah, Ahnaf alone stood by 

him.77 But when cUbaid Allah fell in battle and the Kharijites turned from allies to rivals of (Abd Allah 

ibn al-Zubair, Ahnaf threw in his lot with the latter. Ahnaf remained a soldier and a general to the end. 

He was with (Ubaid Allah on the expeditions to Khurasan78 and fought and fell in 'Iraq on the side of 

Mus'ab ibn al-Zubair.79 

LITERARY BACKGROUND 

I 

The over-all literary style of the speech of (Amr ibn al-'As is appropriate for any period of his life. 

Brief terse prose was generally characteristic of pre-Islamic, early Islamic, and Umayyad times. This is 

well illustrated by the extant papyrus manuscripts representative of administrative correspondence from 

the time of 'Amr's first conquest of Egypt to the first decades of 'Abbasid rule.80 Extant historical and 

literary works of the second and third/eighth and ninth centuries further attest the preference throughout 

the Umayyad period for elegantly concise prose in conversation, oratory, and correspondence.81 The use 

of rhymed prose, as in recto 1-2 of our document, and an occasional figure of speech, primarily a simile or 

a metaphor involving familiar desert flora and fauna such as the palm tree of recto 2-3 and the camel of 

verso 10-11, were equally characteristic of the literary taste of the time. However, one has to keep in 

mind that, though oratory was cultivated, the much admired literary figure of pre-Islamic and Islamic 

times was not so much the orator as the poet. The poet who was also a master orator ranked at the very 

74 Tabari II 196-98; Mas'udi V 72 f.; Amdli I II 177 f.; Husn I I 115. 

75 (Iqd I I I 413; Ibn 'Asakir VII 15: ,>**W*>-J diJ^h Cr-i^^ p**!*-' ^J+zH Vj*^ J^^T^' t>-*l"JJ 3]y^ O^fii *&. See our 
Vol. II 34 for Mu'awiyah's and Zuhri's attitude and for the mawdlVs increasing participation in the learned professions. 

76 Tabari I I 190-92; Ibn Khallikan I 289-91 (= trans. I 640). 
77 Tabari I I 192, 432-38; Ibn Khallikan I 291 (= trans. I 640). 
78 Tabari I I 156, 170; Ibn Khallikan I 2. 
79 Ibn Sa'd VII 1, p. 69; Ma'arif, p. 217; Tabari II 682-85, 720, 750; Ibn Khallikan I 291 ( = trans. I 640); see also pp. 44 f. 

above. 
80 See the many documents published in Becker, Papyri Schott-Reinhardt I, Adolf Grohmann, Arabic Papyri in the Egyptian 

Library I (Cairo, 1934), and Abbott, The Kurrah Papyri from Aphrodito in the Oriental Institute. 
81 Il.isan al-Nuss, Al-khitdbah al-siyasiyah fl ca$r Bant U may yah (Damascus, 1965), has brought together some representative 

speeches for various occasions of this period. 
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top of the literary class.82 Certainly in the campaigns of Muhammad and the conquests of the Umayyads 

the primary propagandists were the poets who accompanied the armies. It was they, whether reciting 

ancient poetry or improvised verses suited to the occasion, who upheld the morale of the troops and 

taunted the enemy. They were reinforced by the political and military leaders on hand, most of whom 

quoted ancient verse and many of whom were poets of a sort and recited their own poetry. Formal 

military speeches were brief as a rule and comparatively rare. These literary ideals and practices help in 

part to explain the abundance of poetry, spurious or otherwise, in Ibn Ishaq's SirahS3 and Nasr ibn 

Muzahim's Waq'at Sifftn, dating respectively from the first and the second half of the second/eighth 

century. I t is therefore not surprising that Jahiz and his contemporaries and their predecessors paid 

more attention to poets and their poetry than to prose literature, including public speeches of various 

categories, but took special note of orators who were also poets or men of wisdom and learning.84 Jahiz 

was aware that he had not done the orators justice as to classification according to time, tribe, and merit— 

a treatment he shirked in order to content himself with general references only,85 though he did later give 

a brief account of some tribal and regional orators, especially those who were South Arabs,86 and he did 

touch on oratory in connection with other subjects, especially akhbar.87 

Yet, despite the comparative neglect of rhetoric as such, the private discourse and public speeches of 

outstanding personalities, beginning with Muhammad, attracted special attention and seem to have been 

early committed to writing and collected along with some official correspondence. Some of these materials, 

oral or written, must have been available to Ibn Ishaq, Nasr ibn Muzahim, and Waqidi and his secretary 

Ibn Sa'd, all of whom have preserved for us scattered samplings of this type of early prose literature.88 

Certainly their successors, including Jahiz, had access to such collections, especially well known collections 

devoted to the speeches of Muhammad and the first four caliphs.89 The court secretary of Ma'miin, Salil 

ibn Harun (d. 215/830), himself a poet, orator, and author and the librarian largely responsible for the 

great collection of Ma'mun's famed library, the Dar al-hikmah, produced several types of anthologies, 

including poetry and public speeches.90 Jahiz lists and comments on a number of orators,91 while Ibn 

Qutaibah and Ibn cAbd Eabbihi each devote a section to a collection of speeches going back to the time 

of Muhammad.92 Some classification of formal speeches, such as Friday sermons in the mosques and 

inaugural speeches of caliphs and governors, seems to have been made early in Umayyad times to judge 

82 Jahiz, Bayan I 25 f., 62, and 244 (citing Abu (Amr ibn al-(AlaJ) and I I I 372 f. (citing Abu 'Ubaid and Yunus ibn Habib), 
takes up this theme and gives reasons for the relative positions of poet and orator in these early times. Jahiz' own day, when 
poets had become largely mercenary and prose literature had developed in style, saw the reversal of the positions of poet and 
orator and produced the highly cultured court secretary, with his polished prose, who became a rival of both until still later 
when prose literature itself became too flowery and verbose. Formal treatises on rhetoric came in the wake of poetics, both 
being more or less under Greek influence (see e.g. Qudamah, Intro, pp. 36-44; Ibn Sfnii, Al-khitabah [Al-shiftV: Al-mantiq VIII] 
ed. Muhammad Salim Salim [Cairo, 1373/1954]). 

83 See Vol. I 9-17 for the earlier cUbaid ibn Sharyah's Akhbar and esp. pp. 14 f. for the use of poetry in it. 
84 Jahiz, Bayan I 55-66, gives representative lists of pre-Islamic and early Islamic orators and points out that poets out

numbered orators and that those who combined both talents were few, the best among them being Kumait, Ba'Ith, and 
Tirimmab (cf. ibid. I l l 372 f.). 

85 Ibid. I 295: UJLl j ^ T i i i i lSo . . . ' o j ^ U . 
86 Ibid. I 332-45; lUyun I I 231-56. Fihrist, p. 125, gives an unclassified list of khutabd\ drawn up by Ibn Murjlah, which 

starts with cAIi and carries through to the reign of Ma^nun. 
87 Jahiz, Bayan I 131-35. 
88 Muliammad's speech and style received special attention in the works of these and later scholars (see e.g. Qudamah, pp. 18 f.). 
8 9 J ah iz , Bayfijil 208: jvp^ *M < ^ j J ^ j <^lr^J j^j J ^ J J ' c^L^* oX>j IJJ^L* aJ\£j "^1^- AIJX* *JS~& AUI J J - O c-Ja^ oJU&. 
90 Ibid. I 68 f. For Sahl ibn Harun see Fihrist, p. 120, and Irshad IV 258 f. 
91 Jahiz, Bayan I 312-20, 332-38. 
92 f Uyun I I 231-56; lIqd 54-154, where pp. 54-96 take us through Umayyad times. 
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by their frequent appearance in subsequent literature.93 We do know that Khalid al-Qasri (d. 126/744), 

governor of Basrah and later of Mecca and finally Hisham's governor of both Basrah and Kufah (105-20/ 

723-38), who was himself an orator, as were his son and grandson, reported that his father had made 

him memorize a thousand speeches as a very effective part of his liberal education and that he himself had 

a large collection, including speeches made at weddings,94 and we know also that he sought historical and 

genealogical manuscripts from Zuhri.95 

The Umayyad family produced no master orator, and the only ones mentioned as having some oratorical 

talent are Mu'awiyah's brother (Utbah, his half-brother Ziyad, and cAbd al-Malik, who believed the 

responsibility of the Friday sermons in the mosque turned his hair gray.96 The Quraish as a whole, though 

proud of their Arabic as the language spoken by Muhammad and chosen for the Qur'anic revelations, 

produced comparatively few master orators. Though cAli and *Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair were considered 

as such by their partisans,97 their speeches do not measure up in ideas and style to those of such men as 

Ziyad ibn Abl Sufyan, Hajjaj ibn Yusuf,98 or Khalid al-Qasri." 

The three leading personalities of our papyrus text, cAmr ibn al-cAs, presumably Mucawiyah, and 

Ahnaf ibn Qais, represent a larger group of orators of lower rank. Ahnaf was much more renowned for 

his pithy sayings and pearls of wisdom than for his few short speeches that are recorded.100 Mu'awiyah, 

too, seems to have been more effective in private or small-group discourse than in public oratory if we are 

to judge by the style and effect of his speeches as compared to those of (Amr during their long period of 

association.101 (Amr seems to have had the advantage over Mucawiyah in his readiness to address large 

gatherings, in his effective delivery, and in his rapport with his audiences, qualities which Mu'awiyah 

recognized and put to use. When Mu'awiyah first heard of (All's speech urging his followers on the march 

to give him battle, he was disturbed and called on (Amr for advice. The practical 'Amr, more of a soldier 

than Mu'awiyah, advised speedy preparation of the Syrian forces and speeches to rouse in them burning 

desire to avenge the blood of 'Uthman. cAmr's own speech played on the weakness, both political and 

military, of 'All's army, which had not yet fully recovered from the Battle of the Camel.102 Mucawiyah's 

speeches then and at other times placed more stress on 'All's role in the death of 'Uthman and his own 

right to avenge him.103 In the course of the battle, which lasted for several days, Mu'awiyah scolded his 

followers for lack of enthusiasm in word and deed and pointed out that cAmr alone could lay claim to both, 

93 The speeches of governors most frequently recorded are those of Ziyad ibn Abl Sufyan, Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, and Khalid 
al-Qasri. Jahiz, Baydn II 255, gives instances of men who experienced "stage fright" (hasr al-manabir) and either could not 
deliver their speeches or bungled them. 

94 See Ibn Tabataba, p. 10, * J P J ^ Vj jOl&l j * \lJ> j j i i A*J >J U l ^ L x s l^bS J JU f U ^ - J l ^ 1 j i f e - , 

which is followed by Ibn Tabataba's comment 4^>-Uajl! o L j 4J>JU \^Jd3j <*h} ^i^fj <U-$iJ 4 ^ 1 J J i_-lz3-l i i U (dais- olxi 

o l k i - j «C~Jj *c^^U L-^j (see also Fihrist, p. 125). ' Uyun IV 72-76 gives a representative collection of wedding speeches. Length 

of speech varies from one line to five lines, with an occasional citation from the Qur'an or a verse of poetry. These, like other 

categories of speeches, grew longer with time (see e.g. BaihaqI, p. 483). 
85 See Vol. I I 33 and Aghdni XIX 59. 
96 Amali I 240 f. and 245, I I 149 and 132; Ibn TaghribirdI I 139; 'Uyun II 239 f., 241^3 ; lIqd IV 55f 81-86, 90, 110-13, 

137-39. lJqd IV 55 and 81-96 covers speeches made by Umayyad caliphs and most of their governors. 
97 Shi(ite literature dwells on a variety of fAH's literary gifts. For example, Waq'at Siffin, p. 759, lists 20 of his speeches 

in connection witn the Battle of Siffin and its aftermath, some of which are found also in e.g. Tabari I 3262, 3282 f., 3290, 3301, 
3360, 3411; 'Uyun IV 66-81; lIqd I I 235-37. For 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair see e.g. 'Uyun I I 240 f. and (Iqd IV 107-10; Ibn 
'Asakir VII 401 f. compares him as an orator with his maternal grandfather, the caliph Abu Bakr. 

98 See e.g. Jfil.iiz, Baydn I I124 f., 147, 176 f., 318-21; 'Uyun II 243-17, 251. See (Uyun IV 119-24 for a collection of Hajjaj ibn 
Yfisuf 's speeches. 

99 See e.g. %Iqd IV 135 and V 30 f. 
100 Jahiz, Baydn II 140; <Iqd II 64 f. and IV 134; Amali I I 73; Nuwairi VII 237 f.; see also p. 55 above. 
101 See Waq'at Siffin, pp. 36, 91, 143, 210, 250, 332 f.; Tabari I 3397; 'Uyun I I 237; KIqd IV 81-83, 87-89. 
102 Tabari I 3256 f.; Ibn < Asakir VI 293 f. 
103 Waq'at Siffin, p. 143, also pp. 36 and 91; Dinawari, p. 194. 
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but he only angered several of the leaders.104 Again, after the discouraging results of the fifth day of the 

battle, Mucawiyah counseled with (Amr, who first pointed out 'All's familial and political advantages and 

then cautioned Mu'awiyah against personal laxity but urged him to lose no time in easing discipline and 

austerity among the Syrians and leading them to greater exertion by raising their hopes for future com

forts and rewards. Mu'awiyah prepared and delivered a short speech with these points in mind and was 

reinforced by a similar speech from cAmr.105 Both men are said to have delivered somewhat longer speeches 

before the last day of the battle.106 

A few other speeches of cAmr have survived and are scattered in a wide variety of sources, but the 

occasions that called them forth are seldom specified. A few datable exceptions are of special interest. 

The first is a speech made in Syria in the year 17/638, known as the "year of the plague." Unlike most of 

his leading contemporaries, who looked on the plague as willed by God and therefore not to be deliberately 

avoided, the hard-headed cAmr urged the people to flee to the hills to avoid the plague, which, once 

started, spread like wildfire.107 Two of Amr's Friday sermons in the mosque, delivered during his first 

governorship of Egypt, seem patterned for content more or less after those of Abu Bakr and lUmar I, 

particularly the latter, whose traditions from Muhammad 'Amr quoted in regard to religious duties, 

family, social behavior, and considerate treatment of the Copts.108 'Amr's facility with words and his 

smooth delivery were appreciated by (Umar I, who whenever he heard a speaker grope for words or 

stammer would marvel at how the same God created both such a speaker and the fluent 'Amr.109 cUmar's 

admiration for 'Amr's vivid description of Egypt is well known, as is his appreciative remark on reading 

it.110 Not so well known is (Amr's terrifying description of the sea written in reply to HJmar's request 

and said to have influenced that caliph's refusal of Mu'awiyah's request for an aggressive naval policy.111 

Several of Mu'awiyah's speeches during his caliphate have come down to us.112 They are more labored in 

style, and their tone progresses from an effort at conciliation in the first year of his caliphate,113 to a 

threatening assertion of his authority, particularly in reference to the succession of Yazid as his heir 

(see pp. 55 f.), to reflection on his long reign and its effects on the people, to his readiness to depart this 

world in the hope of a favorable reception by Allah.114 

Of the three leading personalities of our papyrus text, the sources report Ahnaf's familiarity with 

classical poetry but cite hardly any verses of his own. Mucawiyah was readier with quotations from the 

104 Waq'at Sijfin, pp. 527 f.: 

105 Ibid. pp. 250 f., 332 f.; Jahiz, Bayan I I 293; Tabari I 3256 f. 
106 Waq'at Sijfin, pp. 333, 358 f. 
107 E.g. Tabari I 2519. 
108 Futufy, pp. 139-41, which starts with a description of 'Amr's physical traits, his attire, and his bearing as lie delivers his 

sermon. 
109 Ibn Taghribirdi I 72, citing Jumahi. 
110 See e.g. Ibn Taghribirdi I 33 f.: oJ^Ui J l T \jS- J 'cJ^>j JLSJ ^ U ! ^\ b iJp <_JU*U J J yf- Jtf. Interesting are 

lAbd Allah ibn (Amr's description of Egypt's strategic location and his praise for the character of the Egyptians and their 
friendliness to the Arabs {ibid* I 30 f.). cAbd Allah's appraisal is in sharp contrast to that of some of his younger contemporaries, 
especially Ibn al-Qirriyah {d. 84/703), from whom we have the fullest early comparative descriptions of the peoples and provinces 
of the empire (ibid. I 54 f.; Yunus al-Maliki, Kanz al-madjun [Cairo, 1358/1939] p. 287). 

111 Tabari I 2820 f.; Jal.iiz, Bayan I I 115 f. But see FvJtuh, p. 165, where (Amr is shown to have had ulterior motives for 
exaggerating the dangers of the sea. 

112 See e.g. <Uyun I I 237 f.; lJqd IV 55, 81-89; Ibn 'Asakir VII 251. 
113 lIqd IV 81; Ibn Taghribirdi I 137. 
114 Amall I I 315. For reflective and remorseful statements by 'Amr during his last illness see e.g. Ibn Sa'd IV 2, pp. 6-8, Jaluz, 

Bayan I 383, Mas'Qdl V 60 f., and Ibn Taghribirdi I 71. 
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poets and is credited with a number of impromptu verses of his own.115 There are reports of several 

instances when these two discussed some poets or verse.116 We find that *Amr was as ready with citations 

as Mu'awiyah and more productive of original verse, both as to number and length of poems.117 (Amr is 

mentioned among the pagan Quraishite poets who satirized Muhammad and the Ansar.118 

We have no direct evidence that cAmr himself made a point of committing his verses to writing except 

those which he included in his correspondence with Mu'awiyah and others.119 The practice of including 

poetic citations and original verses in personal and political correspondence was already much in evidence 

among (Amr's leading associates and contemporaries.120 There is, for instance, the earlier episode of 
cUmar I and Nasr ibn al-Hajjaj ibn cIlat, when both Nasr and the mother of Hajjaj ibn Yusuf sent 
cUmar written verses avowing their innocence.121 A little later, 'Umar received anonymously written 

verses complaining of the rule of (Amr in Egypt.122 cAmr is, furthermore, credited with knowledge of 

the dialects of the QurJan123 and with transmitting traditions from Muhammad.124 There is some evidence 

that, if neither ' Amr nor his secretary Wardan kept copies of cAmr's correspondence and his other literary 

output, then his son 'Abd Allah125 and the latter's grandson Shu'aib ibn Muhammad did so, at least for 

some of (Amr's traditions and poetry.126 

II 

Turning now to the immediate background of the second section of our papyrus text, in which Ahnaf 

ibn Qais of Basrah and his companions express their views on the ideal maiden, we note that these men, 

whatever their individual distinction or interest as wisemen, statesmen, politicians, or poets, were all 

South Arabs and also warriors of one rank or another who were already active in the reign of cUmar I. 

Though all, including eventually Nasr ibn al-Hajjaj, had either Basrah or Kufah as their headquarters, 

their political and military careers ran their course in 'Iraq and points to the east and in the Hijaz and 

Syria. From the literary sources on hand we have already ascertained that except for Nasr these men all 

participated in the First Civil War. Furthermore, they are not otherwise associated in the sources. There

fore, our papyrus text, which shows them all together, including Nasr, must indicate that this war was 

the background of their conversation. This fits well with the most logical background for cAmr's speech, 

namely the period following the Battle of Siffin (see p. 50), which in turn suggests that in all probability 

115 For Mu'awiyah's interest in classical poetry see Vol. I 14 f. in connection with his constant demand for poetry from 'Ubaid 
ibn Sharyah. For samples of poetry credited to Mu'awiyah see e.g. Waq'at Siffin, pp. 726-39, which cites him 14 times; lUyun 
I I 169, III 159, and IV 55; Mas'udi V 31 f., 55; Ibn 'Asakir VII 328. Mu'awiyah's patronage of poets and his use of them for 
political propaganda is well illustrated in the role played by Miskin al-Darml in the succession of Yazid (see e.g. Shi'r, p. 347; 
Aghani XVIII 69 f.). 

116 Tha'lab, Shark diwan Zxihair ibn Abi Sulama, ed. Ahmad Zaki (Cairo, 1363/1944) Intro, pp. 14 f.; <Iqd I I 462. 
117 See e.g. Wag*at Siffin, pp. 726-39, which cites him 16 times; Ya'qiibi II 215 f.; Tabari I 3257; Mas'udi V 28, 30 f., 55, 60 f.; 

lIqd IV 15, 344 f.; Ibn 'Asakir VI 293 f. 
118 E.g. Sirah I 272, 621, 623; Ya'qubi I I 143; Aghani IV 4. 
119 E.g. Waq'at Siffm, pp. 396, 467-69, 630; Ya'qubi I I 214-16; (Iqd IV 344 f. 
120 E.g. Waq'at Siffin, pp. 57, 59, 176-78, 470 f., 473 f.; Futub, pp. 147 f.; Jahiz, Mahasin, pp. 288, 341 f., 204; Aghani XVII57 

and 59, XXI 23 f. and 37; Irshad VII 67 f. One must keep in mind, however, the question of the authenticity of such poetry. 
121 See e.g. Khizanah I I 108-12 and other references cited on pp. 45 f. above. 
122 'Umar I prohibited the Muslims from taking the initiative in satirical verse against the Ansar and the still pagan Quraish 

but permitted the Muslims, should they be so attacked, to retaliate by composing and committing such verse to writing. The 
Ansar had a written collection of such verse (Aghani I I I 5 f.). Furthermore, in 21/642 'Umar wrote his governor of Kufah to 
send him written copies of the poetry of contemporary poets in his province (Yazidi, p. 100) and also instructed Abu Musa 
al-Ash'arl to order those who were with him to study poetry because it leads to high morality, good judgment, and knowledge 
of genealogy ('Umdah I 10). 

1 2 3 Ibna I - Jaza r i I601 . 
124 Nuwair l , p . 479, credits him with 37 t radi t ions . 
125 See Vol. II, esp. pp. 36, 41, 58, 66. 
126 Ibn Hanbal, Al-musnad II 158; Jarh I I 1, pp. 351 f.; Aghani IX 58; 'Iqd IV 43; Ibn 'Asakir VI 324. 
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the conversation of Ahnaf and his companions took place during the truce period. Eelieved of actual 

fighting and awaiting the outcome of the pending arbitration, these warriors, it would seem, passed their 

evenings in light conversation as their thoughts turned to home and maidens, as soldiers' thoughts are 

wont to do—a setting similar to that which started the Persian Hazdr Afsdna on its way as the forerunner 

of the Arabian Nights.127 

For the literary background of this section of our papyrus text we must keep in mind the racial origin as 

well as the tribal and socio-cultural status of our speakers and must consider further the stage of develop

ment of Arabic literary prose in the first half of the first century of Islam. The speakers, being all Arabs 

from either shortly before the advent of Islam or soon thereafter, reflect in part long-established pre-

Islamic concepts of the ideal maiden and in part the recently imposed Islamic ideal. The combination of 

the two concepts is reflected in Ahnaf's opening statement (recto 9-10), which stipulates humility before 

Allah as his first requirement and a homebody as his second, but the "home" is no more than a tribal 

leader's tent. We may safely assume that Ahnaf's companions tacitly accepted his first, if not his second, 

stipulation as basic, since humility before Allah is required of Muslim men as well. This raises the question 

of the significance of the particle bal in this context in respect not only to Ahnaf's statement but also 

to each successive statement, that is, whether it is still being used in its less common copulative conjunc

tival sense or in its more common restrictive or adversative adverbial sense.128 In other words, does each 

speaker negate the preceding statement in favor of his own specifications or does he add his specifications 

to those already mentioned? There are no inherent contradictions in the successive statements, and hence 

it is possible that they were meant to be cumulative so that they would cover physical, mental, and 

personality characteristics. The ideal maiden, in that case, would have to be a paragon of sorts. The 

alternative would be to consider the particle bal as put to use first as a conjunction, where each speaker 

supplements Ahnaf's statement, and second as an inceptive particle of digression, where each speaker, 

irrespective of what has already been said, stresses his own basic desire in a maiden and displays at the 

same time his own eloquence. A case can be argued for either of these two alternatives in so far as the 

pertinent content of the literary sources is concerned. 

The earliest recorded and best known description of the ideal maiden is that which traces back to the 

Kufans and to Hammad al-Eawiyah, Abu 'Ubaidah, and Hisham ibn Muhammad ibn al-Sa^b al-Kalbi, 

whose accounts are sometimes combined.129 Briefly, the story behind the description is as follows. A 

Lakhmid king of Hirah, Mundhir IV (A.D. 576-80),130 is said to have sent a gift of an Arab maiden along 

with a written description of her to Khusrau Anushirwan (A.D. 531-79), who was delighted with the 

maiden and so impressed with the description that he ordered it filed in his state bureau. Later, when 

Khusrau II (A.D. 590-628), looking for a wife for his heir, was studying the same description, he was 

assured by Zaid ibn cAdI, his Christian Arab secretary,131 that the family of the Hiran king Nu'man ibn 

al-Mundhir (A.D. 580-602) had a score or more of young girls who answered that description. Khusrau 

sent Zaid to Nu'man with a request for the hand of one of these girls for the Persian prince, which was 

indignantly refused. The angered Khusrau later imprisoned Nu'man and brought about his death. The 

episode is said to have set the background for the Battle of Dhu Kar, which was fought in Muhammad's 

time but is dated variously from A.D. 604 to 620. The description of the maiden covers almost a page of 

Tabari's printed text, and about half of it is devoted to the maiden's physical charms, item by item and 

127 See Abbott in JNES VIII 129-64. 
128 See e.g. Wright, Grammar I I 334; Lane, pp. 243 f. 
129 See e.g. Tabari I 1016, 1025-29; Aghani II 29-31; Aghani (1927 ) I I 120-27. 
130 See 01P L 5-8 and 17-19 for the Lakhmid kingdom of Hirah, whose rulers were vassals of the Persian empire, and its use 

of Arabic in pre-Islamic diplomatic correspondence. 
131 For the role of Zaid's father, cAdi ibn Zaid (d. ca A.D. 590), and his family in pre-Islamlc poetry see e.g. Jal.iiz, Hayawan 

IV 197-99, 205, 375 f., and Khizanah I 184-86. 
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feature by feature, from head to toe. The rest of the description stresses mostly mental and personality 

traits. The language involves rare words and unfamiliar terms that call for explanatory comments. 

Khymed prose is freely used along with an occasional figure of speech.132 Some sources, early and late, 

mention the episode but do not give the text of the description as such.133 

Ibn eAbd Rabbihi (246-328/860-940), citing only his contemporary Abu Muhammad al-Faraghani, 

general and historian, pupil of Tabari,134 reports a second pre-Islamic Arab description of the ideal 

woman, this time given to Khusrau II and credited to Harith ibn Kaladah al-Thaqafl. Harith was known 

as a "physician of the Arabs," who had acquired some of his medical knowledge in Persia and about whom 

several medical anecdotes are available.135 Khusrau begins his interview with Harith by belittling the 

Arabs as uncultured. Harith's defense of and pride in his Arab heritage soon convince Khusrau that 

Harith himself is a cultured man. Khusrau proceeds next to test Harith's medical competence and plies 

him with questions about disease, medicine, diet, and sex. Harith's prescription for good health, in brief, 

involves the concept that prevention is better than cure and calls for moderation in food and sex.136 

Khusrau finally asks for a description of the woman most pleasing to eye and heart. Harith's answer, 

devoted entirely to a physical description, is in rhymed prose. I t starts with simple two-word phrases 

and ends with a series of longer phrases in which the girl is said to be softer than butter, sweeter than 

sugar, more fragrant than jasmine and rose, and more pleasing even than paradise.137 The only other 

comparable account of the conversation between Khusrau and Harith is provided by Ibn Abi Usaibicah,138 

who cites no initial single or composite authority for it but reports several additional anecdotes of Harith, 

some of which are traced to early transmitters readily found in Ibn Sa'd and Tabari, such as the Companion 

<Amr ibn <Awf,139 cAbd al-Malik ibn <Umair al-Lakhmi (ca. 33-136/653-753),140 and Abu 'Awanah al-

Waddah ibn Khalid (d. 170/786 or 176/792).141 He supplies two details not found in Ibn <Abd Rabbihi's 

account, namely that Harith informed Khusrau that he had read some books of the hukama* and that 

Khusrau ordered Harith's speech to be committed to writing, which Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah assumes was done 

by Harith himself.142 We find Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah's account to have grown by about a fourth so far as the 

basically descriptive phrases are concerned but to have omitted two non-descriptive phrases. There is 

also an appropriate word substitution or correction of the earlier text, which could well have been called 

for by a scribe's paleographic error. The order is the same in both texts. Considering the three centuries 

that separate Ibn cAbd Rabbihi and Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah, we can understand the discrepancies in their 

versions. Their sources probably drew on variant manuscript copies which are now lost or still undis-

132 See e.g. Tabari I 1025 f.; Aghani I I 29 f. Agham (1927 ) I I 122-24 gives the pointed text with the editor's lexical 
commentary and a few emendations and minor textual variations, which text and the author's comments thereon form the 
basis of the account in Nuwairi XV 326-28, where further references are given. 

133 E.g. Jal.iiz, Hayawan IV 375-77; Ma'drif, p. 319; Mas'udi I I I 205-8; Khizanah I 185. 

*34See Vol. I 109, 115 f. 

*35 See e.g. (Uyun I I 65 f., I l l 218 and 272, IV 131-33; lIqd IV 263 and V 4 f.; Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah, Kitab 'uyun al-anba\ ed. 
August Mueller, I (Cairo, 1882) 113. Harith and his family, especially his son Nadr, physician, musician, and storyteller, were 
among those who persisted in their opposition to Muhammad. Nadr was executed after the Battle of Badr, and his sister's 
(or daughter's) elegy is said to have touched Muhammad. Harith is said to have lived until the time of Mu'awiyah; for samples of 
his knowledge and skill see e.g. Strah I 187-91, 235, 262, 400, 457 f., 539, 874; Mu'arrij ibn cAmr al-Sadusi, Kitab fyadhf min 
nasab Quraish, pp. 46,48; Jahiz, Bayan I I I 339; Tabari 11230,1304, 1335; Mas'udi IV 184; Adah al-Shafti, p . 257 and references 
cited; Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah, Kitab luyun al-ariba* I 109-16. 

136 Hajjaj ibn Yiisuf asked his personal physician Badhun for health rules and received much the same advice, some of it in 
phrases very similar to those used by Harith (*Iqd VI 306). 

*37 *Iqd VI 373-76. 
138 Kitab 'uyun aUanba' I 109-13. 

« • Ibn Sa'd IV 2, p. 79. 

» • Ibid. VI 220 f. 
141 See ibid. VII 2, pp. 43 f., and p. 65 below. See also Tabari for all three men. 
142 Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah, Kitab 'uyun al-anbd* I 112, line 12, and 113, lines 18-19. 
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covered. I t should be further noted that portions of varying lengths of the conversation between Khusrau 

and Harith appear scattered in earlier literary and in other medical works (see n. 135 above). 

Tha'alibi143 recorded another demand by Khusrau II for a description of the most desirable maiden. 

The demand was met this time not by an Arab but by a most knowledgeable young Persian administrator 

of the dihqdn class in Khusrau's service. The maiden's description again concludes a lengthy conversation, 

preceded, however, not by a medical theme but by a discussion of the best of all kinds of luxuries. It is 

reasonable to assume that the entire conversation was in Persian and that what we have is but an Arabic 

version of it. The description is physical except for the stipulation that the maiden be few of words and 

very modest. Khusrau, we are told, considered it perfect. Its literary style is less harmonious and flowing 

than that of the two descriptions already covered. Rhymed phrases are less frequent, and all but one of 

the phrases sustain the two-word measure, which soon grows monotonous in such a lengthy description. 

Similes are more freely used but are not unusual in character. The maiden must be almond-eyed, pearl-

toothed, apple-breasted, wasp-waisted, and so forth. 

In sampling this type of Arabic prose literature in its pre-Islamic Arab setting we have to rely on the 

samples that were committed to writing later. Concern with the relationship of the sexes was much in 

evidence in pre-Islamic and early Islamic times and was not limited to the erotic or romantic. I t covered, 

in addition to general attitudes, numerous specific relationships of fathers and daughters, of mothers and 

sons, of brothers and sisters, of husbands and wives, and of youths and maidens. We need not go into all 

these relationships nor be limited to men's statements in order to gain an idea of the content and style of 

this type of prose, particularly in reference to the appearance and qualities of a prospective wife or 

husband. Advice given to prospective brides by fathers and mothers or by elderly women of the immediate 

family reflected the general attitude as tested and either accepted or modified by their personal experience 

or by the experience of a larger unit of the tribe. Nor need we limit ourselves to either desert or city dwellers 

since the basic social mores in a mobile society that as yet knew not the veil and segregation of the sexes 

was much the same in the desert and the town through the greater part of the Umayyad period. 

Almost all of the pre-Islamic descriptions of young girls are comparatively brief and consist for the 

most part of a series of one-word or two-word phrases in rhymed prose. Many of these start and end with 

physical descriptions. Many others, though they list primarily physical characteristics, include some 

personality trait or moral quality. Still others, though not so many, further stipulate some intellectual 

qualities. The affinity of such descriptions with those in our papyrus text is obvious. There is on the whole 

a set of physical requirements that serves as a common denominator for all types of descriptions. The 

maiden must be good-looking and healthy, physically strong and well knit in form yet soft and yielding, 

not too tall nor too short, not too thin nor too fat. As to specific features, those most frequently desired 

are a fair complexion, heavy black hair, large black eyes, pearly teeth, slender neck, firm round breasts, 

small wrists, small waist and feet, and large hips.144 There is still considerable leeway for description not 

only of the remaining parts of the body but for further delineation of the features specified. The fair 

complexion, for instance, is further defined as white or creamy white or eggshell white or white and rosy 

or light yellow touched with red—specifications which bring to mind complexions compared to cream 

and roses and to cream and peaches. The common denominator for personal and ethical traits involves 

little more than obedience, patience, responsiveness, and fidelity. Lists of individual specifications, on 

the other hand, though seldom longer, cover a wider range. For, while one prospective husband looks for 

a cheerful and playful maid, another specifies a dignified household manager who would husband the 

family resources. Or, while one desires a maiden of proud bearing and descent, another wishes for a self-

143 Ghurar akhbar muluk al-Furs, eel. H. Zotenberg (Paris, 1900) pp. 705-11, esp. pp. 710 f. 
144 For a recent study of feminine beauty as conceived in pre-Islamic and early Islamic times see Alimad Muhammad al-Hufi, 

Al-ghazalfi al-'asr al-jdhili (Cairo, 1381/1961). 
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effacing girl of humbler background. Varying combinations of traits reflect further the wide variety of 

individual taste and status. For the less often stipulated intellectual requirements, the list is even shorter 

and the statements are more general and less varied. The qualities most frequently sought are eloquence 

(fasdhah), intelligence or wisdom (*aql), and perfection (Jcamdl). They are graduated in degree and called 

for either singly or in combination. 

Most of the well known transmitters and authors of the third and fourth centuries of Islam, such as 

Jahiz, Ibn Qutaibah, Ibn (Abd Rabbihi, and Abu (Ali al-Qali, frequently cite Bedouins on the ideal maid 

or wife. More frequently than not they omit context and isndd. Where an isndd is given, it usually traces 

back to such well known authors as Abu cAmr ibn al-cAla\ Haitham ibn *Adi, Hisham ibn Muhammad ibn 

al-Sa'ib al-Kalbi and his father, Abu 'Ubaid, Abu cUbaidah, Asma% Abu Zaid al-Ansan, Mada'im, and 

Ibn al-A(rabi. Only in cases where Abu cAmr ibn al-cAla> (d. 154/771) is the ultimate source can we safely 

assume the possibility that the Bedouin in a contextless statement reflects late pre-Islamic attitudes since 

the long-lived Abu (Amr is said to have drawn, in his earlier days, on Bedouins contemporary with the 

younger generation of Companions. For the rest, Bedouin concepts of the ideal maid and wife were not 

much affected by the advent of Islam, even during the early Umayyad period. Furthermore, there are 

few instances where the context indicates the speaker, Bedouin or not, to be of either the pre-Islamic or 

the early Islamic period. 

There is, to begin with, Hind bint al-Khuss, the earliest of this group, who is herself described as 

eloquent, wise, shrewd, and ever ready with marvelous answers to questions put to her.145 She seems to 

have been asked about every phase of life, including the various relationships of the sexes. Her answers 

came in crisp, short, rhymed phrases no matter what the subject. Her opinions characterizing the best 

and the second-best of all types of men and the best and the second-best of all types of women are followed 

by her characterization of the worst types of men and women.146 Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur (204-80/819-93) 

reports on the authority of Ibn al-A'rabi the longest account of a contest held in Suq 'Ukkaz between 

Hind and her sister. The contest ended in a tie and showed both girls to be ready with extempore verses.147 

Hind describes herself as a young girl,148 states her own basic requirements in a husband,149 and answers a 

prospective husband's request for advice as to what type of girl he should marry, in each case in a few 

short rhymed phrases.150 

Abu 'All al-Qali provides us with an account very similar in its scheme and literary style to that of the 

contest between Hind and her sister. The contest this time is between two Himyarite princes, cAmr and 

Eabrah, who are being tested by their aged father (not named). Qali's impressive isndd starts with Ibn 

Duraid and traces back to Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Ala5. Comparison of the two accounts shows that the two 

sisters' answers to questions in reference to good and bad men and women dwelt less on the physical and 

stressed more the practical qualities desirable in either a wife or a husband, while the cultured princes' 

answers, though much concerned with physical appearance, stressed moral and intellectual qualities for 

both men and women. But when describing the worst types of women, both accounts stress undesirable 

personality and character traits more than either physical defects or intellectual shortcomings,151 as do 

145 Abu Zaid al-Ansari, Kitab al-nawadir ft al-lughah, ed. Sa'id ibn Khun (Beirut, 1894) p. 251; Jahiz, Bayan I 300 and I I 
166; Jahiz, Hayawan V 94, 105, 459. See also Majalis Tha'lab I 343. Jahiz and Abu (Ali al-Qali provide some lexical comments, 
and in Muzhir I I 540-45 is brought together much of what the earlier authors have on Hind and considerable attention is 
given to their isndd" B. 

146 Amall I I I 108 f., 120; Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 55-57; Muzhir I I 541. 
147 Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 53-58; Jahiz, Bayan III 34; £ Uyun II 214. Most of Hind's answers to the many questions 

put to both girls are found widely scattered in later sources. 
148 Jahiz, Hayawan V 94; Tha'alibi, Thimar, p. 460. 
149 * Uyun IV 11. 
150 Amall I I 260 f. 
151 Ibid. I 152-55, esp. pp. 153 f.; Muzhir II 512-17, esp. pp. 513 f. 
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most sources that give considerable attention to women of any period.152 We do, indeed, find an early if 

instinctive appreciation of the "golden mean" which later came to be more formally stated and defended, 

perhaps under Aristotelian influence. Most men felt that the extremely beautiful and highly intelligent 

and literate woman was to be avoided because they believed that as a wife she would all but inevitably be 

independent in social and moral matters.153 This brings to mind the high-placed, beautiful, and literate 

women who addressed Nasr ibn al-Hajjaj of our papyrus text (see verso 4-5 and comments on pp. 45 f.). 

There is, furthermore, some evidence of expected reciprocity of unselfish devotion between husband and 

wife. This is best illustrated by the instructions given to Umm Iyas (fl. ca. A.D. 550), daughter of the 

Shaibanid chief cAwf ibn Muhallim, on the eve of her marriage to the Kindite king cAmr ibn Hujr or his son 

Harith, ancestors of the poet Imru* al-Qais: "Be to him a bondswoman and he will be to you a slave 

and," added the mother, "observe ten points of conduct which will lay up for you with him a treasure 

store." The ten points, grouped in five pairs of instructions in rhymed prose, may be summarized as 

follows. Be content in his company and ever ready to obey him; be always personally tidy and sweet 

smelling when with him; watch out for the proper time of his food and be quiet while he sleeps; husband 

his resources carefully without, however, stinting his family or retainers;154 and do not ever oppose him 

or reveal his secrets; and—as an afterthought—always match your mood to his.155 These instructions 

soon became proverbial, and fathers, including some of the Companions, used them for the benefit of 

their daughters.156 Again content and style are compatible with our text. Not so is an added description 

of Umm Iyas credited to (Isam} a South Arab female agent of the Kindite king. So far as I have been able 

to discover from the sources available to me at present, the story, including the long and detailed 

description of Umm Iyas, was recorded in varying degrees of fullness by three writers. The first is the third-

century Mufacjolal ibn Salamah, who mentions the Basran Abu 'Awanah al-Waddah ibn Khalid (d. 

170/786 or 176/792)157 as his source. Later, Ibn cAbd Eabbihi split the story into two parts, citing 
cAbbas ibn Khalid al-Sahmi158 as his source for the first part and presumably also for the second or 

descriptive section. The third version is by the fifth-century Maidam, who gives Mufaddal ibn Salamah as 

his source159 but does not mention Abu 'Awanah. The three accounts, apart from the outline of the story 

and the basic content of its two units—instructions and description—are far from identical. Mufaddal's 

account is the shortest. Ibn (Abd Rabbihi's account has single-word variations, mostly acceptable 

synonyms but occasionally a word with a different meaning such as "be humble" for "be content." It 

also omits some items but has more short additions interspersed in the text and longer ones at the end 

152 Such as Jahiz' several rasa'il on women, Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur's BalagMt al-nisa\ Ibn al-Sa'i's Nisri1 al-khulaja\ and the 
sizable sections devoted to women in such works as Ibn Qutaibah's (Uyun, the Aghdnl of Abu al-Faraj al-Isfaharu, the 'Iqd of 
Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, and in works intended for secretaries such as Ibn Qutaibah's Adah al-kdtib. 

153 Jahiz is credited with stating the extreme point of view in this respect. See Jahiz Mafidsin, p. 223, where he reports a wise 

man of Medina as saying 9 jlJI J1<-̂ L? iiW, and Irshdd VI 63, where Jaliiz himself is reported as saying laj^l* *iSU Sĵ il cJl5" il 

c J l i J* li> XJ>JJM Ajjilij Ju J ^ I^LP J P j^-j <—Jallj Lr^-'^ A^J *^ljjJ! X>-\3 l^V . . . <u**i Cols' iLlS". Elsewhere, however, 

Jahiz debates the opposite point of view, as was his custom, in coming to the defence of womanhood and draws freely on examples 

of beautiful women of pre-Islamic and early Islamic times who though intellectually gifted and non-segregated were yet virtuous. 
154 A housewife's duty to husband the family resources was as frequently emphasized as love of money and free spending were 

condemned. See Bukhari I 227 and I I I 441, 446 f.; Muslim XII 213 f.; Concordance VI 187 l ^ j j C-J . . . <txlj 31,11. See also 

e.g. lIqd VI 82 (citing Solomon), 112; Muzhir I I 173; but cf. n. 199 on p. 70 below. 
155 See fIqd VI 83, where the mother is said to have made the entire speech. Jaliiz, Hayawdn I 329, makes passing reference 

to the episode. 
156 E.g. lIqd VI 84 f.; 'Uyun IV 77. 
157 See Vol. I I 61, 80, and 226 for Abu 'Awanah's manuscripts. 
158 I have been unable to identify him. 
159 Mufaddal ibn Salamah, Al-fdkhir, ed. C. A. Storey (Leyden, 1915) pp. 151-53 and ed. (Abd al-'AIim al-Tal.iawi and Muham

mad 'All al-Najjar (Cairo, 1380/1960) pp. 184-87; <Iqd VI 83 f., 110 f.; Maidam, Al-majma1 al-amthdl II (Cairo, 1353/1934) 
216 f. Ibn Rustah, pp. 199 f., makes passing reference to the story and cites another of its proverbs: fluJI <Jaj£' ^ plai-i ijy. 

F 
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of each of the two units. Maidanf s account has some minor variations, a few deletions, and some additions. 

The additions are mainly in reference to the origin of the proverb o^l^ ^ ^*-[)J ^> which he himself 

accepts as having originated with the story of Umm Iyas. He states further that Abu *Ubaid reported the 

proverb as having been first addressed to a man, namely by Nabighah al-Dhubyam to cIsam ibn Shahbar, 

chamberlain of the Hiran king Nucman ibn al-Mundhir, as reported also in the Fakhir of Mufaddal ibn 

Salamah but without mention of Abu 'Ubaid.160 Neither the proverb nor the story of Umm Iyas is in the 

Amthcil of the still earlier Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbi161 of Mufaddaliydt fame or in Bakrfs 

fifth-century commentary on Abu 'Ubaid's collection of proverbs.162 We have dealt at length with the 

story of Umm Iyas because the style of its prose has some bearing on the dating of our papyrus (see 

pp. 75-78). Close analysis of the three versions as to content and style points to the final stabilization of 

the story in the second half of the second/eighth century at the earliest. In particular, the section describ

ing Umm Iyas has marked affinities with the more labored prose of that half century and after and with 

the style of the secretarial class. This style is reflected in its longer phrases and its profuse use of similes, 

including such scribe-oriented comparisons as "eyebrows as though drawn with a pen, belly wrinkle like 

rolled papyrus, legs like the stems of the papyrus plant." For, while any one of these similes could have 

been used alone in earlier prose or poetry,163 their simultaneous use in close succession points to scribal 

circles. Furthermore, with all due recognition of the contribution to Arabic literary prose and the secre

tarial arts by such early and gifted secretaries as Salim ibn (Abd Allah, his pupil cAbd al-Hamid ibn 

Yahya, and Ibn al-Muqqaffac, it was not until the time of the Barmakids and the Bami Sahl under 

Harun al-Bashid and Ma'mim that the secretarial class as such attained any literary distinction, and that 

of a type peculiarly its own. At that time linguistic and literary studies, like other intellectual activities, 

took a long leap forward into the golden age of Islam, the period in which the pupils and younger con

temporaries of Sibawaih and Khalil ibn Ahmad explored and exploited all phases of linguistic and literary 

studies, including classified vocabularies and the collection of proverbs. Works in both of these categories 

were produced more often than not by the same person, for instance Nadr ibn Shumail's Kitab al-sifdt 

and his Amthdl, Abu cUbaidah's Kitab al-khail and his Amthdl, Abu Zaid al-Ansari's Nawddir and his 

Amthdl, Asma'I's Kitab al-sifdt, his Khalq al-insdn, and his Amthdl. All of these were available to if not 

used by Abu 'Ubaid in his ghanb works and in his Amthdl.16* The sifah, or descriptive vocabulary relating 

to humans, comprised two somewhat overlapping types, an objective list of words and expressions 

covering anatomical terms and a vocabulary intended primarily for aesthetic, moral, and intellectual 

characterization,165 such as the descriptive terms of our papyrus text. 

i e o Mufaddal ibn Salamah, Al-fdkhir (1380/1960) p. 187; Maidani, Al-majma* al-amthal I I 216 f. 
161 See Mufaddal al-Dabbi, Amthdl al-'Arab (Constantinople, 1300/1883). 
162 See Bakhri, Fasl al-maqdl fi sharli kitab al-amthal li Abl 'Ubaid, ed. lAbd al-Majid 'Abidfn and Ihsan 'Abbas (Khartum, 

1958) p. 122. This work, according to the editors (p. 306), omits or overlooks many proverbs of Abu 'Ubaid's original collection, 
which is not available to me. 

163 ;por example the expression jl^LJI i? bya»- U I5"was used in verse during the caliphate of Sulaimln (Yazidi, pp. 151 f.). 
For an even more scribe-oriented description of a maid who was herself a secretary see e.g. c Umdah II 35. In other contexts, 
figures of speech involving the pen and writing were used in pre-Islamic times, frequently in the Qur'an, and by Umayyad 
secretaries and poets, though nowhere to the same extent as later under the 'Abbasids (see e.g. Sull, Adab ahkuttdb, pp. 21-28, 
41, 45-53, 61-68, 78 f., et passim; Muzhir II 351 f.). 

164 See e.g. Maratib, pp. 92 f.; Khatib XII 404; Irshdd VI 162 f. For a comprehensive survey of the early development of the 
amthdl literature, see Rudolph Sellheim, Die klassisch-arabischen Sprichwortersammlungen insbesondere die des Abu lVbaid 
(Gravenhage, 1954) esp. Chapters I—III. 

105 Early descriptive vocabularies were cast and recast by each successive generation of scholars, who augmented and 

organized them into chapters or sections or separate monographs under such headings as j L j ^ l jl>-, *LJi 5JL*>, and AJJ dJu& 

I \J[\J J>-_̂ L These vocabularies were put to use in sections of books or separate works devoted to the description and characteriza

tion of women—a category of literature which in its turn paralleled the growth and evolution of the linguistic and akhbdr 

literature, as the numerous sources on women cited in the present study readily attest, not to mention many other similar works 

that have not survived (see pp. 75-78). 
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Moving into Islamic times, we find Muhammad himself citing the story of the Yemenite Umm Zar' 

and her husband Abu Zar< as a model for his own relationship with 'A'ishah. The story is one of several 

usually grouped under such headings as "women's descriptions of their husbands" or "women who 

praised their husbands" as against women who found fault with their husbands.166 In the story of Umm 

Zar£, eleven women agreed to give frank descriptions of their husbands. Five of them were critical of their 

husbands, but in varying degrees, and five others praised their husbands in varying degrees. The eleventh, 

Umm Zar(, could not praise Abu Zarc enough even though he had divorced her to marry another and she 

herself had since married a good man.167 Muhammad, in relating the story to 'A'ishah, prefaced it with 

"I am to you as Abu Zar( is to Umm Zarc," and some sources add that he closed the story with: "Further

more, I will not divorce you." 'A^shah is said to have answered: "Truly, you treat me better than Abu 

Zar( treated Umm Zar V 1 6 8 The story serves to dramatize certain qualities of desirable husbands as well 

as the full appreciation by wives of the good qualities of their husbands. Because of its association with 

Muhammad and 'A'ishah, the story is often repeated in early and late sources, with or without an isndd, 

but, where an isndd is given, it traces through various chains back to cA'ishah, though the earliest extant 

written form known to us is that in the Gharih al-hadith of Abu cUbaid (d. 223/838).169 As in the case of the 

story of Umm Iyas, the outline of the tale and most of the vocabulary are stable but no two versions are 

identical. The fullness of the women's statements varies, as does the order except that Umm Zar( is 

always the last speaker. Furthermore, and again because of its association with Muhammad and 'A'ishah, 

the story is reported by both Muslim and Bukhari among other leading traditionists170 and, where found 

in either religious or secular171 sources, it is more apt than not to be accompanied by an extensive lexical 

commentary. 

The story of Umm Zarc is of interest for several reasons apart from its association with Muhammad and 

'A'ishah. Umm Zar' eulogizes not only her husband but also other members of the family, including a 

marriageable daughter, whose description has bearing on our papyrus text. The girl emerges as a dutiful 

and obedient daughter, beautiful of face and figure to the point of being the envy of her neighbors, 

generous, chaste, intelligent, and cultured—in short, perfect, as some commentators assure us.172 Our 

further interest in the story is the character of its prose. All versions, whether stemming from a single 

source or a composite account, include a large number of strange words that call for explanation. To what 

extent, if any, the strange words can be attributed to the fact that all of the eleven women involved were 

Yemenites is hard to tell. Their statements are in short series of one-word rhymed phrases or in rhymed 

phrases of two or three words each except the statement of the tenth woman, who uses longer rhymed 

phrases or sentences. On the whole the style is straightforward, the few similes and metaphors being 

familiar ones associated with desert life and animals. That is, apart from the strange vocabulary, the style 

of the piece in respect to brevity (ijdz), rhyme (saj*), and figures of speech (tashbiMt) is in harmony with 

that of our papyrus text. 

lfifl See e.g. Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 76-123. Other frequent groupings include women who remained faithful to their husbands 
even after divorce or death, girls who described and praised their fathers, girls who described desirable prospective husbands, 
parents' advice to their children on choice of a mate and family life (see e.g. Jahiz, Mabdsin, pp. 223 f.; Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, 
pp. 88 fM 93, 114; Majalis Tha'lab I 45; Mufaddal ibn Salamah, Al-fakhir [1380/1960] pp. 109 f., 171 f.f 253; AmaUIM, 80 f. and 
II 222 f.). 

167 See Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 76-86; Concordance V 541 »Li ^ \ j j l jL>-l j . <y^Si V o\ JJtfUj,. 
16S Muzhir II 535. 
169 p o r manuscr ip t copies see pp . 10-11 , with nn . 92 and 102. 
170 See Muslim XV 212-22, with Nawawl's lengthy commentary; Bukhari III 441 f.; Concordance V 541. 
171 See e.g. Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 76-86; Muzhir II 532-36. 
172 E.g. Muslim XV 219. Nawawl's terms are L^olj i^Jic-j Lib*- j \^~*~. Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, p. 82, stresses her physical 

beauty and perfection: LLlTj l̂ L«*-; Muzhir II 534 stresses her pleasing and generous personality, her modesty and graciousness, 

and other qualities: , . .*J_2-I <x j± ,\yj SjLii* SiJJ-*. 
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The Qur'an expressly states that Muslim men are to marry Muslim women only and that a Muslim 

concubine is to be preferred to a polytheist even though the latter may be more pleasing.1731 have else

where detailed some of the factors that influenced Muhammad's choice of each of his wives.174 Tradition 

credits him with the following brief formula for selection of a wife, be she maid, divorcee, or widow: 

"Marry a woman for her wealth, her beauty, and especially for her faith/'175 Other traditions expand this 

formula to include noble or respectable descent.176 Khadijah was singled out as meeting all four require

ments, while 'A'ishah and Umm Salamah lacked only wealth.177 But for most of Muhammad's contem

poraries and successors the combination most sought after in a wife, presumably apart from her faith,178 

was beauty and suitable descent. Rich women continued to find husbands, but a poor man or one with 

modest means was cautioned against marrying a rich woman. For it was assumed or feared that her 

wealth would give her the upper hand in family and social affairs,179 all the more so if she was also 

beautiful and well-born, as was indeed illustrated by the conduct of "the two pearls of the Quraish," 

'A'ishah's niece and namesake 'A'ishah bint Talhah and Sukainah the granddaughter of 'All.180 Both 

these women were married to the rich, handsome, and well-born Mus'ab ibn al-Zubair,181 and they had 

successive well-born husbands during the lifetime of several of the leading characters of our papyrus text. 

Therefore, descriptive prose by or about these several women and their contemporaries should be of 

interest in connection with both the content and the style of our papyrus text. 

There seem to be no statements by Khadijah pertinent to our theme in contrast to the many that are 

available about her, beginning with Muhammad's eulogistic characterization of her.182 Umm Salamah 

and 'A'ishah, Muhammad's two most prominent wives after Khadijah, were both described as beautiful, 

graceful, and independent. Umm Salamah was well known for faithfulness, innate intelligence, and mature 

wisdom, while the young cAJishah was more often described as playful, witty, eloquent, ambitious, and, 

later, as a woman of great knowledge with a memory well stocked with poetry.183 However, no one early 

source gives a complete formal description of either Umm Salamah or Aishah. The earliest formal 

description of 'A'ishah bint Talhah ibn (Ubaid Allah, who strongly resembled her Aunt 'A'ishah, is that 

recorded by Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani with the following isndd: "Husain ibn Yahya informed me on the 

authority of Hammad on that of his father on the authority of Salih ibn Hassan al-Basri."184 What 

follows tells how Muscab ibn al-Zubair, (Abd Allah ibn *Abd al-Rahman ibn Abi Bakr al-Saddiq, and 

Sa'Id ibn al-cAs, having asked for the hands of 'Aishah bint Talhah, Umm al-Qasim the granddaughter 

of Talhah, and 'A ?ishah the daughter of the caliph 'Uthman respectively, wanted detailed descriptions of 

the three women. They sent 'Azzat al-Maila*, a woman of Medina said to be knowledgeable about women, 

to inspect the ladies.185 cAzzat al-Maila* visited the three women and returned to give an enthusiastic 

173 Surah 2:221. Some of the later sources show familiarity with biblical views of the good and the evil wife (e.g. (Iqd VI 82, 
111 f.). 

174 See Abbott, Aishah, and JNES I 121-23. 
175 E.g. Bukhari I I I 442; Muslim X 51 f.; Ibn Hanbal, Al-musnad I I I 80, 302; see also Concordance I 373 J l > and cf. Aghani 

XV 21. 
176 Muslim X 51 f.; Bukhari II 133 f.; see also Concordance VI 551 4*J j \ J P l\JS «5CJ . 
177 For the remarkable qualities of Khadijah and 'A'ishah see e.g. Muslim XV 197-212; see also citations in n. 174 above. 
178 See e.g. 'Iqd VI 100; Ibn al-JauzI, Ta'rikh 'Umar ibn al-Khattdb (Cairo, 1924) p. 195. 
179 See e.g. llqd VI 102, 115; Amall II 260. lIqd VI 96-98 cautions even noble wealthy men against marrying rich women. 
180 See Abbott, Aishah, pp. 207 f., JNES I 347 f., 363 f. 
181 lUyun IV 21 f., 25, 90; Jahiz, Mabasin, pp. 221-23; 'Iqd IV 412 and VI 109 f., 119 f.; Aghani I II 122 f. and XIV 168 f. 
182 E.g. Sxrah I 119, 154-56, 277; Ibn Sa'd I 35, I I I 1, pp. 12 and 27, VIII 35; Isti'db II 717-21; Isabah IV 537-42. 
isa p o r both women see Abbott, Aishah, esp. pp. 12-16 and 53 f., and JNES I 123 f. 'A'ishah's favorite poet was Labid. 
184 Aghani X 55 f. The Hammad of the isndd is Hammad ibn Isfraq al-Mausali. Salih ibn Hassan al-Basri was known as an 

akhbdrl but was considered weak as a traditionist, as was also Haitham ibn cAdi, who transmitted Salih's materials. For 
Haitham's role and manuscripts see p. 76, n. 246. 

185 It seems that they sent one other woman to inspect their prospective brides, but the second report gives no detailed 
descriptions (Fadit, pp. 117 f.). 
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item-by-item description of 'A'ishah bint Talhah, whose only defects, she said, were large ears and big 

feet. She found no defects in the other two women, whom she briefly described in general terms except for 

the comment that 'A'ishah bint 'Uthman was too aloof. The story ends with three marriages. The hand

some Mus'ab was ever proud of his 'A'ishah's beauty and talents, as he was of the beauty of his other 

wife, Sukainah (see references in n. 181). It is noteworthy that the descriptions of all of these women are 

cast in more or less the same literary style, that is, a comparatively simple vocabulary grouped mostly in 

two-word rhymed phrases with now and again a few one-word or three-word rhymed phrases. Figures of 

speech are rarely used. I t is interesting also to note here that 'A'ishah's phrases describing the character 

of Muhammad and that of her father, the caliph Abu Bakr, are cast in short measured sentences but not 

necessarily always in simple vocabulary or rhymed phrases and with few, if any, figures of speech.186 

The role of the independent and gifted woman, royal or otherwise, of the Umayyad period has been 

detailed elsewhere.187 Mu'awiyah's often very cordial reception of leading tribal women and gifted 

poetesses188 reflects his more or less balanced outlook on and approach to the opposite sex from his youth 

onward as expressed in his own words.189 Sacsacah ibn Siihan, a staunch supporter of 'All, was taken 

prisoner by Mu'awiyah, who appreciated his vast knowledge, eloquence, and wit. Sa'sa'ah was politically 

less powerful than Ahnaf ibn Qais of our text but far more outspoken, alike in his defense of the Shicah 

and his personal conversation with Mu'awiyah.190 Mu'awiyah once asked Sacsacah what type of woman 

he desired most and what type least, to which he answered tersely: "She who does what pleases you and 

she who does not." "This is a hasty criticism," said Mu'awiyah. "But a just one," countered Sa'sa'ah.191 

At another time Sa'sa'ah was bold enough to ask Mu'awiyah: " 0 Commander of the Faithful, how can 

we consider you wise when but half a human being has the mastery over you?" He was referring to 

Mu'awiyah's wife Fakhitah bint Qarzah, and Mu'awiyah answered: "Women surpass men in nobility 

and are surpassed in ignobility."192 

A curious tale193 involving the proverbially romantic Banu 'Udhrah, Marwan ibn al-Hakam as governor 

of Medina (41-49/661-69 and again briefly in A.H. 56-57), and Mu'awiyah runs as follows. When a loving 

'Udhrite couple fell on hard times, the father-in-law, who was the uncle of the husband (neither one 

named), took his daughter, Sucda, back home even though the husband had refused to divorce her. The 

unhappy man appealed to Marwan, before whom the girl and her father were brought for questioning. 

Marwan lost his heart on first sight to this girl of surprising beauty. He bribed the father for the promise 

of her hand, imprisoned and flogged the unfortunate husband until, despairing of his very life, he divorced 

Su'da, whom Marwan then married. The distraught 'Udhrite appealed next to Mu'awiyah, who ordered 

Marwan to divorce Sucda and send her north. When the girl appeared before Mu'awiyah, he in turn lost 

his heart and mind to the delicate and perfectly beautiful young woman with an eloquent tongue.194 

186 See e.g. Khatib VI 158 f.; Nuwairi VII 230 f. For some of her other public speeches see Abbott, Aishah, pp. 131, 146, 
157, with references there cited. 

187 See Abbott in JNES I 341-68. 
188 See e.g. <Iqd I I 102-21. 
189 See e.g. ibid. IV 363: L-Vj 4~&^j U ^ jf\ { j l j * f«x~* ^ olS" VI J> v 1 ^ ' j j ^ j 1 . A poisoned wound received 

at the Battle of Siffin necessitated an emergency operation that rendered Mu'awiyah sterile but not impotent (Tabari I 3464). 
See Waq'at Slffln, pp. 416 f., for his comprehension of a woman's lasting memory of her first love and of the murder of her first
born, to which he compares his own lasting anger against the murderers of 'Uthman. 

190 See e.g. Mascudi V 91-93, 98-112. 
191 lIqd VI 106: J^UI j l>lL <u^*^> JUa J^UI JxJl oJU 4 J J U . JU. <Uyun IV 10 credits this to (Aqil ibn Abi Talib. 
192 <lqd VI 106: flilJI jt^iJ f 1̂ 531 o^Jo <>I. For Fakhitah see e.g. Tabari I I 204, 'Iqd VI 18, Mas(udi VIII 148, and Ibn 

Qaiyim al-Jauziyah, pp. 93 f. 
193 Ibn Qaiyim al-Jauziyah, Kitab akhbdr alnisd* pp. 4-8 (for uncertainty as to the author of this work see n. 67 on p. 55 

above). 
194 Ibid. pp. 6f.: ^ 1 j U ^i\ j> liU l^ak^U . . . U lT , [ ^ ^ - ^ U>U J J V ii^j itJ[? liii. 
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In exchange for her, he offered the 'Udhrite three young girls and much wealth and pensions for all. But 

the (Udhrite vowed that not for all of Mu'awiyah's kingdom would he exchange Sucda and cited verses 

of Ma] nun Laila to express his devotion to her. Mu'awiyah then reminded the 'Udhrite that he had already 

divorced Su*da, yet Mu'awiyah offered to give her the choice between himself and her former husband. 

Su(da declared her choice of her husband in verse reinforced by prose reminiscent in part of the Christian 

marriage vow: "I am not, 0 Commander of the Faithful, about to forsake him because of the accidents 

of fortune. For I have had a good life with him and I, above all, ought to bear with him patiently in 

happiness and misfortune, in poverty and wealth, in sickness and health as Allah has ordained for me 

with him." Mn'awiyah and his court marveled at her good sense, perfection, and humanity.195 Mu'awiyah 

not only honored her choice but presented her with 10,000 dirhems and placed her on public welfare. 

Touched up or not by a late and gossipy author, our only source, the story is nevertheless consistent in its 

general description of Sucda's qualities and its literary style of one and two-word rhymed phrases. Further

more the open appreciation of Su'da's moral qualities reminds one of the pagan Shanfara (d. ca* A.D. 510) 

and his verses in appreciation of noble womanhood.196 

During the reign of cAbd al-Malik (65-86/685-705) the moral tone sought by 'Umar I and Ziyad ibn 

Abi Sufyan receded in an indulgent society exposed increasingly to slave girls of many races and varied 

endowments.197 The women of prominent tribes and families long known for the beauty and spirit of 

their women continued to be in demand at court and among men of position and wealth. This is well 

illustrated in the case of the Ansar, the Banu Taim and descendants of the caliph Abu Bakr, the family of 
cAqil ibn cUllafah, who would even reject cAbd al-Malik's son because he was born of a non-Arab mother,198 

and the Banu Makhzxim,199 particularly the family of *Abd al-Kahman ibn al-Harith ibn Hisham al-

Makhzuml, whose daughter Zainab rejected even (Abd al-Malik himself.200 <Abd al-Malik and his son and 

successor Walid I (86-96/705-15) frowned on public mention, let alone detailed descriptions, in verse or 

prose, of the members of their large harems. And, though the female marriage agent (dalldlah) still enjoyed 

a lucrative profession, her descriptions of marriageable Arab girls or women seem to have been no longer 

as frequently recorded. Furthermore, she now met competition from male marriage brokers who mixed 

freely with the rising class of songstresses and courtesans and were considered more knowledgeable than 

women as to what qualities in a woman, other than the primarily physical, appealed most to men.201 

She faced competition also from the expert slave dealer who picked, trained, described, and displayed his 

195 Ibid. pp. 7 f.: l^jj^j \J>\J j L$iJU. The word order of the second part of Su'da's statement reflects the measure and rhyme 

of her prose: 4jw J <JJI c-^T ^AJI «AJI J P J O O I J 4JUJI J t j *\j-J\j SJLiJI J P J *\jjA\j *\^J\ J t A** J^ ^ J»J Ijlj c J l i . 
196 See Reynold A. Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs (2nd ed.; Cambridge, England, 1930) p. 90, for translation and 

reference for one passage: Asma'I, who had received Shanfara's poetry from the younger Shafi'i (see p. 34 above), considered 
Shanfara's one-line physical description of a woman the best of its kind {Muzhir I 160; Tha'alibi, Ijaz, p. 30). See (Uytin IV 79 f. 
for Shanfara's verses on long-suffering passion. 

197 See Abbott in JNES I 351 f. 
198 'Uyun IV 12, 78; Aghani XI 86, 90 f.; lIqd II VI 98 and 191 f. 
199 Mas'udi V 3G4; Tha'alibi, Thimdr, pp. 238 f.: . . . JU^JI X* l ^ U S^L- J^iJ S J U J (J^ > j j i _ ^ . The terms 

rjhdn and raihanak, any aromatic plant and also chrysanthemum, were applied to women by Muhammad in a playful and 

complimentary sense, and "Raihanah" was used also as a girl's name (see Concordance I I 318 ^ , j ) . We find that Hajjaj ibn 

Yfisuf and later Ibn al-Muqaifa', both strong believers in the subjugation of women, refer to a woman as a fragrance to be enjoyed 

and not as a helper to be burdened with one's affairs (Ibn Abi Tahir Taiffir, pp. 128 f.; *Uyun IV 78 f.: c*~JJJ <J\^J Sl^il U'l 

<jU,̂ jaj). In time, however, unfavorable connotations arose with the use of the metaphor, such as a woman is but a flower to be 

enjoyed while fresh and like a wilted flower she is to be cast away (e.g. Jahiz, Qlyan in Thalath rasdtil, pp. 55 f.; Tha'alibi, 

Thimdr, p. 215; WashshiV, Kitah al-muwashshd, ed. Rudolph E. Brunnow [Leyden. 1886] pp. 122 f.). Or, again, a woman is but 

a doll to play with and discard when worn out (see Concordance VI 121 ^LJ »LJJI). And, finally, in rarer but more derogatory 

terms, a woman is but a slipper to be worn out and thrown away (Ibn Abi 'Awn, Kitdb al-tashbihdt, p. 316). 
200 (Iqd VI 99; see also Abbott in JNES I 34S f. 
201 Jahiz, NistV in RasaHl, pp. 274 f. 
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choicest articles of trade—beautiful and gifted young girls and handsome youths—to meet the increasing 

demands of court and society.202 Since these brokers and slave dealers and their patrons are frequently 

named, it is possible to date roughly their statements. The interest in women of a particular family and 

tribe, not always with happy results,203 was presently expanded to interest in foreign women, who soon 

came to be classified by preference and function. Greek girls, for instance, were frowned on by cAbd 

al-Malik for their moral laxity but were favored by his son Yazid II (101-5/720-24).204 <Abd al-Malik 

noted the patience of Indian women and recommended Berber girls for pleasure, Persian girls for fine 

offspring, and Russian girls for service.205 A description of the women of Tabaristan is traced back to Abu 
lAmr ibn al^Ala'.206 The Bedouins also were a source of descriptions of desirable women. They either 

described specific women or volunteered their opinions of the ideal maiden. But more often than not these 

Bedouins are nameless since second- and third-century transmitters and authors cite them simply with the 

expression wa qdla a'rabi and the particular Bedouin may or may not have been contemporary with the 

transmitter or author. Thus, even rough dating of Bedouin statements is risky. Nevertheless the liberal 

supply of their statements in almost any work or section devoted to women enables us to observe that, 

though their statements present various views, they share a common style, namely brief descriptions in 

either ordinary or rather strange but generally rhymed prose with here and there a simile or a metaphor.207 

*Abd al-Malik himself was not only knowledgeable about women but also passionately devoted to them 

until old age overtook him.208 He had in all at least ten wives, not to mention unnumbered concubines.209 

He asked for the opinion of his confidant Rauh ibn Zinbac on one of his royal wives, the mother of his 

heir Walld, and received a frank though uncomplimentary answer with which he himself readily agreed.210 

He ordered Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, his governor of Iraq, to secure three lovely slave girls for him. Hajjaj did so, 

and in his brief rhymed description of one of these girls the only simile used compares her coloring to that 

of gold and silver.211 (Abd al-Malik was interested in the opinions of poets on women, particularly that of 

his court poet (Adi ibn al-Riqac, whose ideal woman, described in two verses, combined the best physical 

characteristics of the women of the tribes of Qudacah, Kindah, Khuza'ah, and Tayy with the wisdom of 

Luqman, the beauty of the biblical Joseph, the diction of David, and the chastity of the Virgin Mary.212 

£Adi is credited with being the first poet to compare a groom and his bride to the moon and the sun 

respectively, the occasion being a royal wedding at the court of <Abd al-Malik.213 cAbd al-Malik once 

ordered a man of the North Arab Banii Ghatafan to describe for him the most beautiful of women. The 

description given was limited to physical traits and started, for a change, with the feet and moved upward. 

I t covers seven lines of printed text and is cast in smoothly flowing rhymed prose of two-word phrases 

202 See e.g. Abbott in JNESI 351 f.; Mae'udi V 344-47, 394-96; Aghdni VI 133 (= Aghdni [1927 ] VII 67). 
203 See JNES I 346; Aghdni XIV 141; lIqd VI 98 f., 104 f., 114 f.; Amali I II 47. 
204 Khalll Mardam, Diwan al-Walid ibn Yazid (Damascus, 1355/1937) p. 21; cf. < Uyun IV 8 f. 
205 E.g. lIqd VI 103, 120; Ibshihl II 203. 
206 Tha'alibi, Bard al-akbdd (in Khams rasaHl [Constantinople, 1301/1883]) p. 121. 
207 E.g. 'Uyun IV 5 f.; *Iqd VI 107, 112 f.; Amali II 81, 260; Abu Zaid al-Ansari, Kitab al-nawddir fi al-tughah, p. 170. 
208 Aghdni XXI 9; Ibn 'Asakir VII 311 f. 
209 See Abbott in JNES I 348-51. 
210 See lIqd VI 114, where she is compared by both men to a rough and prickly object. Rauh could barely hold his own with a 

high-born Arab wife (ibid. VI 114 f.). 
211 Ibshihl I I 148 f. 
212 Ibid. I I 205: 

pj}\ yiU o!>VI v*'>- .Lli.1 i x f oyi*&\ i-tiJ* 
fj—• 4i_£j j>jta j J a ^ j < - ^ H . hj-^j o^Jd yip- LA» 

See Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 73-75, for a female genealogist's characterization of the various tribes in the time of Mu'iiwiyah. 
213 'Uyun I I I 69; Tha'alibi, Thimdr, p. 239. For {Adi's figurative reference to the "pen and ink" sec e.g. Suli, Adah al-kuttab, 

pp. 78 f., and for other such comparisons see p. 66 above. See e.g. Shi'r, pp. 391-94, and Aghdni VIII 179-S4 for 'Adi's 
biographical entries. 
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without a single simile or metaphor. The specifications are so exacting that lAbd al-Malik is said to have 

exclaimed: "Woe to you! And where is she to be found?" "You find her," came the unhesitating answer, 

"among the pure-blooded Arabs and the pure-blooded Persians."214 <Abd al-Malik's governor of North 

Africa sent him a gift of a maiden (probably Berber; see p. 71) who arrived when he was about to go on 

an expedition against the rebellious Ibn al-Ashcath (80-82/699-701). She is described as beautiful, 

elegant, and utterly charming, all that one could ever hope for or desire. cAbd al-Malik cited a verse of 

Akhtal which placed the business of war before pleasure and then sent the girl away to await his return.215 

A decade earlier, his favorite wife, the glorious 'Atikah, granddaughter of Mu'awiyah, had sought in vain 

to dissuade him from taking to the field against Mus'ab ibn al-Zubair. As she and her attendants burst into 

tears at his parting, cAbd al-Malik recalled a verse of Kuthaiyir which aptly fitted the situation.216 Thus, 

unlike some others before and after him, his passion for women was not allowed to interfere with his 

caliphal duties, and when, like other passions, it subsided in old age, his one remaining pleasure, he said, 

was conversation with his friends on a moonlit night in the desert217—conversation interspersed no doubt 

with citations from the poets. 

<Abd al-Malik's and Walld's major-domo Hajjaj ibn Yusuf (d. 95/714) was by contrast not much of a 

lady's man. His marriages were made with an eye to politics and improvement of his social status but 

frequently boomeranged, for he was ordered to divorce a high-born wife and driven to divorce another 

such wife because of her persistent disregard of or open aversion to him.218 He nevertheless believed in 

always having the full quota of four wives and advised others to do the same.219 One group of four wives 

presented Hajjaj with an enviable variety. One was playful, another regal, the third a Bedouin versed in 

Bedouin speech and poetry, and the fourth a scholar versed in law.220 He called on Ibn al-Qirrlyah (d. 

84/703), whose literary style and judgment about women impressed him, to act as marriage agent and 

ask for the hand of Hind bint Asma* in no more than three sentences.221 Later, when he wished to divorce 

Hind, who had no use for him, he sent Ibn al-Qirrlyah to inform her in no more than two words that he 

had divorced her.222 At another time he wrote Ibn al-Qirrlyah to find his son a wife with the following 

specifications: "beautiful (of form and coloring) from afar, pleasing (in face and feature) when near, from 

214 lIqd VI 108; cf. Khalidiyan Kitab al-tuhaf wa al-hadayd, ed. Sami al-Dahan (L'Institut francais d'archeologie orientale du 
Caire, "Textes et traductions d'auteurs orientaux" XII [Cairo, 1956]) pp. 101-4; Ibshihi I I 204. The Persians rejected mixed 
breeds and considered children of ordinary concubines as slaves, as Asma'I learned in conversation with Yahya al-Barmaki 
(fIqd VI 129; Zubaidi, pp. 187 f.). 

215 Jahiz, Taj, p. 175; Jumalii, p. 459; Mas'Qdl VI 64 f.; <Iqd IV 407. Akhtal's verse reads 

216 E.g. Aghani VIII 35 and XVII 162; Amdll I 14; Ibn al-Tiqtaqa, Al-fakhri (1895) p. 169: 

For 'Atikah and her influence on (Abd al-Malik see Abbott in JNES I 349-51. For an earlier (Atikah who kept 'Abd Allah ibn 
Abt Bakr from his civil and military duties see Abbott, Aishah, p. 87, and Khizdnah IV 350-52. 

217 Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi, Risdlah fi al-mdaqah wa al-mdiq, p. 32. For thumbnail characterizations of the youthful £Abd 
al-Malik by Mu'awiyah and (Amr ibn aI-(As and later by cAbd al-Malik himself see e.g. Jahiz, Bayan I I 35, 248 and Muwashthah, 
p. 32. 

218 See e.g. Abbott in JNES I 347, 349, 353 f.; {Uyun I I 209; (Iqd 122, 130; Ibshihi I 50 f. Hajjaj was not above rewarding a 
staunch supporter by scaring his social superiors into giving him their daughters in marriage (Mas'udI V 331-33). 

2™ Amali III 4$. 
220 <Iqd VI 104 f., 122. 

221 'Uyftn I I I 69 gives the three sentences: o/sj *\ dj*£^i\ Ujb+J L C L u j^V[> U>JbJ J« -UP J . *£J±- (cf. Jahiz, 
Mahdsin, pp. 239 f.). 

222 'Uyun I I 209; <Iqd VI 107. The two words were CJ~i C-lT, and Hind answered L-G U Lj j U.U- Li UT and rewarded 
Ibn al-Qirrlyah with 10,000 dirhems for bringing her the good news. Mubarrad, pp. 291 f., gives a supposed reason for this 
divorce. 
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a noble family, humble in spirit and obedient to her husband."223 Ibn al-Qirriyah's response to Hajjaj's 

inquiry as to what he thought of married life was to describe the type of woman with whom one could live 

a serene and happy life. In the description, which covers seven lines of printed text, physical charms are 

subordinated to religious, ethical, and personality traits. The simple rhymed prose consists for the most 

part of series of one-word, two-word, or longer units but includes also a series of four similes.224 He used 

the same style in a two-line description of a woman who would render life miserable for all around her and 

who is compared to a heavy load being dragged by a weak old man.225 In a weak moment Ibn al-Qirriyah 

supported the ill-fated rebellion of Ibn al-Ash'ath against <Abd al-Malik and Hajjaj. He was later captured, 

bound, and brought before Hajjaj. He begged to be allowed to plead his case "in just three sentences," 

and his plea was granted. One word led to another until finally Hajjaj ordered his head struck off but soon 

regretted that he had thus deprived himself of Ibn al-Qirrfyah's company and conversation.226 

A youthful contemporary of Ibn al-Qirriyah and Ahnaf ibn Qais of our papyrus text was the latter's 

fellow tribesman Khalid ibn Safwan al-Tamlmi of Basrah (d. 135/752), who early won a reputation as an 

orator with a style distinguished for its clarity and eloquence. He, like Ahnaf, was known to extol the 

excellence of Basrah and of 'Iraq.227 Like Ahnaf, Khalid ibn Safwan had the ability to win the confidence 

of those in power. In his home province of cIraq he was in favor with the governor Khalid al-Qasri and 

his successor Yusuf ibn cUmar ibn Shubrumah (120-26/738-44). The latter included Khalid ibn Safwan 

in a delegation to the court of Hisham, whom he found at a desert resort. He regaled the caliph with stories 

of the Khusraus and stressed the transience of wealth and power and of life itself.228 His theme and elo

quence so touched Hisham that he broke camp and returned with his retinue to his palace. When an 

opportunity presented itself, he ventured to plead with Hisham on behalf of the fallen Khalid al-Qasri, 

only to be told that the treatment meted out to the latter was no worse than he actually deserved.229 

Hisham as prince once called for the opinions of some of his companions on the relative merits of Farazdaq, 

Akhtal, and Jarir and was dissatisfied with the views expressed. He then asked Khalid ibn Safwan to 

give his opinion of the three poets and was quite satisfied with the answer.230 

Khalid ibn Safwan lived a simple life, perhaps because of a streak of piety231 though most of his 

contemporaries credited it to extreme miserliness.232 He advocated small families as a safeguard for one's 

peace of mind and freedom from financial pressures.233 Proposing to a woman, he felt it only fair that she 

should know his temperament before giving her answer and proceeded to describe himself as one whose 

wife would weary him coming and afflict him going and would have no access to his money. He added 

that there were times when he felt so afflicted that were his own head in his hand, he would fling it away. 

223 lIqd VI 107: LgJLJ SJ^* i^Ju j iLJi l ^ j j *Hj* *-r!>j* u* ^ r ^ •VH o* 0^ * ^ ° implied distinction of J~J*- and 

~ 1 * is that offered by Khalid ibn Safwan (see ' Uyun IV 23 and cf. lIqd VI 117). Ibshihl II 204 f. has confused Hajjaj's son 'Abd 

al-Malik with the caliph (Abd al-Malik. 
224 Jahiz, Mahdsin, p. 239; the good woman is described as JZOJ i Jjl ^ x J J j ^Jdl i JJI S^JIlTj If^jf- j i ^UJIj i i l^^J lT. 

For other specimens of Ibn al-Qirriyah's prose see e.g. ibid. pp. 9 f., 263-67; Mas'udi V 323 f.; and references in n. 110 on p. 59 
above. 

225 Jahiz, Mahasin, p. 239: f,»- uJ,J
sj\ j *j£ ( J ^ ^ J I ^Li\ J * JJiiJi J J - l T y J I sI^LI. See Mas'udi V 394-96 for Ibn 

al-Qirriyah's longer descriptions of the best and the worst women. 
226 Mtfarif, p. 206; Tabari II 1127-29; Mascudi V 323. 
227 Jahiz, Bayan I I 90; Yaqfit I 97, 649 f. 
228 See Aglmnl I I 35-37 and XVIII 139 and Irshiid IV 161-64 for this and similar instances of his preachments. 
229 Agteni XIX 63. For the fall of Khalid al-Qasri and his family see e.g. Tabari I 1641-58. 
230 Aghani VII 73; Irshad IV 160 f. See also p. 141 below. 
231 He was one night, he said, contemplating the world's riches until in his imagination he saw the green sea covered with 

red gold but realized that all he really needed was two loaves, two jugs, and two old garments, to which another version adds 
the worship of the merciful (Allah); see Jahiz, Bayan III 147; Jahiz, Maftasin, p. 221: tf*J\ OSLPJ jL*-Ly ^jj^j oliuc-j. 

232 He came to be considered one of the four most miserly Arabs (AgJtdtu II 46; Irshad IV 164). 
233 Mas'udi VI 114 f.; Jal.iiz, Matiasin, p. 221. 
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The woman answered that she would not consider him acceptable even for the daughters of Iblis and 
dismissed him with Allah's blessings.234 He commissioned agents to find him a wife, but his specifications 
were so exacting that the agents could do no more than assure him he would find her in heaven.235 He 
must have eventually sweetened his proposals with a promise of due consideration and a legacy,236 for 
wives he did have and also at least one son and a daughter. But home was not always peaceful, for we 
find him declaring that the best night of his life was that in which he divorced his two wives.237 When 
among a group of men the conversation centered on women—a frequent pastime—Khalid listened 
attentively to each speaker, city dweller or Bedouin.238 He was an admirer of Bedouin verse and prose 
and particularly of Bedouin oratory.239 

Khalid's attitude toward women and even some of the phrases he used in describing them seem to 

have remained more or less constant to judge by a comparison of his earlier with two of his later, if not 

indeed his last, statements, which were made to the first 'Abbasid caliph, Abu al-<Abbas al-Saffah 

(132-36/750-54), who enjoyed Khalid's company.240 The caliph, commenting on the growth of people's 

harems, asked Khalid what type of woman he preferred most. Khalid answered that his preference was 

for one not too young nor too old, of impressive beauty of form from afar and still attractive when near, 

slender from (the waist) up and full from (the waist) down, one who had experienced both wealth and 

poverty. This description all but duplicates earlier instructions given a marriage agent.241 On a second, 

and probably later occasion, Khalid suggested to the caliph, who in being monogamous provided the 

proverbial exception to the rule, that he should enlarge his harem. He proceeded to tantalize the caliph's 

imagination by referring to the many types of women, slave or freeborn, that were available in his vast 

empire. Among those mentioned were Berber girls and other girls of foreign extraction but born and bred 

in Medina and trained to amuse and please, free women whose conversation was delightful, and girls of 

all descriptions who were born and bred in Basrah and Kufah.242 

Once again, in analyzing Khalid's descriptions of women, we find that the physical attractions predomi

nate, with here and there a reference to personality and training but hardly any emphasis on intellectuality. 

As for Khalid's style, some choice of vocabulary apart, it is very similar to that of his predecessor Ibn 

al-Qirrlyah. Rhymed prose is the rule, with one-word or two-word phrases predominating. Khalid's 

descriptions tend to be somewhat shorter and even less given to the use of figures of speech. Once again 

we find marked similarity of content and style between the text of our papyrus and comparable texts 

that later literary sources have preserved from the Umayyad period. 

It is both interesting and instructive to conclude our sampling of this type of literature by drawing 

attention to yet another description of a paragon of a woman. It comes from early cAbbasid times, when 

descriptions of beautiful and gifted slave girls were more readily available than those of high-born free 

234 'Uyiin IV 14. See ibid. IV 23, where he describes himself as short, dark, and bald. 
235 *Iqd VI 107; Jaliiz, Mahasin, pp. 220 f. 
236 Sec ' Vyun IV 5, where his specification ends with If^jj CU* i)\j I j ^ T l 'c^t^ o[. The effeminate male agent he employed 

had a reputation for success {lIqd VI 105). 
237 lUyu?i IV 127. One distressed wife sent him his bedding, and the other sent his daughter with a basket of food. The sequel 

is not reported. 
238 See e.g. (Iqd VI 107 and AmCill I I I 34 f., where a Bedouin describes in verse the desirability of women according to their 

ages and Khalid replies L-^ii j L. J P £j>\ Xai. 
239 Jahiz, Bayan I 184. When a barefooted Bedouin surpassed Khalid in eloquence, the latter exclaimed U*!j *^XJLJ <JAS 

2i0 See e.g. Jahiz, Bayan I 324 f.; Ya'qubi II 433. Abu al-cAbbas al-Saffah preferred to spend most of his evening leisure time 
in the company of men and could not understand why some men left such company for that of women, where they hear nonsense 
and see shortcomings (Mas'full VI 118, 137). 

241 lIqd VI 107, lines 10-13, as compared with lines 16-17, and both passages as compared with c Vyun IV 23, lines 1-4. 
242 Mas'fuli VI 110-1S. For more background, details, and the sequel see Abbott, Two Queens of Baghdad, pp. 13 f. 
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women. Muhammad ibn Mansur ibn Ziyad, an influential Barmakid secretary in the reign of Harun 

al-Rashid,243 was widely known for his generosity. This prompted an (unnamed) admirer to write him 

requesting the gift of a slave girl whose qualifications he specified at length along with interspersed 

comments giving his reasons for a particular physical or personality specification. The requirements are 

exhaustive, and the style is mixed. Short and longer rhymed phrases intertwine with a series of similes 

and a verse of poetry. The sophisticated Barmakid secretary replied that he too was looking for such a 

maid but did not think she was to be found even in the next world. Nevertheless he inclosed a gift of 

1,000 dinars and directed his correspondent to employ a professional agent to look for the desired girl, 

whose full price he promised to pay should she indeed be found.244 

DATING OF THE DOCUMENT 

A summary of the results of our research as detailed above is called for so that we may appraise its 

significance for the dating of the papyrus. We found that the two types of prose literature represented by 

the two sections of our text—a speech and descriptions of the ideal maiden—were well developed in pre-

Islamic times and continued to be popular thereafter. The ideas and the prose styles of both oratory and 

descriptive compositions through the TJmayyad period were closer to those of pre-Islamic times than to 

those of the new literary style (badV) that was emerging in early 'Abbasid times. The simpler idiom and 

the briefer phraseology of the pre-cAbbasid prose stylists contrasted with the more florid idiom and the 

lengthier phrases of their successors. Pre^Abbasid eloquence with its characteristic desert idiom was 

first infiltrated and then all but supplanted by the labored eloquence of the city dweller as molded largely 

by the influential secretarial class, whose idiom and figures of speech in both prose and poetry reflected 

progressively life in the heterogeneous metropolis. The characteristic rhymed phrases, retained by 

'Abbasid stylists, grew longer for the most part and hence complicated the elements of weight and balance. 

True, this process, which began roughly in the mid-second/mid-eighth century, had as yet far to go to 

reach completion. Nevertheless, its growth, analysis, and critical appraisal are reflected in the works of 

such leading authors from the second/eighth century onward as Jumahi (d. 231/845), Jahiz, Ibn al-

Mu'tazz, Ibn Abi cAwn, Qudamah ibn Ja(far, and Ibn Kaslriq (d. 463/1071). Still later, Diya> al-Din 

Nasr Allah ibn Muhammad ibn al-Athlr (558-637/1163-1239), surveying the long history of literary 

prose, which by his time had reached its verbose and florid peak, summed up the argument that literary 

prose, being the medium of the Qur'an, was not only superior to poetry but demanded greater effort and 

skill on the part of the stylist.245 Few would question the rigor of late 'Abbasid prose, but none can fail to 

see that it is far removed from the brief and simple yet eloquent prose of our papyrus text. 

The third-century authors who figure most significantly in our study of the historical and literary 

backgrounds of our document are Jahiz, Ibn Qutaibah, Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, Ya'qubl, Dmawarl, and 

Tabari. Their sources, in reverse chronological order, are Ibn al-Acrabi (d. 231/846 at age 81), cUtbi, 

Mada'ini, Abu cUbaid, Asma% Abu (Ubaidah, the Shrite Nasr ibn Muzahim, Nadr ibn Shumail, the 

243 Tabari I I I 688; Aghani XV 141. 

244 KMlidiyan, Kitab aUiihaf wa al-had-aya, pp. 101-4. Muhammad ibn Mansur himself owned an accomplished slave girl 
named Fauz, with whom the romantic court poet 'Abbas ibn al-Ahnaf became enamored and for whom he wrote verses (see 
Aghani XV 141 f.; see also DTwan al-(Abbas ibn al-Ahnaf, ed. 'Atikah al-Khazraji [Cairo, 1373/1954]). Fihrist, pp. 306-8, gives 
a long list of popular tales, some of which were authored by Hisham ibn Muhammad ibn al-Sa5ib al-Kalbi and Haitham ibn 
(Adi, including a Kitab 'Abbas wa Fauz whose author is not named. Contemporary poets praised Muhammad ibn Mansur for his 
generosity but more during his lifetime than in their elegies (e.g. Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Tabaqat, pp. 253, 293 f., 296, 437; 'lad III 291-93 
and V 327). 

245 Diva5 al-Din Nasr Allah ibn Muhammad ibn al-Athir, Al-jamV al-kabir ft sina'at al-nazm min al-hal'im al-manthur, ed. 
Mustafa Jawad and Jamil Sa'kt (Baghdad, 1375/1956) pp. 73-75. 
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Kharijite Haitham ibn cAdi, and Hisham ibn Muhammad ibn al-Sa>ib al-Kalbl (d. 204/819 or 206/821).246 

Their isnad's trace back in turn to Abu 'Awanah al-Waddah ibn Khalid (d. 170/786 or 176/792), Mufad<Jal 

ibn Muhammad al-Dabbi, Hammad al-Kawiyah, Abu cAmr ibn al-cAla\ Muhammad ibn al-Sa'ib al-

Kalbl, 'Awanah ibn al-Hakam, and Ibn al-Muqaffac (d. ca. 139/757 or 142/759). Two significant observa

tions about all of these authors247 are, first, that they used manuscripts with or without accompanying 

oral transmission248 and, second, that all of them, though some more than others, drew on the more 

knowledgeable and eloquent Bedouins, both those in their midst and others whom they sought out in the 

desert—men and women whom they cited for the most part anonymously.249 Furthermore, these several 

groups of authors reflect the early literary interests as they developed in the Hijaz and Syria and the 

subsequent dominance of 'Iraq in the linguistic and literary fields. They reflect also the early participation 

of both North and South Arab scholars, orthodox or otherwise, who were soon joined by non-Arab col

leagues mainly from the eastern provinces. Moreover, early 'Abbasid sources provide some evidence 

that secular prose literature was already in circulation in Umayyad times, particularly literature of the 

ansab, aMbdr, and amihal categories and a wide variety of naivddir for the most part from the history and 

folklore of the Persians and the Arabs.250 This should surprise no one, considering the rapid increase in 

literacy251 and the absence of injunctions against or hesitancy about committing such literature to 

writing. Even more significant is the realization that such early objections as had existed to committing 

sacred literature to writing, other than the Qur'an itself, had been overcome by the time of Zuhri (d. 

124/741) and his pupils, as already detailed in our Volume II. And Zuhri was contemporary with the 

Meccan schoolteacher and scholar 'Ata' ibn Abi Rabah and his son Ya'qub of our papyrus text (see recto 

7 and comment on p. 44), as also with Ibn al-Qirriyah, Sha'bi, Khalid ibn Safwan,252 cAbd al-Malik ibn 

'Umair (d. 136/753 at age 103),253 and Ibn al-MuqaftV, all of whom have roles in our understanding of 

the literary background of our papyrus text. 

Still another factor that must be taken into consideration is the wide range of interest of the Umayyad 

and early 'Abbasid scholars no matter what their particular fields of specialization. Stirring speeches and 

246 Hisham and Haitham were severely criticized as traditionists but recognized, nonetheless, as knowledgeable authors in 
the fields of history, genealogy, racial and tribal customs and manners (see e.g. Jarfy I I 397 f.; Khatib XIV 50-54; Irshdd VII 
261-66; Dhahabi, Mizan al-i< tidal fi tarajim al-rijal I I I 265 f.). Nadim credits Haitham with 52 titles that, though fewer than 
those he credits to Mada'ini, indicate a wide range of subjects. One covers intermarriage between Arabs and non-Arab clients, 
and another is titled Kitab al-nisa\ Haitham's pupil and transmitter Hafs ibn 'Umar produced a like work, a copy of which in 
the handwriting of Sukkari (212-75/827-88) was seen by Nadim (Fihrist, pp. 35, 99 f., 110, 306: Irshdd VII 265 f.). Haitham 
is frequently cited by Jahiz and Ibn Qutaibah, as the indexes to their works readily reveal, and also by Ibn Abi Tahir Taifiir, 
pp. 95, 116, 156, 166 f., 172 (no index in edition here cited), who probably used written sources since he did use the wijddah 
method of transmission as indicated on his pp. 25 and 65. 

For Jaliiz' critical estimate of the role of some of these scholars and their contemporaries see e.g. his Bat/an I 321, 342, I I 146, 
150, 242, and I I I 297. 

Fourth-century authors, particularly Mas'iidi, Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani, Abu (AH al-Qali, and Ibn (Abd Rabbihi, whose works 
have been used freely in our study, rely for the most part on this group of earlier scholars and their still earlier sources. 

247 For some of their contributions to the type of literature under consideration see pp. 61 f. and Q5 f. 
248 I.e., through the accepted mundwalah, miilcdtabah, or wijddah method, for which see Vol. I I . 
249 Jahiz, Baydn I 134 f.; <Uyun IV 5; Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 41, 92 f., 105, 107, 108 f., 141 f. For Jahiz' estimate of the 

significant role of the Bedouins in the study of language and literature see his Baydn I 158 and I I I 252, 322-24, 347-49. See also 
pp. 71 and 74 above. 

250 See Vol. I 9-19, 29; see, further, Mas'udi V 77 f. and Fihrist, pp. 89 f. 
251 Sec e.g. (Iqd IV 45, which indicates that even older illiterate Companions were expected to learn to read the Qur'an and 

to write copies of it. 'Umar I ordered a Bedouin to do the same (Suli, Adah al-kultdb, p. 30, n. 3). 
252 His speeches and sayings were in wide circulation and were no doubt recorded in Mada'ini's Kitab Khalid ibn Safwan and in 

part at least in some two dozen "books" that Mada'ini devoted specifically to women (see Fihrist, pp. 102, 104, 115, 125, and 

Jaliiz, Baydn 1324-26: o?hJ\ ^J J JJ±I v ^ • ^ |*̂ AS0; sec also C.4L S I 93 and 105). Later still, Juludi(d. after 330/942) 
also produced a book on Khalid ibn Safwan {Fihrist, p. 115). For Khalid as a literary critic see p. 141 below. 

253 He had access to Mu'awiyah's state bureau and library (dhvdn), where he saw a letter from the king of China to Mu'awiyah 
(Jahiz, Hayawdn VII 113). For some of his transmission see Ibn Sa(d VI 220 f.; Jahiz, Hayawdn VI 352; Tabari II 200, 314. 
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lively anecdotes254 held a certain fascination for all. The subject of women intrigued poet, scholar, and 

layman alike. Under the Marwanid branch of the Umayyads, the rulers and courtiers indulged in such 

quick turnover of wives and concubines that Walid I is said to have married and divorced sixty-three 

wives during his reign.255 Sulaiman was so openly preoccupied with his bountiful table and his women 

that the members of his court and his wealthier subjects, taking their cue from him, "became excessively 

preoccupied with conversation and exchange of opinion about the marrying of free women and the enjoy

ment of slave girls."256 This trend, despite an attempted reversal during the brief reign of cUmar II, 

continued on its widening course in the plural society of the golden age of the early 'Abbasid empire 

(see p. 74) though not without a few marked exceptions, particularly among dedicated scholars.257 

Finally, we need to keep in mind that literate families such as those of (Umar I, cAmr ibn al-cAs, 'All ibn 

Abi Talib, <Abd Allah ibn 'Abbas, <Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair, and both branches of the Umayyads each 

included at least one person, of the blood or a client, who was primarily concerned with the history and 

deeds of the family. We read, for instance, that Sacd (or Sa'id) al-Qasir, a client of Mucawiyah's full 

brother cUtbah ibn Abi Sufyan, transmitted Umayyad family history. Sa(d himself fell at Mecca in the 

Second Civil War of Islam but his materials were transmitted and the family history continued by other 

members of the family and put to good use by the family poet, historian, and scholar (Utbi (d. 228/842), 

who transmitted from his scholarly father, cUbaid Allah al-cUtbi, among others.258 <Utbi was no narrow 

or formal political-military historian. His interests included genealogy, anecdotes, poetry, and ethics— 

ansab, manaqib, asli'ar, and akhldq—sis, reflected in the titles credited to him: Kitab al-akJildq, Kitab al-

a'dnb, and a collection of the poetry of women whose love turned to hate.259 Both Ibn Sacd and Abu 

Hatim al-Sijistanl transmitted from him, and the latter reported the use of TJtbf s books after his death.260 

Furthermore, inasmuch as poetry continued to be a source of political and social history there were those, 

poets or not, who collected and transmitted contemporary or nearly contemporary poetry. We read, for 

instance, that Walid II collected the records of the Arabs covering their poetry, history, genealogy, and 

dialects and made use of the manuscript collections of Hammad al-Rawiyah and Jannad. We find, more

over, that not much later a grandson of <Abd Allah ibn 'Abbas, namely (Abd Allah ibn 'All, who witnessed 

the fall of the Umayyads, collected the diivdn's of the Marwanids and declared that of Hisham the most 

accurate and the best for subject and ruler alike.261 The poetry in such dnvdn's, even if incomplete, could 

254 See e.g. Jal.iiz, Baydn I 158. 
255 Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, p. 145. Mughirah ibn Shu'bah is said to have contracted 80 marriages in all {'Uyun IV 37). 
2 3 6 Tabar I I I 1272 f.; Tha'alibi, LataHf, pp. 116 f.: j * Oj JSc^i . . . olc! j ^ U l j l & ,LJUI, fLkJI ^ ^ U p ,JW 

^ j l ^ J l j ^bui^L? J\J}~\ £ i J - / & < V * ^ . J *l~^' ^ d - ^ ' J^ ,j^ji-1. See e.g. Mas'udi V 401 f. for Sulaiman's appetite and 
table manners as described by Asma'I to Harun al-Rashid, who was amazed at the scholar's intimate knowledge of the Umayyads. 

257 Such as Yunus ibn Habib {Fihrist, p. 42; Bughyah, p. 426), Kisa'i (see <Uydn IV 81 but see also Inbah I I 266 f.), Kulthum 
ibn 'Amr al-'Attabi {Irshdd VI 214), Jahiz (Hasan al-Sandubi, Adab al-Jdbiz [Cairo, 1931] pp. 203-5), Tabaii {Irshdd VI 434), 
and Muhammad ibn al-Qasim ibn al-Anbari (Zubaidi, pp. 172 f.; Inbah I I I 204 f.). 

The family trials and tribulations of some dedicated scholars who did marry are reflected in anecdotes about or statements by, 
for instance, Zuhri (see our Vol. II 183, esp. n. 114), Khalid ibn Safwan (see pp. 73 f. above), Laith ibn Nadr, who was involved 
in the Kitab al-'ain controversy (see pp. 37 f. above), and Asma'I (Uyun IV 125; Hand al-akhyar, pp. 185 f.: ^^^\ Jl5 

J4* (*yi? J&J^J j * * £JJ j ^ £y* ^ISoJI). Such matters bring to mind I Cor. 7:32-34, Surah 64:14-15, and Francis Bacon's 
essay "Of Marriage and Single Life." 

258 Ma'arif, p. 267; Fddil, p. 67; Fihrist, pp. 90, 121; Khatib I I I 324-26; Ibn Khallikan I 661 (= trans. I l l 106 £); Ibn Abi 
Tahir Taifur, p. 127. 

259 E.g. Fihrist, pp. 90, 121. 
2™ Amdli I I 81 f.; Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 70, 118, 153, 159, and see ibid. pp. 25, 116, and 172 for reports which cite 'Utbi 

simply as ^^-iJ! JU and which could have been taken from his manuscripts alone since Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur did use the 
wijddah method of transmission (ibid. pp. 25 and 65). 

261 Tabari I I 1732 = Ibn al-Athir, Al-kamil ft al-ta'rtlch, ed. C. T. Thornberg (Lugduni Batavorum, 1851-76) V 196: £**?• 

. f t!* b\jij j * o l k U j <JUI ^ U i Vj jt-^l I j l ^ j j l i» o\jj* ^i <JJ JU> 
The word diwdn is here an inclusive term used in reference to both state archives and personal libraries. 
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hardly have been intrusted to memory alone. That poets of the Umayyad period committed to writing at 

least some of their own poetry, apart from such few verses as they included in their correspondence or 

sent as love messages,262 is indicated by the controversy over whether such compositions should begin 

with the basmalah formula. Sha'bi was against the use of the formula, but Sa'id ibn Jubair (d. 95/714) 

insisted on it and the public as a rule followed his example, though there was a choice in the matter.263 

The judge and poet Muharib ibn Dithar, hearing of the death of 'Umar II and wishing to compose an 

elegy for the occasion, summoned his secretary to write down his verses. The secretary automatically 

wrote the basmalah formula but was ordered to erase it "for it is not to be used with poetry."264 

We have learned that prose literature of the type represented by the two sections of our papyrus text, 

in both content and literary style, was popular in Umayyad times and that some of it was available in 

writing to a number of second/eighth-century cAbbasid scholars who were known to have committed their 

own works to writing. On the basis of its script and of the name Ya'qub ibn (Ata5 in recto 7 we can place 

our document about the middle of this century. Yacqub may or may not have long survived his aged 

scholarly father, 'Ata5 ibn Abi Rabah, who died in 114/732. Nevertheless, the papyrus could as well 

be from Ya'qub's hand as from that of a younger second-century transmitter. The omission ofisndd's was 

common for this type oiakkbdr literature, as hadith critics later saw fit to point out. And Jahiz was probably 

not alone in appreciating the political and literary accomplishments of the Umayyads and in realizing that 

the greater part of their secular literature was lost, neglected, or corrupted by the time of such leading 

'Abbasid scholars as Abu 'Ubaidah, Mada'ini, Hisham ibn Muhammad ibn al-Sa'ib al-Kalbl, and Haitham 

ibn cAdi.265 We have here an actual literary specimen from the Umayyad period. 

262 See Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, p. 151; Akkbar alqudat I 185, 192 f. See also n. 122 on p. 60 above and pp. 115 f. and 170 below. 
263 { Umdah 11 237 f.; Sam'ani, Adab al-imliV wa al-istimlcV, ed. Max Weisweiler (Leiden, 1952) p. 169; Ahmad ibn (Abd Allah 

ibn Hajar aI-fAsqalani, Fath al-barifi shark al-Bufcharll (Cairo, 1319/1901) 5. 
264 Abu Nu'aim, Hilyat al-awliya' tabaqiit al-asfiyd' V 321. For Muharib see Ibn Sa'd VI 214. 
265 Jahiz, Bayan III 297: ^ U j . U-J^J Jf j . ^Ui VI I ^ J U U 
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ANECDOTES FROM ASMAT 

Oriental Institute No. 17639. First half of third/ninth century. 

Coarse papyrus, 25 X 16 cm. The piece has several lacunae, almost no vertical margins, and horizontal 

margins of 2 cm. (PI. 5). The verso is blank except for a brief undated entry of an unspecified amount of 

rent still due from Jahm al-Jazzar(?) for the five months from Dhu al-Hijjah to Rabr II. 

Script.—Nondescript, common, cursive hand, closely wTritten and carelessly executed both as to the 

letter forms and the placing of some of the diacritical points. The latter are used freely especially in the 

verses cited. Vowels and the hamzah are not used. The circle with a dot indicates the end of a verse of 

poetry. The script of the notation on the verso is similar but more carefully written. 

TEXT 

[^] ! l oKM ^ f~>. i 
^^w^Vl J IS 2 

<L>-1 

IJIP A 15 AL>- U>- /HJ/W 1>I l i l i f j i £**jj* 3 

l ^ d l * ^ L*j Ĵ>5 ^yU IOA J <UjU- (J-1P J15 5 

* L i diUS" J cJs J^i J l i J^53l J15 6 

J * i <13l ^^JJI ^ J L J ^ J l 4,111 cJL* J j i * l iJ l i *JW J15 7 

Uo5 ^ j JJ^JIJ l^>^JaJ UJL>-Li 0 * L J U 8 

UL*pu5l UUt^ ( j ^ ^ 4J:^ (J^J O *L i i i l ^ / ? ? Ji^ 10 

U L ^ 1 ^ ( j^ i^ < j ^ "^ ^ - ^ ^-^^ ^ © * ^ ' <—-̂  ^J 11 

_I l5j O *li£ Vj 12 

^j l^p dUli J15 J a ^ ^ *̂ >Î JI r-|/>*lj ^ - ^ i ^ £7^^"' ir4' 13 

dUV Jl i d l l ^ JA </-Lr^ &j*\ " ,J j ^V l Uj 4HII J l t l <J JU5 14 

t^li J l i \J\ ui <jl 4Jl̂  ̂  J l i oT^I t^J V 15 

411 ^a j *L>- li l J, 1,51 Jl i d\! tyl oi a, ̂  l i Jl i 16 

—bk t r i ^ 1 " ^ ^ 17 

Comments.—The text consists of two anecdotes reported by Asma% in the first of which (lines 2-12) 

he himself is a participant. The second (lines 12-17) is an incomplete anecdote associated with Hajjaj ibn 

Yusuf, who, as governor of 'Iraq, ordered the undesirable classes of the population expelled from his 

newly founded provincial capital of Wasit. The common link is the language or behavior of an undesirable 

person referred to as ^)j& (see comment on lines 3-4). The individual so characterized, however, is not 

the same person in the two anecdotes. 

79 
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Lines 3-41 The unvoweled word ^)J^ is clearly pointed in line 3 but unpointed in lines 4 and 13 and 

also in the plural form ^\f^ in line 13. The noun ghurdb (plural ghurb, from, which a double plural ghirdb 

is possible) is defined as the sharp edge of something or the sharpness of anything, including sharpness of 

the tongue and thence meaning sharpness of temper or the like, passionateness, irritability or vehemence 

of a man or a youth or a horse (see Lane, p. 2241). Furthermore, ghurb and the possible plural ghirdb, said 

of a person or of language, means strange or far from being intelligible or difficult to understand or 

obscure or the state of being a stranger or a foreigner (see Lane, pp. 2240 and 2242). The last meaning 

could apply to the furtive stranger in the Bedouin camp of lines 3-4 and to the strangers or foreigners of 

line 13 who were expelled from Wasit. 

Again, assuming that the dot over the ghain in line 3 is an accidental speck and reading ^)j& and also 

stretching a point of grammar and lexicography by virtue of analogy, qiyds (a device still somewhat fluid 

in both sciences in young AsmaTs day), one could associate this assumed reading with *J)J-& J ^ j , a brisk, 

lively, or sprightly man, or with ^}j^9 foul or obscene speech or talk (see Lane, pp. 1991 and 1995). All 

of these meanings, depending on one's idea as to what constitutes sprightliness or vulgarity, could be 

applied to the men and the language of both parts of the papyrus text because of their partly parallel 

and closely related anecdotes that are reported in the sources. Amended readings ^)j^0) and u^l^-P jI 

are not admissible, especially in line 13, on either paleographic or historical grounds. For all our sources 

are agreed that Hajjaj ibn Yusuf's edict of expulsion of some people from Wasit was not aimed primarily 

at the vulgar boors or clowns among the Bedouins, let alone at all of the Bedouins. An amended reading 

^ [ ^ in line 3 has a bare paleographic possibility since dots are not always carefully placed with the 

letters to which they belong, as for example in •& of line 11. Associated with a bachelor or a solitary 

distant herder (see Lane, p. 2033), the term might apply to the main character in lines 3-4 of our first 

anecdote but would not apply to line 13 for the same historical reason that is given above against the 

reading ^ - j j / 1 ' . 

The desert setting in which we find Asma'i reporting a personal anecdote is readily explained by his 

well known frequent visits and some lengthy sojourns with the Bedouins in search of knowledge of 

classical Arabic and its poetry. Not so well known is his marriage to a Bedouin woman. The gaum of line 

3 could refer to any Bedouin group he was staying with at the time or to the people of his Bedouin wife 

(see pp. 104 f.). 

Lines 5-6. The familiar theme of an amorous swain seeking his beloved's camp or tent needs no com

ment. Lazy people disinclined to timely action or physical exertion were to be found in all walks of life, 

as reflected in several proverbs on this and related themes (see e.g. Bakri, Fasl al-maqdlfi shark Jcitdb 

al-amthdl U Abi ^Ubaid, p. 276; Tashkuprizadah, Kitdb miftdh al-stfddah I 15-17, 31; Baud al-akhyar, 

pp. 250-53). 

Lines 7-12. The lazy lover who claimed these five verses would seem to be a plagiarist if we accept the 

identification of verses 1, 3, and 4 as those of Walld II (125-26/743-44) as reported by Ibn cAbd Eabbihi 

('Iqd IV 454), the only identification provided so far in the available sources. The *Iqd text reads as 

follows: 

*\ p̂- VJJ tr^J W-***^ '*i^ *^*J (V4 4£^ / p l / i J 

For ^^z of the first verse, some of the cIqd manuscripts have ci^ O' > which could be a slight variant if 
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not an error for < ^ ^ of line 7 of our text, where the remaining variants are self-explanatory. See Gabrieli, 

p. 34, No. I, for the fully pointed text of Walid's three verses. 

The phrase *L5ol U ^ J J of our line 9 alternates in comparable situations with *Ua*5l e i ^S" and 

j ^ J I *JIXA (<Iqd VI 451 f.; Mas'udi V 433). The prevalence of this type of amatory verse and Walid's use 

of it is discussed below (pp. 92 ff.). Note that the last verse of our poem calls for a kasrah as its final 

vowel as against the dammah of the preceding four verses—a fault technically known as iqivd' (see Shi'r, 

pp. 29 f., for several examples). 

Lines 12-17. The script of this second anecdote becomes increasingly cursive, with fewer diacritical 

points and more careless execution of individual letters. The final ra* and mini of i j**^l in line 14 look 

more like final nun. Note also the misformed medial sad of^p^ in line 16; citing Surah 110:1. For further 

comment on the background of the text see pp. 83 ff. 

HAJJAJ IBN YUSUF 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

I 

Mu'awiyah (41-60/661-80) and his governors of I raq were able, for the most part, to keep that 

turbulent province under control by a combination of force and painstaking diplomacy. The subsequent 

inter-dynastic rivalry that ended with the victory of the Marwanid branch of the Umayyads, the 'Alid 

tragedy at Karbala\ and the counter-caliphate of 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair (61-73/681-92) roused the 

several dissident groups, particularly those in 'Iraq, to intensify their open opposition. Even after the 

failure of the Shrite movement of Ibn al-Hanafiyah, the revolt of the Kharijite Mukhtar, and the fall of 

Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair, cAbd al-Malik (65-86/685-705) realized that he had still to reckon with the 

Shrites and the Kharijites and to contend with the tribal ambitions of the predominantly South Arab 

settlers of 'Iraq, whose wholehearted loyalty to his North Arab dynasty entrenched in Syria could not 

always be taken for granted. It is, therefore, not surprising that, except for Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, 'Abd al-

Malik found no ready and unconditional takers for the governorship of 'Iraq.1 

Force rather than diplomacy, in peace and war, characterized Hajjaj's long rule (75-95/694-714) of 

that restless key province and its eastern dependencies. 'Abd al-Malik, convinced of Hajjaj's loyalty and 

for the most part also of his indispensability, condoned Hajjaj's policy of force though he did, on occasion, 

warn him against or rebuke him for causing excessive bloodshed.2 Hajjaj's first speech when he took office 

in Kiifah let the Kufans know in no uncertain terms that he intended to rule with an iron hand and would 

assuredly cause rebels to shed blood.3 Open rebellion by the Kharijites, especially that of Shabib ibn 

Yazld al-Shaibani (d. 77/696 or 78/697) in 'Iraq proper and the halfhearted support of Hajjaj's 'Iraqi 

forces sent against Shabib, soon gave Hajjaj occasion to match his threatening words with gory deeds. 

Thwarted by Shablb's guerrilla tactics and suspicious of his own 'Iraqi forces, Hajjaj sent urgent appeals 

to 'Abd al-Malik for Syrian troops, which were quickly dispatched.4 The trusted Syrians fought well, 

1 Mas'udi V 291 f.: LA Ul JUi r ^ ^ ' ftfj ]>Xwai Jlj*J! J* f X j (villiI JUP) JlS. Only after having asked the same question 
twice more with the same results did (Abd al-Malik finally appoint Hajjaj. 

2 See e.g. Tabari I I 1133 f.; Mas'Qdi V 308-12, 389; Sulf, Adah al-kuttub, p. 236; Ibn 'Asakir IV 66-68. 

3 Jaliiz, Bayan I 369 f. and I I 142; Ya'qubl I I 326; Mas'udi V 293 f.; Tabari I I 863-65; Mubarrad, pp. 215 f. See <Iqd IV 
115-24 for Hajjaj's speeches. See also Perier, pp. 70-73. 

4 E.g. Tabari I I 943 f.; Mas'udi V 331 f. See also Perier, pp. 134-36. 
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turned the tide of the war, and eventually put Shabib's forces to flight, in the course of which Shabib 

himself wTas drowned.5 

In the meantime, despite advice for leniency, Hajjaj had continued to taunt the 'Iraqis in general and 

the Kufans in particular,6 thus further aggravating the discontent of the South Arab population and the 

resentment of the province's military and religious leaders. Discontent and resentment continued to 

intensify as Hajjaj relied more and more on the largely North Arab Syrians, whom he repeatedly charac

terized as trustworthy, loyal, and of unquestioning obedience,7 thus adding fuel to the ever smouldering 

fires of tribal rivalries and animosities. All these factors were, in part at least, responsible for the poor 

morale of the 'Iraqi forces and their non-heroic flights before the enemy, particularly in the case of the 

general 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad al-Kindi, better known as Ibn al-Ash'ath, and his largely 

South Arab troops who fled before Shabib.8 Hajjaj's mistrust of and accusations against the Iraqis lasted 

throughout his rule9 and in part contributed to the growing animosity between him and Ibn al-Ash'ath,10 

whose rebellion (80-85/699-704) raised the shadow of a counter-caliphate that all but dislodged Hajjaj 

from his powerful position in 'Iraq.11 The tide was first turned against Ibn al-Ashcath in part by the 

Syrian forces wThom the greatly alarmed (Abd al-Malik dispatched posthaste12 and in part by growing 

dissension in the rebel's camp. Seeking new allies, Ibn al-Ash'ath fled to Khurasan, where he was finally 

betrayed in 85/704, and his head was sent to Hajjaj in return for tax remission over a period of seven 

years.13 

II 

It was during the last phase of the rebellion of Ibn al-Ashcath that Hajjaj first gave thought, in 83/702, 

to a seat of provincial government other than that of Kufah or Basrah. The immediate reason is sometimes 

given as an incident involving a drunken Syrian soldier who annoyed a Kufan bride and was killed by her 

soldier-groom. The latter was nevertheless set free by Hajjaj, who expressed disapproval of the Syrian 

soldier's conduct and furthermore ordered the Syrian troops, then quartered and moving freely among the 

population, to move to a new encampment on the outskirts of Kaskar.14 The incident is reported by 

Tabari without an isndd and without identification of the chief characters. Yet, under the circumstances 

incidents of this type would not be improbable. Be that as it may, separate encampments for the Syrian 

troops did offer a solution to such problems. But Hajjaj had other and more compelling reasons, political 

and personal, for the founding of Wasit as a government seat. As governor not only of 'Iraq proper but of 

its fast-growing yet turbulent eastern dependencies and since he was even contemplating an invasion of 

5 Tabari I I 975 f.; Mas'udi V 322; Juma!.il, p. 163; Perier, pp. 131-47. But see Jaljiz, Bayan I 285 and 384 and Mas'udi V 454 
for the rebelling South Arab Yazld ibn al-Muhallab's low opinion of the Syrians as composed of artisans and people of the 
lower classes. 

6 See e.g. Tabari II 444-46, 954 f., 957. Later he turned a deaf ear to Jamic al-MuJiarbi's advice on winning the support of 
the 'Iraqis and their troops by milder measures, saying that the sword will bring them to obedience. Jami"s courageous answer 
so angered Hajjaj that Jami* felt it necessary to flee to Syria (Jahiz, Bayan II 140 f.; fIqd II 179 f. and IV 114). See p. 59 
above for a comparable situation when Mu'awiyah readily accepted and acted upon the advice of cAmr ibn al-cAs, 

7 As with Mu'awiyah and (Amr ibn al-'As (see pp. 51 f.), Hajjaj's favorite term for the Syrians was ^ILJIj **-JI J A I , which 
was also used at times as a battle cry (see Tabari I I 959 f.). For the subsequent use of this and other terms by Hajjaj in praise of 
the Syrians, coupled at times with condemnation of the 'Iraqis see e.g. Tabari II 1099, 1134. 

8 Tabari II 930-33, 37-39; see also Perier, pp. 129-33. 
* E.g. Tabari I I 1254, 1258; Mas(udi V 305-7, 328-30, 336. 
10 Tabari I I 1042^6. 
11 Ibid. I I 1054-67, 1072-77, 1085 f., 1094 f., 1098-1101; Mas'udi V 302-5. 
12 Tabari I I 1059 f.: . . . zjj\ J P JSlj y^j bj^j Zl> ^ J T j -A^ J l UjkL-j fliJI JAI j L y . See also Mas'udi 

V 304 and 366, according to which the women of the royal harem had to sacrifice some of their treasures in order to meet the 
payroll of the Syrian troops sent to Hajjaj. 

13 Tabari II 1102-4, 1132-36; Mas'udi V 305-7; Perier, pp. 224-26. 
14 E.g. Tabari II 1125 f., 1236. 
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the Chinese border/5 Hajjaj saw the political and military advantage of a provincial capital that was more 

centrally situated than either Kufah or Basrah. His distrust of the 'Iraqi forces and of many leading non-

military personalities who were critical of his policy of force or who supported Ibn al-Ash/ath impelled 

Hajjaj to seek a secure capital to be peopled by his own loyal supporters. Ibn al-Ashcath fled to Sijistan, 

pursued by the Syrians and others, including Hajjaj's son Muhammad, sometime during the winter of 

83-84/702-3.16 His flight left Hajjaj and 'Iraq free from active warfare though the end of the rebellion of 

Ibn al-Ashcath could by no means have been taken for granted. Hajjaj, as I see it, must have begun 

building Wasit in this very winter, which would adequately explain why some sources report it as first 

built in 83/702 and others in 84/703.17 Wasit as completed in 86/705 was a twin city on the shores of the 

Tigris, the two parts linked by a pontoon bridge. On the western shore was the new Wasit with its govern

ment and public buildings and accommodations for the Syrian troops. The older Kaskar, on the eastern 

shore, was incorporated into the new capital. Its largely Persian population was later augmented mainly 

by Turks from the Transoxus and by an earlier colony of Bukharians whom cUbaid Allah ibn Ziyad 

had settled in Basrah.18 Both the plan and the settlements of the twin city reflected Hajjaj's vigilant eye 

on the eastern dependencies, his aversion to the 'Iraqis, and his reliance on Syrian troops who, like him, 

were committed to the cause of the Umayyads in general19 and to that of cAbd al-Malik and Walld I 

in particular.20 

SOCIAL AND LITERARY BACKGROUNDS 

Born at Ta'if in 41/661 to a humble family of schoolteachers, a profession then largely in the hands of 

the maivali and of Christians and Jews, the ambitious young Hajjaj ibn Yusuf left the schoolroom to 

seek his fortune in public administration in the Hijaz itself. Presently he made his way north to the 

imperial capital of Damascus, where he served under Rauh ibn Zinbac, chief of police for cAbd al-Malik.21 

Hajjaj was among Rauh's men in cAbd al-Malik's campaign against Mus'ab ibn al-Zubair and his 'Iraqi 

supporters (70-72/689-91) when he first came to the attention of cAbd al-Malik as a strong and resourceful 

military disciplinarian. With Mus'ab out of the way, 'Abd al-Malik next gave the eager Hajjaj the task 

of reducing his brother 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair, counter-caliph in the Hijaz.22 This Hajjaj speedily 

accomplished the next year (73/692), to become himself the governor of Mecca and then of Medina 

(73-75/692-94) and presently the strong-handed governor (75-95/694-714) of the more strategic and 

turbulent province of 'Iraq and its eastern dependencies.23 

Hajjaj's rapid rise to high office and political power was soon followed by an ambitious climb up the 

social ladder, primarily through marriage alliances (see pp. 72 f.). In the meantime, he sought a reputa

tion as orator, linguist, and finally as patron of learning and culture, for his rivals, enemies, and at times 

15 Futub ahbuldan, p. 290. 
16 E.g. Tabari I I 1100-1104. 
17 Jahiz, Bayan I 113; Tabari I I 1125; Mas'iidi, Kitab al-tanblh iva al-ishraf (EGA VIII [1894]) p. 360; Ibn Khallikan I 155 

(— trans. I 360); Yaqut IV 883 f. See also Maximilian Streck's Die alte Landschaft Babylonien nach den arabischen Geographen II 
(Leiden, 1901) 318-33 and his article "Wasit" in EI IV 1228-32; Perier, pp. 205-13; G. Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern 
Caliphate; Mesopotamia, Persia, and Central Asia, from the Moslem Conquest to the Time of Timur (Cambridge, England, 1905) 
pp. 31 f. 

18 Futuh aUuldan, p. 376; Ibn Rustah, p. 187; Yaf qubi, Kitab al-biddan, 2d ed. (in BGA VII [1892]) p. 322. See also references 
in preceding note. 

19 Hajjaj played a significant role, for example, in the campaign against Mus'ab ibn al-Zubair (70-72/689-91) in 'Iraq and in 
the fall of Mus'ab's brother the counter-caliph 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair (d. 73/692) in the Hijaz. 

20 Hajjaj was ever ready to support either caliph against any rival or opposition within or without the Umayyad family, par
ticularly in regard to the heirship and succession (see e.g. Tabari II 1164-68, 1173, 1274 f., 1284; see also Perier, pp. 228 f., 335). 

21 E.g. Jahiz, Bayan I 113. For details of Hajjaj's family background and youth see Perier, pp. 3-7. 
22 Perier, pp. 28-35. 
23 lIqd I I 79-81; Zambaur, pp. 19, 24. 
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even his patrons24 taunted him with his humble origin and background.25 The combination of great 

power, high social and cultural ambitions, and the nagging reminders, if not his own resentment, of his 

humble origin played a role in his high-handed treatment and disposal of those who criticized or dared to 

defy him, as it did also in his choice of the population for his new capital of Wasit. The incident reported 

in lines 13-17 of our papyrus is but one of many symptoms of these several socio-cultural causes at work. 

Hajjaj's concern with correct speech, and particularly with the correct reading and transcribing of the 

Qur'an, must have dated back to his schoolteaching days. In addition to his sensitivity to errors in the 

reciting of the Qur'an, from which not even he was free,26 the political and religious overtones of persistent 

variant readings, particularly those of cAbd Allah ibn Mas'tid (d. 32/653),27 so alarmed him that he took 

steps to safeguard the correct reading and transcription of the cUthmanic edition of the Qur'an. I t was 

perhaps no accident that the same year (86/705) saw the completion of Wasit and of Hajjaj's revision of 

the 'Uthmanic Qur'an, copies of which he sent to Damascus and the provincial capitals.28 

According to some sources it would seem that Hajjaj excluded from Wasit from its very beginning all 

undesirables, commonly described collectively as the nabdt or as the nabit and the anbdt.29 Other sources 

report that he expelled them when he himself first took up residence in his new capital.30 Still others 

report that the expulsion took place when the city was completed.31 Our papyrus text (line 13) indicates 

expulsion at some unspecified time rather than initial expulsion or exclusion. The stern Hajjaj would 

hardly have allowed an initial order of exclusion to be ignored. There is also the possibility that some 

so-called undesirables may have been used as construction workers in the building of Wasit. We do know 

that he employed Hassan al-Nabati to drain and reclaim the marshes.32 We read further that, having 

expelled the nabdt from Wasit on taking up his residence in that city, Hajjaj wrote his kinsman Hakam 

ibn Ayyub, deputy governor of Basrah, to expel immediately all the nabdt from Basrah also, for they 

corrupt religion and the (whole) world. When Hakam reported that he had expelled all the nabdt except 

those who read the Qur'an and were knowledgeable in religion and world affairs, he received an angry 

reply for not expelling all of them and was all but accused of being part nabati himself.33 

Whether or not the Nabataeans of the Nabataean kingdom of pre-Islamic times were originally an 

ethnic group, Aramaic or Arab, need not detain us here.34 Yet, mention should be made in passing of their 

24 E.g. lIqd V 20-25; see also ibid. p. 38, where cAbd al-Malik upbraids him for his conduct and taunts him with his background, 
and pp. 41 f. for Prince Sulaiman's abusive and threatening letter to Hajjaj. See Mas'udi V 364-67 for the upraiding he received 
from Umm al-Banin, wife of Walid I. 

25 E.g. Mubarrad, p. 290; see also Perier, pp. 3-7. 
26 When Yal.iya ibn Ya'mar pointed out, at Hajjaj's own insistence, an error in the latter's reading of Surah 9:24, Hajjaj gave 

him three days to get out of cIraq and exiled him to Khurasan, where he served as secretary to its governor, Yazid ibn al-Muhallab 
(82-85 A.H.); Jumahl, p. 13; Nuzhah, pp. 11 f. See lIqd V 20 and 36 for other incidents. 

27 E.g. Mas'udi V 330 f. 
28 OIP L 4 8 ^ 9 and our Vol. I I 20; see also Perier, pp. 255-57, esp. n. 3 on p. 256. 
29 E.g. Jahiz, Bayan I 270 and III 318: JU < \ k 3 Sjob J J s J j b > J J J^-l r-UJ-i o\f J>IJ ^ ^ ^ 1 U C*~* ^ J I J J J <JU 

u j y t>* V \}-^2 ^ - * l-^ ^i^-^J V sJ>. For the generally poor opinion of the anbdt see ibid. I I 106 and I I I 47. 
30 E.g. MuhadarCd I 220: te .kJ l JJ I k J j ^-UU J> U . 
3 1 Yaqut IV 886: U ^ o O L \Ji S-Uul* ^ U J^JL. j>i>-Jb V JUj [^ J z J J T J ^ b ^ 1 lk-lj , b j . ^ L i J £ > U j 

u j y J P (see also Perier, p. 209). 
32 Mubarrad, p. 286; Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, p. 42. Hassan al-Nabati outlived Hajjaj to intrigue later 

against Khalid al-Qasri (Tabari I I 1779 f.). 
Tabari I I 1122 gives a dramatic account of the expulsion, in 83 A.H., from Basrah and other cities, of recently converted 

non-Arab villagers who were sent back to their villages. 
33 Muhaijarat I 220: LJjJl, jjJdl 4l£j O\J}\ ^ \j ^ VI. Eor Hakam see e.g. Tabari I I 872, 972 f., 1061 f., 1182. 
34 See e.g. Mas'udJ, Kilab al-tanbih wa al-ishraf, pp. 31, 35, 38, 78, 95, 184; Ernst Honigmann in EI IV 1801-8. I t should be 

noted, however, that Dliii al-Rummah in his several satires on Imru1 al-Qais and his tribe refers to them as unwarlike agricultura
lists and calls them anbdf {Macartney, p. xiii and Nos. 44:5, 53:31, 78:44) and pigs and apes addicted to pork and wine (ibid. 
Nos. 23:35 and 29:47). 
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political and literary contributions to the pre-Islamic Arab world and particularly to their role in the 

evolution of the Arabic script.35 Early in the Islamic period the villagers and agricultural inhabitants of 

Syria and 'Iraq were referred to somewhat contemptuously as anbdt, and they continued to be looked down 

upon whether or not they converted to Islam. Soon the derisive term came to be applied, regardless of race 

or religion, to all sorts of people who were considered undesirable. These included indigenous populations 

such as the inhabitants of the marshlands (batdHh) of 'Iraq, peoples of mixed blood, and "the lowest or 

basest or meanest sort, the refuse of men and the vulgar sort thereof."36 All of these types Hajjaj would 

have considered unfit to live in his city of Wasit. I t should be noted further that the undesirable person 

involved in each of the two anecdotes of our papyrus text could readily represent any one of these types, 

whether the descriptive term used in the papyrus is derived from gharaba or *araba or cazaba (comment 

on lines 3-4). 

The question arises, on the one hand, why the papyrus text does not in this particular context use the 

words commonly found in the sources, namely nabati and its plurals, and, on the other hand, why the 

papyrus term does not appear in the sources, not even where supplemental terms are appended to nabdt 

or to anbat One answer could be that our papyrus respesents a text from a still youthful yet recondite 

Asma'I (b. ca. 123/741), who was fascinated with rare words and expressions in both prose and verse and 

who achieved the enviable reputation of being the ranking expert at elucidating the several meanings of 

a word and its derivatives. The papyrus term in all probability had a limited short-term currency before 

yielding to the readily understood and more widely used nabati and its several plurals. 

According to our papyrus text, Hajjaj considered inability to recite the Qur'an sufficient reason for 

expulsion. Whenever such ability was claimed, it had to be put to the test, in this particular case by the 

recitation of Surah 110, which consists of three short verses. As our text breaks at this point, we do not 

know whether or not the test was passed. We do know, however, of instances well after the beginning of 

the first century when such claims failed the test either because of incorrect Qur'anic citation37 or because 

of recitation of poetry mistakenly assumed to be Quranic text.38 Walid I (86-96/705-15), who was more 

influenced by Hajjaj than was cAbd al-Malik,39 refused to pay petitioners' debts unless they could recite 

passages from the Qu^an.40 Hajjaj must have changed his mind about allowing Qur'an-reading nabdt 

to remain in Wasit since he soon ordered all the nabdt, including those who read the Qur5an and 

were knowledgeable in religion and world affairs, expelled even from the older Basrah.41 The Bedouins 

(a*rdb), however, were not so categorically disliked and excluded. Asmaci reports the case of an ill-mannered 

and vulgar aWabi who was imprisoned in Wasit until, after Hajjaj's death, he and many other prisoners 

were set free.42 Hajjaj, like many rulers and scholars, had a keen appreciation of the innate intelligence 

and ready wit found among the Bedouins, literate or otherwise.43 Several anecdotes are reported, fre

quently by Asma% in which Hajjaj overlooked insolence or even defiance of his orders by an outspoken 

35 See 01P L. 
36 See Lane, pp. 2759 f., and references in n. 34 above. 
37 Jiimabi, p. 562. 
38 Fihrist, p. 91; <Iqd I I I 479. 
39 E.g. lUyunll4Qi ij¥rJ SoJU ^ U J J b\j ^1 " ^ j o U SoL- ^UJ-1 djh 6lT dUi! J U j ^ l j j o\ ^ jJJ\ JU 

Alii". For Walid's even stronger appreciation of Hajjaj as expressed on the latter's death see n. 85 on p. 90 below. 
40 Walid made one such supplicant recite 10 verses each from Surahs 8 and 9 (Tabari II 1271). 
41 Muhadamt I 220 cites Muhammad without an isnad as follows: cJikjj i?LJ^i C^Ju iil <JU **Ju> ^ j j l j l jd-\ J <jjj 

<*JJ^-J J& JAIJ J$\ UJJLAJ \JJ\ iLS"l *^U *£A L-JJJU <~JJ}:>\} uTjJjJI IwJjJj 4- j jJL, This passage is followed by sayings of such 

leading Companions as 'Umar I and Ibn f Abbas in condemnation of the nabdt. 
42 lIqd I I I 481 and V 46. 
43 Ibid. I l l 424, 444, 477 f. See ibid. I l l 418-98 for the character and behavior of Bedouins and their witty sayings and 

anecdotes about them (pp. 477-83 citing Asma'i as often as not) and p. 10 for Abu Tammam's contrast of the intelligence, 
prudence, or sagacity of the Bedouins with the tyranny, cruelty, and lack of manners of the aid al-Jazirah. 
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but quick-witted Bedouin, including cases that involved severe criticism of the rule of Hajjaj himself 

and that of his brother Muhammad as governor of the Yemen. Hajjaj appreciated the sagacity of his 

illiterate Bedouin cousin whom he appointed, sometime during the reign of Walid I, as governor of 

Isfahan, where taxes were in arrears. The taxpayers thought they could outwit this ignorant Bedouin 

only to find themselves caught in his trap.44 Furthermore, Hajjaj himself married a Bedouin woman 

versed in Bedouin speech and poetry to round out the talents of his full quota of four wives (see p. 72 

There were a few who dared to point out to Hajjaj that the site of Wasit offered no personal advantage 

to him or his family,45 and a few others, including Ibn al-Qirrtyah, echoed the opinion.46 There were also 

those who considered his policy of excluding the indigenous nabdt from Wasit foolish and doomed to 

ultimate failure, since the city was in their territory (see n. 29 above). Events proved them right, for 

soon after the death of Hajjaj the nabdt moved into the forbidden city. Thereafter, as Hajjaj had feared, 

the quality of Wasit's population deteriorated rapidly, so that the city and its people became the butt 

of the cutting satire of Bashshar ibn Burd and other poets.47 

However, in the dozen years or so that Hajjaj lived and ruled in Wasit, he strove to give the city an air 

of artistic and cultural distinction. The bridge of boats joining the two parts of the city, the two congre

gational mosques, the government buildings, and especially his own palace with its green cupola (qubbat 

al-khadrd'), which he proudly displayed, were show places that profited in part from materials stripped 

from buildings in other cities.48 He chose his administrative staff, his personal secretaries, and his few 

close associates as much for their loyalty as for their intelligence and culture. He recommended Muhammad 

ibn Yazid al-Ansarl to (Abd al-Malik as the perfect private secretary, because he was trustworthy, 

virtuous, wise, even tempered, and a keeper of secrets.49 Hajjaj was so keenly aware of literary style that 

he rightly suspected gifted ghost writers to be the drafters of some letters from his officials in Khurasan.50 

He was greatly annoyed if he was caught in any grammatical error whatever and distressed if he failed to 

grasp the meaning of a literary or historical allusion, especially when it came in a curt letter from cAbd 

al-Malik.51 His own conversation and correspondence were generally brief, clear cut, and apt, while his 

public speeches, threatening or otherwise (see p. 81, n. 3), frequently give the impression of a veritable 

literary tour de force. 

But Hajjaj was ever suspicious of groups of scholars, orthodox or otherwise, who exerted politico-

religious influence, the 'ulamd* and fuqaM\ that is, Qur'anic-readers, judges and jurists, and traditionists. 

He pointedly humiliated a great number of rebel fuqahd* and maivdli in these professions by grouping them, 

despite their learning and culture, among the villagers and the anbdf2 and thus no doubt helped to drive 

44Mas'udi V 390-93; Perier, pp. 285 f. Asma'i reports a sequel in which this Bedouin, named Zaid, is approached by a 
brotherly Bedouin who seeks his favor in verse but in vain (Raba'J, pp. 38 f.). 

45 Jahiz, Baycln II140; *lqd II179 f. and IV 114 f.: 

J*Jj o > ^ i l cU^Jj J IS .̂AJI J*J JlLJUl J * b ^ L J U-U U~i ^ U OlT, ^l~U J * ^ U M ^.U J^o ^ 1 Jtf 

. jl^JI Jftl 4̂ 11, > JSJJ gApJJ J*HJ iUT, jj> \^J^J £jaL j& Jp if^j 
One word led to another and Jarni' al-Muharbi turned against Hajjaj and fled to Syria {see n. 6 on p. 82 above). 

46 Futuh at-buldim, p. 290; Mas'udI V 341 f.; <Iqd VI 223. 
47 See e.g. 'Uyun II 47; Tabari III 290; Yaqut IV 886 f. Yaqut himself had some kind words for the Wasit of still later days 

(Yaqfit IV 886-88). Deterioration of some elements of city population was not limited to Wasit (see e.g. Mubarrad, pp. 285 f.; 
Claude Cahen, Moitvcments populates ct autonomisme urbain dans VAsie mumlmane du moyen-dge [Leiden, 1959]). 

48 Yaqut IV 882-86; Perier, pp. 205-8 and references there cited; see also Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, p. 39. 
49 Tabarl II 1168. 
50 E.g. gull, Adab alkidtab, p. 235; Jumahi, p. 13; Nuzhah, p. 12. 
51 Fu$il, p. 51; Mas'tidi V 277 f., 344 f.f 387 f. 

"Mubarrad, p. 286: ^ > Jl^il U'l J15, S,U% ^ 1 > L ^^kj ^ % ^ U i S I ^ > ^ ^ y j | ( ^ U U ) ^ U . 

Hajjaj drew a distinction between Arab and non-Arab mawali and permitted the former but not the latter to lead in prayers 

((Iqd II 233). Later we find Marwan II preferring the manumitted mawl'i to the allied one (see Tabarl I I 1852: ^ J^5l £JLp J ^ 

A^LJ J ^ ) - See our Vol. I 28 f. for the role of learned mawrili. 
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several of them into the arms of such colorful rebels as Shabib ibn Yazld al-Shaibani and especially Ibn 

al-Ashcath.53 But Hajjaj did not hesitate to harass and persecute the most prominent scholars of these 

groups, mawdli or not, if they opposed his views and threatened the success of his policy of iron rule. 

Some of them, for instance Anas ibn Malik, cAbd Allah ibn (Umar ibn al-Khattab, and Hasan al-Basri, 

were rescued from his wrath by eAbd al-Malik.64 Hajjaj's vengeful wrath was vented on the 'ulamd' 

who had joined Ibn al-Ash'ath and had the misfortune to be sent as prisoners to Wasit. Except for the 

few who managed to escape, such as Ibrahim ibn Yazld al-Nakha% they were either left to die in prison, 

as was Ibrahim ibn Yazld al-Taimi, or were summarily executed.55 Sacid ibn Jubair managed to elude 

Hajjaj for many years of hiding but was captured in 94/713 and brought before Hajjaj, who upbraided 

him for his disloyalty and rinding him still firm and defiant ordered his immediate execution.56 But not 

even repentance and humility had been enough to save the life of his former friend Ibn al-Qirrlyah (see 

p. 73). The encyclopedic Sha'bi, on the other hand, who had alerted the haughty Ibn al-Ashcath to 

Hajjaj's murderous hate and then joined him,57 escaped execution and even punishment because of the 

friendly advice of both the secretary and the son of Hajjaj himself and by a combination of studied 

prudence and sustained humility.58 Soon thereafter Hajjaj sent Sha^i to the aging and surfeited cAbd 

al-Malik, who wished for a well rounded and entertaining scholar to inform and amuse him with lively 

conversation and ready citations from the poets.59 After an initial disciplinary coolness the caliph was 

more than pleased with the scholar, whom he appointed as tutor to his sons (see p. 136, n. 165) and 

took for a favorite companion. Sha'bi amused cAbd al-Malik for some two years and comforted him with 

reassuring verse on his deathbed.60 

On his arrival as governor of cIraq, Hajjaj was not inclined to encourage the poets with prizes until 
(Abd al-Malik ordered him to do so.61 Yet, the poets as a class were more acceptable to Hajjaj than were 

the 'ulama* as a group. Several factors contributed to this attitude. There was the time-honored role of the 

poet as the voice of his tribe to broadcast its heroic achievements and defend its honor, and there was also 

the role of the poet as propagandist or critic for or against Muhammad and his cause. Several poets of 

Muhammad's time outlived him and, along with a few others, continued the role of propagandist despite 

a Qur'anic condemnation of poets,62 which was interpreted for a brief span by the ultra-pious as con-

53 Tabari II 1076 f., 1085 f., 1100 gives lists of leading Qur'anic-readers and traditionists who took to the field with Ibn 
al-Ashfath at Dair al-Jamajim and Maskan, where their several speeches were aimed at keeping up the soldiers' morale. Several 
of them fell in battle, and others fled with Ibn al-Ash'ath to Kirman. In order to prevent further united support of Ibn aI-Ashcath 
on the part of the mawdli, Hajjaj dispersed the latter to their villages of origin and impressed on the hand of each the name of 
his village (see e.g. 'Iqd I I I 416 f.). 

54 Jahiz, Bayan I 262; Tabari I I 854 f. and III 2490 f.; Mas'udi V 295, 323, 389; fIqd V 35, 36-39, 53-55; Mawardi, Adab 
al-dunya wa al-din, pp. 42 f. See also Perier, pp. 89-91, and our Vols. I 16 and II 21, 148, 172, 249. 

55 Mas'udi V 393 f. See also our Vol. I I 21. 
56 Tabari I I 1261-66 gives details of several versions of Sa'id's wanderings, capture, and execution and of the subsequent 

death of Hajjaj himself. See also Mas'Odi V 376 f.; 'Iqd V 55; our Vol. I I 2i. 
57 Tabari I I 1043. The sentiment was returned by Ibn aI-Ashcath, who considered Hajjaj below him socially. 
58 Shacbi was among those of Ibn aI-Ash(ath's partisans whom Hajjaj had promised amnesty if they joined the forces of 

Qutaibah ibn Muslim in Khurasan (Tabari I I 1111-13; Mas'udi 334 f.; lIqd V 32, 54 f.). 
59 Aghani IX 168 f.; 'Iqd I I 77; Irshad I 30; Perier, p. 304. 
60 Abu Hatim al-Sijistani, Kitab al-mu1 ammarin (Ignaz Goldziher, Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie I I [Leiden, 1899]) 

pp. 68-70; Majalis aWulama', pp. 208 f.; Aghani IX 169-71, XIV 100, and XVI 165; <Iqd I I 77 f. See also our Vols. I 17, 44 
and I I 228. Mas'udi V 368-71 details another deathbed scene, in which cAbd al-Malik surrounded by his family gives his sons 
his final instructions [wasiyah) including the advice to regard Hajjaj well, since it was he who had facilitated this affair 
(i.e., the succession) for them: ^ V l II* $0 *Uy ĴL'I <uli A>J*\ \j*jT\ (cf. n. 39 on p. 85 above). 

61 Muhaiarat I 46. 

62 Surah 26:224-26. See also Surah 36:69: ty* o\Jj J"* V} j * ui -d J&l>j ^ * ^ Ly. 
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demnation of all poets and poetry.63 Some poets attached themselves to the cause of cAli, others to the 

cause of Mucawiyah. Subsequently, the Shrites, the Kharijites, the Zubairids, and the two branches of 

the Umayyads themselves all needed the poet to flatter and amuse in time of peace and as a mouthpiece 

and propagandist in time of war. Yet the poet was not, as a rule, a steady retainer or formal appointee. 

His flattering praise and scathing satire had at least to appear as self-initiated if not spontaneous. Fortu

nate was the ruler who could attract and hold a first-class poet, and rare was the poet who did not expect 

a rich reward in recognition of his service and superior talent. He had always to mind his tongue and on 

occasion to swallow his pride. If out of conviction or in a moment of pique he antagonized his patron, 

he would seek safety in the desert or take refuge with some new but powerful patron not necessarily of 

the same religious or political persuasion. If an offending poet on being captured stood his ground, he then 

risked his life for his convictions. Though fewer poets than KulamcP were prepared to take such a course, 

a poet in such circumstances was on occasion likely to be summarily executed. On the other hand, a 

first-class poet who was loyal to his patron and effective against the enemy, spirited yet discreet, though 

at times reproved for a passing minor offense, was on the whole more likely to be frequently humored and 

richly rewarded. 

It is in the light of such established and accepted practices that one must view Hajjaj's relationship 

with the poets. 'Iraq was already on the way to leadership in the fields of language and literature. The 

large Tamlmite population no doubt took pride in the two leading poets of the day, Jarir64 from the 

Najdian Yamamah and Basrah-born Farazdaq, who locked horns in turbulent Iraq. Jarir was early 

identified with Basrah, where he met frequently with Muhammad ibn Slrln, while Farazdaq preferred 

Hasan al-Basrl.65 The two poets staged poetry tournaments for empire-wide acclaim, each against the 

other66 and both of them against most other poets, including for Jarir a third famed poet, the Taghlibid 

and Christian Akhtal, favored poet of (Abd al-Malik (see p. 111). In restless and rebellious 'Iraq we find 

Jarir favoring the rebel governor Mus'ab ibn al-Zubair67 while Farazdaq leaned at first to the 'Alids. Yet, 

being secular poets and not religious 'ulama\ they both readily served the next Umayyad governor, the 

pleasure-loving Prince Bishr ibn Marwan (71-74/690-93),68 who was given to stirring up jealous rivalries 

among the poets, especially those who waited on him.69 In view of the rapidly changing attitudes of these 

leading poets, it is understandable that Hajjaj on taking office as governor of 'Iraq in 75/694 did not 

wish to encourage the poets as a group. But the force of tradition, the poets' persistence in waiting at his 

door,70 the order from 'Abd al-Malik to receive and reward them, and Hajjaj's own love of poetry, at which 

both he and cAbd al-Malik took a turn from time to time,71 all combined to cast him eventually in the role 

63 The literature on this theme is considerable and varied, being related to Surah (26:221-26 and 36:69) that Muhammad 
was a prophet and not a poet with demonic inspiration. Tradition distinguishes between the truthful and the lying poet, 
whether he is panegyrist or satirist, and recommends the former but condemns the latter (see e.g. Concordance I I I 
135 f. j ^ t I I I 139 f. esp. j*t}\ j AIII J>'l <>-, VI 181 f. ^ u , and VII 68 f. . U A , \±jj l^jkl, and j ^ f / J J *U*. For 
discussions of the theme see e.g. Bukharl IV 146-48; Muslim XV 11-15 with Nawawl's commentary; Muzhir I I 469-73, which 
draws heavily on Ibn Paris and Ibn Rashiq. See also JSirah I 882; Jahiz, Bayan I 281 and I I I 333-36; Fd^il, pp. 13 f.; Sirafi, 
p . 73; lUmdah I 9 f. and I I 138; Muhadarat I 46 f.; Mustafa Sadiq al-Rafi% Ta'rlkh adab aUArab (Cairo, 1953) I I 223-31; 
Yalrya al-Jabburl, Shi'r al-mukhadramtn (Baghdad, 1383/1964) pp. 40-49. For a survey of treatment of the theme by Western 
scholars and a fresh approach to the relationship of Muhammad and the poets see Irfan Shahid, "A contribution to Koranic 
exegesis," Arabic and Islamic Studies in Honor of Hamilton A. B. Gibb, ed. George Makdisi (Cambridge, Mass., 1965) pp. 563-80. 

64 He satirized the North Arab Banu Qais, as did Akhtal (Jumahi, pp. 429, 443 f.). 
65 Fadil, pp. 110-12; fIqd V 383; Perier, p. 288. 
66 Their respective merits were current topics of conversation even in the opposing military camps (Aghanl VII 55; see also 

Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 239). 
67 Jumahi, p. 357. 
68 See Zambaur, pp. 39 and 41, for his governorship of Kufah, to which the governorship of Basrah was added in 73 A.H. 
69 FadU, pp. 106-9; Mas'udI V 253-57; Aghani VII 67 f.; Ibn cAsakir VI 69-71. 
70 E.g. AmCtli I I 265 f. 
71 For samples of Hajjaj's verse see e.g. Tabarl II1058 and Mas'iidi V 311 f.; for that of (Abd al-Malik see Tabari I I 1054-57 and 

Mas'iidi V 309 f., 368 f., 380; for both sec Ibn 'Asakir IV 66-68 and Perier, pp. 287 and 330. 
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of patron of poets,72 from a personal and political as from a literary point of view. He is known, for instance, 

to have written to Qutaibah ibn Muslim, who was reputed to be a transmitter of poetry (rdiviyat li al-shiW) 

and whom Hajjaj had appointed in 83/702 as governor of Rayy,73 asking him to name the ranking poets 

of the jdhiliyah and of his own day. Qutaibah named Imru5 al-Qais and Tarafah ibn al-'Abd for the 

pre-Islamic period and Farazdaq, Jarir, and Akhtal as the ranking tribal poet or self-eulogist, satirist, and 

descriptive poet respectively.74 And while all these poets humored and praised Hajjaj, Jarlr on the whole 

proved to be Hajjaj's most effective and preferred panegyrist75 even though he had at one time satirized 

him and composed romantic verses in reference to his wife Hind bint Asma* and had come close to being 

executed by Hajjaj for his offenses.76 Other poets who had either satirized Hajjaj or composed romantic 

verses to a woman of his family, such as 'Udail ibn al-Farkh and Muhammad ibn cAbd Allah ibn Numair 

respectively, sought refuge in flight.77 A'sha Hamdan, who supported the caliphal ambition of Ibn 

al-Ash'ath and had satirized Hajjaj, had the misfortune to be captured and brought before the latter, 

who ordered his immediate execution.78 On the other hand, Acsha BanI Rabicah offended Hajjaj with an 

elegy on the rebel Mundhir ibn al-Jarud but later repented and eulogized Hajjaj and was forgiven.79 Still 

other poets he sent on political missions to and for cAbd al-Malik.80 

Of all the poets, Jarlr became most closely associated in literature as in life with Hajjaj as his favorite 

panegyrist. His verses were so moving in both sentiment and style that they aroused the envy of even 
cAbd al-Malik, which may or may not have induced Hajjaj to present Jarir to that caliph. Just when and 

by whom Jarlr was presented at the Damascus court is somewhat controversial. Jumahi81 reports Jarlr 

as accompanying Hajjaj on his only visit to Damascus, and Mas^di informs us that this visit took place 

soon after the victory at Dair al-Jamajim (83/702) but does not mention Jarlr among those who accom

panied Hajjaj.82 Somewhat later sources, with a family isndd tracing back to Jarir himself, report that 

Hajjaj sent cAbd al-Malik a delegation headed by his son Muhammad accompanied by Jarlr, thus 

affording the latter a greater opportunity for richer rewards.83 Inasmuch as Jarlr was with Hajjaj in 

Wasit, his meeting and service with cAbd al-Malik fell within the last two or three years (84-86 A.H.) of 

that caliph's reign. cAbd al-Malik's initial coolness toward Jarir because of his earlier support of Mus'ab 

ibn al-Zubair and his extravagant praise of Hajjaj, that undaunted poet's challenging encounters with the 

Damascus court poets, especially Akhtal and cAdi ibn al-Eiqa(, and the caliph's final wholehearted 

approval of the "Basran" poet will be considered in connection with Document 5. 

Hajjaj's more cordial relationships with the poets as contrasted with his harassment of the 'ulmna* 

72 Perier, pp. 287-304, covers Hajjaj's personal relationship with several poets in more detail than is called for here. 
73 Their first meeting was in 77 A.H. (Tabarl I I 962 f., 1083, 1119). Jahiz, Hayaivan I 333, explains how a transmitter's function 

was comparable with that of a camel as a carrier and why Qutaibah came to be called a rawiyah: J^U- J*J 4~J6 <J-*i-l j * <u j\J\ 

Sj j b d^ubUj ^ J l J^ ,U \jL^ ^*ii I JUL, Sil^l J . U ~.\j £-!*-* ^IA' (cf- Lano, isjj, p. 1196, col. 2). 
74 Jfwz^V I I 481: p«jL*jl J L ^ I J pJbUj*! jj^j *A>il J^jiJU cJ^l »!,*£ Ulj. 
75 See Perier, pp. 287 f., 295-97, and references there cited. 
76 Jumafci, p. 429; Mas'udi V 351-55; Perier, p. 292. The chronology of these events is not too clear. Most probably Jarir's 

offenses dated back to the time of his support of Mus'ab ibn al-Zubair, and the threatening interview with Hajjaj and Hind 
was probably Jarir's first meeting with Hajjaj as governor of cIraq. The date of the interview i3 not stated, and the occasion for 
it is controversial. Jumahi, p. 346, and Aghani VII 70 f. point to their first meeting in Basrah; others place it in Wasit, which I am 
not inclined to accept since it is not likely that Jarir and Hajjaj would have ignored each other for the first several years 
of Hajjaj's governorship (see Perier, p. 288, and also pp. 114-16 below). Furthermore, according to Aghani VII 70 f., Hajjaj 
took Jarlr to task only for entering Wasit without permission but otherwise received him cordially. 

77 See Perier, pp. 297 f. and 278 respectively, and references there cited; see also Yaqut I 239 f. 
78 Tabarl I I 1113-18; Mas'udi V 355-58; Perier, pp. 196 f. 
79 Aghani XVI 162; Perier, p. 299. 
80 Tabarl I I 1165-68; Amali I I 265 f. 
81 Jumahi, p. 357. 
82 Tabarl II 1138 f.; Mas'udl V 348 f. 
83 Aghani VII 66, 181; lIqd I I 82-84; Amali I I I 43-46; Perier, p. 295. 
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is reflected in the reactions to his death. We find, to begin with, Ya'la ibn Makhlad rebuking the dying 

Hajjaj as he enumerates his political sins84 while Farazdaq comforted him with verses. Among the scholars 

who felt a great sense of relief or joy at the news of Haj jaj's death were Hasan al-Basri, Abu cAmr ibn 

al-'Ala*, and Prince cUmar ibn *Abd al-'Aziz.85 Among those who praised and mourned him were Walid I, 

the orator-governor Khalid al-Qasri,86 and Jarir and Farazdaq, though Farazdaq did so under pressure 

from Walid I and in more restrained terms than those in which he eulogized the living Haj jaj. And later 

he satirized the dead Haj jaj to please the caliph Sulaiman.87 

WALID II 

PRINCE AND CALIPH 

The brief golden era of the Umayyads was all but over with the death of Walid I in 96/715. The divisive 

tribal rivalries and religio-political parties had undermined its political strength. The new conquests 

during the reigns of (Abd al-Malik and Walid I had brought an influx of foreign elements as maivali of 

all degrees of culture and especially as slaves of both sexes. They had brought also an increasing flow of 

general and state income through expanded trade and commerce and imperial taxation. These social and 

economic influences resulted in an affluent and hedonistic society at court and among the upper classes 

which overshadowed the warnings of a new generation of religious scholars who lacked both the authority 

and the courage of their predecessors among the Companions and the Successors, whose ranks were so 

depleted by death by 96/715 that the year itself became known as the year of the passing of the ^lama' 

and fuqahd\88 The poets continued to flourish at court though more and more in competition with 

singers and musicians of both sexes. Yazid II (101-5/720-24), who had married Hajjaj ibn Yusuf s niece, 

the mother of Yazld's son Walid,89 reversed the cautious tribal policy of 'Umar II (99-101/717-19) who, 

though he had imprisoned the South Arab Yazid ibn al-Muhallab, drew the line at torture and assassina

tion.90 Yazid II now placed the Muhallabids at the mercy of their North Arab enemies, including his 

Thaqafite relatives by marriage who had previously suffered at the hands of the Muhallabids. In 102/721 

he appointed as his heirs his brother Hisham to be succeeded by his son Walid, then eleven years old—a 

move that he later regretted, as did Walid still later.91 Yazid II won the unenviable reputation of being 

the least capable of the Umayyad caliphs and the first of that dynasty to degrade the dignity of the 

court and of the upper class by openly flaunting a life of wine, women, and song.92 He died of grief a few 

days after the death of his favorite songstress, Hababah.93 Hisham (105-25/724-43), the practical 

merchant-caliph, slowed down the several forces of disintegration at work in the empire but could not 

halt, let alone reverse, their course.94 His own life was circumspect, and the tone of his court was com-

84 Amdli I I I 175; Ibn Khallikan I 156 f. (== trans. I 362 f.). See Perier, pp. 328-35, and fIqd V 46 for details of the illness 
and death of Hajjaj and the general reaction to these events. Jahiz, Bay an I I I 160, gives the reaction of an old woman of Hajjaj's 
household. 

85 lIqd V 49, 55; Nuzhah, p. 17. See Mubarrad, p. 294, and Aghani VII 73, 181, for Prince 'Uraar's adverse opinion of the 

living Hajjaj. For Walid's reaction to his death see Asma'I, Khalq al-inscin, ed. A. HafTher (Leipzig, 1905) p. 174: J*J JLĴ ii -r J>-

. I ^ ^ I P *J*-A~>. J*J (^-JJ J ' \r^ u * ^ ^ ^ ' J ^lj* cH *Jh <—*̂ . ui frW*̂ "' *i*** vjh j*j 7*^ ' jUJL. 
86 lIqd V 30 f. 
87 Ibid. I I 177 f. and V 56 f.; Perier, pp. 333 f. 
88 Tabari I I 1266; see ibid. I l l 240 for a listing of these scholars. 
89 See ibid, I I 1359-1417 for the revolt of the Muhallabids. 
90 Ibid. II 1346. 
91 Ibid. II 1740; Ya'qubi I I 376 f., 393; Aghani VI 103. 
92 Jahiz, Taj, pp. 30-33. 
93 (lqd VI 61 f.; see also Abbott in JNES I 357 f. and references there cited. 
94 See Nabia Abbott, "A New Papyrus and a Review of the Administration of 'Ubaid Allah b. al-Habhab," Arabic and Islamic 

Studies in Honor of Hamilton A. 7?. Gibb, pp. 27-35. 
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paratively somber.95 Walld, on the other hand, had inherited his father's love of ease and pleasure.96 

The personal incompatibility of uncle and nephew was further aggravated when Hisham sought to set 

aside Walld's succession in favor of his own son Maslamah or failing that to have Maslamah appointed as 

Walld's heir, but Walid refused to consider either proposition.97 Thereafter, the relationship between 

caliph and heir deteriorated to the point of open animosity, and Walld's hostility could not be overcome 

even after the death of Hisham.98 

Walld left Damascus to hold princely court at his Blue Palace beside the spring of Aghdaf in the 

Jordanian desert, where he gathered around him congenial poets, singers, and musicians for whom he was 

not only a patron but a fellow professional.99 Hisham, in the meantime, lost no opportunity to discredit 

Walld's friends and partisans and to publicize Walld's excesses.100 Walld, in turn, denounced Hisham 

and satirized him in verses that anticipated and eventually celebrated his uncle's death.101 Walid as 

caliph (125-26/743-44), already a victim of his passions of pleasure and hate and now drunk with both 

wine and power and further corrupted by the possession of Hisham's immense treasury, lived faster, 

spent more freely,102 and directed his vengeance against Hisham's family.103 Heedless of dynastic and 

imperial consequences he soon alienated his other Umayyad cousins by appointing his two minor sons, 

born of concubines, as heirs.104 He committed an even worse blunder by antagonizing the powerful South 

Arab Yemenites, the military backbone of the Syrian army, by selling their fallen representative Khalid 

al-Qasri to his enemies, who tortured him to death and persecuted his family.105 To make matters still 

worse, he indulged in outbursts of sacrilegious words and deeds that alarmed the religious groups and thus 

hastened their co-operation with the Yemenites and his rival cousins. It was his cousin Yazld, son of 

Walid I, who first thought of making a bid for the throne, even against the advice of his brother, 'Abbas, 

by calling for Walld's abdication and then raising a hue and cry against him and demanding his deposi

tion.106 Again, it was Yazld rather than the religious leaders who persistently accused Walld, both before 

and after his assassination, of heresy and moral delinquency.107 Even with allowance for some exaggera-

95 Asma'i transmits an incident which gives some insight into Hisham's personality (Raba'I, p. 27, No. 52). 
96 Mubarrad, p. 386; Shi'r, pp. 427, 485; Tabari II 1741, 1775; Mas'udi VI 4, 13 f. Francesco Gabrieli gives a detailed account of 

the life and reign of Walid I I (Gabrieli, pp. 1-33) and appends a collection of 102 fragments of his poetry (ibid. pp. 34-G4). 
Khalil Mardam, Dlwan aUWalfd ibn Yazld (Damascus, 1355/1937), reproduced Gabriclfs collection of these fragments, omitting 
the first and thus creating a discrepancy of one in the otherwise parallel numbering of the poems. In his introduction Khalil 
Mardam gives a lively picture of the life of Walid but without documentation except general references mostly to Tabari's 
Ta'rikh, the Aghani of Abu al-Faraj al-Isfaham, and Ibn 'Asakir's Ta'rtkh al-kabir. 

97 Tabari I I 1742, 1745; Gabrieli, pp. 4 f. and 46, No. XLIV. 
98 E.g. Tabari I I 1751; Aghani VI 103 f. Maslamah sought to soften Hisham's attitude toward Prince Walld, who therefore 

spared Maslamah on his accession and eventually mourned his death. 
99 Tabari I I 1795; Mubarrad, p. 386; Khalil Mardam, Dlwan al-Walid ibn Yazld, Intro, pp. 17-24. 
100 E.g. Tabari I I 1744 f. 
101 Ibid. II 1751 f.; Mas'udi VI 5; Aghani VI 106, 1098; Gabrieli, pp. 9 f., 26, and 41, No. XXVI.II, 47, No. XLVIII, 49, 

No. LV, 51, No. LX, 58 f., Nos. LXXXII and LXXXVI, 62, No. XCVI. (Gabrieli's numbers should be decreased by one 
for Khalil Mardam's Dlwan al-Walld ibn Yazld.) Walid would not allow treasury funds for Hisham's burial (Ya'qubi II 394). 

102 Tabari I I 1751 f., 1754, 1791 f. 
103 Ibid. I I 1768, 1776. 
104 Ibid. I I 1775 f.; Ya'qubi I I 397. 
105 Tabari II1778, 1783 f., 1809, 1936 f.; Ya'qubi II 396 f., 400; Dinawari, pp. 347-49, 365, 397. For Khalid's long governorship 

of 'Iraq under Hisham and his subsequent removal and imprisonment see e.g. Tabari I I 1812-22. See Jumahl, p. 298, for the 
role of the Yemenites as arch rebels. 

106 Tabari I I 1784 f., 1787, 1797; Aghani VI 136 f. See also Tabari II 1785 and 1791 and n. 109 below. 'Abbas ibn al-Walid 
remained loyal to Walid II , fought on his side, was taken prisoner and persecuted along with his family (Tabari II 1800, 1809, 
1826). 

107 Tabari I I 1777: 

dj Jl ^Ul ulTj xJj}\ j j j*y Vy Li ^ 1 o\fj Zxjlj . . . *J ^Vjl ol^S oLztj îSJL ojyi ^ *U ^ ol̂ i 
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tion on the part of Yazid and his closest supporters/08 it is generally agreed, that the defiant Walld 

supplied his enemies with plenty of fuel for their fire up to a few days before his murder.109 Yet, when he 

realized all was lost, he implied a belated if not last-minute repentance by some of his verses and by 

taking hold of the Qur'an in imitation of the about-to-be-murdered 'Uthman and to make amends for 

having made the Book a target for his arrows.110 Following the assassination, which was quick but savage, 

Yazid piously, some say hypocritically,111 took credit for ridding the Muslims of Allah's enemy (see 

references in n. 106), and Yemenite poets celebrated their avenging of Khalid al-Qasri.112 The murder, 

far from solving any of the major problems of the empire, served only to intensify the interdynastic 

civil war and afford further opportunities for Yemenite revolts and thus to pave the way for the 'Abbasid 

victory of 132/750, which put an end to Umayyad rule in the Muslim east. 

POET AND LOVER 

We return to Asma'i's first anecdote of our papyrus text. Erotic poetry cast in a similar vein is readily 

found in Arabic poetry from pre-Islamic days to the time of Asma'i and after, and much of it is less 

restrained than our text. Satirists and amorous poets were often too blunt and vivid in their statements 

regardless of whether or not their verses, in reference to others or to themselves, were backed with facts 

and deeds.113 

The deterioration of the moral tone of the Umayyad court and of the upper classes becomes apparent 

when we recall that 'Umar I exiled Nasr ibn al-Hajjaj ibn cIlat for being too attractive to the ladies of 

Medina (see p. 46), that 'Umar ibn (Abd al-AzIz, as governor of that city, ordered the aged Jarir publicly 

punished for his scathing satire,114 and that Hajjaj ibn Yusuf would not tolerate vulgarity in his new 

108 See ibid. I I 1799-1801, where the cornered Walid protests the exaggeration of his sins and misdeeds: JLSJ ^j^li Jjji\ J IS 

p J T £&. Vj fi*Z L Vj p& J J ^ I V <JJ!j LI . . . C^Ti l^P 1*J J * J _ J ^ o\j cJ/\j C»Jtf I. See ibid. I I 1744 and 

Gabrieli, p. 45, No. XXXIX, for a similar defense of his tutor and intimate companion 'Abd al-Samad al-Shaibani. 
109 See Tabari I I 1854 and 1844, where Yazid as caliph refers to the dead Walld as W*-^l -JIJ-2 J* ^ j t̂ So i AIS! J OP 0U 

l£i -Li JU-V Vj U - v 41 J*£ jl uLj* >LU LJli ^ dlli <jlTj S J>l L^Jo <J J^J j JJJLJ *[>\ VI \zJ,t See ibid. II 

1741 and 1775 for brief references to Walid's unorthodox views and statements. Mas'udi VII 11 says more specifically ji^Ii j?i 

o j J» 4j"b J ^fj}\ j l j **L? ^Jl <ti jf'2 AJ J*5 J oi-l JLjJI j l and cites two of Walid's verses 

V L T Vj M J^-J ̂  L 5 _^U 5»̂ U-U c-̂ lL" 

^.Lr* i S ^ ^ A*J ^ ^ <>H ^ J—^ 
on the authority of Mubarrad, but these verses have not been found in the latter's works, and Mas'udTs translator suggests they 
have been suppressed for religious reasons. See Gabrieli, p . 35, No. VI, where a third verse has been added on the authority of 
Sibt ibn al-Jauzi. 

110 See Gabrieli, p. 44, No. XXXVII; Mas'udi VI 10 f.; Agham VI 125. 
111 See e.g. Tabari I I 1777, 1791, 1874, where Walld is accused of being a Qadirite. See ibid. I I 1780 f., 1801, and 1806 f. for 

details of the murder and disposal of the severed head and body (cf. Ya'qubi I I 400; Agham VI 139 f.). 
112 Mubarrad, p. 736: 

I :J0X*II UJUJ dJlIlT JL_J> ^ UK UJ^J 

The Yazid of the last verse is Yazid ibn al-Muhallab. See also Tabari I I 1809, 1817, 1822-24, 1935. 
The fall of the Umayyads did not put an end to the deadly rivalry between the North and South Arabs. In two other verses the 

South Arabs expressed pride in the defeat and death of the 'Abbasid caliph Amin and stated that it was their religious duty to 
dispose of all offending caliphs. 

113 One need only mention the diwan's of, for example, Imru' al-Qais, Farazdaq, (Umar ibn Abl Babfah, Bashshar ibn Burd, 
and Abu Nuwas. See e.g. Ahmad Muhammad al-Hufi, Al-ghazal ft al-fasr al-jahilT, pp. 218-56, for the influence of this type of 
pre-Islamic poetry on Islamic poets. See also Jabbiir's f Umar ibn Abl BabVah. 

114 Agham VII 75 f. Mas'udi V 428-30 relates a dramatic episode in which 'Umar, having first removed a judge of Medina 
from office for possessing a singing girl, was nevertheless so affected by her performance that he restored her master to his 
judgeship. Agham VIII 6 f. reports a case of successful resistance to the songstress Sallamah's temptation. 
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capital of Wasit. In the second half of the first century the flourishing schools of music in cIraq and the 

Hijaz were well stocked with local and foreign professional singers of comparatively loose morals.115 

The sober-minded scholar 'Urwah ibn al-Zubair (d. 93/712) no longer felt at home in Medina because of 

the conduct of its people, nor did his son cAbd Allah116 and, not much later, Zuhrl.117 In contrast, we 

find Farazdaq boasting of his sexual powers in terms that shocked the pleasure-loving Sulaiman into 

quoting Surah 24:2: "The fornicatress and the fornicators, scourge each one of them a hundred 

stripes . . .." The poet countered with Surah 26:226, "the poets . . . they say that which they do not," 

and departed with a reward.118 (Umar ibn Abi Rabicah, who also sought refuge in this Quranic verse, 

improvised romantic poetry addressed to high-born ladies on their way to a pilgrimage and even during 

the circuit of the Ka'bah, which once led an angry Prince Sulaiman to order the poet away to Ta'if for 

the duration of the Hajj ceremonies.119 Khalid al-Qasri, Hisham's governor of £Iraq, met with the jurists 

of Kiifah and during the meeting asked them for a romantic tale but found it necessary to caution them 

against lewdness and vulgarity.120 Hisham tolerated the blunt verses of the libertine cIraqi poet cAmmar 

dhi Kinaz, whom he rewarded and even protected against the regularly stipulated flogging for drunken

ness.121 There were, of course, men and women in all walks of life who, out of piety and innate decency, 

shunned objectionable word and deed, in private and in public. Jahiz recorded and documented the swift 

decline of the moral standards of the court and the upper classes following the reign of Yazld II (101-5/ 

720-24),122 and he is reinforced by the numerous off-color anecdotes that run through the literary sources 

and involve both the lower and the upper classes.123 Such deterioration of the moral fiber did not go 

without some protest and condemnation,124 which nevertheless made due allowance for the scientific 

and medical description and study of sex and its problems.125 

We turn next to Walid's romantic life and poetry and their bearing on the first anecdote of our papyrus. 

While yet prince and heir, Walid had married the cUthmanid Su*da (vars.: Su'dah, Su'ad) bint Sacid and 

had later fallen in love with her sister Salma (vars.: Sulaim, Sulaimah, Sulam).126 He divorced Su'da 

so that he could marry Salma, but the proud and indignant father of the two girls would not permit such 

a marriage. Later, Walid regretted having divorced Su'da and attempted a second courtship, but Su'da 

115 Jabbur I 44-71; see also Abbott in JNES I 351 f. 
116 Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi, Risalah fi al-sadaqah wa al-sadiq, pp. 97, 393. 
117 See Vol. II 35. 
118 * Uyun IV 107; Ibn Khallikan I I 264 ( = trans. I l l 620). Jumabi, pp. 36-39, compares Jarir favorably to Farazdaq in such 

matters; see also Tha'alibi, Thimar, pp. 511 f. 
119 Muwashshah, p . 203; Jabbur I I 85. 
120 Amali III 205: J±J> AJ ^ - J J £ P £JJI*I \3j^t 

121 Agham XX 174-80. 
122 Jaliiz, Taj, pp. 30-33, 151 f. 
123 See e.g. Jahiz, Bayan I I 371 and I I I 180 f.; Jahiz, Mufakharat al-jawari wa al-ghilman, ed. Charles Pellat (Beirut, 1957); 

(Uyun IV 87-113; Jumahi, pp. 34-39; lIqd VI139-63; Amali I 230-36 and III 202 f.; Ibn Abi < Awn, Kitab al-tashbihat, Chapters 
44-45; Inbah I I I 300; Baud al-akhydr, Chapter 30. For numerous instances of such anecdotes see also Agham and Tanukhl, 
Nishwdr al-mub<i4arali, ed. D. S. Margoliouth (Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain and Ireland, "Publications" n.s. 
XXVII-XXVIII [London, 1921-22]). The list, which could be extended, indicates marked tolerance of this phenomenon. 

121 See e.g. (Uyu7i IV 84-87 and 101, which warns against the lustful eye and begins with a quotation attributed to Jesus, 
reflecting Matt. 5:27-29, which in turn is reflected in Surah 24:30. See also Inbah I I 266 f.; (Ubaid Allah ibn Muhammad 
ibn Abi al-Dunya, DJiamm al-malahi, ed. James Robson (London, 1938). 

125 E.g. Asma'i, Khalq al-in$an, pp. 158-60, 222-25; Jahiz, Hayawan I 258 f. and II 105; 'Uyun I, pp. L, 72, 74. Obscenity 
in national literature is not limited to that of the Arabs, nor has its presence and the problems it presents escaped the attention 
and study, on both a national and a comparative basis, of past and present scholars of the East and the West. 

126 The variants of the girls' names are used to accommodate the meter of each poem. Concurrent marriage to sisters is for
bidden, but adultery with a sister-in-law does not nullify her sister's marriage. 
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emphatically rejected him.127 In the meantime Walld satirized the girls' father128 and continued to address 

amorous verses to Salma, implying in some that she returned his love.129 There is ample evidence, however, 

that she shunned his attentions and avoided meeting him, so that once he even disguised himself as an 

oilseller in order to get to see her.130 Furthermore, he scandalized all in still other verses that all but 

deified her.131 Once he became caliph, Walid tacitly forced her father's hand and married Salma, perhaps 

against her will since she died shortly after.132 Walld mourned her deeply in a number of his poems,133 

she having been perhaps his only true love.134 Fully a third of the 102 of his poems collected by Francesco 

Gabrieli are either about her or addressed to her, using the several variants of her name. Hammad al-

Rawiyah, who recited about a thousand odes to Walid, noted his marked preference for the lighter and 

more risque verses of (Umar ibn Abi Eabicah and Bashshar ibn Burd.135 Walld ordered his musicians to 

set his verses to music, especially those on Salma, and took pride in their widespread popularity in the 

desert and in the cities and himself joined in singing them.136 The poets among Walid's intimate com

panions mentioned Salma in their verses, some of which were also set to music. Yazld ibn Kabbah's 

ode of fifty verses started with two of Walid's own verses in which Salma was mentioned. The poem so 

delighted Walld that he ordered the verses to be counted and rewarded the poet with 1,000 dirhems for 

each verse, thus setting a record for later caliphs to follow.137 The story of Walid and Salma could hardly 

have escaped the attention of the popular storytellers of his day and after. I t must have formed the 

central theme of Kitdb Salma tva Su'dd as listed by Nadim among a dozen such anonymous romantic 

tales.138 

127 See Aghani I 59 f., where Salma is confused with her sister Su'da, and VI 113-15, 117 f., 122, 141; lJqd IV 452-54 and VI 
123; Jabbur I 78 f. See Paul Schwarz, Ber Dlwun des 'Umar ibn Abi Rebi'a I I (Leipzig, 1902) No. 211, for the full ode, which 
begins with <-jjkl! <JLJJJ J J J11? and from which the verses that caught Walid's fancy are cited. 

128 Aghani VI 117 f., 122; Gabrieli, pp. 34 f., No. III . 

129 Aghanl VI 122; Gabrieli, p. 43, No. XXXIV. 

130 Aghani VI 114 f.; Gabrieli, p. 40, No. XXIII . 

131 Gabrieli, pp. 35, No. V, and 46, No. XLII. 

132 Aghanl VI 116, 132. No cause is given for her death, which is said to have taken place seven or forty days after their 
marriage; both numbers I suspect to be approximations. 

133 Gabrieli, pp. 42, Nos. XXIX-XXX, and 50, No. LVI. 

134 See ibid. pp. 42, No. XXXIII , and 60 f., Nos. XC and XCIV. 

135 Aghani I 21, 50, 59 f. and I I I 29, 43. 

136 *Iqd IV 453 f.; Gabrieli, p. 46, No. XLII: 

^—9-j $\{ j ^ u i O\JJJ JT^\J i j ^ J iSj**1 ^y* 

The {lqd version has JlyJI instead of < ĵUl*II in verse 2. The poets referred to in verse 3 are the Bedouin Jamil ibn Ma'mar al-
'Udhri and the city dweller (Umar ibn Abi Rabi'ah al-Makhziimi, who were considered by some to be respectively the most 
and the least truthful of their contemporaries as to romantic verse {Muwashshafy, p. 205; see also Aghani I 133 f. and VII 102-4). 
For some two dozen of Walid's verses on Salma and others on wine and the hunt that were set to music see Aghanl VI 116-22, 
136 f., 139, 141, 143. 

137 See Aghani VI 146 and 147 f. for parts of the ode, which starts with 

&jy j\ dUU ^ o j^}\ j ^J ^ JL-
(cf. Mubarrad, p. 12, and Gabrieli, p. 39, No. XVIII, for variants of expression and echos of meaning). 

The tendency to exaggerate the amount of a poet's reward is frequently met with in later reports. 

138 Fihrist, p . 307; th is list is followed by a list of 27 entries of romances between h u m a n s and genii. T h e t endency to Actionize 

the lives of the more romantic caliphs still prevails, as seen in Jurji Zaidan's numerous such tales and more recently in the story 
of Walid I I by 'All al-Jarim, Marah al-Walld (Cairo, 1948). 
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We turn finally to the specific content and moral tone of the five verses in the first anecdote of our 

papyrus text. Of these, verses 1, 3, and 4 are credited to Walid II by Ibn <Abd Eabbihi (see p. 80). 

The second verse (lines 8-9) could be assigned to either Walid or the lazy lover of AsmaTs anecdote, but 

the fifth verse (lines 11-12) I would assign to the lazy lover. Neither as prince nor as caliph did the ener

getic Walid have need to wish for a life of ease in an equable climate, for such a life was in fact at his 

command, and he made every effort to enjoy it. The fifth verse is much more in keeping with the circum

stances and character of the furtive and slothful lover of the papyrus text, who obviously appropriated 

some of Walid's widely known and sung verses and later recited them to Asma'I with some variations. 

The moral tone of the piece reflects the accepted practices of the time. In its implicit meaning, as in its 

language, it is more restrained than some products of several of Walld's and later of Asma'I's contem

poraries who were seemingly oblivious to the numerous Qur'anic injunctions against vulgarity and 

obscenity of thought, word, and deed.139 Anecdotes and poems of a wishful or an actual lover dwelling on 

a nightlong rendezvous with the beloved are readily found.140 Walid himself bragged of his verses to 

Salma in the style of Jamil ibn Ma'mar al-eUdhri and of (Umar ibn Abl Rabieah al-Makhzumi (see n. 136 

above). The Quraish were exceedingly proud of 'Umar as their poet and tolerated in him that which they 

condemned in other poets, asserting that in his objectionable verse he, being a poet, says what he does not 

do.141 Yet the Umayyad caliphs and their governors found it necessary on several occasions to threaten 

and restrain him from addressing his romantic verses to the women of their families, especially those on 

their way to and from a pilgrimage or those performing the Hajj ceremonies.142 Hammad al-Rawiyah 

reported that Walld's favorite poets were cAdi ibn Zaid and 'Umar ibn Abi Eabi(ah, famed for their 

verses on wine and women respectively, but added that Walid was not much impressed with even the 

best product of the poets, including that of the Quraishite ^ m a r ibn Abi Rabicah. Most of Walld's verses 

to or about Salma are tender and touching enough to recall the poetry of Jamil ibn Macmar al-cUdhri 

and some of the poetry of cUmar ibn Abi Rabicah al-Makhzumi.143 But neither the diwdn of cUmar144 nor 

that of Walid145 is free from verses that are blunt in their expression or in their intended meaning, some 

of which are akin to those of our papyrus text. When questioned about or reprimanded for such poetry 
cUmar and his friends, especially the Quraish, relegated the offending verses to fiction and, like Farazdaq, 

claimed Surah 26:226 as their defense (see p. 93). But, when old and repentant, cUmar himself is said 

to have acknowledged the verses as being autobiographical.146 If the wine-loving Walid was more blunt 

at times than the usually sober (Umar,147 the reason may well have been Walld's addiction to wine, women, 

139 See e.g. Surahs 2:164, 268, and 271, 6:151, 7:27 and 32, 16:90, 24:219-21. The Qui''an stipulates only half the regular 

punishment for slaves of both sexes (Surah 4:25), which may account in part for the greater laxity of that class. Furthermore, 

the Qur'an promises Allah's merciful forgiveness of the repentant sinner and libertine (Surahs 3:135 and 24:19-21), barring the 

deathbed repentance of a lifelong transgressor (Surah 4:18). See also Qur'anic concordances under e.g. j j , <Li»-li, and J~i and 

Concordance IV 79-81 Jt***. For the misuse of Qur'anic and fradith citations in the time of Harun al-Rashid and Asma'i see 

e.g. lIqd VI 404 and Baud al-akhyar, pp. 184 f. 
140 See e.g. Jaljiz, Mahasin, pp. 352 f.; lIqd VI 52; Aghuni I II 64 and 170, VIII 6 f., Muwashshah, pp. 161, 170; Khalidiyan, 

Al-mukhtar min shi'r Bashslidr ('Alikarah, 1353/1934) p. 295. 
141 AgMm I 52 f. and VIII 101; Mmvashshah, pp. 202, 205; Jabbur II 142. 
142 Jabbur I I 96-104, 127-36. 'Umar was so much in his element during the pilgrimage season, when high-born and attractive 

women from all the provinces came to his home province of the Hijaz, that he wished pilgrimages would take place every two 
months instead of once a year. 

143 Jabbur I I 179 f. 
144 See Schwarz, Der Dlwan des ' Umar ibn All liebi'a II, No. 6, lines 12-23; Jabbur II 181-88, esp. p. 186. 
145 See Gabrieli, pp. 35, No. IV, 41, No. XXV, 52 f., No. LXVI, 63, No. XCIX; <Iqd VI 52. 
146 Mubarrad, pp. 570-72; Aghani I 67 and 89, I I 146; Jabbur I I 119-21, 174, 181-88. 
147 Jabbur I I 16-26. 
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and song,148 the combination of which he himself declared leads to immoral conduct.149 Walid's observa

tion was confirmed by the more sober of his older contemporaries, even when wine was not explicitly 

specified, as illustrated by the request of the leading Quraish and Ansar of Medina to their newly arrived 

governor 'Uthman ibn Hayyan (93-96/711-15) to give first priority to the forbidding of singing and 

fornication. The governor's readily given promise to act on the request favorably within three days was 

foiled by the wiles of still another Quraishite of that city, Ibn Abl <AtIq, patron of the famed songstress 

Sallamah and intimate companion of (Umar ibn Abi Rabi'ah. Ibn Abi 'Atiq contrived a meeting between 

the governor and the songstress, who confessed her past sins, declared her repentance, and chanted 

verses from the Qur*an. Touched by her performance, 'Uthman yielded to Ibn Abi 'Atiq's suggestion that 

he should hear her as a professional singer. So charmed was the governor with her dulcet voice that he 

permitted her to continue to sing and then felt obliged to permit the other songstresses to continue.150 

The fact that Walid II was interested in the manuscript collections of Hammad al-Rawiyah and 

Jannad suggests that he probably committed most if not all of his own poetry to writing. Though we have 

no evidence that he did so regularly and systematically, we do know that he included some of his poetry 

in his correspondence with Hisham, with the Medinans on his accession, and with Nasr ibn Sayyar.151 

The inclusion in letters of citations from the poets or of one's own verses dated back to the time of 

Muhammad152 and the Companions, as illustrated by the correspondence of cUmar I and his 'Iraqi 

governor, of 'All and Mu'awiyah, and of cAbd al-Malik and Hajjaj ibn Ytisuf. This practice was not 

limited to rulers and their officials but was fast becoming widespread among the lettered upper classes. 

Still another growing practice was the exchange of original verses between the sexes, such as the verses 

written by an absent husband seeking to rouse his wife's jealousy but receiving in answer seven verses 

which so roused his jealousy that he hastened back home,153 or the verses of a needy and outraged wife 

upbraiding her absent husband for failing to provide bread for her while he himself lived in luxury and 

grew fat at Hajjaj ibn Yusuf 's court.154 Men seeking reconciliation with an estranged songstress, concubine, 

or wife did so in written verse.155 Others sought to win back even a divorced wife with written verses, as 

did Farazdaq,156 Walid himself (vainly), and still later even Asma'i,157 who, though a ranking critic 

"* Gabrieli, pp. 40, No. XXII , 52 f., No. LXVI, 61, No. XCII. 
149 Aghani VI 134 f.; Khalil Mardam, Dlivan al-Waltd ibn Yazid, Intro, p. 18. Walid was a great if not perhaps a compulsive 

drinker. He drank "seventy cups" of wine the night he heard of Hisham's death, an event which put him into a retrospective and 
resentful mood for the wasted years of his life during Hisham's long reign (Tabari II1811 f.). See Gabrieli, pp. 46, No. XLIII, 47, 
Nos. XLV-XLVI, 51, No. LX, 59, No. LXXXVI, 62, No. XCV, for Walid's love of wine and his views on drinking. 

150 'Iqd VI 49 f. 'Iqd VI 1-82 is devoted to statements and anecdotes that illustrate the differing attitudes of individuals, 
social classes, religious groups, and geographic regions toward music and song. Sallamah's sweet voice and blunt speech fell 
short of the conquest of an admirer who resisted her temptation by citing the Qur'an to her (Majdlis ThaHab I 6 f.; Aghani VIII 
6 f.). See n. 114 on p. 92 above for the effect of a singing girl on {Umar ibn fAbd al-'Aziz. Gifted male singers were also con
sidered a threat to morals, especially for women, and Sulaiman, who had his favorite male and female singers, took severe 
measures against some of the males {lIqd VI 50, 66-69). 

151 E.g. Tabari I I 1742, 1749 f.; Aghani VI 107 f., 111. 
152 Masadir, pp. 126 f. 
153 Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 119 f. 

^Amalill 138: 

155 Ahhbar al-qitddt I 185, 192; see also Lane, p. 243. 
15fi (Iqd VI 124. 
157 lVyun IV 125 gives four lines of mediocre verse in which the scholar expressed disappointment in his divorced wife's 

successor, regretted the divorce, but left the reconciliation up to her. See clqd VI 120 and 122-26 for several more instances 
of more or less prominent men who regretted having divorced their wives, some of them expressing their regret in verse. 
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of poetry, knew that he was no poet.158 The delivery of written verses by messenger in the time of *Abd 

al-Malik is instanced in a four-verse proposal of marriage by a warrior poet who was turned down because 

he portrayed himself as a lion while the object of his attentions saw herself as a gazelle seeking her kind.159 

cUmar ibn Abi Eabfah sent written verses to some of the ladies.160 Abu 'Amr ibn al-^Ala^s large collection 

of manuscripts161 contained some contemporary poetry along with that of pre-Islamic poets. Some of his 

older contemporaries lent an ear to a youth reading poetry from a daftar.1*2 Bashshar ibn Burd, whose 

blindness did not prevent his appointment to a government bureau/63 had secretaries and several trans

mitters to whom he dictated official business and his poetry respectively.164 Twice a week he dictated his 

poetry to an assembly of women.165 

A number of poets of the Umayyad period committed at least some of their verses, not necessarily 

romantic ones, to writing. These include, in more or less chronological order, Yazid ibn Eabicah ibn 

Mufarragh al-Himyari (d. 69/689),166 Jabir ibn cAbd Allah al-Ansarl,167 the Kharijite poets Sumairah 

ibn al-Jacd and Qatar! ibn al-Faja>t (d. 77/696 or 697),168 Abu Kaladah,169 the three leading poets of the 

period, namely Akhtal, Jarlr, and Farazdaq.170 A copy of Abu Talib's ode in praise of Muhammad which 

was made in this period later came into the hands of Jumahi (see n. 205 below). The schoolteacher-poet 

Dhu al-Eummah could hold his own with Hammad al-Kawiyah in the poetry and accounts of the battle 

days of the Arabs.171 The schoolteacher-poet Kumait ibn Zaid and his companion Tirimmah both wrote 

down materials from Ku'bah ibn al-cAjjaj which they worked into their own verses.172 Dhu al-Eummah 

appreciated accurate letter forms, corrected careless execution in the manuscripts of Shu'bah ibn al-

Hajjaj ibn Ward al-Azdi and *Isa ibn 'Umar173 and Hammad al-Eawiyah, whose plagiarism of pre-

158 F o r some of t h e rare samples of A s m a T s verse see e.g. Mardtib, p . 83, and (Iqd I 175 and V I 58. 

Khal i l despaired of A s m a T s unders tand ing of meters , and bo th scholars knew their own limitations in composing poe t ry ; 

see e.g. 'IqdV 308: J U ^ l I I djs ^ dUl* U ^y^^ J J j . . . d-bji V ^ ^ ! ^ j ^ \ V ^ i J i J* *&j\ ^oJI J J i l JlS. 

aJlJL ^jiaJ. Asma'i sought instruction on meters (larud) from Khalil, who, losing patience with AsmaTs lack of comprehension 

of the subject, asked him to scan the verse 

iJa^j i . Ji »jj\—>-j <*—^—i i—~i r^*~* { b\ 

and Asma'I, taking the hint, refrained from bringing up the subject again with Khalil (KhasdHs I 361 f.). Ibn al-MuqaftV and 
Mufaddal ibn Mul.iammad al-Dabbi also are said to have known better than to compose verses ((Umdah I 75). 

In contrast to these four scholars, their contemporaries Hammad al-Rawiyah and Khalaf al-Ahmar were known a3 expert 
versifiers who did not hesitate to attribute their own compositions to some of the classical poets or to plagiarize the latter. 
They were exceptions to the rule that poets were poor critics and critics poor poets ('Askarl, Masun, pp. 5 f.; Shi'r, pp. 10 f., 
496; Marzuqi I 14, 18-20). The credibility of both these Kufan transmitters, particularly that of Hammad, was damaged by 
the accusations of rivals, questioned by most Basran scholars, and has remained controversial despite some staunch defenders, 
both past and present (see e.g. Jahiz, Baydn I 143; Aghdni V 164 f.; Mardtib, pp. 72 f.; Irshdd IV 140; Mufacldaliydt II , Intro, pp. 
1&-21; Masddir, pp. 368-72 and 438-50). 

159 Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, p. 151: J l > J i Js*-\ *~k J l i y J viLuLJ cJ^U Jul c J l jJbo* <d J i dj^J cJU ^ 1 cJ\j \Jj. 
See Amali I I I 47 for a girl's more caustic verses written in refusal of her cousin's proposal of marriage. 

160 Mubarrad I 413; Aghdni I 38, 63, 82, 90; Jabbur II 104, 106, 153, 159. See also Blachere, Histoire de la literature arabe 
des origines a la Jin du XV$ siecle de J.-C. I 96-98. 

161 See Vol. I 23 and p. 27 above. 
162 Jahiz, Hayawdn I 61. 
163 'Umdah I 6. 
164 Aghdni I I I 32 f., 43, 44 f., 62 f. 
165 Ibid. I l l 34, 50, 52, 67; see Diwdn Bashshar ibn Burd, ed. Muhammad al-Tahir ibn *Ashur, I (Cairo, 1369/1950) 30-35 

for the poet and the women. 
166 Aghdni XVII 57-59; Khizdnah I I 216. 
167 Maa'udi V 266. 
168 Ibid. V 312-17; Khizdnah I I 438 f. 
» M f f t o " X 1 1 4 . 
170 These three poets and their writing-down of poetry are discussed below in connection with Document 5. 
171 ShiW, p. 368; Aghani V 212-14; Muwashshah, pp. 172, 191 f. 
172 Suit, Adab al-huttab, p. 62; 'Iqd IV 194; Muwashshah, pp. 170-72, 208; 'Umdah II 194; Muzhir II 349 f. 
173 Muwashshah, pp. 171 f., 177 f., 192. 

H 
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Islamic poetry he claimed he could detect.174 Four poets at the court of Yazid II brought their written 

verses to him for appraisal, and Yazid expressed himself in verse jotted down on the back of each poet's 

composition.175 In Walld's own court there were the poet-musician and author Yunus al-Katib, who was 

also a bureau secretary credited with a Kitdb al-aghdni, and Taraih (or Turaih) ibn Isma'il, who referred 

in his verses to Walld's written poetry and to his own care in composing his eulogy on Walid himself.176 

The ode of Yazid ibn Dabbah so pleased Walid that he ordered its verses counted, which implies a manu

script on hand, before he rewarded the poet lavishly, 1,000 dirhems for each of its fifty verses. Bashshar 

ibn Burd dictated his materials to scholars who sought him out for the purpose.177 His poem in praise of 

Abu *Amr ibn al-*Ala5 was sent to the latter by the hand of Bashshar's pupil Salm al-Khasir, who as a 

youth bought poetry manuscripts (dafdtir al-shi'r) and as a full-fledged poet wrote elegies on papyrus in 

anticipation of the death of certain notables, including his benefactress Queen Zubaidah.178 The poetry 

book of Salm's contemporary Abu al-Shamaqmaq was written on Kfifan parchment in a wonderful 

script and bound in fine leather of Ta'if.179 Bashshar's cutting satire and blunt verse drew protests from 

Hasan al-Basri and Malik ibn Dinar.180 Mahdl eventually forbade him the recitation of romantic verse,181 

and powerful enemies whom he had satirized finally brought about his downfall on the charge of heresy 

(zandaqah),182 though an examination of his manuscripts after his death failed to substantiate the 

charge.183 Among the younger intellectuals who served the early 'Abbasids in 'Iraq were poets and 

secretaries who took manuscripts in book form for granted, as witnessed in Sayyid al-Himyari's collection 

of facWil of 'All, which he put into verse,184 and in Aban al-Lahiqfs translation and versification of 

Kalilali wa Dimnah and other originally Persian books. 

Assuming that Walid II likewise wrote down his poetry, we can point to several factors, some generally 

and others specifically related to his life and poetry, that worked against the survival of his output in its 

entirety. Among these were the confusion and civil war that followed his death and his own reputation for 

a fast and sacrilegious life, which provided the opportunity and the motive for the destruction or suppres

sion of his offending verses in reference to religion or morality or racial prejudice.185 Since he had no 

brothers interested enough to defend him and no adult sons to cherish his memory and since he had 

alienated his first cousins, the preservation of his poetry depended on the efforts of poets and musicians 

who had been his intimate companions and had abetted him in his way of life. Most of these, fearing for 

their own lives of this close association, lay low after Walld's death. Some of them, however, and most other 

poets of the Umayyad period emerged later to court favor with the newly established 'Abbasids.186 

Under such circumstances, most of Walld's verses that had been set to music and were already widely and 

orally popular in his lifetime, whether credited to him or not, had a better chance of survival than his 

174 Agliani V 172; see also p. 173 below. 
175 Ibn cAsakir VI 344-36. 
176 Ibid. VII 53-55; Aghdni IV 114-18 and XVII 167. 
177 Aghdni I I I 44 f. 
178 Ibid. XXI 111, 121; Khatib IX 136. See also Abbott, Two Queens of Baghdad, pp. 85, 172. 
179 Jahiz, Hayawdn I 61: <-?-??& J«£ (jcijLU j&*j <ti^" -^T <J J*-

™<> Aghdni 11135,41. 
w Ibid. I l l 41, 55, 65, 68. 
*82 Ibid. I l l 42, 70-73. 
183 Mubarrad, pp. 546 f. Heresy, open or overt, was so rife at the time that in 163/7S0 Mahdl took severe measures against the 

heretics and shredded their manuscripts with knives (cf. e.g. Diwdn Bashshar ibn Burd I 16-30; Taha Husain, Hadith al-arba(d* 
I [Cairo, 1925] 191-212). 

184 Which he had his four daughters recite (see Vol. II 260). 
185 The numerous odes of the anti-Arab Yazid ibn Dabbah were fragmented and scattered by the Arabs (see Fufallat al-shu(ard\ 

pp. 500 and 513). 
186 A notable exception was Abu ab'Abbas Sa'ib ibn Farrukh, the blind poet at the court of Marwan II. He was faithful 

to the Umayyads despite threats and enticements from Mansur, who was eventually (in 141 A.H.) touched by his loyalty (Aghdni 
XV 59-62). 
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more serious and more offensive poems. This factor may in part account for the small number of his 

surviving poems, as for their predominant themes and the fragmentary nature of most of them. The 

survival of these poems and of anecdotes associated with them, like much of the information that has 

come down to us on the Umayyads, must be credited to the efforts of such early genealogist-historians as 
(Abd al-Malik ibn (Umair (see p. 76), to anthologists who collected akhbdr and speeches, such as Khalid 

al-Qasri, and to collectors of poetry such as Hammad al-Rawiyah and Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbl. 

Their successors, the emerging "encyclopedists" of the second century, included private collectors,187 

family historians, and representatives of the various racial, religious, and political groups. Among these 

may be mentioned Haitham ibn cAdi, who was known as a pupil and transmitter of Hammad al-

Rawiyah,188 Abu cUbaid, Abu 'Ubaidah, and Asma'i. Their numerous works covering a wide variety of 

subjects were fully exploited by the succeeding generations of scholars and historians. 

The source materials for Umayyad history and culture were the manuscript collections of prominent 

families, such as the poetry and hadith collections of Hassan ibn Thabit and other Ansar which were known 

and sought after.189 The papers and correspondence of 'Umar I and cAmr ibn aPAs were passed on, in 

part at least, to their sons and grandsons, as detailed in Volume II of these studies. So also were those of 
cAli and his family. Husain ibn CAH carried two saddleloads of his correspondence with the Kufans and 

other 'Iraqis which he displayed as evidence of their promise to help him in his fight for the caliphate.190 

There was also Mu'awiyah's brother 'Utbah ibn Abi Sufyan, whose offspring included a succession of 

family historians and poets. Their materials were passed on by their distinguished member 'Utbi.191 

Some of the first-century collectors of akhbdr had access to government archives which often if not always 

included the correspondence and the literary collections of the caliph, as in the case of the state bureaus 

(dhvan's) of Mu'awiyah, cAbd al-Malik, Walid I, and Hisham.192 Governors who had a literary bent and 

who were patrons of poets and scholars, such as Bishr ibn Marwan, Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, and Khalid al-

Qasri,193 had literary manuscripts kept either in their state bureaus or in their personal libraries.194 As 

we have already seen above, a grandson of cAbd Allah ibn 'Abbas, namely cAbd Allah ibn 'All, collected 

the dnvdn's of the Marwanids. Even court records occasionally included some poetry, for we read that 

Muhammad ibn 'Imran al-Talhl, the last Umayyad judge of Medina, ordered his court secretary to write 

some edifying verses that took his fancy at the bottom of a legal document for the benefit of future 

readers.195 We may note in passing that cAbd Allah ibn 'Abbas, Zuhri, Ibn Ishaq, and Shafi'i were all 

preoccupied with poetry and that they all used and produced manuscripts,196 some of which included 

poetry. 

There was, furthermore, steady supplementation of manuscript sources through oral information 

187 See Jumahi, p. 204; see also our Vol. I 4, 22, 29. 
188 Aghuni V 164; Irshad IV 140. For Haitham ibn cAdI see GAL I 140 and II 77, 213. 
189 Vol. I I 259 f.; Jumahi, pp. 125, 396; Masadir, pp. 125-28, 157 f., 205. 
190 Tabari II 298 f.: . . . pfeJbl j ^ U>!tf U ^ ^ j L ^j*. r y ^ U . 
191 See p. 77 and Baihaqi, p. 12. 
192 See Vols. I 10, 18, 23 and II 181 f. and p. 13 above. 
193 Khalid's family was well rooted in the art of poetry and written composition (see e.g. AghunT XIX 54:_/JaJI j ^ 1 ^ 1 ) . 

Khalid and his father were both private secretaries, and Khalid as governor commissioned Zuhri to compose a genealogical work 
and a biography of Muhammad; only the first of these projects was begun, and it was not finished (ibid. XIX 57, 59). 

194 See Vol. I 17. 
195 Akhbdr al-qudat I 185. The judge was confirmed in his office by the 'Abbasids. In Mansur's reign we find him ordering 

his secretary to write down some amusing verses that Asma'I was reciting, and he added that the nobles were zealous for 
witticisms (ibid. I 187: AP-^X\ ^fJ> J J I ^ I J i ^ j ) . Judges and jurists, like caliphs, occasionally indulged in composing verses of 
their own (e.g. (Umdah I 12-19). 

196 See e.g. Vols. I, Document 6, and II 54-56, 98, 100; Aghani IV 49; Yusuf ibn <Abd Allah ibn (Abd al-Barr, J ami1 bayan 

al-Hlm wafadlihi I 77: ^ l^J ^S JI ^> -U j l ^ JJI ^ \ ^ j j j cJS; Sam'ani, Adab al-imW wa al-isiimla\ p. 70. 
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received from knowledgeable city dwellers and Bedouins, much of which was first committed to writing by 

enterprising second-century scholars. Foremost among those who drew heavily on the memory, knowledge, 

and experience of the Bedouins were Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala* and his devoted pupil and loyal transmitter 

Asma% to whom we owe a Bedouin's version of Walld's three verses that appear in our papyrus text. 

There is some evidence of early traffic in poetry manuscripts among poets and scholars. The demand 

was met through copies made, for a fee, from oral dictation or from other manuscripts or even through 

purchase of a poem itself. An ode written by a Bahill in praise of Marwan II was sold after the caliph's 

death for 300 dirhems to Marwan ibn Abi Hafsah, who, by making changes in the first two verses, turned 

it into a eulogy of Ma'n ibn Za'idah (d. 152/769).197 That a considerable market existed for manuscripts 

of poetry and music (dafdtir al-shiW wa al-ghin<P) is indicated by the fact that the sale of such manuscripts 

became a point of controversy between Malik ibn Anas and his pupils. Malik, whose linguistic and literary 

interests were less pronounced than those of either Abu Hanlfah or Shafi% disapproved of the sale of such 

manuscripts even more emphatically than he disapproved of the sale of religious knowledge.198 

First-century Muslim scholars struggled with specific criteria for evolving a system of literary criticism 

though they were concerned at first primarily with pre-Islamic poetry and poets, including poets who 

lived into Islamic times. First-century poets appraised their fellow poets. The approach of both poet and 

scholar was more or less subjective and in some respects traditional, being somewhat reminiscent of the 

pre-Islamic poetry contests staged at Suq 'Ukkaz. However, some first-century poets' appreciative 

critiques of some verses of their fellow poets contain as much substance as the authoritative judgment of 

Nabighah al-Dhubyani at Suq HJkkaz.199 Of the scholars, it was Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala5 who first ap

proached the problem of standards of criticism on the more inclusive basis of both the quantity and the 

quality of a poet's total product, rather than quick and changing judgments based on a verse or two or 

even an entire poem. Some of his views have survived mainly in Asma'I's Fuhulat al-shucard\ where he is 

frequently cited and approved by the author, who was his admiring and faithful pupil. Torrey, editor and 

translator of the Fuhulat, has shown effectively that Asmaci himself fell short of evolving an organized 

system of literary criticism.200 Yet Asma'I does put emphasis on a poet's need to know the poetry, history, 

and genealogy of the Arabs201 and on the less tangible qualities of originality, literary style, and a measure 

of natural poetic talent, as also on the quantity of a poet's output. Asma'I's contemporary Abu cUbaidah 

also emphasized quantity.202 But even the standard of quantity is fluid, as it ranges from five or six to 

twenty or more odes for qualifying among the first-rank poets, the fuhul,203 a title reserved almost 

exclusively in AsmaTs day for the pre-Islamic poets, including those who lived into Islamic times.204 

197 Aghani IX 42; Muwashshah, pp. 252 f. 
198 Sahnun ibn Sa'id al-Tanukhi, Al-mudawwanah al-kubra (Cairo, 1324/1906) I I I 396 f. The controversy extended at the same 

time to the loaning of books, including poetry manuscripts, for a fee (Muh&darat I 71-73). I t should be noted that the activities of 
the bookseller (warraq) were as extensive in the fields of language and literature as in those of Qur'anic commentary and fyadith 
(see our Vols. I 22 and 24 f. and II , esp. pp. 16, 46-49, 228 f.; see also pp. 13 f. and 35 above and 149 below). 

199 See e.g. Shicr, pp. 78, 197 f.; Aghani I 51 f., VIII 194 f., and IX 163; Muivashshafy, pp. 39 f., 47, 60, 205; 'Askari, Masun, 
pp. 3 f.; (Iqd V 397. Some of these poets developed a more tangible critical ability, which is dealt with in detail below (see pp. 
122-43 and 187-92). 

200 See Fuhulat alshu'ara*, pp. 488 f. 
2°i 'Umdahl 132 f. 
202 See Shi'r, p. 141. 
203 See Fuhulat al-shu(ara\ pp. 495, 497, 498; Muwashshah, pp. 80 f.; lUmdah I 132 f. 

204 p o r i s lamic poets Asma ' I expresses his opinion negat ively by s ta t ing t h a t a given poet , for example Dhu a l - R u m m a h , 

does no t r ank among t h e fuhiil, or, influenced by his earlier t ra ining, he resorts to te rms used in fyadith criticism such as 4 » -

(see p p . 103 a n d 192, n . 186), or he refrains from giving a clear-cut opinion (see Fuhulat al-shulara\ p p . 495-98; Maratib, p . 73 ; 
lUmdahI 138). 
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However, the more systematic and inclusive Tabaqatfuhul al-shu'ara* of Asma'fs younger contemporary 

Jumahi (d. 231/845) gives about equal attention to the pre-Islamic and the Islamic poets.205 

We have no specific reference to Walid's total output of poetry, and the quantity which has survived 

would not qualify him for high rank among the Islamic poets. As for the quality of his poetry, his intimate 

companions and court poets declared, on occasion, that as a poet he surpassed them, though allowance 

should be made for flattery and the hope of sizable rewards. In the early years of the "Blessed Dynasty" 

few poets or scholars would risk their own fortunes by bringing up the subject of the Umayyads, let alone 

mentioning Walid II, who was considered a heretic, unless to denounce him. The first unfavorable reference 

to Walid was made by Bashshar ibn Burd in a pro-'Alid poem with racial overtones. The poem was 

originally intended as a satire on Mansur but was altered, after the failure of the cAlid cause, to a satire on 

Abu Muslim al-Khurasanl, who had played a major role in the establishment of the 'Abbasid dynasty. 

The poet reminds the new rulers of the fates of such crowned tyrants as Khusrau II, Marwan II, and 

Walid II, points out that they are following the same course, and suggests the course they should follow.206 

Other derogatory references to Walid originated with some of the early lAbbasids themselves. The first 

such reference was made by Ja'far ibn Sulaiman, governor of Medina (146-50/763-67), to the poet 

Rummah ibn Yazid ibn Maiyadah, a favorite of Walid, whom he had rewarded richly and who had 

eulogized Walid in glowing terms at the time of his death.207 Ja'far took the poet to task for praising him 

in less glowing terms than he had used for Walid the libertine (fdsiq). The poet retorted that he did not say 

Walid was a libertine and, besides, the measure of praise is in proportion to the liberality of the praised— 

an answer that pleased the governor as to the poet's loyalty and induced him to match Walid's liberality.208 

When the question of Walid's heresy was later raised at MahdI's court, the judge and jurist Ibn 'Ulathah 

refuted it on the theory that Allah would not have permitted him to be caliph had he in truth been a 

heretic—an argument that put Allah's mark of approval on the 'Abbasids as well.209 The first forthright 

defense of Walid as a ruler and appreciation of him as a poet came at the request of Harun al-Kashld from 

the pro-Marwanid poet Marwan ibn Abi Hafsah210 after Harun had assured him that nothing he said 

would be held against him. The poet then described Walid as one of the most elegant and vigorous of 

men and also as one of the best poets and one of the most liberal of men.211 Harun al-Rashld next asked 

Marwan to cite some of Walid's verses, and the poet recited Walid's verse on the dead Hisham, which 

Harun ordered a secretary to write down.212 Harun is further reported as having cursed Walid's 

assassins.213 Poets of the cAbbasid period appropriated many of Walid's verses on romance and especially 

on wine. Abu Nuwas was considered the ablest adapter of Walid's poetry, in its style as in its basic 

205 See Jumahi, pp. 21 f., 42, and Intro, pp. 15, 34-36. The assumed permanent superiority of the "ancients" over the 
"moderns" was successfully challenged thereafter as literary criticism developed further and new poets asserted their claim to 
superiority. This is readily seen in Ibn Qutaibah's introduction to his Alshi'r wa al-shiSard* and in Ibn al-Mu{tazz's Kildb 
al-badi( as forerunners in this phase of literary criticism. 

206 Aghani I I I 28 f.; (Askari, Masun, pp. 162 f. 
207 Shi'r, p. 485; Aghani I I 92, 106-9. 
208 Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabaqdt, pp. 106 f. This source reports Ja'far as governor of Basrah, which is an error (see Zambaur, 

pp. 24, 40). Ja'far's second governorship of Medina (161-66/777-82) was later than this episode since Rummab ibn Yazid 
ibn Maiyadah died early in the reign of Mansur (Aghani I I 120). 

209 See Aghani VI 140 f., where two different accounts are given for Ibn 'Ulathah; see also e.g. Tabari I I I 462 and Akhbdr 
alqudat I I I 251 f. 

210 See e.g. Shi'r, pp. 481 f.; Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Tabaqdt, pp. 42-54; Mu'jam al-shiSard', pp. 396 f.; Muwashshafy, pp. 251-54; 
Khatib XI I I 142-45. 

™ Aghani VI 109 and IX 41: p j o ^ l j ^J^\J ^ \ j ^ U l J*-1 j , j l T . 
212 See preceding note and Gabrieli, p. 35, No. V. 
213 Aghani VI 140. 
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meaning.214 The sources on hand yield no second-century critical estimate of Walld as a poet, perhaps 

because of neglect by the Yemenite Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Ala* and the politic Asma(i, neither of whom 

would have been particularly interested in the fallen anti-Yemenite Walid of disrepute. They did, however, 

express opinions on several Islamic poets, including a goodly number of Walid's contemporaries, such as 
cUmar ibn Abi Rabicah, cAdi ibn al-Riqac, and Dhu al-Rummah. Jumahi, Ibn Qutaibah, and Mubarrad 

likewise seem to have refrained from expressing critical opinions of Walid, as far as their extant works 

indicate. He does not seem to have fared any better at the hands of the early anthologists, for only 

Buhturi cites him, and once only.215 I t was not until after the 'Abbasids themselves had lost both political 

power and literary luster following the assassination of Mutawakkil in 247/861216 that historians and 

literary scholars, predominantly non-Arabs, searched seriously into the life, reign, and poetry of Walid II. 

Tabari, Mas'udi, Abu al-Faraj al-Isfaham, Ibn cAbd Rabbihi, and possibly Ahmad ibn Ibrahim ibn al-

Jazzar217 have, among them, preserved practically all that is extant of Walid's poetry. Later authors who 

do pick up Walid's history and story have little except a few fragments of his verse218 to add to the picture 

given by these third- and fourth-century authors. Lesser known or still unpublished works of third/ninth-

century scholars are more promising as sources of additional fragments, though I have so far discovered 

but one such fragment, namely two verses cited by Muhammad ibn al-cAbbas al-Yazidl (d. 310/922),219 

who drew on oral and written sources that trace back to Hammad al-Rawiyah, Hammad <Ajrad, Haitham 

ibn *Adi, cUtbi and his father, Mada'ini, Abu £Ubaidah, Jahiz, and other second-century collectors and 

authors to whom sufficient attention has already been drawn above. Because the collection of Walid's 

poetry was at first neglected it is remarkable that we have as much of it as we do. Though his personal 

reputation and his corrupt rule, followed by the fall of the Umayyads, contributed to the early neglect of 

his poetry, his royal birth and colorful yet tragic life helped to keep alive a certain amount of interest 

in the man and his poetry.220 Nevertheless, the serious study and appraisal of his surviving poetry had to 

await modern times and scholarship. 

Carl Brockelmann listed Walld II among Umayyad poets of second rank.221 Some quarter of a century 

later Taha Husain222 touched briefly on the tragic life of Walid and the literary quality of his poetry. 

Francesco Gabrieli collected and edited his poetry, related much of it to the events of his life, and ventured 

an opinion as to its literary quality.223 Gabrieli was followed by Khalil Mardam, who saw fit, as already 

pointed out (p. 91, n. 96), to omit the first poem of Gabrieli's edition, on which he otherwise relied 

214 Ibid. VI 109 f.: o l w 4*1̂  *bU <^U ^\jl J»)J LJL* yJU ^jLJil J U^Uolj >\j*t3\ UJbU M H/iif jUil l^L^j jJ-\ J <d 
<CU eJ^ J IAJJS^ OJ*J> J l^i«rj 1-$1S". See T)iya' al-Din Nasr Allah ibn Muhammad ibn al-Athir, Al-mathal al-sdHr fi adab 

al-katib wa al-shdHr (Cairo, 1282/1865) p. 469, on the three degrees of poetry theft ranging from outright theft of a poem lifted 

from a book (naskh) to rewording a verse but retaining some of its basic sense {salkh) to scoffing at or vilifying a verse or poem 

(maskh). There is also allusion to the sense of a verse, either to expand on it or to reverse its meaning. 
215 See Buhturi Al-liamasah, ed. L. Cheikho (Beirut, 1910) p. 160, No. 854, which consists of only two lines. 
216 See Nabia Abbott, "Arabic papyri of the reign of Ca'far al-Mutawakkil 'ala-llah (A.H. 2 3 3 - 4 7 / A . D . 847-61)," ZDMG XCII 

(1938)88-135. 
217 I.e., as the suggested author of Al-'uyun wa al-ftadd'iq jl akhbdr al-haqci''iq, third part edited by M. J. de Goeje and P. de 

Jong, Fragmenta historicorum Arabicorum I (Lugduni Batavorum, 1869). 
218 See Gabrieli, pp. 35, Nos. IV-V, and 42, No. XXXII . 
219 Yazidi, p. 117: 

^\j&\ ^ ^ j ^ uisc ^ r d~>- ^ . JI cJvi 

220 It is to be noted that Walid is not included in a list of five leading Quraishite poets of the Umayyad period (Aghanilll 101). 
It is conceivable, however, that Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Murthadi (d. 2S6/899) may have included him in hisShu(am* Quraish 
(see GAL SI 219 and Irshad I I 57 f.). 

221 <7.1Z,I60andS 196. 
222 Hadith al-arba'd' I 174-79. 
223 See Gabrieli, csp. pp. 25-33. 
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heavily both for the texts of the poems and for his introduction.224 Taha Husain, Gabrieli, and Khalil 

Mardam are agreed that Walld favored lighter themes and the shorter meters that usually go with them— 

such as the waftr meter of our papyrus text—over weightier topics and the longer and more difficult 

meters that they call for. Again, all three are rightly agreed that his verses lack a measure of artistic 

refinement and that final touch of literary polish expected of first-rank poets. Being blessed with natural 

poetic talent, he was content to use it, usually in extemporaneous verse when he was under the influence 

of wine or under emotional stress. That is, Walld lacked the professional poet's incentive to achieve 

high literary polish as he competed with his peers for professional recognition and financial rewards. 

Nevertheless, Walid's poetry is appreciated for its easy flow, its spontaneity, and its forthrightness. 

Incomplete as the extant collection is, it still yields enough firsthand information to provide an insight 

into his character and motivation. Though some of his verses are shocking enough to tempt one to 

suppress them even in our permissive twentieth century, more of his poems arouse sympathy for this high-

spirited poet and caliph who fell victim to the fatal combination of his own strong-headedness and un

fortunate family and political circumstances. 

DATING OF THE DOCUMENT 

Several questions arise to which the sources on hand give no definite answer. When did Asma'I en

counter the Bedouin lover? Did he then recognize the verses of our text as Walld II's poem with some 

variation? My considered guess is that the encounter with the Bedouin occurred early in Asmaci's literary 

career, and it seems possible that he did not at that time associate the verses with Walid II. 

Asma'f s first subjects of serious study were the Qur'an and hadith. His interest in the Qur'an was 

probably stimulated by family tradition since his grandfather was employed by Hajjaj ibn Yusuf to 

record and recite the corrections ordered by Hajjaj to be made in the 'Uthmanic edition of the Qur'an.225 

Asma'I transmitted some information (akhbdr) on Umayyad times and personalities, including several of 

the early Marwanids and also Hajjaj, on the authority of his father on that of his grandfather,226 but he 

used the family isnad rarely in contrast to his extensive use of other sources of information for his 

numerous interests. From the study of the Qu^an to that of Tradition and law was the usual path for 

young aspirants to scholarship in the religious sciences. Most of the leading traditionists who were still 

active until about the mid-second century of Islam are listed among the young Asmacf s teachers. They 

included Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar, Mis'ar ibn Kidam, and Shu'bah ibn al-Hajjaj ibn Ward al-

Azdi,227 all of whom committed their hadith collections to writing.228 Such traditionists grounded him in 

their method of parallel oral and written transmission, and it was to their terminology that he resorted in 

expressing critical opinions on Islamic poets (see p. 100, n. 204). Just when Asma*! decided that his 

professional career lay not in the religious sciences is hard to say. His decision to specialize in the secular 

field of language and literature was undoubtedly influenced by Abu cAmr ibn al- 'Ala*, the leading Qur'anic-

224 See Khalil Mardam, Diwan al-Walid ibn Yazid, esp. pp. 22-26. 
225 Maratib, p. 65; Sirafi, p. 69. For the nature of the changes ordered by Hajjaj see p. 84 above. Little is known of AsmaTs 

family besides the names of his grandfather and father, a paternal uncle, and a maternal uncle who seems to have been 
remembered only for his parsimony, a characteristic associated with Asma'i himself. Stranger still is the lack of information 
on any literary activity of his brother fAH and his own son SacId. What we know of his nephew 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'AH 
(d. 231/846) as the only member of the family who transmitted AsmaTs books does not indicate a close personal relationship 
between the two. 

226 See e.g. Majalis Tha'lab I I 615 f. and Ibn 'Asakir IV 62, 82. 
227 See e.g. SirafI, p. 60 and Khatib X 410. 
228 See Inbah I I 197 f.; see also our Vol. I I 45, 50, 52-54, 67-69, and pages listed in index under their separate names. See, 

further, Raba% Intro, pp. 2 f., citing Ibn c Asakir on the authority of Mubarrad, for AsmaTs own reference to the numerous 
scholars, jurists, traditionists, and long list of poets and eloquent men from whom he learned, memorized, and transmitted and 
to whom collectively he gave the credit for his own accurate knowledge, which in turn brought a delegation of Khurasanian 
scholars seeking him as the ranking Basran scholar. 
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reader of his day and the foremost authority on language and literature. I t is also possible that AsmaTs 

serious interest in poetry may have been first aroused by Shu'bah ibn al-Hajjaj, who was interested mainly 

in poetry before he specialized in hadith229 much as Zuhri and ShafTi just before and after him were 

interested in poetry before they decided to specialize in hadith tmdfiqL Furthermore, it was probably the 

aging Abu cAmr ibn al-^Ala' who first directed the younger scholar to seek out the knowledgeable among 

the Bedouins, on whom he himself had relied so heavily for his knowledge of correct Arabic and pre-

Islamic poetry. Be that as it may, we do know that Asma'I soon formed a lifelong habit of periodic visits 

to the desert. In his earlier days he lived and moved freely enough among the Bedouins to marry one of 

their women and to be rejected by another.230 His insatiable curiosity covered every phase of Bedouin 

life, private and public. His informants, both men and women, came from every level of Bedouin society.231 

His reputation among them was so well known and widespread that a Bedouin woman who met him as a 

stranger could guess his identity from his lively conversation or from a display of his memory, which was 

matched at least once by a Bedouin woman.232 Bedouins who could not supply the information he sought 

would readily direct him to those among them who could.233 Prying into all sorts of Bedouin experiences, 

he was apt to ask, as in line 6 of our papyrus text: "Have you said anything (of poetry) about that?" 

And the Bedouin being questioned would be just as apt to recite verses that he considered his own.234 

The character of the anecdotes he reported about Bedouin men and women and about his personal 

experiences among them ranged from innocuous235 to highly edifying236 to extremely shocking,237 and 

the papyrus episode comes close to this last. It should be added here that in moral tone Asma'I was no 

better and no worse than many of his contemporaries of high or low degree. 

It is at the time of the youthful Asma'fs intensive contacts with the Bedouins that I would place his 

encounter with the Bedouin lover of our papyrus text. This was not too far removed from the time of 

Walid II, whose verses on Salma, whether credited to him or not, would still have been popular in the 

desert, where dynastic change and political power lay not so heavy as they did on the city dwellers. I t was 

also the time when AsmacI was collecting and storing up information and experiences in his extraordinary 

memory, which apparently was both auditory and photographic238 but which he nevertheless aided by 

much writing while he was still among the Bedouins.239 Back among the city dwellers, he would sort, 

22» Khatib X 411. 
230 Sarraj, Kitab masari1 aUushshdq (Istanbul, 1301/1883) pp. 375 and 404. 
231 See Maratib, p. 40 (cited also in Muzhir II 401 f.), for a list of knowledgeable and literate Bedouins who contributed 

much to Abu Zaid al-Ansarl, Abu (Ubaidah, and Asmafi; see Fihrist, pp. 43-50, for entries on these and other Bedouins, several 
of whom are well known authors. 

232 Amali I 265 f. 
233 Muzhir I I 307. 
234 Inquiry about original verses was addressed to city dwellers as well. See e.g. Aghdni XIV 62; Irshdd VII 303: <j c i i J* 

235 E.g. <Uyun IV 5; Maratib, pp. 52 f.; Khatib VI 179; Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, pp. 105, 107, 108, 162; Ibshihi I I 152, 213 f. 
236 E.g. Amali I 225 f. and 265 f., I l l 29; fJqd IV 151 f.; Sarraj, Kitab masari1 al-'ushshaq, p. 404. 
237 E.g. Jabiz, Mahasin, pp. 202 f., 352 f.; Muwashshak, pp. 12, 77 f.; "Uyun IV 26; Khatib VI 281; Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, 

p. 117; Ibshihi I I 214; Bau$ al-akhydr, pp. 194, 242. The Qur'an is severe on the Bedouins, as on the hypocrites {munafiqun), but 
does not categorically condemn all Bedouins as ignorant or as godless and mercenary (Surah 9:90, 97 f., 99-102). 

238 His claim to phenomenal feats of memory such as memorizing 10,000 to 16,000 arjuzah was at one time politely questioned, 
and on one occasion it was, at his suggestion, put to the test, which, we are told, fully proved his claim {Maratib, pp. 51, 57; 
Zubaidi, pp. 185, 188; Khatib X 415 f.; lIqd V 306; Inbah I 90 f. and II 198; Ibn Khallikan I 362 [ > trans. I I 124]; Bughyah, 
p. 313). See our Vol. I I 52 f. for memory testing of religious scholars. 

Among the first- and second-century scholars who were known for their remarkable memories may be included Ibn 'Abbas 
(e.g. Khizanah I I 421-24), Sha'bi (Ahmad Farid Rifa% lAsr al-Ma'mun I 315), Abu <Amr ibn al-'Ala', Shaft* i, and the poets 
Hammad al-Rawiyah, Abu Kuwas {Inbah I 350), and Abu Taramam. Yet all these men, proud as they were of their memories, 
used manuscripts and acquired sizable libraries, and most of them composed books of their own. The early {Iraqi scholars in the 
fields of language and literature became known as ashab al-kutub {Maratib, p. 98; Fihrist, p. 47). 

239 Sirafi, pp. 66 f.; Muzhir I I 307-9. 
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augment, and classify his materials that were in time to take the form of monographs on a surprisingly 

wide range of subjects.240 Meanwhile his Bedouin anecdotes, artfully presented in conversation, attracted 

attention and enhanced his reputation for serious scholarship and an entertaining personality.241 Reports 

of his fame soon reached Mahdi and Hariin al-Rashid. The latter summoned Asma'i to the court, marveled 

at his extensive knowledge of Arabic and poetry242 and his store of information on the Umayyads,243 

and greatly enjoyed his company and stories, especially those relating to the Bedouins. To keep up his 

stock of entertaining material with which to amuse Harun and others, Asma'I would make occasional trips 

to the desert on the city's outskirts in search of Bedouin anecdotes, some of which no doubt quickly 

gained oral currency before they were included in his Nawddir al-aWdb.2** It is regrettable that his serious 

students who became his editor-transmitters overdid the editing of at least some of his books and that 

others drew freely on his materials but failed to safeguard the identity of his works as separate units. One 

famous pupil, Abu cUbaid (d. 223/838), who served as a private tutor and became a prolific author 

patronized by the Tahirid family of generals and governors, organized Asma'I's works into chapters and 

supplemented them with materials from Abu Zaid al-Ansari and from Kufan sources, using only manu

scripts for the most part.245 Still another gifted pupil, Abu Nasr Ahmad ibn Hatim al-Bahili (d. 231/846), 

was preferred by Asma'i above all others,246 and is said to have transmitted all of AsmaTs works. He 

expanded AsmaTs Nawddir (not to be confused with his Naivadir al-a'rdb) by something like a third, 

which Asma'i himself deleted before he permitted others to copy Abu Nasr's manuscript.247 A third pupil, 
eAlI ibn al-Mughlrah al-Athram (d. 232/847), who became a professional transmitter and bookseller,248 

was in demand for his accurate manuscripts and was credited with transmitting all of AsmaTs works as 

well as those of Abu cUbaidah. AsmaTs nephew (Abd al-Rahman ibn 'All, a less congenial pupil, is said 

to have possessed some of his uncle's original manuscripts, from which he transmitted presumably after 

AsmaTs death.249 Many other pupils transmitted AsmaTs materials less exhaustively.250 AsmaTs 

works that have survived as units give evidence of variation and supplementation by their transmitters. 

240 E.g. Fihrisl, p . 55; Inbah I I 202 f. Asma'i considered five steps essential to genuine scholarship: quietness, attentive 
listening, retention, composition, and publication ((Iqd I I 215). He acquired a sizable library, borrowed manuscripts, composed 
and dictated his works, and permitted pupils to copy and transmit them {see Fuhiilat al-shulara\ p. 500; Jahiz, Bayan II 97; 
Jumahi, p . 204; Karl Vilhelm Zettersteen, "Aus dem Tahdib al-luga al-Azhari's," Le monde oriental XIV [1920] 14 f.; Muzhir 
I 160). 

241 Abu Nuwas, among others, compared Asma'i to a nightingale because he charmed his listeners into giving him the victory 
in conversation or debate with his better informed but less amusing competitors (Sirafi, pp. 61 f.; Khatib X 414, 417; Inbah 
II 201; Ibn Khallikan I 362 [— trans. I I 124]; Bughyah, pp. 395, 400). For a less flattering comment on AsmaTs materials, 
style, and delivery see Nuzhah, p. 68, and Ibn Khallikan I 390 ( = trans. I l l 390), which expands the passage, the gist of which 
is that AsmaTs style made the worst appear good while Abu 'Ubaidah expressed himself badly but furnished much useful 
knowledge. 

242 Maratib, pp. 54 f., 56 f.; Zubaidi, p. 186; Khatib X 417; Ibn Faris, Sahibi, p. 44; Nuzhah, p. 69. 
243 Mas'udi V 401 f.; Ibn Khallikan I 364; see our Vol. II 47 and 54 and p. 99 above for sources on the Umayyads that 

were available in AsmaTs lifetime. AsmaTs knowledge of the life and times of Hajjaj ibn Yusuf and Khalid al-Qasri is amply 
illustrated by Ibn 'Asakir's entries on both governors. The accounts cover their interest in and encounters with Bedouins as 
reported repeatedly by Asma'i (see e.g. Ibn cAsakir IV 52, 62, 72, 82 and V 70, 74-77, 78). Furthermore, AsmaTs interest 
in history was such that he has been credited, rightly or not, with a Ta'rikh al-muluk aVArab wa al-(Ajam (see our Vol. I I 
90, n. 33, and p. 13 above). 

244 Khatib X 412 f.; Inbah I I 200 f. See Abbott, Two Queens of Baghdad, pp. 147-49, 171, 174, 180, 187, for Asma(i as Harun's 
courtier-companion. Not much later, Sa'id ibn Salm al-Bahili was to relate a truly amusing story of a Bedouin who would not 
have anything to do with a Bahili, not for love of life or money (Khatib IX 74). 

245 Maratib, p. 93: 

246 Maratib, pp. 82 f.; Zubaidi, p. 198; Khatib IV 114; Irshad I 406; Inbah I 36 f.; Muzhir I I 408. 
247 See Zettersteen in Le monde oriental XIV 14 f. 
248 Fihrist, p. 56; Khatib XII 107 f.; Irshad V 421 f. and VII 304. 
249 Maratib, pp. 49, 82 f.; Sirafi, pp. 62 f.; Fihrist, p. 56; Muzhir I I 408. 
250 See e.g. Zubaidi, p. 104; Bughyaht p. 400. 
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Though his Nawadir al-a^rdb has not survived as a unit in any contemporary or subsequent transmission, 

its contents are nevertheless repeatedly met with in practically every work on Arabic language and litera

ture, along with Bedouin anecdotes attributed to one or another of AsmacI's contemporaries,251 none of 

whom is credited specifically with a nawadir al-a'rab, though several of them collected and published 

nawadir of a number of different categories. 

The first anecdote of our papyrus text clearly belongs with the nawadir al-a^rdb, and the second anecdote 

is associated with the first by virtue of the boorishness of the chief character in each of them. The papyrus 

fragment is probably a student's notation made from Asma'I's dictation or copied from his manuscripts. 

Again, it could be a notation made from the dictation of any one of the above-mentioned chief trans

mitters of Asma'fs works or from manuscripts of others of Asma(i's many pupils. I am inclined to believe 

that it was made by indirect transmission through a pupil, rather than by direct transmission from Asmaci 

himself, on the basis of the script, which resembles available specimens of the early third century more 

than it does those from the second century of Islam. 

The fact that our papyrus comes from Egypt presents, as I see it, no problems. For even in Asma'I's 

lifetime his fame and at least some of his works had reached Khurasan in the east and Spain in the west. 

Visitors from Khurasan sought him out,252 and shortly after his death Abu Nasr Ahmad ibn Hatim 

traveled to Isfahan carrying with him his copies of Asma'fs works, including the collections of the poetry 

of j>re-Islamic and Islamic poets.253 Before leaving on a pilgrimage, Abu Nasr intrusted his manuscripts 

to a friend who made them available for copying during Abu Nasr's absence. On his return, Abu Nasr's 

anger for the loss of his expected gain from the transmission of AsmaTs works was appeased by the gift 

of a large sum of money from the citizens and their leader.254 Though Khurasan of the second and third 

centuries surpassed Egypt in linguistic studies, Egypt and the west were not too far behind. The nature 

and extent of Egypt's progress has been detailed above (pp. 33-40), particularly her role from about the 

mid-second century onward as a half-way center for North African and Spanish scholars seeking know

ledge in the eastern provinces, first in the Hijaz and then in 'Iraq. Thus, at least some of the works of such 

prominent scholars as the Kufan Kisa'i and the Basran Asma'i were introduced into Egypt and the west 

during their authors' lifetime255 and continued to be sought after, like Sibawaih's Kitdb, by succeeding 

generations of traveling scholars and to be studied, taught, and circulated by native Egyptians and by 

new settlers in Egypt. 

Considering the combined factors of Walid IFs reputation, the popularity of his verses and of Bedouin 

anecdotes, Asma'I's career and his numerous transmitters, and, finally, the script of our papyrus, it seems 

safe enough to conclude that the text dates probably from about the mid-second century but that the 

papyrus itself is more probably from the early third century of Islam. The third century was richly 

productive in practically every phase of history, literature, and other cultural fields—a period when 

Jahiz, Ibn Qutaibah, Mubarrad, Yacqubi, Tabari, and Mas'udI were studying the lives and co-ordinating 

and expounding upon the works of their predecessors. The many second-century and the more numerous 

third-century sources were freely used by Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani and Abu cAli al-Qali, who spiced their 

251 ¥ov example, Kisa'I likewise spent much time among the Bedouins and wrote down all sorts of linguistic information 
that was incorporated in his series of three nawadir works, which may have included incidental Bedouin anecdotes (see Fihrist, 
pp. 65 f.; Khatib XI 404; Inbnh II 25S, 273 f.). Haitham ibn £Adi related some of his experiences among the Bedouins at the 
request of Mahdl, who was already intrigued with the variety of the Bedouin tales; see Inbnh I I I 365-67: j l ~J> t> ^A^il J <JU 

252 Kaba'i, Intro, pp. 2 f., and n. 228 on p. 103 above. 
253 Irshad I 406: {jr^?^\ J * Ijyu ^ t - ^ l j *JUUJ , l j J t i J\*J:\J ^^^^\ OIJL-A. <U, JJaJ. 
254 Ibid. I 406 f. Abu Nasr returned to Baghdad in 220/835. 
255 Khatib XIV 222 f. 
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works with numerous Bedouin anecdotes, as the Aghdm of the former and the Amdli of the latter so 

readily attest. By their time any political reason for ignoring Umayyad cultural achievements had long 

been dissipated and all but forgotten. It is not suprising that the Aghdm has yielded more of Walld's 

surviving poetry than any other single source. Nor is it surprising that the encyclopedic Spanish scholar 

Ibn *Abd Eabbihi (246-328/860-940), who lived in the golden age of the Umayyads of Spain, alone 

identified three of the five verses that we find in our papyrus poem as those of Walid II (see pp. 80 and 

95). His failure to identify the transmitter was in keeping with his stated policy of omitting the isndd's 

of well known and well attested materials in the interest of brevity.256 It has remained for our papyrus 

fragment to identify Asmaci as a transmitter of this particular poem of Walld's, which, through the acci

dent that its end rhyme is the first letter of the alphabet, comes first in Gabrieli's collection of what has 

survived of Walld's poetry. The papyrus fragment likewise gives us Asma'I's illustration of Hajjaj ibn 

Yusuf 's well known policy of excluding the boorish and the vulgar from his new capital of Wasit. 

256 <lqd I 3 f.: V J*\JJJ f^j **f j U I IrV Ji>=I'j J ^ l a* ^ J te„% ^ ^ ^ - ^ jL^VI jtTI j , AJl^l cJ^-j 
L̂U (JJJU- L U^JbVj JUSJIJ i L ^ I l̂ *jfcj (see also p. 78 above). 
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A BEDOUIN'S OPINION OF JARIR'S POETRY AS EXPRESSED TO 
THE CALIPH HISHAM 

PERF No. 636. First half of third/ninth century. 

Papyrus fragment, 18.5 X 3.5 cm. (PI. 6). The text is on the back of an earlier document of accounts in 

Greek figures and traces of text in a small cursive script commonly used in the third century. 

Script.—Small cursive script written with well formed letters in a steady hand that is readily legible. 

Diacritical points are used sparingly, mostly for ha? and its sister letters nun and yay and occasionally 

for kha* and zd\ The hamzah is omitted. The circle indicates the end of a verse of poetry. 

TEXT 

J J C j j pXtl (Jj^-\i JU V J I! U>-l U A JA utyu J^ i J l i 4J *j\ VI ^ p JaJL* U J l i b*i ^*JiJl y 2 

O r b 0 ^ uwU5l c £ ^ (^llall c i j ^y j*>- JUl J l i 11 * i o <jOjll j ^ l L ^ ^> - Jy JU 3 

Vj C*L e^*S" ^ j ^ j ^ viJji L J ^ J J I ^^Ai Oy-tA^ jy\ ^ jtyr <Jl* Jt^ ^r* J1 ' W*t: J b p ^ J ^ 4 

o i»X 

Comments.—No literal parallels are available in the sources on hand, although several comparable texts 

and occasions are recorded and are discussed below. 

Line 1. The reconstruction of the last two words is based on consideration of space and suggested by 

the same phrase in line 2. Alternative phrases in the sources are i£jj J-* or simply (Jjy I. 

Lines 3-4. The two verses of Jarir's poetry quoted here are frequently cited in most of the sources. 

Their history and long-sustained popularity are discussed below. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

I 

A full and firm chronology of the lives and poetry of even the three ranking poets of the Umayyad period, 

Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq, is not available from the sources. More often than not we have little more to 

guide us in dating than the reign of a caliph or the duration of the rule of a governor. When a reign or 

governorship covers some two decades, as in the case of 'Abd al-Malik and Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, other clues 

must be sought for dating a specific event of their time. Briefer reigns or governorships, though they 

narrow the period, fail to fix the date of a specific personal or literary event. The period widens again when 

the same person serves more than once as governor of a given province. It widens still further when an 

Umayyad personage is named without indication of his status at the time—governor, prince, or caliph— 

as happens quite frequently in reference to the four sons of £Abd al-Malik who succeeded him and to a 

lesser extent in reference to cUmar ibn (Abd al-cAziz, who served as governor and caliph. 

The scholars most indifferent to a poet's chronology were the grammarians and the lexicographers, who 

108 
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cited verses out of context to serve their specific fields. Even the literary critics of the Umayyad and 

'Abbasid periods were more concerned with hair-splitting arguments pertinent to their respective literary 

tastes and theories than with an integrated view of the life and work of a poet whose odes and verses they 

literally dissected. Some of the more historically minded commentators were more apt to furnish informa

tion significant for the dating of an ode. Internal evidence from a poet's dlwdn cannot always be trusted for 

fixing a specific date for a given ode since some verses may have been added or eliminated by the poet 

himself or by his rawiyah or by subsequent transmitters and commentators, each for a reason of his own 

(see e.g. p. 190). More fruitful are the major annalists, Tabari in particular. For, though Tabari had to 

contend with contradictory birth dates even for some of the Umayyad caliphs, he did ascertain and 

record more dates of caliphs, governors, judges, and leaders of pilgrimages, not to mention rebellions, 

wars, and battles, than are to be found in the available historical works of his predecessors. He lived in 

the same century as did such poets as Abu Tammam, Buhturi, and Ibn al-Muctazz, philologists, such as 

Mubarrad and Tha'lab, litterateurs such as Ibn Qutaibah and Muhammad ibn al-Qasim ibn al-Anbari, 

and such commentators as Ibn al-Sikkit and Sukkarl, all of whom were preoccupied, each group in its 

own way, with their rich heritage of pre-Islamic and Islamic poetry. Gifted with a powerful intellect and 

a man of encyclopedic knowledge and prodigious industry, Tabarl made good use of most of the leading 

Islamic poets to judge from his frequent citations of their verses in his TaVlM. Ibn Ishaq before him and 

Mascudi among others after him did much the same, but Tabari and those after him stood on firmer 

ground and were more discriminating in their choice of citations than Ibn Ishaq. However, inasmuch as 

Tabari and Mascudi cite poetry primarily in relation to historical and political events or in reference to a 

given poet's direct relationship to those in power, they too are of not much help for establishing a full 

chronology of a poet's life and work. All in all, even after we correlate pertinent statements from the 

above-mentioned varied sources, the net result is apt to be no more than a few specifically dated events, 

some probable date limits for a few others, and a rough relative chronology for a few more. Chronological 

problems will confront us as we seek to follow the historical and literary backgrounds of the texts of 

Documents 5 and 6, both of which revolve around the three ranking poets of the Umayyad period, 

Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq. 

II 

Though the anecdote of Document 5 dates from the reign of Hisham, the two verses of poetry cited in 

lines 3 and 4 are from two separate odes which Jarlr (d. 110/728 at age of over 80) actually composed in 

the reign of cAbd al-Malik. The verse in line 3 is from the first ode that Jarir composed in praise of cAbd 

al-Malik. We have previously covered (p. 89) the relationship between Jarlr and Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, 

who sent the poet, highly recommended, to the court of cAbd al-Malik sometime during the last two or 

three years of that caliph's reign. There are several versions of Jarir's reception at the Damascus court. 

The most complete and detailed account comes with a family isnad that traces back to Jarlr himself.1 There 

are no meaningful discrepancies between this account and the shorter and partial accounts that are 

scattered in several earlier and some later sources. 

\Abd al-Malik showed no eagerness to receive Jarlr since he had favored the Zubairids.2 When 'Abd 

al-Malik finally did receive the poet, he addressed him as Hajjaj's poet and permitted him to recite only 

his odes in praise of Hajjaj. Angered at a verse that referred to Hajjaj as valiantly stemming the tide of 

rebellion against the Umayyads, (Abd al-Malik informed Jarlr that Allah did not give him victory 

through Hajjaj but made victorious His faith and His representative. He dismissed the poet abruptly 

1 Amalt I I I 43-46. 
2 Jumahi, p. 357; Aghani VII 66. 
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and without a reward.3 Jarir was determined that he would not leave Damascus until he had won the 

caliph's favor and a reward, without which both his reputation and his fortune would be ruined. When, on 

the intercession of Muhammad ibn al-Hajjaj, Jarir was finally permitted to recite an ode in praise of 
(Abd al-Malik the poet began with an unfortunate verse referring to himself, which the superstitious 
cAbd al-Malik considered an ill omen.4 As the caliph listened peevishly, the alarmed Jarir, concerned 

with the future of his fame and fortune, improvised, as he himself reported,5 the verse cited in line 3 of 

our papyrus. <Abd al-Malik was so delighted with this high praise of his openhanded generosity that he 

kept asking the poet to repeat the verse and awarded him the royal gift of one hundred of the best camels. 

Jarir, taking advantage of the caliph's mood, then boldly asked for equipment and camel drivers, among 

other requests, for the journey back to 'Iraq.6 Hajjaj was so pleased with cAbd al-Malik's acceptance of 

Jarir and the latter's poetic brilliance that, had he not feared offending the caliph, he would have matched 

the royal reward instead of actually awarding the poet but half that gift.7 

During a ten-day visit as a member of the 'Iraqi delegation to cAbd al-Malik, Jarir met the older and 

well established court poet Akhtal. The latter had at first considered Jarir a better poet than Farazdaq 

but had been induced under pressure from the governor of cIraq Bishr ibn Marwan and his agents and 

against his own better judgment to reverse himself in favor of Farazdaq.8 Though Akhtal regretted his 

involvement, yet he rejected friendly advice to desist from further antagonizing Jarir.9 Thereafter the 

personal and professional pride of both poets goaded them to the exchange of satire until the death of the 

3 Aghani VII 6G gives the verse 

and the caliph's remark: A^JU-J AJ^ J^J U 1J r-L^J-L (JJ^OLJ I 4J1II j l (cf. ibid. VII 181: 57UJ-I j ^ i 4 41 j l ) . 

4 The inauspicious verse reads 

(see Jahiz, Taj, p. 133; Aghdni VII 66 f.,* Amali I I I 45). For the complete ode of 22 verses see Dlwdn Jarir, ed. Karam al-Bustani 
{Beirut, 1379/1960) pp. 76-78, and Skarfy dtwan Jarir, pp. 96-99. For another instance of verses considered ominous by 'Abd 
al-Malik see Ibn Tabataba, p. 123; Ibn al-Jauzi, Akhbar al-ftamqa wa al-mughaffalun, ed. Khazim al-Muzaffar (Najaf, 1386/1966) 
pp. 57-60, records this and other instances when (Abd al-Malik and Hisham found verses ominous though not so intended by the 
poets involved. (Abd al-Malik once dreamt that he was physically overpowered by 'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair and nailed to the 
ground with four pegs. He sent a messenger to Muhammad ibn Sirin in Basrah for an interpretation of the dream and was 
told to expect victory over his enemy and the succession of four of his sons (see Tanukhi's Nishwdr al-muh&darah as translated 
from an unpublished manuscript by D. S. Margoliouth, "The table-talk of a Mesopotamian judge," Part II , Islamic Culture VI 
[1932] 195). This episode brings to mind the report that Jarlr's mother dreamt that she gave birth to a black rope that wound 
itself around the necks of many and choked them and she was told she would give birth to a son and a poet "full of acrimony and 
violence, who would be an affliction to men." And, therefore, when her seven-month son was born she named him Jarir, which 
means "halter" {Aghani VII 58 f.; Ibn Khallikan I 128 [ = trans. I 296]). Both dreams may well have been fabricated after the 
actual events (sec Aghani VII 59, 72). Superstitions of all sorts had a strong hold on most Arabs of pre-Islamic and Islamic times. 
Men and women in all walks of life, including rulers and scholars, saw good and bad omens in a variety of happenings. Diviners 
and dream interpreters had a large following. Augury, especially from the call or flight of birds, was widespread. Even a slip of 
the tongue could suggest an omen to one with a lively imagination. All were not equally affected, and some frowned on such 
practices. Poets and their critics were familiar with this phenomenon and would-be poets were cautioned against verses that 
might be considered as bad omens. For a sampling of instances of and attitudes toward such practices, drawn for our purposes 
largely from the first two centuries of Islam, see e.g. Jahiz, Baydn I 105 and I I 212; £ Uyun I 144-53; Tabarl I I 1163; Aghani X 
132; Mawardi, Adah al-dunya wa al-din, pp. 285-88; lIqd I I 300-303; Ibn Tabataba, pp. 122-24; Baihaqi, pp. 343-59, 363, 617; 
Khatib X 49 f., 54, 60. See our Vol. II169 for Muhammad ibn Sirin and the interpretation of dreams and Concordance IV 70 f-j-^>. 

5 Amali I I I 45, lines 8-10. 

• Ibid. I l l 45; cf. Jahiz, Taj, pp. 133 f.; Aghani VII GG £.; lIqd I I 83 f.; Sharh dtwan Jarir, pp. 9S f.; Ibn Khallikan I 129 
(= trans. I 297 f.). See also Nicholson, 1̂ Literary History of the Arabs, pp. 244 f. 

7 Amali I I I 45 f. 
8 J11mal.1I, pp. 386 f., 408 f.; Bevan I 494 f.; Salihani, NaqtVid Jarir wa al-Akhtal, pp. 148, 197, 207; Aghani VII 44, X 2 f., 

and XX 170. 

* Bevan I 496; Aghani VII 173. 
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older Akhtal. It is, therefore, not surprising that when the two met at the court of cAbd al-Malik they 

quickly exchanged insults.10 cAbd al-Malik amused himself at the expense of first one and then the other. 

He dismissed both poets from his presence to fight it out in the courtyard, knowing that if they came to 

blows Jarlr would win over the older Akhtal; but the latter, knowing his disadvantage, remained at a 

distance out of sight of the younger poet.11 At another time cAbd al-Malik threatened to have Akhtal 

mount on the back of Jarlr in order to humiliate the latter, but he refrained from carrying out his threat 

when several of those present, including Jarlr himself, protested that it would not be fitting for a Christian 

to so humiliate a Muslim.12 Nevertheless, Jarlr's short visit to the imperial court helped, though indirectly, 

to bring about the greatest public honor Akhtal achieved under the Umayyads. For, having seen and 

heard cAbd al-Malik's ultimate pleasure in and rich reward for Jarlr's panegyric, Akhtal had reason for 

concern for his own status. He therefore pointed out to 'Abd al-Malik that Jarlr claimed he had composed 

his ode in three days while he himself had spent a whole year composing an ode to satisfy all of the caliph's 

wishes, and Akhtal was promptly ordered to recite this new ode.13 The poet stepped out to fortify himself 

with drink and returned to recite what was soon to become his most famous ode. As the recitation pro

ceeded, cAbd al-Malik's pleasure mounted and reached a peak at the forty-first verse 

IjjJiS l i l UM>-I ^bJI *-^!^ (*A :>U&^ Jj>- SjlJjJl IJ^OJM 

stressing the Umayyads' determined opposition to the enemy until the latter surrenders and accepts their 

rule, which the poet says is most compassionate. The rest of this ode of eighty-four verses, recounting the 

services of Akhtal and the Banu Taghlib to the Umayyads and satirizing their enemies and also Jarlr 

and his tribe, so pleased the caliph that he exclaimed: "This is (indeed) sweet (to the ear)! Were it, by 

Allah, to be placed on a piece of iron it would melt it down." Akhtal was rewarded with money and was 

all but smothered with gifts of rich clothing as cAbd al-Malik declared him the poet of the Umayyads 

and according to one account had him paraded in public with a crier proclaiming: "This is the poet of the 

Commander of the Faithful. This is the best poet of the Arabs."14 For his year's effort on this his most 

famous ode Akhtal, as the poet of the Umayyads, reveled thereafter in all the professional and financial 

rewards that that honor entailed.15 

Jarir was at the court of cAbd al-Malik on at least one more occasion, when he found himself in competi

tion with cAdi ibn al-Riqa/ al-'Amili, the favorite court poet of Prince Walld. Nevertheless, Jarlr proved 

to be a match for cAdi in the presence of (Abd al-Malik when of all the poets at the gate only he and 
cAdI were admitted to celebrate the wedding of Walid's son cAbd al-cAzIz to Umm Hakim. <AdI won 

much praise for his three verses that referred to the bride and the groom as the sun and the moon in 

constant association in which he wished them lifelong happiness.10 Jarlr followed with six verses, two each 

10 Jumahl, pp. 409 f.; Aghani VII 181; cIqd V 296 f. 
11 Aghani VII 64 f. and 69: <JS"V AJ\ jj J\j^i\ o l f ji Sj U <Uil U \jj>. -*U1 Jjli (dillI -L*) Jtf. 
12 Amali I II 44; but see tUmdah I 21 f. and Khizdnah I 221, where (Abd al-Malik is said to have carried out his threat. 
13 Aghani VII 172; Salihani, ShVr at-Akhtal, pp. 98-112, esp. p. 104. 
14 Aghani VII 172 f., 175 f.; ibid 181: l^jiiV JUJlĴ I j j J P £**.J>J J} 4JJIj S^jil aJU. For the entire ode see Akhtal, Encomium 

Omayadarum, ed. M. Th. Houtsma (Lugd. Batavorum, 1878); Salihani, ShVr at-Akhtal, pp. 98-112; Salihani, Naqd*id Jartr wa 

al-Akhtal, pp. 79-85. 

15 Aghani VU 172 f., 181. 
16 Aghani XV 49 f.: 

Lit Uj liU L. 4*JL. L ^ l l ^ j ^ J l J 

U*-* ,JAJ !IA <^J j i ta^4 j^*iM Ojij U 

(cf. l*72/imIII69). 
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in praise of the bride and the groom and the last two expressing congratulations and sincere good wishes.17 

(Abd al-Malik rewarded each poet with 10,000 dirhems. 

Later Jarlr found himself again in competition with 'Adi ibn al-Riqa*, this time at the court of Walid I, 

probably at his accession, when we know that Jarlr warned Ru'bah ibn al-'Ajjaj and his father not to 

take sides against him and that Walid rebuked Jarlr for his biting satires.18 Like *Abd al-Malik, Walid 

showed his displeasure with Jarlr and other poets who had supported the Zubairids by refusing to receive 

them at his private sessions with the poets. But Jarlr and the others had access to the caliph at his public 

audiences, and Jarlr seized one such occasion to make a dramatic entry and boldly requested Walld's 

permission to challenge cAdI as a poet. The surprised Walid answered: "May Allah not inflict the people 

with many of the likes of you." And the unabashed Jarlr replied: "0 Commander of the Faithful, I alone 

have kindled the community! Were there to be many like me, they would devour the people completely." 

A broad smile spread over Walld's face in amused astonishment at Jarir's ready retort and his great self-

confidence, and then Walid seated him among the court poets.19 When Jarlr finally came face to face 

with cAdi, he either did not or more likely pretended not to recognize him.20 When Walid named *AdI ibn 

al-Riqac al-'Amili, Jarlr played on the words riqd\ "ragged clothes," and 'amilah, "laboring," and in con

nection with the latter cited Surah 88:3-4, which refers to those laboring in hell-fire, and concluded with a 

vituperative verse. (Adi answered with a verse in kind and then took refuge at Walid's feet. Walid angrily 

rebuked Jarlr for his misuse of the Qur*an and threatened to humiliate him and degrade him among his 

fellow poets by having a foreign client (ghuldm) saddle and mount him. Like cAbd al-Malik before him, 

Walid was dissuaded from carrying out this threat because some who were present pointed out the 

inappropriateness of a foreign client so humbling a ranking Muslim Arab poet. Jarlr was then dismissed 

with the warning that should he dare to satirize cAdI he would have to face severe consequences at the 

hands of Walid himself. Jarlr did nevertheless satirize cAdi but did not explicitly name him and thus 

escaped any consequences.21 But on another occasion, during the pilgrimage of the year 91/709, the 

satires of Jarlr and (Umar ibn Laja5 so angered Walid that he ordered his governor of Medina, Abu Bakr 

ibn Muhammad ibn (Amr ibn Hazm al-Ansari, to have both poets flogged.22 

Upon cUmar II's accession several persistent poets hastened to congratulate him but were kept waiting 

for a long time before they managed to gain an audience either alone or in groups. Among them we find 

Jarlr, Farazdaq, Kuthaiyir,23 Nusaib,24 and Dukin.25 Though all were disappointed in their expectation of 

rich rewards such as they had become accustomed to, yet 'Umar's motives and his desire to conserve 

17 Aghani XV 50. Sec Tha'alibi, Tkimdr, p. 239, for a second version, according to which Jarlr recited his verses first; this 

version gives several textual variants for the verses of both poets and does not mention the equal rewards they received from 
lAbd al-Malik but adds that Walid preferred 'Adi's fewer verses and rewarded him with double the reward he gave Jarlr: *J JUi 

j X s*\ l* t_A*-i> <J J*\J £Z.~*-\ Xkli c J i l t>J -iJj. The marriage was unhappy and ended in divorce. 
18 Aghani XVIII 123 f. and XXI 88; see also Ibn 'Asakir V 394 f. 
19 Aghani VII 72: abb* £>JJ ^ xJj ~*=i . . . ^ 1 ^ U l l>ifV Jli.1 JZ* j& l^\ O ^ * OS A^ij Ijl lei jj>- JU 

. J U i »j*\ f oAJU-j j j-*r i>* U ^ * J . Akhtal, too, considered Jarir a calamity; see Jumabi, p. 316: %S\Jlj j JT Cf' J ^ * ^ J*-

,AA& "t_~Mi> J-* \& »̂ >\J J O «uli 1̂11 alj^-1 \jji>~ j^p j J U i 

20 Aghani VII 73; MuwashshaJi, pp. 129 f. See lIqd V 296 f. for Jarir's non-recognition of Akhtal and for Kuthaiyir's and 
Akhtal's non-recognition of each other, both instances being in the presence of (Abd al-Malik. 

21 Jumahi, pp. 324 f.; Aghani VII 73 and VIII 179 f.; Mtavashshah, pp. 129 f. 
22 Jumahi, p. 369; Aghani VII 69. 
23 For Jarir's interview while Farazdaq and others waited outside see Aghani VII 57 f. Shi'r, pp. 317-21, and Aghani VIII 

152-54 give the fullest accounts, with isndd's that trace back to Hammad al-Rawiyah on the direct authority of Kuthaiyir (see 
also lIqd II 86-96). 

24 See preceding note and *Iqd V 292. 
25 Shi'r, pp. 387 f.; cf. lIqd II 84-86. 
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community funds for the purposes for which they were intended were appreciated by both Jarir26 and 

Kuthaiyir.27 

The verse cited in line 4 of our papyrus text is from the only ode in which Jarir satirized yet another 

poet and his tribe, namely 'Ubaid ibn Husain al-Numairl (d. 90/709),28 better known as Ka% "camel-

herder/' for his excellent descriptions of camels. Jumahi classed him with Jarir, Farazdaq, and Akhtal 

though he among others considered him somewhat inferior to the other three.29 The older EacI, like 

Akhtal, was drawn into taking sides in the rivalry between Jarir and Farazdaq and expressed himself in 

verse in favor of the latter.30 Jarir convinced him that it would be to his best interest to desist and to take 

a neutral position and Ka'I promised to do so. But under pressure from his tribe and powerful friends, and 

some add under the influence of drink, Ra/I broke his promise. Warned once more by Jarir, Ra/I was about 

to apologize and renew his promise of neutrality. At this moment Rami's hot-headed son Jandal rushed in 

to prevent Raci from doing so. He struck his father's mount while reciting a verse satirizing Jarir. The 

mule brushed past Jarir and knocked off his headgear. Ra/I drove off without returning to make amends 

for his foolish son's conduct, and Jarir tells us that had Ra(I done so he would not have satirized him.31 

With mounting anger as he picked up his headgear, Jarir answered JandaFs verse with an obscene one of 

his own, using the same meter and rhyme. Racl soon regretted the incident, rebuked his son, and warned 

him of worse satire yet to come from Jarir, who would not spare the honor of their women. And so it was. 

For Jarir hurried home and, accompanied by a secretary-transmitter and fortified with food and drink, 

sat up all night drafting an ode of eighty verses in the same meter and rhyme as the verses already ex

changed between Jandal and himself.32 The verse that pleased Jarir most is the one cited in line 4 of our 

papyrus, which in Nicholson's apt translation reads: "Cast down thine eyes for shame! for thou art of 

Numayr—no peer of Ka'b nor yet Kilab."33 The next day Jarir, well groomed34 and mounted on a 

26 Aghdni VII 58: ^ I j <c* dUi « lilj *1j*iJI O P L J *\J2J}\ ^JJO J T J - ^ J* ^^Tj^ <J*jj^\ ^j ^L^V j j>- JU. 
Back home Jarir summarized his reaction in the verse 

LSI* JLAJI J u a ^ ~ . <^ji!l j ^ l * pla- J~>- fUJU £J cSJ 

(ibid.). See Fragmenta historicum Arahicorum I 63 for his verses in appreciation of the new uses to which 'Umar II put some of 
the money. 

27 Kuthaiyir reported to his companions that the caliph was other-wo rid minded: tjj^Ai <j-̂ J (Jjj>-\ S^J^ ^ ' (Shi'r, 

p. 318) and ^ j^Jb ^*rj\ j * ^ (Aghdni VIII 153; lIqd II 87). They took note of the fact in the odes which they recited to him and 

received a modest reward from his private purse. 
28 Modern editors give this death date without indicating its source, which I have not so far found; see e.g. Yaqut VI 420 

(Index); Jahiz, Sayan I I 295; Qudamah (1963) p. 45; Nasir al-Hani, Shi'r al-Ha'l al-Numairl wa dkhbaruh (Damascus, 1964) 
pp. 7 f. 

29 Jumalii, pp. 249-51; Aghdni VII 38. 
30 Jumahi, pp. 372 f.; Aghdni VII and 49 f., XX 169 f.; Bevan I 428. All of these sources indicate that 

is the verse that caused trouble for Ra ' i. 
31 Aghani XX 169. 
32 Jumahi, pp* 273 f.; Aghdni VII 49 and XX 169. The account of this whole episode as found in these two sources is repeated in 

parts and supplemented, in both isndd's and content, in Bevan I 427-51, the ode itself (No. 53) having grown to 112 verses with 
a composite commentary. See also Dlwdn Jarir (1960) pp. 58-66 and Sharfy dlwan Jariri pp. 64-80. Jarir seems regularly to have 
had on hand a secretary to whom he dictated his poetry (see lIqd III 186). 

33 Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs, p . 246; see ibid. pp. 245 f. for a lively translation of Aghdni VII 49 f. 
34 See Bevan I 320 and II 624 and 650 for dress and grooming and see Khizdnah IV 172 for a satirist's costume and grooming, 

including that of Labid, in pre-Islamic times. 
See Bevan II 546-76 (No. 61) and Aghdni XIX 38 f. for an episode involving Farazdaq that in several respects parallels 

the episode of Jarir and Jandal. This time the foolish son of the highly placed and highly respected Abu Uakr ibn Muhammad ibn 
(Amr ibn Hazm al-Ansari challenged Farazdaq's claim that he was the poet of the Arabs and demanded that he prove his claim 
by producing an ode to match one of Hassan ibn Thabit which he, the son, recited. That night Farazdaq roamed hill and dale 
until inspiration came and enabled him to compose a long ode of 113 verses (Bevan II, No. 61) and, having first groomed himself, 
recited it the next day. 

I 
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stallion, presented himself at the circle of RacI and Farazdaq in the Mirbad of Basrah and recited his long 

ode to the dismay and shame of both poets. The aging Ra% we are told, never recovered from the shock, 

professionally or otherwise, and the shame was to haunt his family and his tribe, the Banu Numair, long 

after his death despite the fact that RacI himself made a brief answer to Jarir and Farazdaq defended Ra'i 

and his tribe in a satire composed in answer to Jarir.35 

Though the affair of Jarir and Ra'I became widely known in considerable detail, none of the sources 

actually date it. Little is heard of Ra'I after his humiliation. Some say he died of grief on the spot, but 

others report that he and his people left Basrah in great haste and departed to their tribal settlement only 

to find that the news of RaTs humiliation had preceded him and that he died soon after.36 His son Jandal 

reports that his father, in order to discipline him, had vowed he would not answer Jarir for a year but that 

he died before the year was out.37 If we accept 90/709 as Raci's death date (see p. 113, n. 28) then it must 

follow that his clash with Jarir took place no earlier than 89 A.H. But this conclusion is contradicted by 

reports that the verse cited in line 4 of our papyrus and another verse from the same ode were cited to 

<Abd al-Malik (d. 86/705) by a Bedouin as the best verse of satire and the best heroic verse of the Arabs 

(see pp. 117-19). Knowing that the sources show discrepancies of as much as four years for the death dates 

of Ra'i's more successful and better known contemporaries Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq, I am more 

inclined to suspect Rail's death date as given by modern editors or else to reject the statement that he died 

within a year after his bitter experience with Jarir than I am inclined to suspect the report that verses 

from this specific ode of Jarir's were recited to cAbd al-Malik. Several other bits of evidence reinforce my 

position. For most of some seven years before Hajjaj ibn Yusuf took office as governor of cIraq, Jarir 

had been away from Basrah wTith his people in their settlement of Marrut, while back in Basrah Farazdaq 

intensified his attacks on Jarir and the Banu Kulaib. Soon after Hajjaj's arrival in Iraq, Jarir, at the 

insistence of his people, returned to Basrah in order to be in a better position to counterattack Farazdaq.38 

Jarir, while trying to persuade RacI to be neutral in respect to his rivalry with Farazdaq, pointed out to 

Ra'I that he, Jarir, had been seven years in the province parrying satirical attacks against his people.39 

Inasmuch as Jarir had been an acknowledged poet and dreaded satirist for some three decades before 

Hajjaj's appointment as governor of 'Iraq, Jarir must have been here referring to seven years spent in 

Basrah after his return to the city early in Hajjaj's governorship. Furthermore, we learn from a composite 

and much abbreviated account that Hajjaj one night summoned Jarir to the governor's palace, but there 

is no mention of the time or of the city in which this summons took place. What Hajjaj wished was to 

know why Jarir abused the people with his satires. Jarir's reply was that he did so only in retaliation for 

their having satirized him first—an explanation that he once gave to Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala5 in answer to 

the same question.40 Jarir then added: "What have I to do with Ibn Umm Ghassan or with Bacith or 

with Farazdaq or Akhtal or Ibn LajaJ?" And he continued to name poets he had satirized. Said Hajjaj: 

"I know not what you have to do with these; you tell me." Jarir gave some details of why and how each 

of the twenty poets named had satirized him first and of how he had answered in each case, beginning with 

the above-named five poets and in that order, which is known to be generally chronological. As Jarir 

35 Jiimal.iI, pp. 373 f., 435; Jfihiz, Bayan I I I 334 f.; Aghanl VII 50 and XX 171. For Farazdaq's ode see Bevan I 451-78 
{No. 54). Khizanah I 35 gives Ra'i's 3-verse answer to the verse cited in line 4 of our papyrus text (cf. AghdniVIl 45 and XX 170). 

Similarly, members of Akhtal's tribe, the Banu Taghlib, experienced a deep sense of humiliation at some of the verses of 
Jarir's satire of Akhtal (see e.g. Jahiz, Bayan I I I 371 f.; Shark diwan Jarir, pp. 448-53, from which the fourth verse of the Bayan 
text is missing). 

36 Jumahi, p. 374; Aghanl XX 171. 
37 Jumahi, p. 374; Aghanl XX 172. See also Nasir al-Hani, Shi'r aLBd'l, pp. 64 and 119, but on p. 53 this author is misled by 

a misreading of the words <CJ! and <UJI into accepting the statement that RacI outlived Jandal. 
38 Shi'r, pp. 2SG f.; AmCili I I I 43. 
39 Bevan I 431. 
40 Aghanl VII 43; llqd V 296. 
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finished with each poet, Hajjaj asked thwmna man, "then who?" Thus, we have clear indication of a 

chronological sequence for this list of poets, a list that was cut short only by the break of day.41 Ra/I is 

eighth in this list, which, it should be noted, does not include cAdi ibn al-Riqa' (d. 95/713 or 714), whom 

Jarlr first met late in the reign of cAbd al-Malik. 

If we assume that the conversation between Jarir and Hajjaj took place at the latter's palace in Basrah,42 

then we must assume that it occurred shortly before Hajjaj moved to his new capital of Wasit in the 

winter of 83/84 A.H. (see pp. 82 f.) in order to allow for the seven years Jarlr claimed to have been in 

Basrah at the time of his conversation with Raci and for some lapse of time between that event and his 

conversation with Hajjaj. If, on the other hand, the conversation with Hajjaj took place later in Wasit, 

it would have to be placed before the competition between Jarlr and <Adi which began late in cAbd al-

Malik's reign (65-86/685-705) and climaxed early in the caliphate of Walid I (86-96/705-15), probably 

soon after Walld's succession, when it was customary for the poets to wait on the monarch in order to 

congratulate and praise him in the hope of receiving his patronage.43 In either case, Jarlr's abusive satire 

of Raci had ample time and opportunity to reach the ear if not, indeed, the hand of cAbd al-Malik and of 

his heir and successor, Walid I. For we know that news of such events traveled fast by direct word of 

mouth, by special messenger,44 or even by imperial post as in the case of an ode of AkhtaFs.45 We know 

that Jarir had several literate transmitters to whom he dictated his poems, especially the longer ones such 

as his satire of RacI,46 and that Farazdaq also had secretary-transmitters.47 Their poetry had ready and 

41 Aghani VII 43-49 and XX 170. There is no convincing reason to assume, as does Ahmad al-Shayib, Tayrikh al-naqd'id fi 
al-shi'r al-larabi [Cairo, 1946] pp. 209-13), that this interview between Hajjaj and Jarlr is a fabrication of Abu al-Faraj al-
Isfahani. One has to keep in mind constantly the uncertain relative chronology of some of the events and that Abu al-Faraj's 
account is a condensation of two earlier lengthy accounts. Jarlr claimed at various times in his long career to have overcome 
43, 50, and 80 poets {Aghani VII 40 and 59). 

43 Hajjaj did once order both Jarlr and Farazdaq to appear, dressed in their pre-Islamic tribal costumes, at the governor's 
palace in Basrah, but here again the event is not dated (Jumahi, pp. 346, 368; Aghani VII 7J). 

43 Mahmud Ghiniiwi al-Zuhairl in his NaquHtf Jarlr wa al-Farazdaq (Baghdad, 1954), pp. 02-121, makes a commendable 
contribution to the chronology of the naquHd. He has, however, been misled into dating Jarlr's satire of Il:Vi, for whom he gives 
no death date, after the year 96 A.H. (sec ibid. pp. 105 f. and 112) because of a marginal note that has crept into the Bevan edition 
of the naq&hj, where it appears in parentheses and reads 9 y j ^i J s oL^ki- J\£J *UlJ L*. J J <u~3 *.J> j J.3 uU '^ dllij, 
which refers to the fall and death in 96 A.H. of Muslim ibn Qutaibah al-Bahili, governor of Khurasan (see Tabarl II 1283; Bevan 
I 427 f., 432). 

44 Bishr ibn Marwan as governor of 'Iraq (71-74/090-93) sent by messenger a copy of Suraqah al-Bariqi's satire of Jarlr and 
demanded an immediate written answer to it (Jumahi, pp. 377-80; Aghani VII 44, 66 f.; Shark dlwln Jarlr, pp. 300-303). 

Jarir himself complained that Akhtal and fifty able poets, none inferior to Akhtal himself, would draft a satire of Jarlr and 
that Akhtal would then claim the draft as his own and send the finished product to Jarir {Aghani VII 40; Muwashshah, pp. 138 f., 
141). 

Farazdaq during his several imprisonments wrote poems seeking his freedom and sent them by messengers to friends and 
persons in power (see e.g. Jumahi, p. 296; Aghani XIX 24, 61). He even conducted family affairs and correspondence with his 
wife Xawar in written verse (see e.g. Majalis aUulamd\ pp. 294 f.; Aghani XIX 23 f.; *Iqd VI 95, 124 f.; Ibn Khallikan II 266 f. 
[ = trans. I l l 624 f.]). He also sometimes forced scholar-transmitters to write down his naqdyid and memorize and transmit them 
(see n. 137 on p. 131 below). Farazdaq himself claimed an instant and tenacious memory {Aghani XIX 34). 

45 'Abd al-Malik ordered Akhtal to write an ode in praise of Hajjaj, and it was forwarded by post to Hajjaj in 'Iraq {Aghani 
VII 174). For the ode see Salihani, Shi'r al-Akhtal, pp. 73-76 and 82, note d. 

4G The names of at least five of Jarir's transmitters, in addition to several of his sons, have come down to us: Husain al-Katib, 
Ash'ab the musician and singer, Jarir's grandsons Mishal and Ayyub (sons of Kusaib by Jarir's daughter Zaidft* [Bevan III 122]), 
and Marba* (see e.g. Jumahi, p. 349; Bevan I 430 and II 975; Shi'r, p. 307; Aghani VII 42; Fihrist, p. 159; ( Umdah I 138). 

47 'Ubaid of the Band Rabi'ah and an unnamed fellow tribesman, cAbd Allah ibn Zalan al-Tamlml, and Ibn Mattawaih seem 
to have been his chief professional transmitters (see Jumahi, p. 471; Bevan II 907 f., 1049; Shi'r, p. 486; Aghani XIX 26; l Umdah I 
132). Farazdaq was not so fortunate as Jarlr in his several sons, since all but Labatah died young. Not much is known of Labatah 
except that he was more politic than Farazdaq, was dominated by his wife, and resisted and neglected his father but had some 
poetic ability and transmitted from Farazdaq to Asma'i among others (Jumahi, pp. 294 f.; Yazidi, pp. 56 f.; Aghani XIX 23; 
Mu'jam al-shu'ard1, p. 357 and reference there cited). Farazdaq and Jarir had a common transmitter, cAbd Allah ibn 'Atiyah 
{Aghani XIX 32). 

At least some of Kuthaiyir's poetry was committed to writing possibly by a transmitter son-in-law whose manuscripts were 

passed on to his family {Aghani VIII 30: . . . j£f j*JS* Lrs JJ1 o i ^ T j 0>-j «ul J-^ J J J 4*^ -Jj j t ) . 
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widespread circulation, and some of their lighter and easily quotable verses were put to music and sung 

by ranking musicians and singing girls.48 

Furthermore, Jarlr, the poet and the man, was more favored than Farazdaq by the Bedouins and the 

Quraish and their clients, both Arabs and foreigners.49 Moreover, cAbd al-Malik had a lifelong interest in 

poets and poetry and developed a keen critical sense for the latter (see p. 136, n. 165). In his last 

years he found his most relaxing pleasure in conversation with scholars and litterateurs of the caliber of 

Sha'bi and with Bedouins knowledgeable in poetry. There is therefore no valid reason to question 

Mada'ini's report, tracing back through a double isnad to cAbd al-Malik ibn (Umair and to cAwanah ibn 

al-Hakam (see below), that a Bedouin in answer to questions put to him by (Abd al-Malik as to the best 

poetry recited some of the most famous verses of Jarlr,50 including the one cited in line 4 of our papyrus 

from an ode satirizing both Ra'i and Farazdaq. 

Each of the two verses of our papyrus text is frequently cited, in early and later sources, either alone or 

in combination with comparable verses of Jarlr or other poets. The panegyrists dwelt on the qualities most 

admired by the Arabs and particularly flattering to their rulers, such as noble descent, generosity, fore-

bearance, and courage. The following illustrative citations are verses from the four contemporary and 

comparable poets with whom we are primarily concerned—Jarlr, Farazdaq, Akhtal, and Ra'I. Jarlr's 

is more apt than not to be found in association with Akhtal's equally famous 

\jjSi l i t U \̂>4 -^Ul fjap^ *i> ^lix^j ,!>- OJ\JJA\ (j^^i 

since the two verses were addressed in close succession to 'Abd al-Malik.51 The qualities directly opposed 

to those lauded in panegyric were most apt to be attacked by the satirists, who seldom overlooked low 

or base descent, miserliness, vindictiveness, and cowardice among other personal or tribal shortcomings. 

Jarlr's 

is the verse cited in line 4 of our papyrus, belittling the descent of RacI and his tribe, and echoed in part by 

RaTs 

in his satire of 'AdI ibn al-Riqa*.52 Jarlr's above-cited verse was in some competition as his most effective 

satire with another of his verses, in which he attacked Farazdaq's character 

\j\& Zs'jij ^iJ^: C J ^ I (*j5 JI^J cJy* l i l C J 5 J 

and which Farazdaq himself confessed was the verse that disquieted him most.53 Akhtal more than 

matched this with the verse which is considered the most vulgar in Arabic poetry 

jl_jJl J P J ^ ^ V \j)\i &r^ <^U^VI ^xu-l til pS 

48 For the active role of the transmitter of poetry see e.g. Shilr, p. 307; Aghmll 116 f., VII 42, and XVII 98; *Iqd VI 24, 46 f.; 
Bevan II 1048. The role of a poet's personal transmitter as secretary-editor in the 1st century of Islam is significantly illustrated 
by the individual and group activities of several direct transmitters from Jarir and Farazdaq (see AghdnilV 53 f.; Muwashshab, 
pp. 116 f.; cf. Jumahi, p. 305, n. 1). 

4S See e.g. Jumahi, pp. 319 f., 347 f.; Muwashshaf}, p. 115; Aghanl VII 6 f., 65. 
50 Aghanl VII 54 f.; Qurashi, pp. 36 f. 
51 E.g. Jumahi, p. 426; Salihani, ShVr al-Akhtal, pp. 96-112; SMW, p. 311. See also pp. I l l f. above. 
52 Jumalii, p. 435; Aghanl XX 172; Tabriz!, Shark lald dlwan asfrar hamdsat Abl Tammdm (Bulaq, 1296/1879) II 31. In Ibn 

Qutaibah, Kitdb aUmefani al-kablr, ed. Fritz Krenkow (Haidarabad, 1368/1949) I 575 f., the first half of the verse reads 

53 Jumahi, p. 353; Bevan I 251, 397; Aghanl XIX 36; Mas'udl VI 155; 'Askarl, Masun, p. 20; Ibn Khallikan I I 261 ( = trans. 
I l l 616). 
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accusing Jarir and his people of extreme miserliness and inhospitality.54 Jarir himself pointed out the 

four-barbed thrust of Akhtal's verse and its elaboration in the next two verses as being the most damaging 

to him and his people.55 Also associated with one or the other of the verses already cited is a famous verse 

of Akhtal which cuts across praise and blame as its first half lauds the Quraish for their clemency and 

generosity and its second half satirizes the Ansar as wholly base—no small literary feat. One version reads 

j\ *aiVl r lP C*,£ *jft\j (££i\j i^gJb fj^ij C~fti 

and a second version is translated by Nicholson as follows: 

"Quraysh have borne all honour and glory, 

And baseness alone is beneath the turbans of the Ansar."56 

The two words that survive at the end of line 5 of our document give no clue as to the content of that 

line but do indicate that still another line followed it. The search for parallels for Jarir's two verses cited 

in lines 3 and 4 soon convinced me that the papyrus text is part of a unit account expressing a speaker's 

choice of the best verse in each of at least three of the four major categories of Arabic poetry, namely 

panegyric (madih), satire (hijd*), erotica (nasib), and heroic (fakhr). To these should be added elegiac 

(rithd*) and description (sifah), the latter cutting across all the other categories. Continued search revealed, 

first, that of all the poets of the Umayyad period only Jarir is credited with verses of supreme quality in 

at least four of these categories and, second, that in three of the four such accounts available the opinion 

is expressed by a Bedouin to cAbd al-Malik, instead of to the caliph Hisham as in the papyrus text, while 

in the fourth account it is expressed directly to Jumahi (d. 231/845) by a Bedouin of the Banii Usayyid 

who claimed that Jarir excelled Farazdaq in heroic, panegyric, satiric, and romantic poetry. 

In the Jumahi account four of Jarir's verses are cited by the Bedouin in support of his opinion.57 The 

first verse 

LUap -̂frlS" ^ U l C..;*M>» *£ JXJ t iLU C^^Js.^ IS I 

is from Jarir's ode satirizing BacI and his tribe, in which he expressed also his own pride in the overpowering 

effect of the influence of the Banu Tamim, to which both Jarir and Farazdaq belonged. Farazdaq himself 

confirmed the excellence of the verse and wished he had been its author.58 The next two verses cited by the 

Bedouin to Jumahi are those of lines 3 and 4 of our papyrus, and in the same order, both of which have 

been dealt with above. The fourth is the romantic verse 

\ J*̂  £ J^£- i * t̂ JbS jj?~ \4iJ0 J (J)I o^*)l (1)1 

and is frequently cited in later sources.59 

51 Jumahi, p. 428; Saliliani, NaqdHil Jarir wa al- Akhtal, p. 134; lVyun II 195; Muwashshali, pp. 140 f. In (Askari, Mas tin, 

p. 21, the first half of the verse reads +-A)\s tJsL^Vl <_y? lil *js, 
55 See Bevan I I 1053 f. for these verses and for Jarir's verses that Farazdaq considered most damaging to liim personally. 

Akhtal was fully aware of the effect of his verses on Jarir {Muwashshali, p. 140). See Shi(r, p. 312, and 'Iqd V 298 for two verses of 
Ba'ith that hurt Jarir as severely. 

56 See Jumahi, p. 397; Salihani, Shi(r al-Akhtal, p. 314; Salihani, NaqaHd Jarir wa al-Akhtal, p. 158; Jahiz, Baydn I 79; ShiW, 
p. 302; Mubarrad, p. 101; Aghdnl XIII 148 ( ^ J j f jlSCll) and XIV 122 (l^IT f jlSCll); lIqd V 321; Ibn al-Shajari, Kitab al-
hamdsah, ed. Fritz Krenkow (Haidarabad, 1345/1926) pp. 108 f. Despite the several textual variants in these sources, the character 
of the verse and its basic concepts are clear in all. For Nicholson's translation see A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 241. The 
religious, political, and personal motivation for the verse has been touched on elsewhere in these studies {see our Vol. I I 260 
and p. 139 below). 

57 Jumahi, pp. 319 f. See Ibn Khallikan 1127 f. (= trans. I 295) for a parallel account and a prose translation of the four verses. 
See also Ibn Qutaibah, Kitab al-maldni al-kablr I 285 f.; Ibn Tabataba, p. 48; Tha'alibi, Ijaz, p. 41. 

58 Aghdnl VII 41: ^ ^ J l 4 j* C-*1L> U J ! ^>-\ <d3 j j f I JV 1~J (jj=r) ^ <&j 3sjy&\ JU (cf. p. 144 below). For * Abbas 
ibn Yazid al-Kindi's 3-verse satirical retort to Jarir's verse see Qudamah, p. 46, Qudamah (1963) pp. 105 f. and Aghdnl 
VII 46. 

59 See Jumahi, p. 320, and cf. ibid. pp. 39 and 352. See also Sliarb dlwdn Jarir, p. 595; Aghdnl VII 53 f.; Tabriz?, Sharh (ald 
dhvdn astydr hamdsat Abl Tammdm I II 14; Mubarrad, p. 161; Tha'alibi, Ijaz, p. 41. 
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Two later and separate accounts trace back to two authorities earlier than Jumalri. The first of these 

accounts is found in Qurashl's Jamharat ash'dr al-'Arab on the authority of 'Awanah ibn al-Hakam 

(d. 158/775), a fourth-generation member of a scholarly family, whose son or brother lyad carried on the 

family's scholarly tradition.60 The second account is found in Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahanl's Aghdnl as 

reported by Mada'im on the direct authority of 'Awanah alone and, through a second isndd, as trans

mitted directly to Mada'ini by Abu cImran on the authority of his father, <Abd al-Malik ibn 'Umair 

(d. 136/753 at age 103), who had access to early sources, including the library of Mu(awiyah (see p. 76, 

n. 253). Though both accounts are abridgements of earlier reports, they are, so far as we are here con

cerned, point by point identical in sequence and content except for a few minor variants.61 The occasion 

was a large public banquet at the court of cAbd al-Malik. Among those present were Jarir and a knowledge

able Bedouin of the Banu 'Udhrah. cAbd al-Malik, impressed with the Bedouin's conversation, asked him 

if he was versed in poetry and was told to ask anything about poetry that he wished. Then began the 

familiar question-and-answer method of eliciting a critical literary opinion. What cAbd al-Malik wished 

to know was the best verse in each of the four major categories of Arabic poetry, and he received in 

answer the same four verses that are cited in Jumahi's account but with the order of verses one and two 

reversed. However, the two accounts continue with a fifth question by cAbd al-Malik. He wished to know 

the verse of Arabic poetry with the best simile, and the Bedouin recited a fifth verse of Jarlr's: 

Still other details are provided in both accounts. Jarlr's attention was caught when the Bedouin recited 

the first of his verses, and his pleasure became increasingly evident as the Bedouin recited each successive 

verse. His delight was so great that he turned over his own regular reward of 400 dirhems62 and some gift 

cloth to the Bedouin, which prize cAbd al-Malik then matched. 

The fourth account of this episode is reported on the authority of 'Awanah ibn al-Hakam and Hisham 

ibn Muhammad ibn al-Sa'ib al-Kalbi.63 'Abel al-Malik addressed the same five questions to the Bedouin 

of the Banu 'Udhrah and received the same answers as in the preceding two accounts. But there are some 

differences too. Akhtal and Farazdaq also were present at the banquet. After the Bedouin had cited the 

five verses of Jarir <Abd al-Malik asked him if he knew Jarir and the Bedouin said that he did not but 

that he longed to meet him, <Abd al-Malik then pointed out the three poets to the Bedouin, who responded 

with two verses praising Jarir and satirizing the other two, whereupon first Farazdaq and then Akhtal 

angrily accused the Bedouin, in verse, of falsehood, ignorance, and low degree. Angered, Jarir then came 

to the defense, also in verse, of the Bedouin, leaped to place a kiss on his head, and relinquished his reward 

of 500 dirhems, which cAbd al-Malik matched. 

That Farazdaq was ever present at the court during the reign of 'Abd al-Malik or, indeed, prior to the 

reign of Sulaiman seems to have been erroneously questioned by Marzubam.64 We know that Jarir was 

at the court late in (Abd al-Malik's reign on more than one occasion. It is not likely that Farazdaq, with 

Aklital already a friend at the court of 'Abd al-Malik, would not compete with Jarir for that liberal 

monarch's favor, even though Hajjaj ibn Yusuf did not see fit to recommend him. Hajjaj's attitude may 

have given Jarir the notion that Farazdaq would not visit Damascus while he, Jarir, was there.65 But 

Farazdaq did just that, though here again the time is not stated. The last account cited above would 

60 Zubaidi, p. 24G; see also p. 35 above. 
61 See Qurashl, pp. 36 f.; Agluini VII 54, line 18, to p. 55, line 12; Shark dhvan Jarir, p. 456: -JI <L*jd j l T J J ^fjd ^ ^ t 
62 Jarir still expected to receive this amount as his regular reward even from 'Umar I I (see pp. 112 f.). 
63 DlwdnJanr (Cairo, 1313/1806) I I 189-91. 
C4 Mumishshah, 1>P- 164-66; but see Ibn 'Asiikir VII 52 f. and Blachere in El II (2nd ed.) 788 f. 
63 Jfihiz, Bayln II 323: S^JI ^lj C~iJU- UIL» £\ Jbjjiil J I* <J ^ W* ^XS dW C^> U jj>* A} JU pliJl 3ijji{\ {•& U 

(cf. AghamXIXML). 
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indicate that Farazdaq's visit and the episode itself took place sometime in the last two or three years of 
cAbd al-Malik's reign. 

There seems to have been no parallel attempt to claim for either Farazdaq or Akhtal supremacy in all of 

the above-specified five categories. Akhtal did claim supremacy for himself in erotica, satire, and pane

gyric.66 But his claim was quickly refuted when he was accused of even confusing satire with panegyric.67 

Of younger contemporary poets, Bashshar ibn Burd was credited by Abu cAmr ibn al-cAlaJ with supreme 

excellence in panegyric and satire and in the new style (badV) of poetry.68 But Asma% though he 

considered Bashshar the last of the classical poets, reserved high praise for the verses of Jarlr and Akhtal. 

For when in the usual question-and-answer literary dialogue Harun al-Rashid asked him for the best 

verse each in heroic, panegyric, and satire AsmacI cited Jarir's 

and his 

and Akhtal's 

r\j bjbj <if\S fi\ {£>ti\j <s\—^' V ^ J <y J?~ f^ 

respectively. Harun al-Rashid promptly countered in each instance with verses from Bashshar which he 

considered even better.69 

Bedouin partiality for Jarir cannot be explained entirely by the fact that his outlook and verse, rather 

than the outlook and poetry of such city dwellers as Akhtal and cAdi ibn al-Riqa(, typified their poetry, 

for Farazdaq's poetry reflected much of the same Bedouin approach. Farazdaq's overbearing personality 

in contrast to that of the more congenial Jarlr may have accounted in part for the latter's popularity 

among contemporary Bedouins. 

With the passing of time and the rise of a new generation of poets, some knowledgeable Bedouins still 

proclaimed Jarir superior to all the Arab poets70 while others were considering the possibility that Sayyid 

al-Himyari had surpassed him.71 On the whole, however, even non-Bedouin literary scholars and critics 

of the second century and after were remarkably loyal to and appreciative of the poetry of Jarir, Farazdaq, 

and Akhtal, whom they ranked in this order it would seem, though only an exhaustively programmed 

computer could yield a final answer to the question of the relative merit of Jarlr and Farazdaq. Neverthe

less, the order assumed above is repeatedly indicated if we judge by the number and the frequency of 

citations of their respective verses as representative of the best in the major categories of Arabic poetry 

and in a growing list of other themes that lent themselves to poetic expression.72 Celebrated verses of 

ranking poets were usually grouped together under such headings as muqalladdt ahshtfara* or qaldHd 

al-shu'ard' and were further characterized as apt, or readily quotable, or proverbial, or unmatchable.73 

66 See Aghdni VII 177, where he cites verses in each category to support his claim. 
67 ShVr, pp. 305 f.; Jumahi, pp. 404 f.; Aghdni VII 183 f.; Muwashslmh, pp. 133-36. 
68 Aghdnt I I I 26. See DiyaJ al-DIn Nasr Allah ibn Muhammad ibn al-Athir, Al-mathal al-sd'ir fi adab al-kdtib wa alshdHr, 

p. 489, for Bashshar's exalted opinion of his own poetic talent; for his opinion of our three poets, which places Jarir first and 
Akhtal last, see e.g. Jumahi, pp. 315 and 319 f., Aghdni VII 40, 3tuwashshah, pp. 115 f., and 138, Ibn 'Asakir V 426. 

69 See Dlwdn Bashshar ibn Burd, ed. Muhammad al-Tahir ibn 'Ashur I 70 f. and 110, I I I (1376/1957) 270 f. 
70 The statement is credited to Abu Mahdiyah (or Abu Mahdi), a Bedouin philologist of Basrah, who is also credited with 

praying that Allah would forgive Jarlr for his satire of the Band Qais {Aghdni VII 69 f.; Ma'arif, p. 271). For Abu Mahdiyah 
see e.g. Mardtib, p. 40, Zubaidi, pp. 38 f. and 175, Fihrlst, p. 46. 

?l Aghdni VII 6 t 
72 See e.g. Ibn Abi {Awn, Kitdb al-tashbihut, pp. 415-19, for a list of 99 topics which is not oven exhaustive; see also (Askari, 

Masun, pp. 14-51 el passim. 
73 For representative groupings of such celebrated verses see e.g. Jumahi, pp. 305-12, 349-55, and 425-33, for Farazdaq, 

Jarir, and Akhtal respectively; Shi'r, pp. 7-9, for all three poets; lUi/ftn II 191-97, csp. pp. 195 f. for Jarir and Akhtal; Ibn 
Tabataba, pp. 24-31, 48, 58 f.; Muwashshah, pp. 115-32, for the three poets; Ma'jam al-shu'ard', pp. 486 f.; Tha'alibi, Ijdz, 
pp. 41-43; 'Umdah I I 138 f.; Irshdd VII 259 f. 
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The Christian Akhtal, so definitely associated with the Umayyads, came to be neglected under the 

'Abbasids. Farazdaq's verses, on the other hand, were more likely than not to be apt, but they were just as 

likely to be so obscene or vituperative that, for reasons of decency, they were practically unquotable. 

No parallel has yet come to light for the conversation between the caliph Hisham and a Bedouin74 that 

is reported in our papyrus text—a conversation which has, so far as it goes, much in common with that 

of cAbd al-Malik and the Bedouin of the Barm 'Udhrah (as seen above). In all probability, the account 

represented by our papyrus text included at least two more citations from Jarir, that is, the heroic verse 

and the erotic verse cited by the Bedouin to €Abd al-Malik. Prince Hisham, who was fourteen years old 

when cAbd al-Malik died in 86/705,75 may or may not have been present at the public banquet which was 

the occasion for the conversation between that caliph and the Bedouin. In any case, Akhtal praised the 

young prince and received the disappointing reward of only 500 dirhems, which he distributed to some 

youths.76 We first hear of Hisham's personal association with Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq when he was 

nineteen years old,77 that is, in 91/710 and therefore in the reign of his brother Walid I. Hisham confronted 

the three poets with a she-camel and the first hemistich of a verse which he asked each poet to complete— 

a common literary pastime. The camel was to be the reward for the best second half of the verse. Akhtal 

won, yet the prince begrudged him the promised prize.78 We learn on the authority of (Utbi, whose 

manuscripts were available after his death (see p. 77), that Hisham was again with our three poets, still 

in the reign of Walid I since Akhtal died before that caliph, when his interest in their poetry was on a 

much higher level. Having first scolded them for their unending rivalries and the disturbing effects on 

their families and tribes, the prince asked for opinions on the three poets first from a kinsman of Farazdaq, 

whose answers merely echoed a current opinion on the comparative merits of the three.79 Present on this 

occasion was Khalid ibn Safwan, on whom the prince now called for more meaningful opinions. Khalid's 

lengthy statement is illustrative of his perception, prudence, and rhymed-prose style. Four lines of printed 

text are devoted to Farazdaq, one and a half to Jarir, and only one line to Akhtal, yet Khalid managed to 

please not only Hisham and his half-brother Maslamah, who likewise expressed his appreciation in rhymed 

prose, but also each of the three poets.80 Hisham's interest in poetry, especially in the pre-Islamic heritage, 

grew as he reached maturity. His personal interest in the contemporary poets was less marked and 

hardly comparable to that of his father, *Abd al-Malik, or his brothers Walid I and Yazid II. The renowned 

poets of his early days, including Akhtal and Kuthaiyir, had passed on before his caliphate began, and 

the careers of Jarir and Farazdaq were soon to end in death. Hisham was overly sensitive to personal 

74 Anecdotes involving Hisham and Bedouins seem to be scarce. Hisham, being a recluse by nature, was not likely to have 
had much use for the Bedouins, and thus our papyrus text is rather exceptional in this respect. Sull, Adah al-kutlab, p. 65, reports 
a chance encounter, on the pilgrimage road, of Hisham and an illiterate Bedouin whose graphic description of each of the letters 
of the word A~J~ on a milestone told Hisham that he had 5 miles still to go. 

75 Hisham must have been born in 72/691 or 692 though his age at death is variously given as 52, 54, and 55 (Tabari II 
1729; Ibn al-Athir, Al-tfimil fl al-ta'rikh IV 517 and V 122). 

76 Aghani VII 180: w ] VI ^ U <JJ! ^J f l i * JU\ 
77 Ibid. 

™Ibid.:*ti\ dlU- V L^Tji (LiA J U i . 

79 Aghani VII 73, lines 13-14: J*J^\j ^Ail J^J JL>*V1 U j J&? fr £^j J-sjjjftJI U j y£ j * J s / J j j ^ U (see 
p. 141 below for the full text). There is some confusion as to the name and identity of this speaker, who was either Farazdaq's 
paternal cousin and brother-in-law Shabbah (or Sabbah) ibn 'Aqqal (or 'Iqal) or the latter's son 'Aqqal ibn Shabbah (see 
Tabari II 1731; Jumahi, pp. 387, n. 5, and 391; cf. iUyun IV 75). Dhahabi, ALmushtabih fl al-rijal, ed. cAli Muliammad 
al-Bajawi (Cairo, 1962) II 465, specifies 'Aqqal ibn Shabbah as the correct form of the name. 

80 Aghani VII 73, lines 15-21; Irshad IV 160 f.; BaihaqI, pp. 458 f. Khalid came from a family of orators (Shi'r, p. 402); 
for further samples of his prose see p. 141 below. Prince Maslamah (d. 122/740) was better known as a general and a governor 
who took interest in archeology (see our Vol. I 55). 
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remarks81 and less tolerant than cAbd al-Malik of a poet's religious and political allegiances.82 His in

creasing aloofness and miserliness did not encourage the poets to persist in seeking him when a warmer 

welcome and richer rewards could be had first at the court of Yazid II and then at that of Hisham's 

alienated nephew and heir Prince Walid ibn Yazid (see pp. 91-93), not to mention the patronage of rival 

governors and generals. Yet, Hisham could be touched by a poet's sincere verses, as in the case of the 

Medinan cUrwah ibn Udhainah, who, when accused by Hisham of economic motives only, left before the 

rewards were distributed. Convinced that he had misjudged the poet, Hisham sent him double the reward 

that the others had received.83 He was annoyed at Nusaib's delay in coming to congratulate him on his 

accession, but on learning that illness had been the cause of the delay Hisham rewarded Nusaib well.84 

Even his rage against the Shrite schoolteacher-poet Kumait ibn Zaid for his bold Hdskimiyat85 was 

dispelled by that poet's touching elegy on Hisham's recently deceased son Mu'awiyah, which brought 

tears to the caliph's eyes and a pardon and rich reward for the pro-'AlId poet.86 He could relent enough in 

his antagonism to replace earlier threats with cordiality and patronage, as in the case of Hammad al-

Rawiyah. Hisham as prince had threatened Hammad for partiality to his brother Yazid II, but as caliph 

he summoned Hammad from 'Iraq to the court in Damascus so that he could be informed and entertained 

with Hammad's vast knowledge of Arabic poetry, history, and especially the characteristics of the pre-

Islamic period.87 

The quarter-century following Hisham's reign saw the transition from Umayyad to 'Abbasid rule and 

climaxed in the literary career of Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala', whose influence left a pervasive and lasting effect 

on the entire field of Arabic language and literature. His own somewhat belated conviction that Islamic 

poetry such as that of Dhu al-Rummah, whom he considered the last of the classical poets,88 and that of 

Akhtal, Jarlr, and Farazdaq merited study and inclusion in his teaching program89 did not go far enough 

for either Abu cAmr or his pupil and transmitter Asma'i to place Islamic poets on a par with those of pre-

Islamic times.90 Though in his old age Abu (Amr saw fit to destroy his large private library, his theories 

and personal views were nevertheless quickly propagated by his earlier pupils such as cIsa ibn 'Umar 

and Yunus ibn Habib and his still younger pupils Abu 'Ubaidah, Asma'I, and Abu Zaid al-Ansarl.91 They 

81 For example, he was angered at Abu al-Najm al-(Ijli for referring to him as squint-eyed, which he was {Shi'r, pp. 382 f.; 
Aghani IX 79 f.), 

82 For instance, he imprisoned Farazdaq for his praise of Hasan ibn 'AH, better known as Zain al- 'Abidin, during the pilgrimage 
of the year 90/709 {Aghani XIX 40 f.; Ibn Khallikan I 264 f. [ = trans. I l l 621 f.]). He resented the allegiance of both Hammad 
al-Rawiyah and Nabighah al-Shaibanl to his brother Yazid (see e.g. Aghani V 166 and VI 152 respectively). 

83 See e.g. Shi'r, pp. 367 f.; Aghani XXI 165; <Iqd II 183-85. 
84 Aghani I 148. See also p. 112 above. 
85 Autograph copies must have been available since the caliph ordered the poet's tongue and hand cut off, but the order 

could not be executed because the poet escaped from prison and went into hiding {Aghani XV 114 f.; Jumahi, pp. 268 f.). 
86 AgMni XV 116 f., 121; <Iqd II 183; Zubaidi, p. 278. 
87 Aghani V 166 f. and XX 174 f.; Ibn Khallikan I 206 f. ( = trans. I 471 f.). 
88 Jahiz, Bayan I I I 372 f.; Aghani XVI 113; QurashI, p. 35; <Umdah I 56. 
89 Jahiz, Bayan I 308: &)JJ llJl-Ji jJ o\ £*~P J>- (W-j ^A^i IJLA J& Ĵ J J.JLi **>Ul ^ j / ^JI j l T (cf. Shi'r, p. 5 

and ^JJmddh I 56 f., which uses the term JiĴ ii IJL* and gives Ibn Rashiq's comment on its literary significance). Abu 'Amr's 

earlier attitude was quite different, as indicated by Asma'i's report that he had studied for ten years under Abu fAmr without 

having heard him cite a single Islamic verse as hijjah, i.e. authoritative (Jahiz, Bayan I 308). Furthermore, Abu 'Amr's earlier 

opinion, as expressed to Abu cUbaidah, was that the contemporary poets were at best no more than imitators and at worst 

originators of abominable poetry: **Xs- <j3 \**~$ \^^ o\j «*J! ]j^t >& \^~*- {^j j l **>£ J t JS" {Aghani XVI 113). See 

Ibn Khallikan I 513 ( = trans. II 451) for a different version which reads * - * j ^ J*- "J-S~ ** U I J ^ V 4 ^b**s* anc^ n a s keon 

translated "They are patchers and botchers and a burden to all but themselves." 
90 See Fuhiilat aUhu'anV pp. 495 f.; Aghani VII 172. 
91 Maratib, pp. 21-23, 39 f. 
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became increasingly interested in Islamic poetry, and their personal views of the respective merits of the 

poets of the Umayyad period, particularly Akhtal, Jarlr, and Farazdaq, formed the basis of a com

paratively more objective view of Islamic poetry as a whole and of its relation to the pre-Islamic product. 

We find, for instance, the linguist and poet Ibn Munadhir, an admirer of <Adi ibn Zaid al-'Ibadi, whom he 

took for a model, cautioning Abu 'Ubaidah to judge his poetry and that of cAdI not by its period but on 

its merit.92 A new turn to the controversy over the relative merits of the "ancients" and the "moderns" 

developed as Islamic poetry presently found advocates in such critics as Jumahi,93 Jahiz,94 and Ibn 

Qutaibah.95 Furthermore, the activities of Hammad al-Rawiyah and Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbl 

in collecting and preserving some at least of the earlier poetry, reinforced by the collections of the Kufan 

Abu 'Amr al-Shaibam and his followers, supplied much of the material for a nascent scheme but hardly 

yet for a theory of literary criticism. Nevertheless, these scholars and their contemporaries provided much 

of the source material for the increasingly complex and comprehensive commentaries of the third century 

and after for the dhvdn's of both pre-Islamic and Islamic poets. 

MODES OF EARLY LITERARY CRITICISM 

I 

We had occasion in connection with Document 3 to discuss at some length the basic characteristics 

of Arabic secular prose as illustrated in the categories of public speaking and descriptive composition 

from the eve of Islam to about the mid-second/mid-eighth century (see pp. 56-78). The linguistic and 

stylistic qualities which were generally accepted throughout that period were precision, clarity, economy 

of words, and a sense of rhythm. That these same qualities were demanded in other types of prose literature 

can be readily seen from a liberal sampling of the speeches and aphorisms of the Christian Quss ibn Sacidah 

of Najran, whom Muhammad and Abu Bakr were said to have heard in Suq 'Ukkaz, and from the sermons 

and sayings on many phases of life that were accepted as his and came to be admired in early Islamic 

times.96 Though he was confused with an earlier legendary figure, Quss's aphorisms and literary style 

were referred to in proverbially superlative terms.97 From the samplings of prose literature, other than 

92 Agham XVII 12: C - ! J^lj J j j - ^ l I>U £>*ii &l£ \x*j JaU- diJJs djAt % -bj J J ^ J^J ^ ^ j u C J j <dJI Jjl 

4.;r^aJl Pjy ^)mJ*±}\ j ^ j . See ibid. XVII 15 and 27 f. for further relationship between Ibn Munadhir and Abii 'Ubaidah. Ibn 

Munadhir was rebuffed by Khalafal-Ahmad for comparing himself to the ranking classical poets (ibid. XVII11 f.). For AsmaTs 

opinion of this f Adi ibn Zaid sec Fxihulat al-shuiara\ p. 494. For the life and times of cAdi see 01P L 5 f., 13. 
93 See Jumahi, Intro, pp. 15 f. and 21 f. 
94 Jahiz, as usual, saw the two sides of the controversy. He gave due recognition to the "ancients" but denied the concept 

that they could not be surpassed or even equaled: ll-i _^>3J J j^ l ilj I* *i> j$ y *jj>\ ^ ^UJI J^ U Ji*-LU ^(KhasaHs 

I 190 f.); J i j 01 JaJm L. 4il ipli IJLi j>sj 6jS\ ^J L J j i J ^ l Cou^ lil J«-U.l J15 (IrshadVISZ). 

95 Shi'r, pp. 5 f.; see also n. 205 on p. 101 above and Abu Hatim al-Sijistani, Kitab al-mulammarln (Goldziher, Abhandlungen 
zur arabischen Philologie II) pp. 122-74, esp. pp. 143-74. 

96 Jaliiz, Bayan I 57 f., 76-78, 297, and 343, I I 276; Abu Hatim al-Sijistani, Kitab al-mu*ammarln, pp. 76-78; Baihaqi, 
pp. 351-56, 426; (Iqd I I 254 and IV 128; Aghanl XIV 4 1 ^ 3 ; Amall I I 39 f.; Tha'alibi, Thim-lr, pp. 94 f., 99, 185; 'Askari, 
Masun, p. 179; Ibn 'Asakir I 356-60; Khizdnah I 267. Fihrist, p. 63, mentions Ibn Durustawaih's Khobar Quss ibn SaHdah, 
which has survived in four folios; see Arthur J. Arberry (ed.), The Chester Beatty Library: A Handlist of the Arabic Manuscripts 
VII (Dublin, 1964) 151, No. 5498 (8). 

97 See e.g. 'Abd aURahnnin ibn cIsii al-Hamadhani, Kitab al-aljaz al-kitablyah, ed. Louis Cheikho (Beirut, 1913) p. 298: 

SAcU J J ,j-J y> jkji Vj*^ 4?^ ( s e e a^ s 0 ^hu Hatim al-Sijistani, Kitab al-nm*ammarin, p. 76); Mascudi, I 133 f.: ^^3 ,Ji^\ JU 

j^S j * S^-'- Tha'alibi, Thimar, pp. 94 f., repeats these two proverbs and adds three more beginning with i-Ja^-l, J ^ ^ a n d 

iijl respectively. Maidani, Al-majma* al-amthal I 117 has ^ j * iLl (see also Biya* al-Dln Nasr Allah ibn Muhammad ibn 

al-Athir, Al-jami* al-kabir, pp. 73 f.). 
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descriptions of maidens and women, of such stylists as (Amr ibn al-'As, Sa'sa'ah ibn Suhan, Ahnaf ibn 

Qais, Ibn al-Qirriyah, and Khalid ibn Safwan—all cited in connection with Document 3—it is clear that 

the basic literary qualities that were admired by the first generation of Muslims continued to be admired 

into early 'Abbasid times. For apart from the leading Umayyad secretarial essayists, namely the Arab 
cAbd al-Hamid ibn Yahya and the Persian Ibn al-MuqanV, whose essays reflected Persian influence in 

practice and style, none made an effort to develop a formal system of literary critique of prose during this 

period. Their contemporaries were, for the most part, content to follow the taste and example of the 

eloquent among the Bedouins, as Khalid ibn Safwan expressly affirmed.98 

Turning our attention now to pre-'Abbasid Islamic poetry, we again find no system of formal literary 

critique in the period under consideration. Nevertheless, there are some patterns that indicate a reaching-

out for forms of criticism and a number of individual statements by scholars and poets that were meaning

ful enough to form collectively a tentative base for a later theory of literary criticism. This development 

was to be expected in view of the longer history of Arabic poetry and the fact that there was much greater 

preoccupation with poetry than with prose, alike on the part of rulers and rebels, linguists and literary 

scholars, and the cultured and affluent upper classes. There was, therefore, greater incentive for the poets 

of the period to produce and to compete for the power, prestige, and economic rewards that the imperial 

and provincial courts and high society held out to them, especially to the forerunners among them. The 

role of the early Islamic linguists as literary critics has received considerable attention from modern 

scholars while that of the professional poets has been comparatively neglected, no doubt, in part at least 

because of the belief that literary critics made poor poets and poets made poor literary critics. Despite the 

several grains of truth in this concept, there are exceptions, more perhaps in the case of poets than in 

the case of scholar-critics." Furthermore, except for Abu cAmr ibn al-cAla\ the period under considera

tion produced no philologists who were deeply involved with the literary criticism of poetry. But it did 

produce many master poets, some of whom were vocal critics of their fellow professionals and at times 

ventured or were prodded into self-criticism. The subjective element in their criticism could hardly have 

been avoided in a society marked by tribal, political, and religious rivalry, from which the poets' patrons 

and the scholar-critics also were not exempt. Therefore, in order to examine the role of poets in early 

literary criticism, we present the texts of representative statements from several leading poets of the 

Umayyad period, selected to give a closer view of both the continuity with the past and the emergence of 

new approaches to and modes of poetry criticism. Analysis of these and similar statements in the light of 

the earliest extant work on the subject, namely Asma'f s Fuhulat al-shucard\ should enable us to relate to 

models and theories of Arabic literary criticism of the third/ninth century and after. 

Oral literary criticism of Arabic poetry dates back to pre-Islamic times and antedates that of prose. For 

our purpose we need to go no farther back than the eve of Islam. Accounts of poets' contests held in Suq 
(Ukkaz name the winner but tell us little or nothing of the bases on which the contests were judged. The 

judge was usually a sage or a poet, or he combined the two functions as in the case of Hind bint al-Khuss, 

who was tested in both prose and poetry (see p. 64). More fruitful is the account of a contest presided over 

by the poet Nabighah al-Dhubyanl, who ranked A'sha Maimun and the poetess Khansa5 ahead of the still 

heathen Hassan ibn Thabit. Hassan challenged the verdict and demanded to know the basis on which it 

was made. Nabighah's answer is reported in two accounts, one that traces back through AsmacI to Abu 
(Amr ibn al-cAlaJ and a somewhat fuller one whose isnad goes no farther back than Ibn Qutaibah and 

98 Jahiz, Baydn I 184 (see also n. 239 on p. 74 above); Adub al-Shdfi'i, pp. 316 f. Jahiz, Baydn I 102 gives a number of 
definitions for baldghah. 

99 Khalaf al-Ahmar, for example, was considered a good scholar-critic and poet while his famous contemporaries Khalil ibn 
Ahmad and Asma'I were credited with little or no poetic ability (see p. 97, n. 158). 
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includes Khansa r s protest against Nabighah for allowing sex discrimination to influence his decision.100 

Ibn Qutaibah's account as reported in the Aghdrii of Abu al-Faraj al-Isfaham reads as follows: 

j l _ > J j _ i i j til \J& b\j \ J a l^ j UV̂ l 1̂ > "<jlj 

£>\* JS" <y ^t i l ^ CJl ^ U l yti l (ill CJD dUJ JjLiJl ( ^ V l ) jwaj U Jl V̂ I (A~UI) JUi 

JU liU <ĴJs7 vl~>- J15 l^*j iL« ytil 4111̂  Ul j L > Jlii O^r^ - ^ -^ J^" a*J ^J cJUi &&* 

J^l vl*c» (oU>-) 

i l j j J j .liJ—)j j r >ri7 i j OJJj j r O^kij llti>- :>OP C 4 J vfJJl V̂ J ^PUJ "ilM (iuUI) J & 

Ci* J!J ^^wall J Cf^i lt-^b J^\ ^ ^ jUi-l cJi J\J :>JU!I CjUi oLbU cJU diil 4] JU* c5j>-l 

515 J P CJlJLi l o SJLf ^y Q L̂zi CJUj Uĵ > J s I JJJb CJWJI jV pjJill J *LI dlSO j>-jJli J^JJJ 

Note in particular Nabighah's specific and factual criticism, point by point, of Hassan's poor choice of 
words, his lack of emphasis on pride of ancestry, and his failure to use sufficiently strong hyperbole in 
heroic poetry. 

Our next specimen conies from the time of 'Abdah ibn al-Tablb, who, along with Zuhair ibn Abi Sulma, 
was favored by cUmar I. 'Umar was himself a knowledgeable and respected critic of contemporary 
poetry101 though both he and Abu Bakr, among other leading Companions, favored and cited only such 
verses as were compatible with Islam. Before their conversion to Islam, lAbdah and several of his fellow 
Tamlmite poets would gather for a festive outing with wine flowing freely. After all had recited some of 
their poetry, they would call for an exchange of candid opinions or seek a verdict on the respective merits 
of their verses from any knowledgeable person present. Their opinions, particularly that of cAbdah, are of 
interest, despite their subjectivity, for their frankness, for their positive as well as their negative approach, 
and for the literary quality of their brief yet succinct prose with its household and desert similes. These 
characteristics emerge despite the lapse of time and the different versions available. Some versions are 

100 For the account that traces back to Abu c Amr see Muwashshah, pp. 60 f., and see also Aghani IX 163; for Ibn Qutaibah's 
account see Ski(rt pp. 197 f., and Aghani VIII 194 f. See also Amali I I I 118 and Khizanak I I I 432. Muwashshafy, p. 60, records 
Suli's admiration of Nabighah's critical acumen: AJ*2 V ^ J SJbbJi WS" #LAJ J^ JJU ĴUI JJLU -UJl 1JL* J l j&U J ^ J I J l i . 
Hassan was envious of Nabighah's poetry and the rich rewards it brought him from Nu'man ibn al-Mundhir (see e.g. Qurashi, 
pp. 27 f.). For a more recent appreciation of Nabighah see eAbd Allah cAbd al-Jabbar and Muhammad 'Abd al-Mun'im Khafaja, 
Qismt al-adab fi al-Hijaz (Cairo, 1377/195S) pp. 392-406, 637-74. 

The ode that Khansa' recited at Suq (Ukkaz expressed praise and mourning for her brother Sakhr and is cited in the sources 
only in parts which when combined yield a poem of more than 36 verses. See e.g. Mubarrad, p . 737; Shi'r, p. 201; 'Iqd I I I 267 f.; 
Agham XII I 138; Diwan alKhansa\ ed. Karam al-Bustani (Beirut, 1960) pp. 47-50. See also GAL I 40 and GAL S I 70. 

The manuscript collection of Mr. H. P. Kraus of New York contains a 2nd/8th-century papyrus fragment (No. P129) written 
in small but fine Kftfic-/msM£ script and consisting of a 7-versc ode of Khansa' in praise and mourning for her brother Sakhr. 
This short ode with some variation is found in the sources but sometimes with a verse or two missing or a verse added. 

101 Jahiz, Baydn I 243 f.; Aghani IX 162; Tha'alibi, Ijaz, p. 41. See Maxadir, pp. 204-14, for the lively interest of (Umar I 
and his contemporaries in poetry. 
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condensed, others are composite accounts, while still others include transmitter's or author's comments, 
mostly glosses, and most are well fortified with multiple isndd's. Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani's account, which 
traces back to Asma% Muhammad ibn Habib, Muhammad ibn al-cAbbas and other members of the 
Yazidi family, reads as follows: 

o\Sjjjii *+&r\ yu jajy J P i£J*sb\ LJJ>- JU Ji^ii uu>. j u ^ Jj^ij _̂~~>- ^ (*u^) ^ 4ii 

pjk*Ui tfJjjJl J^J I s ^ l J 1 ^ ui **.-> fi^* £ ^ ffc1* £ ^ d u* Jjl J i y T U i U^kJ ^jU^I 

\A\J {£J&J JJ& ILĵ r >^# o^tii j^«P UI JUi £US j * o^J\J \J*JIM 01 <J*UM J15 ^ t i l LL>I l̂ >-l 

JU oj^ J JSL Ĵ J ly iUi jw AkU^ l^j l t l j * i>-U Cjj^tJ Ji \)jy^-ij\ J>-j dL'Ki J U ^ j U CJl 

^ k i ^^U Uj j>- pjC>-l S^jjT iSy^i 5XP L> CJI Utj *LSJ JA J P l^iL 4)1 jU JA <J^ £yj£ ' j l k 

And Marzubanfs account, with other ismd's, reads: 

t£b- JU JlkJl *&>- j> JU* £J -CUI JLP ^JI>- JU -LA J J ^ P iTr^l j j j j l J^ j , JL t̂ -JI ._,< 

S * ^ 1 ul S ^ r ^ (^^ ' ui JJ^J J^i ui OU^LjII j t i V JIS o l J P .U^ J J J ^ J , JU^, J , J U L 

ji«^l j»j>Jr i i ^ CJI LI Oliy.jU JUi y ^ l ^ J y^JI J ^o^Vl jlJi>- J J i ^ j JI ^ a^J l j l i l ^ 

X P I 1 ^ ^^Sl y V^b j^>- ijjf *Sj*£ 0U j ^ L Cjt Lt> -o ^̂ iJLi bJ * ] / Vj JTl i p^ajf y^ V 

0U 30^ L CJI Ul̂  pAjjp y ^ J P ^ j l^ J » J ^ J P JUi *3^i OU JJtL. c j t Uj ^^x!l ^,^5; JiJI l^j 

^?o>- JU ^^Kll j i l J P o l J P ajj^ j ; jwt- l ^u ^ JJ^\J aj j i j j ! JU ^^Kil j , | ^ ^ u 

Ui ^^ Ui ^ ^ J?***- ^ V^ ui j ^ l l ^ 1 J i j J ' ^ ui ^ <i' S-^J V.' u^ - ^ t>. ^ l>-

Ui' JJ*5 ^ Ji ^ ^ j " ^ ^ ' ^^ V.1 u^ ^ ^ Ji J ^ ui " ^ ui ^ ^ ^ijj>" ^^ < i ^ ' A ^ " 

Ijjlt Ly 01 j l Jjl̂  5XP J»J» jUi *JijU^I j^aiW * * y J O^;;^^]! j l i l ^ <yJall J J SJLPJ Ift̂ fl 

ui t ^ i j Ui ju ju u^.i yu J*TJJ>.T oi uij ^JU^I JP <jj^i OI UU ^ y ^ i s ^ j * 
^ 1 4*lAfl j 4 &J&-J — ^ k i V ĉ l <uU L - ^ J >U J^-Jl -uJa-^j JbJliJl y*j — *Sj *\JU* J i i (Sj*^ 

il^ti OU JJtL CJI Ul̂  ^1>-I^ l^lt l j4 oo>-U S J J > ^ j j j ^ : O j ^ iUU OU^j L> CJI Utj 4JU 

Hutai'ah (d. 30 or 59 or 69 A.H.), because of his roving life, sharp tongue, and unsociable personality,103 

was not disposed to lengthy critical discourses with others on poetry or any other subject. He displayed 
considerable originality and spent much time polishing his odes to achieve the high degree of uniform 

102 For these two accounts see Aghani XII 44 (=* Aghani [1927 ] XIII 197 f.) and Muwaslishah, pp. 75 f., respectively. 
See also Isabah I I I 199 f. For some of 'Abdah's poems see e.g. Shi'r, pp. 456 f., and Mufaddaliyat I 268-304 and 575, I I 92-104. 
For 2nd-century evaluation of 'Abdah as a poet see e.g. Jaljiz, Bayan II 362 f., and Aghani XVIII 163 f. 

103 See e.g. Aghani I I 52; cf. Ignaz Goldziher, "Der Diwan des Garwal b. Aus AI-Hutej'a," ZDMO XLVI (1892) 1-53, esp. 
pp. 1-31. 
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proficiency on account of which he and several other poets were characterized as the "slaves of poetry" 

and their poetry was faulted by AsmacI and others for its monotony of labored excellence.104 Hutai'ah, 

despite his mercenary motives, was so wholly involved with his art that he is credited with statements in 

verse and prose that reflect his thoughts on the temperament and effort needed to produce and preserve 

effective and accurate poetry. He expressed his fourfold classification of poets105 in verse: 

4P.3 (J j^ JUL J&\^J 

We have a dramatic account from Abu 'Ubaidah of Hutai'ah's deathbed scene, when, despite the 

urgings of those around him to express his last wishes and prepare to meet his God, he persisted in reciting 

verses from some of the best poets and concluded with his own verses 

*UJi u&jJ~\ J I 4J CJj 4*lu V i£J&\ 4J JJJI IS I 

and added *jJl i j l j <>• ^*iU J^ - 1 0 6 

We turn next to Ba(Ith, who ranked high among his contemporaries and among later critics as both 

orator and poet.107 His bold but wTell founded and point-by-point criticisms of older and well established 

poets, including Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq, won the admiration of Walid I and his half-brother 

Maslamah. For the young but stout-hearted poet referred to his professional elders derisively. He called 

Farazdaq a fool and Jarir a dog, playing on the latter's tribal affiliation. He spoke derisively of the 

Christian Akhtal's faith and called Ibn Eumailah a betrayer of his own brother. He displayed precise 

knowledge of weaknesses in their verses that not only missed their aim but boomeranged on points of 

literary or moral defect in each instance. Walid I was both surprised and pleased and rewarded Bacith 

well. We read as follows: 

C P J ^ I iHll JLP JI JlJjSl *~>\> J P **J^I Ai\ J l i J l i ZJ* b\ yf- Mj&-\ J j j J I -UP J J 0^1 J I c-jSj 

iLb J P **a>-l oil 0 ^ 1 j ^ l l> JL^ J ^ ^ J>-^ ^ » j ji ^n^^b ^ * ^ J ^ ^ b jtjrj 

r J>o l i *u ^ l i A-rJ^i j* \* ^ JJi i ^ji^ ( j ^ *'' J ^ * v ^ * ^ J ^ J ^ ^-j^Jl J^\J y>-^li 

^ X P dO l̂ 1 *J*JC* Aja^-j J ^ i J " j p j ^ J i U'l dJil l̂ fe i i p ^ - <y 61 c&$\ j^*l IJ J ^ i oX i i l J 

U *-A ^ U l cgopl * - * l ^ j l U * j ^U i t j ^ viL#JLi5^ <3JI> ^ J l i dJb ^S\ ^ 1 JU; c~Jj l J l i 

j L i l j Id* k^JlS" ^ J wL^J J l i 4i\i 3*}yk\ J l jL ty J^-Vl £JJ1 U A Ul rt-^^'l ^ \j*L U * ^ *L# 

?c-Jjl IJIA j U i 7 J^>- J l jU I ^ v^JiS' ^ JL--P Ulj 4^i J P J AJIP J O ; AU>J 

104 Jahiz, Bayan I 210 f. and I I 8-13; Muzhir I I 498. See also Goldziher in ZDMQ XLVI 42 and Goldziher, Abhandlungen 
zur arabischen Philologie I (Leiden, 1896) 129-34. 

105 See Jahiz, Bayan I I 9, editor's note. For other contemporary and later fourfold classifications of poets see e.g., Ja}.iiz, 
Bayan II 8 f., 'Umdah I 72-74, and Muzhir II 489-91. 

106 Aghani II 59; ( Umdah I 74; Muzhir I I 490. 
107 Jahiz, Bayan I 210 f. and I I I 372 f.; Shilr, p. 313; < Umdah I 67 f. 
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xi?L> *jjjjlj j L ^ l ^j^J f*^4 4JLJL><JJ (-tA ijyJ 

JU <uli JJb -̂VI ^ u i J l ^ l ^1 la* \A\J JUJJb J ^ - 1 P J j i j j j>& Ji SLUJb bL* a*LJ J*>J 

4J£U- ( j*^-^ o-UxuJ >r L ^ C^P Jl) {Sy^ - ^ 1 <J J ^ AJI 4P-LU C*SJ <CP <jj aJi j l i l i 

UJ>- J P >)j L* AJV iaU- ildOi-l lift J JpjyiJl ^ i j JU; 4)1 ^ C J I J J J L I 4)1 O^P jA 4cjJ| JU 

The literary-minded Prince Maslamah once asked Ba'ith to name the best poets of the Arabs. Ba'Ith 
replied in bold and far from complimentary terms naming Jarir and Farazdaq and the two sons of 
Kumailah, Ashhab and Zabab, as the best poets of the time but again pointed out specific weaknesses in 
some of their verses that he himself would not have been glad to have said, not even for love of a fortune 
in camels. We read: 

AJ~V4 JU £ . . . £j]ii xp ^ i U l * ! * J P d~-*LJI />o5 JU ^ j U M jfj j>t 1*J} UJJI>-

j u ^ ^j j u o^a^j iik^>. ô <y OLZJL L ^ - JL!PI JU ^yt\ yS\ ^ j j jb- d ^ j j 
JU 05 VI J>-j ^ U ^ 1 4)1 ^ 1 J)), - iLy ^ 1 lb j j ^ V i ^ - ALL/, l ^ ^j>-3 &jj& 

Jpj^iJl J IS JU \J\i Uj JU ^ 1 y - J j dU J l J^j U l i j 

J—^b J j & ^-IS" Ipj^LJ °J4 (Ji j>- JS" J C i j i JU5J 

J ^ ^d^~ ̂  * t ^ J^ i L«J l*i* ***i Jfy J i ^ J * > ^ i <Ju£i 

l—Jl̂  jlS" Uj ^ ^ i J j Lb j ^—g^Uj C,1U % 5̂1I C*jt; Lij 

1 0 9 i^ j ^ V r ^ 1 U L | % ; Ô 1 ci~. W J f ^ 1 i i i ^>- o^i J?y ol L5^>-I OITJ 

The next poet to draw our attention in respect to modes of early literary criticism is the part-Negro 
slave Nusaib, who first came into public view when his owner's family in the Hijaz, on discovering his 
talent for poetry, decided to sell him. For they feared that he would address erotic verses to their women 
or satirize their men and so bring shame and dishonor to all of them.110 The young Nusaib wished to have 

108 Muwashshah, pp. 165 f.; cf. lIqd V 368 f. and Ibn cAsakir V 123 f. See p. 118 above for Marzubam's reaction concerning 
Farazdaq's presence at court prior to the reign of Sulaiman and my comment on his statement. 

109 Muwashshafi, pp. 164 f. 

"°Jumabi ,pp .546f . : ^ j U L O J c^ l** L ^ U j I L ^ l ^ l dL^ L j ^ j l LI j / ^ ^ o jdj ^ \ J ,L («__*«) kj Jl» 
lj^ 0 ^ 1 J* ^ «j bJ (see also Jahiz, Bayan I 221; ShVr, p. 242; Aghani I 135). The Negro slave and poet Suliaim, a contem
porary of 'Uthman ibn 'Affan, was eventually put to death for bringing dishonor to his owners' families through his verses 
though he had once proclaimed his own moral virtue in the following among other verses: 

i>^-' o-vJ ij^ y *J*\ j ' ^ i?~ <£>»&* ' V ' ^ ^ <j'j 

(see Jumalii, pp. 77 f., 143, 156 f.; Aghani XXI 2-5; cf. FuMlat al-shu1 arc?, p. 499). 
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cAbd al-(Aziz ibn Marwan, then governor of Egypt, for his owner and patron. He therefore made his way 

to that governor's palace and recited verses in his praise but refrained from accepting the prize of 1,000 

dinars, pointing out that he as a slave was not entitled to prizes. There followed a dramatic slave-market 

scene in which Nusaib was being auctioned. From an initial bid of 50 (or 30) dinars for the man as a laborer, 

his price rose steadily as his specific abilities for taking good care of weapons and of camels were 

enumerated and finally reached 1,000 dinars, bid by cAbd al-cAziz' agent as Nusaib's ability to compose 

poetry in perfect form was mentioned.111 Thus began a mutually rewarding relationship between royal 

patron and emancipated poet. Nevertheless, the patronage of cAbd al-'AzIz and of several other members 

of the royal family after him did not suffice to remove the stigma of Nusaib's black color, particularly 

among contemporary poets competing for the same royal patronage. The first such poet to belittle Nusaib 

because of his color was Aiman ibn Khuraim, early in the eighth decade of Islam and in the presence of 
(Abd al-cAziz himself. Asked by the governor what he thought of the poetry of Nusaib, Aiman replied 

pointedly that Nusaib was the best poet of all of the color of his skin. Enraged by this remark, *Abd al-

<Aziz retorted "by Allah he is a better poet than you are." Aiman, resentful of Nusaib and realizing that he 

himself was no longer welcome, requested that he be allowed to join the governor's brother Bishr ibn 

Marwan, then governor of I r aq (71-74/690-93), and the request was granted.112 This episode did not 

deter other poets, including Jarlr and Farazdaq, from expressing the same opinion later, but it did 

encourage Nusaib to resort to cAbd al-(Aziz' reply to Aiman and, further, to claim superiority over all.113 

This color prejudice once caused Prince Sulaiman, to whom cAbd al-cAziz had commended Nusaib for 

protection, to dismiss Farazdaq without reward at the same time that Nusaib received a handsome prize, 

which in turn led the indignant Farazdaq to improvise the verse 

JL^JI J l i U yttll J£J Vl>-j 4^-1 ycill J^-J 

as he departed.114 Kuthaiyir, himself physically unprepossessing, composed the verses 

to express his reaction to Nusaib's color and features.115 Nusaib himself, when he was among well-wishers, 

was not reluctant to refer to his color and low origin. When 'Abd al-'Aziz wished to include him in his 

inner circle of companions, the poet drew attention to these in terms that outdid Kuthaiyir's two verses: 

J U j JXP j * {£\j J^ iy^)Ij jya^P fij>* liJLll A*SI jlj JiU« jiti\j jL*y> dfl\ JJ)}\ 4111 ^U>l 
116J*ili \rfjj (jjb V 61 Col; 6U 

111 Jumahi, pp. 546 f.: JLil IJVJ iSjh ^J tSj^t ^ urij* j * ^ ^'» f o r t I i e t e r m s s e e e-S- ^id. pp. 56-64, Bevan I I 1026, 
and Aghani I 131 f. For definitions of these technical terms and illustrative verses of Dhu al-Rummah (see p. 190 below), 
Farazdaq, Jarlr, and (Adi ibn al-Riq£Lc among others see Muwaskshah, pp. 13-26, 99 f., and 132. Shi'r, pp. 29 f. and 145 f., and 
Muwashshah, p. 59, report that Bishr ibn Abi Khazim was corrected by his brother for his error of iqwa\ an error committed by 
Nabighah al-Dhubyani also. 

112 Aghani I 131 f. and XXI 11 f.: i L . ^ 1 *Ulj j * ( j j J Xf) JU* 4JAU J-AI y£\ y> Jxj JU (see also Fuhulat al-

shulara\ p. 499). 
113 Jumahi, pp. 544 f.: ljj>- U L> dJjJil>-j J U J — .a^i W^-AJ 0l5"j — CIJJJLU- JJ&1 _^il cJl* L-~SO1 <-rr^ J j=r <-^ ( see 

also Aghani I 134 f.f 142; lUmdah I 44). 
114 Jumahi, pp. 547 f.; Shi'r, pp. 242 f.; Mubarrad, p. 106; Aghani I 134 f.; Amtdl I I I 41; Ibn Khallikan I I 261 ( = trans. 

I l l 615); note that A*J$\ alternates with 4*^1. 
115 Shi'r, p. 242, and 'Uyun IV 40. Aghani I 140 has j^U- for IjJU-. Kuthaiyir himself was ugly and short, and even cAbd 

al-{Aztz joked about his short stature (see e.g. Shi'r, p. 262; Aghani VIII28, 30). Kuthaiyir seems to have enjoyed the company of 
Nusaib, some of whose verses and successes he envied (see e.g. Mubarrad, pp. 103, 201; Aghani I 142^4). 

« • <Iqd I I 131 f. 

* 
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When cAbd al-Malik took Nusaib to task for his infrequent visits he replied that he, a black slave, was 

not fit company for kings and when he was offered some drink (nabulh) he refused it saying that he would 

not have his intellect, through which he had attained to the caliph's company, destroyed by drink.117 

He concluded with some verses on color as against ability and character. 

Nusaib was intelligent enough to understand the racial and class prejudices of the Arab society of his 

day. He considered it the better part of wisdom not to protest loudly against these prejudices nor yet to 

challenge them, preferring instead to conduct himself with dignity and make the best of his situation. His 

attitude and conduct fit well the sober man's idea of the intelligent and wise man.118 For he refrained from 

satire, wishing, as he said, neither to dishonor the noble nor to blackmail the mean and hence be himself 

more deserving of satire.119 Again, except when pointedly goaded, he refrained from claiming superiority 

over all other poets, as many of his contemporaries were quick to do, though he did hold a high opinion 

of himself.120 He did have preferences for and opinions of some of these poets. For instance, he preferred 

Jarlr to Farazdaq.121 When asked to give an opinion on his fellow Hijazian poets in comparison to himself, 

he did so briefly: "Jamil is our imam (in poetry), and 'Umar ibn Abl Eabi'ah is our best descriptive poet 

of the mistresses of the curtained canopies, and Kuthaiyir is quickest to move one to tears about 

beautiful but lowly women and is our best in the praise of Icings. And as for me, I say what you have 

heard."122 

Unlike Nusaib, Kuthaiyir, despite his own physical handicaps, was bolder and more vocal in his 

criticism of his fellow Hijazian poets, most of whom conceded his poetic superiority, as did also *Abd 

al-Malik and even at one time Walid I and still later several literary critics.123 We have some quite 

lengthy accounts that tell of Kuthaiyir's self-confidence, professional pride, and critical competence. 

In an encounter with cUmar ibn Abl Rabicah, Ahwas, and Nusaib, Kuthaiyir displayed intimate know

ledge of the poetry of all three as he quoted first some of each poet's commendable verses and then verses 

illustrating each poet's weaknesses. He thus humiliated and silenced each poet in turn as he criticized 

both the form and the content of verses on the very themes in which each poet was supposed to excel. 

The several versions of this episode, some of them composite accounts, are too lengthy to reproduce 

here.124 But Kuthaiyir's bases and methods of literary criticism are equally well-illustrated in a com

paratively brief account of his encounter with the Syrian poet cAdI ibn al-Eiqac at the court of Walid I. 

'Adi recited his ode in praise of Walid in which he referred also to his own labored method of composition 

and asserted that because of his professional self-sufficiency he had no need to seek further knowledge from 

117 Amall I I I 12S: L <As> J>-Jb V 61 oy-°jt\ j * \ &\j b\i JJlo o ^ i l j ^ \ ,j~U Jl cl^j Lc'Sj lj^l\ ™J ^ iJI SJ.J Li I 

^L^JJ fllipli J J J thy (cf. Jahiz, Bayan I 221, n. 2). See also Aghdnil 140 and (Iqd II 245 for some of Nusaib's verses on Ins color. 

That a man is not to be judged by his color is implied by a saying of the Prophet: <usl_>- 4—~&-j A&£> *J)J*J <CJ:> J *-J\ *jf 

{lIqd I I 247). 

118 <Iqd II 240: *IU J P ^ U . 4 J U l£JL ^Lj J»L LLU dj& b\ JiUI J* . 

119 Jumal.li, p. 545: cJj** il *UJlb J»J (SJcJs &xs> L i_JQJ \jJ j ^ \ Llj <u^& dL&li Lc j? j>t&\ LI Jcii- *LJ>1 **±\ 

~ij J I (see Aghani I 137 and 142 for somewhat different versions). 

120 Jumahi, p. 34S. 

121 Aghani VII 63. 

122 Agkanil 142 (= Aghani[1921 ] I 355): Llj juJI J P L£JI JLsfj J U J J CJIJ kL*j\ A ^ { J ^ 1 y^j L.LI J ^ -

'Cow- L *cJ$ JJu Ul. But Muwashshah, p. 205, has J^Ji L'lj L)JLS"I 4*^j ^_ji JAJ ĵaJaJI J^ USii J&J \j*Z> LsJL î J~s*-

dj^\ L. See also Aghani VII 95, where Kuthaiyir declares Jamil the best poet. 

123 E.g. Jumahi, pp. 542 f.; Shi'r, p. 330; Aghani IV 43; Khizanah I 232. 

124 See e.g. Mubarrad, pp. 320-22, and Muwashshah, pp. 162-64; lIqd V 372 f. gives a shorter version. See Tha'alibi, Ijaz, 
pp. 44 f., for some of the best representative verses of the three poets. 

K 
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others.125 Kuthaiyir challenged and silenced (AdI on these points. Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahanfs account126 

reads as follows: 

Jj& QX&J — UOUPU l ^ y jLoll ui^p — UVjl J3I tfJUai dJAll a ^ ^ oJ^Jl frlijl ^# ^ O P JI£JI J15 

A]̂ 5 J p j l l Ji>. UU ( L £ * ^ ) flJ^oli 

(<J>\&) JJtJI >c l ^ ^ i J (jl J l r-lx^xi :> l l ^ J j : l^J O lJ 1 L l lp j Ux.wa.^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ' j - r ^ ^ ^ ^ 

L a o t a 4JUJ ^JL J p - AJLi«w-yO(J tjA-J&il^liJ 

^ - 1 <J*12 J,l r-b£ V 4^iu~* L)JX; J'VJ *1>^P C o U Î JLP cJjUaJ l i l *1/5/1 01 * ̂ >- V ^I~S" «d JUi 

JL15I JT L i 

laob j l ^ s ) SOP-1^ rtip J P lwb-[j J J U I U ^p^ C ^ - I P J 

Jl>- \&J^f Oĵ > J J * ^ j t *v? j ^ diSLj OIJ O^ 4 ^ ' J ^ ' d-L^>juJLi f l / U C~JI t -^ j j C J J 5 " J - ^ JLS5 

AJ C^JLJU *lalSj ^p^*- J^J ^ y d l > w i i £L * i o Idft J^SJ ^ ^ uV l t iL« <J^I Ja5 CJ5"Uj viU^>- <j>^d 

Verses from the above-mentioned ode of *AdI are frequently cited, particularly the three that Kuthaiyir 

criticized but usually without reference to the latter's criticisms.127 Nevertheless, the technical terms in 

these verses and Kuthaiyir's reaction to them have significant bearing on the use and interpretation of 

these and related technical terms in the formative stages of Arabic literary criticism.128 

AJbd al-Malik was much impressed with the sensitive and magical qualities of Kuthaiyir's poetry, 

which he frequently recited and of which he had a copy129 that was used for the instruction of the 

princes.130 AJbd al-Malik sent Kuthaiyir to 'Iraq during the governorship of Bishr ibn Marwan to recite 

some of his tribal and politically oriented poems in the congregational mosques of Basrah and Kufah.131 

The poet was given a cool reception by the cIraqi scholars and poets, who considered all Hijazi poetry 

inferior to the 'Iraqi product.132 But Kuthaiyir was wary enough, then and later under Yazid II,1 3 3 to 

resist satirical entanglement with any of the cIraqi poets, let alone with either Jarlr or Farazdaq, both of 

125 For the whole ode of 38 verses see Nuwairi IV 246-50. On the basis of verses 10, 18, and 21 (ibid. pp. 248 f.) (Adi would be 

classified as a mutakallif rather than a matbu\ i.e., as a slavish craftsman rather than a natural-born poet (see e.g. Shi'r, p. 17). 

See also Marzuqi I 4 f., 9 and 12 f. on the two types of poets. 
126 Aghani VIII 183 f. (= Aghani [1927 ] IX 316 f.). See also Huwashshah, pp. 190 f. 
127 See e.g. Jumahi, pp. 558 f.; Jahiz, Sayan III 213 f.; Shi'r, pp. 392 f.; lUyun II 128; <Iqd I I 219, V 314, and VI 81; 

Muwashshah, pp. 190 f. 
128 See e.g. Qudamah, Intro, pp. 20 f., 34 f., 43 f. and text pp. 109-11; Qudamah (1963) pp. 209-12. See also n. I l l on p. 128 

above. 
12» As did the poet's family {Aghani VIII 30). 
130 Ibid. VIII 36. See also n. 165 on p. 136 below. 
131 Ibid. VIII 30 f.; Jumal.ii, p. 377. 
132 Jumahi, pp. 452, 457. But Ibn Abi Ishaq considered Kuthaiyir the best of the Islamic poets (ibid. p. 44). 
133 See e.g. ibid, p. 542. 
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whom had at one time or another commented on the weakness of Hijazi poetry.134 The same criticism was 

used against Kuthaiyir's poetry by Akhtal135 and cAdi.136 

Most of the leading poets of the Umayyad period proclaimed their own superiority over their contem

porary fellow poets. The claim was based more often than not on one or two of a given poet's own verses— 

a basis used also, as seen above, by contemporary and later literary critics. More interesting are claims of 

superiority based on specific qualities or characteristics of a poet's whole output, whether stated matter-

of-factly or figuratively. Ra% for instance, claimed general superiority over his uncle in the following 

terms: ol>-lj C~JI Jjilj V*"' <y)j ̂ t r 4 ^ i-^.1 3 7 'Umar ibn Laja claimed superiority over his cousin, 

a fellow poet, in the slightly different expression ^ J^j C-.JI J^i* iUVj &\>-\j C~JI Jji\ <J V, and 

Ibn Qutaibah explained "a verse and its paternal cousin" as <2i) j& J>' \*y*Jz*j ojl>- j w bjyU C~JI.138 

Ku°bah ibn al-'Ajjaj asserted his superiority over his son *Uqbah because the latter's poetry had no 

companion, OJ/ o^ii! <j*oJ, in explanation of which Ibn Qutaibah added 4-^-J ^ ^ ^J^i * ^ ^iji-1*9 

Still later we find Mubarrad preferring the poetry of Farazdaq to that of Jarlr because "Farazdaq produces 

a verse and its brother, while Jarlr produces a verse and its paternal uncle."140 Thus, while both the 

syntactical and the conceptual independence of each verse of Arabic poetry as complete in itself has long 

been widely recognized, the early emphasis on the various degrees of the conceptual interrelationship of 

consecutive verses has been for the most part overlooked by students of the early history of Arabic 

literary criticism.141 Such interrelationship did not imply that a given verse should depend on the next 

verse for the completion of its basic meaning. The distinction is illustrated in Majnun Laila's verses 

5*1?bVI J ^ &&J& J>*-J J j i {S^ '—* '•*' (J?~ J&*\) 

that were recited by Abu (Amr ibn al-'Ala5 to Jarlr on his return from Syria. These two verses so affected 

Jarlr in 'Iraq that he exclaimed that were it not unseemly for an old man like himself to shout for joy 

he would let out a scream that would be heard by Hisham on his throne in Syria. Ibn cAbd Rabbihi 

commented that these verses would be considered among the most subtle and elegant of poetry were it not 

for the tadmm, that is, the dependence of the first verse on the second for completion of its meaning, and 

then he cited the single verse of 'Abbas ibn al-Ahnaf 

134 See e.g. Aghunl I 71 f. and Muwashshah, pp. 202 f., for Jarir's comment on the poetry of 'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'ah: 

^jjl A>-j JLj£i lil ijXf JfJ>m And see Muwashshah, p. 206, for Farazdaq's comment on the poetry of the same poet: L JU*»- \JJJ ,JJ\ 

135 See Fuhulat al-shu'aru, pp. 502 f., ^J l ASO <_£JU*J- LŜJW jdS" j*J> ^ J ^ V l Ji-*, and Mubarrad, p. 322, <jj{>&- j*Z 

jjjk* f'j£ (see also Aghanl VII 173). 
136 Aghanl VIII 183: iiUj Jls*-. fit) I Ji *uUs»l lil jjjA* t$j^*>- j*5 1JL» J j i j &j*^ J lyLi jOc ul_T. Erom all of tlie 

comments cited it is clear that the 'Iraqis and the Syrians considered Hijazi poetiy inferior because, as they claimed, its thinness 
of substance and its insipidity rendered it dull and unappealing. 

137 Muwashshab, p. 157. 
138 Shicr, pp. 25 f.; Jahiz, Bayan I 212; lUyun I I 184. See Muwashshah, pp. 362 f., for similar statements and explanations 

in somewhat different terms. 
139 Shi1r p. 26. Muwashshah, pp. 365 f., justifies Ru'bah's poor opinion of hi3 son's poetry, which had failed to survive for 

want of merit. 
140 Muwashshah, p. 121, with examples on pp. I l l f. 
141 See Qudamah, Intro, pp. 10 f. and text pp. 73-75 ( — Qudamah [1963] pp. 154-56), under the somewhat related terms 

<LUli ^ and j>>+Jd\ <& (see also 'Umdah II 28-31 and Marzuqi I 18). 
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as conveying the full meaning of the two verses of Majnun Laila.142 Ibn Qutaibah's account143 adds a 

second verse of 'Abbas ibn al-Ahnaf 

and his two verses could be considered as illustrative of consecutive verses that are as closely related as 
are a person and his brother, nephew, or paternal cousin. The closer the relationship of two consecutive 
verses, the better is the poetry. 

II 

That Umayyad and later literary critics agreed that Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq were the leading poets 

of the Umayyad period but could not arrive at a generally acceptable relative ranking for them is a fact 

too well known to detain us here. And we need not dwell on the numerous occasions when each of the 

three poets claimed superiority over one or both of the other two on the basis of only one or a few of his 

verses.144 What does interest us at this point is the self-appraisal and mutual criticism of these three 

poets among others on the basis of the over-all characterization of their poetry, particularly as to meaning

ful content and forceful effectiveness. We read, for instance, that Akhtal on being asked by Prince cUmar, 

son of Walkl I, who was the best of poets answered "who when he praises exalts and when he satirizes 

debases" and on being ordered to name three such poets named Acsha Maimun, Tarafah ibn al-cAbd, and 

himself in that order.145 Akhtal's statement reflects his admiration of the two earlier classical poets and his 

own pride in the effectiveness of his praise of the Umay yads and his satires first of the Ansar and later of Jarir 

and the Banii Kulaib among others. Jarir and his admirers used the same criterion, claiming that Jarir's 

praise of his lowly father raised him up146 while his satires of Ka/I and others debased them. Farazdaq 

considered himself no less forceful in his panegyrics and more than a match for any other in his satires. 

He claimed that he and Jarir had the same demon but that this demon spoke more wickedly through his 

tongue than through Jarlr's.147 And, inasmuch as such wickedness was usually expressed in extremely 

vulgar and vituperative verse, it rendered Farazdaq on the whole more feared rather than more appreci

ated than Jarir and Akhtal.148 Soon after Akhtal and Farazdaq had joined forces against Jarir, they 

142 See *Iqd V 378 for the entire episode, including Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi's comment: 

.«UJLJ Lcli j l T lil 

See * Umdah I I 68-72 for discussion and illustrations oftwjmm. 

143 See c Uyun I I I 78, which cites all four verses with some variants but with no comments. See also ibid. IV 139; Shi'r, pp. 363, 

525; Aghani VIII 21; Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Tabaqat, p. 255. 
144 See e.g. Aghani VII 177, where Akhtal claims superiority in panegyric, satire, and erotica on the basis of two and three 

verses in each category. See Qurashi, p. 36, where Akhtal and Farazdaq claim over-all superiority, yet each concedes he could 

not match some few verses of some other poet. See MuwashshaJi, p. 136, where Akhtal is faced by his critics with four serious 

errors, and ibid. p. 131, where Jarir is reported to have acknowledged the superiority of Akhtal's one-verse answer to a verse 

of his own but then recited a second verse that he considered superior to the one verse of Akhtal; see our Document 6, comment on 

recto 8-13, for Jarlr's second verse. 

145 See Aghani VII 175: *+Jy PU** lilj *ij ^X* li! ^AJI. See Qurashi, p. 35, for Abu (Ubaidah's application of this critical 

approach to Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq, and see Salihiini, ShVr al-Akhtal, pp. 345-48, for Akhtal's opinion of himself. 
146 Aghani VII 58 f. 

147 Tha'alibi, Thimar, p. 57: >L~J-\ Jt ^ 4Jl VI JlkJ^ J* J„j=r ^^A 3*jjd\ J l i (cf. Aghani VII 15; Ibshihi I 59 f.). 

Abu al-Najm al-(ljli considered his demon to be masculine and that of 'Ajjaj to be feminine (Aghani IX 79). 
148 Aghani VII 178 draws attention to Akhtal's greater meanness couched, however, in less offensive terms. 
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expressed admiration for each other not only in their naqa'id but in their personal relationships.149 Though 

they continued to proclaim their own superiority over Jarir, they agreed, in a moment of truth and 

mellowed by drink and recitation of their own poetry, that Jarir excelled them in the ready and smooth 

flow of his verses, which were apt and gained quick and widespread appeal among high and low society. 

Akhtal pointed out further that his own satire, which he considered superior to that of Jarir and others, 

was transmitted by only the few who were wise in the art of poetry. The complete account which 

follows150 reveals the full extent of the admiration of Akhtal and Farazdaq for each other. 

Asyu ^ J*J Jia>-^l -tJI f 15 J>* \Ji JjJl 4 JUi ot l i JIa>-Vl ( ^ . ) ^ J ^ J U j ^ Uoi oT j * y ^ 

ol J l (3^3^11 y^» Alii>- ^y J ^ ^ ' V ^ * ^ OUxAba ^|3 l i Ij^S" j**J Jit L i fl/ti j ^ J i i / JU5 

<d JUi L l ^ i JA \ytJ*z3 01 Ojy V V r ^ l y ^ 4 ^ ' ^ J i AJ J15 J l ^ V i olT ai j i^l^Jjl AJ J ^ 

jiJT J J^5I L £ ^ $\j LJl JU ^ 1 / j ^ l J r j ^ l c i ^ \<ii Liv-U i b l ^ i ^y o U j !>U5 ^ ^ i i ^ J ^ j ^ l 

l ^ l ^ i J IJbMj p J I XA diwiJ ^ ^ T - j j ljt>- ^P 4111 £ll̂ >- V Jl5j 4^1; JJi J k ^ V l 4JI ^UJ fiJ^JU 

Ul c J i 4J^J 1 U y t i l l ^ <y ^ f 4*^Jj <o y ^ V tfUj di l l 4HI5 J i ^ N l A) J l i ol J l I A L A I J J 

cJli &* <^>**l J15 l̂ >*l ol J^-l L L̂ . 

jU l J p Jj_> ^ V j J U ^JlT J U ^ I £ j £ J l i l p i 

( ^ ^ ) y> Jl5j j*£i\ J A I *LS\J>- Nl dj^j Ji i 

Î ^U l^ti j j * - ! 4JI 4J L A i i OJJJ VI Lil i*l *)lj 5Ul*- J J * i i 

The conversation between Akhtal and Farazdaq as recorded above amounts to an admission that 

Jarir was more of a natural poet (matbu*) than either of them and hence also more self-sufficient. And, in 

fact, their poetry though more polished is also more labored (rnutakallaf).151 We have seen (p. I l l ) how 

Akhtal was annoyed when (Abd al-Malik was so greatly pleased with an ode which Jarir had composed in 

a few days, while he himself had been working for a whole year on an ode in praise of that same caliph. 

Moreover, Akhtal received help from several poets in the composition of at least some of his satires against 

Jarir. Furthermore, he is reported as saying: "We the poets are greater thieves than even the gold

smiths."152 As for Farazdaq, he was reported as saying that there were times when it was harder for him 

149 Aghdni VII 178 reports that Akhtal, on first recognizing Farazdaq, kneeled in admiration and Farazdaq followed suit 

J CJJ&^J J 4^ - i {see also Salihani, ShiW al-Akhtal, p. 354, and references and comment in n. 150 below). Aghdni XIV 98 

states that Farazdaq knelt on hearing a verse of Labid recited in a mosque and when questioned on this said: IX^M j ^ j j -JI 

j*jj\ ZJjy* ^j^ tj'j o\jJt}\. But see Fufyulat al-shu'ard', p. 498, for AsmaTs doubts about the quality of Labid's poetry, 

an opinion that must be reflected in the change in Labid's poetry and in the elegies of Hassan ibn Thabit after their conversion 

to I&l&m (MuwashsJiab, p. 62: ' jV jd~\ <->[* j ^dU^I lil j*JJ\ J j j k ^ JU-^V ' JU). 
150 Aghdni VII 186 f. (— Aghdni [1927 ] VIII 317 f.) gives the most detailed account of this episode, on the authority 

of Abu Muhammad al-Yazidi, and it is condensed in Muwashshah, pp. 131 and 140 f.f Umdah II140 f. gives a fragmented account 

with no isnad, in which direct reference to Farazdaq is missing but which ends with JlS . . . *_JJJ J J - <*l VJ *U*- J -J li 

j*JJ\ Sj j J-^J 4} t£»J ^ . W P V I. See also Suli, Akhbur Abi Tammam, ed. Khalil Mahmud(Asakir et al. (Cairo, 1356/1937) pp. 219 f., 

where Jarir relishes his widespread popularity with the public (cf. pp. 116 and 119 above). 
151 Kuthaiyir pointed out to 'Adi ibn al-Iliqac that a natural-born poet would not have committed the errors that (Adi had 

in his verses (see Aghdni VIII 184 and p. 129 above). 
152 Muwaslishafy, pp. 138 f., 141: 4PL*J1 J J j y J *!7*iJl ^ i l* . ^ . 
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to compose a single verse than to have a tooth extracted.153 But he was adroit at lifting ideas from several 

ancient and contemporary poets and actually appropriated verses of several of his contemporaries.154 

In fact, Asma'I considered that nine-tenths of Farazdaq's poetry was stolen as against only one half-verse 

stolen by Jarir,155 a statement to be suspected with respect to both poets. For though direct plagiarism 

was frowned on by all, the less obvious stealing of ideas (sirqat al-ma'drii) to be expressed in one's own words 

in prose or verse was so ancient and widespread a practice that hardly an orator or a poet was not guilty of 

it. Controversial at first, the practice became tolerated among the "moderns" and even admired when a 

new expression of an old idea adorned with a new style in richer and more modern metaphoric speech was 

considered more effective. This type of plagiarism looms large in Arabic literary criticism and dovetails 

into the concept of literary originality, especially in respect to the badV poetry that had a good start with 

Bashshar ibn Burd and found its most effective champion in Ibn al-Mu'tazz and his Kitdb aUbadi*.1*6 

The statement most often cited on the respective merits of Jarir and Farazdaq is said to be Akhtal's 

comment j>**P ,J* ^^i 3^Jj^]) j£-t <J* ^St jij^? "Jarlr draws from the sea and Farazdaq carves 

from stone." This comment has recently given rise to a controversy as to when, by whom, and where it 

was first used. One set of statements credits its first use not to Akhtal himself but to his son Malik. Briefly, 

this view is based on a report that Akhtal in Syria, having heard of the reputation and rivalry of Jarlr 

and Farazdaq in 'Iraq, sent his son to 'Iraq to listen to and appraise their poetry. On his return, the son's 

report (or perhaps only what has survived of it) consisted solely of the figurative statement cited above, 

on the basis of which Akhtal declared Jarlr to be the better of the two poets.157 He then reinforced his 

verdict with his own two verses 

j S"S 4**ji JA A *>- *wipj A J ^ vlJlA JL? J^jyi l l Cl 

declaring his impartiality on the basis of what he had heard and elaborating on his verdict in other forceful 

figures of speech.158 

153 Ja!.iiz, Bayan I 216; Aghdnl XIX 36; 'Iqd V 327; 'Askari, Masun, p. 13; Muwashshah, pp. I l l f. 
154 AgJidntXIX 22: j*J^\ i S ^ ^ u *Liil AJ ^jf V I* is^J! ^ J>AJ JbJjiJI 015"*. See also Muwashshah, pp. 106-12, esp. 

p. 108: •l̂ JLJl 4»U£ L ^ J :>j^l o lT . 
In addition to Farazdaq's reputation for vituperative verse his very physique and appearance roused fear in his victims and 

opponents; see n. 205 on p. 142 below for a physical comparison of Jarir and Farazdaq. 
155 Fuhulat al-shu<ard\ p. 502. Mardtib, p. 49, and Muwashshah, pp. 105 f., take exception to this opinion as an impossible 

exaggeration for both poets. For definitions, distinctions, and examples of the technical terms ikhtird1 wa ibtida*, originality of 
idea and expression, and of akhdh, borrowing and improving on an idea, as against sirqah, outright theft of idea and expression, 
see e.g. ' Umdah I 175-78 and II 215-26. See p. 144 below for (Adi's improvement on a simile of Jarir's. 

156 <Abd a l -Rahman ibn ( I sa a l -Hamadhan i , Kitdb ahalfdz al-kitdbiyali, p . ix ( ^ UiiJ oA ĉ ŷ» «L»fj L j U (^5**) - ^ J* 

<dp ol>-\ jjf 4J JJp-l); tIqd V 338-40; Jurj imi, Al-ivasdtah, ed. M u h a m m a d Abu al-Fadl I b r a h i m a n d 'All M u h a m m a d al-Bajawi 

(Cairo, 1364/1945) p p . 183-99 et passim; Amidi, Al-muwdzanah baina shilr Abi Tammdm wa al-Bufyuri (1961) p p . 124 («cTj^l ^y 

j ^ j ^ -Ld l X^U-j >\j*Z}\ <jjL*» j*—S" ^ (jUil o l y Ojjl ^^ iJ l j JJI J * ' <>)> 139 f., et passim; 'Umdah I 177 f. ( f i j ^ - V 

j * ^ \ J ^ J ^ - 1 -AA* pi<k &A) J ?S^- (j** s*l> o\ j&\Jd\ f l i l i JiiU f - I ^ V j J J W J ) ; I b n Rash iq , Quratfat al-dhahab fi naqd 

ashlar al-Arab (Cairo, 1344/1926). See Inbdh I I 204 f. for sirqat al-mafanl from Arabs and non-Arabs . 
157 Jumahi, pp. 386 f.; Jahiz, Bayan II 119, 280; Bevan I 494; Aghdnl X 2 f. Cf. A. Caussin de Percival in Journal asiatique, 

scries 2, Vol. XII I (1834) 307-9. 
158 E.g. Jumahi, p. 387; Bevan II 879 f. Cf. Salihani, NaqdHcl Jarir wa al-Akhtal, p. 197; Aghani VII 185. Mahmud Ghinawl 

al-Zuhairl, Naqd*id Jarlr wa al-Farazdaq, pp. 224-26, questioned this whole episode mainly on the basis that Akhtal's son Malik 
was not known as either a poet or a critic, that Jarir made no reference to Akhtal's decision in his favor, and that these two 
verses of Akhtal do not appear in the early transmission of his diiudn. These objections in turn may be questioned on the 
reasonable assumptions that Akhtal was the best judge of his son's abilities, that the son's report and Akhtal's remark and two 
verses were made in a private conversation between the two since Akhtal had no reason as yet to declare himself publicly 
for either Jarir or Farazdaq, and that the two verses in question were suppressed once Akhtal, under pressure and temptation, 
declared himself publicly in favor of Farazdaq—a declaration that was bound to receive widespread publicity. 

A± 
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In a second set of statements Akhtal himself subsequently and for the first time in 'Iraq expresses the 

"sea-and-stone" verdict under persistent pressure from the governor, Bishr ibn Marwan, and some of his 

intimate associates. Careful analysis of two accounts of Akhtal's statement to Bishr led me to suspect 

some error or tampering in both accounts. The first reads jmfr3 J^ {f <̂ ***d O^J^ ( J ^ " ^ ' ) ^ 

\f-fjj *l>cJ>l i—~̂*» j l5 j jmj>- dH^J ^ji j j i j£ <j* ^j*i and, in view of the context, should have 

pleased Jarir and displeased Bishr.159 The other account reads {j& (j-ty ^ ^ Jia>-^l ^JJ^ J > o Ifii 

^jyi\ j*£\i <jpjj&\ Ul jj)l\ 4UI «L^I JJ=2>-Vi A] j U i jifrj 3>>j^ and is clearly incomplete 

since the use of Ul and y^\i calls for a preceding comparative statement on both poets.160 In view of 

Jumahfs account it seems reasonable to suspect that Akhtal, reluctant to change his opinion but anxious 

not to offend the governor, hedged with a statement that must have read in full J p J ^ J ; - 4^ ' ^ H ^ ' 

jij^~ ^ ^ ufA f*1^ *ri/"' j*^>\* (3*}JA\ Ul j£ j * ̂ j*i jij^J j ^ (j* C-JW and would have been 

satisfactory enough for Bishr while supplying an understandable reason for Jarir's displeasure. Though 

Bishr may have been satisfied,161 there were others, particularly Muhammad ibn 'Umair ibn /Utarid, 

Farazdaq's intimate companion and kinsman, who induced Akhtal to produce his first ode satirizing 

Jarir and the Banii Kulaib and praising Farazdaq and his forebears.162 Farazdaq could not resist expres

sing his delight in an ode that praised Akhtal and Muhammad ibn 'Umair. Jarir soon answered in a lengthy 

ode referring to Bishr's role and satirizing Akhtal, Farazdaq, and Muhammad that contained two verses 

Q\J iill AA£&- jyf V j i i^Jsi Js \JJL> 61 i L J l IS \j 

61—^A ^ J j t*fiJ~\ 61 Î JLAI ^y *LJ ty&J-\ l^pJi 

refuting their verdict.163 Bishr and Muhammad coerced and tempted other poets to declare Farazdaq 

superior to Jarir but prevailed on only Suraqah al-Bariqi, whose verses to that effect 

*JJ—£j 6J\J Xi&jb uy&\j \ f^o^j \-f*£- \c—r̂  /*V 

j—MJJU *^Jij*« j Julb 4 *\j j j U l *Uii UL* 

were part of an ode which Bishr sent to Jarir by a messenger who was ordered to bring back Jarir's 

answer in writing. Jarir's reply consisted of a lengthy ode which contained the significant verses 

jls? S"~^ W <^J^ ^ ' î <3 j^ <-|^ <->' dJU>- 6 l f J i 

and which he worked the night long to produce.164 

159 Jumatil, p. 408, lines 5-6. 
160 Bevan II 880. 
161 See Aghdni VII 52 f., according to which Bishr once called on both Jarir and Farazdaq for impromptu heroic verse (fakhr), 

a category in which the social standing of Farazdaq's family gave him the edge over Jarir. After three rounds of one verse each, 
Bishr declared Jarir the winner and rewarded both poets. For other instances when either Jarir or Farazdaq is declared the 
winner or claims the victory see e.g. Jumahi, pp. 329 f., and Aghdni I 71 f. 

162 Jumahi, pp. 387 f.; Bevan I 494-96; Salihani, Naq&Hd Jarir wa al-Akhtal, pp. 197, 223; Salihani, ShiW al-Akhtal, pp. 273 f.; 
Sharh diwan Jarir, pp. 569-77, especially the first two verses on p. 573. 

163 Jumalii, pp. 388 f., 408; Bevan I I 879-907 (= Nos. 94-95), esp. p. 897, verses 42-43; Salihani, Naqa'id Jarir wa al-Akhtal 
pp. 207 f., verses 48-49; Shark diwan Jarir, pp. 569-77, esp. p. 573. See also Aghdni VII 185 and X 2 f. 

164 For these and the three verses of Suraqah al-Bariqi see Jumahi, pp. 377-80; Aghdni VII 67 f. For the entire ode see Shark 
diwan Jarir, pp. 300-303. The relative timing of Bishr's pressure on Akhtal and that on his own court poets is not too clear, 
but the order in which the episodes are described above seems the more likely. See Bevan II 966 f. and 1014 f. for Jarir's verses 
satirizing Suraqah in odes Nos. 101 and 106, which satirize other poets as well, 
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Another example of the figurative use of the sea and stone to indicate literary virtuosity is provided 

by (Abd al-Malik in a report that traces back through Abu 'Ubaidah to Sha'bi. 'Abd al-Malik was a great 

admirer of A'sha Bakr, whose poetry he ordered included in his sons' curriculum as he instructed the 

royal tutor in the following terms: *j£ < -UPI olS" I* 4*11 ^ U hjJs- <u*>l£J uU ^ I P V I y t i ^}jyt ^ \ 

165.y^\ u>ju ^ J i i ^ t p ^ l ^ j*2>\ * | / ^ l & lJ^-1 Ol p*j J * ^ v ^ 

Jarir, Farazdaq, and many of their critics readily appropriated the sea metaphor in reference to their 

poetry, while the stone one was seldom used even by Farazdaq himself—a fact which could be interpreted 

as tacit recognition of Jarlr's superiority. Both Jarlr and Farazdaq elaborated on the basic sea metaphor, 

each in his own interest. Farazdaq is reported as saying && aj jb ^Ja^ajj J&-\j j£ ^y \~*jki aWj (J\ 

j ^ \ J^>, implying conceptual thinness in Jarir's lengthy odes.166 Jarlr was given to short odes of praise 

and long ones of satire, though his reason is not convincing since brevity was more desirable in both 

categories for quick memorizing and ready recall: LAjl ^*AJ 4J\& k o ^ l \JXJOJ yi ^ ^ b l ^ b J b 

That Jarlr made the most frequent use of the sea metaphor, in public and in private,168 is readily 

understandable as is his lengthy elaboration of the significance of the term itself and of terms closely 

related to it in their literal or derived meanings.169 

165 Qurashi, pp. 29 ff. Muzhir I I 309 f. reports (Abd al-Malik's instructions to Shacbl to teach the princes poetry and to 

watch their diet, behavior, and associations: *^ISJ UJSJ *xjj*5 "J^J p-r.J^ *-** f ^ p-fr**k'j Ly-^^J ^ J ^ J*^ pfr*"1 ^ ^ 

V>\&1 *J^^5b JUyil <dp M L T ^ * - Mu'awiyah ibn Abi Sufyan and < Umar I befoie him had also stressed the moral and social 

benefits of knowing poetry (l Umdak I 10). 
<Abd al-Malik and his brothers, especially Bishr and to a lesser extent (Abd al-'Aziz, were well versed in pro-Islamic and 

contemporary poetry. ' Abd al-Malik was a lifelong student of poetry, much of which he memorized and manuscripts of which 
he stocked in his library (see pp. 72, 88, 130). He took care to see that his sons were well instructed in the subject by their 
tutors, including Sha'bi. He himself developed a keen sense of literary criticism as attested by several poets and scholars. 
Occasionally in an informal family setting, in the presence of their tutors, he gave the young princes an object lesson in the art 
of literary criticism. His four heir-designates—Walid, Sulaiman, Yazid, and Hisham—and their half-brother Maslamali often 
attended the caliph's numerous sessions with scholars and poets. As each heir in turn became caliph, his brother-heirs and his 
sons were more apt than not to attend his literary sessions and to contribute to the discussion when called upon. While this 
practice created for future scholars problems of chronology as to whether these royal personages made certain literary statements 
as princes or as caliphs, it did on the other hand render them not only political patrons of poets but also students of poetry. While 
their role as students, which involved the use of the postal service for obtaining literary information from leading 'Iraqi scholars, 
has not been completely overlooked (see e.g. Jumahi, pp. 51 f., and cf. Jabbur 1151-55), its full extent has not been appreciated, 
particularly in respect to the leading role of 'Abd al-Malik. The political motivation of 'Abd al-Malik's patronage of scholars 
and poets is fairly well known, but not so well known is his great desire to impress these same groups, particularly those from 
cIriiq, that 'Iraq had no monopoly on literary knowledge and its dissemination. For though he had ordered Hajjaj ibn Yusuf to 
send him the cIraqi Sha'bi he kept that scholar waiting for an audience and gave him a cool reception. He then baited him with 
literary questions and tested his knowledge of poetry and, having first refuted his answers, he addressed him thus: U I ( jrr*^ Li 

JSJJAJ! JAI J* Jl jJ! JAI {Aghani IX 171). See p. 87 above for the continued relationship of scholar and caliph. 
(Abd al-Malik as scholar and literary critic is an intriguing subject, and the pertinent source materials are copious enough 

to yield a rewarding study. 
166 Jumahi, p. 318; Bevan I I 1047; Aghani VII 40. Farazdaq preferred shorter odes {Aghani XIX 33). 
167 'Umdah I I 103, where Farazdaq also is accused of too lengthy poems. See also Jahiz, Bayan I 213, 'Uyun I I 184, lIqd I I 

269, and (Umdah I I 103-14, where the argument is against odes of great length and in favor of shorter but more compact ones 
rich in striking verses that are readily memorized and recalled, these being more desired by a poet's powerful patrons and more 
dreaded by his enemies. A comparison of the naqa'id of our three poets confirms that Jarlr indulged in lengthier odes than 
the other two and reveals that Akhtal was the most restrained in this respect, thus illustrating the latter's practice of pruning 
and condensing his odes to about a third of the original draft (see e.g. Jumahi, pp. 420 f.; Aghani VII 171). 

168 Expressed at first mostly at the court of 'Abd al-Malik or of Prince Walid and later in response to questions from one or 
another of 'Abd al-Malik's several sons (see Aghani VII 51; Jumahi, pp. 53 f.; 'Utndah I 61; nn. 190 and 194 on p. 139 below. 

109 Variants and related terms used by Jarlr are Uw-J j*±}\ £-*-» JU and \jd ^ 1 ( o ^ ) O^* J l i , meaning briefly 

that he had delved deeply into the subject of poetry and acquired a vast knowledge and expertness in the field (see Lane, ^ 

and jd). Later, he who attempted to master the Kildb of Sibawaih was said to ride the sea or ocean (see e.g. Slrafi, p. 50). 
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We learn from accounts that trace back to Jarlr himself through the family isnad of (Umarah on the 

authority of his father (Aqil on the authority of his father Bilal on the authority of his father Jarlr that 

when Jarlr was asked by one of the caliphs, either (Abd al-Malik or Walld I (the former more likely), to 

explain some of these terms he had a ready and expansive answer. Short versions of such accounts are 

given by Abu. £Ubaidah170 and Abu al-Faraj al-Isfaham171 with some variations. The fullest account is 

that of Abu *Ali al-Qali on the authority of Abu Bakr ibn al-Anbari on the authority of Abu Hatim al-

Sijistam on the authority of the above-mentioned family isnad. Jarir, according to all three versions, was 

asked first for his opinion on several ranking earlier and contemporary poets, including Akhtal and 

Farazdaq, for each of whom he had some high praise. The caliph in question then remarked that Jarlr had 

reserved no praise for himself only to discover that Jarlr ranked himself above all the others. The full 

account reads: 

J IS J ^ J ji JJ& ^u ^ 1 ^ a > - J15 J^S-P & SJ -̂P ^?Jb- J l i sr\>- y\ L,TJL>- J l i J&y) UJJb-

^ J ^ - V l JUi i-^i ^ *UU- IJOM J P C i>o J ^ J \j{j>- C^*-** J^ i jiyr JJ d% ^ i ^i\ £***** 

J j i l l i J l i JP-I AJP j O i 1 U J P yuiJl j ^ j j j CiS i^II ^p J J^i7 l i J L i * U cJ^f U^kj ^JUJ" 

Uajli yt^Jl 4AJ OJLJ CiS J^j^iJl J J j i U JU u U J ^ y j j l J ^ djJL̂ > J If ^ U CiS JJa^-^1 J 

\i% y i ^ u j l ^ gj£ J3I y^Jl ioJU Ul 0 ^ 1 j ^ l IJ ^ b Ji ^ 5 Is-j-i i L i J c ~ i l l i JU L̂ JLP 

C~JL**te £+P-JSJ C-oijIi CJJS^J C- i ^ l i C-^J C i i «~*Jlll i»j J IS ĴLS Jb-I ^ U U*~~J yutJl C*>*^ 
1 7 2JJ ^ 1 Î USJ J ^ * J | ^y \>jjj> CiS \}\i O ^ l i Oj>- j j O^jjP-li d « j j 

The next item in this speech that calls for comment is Jarlr's opinion of Dim al-Kummah, which is cited 

in other sources also and which stresses his excellent similes.173 More often than not another comment of 

Jarlr, whether coupled with the first or not, stresses the paucity of Dhu al-Rummah's themes and hence 

the monotony of his verses, which soon begin to pall.174 Since this comment, *L*i J\*>)J ^Jj^ - ^ i \ 

with slight variations and with or without an accompanying gloss, is credited to Farazdaq and Abu 
(Amr ibn al-'Ala* also, it is difficult to tell with certainty who was the first to use it. It or a different version 

of it may have been used first by Farazdaq and said directly to Dim al-Kummah himself,175 but it is 

170 Bevan I I 1047 f. See p. 147 below for 'Umarah. 
171 Aghani VII 60. See also ibid. VII130, where the conversation is said to have taken place with "one of the Umayyail rulers." 
172 Amuli II 181 f. The two short versions (Bevan II 1047 f. and Aghani VII 60) have the following variations. 

Line 5: Both short versions refer to two sons of Abu Sulma and omit Nabighah al-Dhubyanl. 

Line 8: Bevan has C J ^ U ; both short versions have C J ^ * 

Line 9: Bevan has L$1T j^ti\ <~>jjJ cJU Uli, and Aghani VII 60 has U Ĵ J l j ~ ^ J^\J J T J l^iT ^^Jl ^->j jJ> cJS UU 

The phrases ^ ^ 1 ^j jJ> and j*^Jl *j j j\*> in relation to Jarir's proficiency as claimed by himself and conceded by other poets 
(see pp. 133 above and 139 below) could be extended to include the wider and readier use of meters and rhymes by a natural-born 
poet. 

173 See e.g. Jumahl, pp. 46, 465; Aghani VII 60 and 130, XVI 113 f. 
174 Muwashshah, pp. 170-72; see also p. 191 below. 

175 Muwashshah, p. 171: jL-^J! J A J Jiu \jfJ> <^j1. Cf. ibid. pp. 64 f., where Farazdaq characterizes Nabighah al-Ja'di and 

his poetry as a clothier who stocks both good and poor materials, which opinion was cited approvingly by Asma'i: oUi>- ^_-J-U> 

.<J3Jj*}\ j*Us> J W * ^ ? V ' LH^J t_!s|̂ J j l ^ j (_>JLJ (Jsjla* *Xs- ^J^i 
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more probable that the expression and its gloss originated with Abu cAmr and was then given currency 

first by both Jarlr and Farazdaq and later by others, including Asma'I and his contemporaries.176 

Farazdaq was an even greater admirer of the earlier poets than was Jarir. He considered them his 

models and looked upon himself and some of his contemporaries as their professional heirs. He expressed 

his admiration in both prose and poetry. He compared poetry itself to a dismembered camel whose best 

parts had been appropriated by earlier poets, who left nothing worthwhile but the forelimbs and the 

contents of the abdomen to be distributed among the poets of his own generation.177 In one of his odes178 

Farazdaq named a score of earlier leading poets who served as his models179 and claimed that he inherited 

their poetry, which was shared by only a few others, including Akhtal and RacI but not Jarir.180 Jarir and 

his family are satirized outrageously in the rest of this lengthy ode.181 

Jarir's opinion as expressed in Abu 'All al-Qali's account (given above) in admiration of Akhtal's inex

haustible productivity until his death is cited in other sources, where the Christian Akhtal is referred to as 

"the son of the Christian woman."182 More frequently cited is Jarir's more candid opinion expressed 

initially in private to his son Nuh, who saw no reason to suppress it despite the fact that it amounted to 

all but an outright acknowledgment of the older Akhtal's superiority—a superiority conceded by several 

scholars.183 After Akhtal's death Null asked his father which of the two was the better poet, that is, Jarlr 

or Akhtal. The question disturbed Jarlr, who nevertheless answered thus: "My son, I reached Akhtal 

when he had but one canine tooth; had he had one other, he would have devoured me. Two factors 

gave me the advantage over him, his advanced age and his corrupt faith."184 Jarir on various occasions 

expressed other favorable opinions of Akhtal, acknowledging especially his excellence in praising royalty 

and in the description and praise of wine.185 

Akhtal was fully aware of the religious bias against him but refused to be deterred by it. Sure of his 

176 Bevan I I 1048; Jumahi, p. 467; Shi'r, pp. 29, 333; Aghani XVI 115; Mmvashshah, pp. 171 f., 362; Ibn Khallikan I 513; 
Khizanah I 52. 

177 Qurashi, p. 24; Muwaskshah, p. 363. For JaluV opposite view see p. 122, n. 94. See n. 149 on p. 133 above for Farazdaq's 
high opinion of a verse of Lablcl, and see the Arabic passage quoted on p. 125 for an earlier use of the camel metaphor. 

178 Bevan I 181-211, No. 39. 

179 Ibid, I 200 f., verses 51-60. Verse 57 reads 

J^..^! i_jb50l aAjUJ j * J 4 Ls ^J jlS"j ijj^r^j 

180 Ibid. I 201 f., verses 61-64. Verse 61 reads 

j J ^ -1 ^ 1 ^ J^JJ^S 2 ,; ^ J ^ ^ l ^ \j **3 

and can and has been interpreted to mean that they willed him in writing their poetry. However, the verse could refer to 
Farazdaq's possession of copies of their poetry since he indicates in verse 57 (cited in n. 179 above) that he did have manuscripts 
of the poetry of Labid ibn Rabi'ah al-Ja'fari and Bishr ibn Abi Khazim. 

181 Ibid. I 202-11, verses 65-104. 
182 Salibani, Takmilah, p. 15; Bevan II 1048; Aghdnl VII 60. The phrase iJl^^JI j j ! was applied in a discriminatory sense to 

Christians and Muslims whose mothers were Christians, as in the case of Khalid al-Qasri, and even to Muslims whose grandmothers 
or more distant forebears were Christians, as in the case of Farazdaq's Bedouin wife (see e.g. Bevan I I 705, verse 45, and 807, 
verse 4). 

183 Both Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Ala* and Yilnus ibn Habib and Asma'i after them ranked Akhtal first among the Islamic poets 
(Fuhulat al-shiSanV, p. 496; Aghdnl VII 174; see also pp. 140 and 146 below). 

181 Bevan I 498: <Uo d ^ - j <Ĉ  jf j U U ^ 4~U ^ W ^ V > I v l j <J, <cfj.il jlj JU-lj ^ l i 4j JJa^Vl tSj*\ J J IJ 
(see also Aghdnl VII 171, 177; Muwashshaht, pp. 130, 131, 227; Jumahi, p. 419 and editor's note 4). For other references to the 
devouring of a rival, as used by 'Abd al-Malik in reference to Jarir and by Jarir himself, see pp. I l l , n. 11, and 112 above. 
Jarir frequently referred in his verses to Akhtal's Christian faith and used the diminutive form of the poet's name, Ukhaital 
(see e.g. Bevan I 496 and 506, verses 44-47 and II 936, verses 9-13, and 1041, verse 5, which refers to Akhtal's daughters 
mourning for their father). See also Shark diwdn Jarlr, pp. 199 f., and Salihani, Shi'r al-Akhtal (1905) p. 13, lines 5-10. 

185 Jumahi, p. 420; Aghani VII 69; Muwashshali, p. 171; ' Umdah I 61. 
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own great gift of poetry and of its appreciation among the most powerful and the most learned186 and 

secure in the avowed protection of Mu'awiyah and lAbd al-Malik, he flaunted his talent and his faith 

in the face of opposition with impunity187 but not without a few narrow escapes such as he experienced 

when he satirized the Ansar and Jahhaf ibn Hukaim.188 

Jarir's opinion of Farazdaq as holding firmly in his hand the spring-source of poetry is frequently 

cited.189 Once, for the benefit of his son 'Ikrimah, Jarir ranked Zuhair ibn Abl Sulma and Farazdaq first 

among pre-Islamic and Islamic poets respectively.190 Such high praise for his two leading rivals again 

brought the remark "but you have left nothing for yourself/* to which Jarir had one of two answers, 

though sometimes the two were combined. One answer used the sea metaphor (see pp. 134-36), and 

the other answer was "I am the city (i.e., citadel) of poetry," used generally without comment191 but 

elaborated upon on at least one occasion by Jarir himself and later by others. Jarir's initial expansion of 

the phrase seems to have been "I am the city of poetry from which it emerges and to which it returns."192 

This appears in Abu 'All al-Qalfs text presented in full above with Jarir's further elaboration and elucida

tion of his thought, and it appears also in the short versions of Abu 'Ubaidah and Abu al-Faraj al-

Isfaham (see p. 137). In the full account Jarir claims excellence in all of the major categories and forms 

of poetry, including the rajaz forms,193 and in abundant quantities—an accomplishment, he concluded, 

that no other had matched.194 Except for his claim to excellence in the rajaz meter, this self-assessment 

was heartily confirmed by knowledgeable Bedouins as detailed above in connection with the discussion 

of Jarir's verses that are cited in lines 3 and 4 of our papyrus text. 

Another forceful phrase applied to Jarir and Farazdaq is "Farazdaq constructs and Jarir demolishes." 

Its origin is not clear, but Maslamah ibn cAbd al-Malik, who favored Farazdaq, used the phrase only to 

reject it with the added comment "and nothing arises from ruins,"195 which twist was ignored by Jarir 

186 Cautioned by a friend to desist from further satirizing Jarir, Akhtal declared himself equal to taking on Jarir and the Banu 
Kulaib and added j l ^a J *1 <dtf L J JUU _/UI JTUI C~JI <J J* lil t-JLJI J>-j JL> V j*J^l> JUI j l LI f {Aghdni VII 173, 
177). See Suli, Akhbdr Abl Tammdm, ed. Khalil Mahmiid 'Asa-kir el aL p. 174, for the opinions of Hammad al-llawiyah and 
Suli on this view. 

187 See Jumahi, pp. 417 f., for Akhtal's appearance before the mosque of Kufah, Aghdni VII 175 for his encounter with Ra% 
ShVr, pp. 303 f., and ( Uyun IV 34 f. for an encounter with a Muslim host. (Umddh I I 22 f. and Khizdnah I 220 f. sum up some of 
these and other situations. See also Nicholson, pp. 221, 240-42. 

188 See e.g. Bevan I 401 f.; Jumahi, pp. 411-15; Mubarrad, pp. 28G f.; Aghdni XI 59-Cl; Muwashshnfa pp. 136-38, 166. On 
the whole, the TJmayyads were tolerant of Christians who were in their service and even of heterodox Muslim poets, as seen 
in the case of the Shi'ite Kuthaiyir, provided they did not champion religio-political causes; see e.g. Aghunl VIII 27: j^S j l f 

,~ftX^j *i—cjl j A&- <JA^J +-^\ <j <cJ:>U- <*J <i!Ji **/Ju ^ 4 ^1 * j^Jju Q\JJ* JT jlS"j . . . *JtlH j UU 
189 E.g. Jumahi, p. 251; Bevan II 1048; §i\\\&m~ Takmilah, p. 15; Aghunl VII 51, 60, 130; lIqd V 271, 325; (Umdah I 61. 
190 ShiW, pp. 57 f.; Aghdni Nil 51. See also (Umdah I 61, where Jarir concludes with C>j£- j U . . . <jbjjld\ A) j j*£}\ 4*J 

191 E.g. Salilianl, Takmilah, p. 15; Bevan II 1048 f.; QurashI, p. 35; Aghdni VII 69; lIqd V 271; Mmvashshah, p. 171. 
*92 See Percival in Journal asiatique, series 2, Vol. XIV (1834) 13 f., 22 f. 
193 Jahiz, Baydn I 215; AghdnlYll 55; Mnwashshah, p. 127. See n. 155 on p. 188 below for references on the uses of the rajaz 

meter. 
194 For still other candid statements of Jarir on his two leading rivals namely Akhtal and Farazdaq, see e.g. Muivashshah, p. 130: 

j t ibf ^ 5j$ AU! Joli <JU (J-AJJI J*5\ J * £*J\ IJ ^ V CJS JU j j^- JJ ^y ^>x^ . . . JUJ ^j^i\ <i*^>- . . . ^.j-> <y,\ \JJ&-\ 

J I J tiJL*AJ jSJu V dil l i CJJ JU *uLi3 j^ j i j AjtJi Jjjl Li t_JUu ^J ijlj-^aJ 4JJI Jj l* J IS j * < cJ$ <L^ »\S A!\ C~*!*3 JbjjjiJi <J*J 

See also Aghdni VII 172, as transmitted by Ibn al-Sikkit on the authority of Asma'i on the authority of Abu 'Ann* ibn al-'Ala1, 

aJ**JI o ^ i Ul Ulj ^JSi ULjIj #lj^-l Uii l i JJa^VI Llj jJaj V L. J - ^ iS i i jj>j>'l LI JUi > i l ib^ l ^1 y ^ r JL-
195 Muwashshah, p. 117: +jh ^^j AJL^ J yrj ^ -J j ^ j j ^ l l j l J15 3*j Ji A j ^ j*^>\ JJ^PI^J! ^1 ^illil JLP JJ <*J*J. J J 

The concept of the builder as always either superior or inferior to the demolisher as generally applied to poetry and poets 
was rejected by later critics (see e.g. Jahiz, Baydn I 213 f.; Shi'r, pp. 28 f.; 'Uytln II 184 f.; Hujjn, Zahr al-dddb tva thamar 
al-albdb on margins of Ibn cAbd Rabbihi, . 4 / - ' / ^ al-Jand [Cairo, 1293/1876] II 253 f.). 
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and his admirers. For Jarlr's sons were proudly aware of the demolishing effect of his satirical counter-

thrusts against those who had attacked him. They therefore wished to know why he had restrained himself, 

comparatively speaking, in his counterattacks against 'Umar ibn Laja/ al-Taimi. Jarlr's answer, in its 

briefest form, is reported as "I did not find among them nobility to humiliate nor a structure to 

demolish."196 Other statements add that the Banii Taim were shepherds and that the poets among them 

would each compose a few verses which 'Umar would appropriate and use in answer to Jarlr's satires.197 

Contemporary women who were knowledgeable in poetry and its criticism, and there were quite a number 

of them, generally preferred Jarir, the poet and the man, to Farazdaq because of the latter's obscenities.198 

Some of these women did not hesitate to point out to Farazdaq himself that Jarir had indeed demolished 

what he, Farazdaq, had built, as they compared verses of the two poets.199 

Finally, we find Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq described as or compared to three horses in a race. The 

metaphor or simile may have been suggested by Farazdaq's heroic verses about his family's horsemen, 

swift and victorious in battle, and Jarlr's verses demolishing that image in terms in part similar to those 

used by the critics.200 The first to use the simile seems to have been Maslamah ibn (Abd al-Malik, who 

claimed to know the three poets better than anyone else and placed Akhtal always first, Farazdaq now 

first and now second, and Jarir first, second, or third—a scheme which allows multiple ties.201 The simile 

was used also by a group waiting at the gate of the same Maslamah, which placed Akhtal consistently 

first, Farazdaq consistently second, and Jarir either first or third.202 The use of the simile was reported 

later to Jumahi, whose explanatory comment conveys the idea of a longlasting contest with many races in 

different fields and with no decision reached as to an over-all winner.203 

196 Aghanl VII 51:-u0*l b V j 4*^! ( l i p ) l~>- - U (J (cf. (IqdV 271, 328). See also Jfihiz, Baydn I I I 335: l^Jk* j , Lo ^xi* 

197 Aghanl VII 72; Muwashshali, p. 129. After 'Uraar ibn Laja1 and his tribe made their peace with Jarir, he continued to 
satirize "the mean lot" but claimed the verses were composed during the period of their feud (Jumahi, p. 371). 

198 See e.g. Bevan I 181 f., No. 39, and Jarlr's answer on pp. 211 f., No. 40; Aghanl VII 56 f.; MuwashsJiab, pp. 160-62. 
199 The literary role of Muslim women in early Islam has been noted occasionally but for the most part briefly. Women of 

all ages and classes, Bedouins or city dwellers, high-born members of society or low-born but well trained songstresses, displayed 
on numerous occasions memories well stocked with pre-Islamic and contemporary poetry. Several of the leading poets of the 
Umayyad period had sisters or daughters who gave evidence of poetic talent which they seldom fully developed owing in part 
to a sense of loyalty to fathers or brothers and in part to social discouragement. Where such talent could not be smothered, it 
found acceptable outlet mainly in elegies, in which the gentler sentiments and the more refined phrases prevailed (see p. 143, 
n. 213). Nevertheless, the ranking poetesses of the period and such high-born patronesses of culture as Sukainah bint al-Husain 
ibn cAli did not hesitate to face the poets, including Jarir and Farazdaq, with the technical shortcomings of their verses, or the 
vulgarity of their expressions, or the falsity of their egotistical professional claims. Sukainah's perceptive literary criticism, 
fully documented with liberal citations from the ranking poets, so impressed the poets themselves that they sought her judgment 
in their own contests and seldom questioned her verdict. She, too, as a rule preferred Jarlr's verses to those of Farazdaq, despite 
the latter's Shi'ite leanings (see e.g. Aghanl VII 53 f., XIV 173-75 and 177, XIX 40 f.; Muwashshah, pp. 159 f., 166-69; Ibshihi I 
58). When a young poetess of Akhtal's own people dared to satirize him, the poet threatened her family in verse with sharp 
reprisals. The threat silenced the girl and induced her family to placate the poet (Salihani, Shi* r al-Akhtal, p. 362). 

The source material bearing on the literary role of women in early Islam is plentiful though for the most part disorganized 
and widely scattered. Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur and later a few others have brought together some of the earlier materials. Their 
aim was more to amuse the reader than to enlighten him as to the literary role of women. Some modern students of the history of 
Arabic literature have shown interest in this theme, which, nevertheless, still awaits a thoroughly analytical and critical study. 

200 See e.g. Bevan I I 566, No. 61:67-70, and Jarlr's answer on p. 590, No. 62:27, which reads 

^! i i l cSLj\ dL^J jlTj S3J JJI^J! ^jl U l i ^ 
(cf. Diwan Jarir [1313/1896] II 2-12 and Shark dlivun Jarir, p. 376). 

201 ShVr, p. 301. 
202 Jumahi, pp. 315 f.; Aghanl VII 178. 
203 Jumahi, pp. 315 f. Of. Aghanl VII 63 f., 172; Muwashshah, p. 115. 
The critics did use similes of their own that were in part reminiscent of those used in hadlth criticism. They compared 

themselves to artists such as musicians and singers, to such artisans as jewelers, clothiers, and carpenters, and to money changers, 
horse traders, and slave traders, whose judgments were based on professional knowledge and practical experience (see e.g. 
Jumahi, pp. 0-8; Qudamih, p. 5; Muwashshah, pp. 64 f.; 'Umdah I 75-77). See also our Vol. II 74. 
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Self-appraisal and mutual criticism among poets contemporary with Akhtal, Jarlr, and Farazdaq were 

neither as vocal nor as colorful as the opinions of this trio and, with the exception of those of Kuthaiyir 

and Ba'Ith, seem to have made a less forceful impression on the scholar-critics of their day and after. 

The extent to which the opinions of our three poets engaged the attention of their contemporaries and 

successors is attested by the frequent citation of these opinions in both early and later sources, as our 

footnote documentation readily reveals. Furthermore, most of their opinions, expressed in their own words 

or in somewhat modified phraseology, were incorporated by their contemporaries into the emerging 

apparatus of criticism by which the three poets themselves and others were judged then and later. 

Instructive evidence of this process is seen in statements made in the presence of the three poets and 

therefore before the death of Akhtal late in the reign of Walid I. Opinions on the three poets were solicited 

by Prince Hisham and his half-brother Maslamah, and the speakers were a kinsman of Farazdaq and the 

orator-scholar Khalid ibn Safwan. The princes concurred heartily in Khalid's judgment, which Hisham 

considered impartial enough to satisfy all three poets and thus to escape their satire. The account as 

recorded by Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahanl, which should be read carefully with a view to both the ideas and 

the phraseology of the three poets as detailed above, reads as follows: 

u O j l i u ^ i u JUJ JJ&\J ^ji\ X>JJ juk^vi ui, j& j* c ^ j j^j^ai u\j ^ JA ^jki 
p+Japl Ul JUS ^i\ j j t Id j ^ i ^ b\jLs> j* alii- ( ^ ) JU* cJi U ji- ^JUP U JUS Xa^fcj i 

f+±»>-\ \*\j 3*jjH\i 6LJI JijkJl oUil Q I ^ I JU> J*>. J\J Jli j-U j l ĴUI ^k>. lil ^ U l , 

!/*-* (Hl>b 1^: (*•*>>' Ul̂  Jk>-Vli ^ ^a , ol̂  ^ - j U A j l ĴUI ly ^ IJ I ^ by ^ J ^ L ; 

^ u r i (^ rJ AJ^ 3>A I ^ &J JrA I v ^ ^i c ^ JV^I >Vl l > />uj j ^S^ l , 

6jpr\j *+*j dlJp 411 f t all* JU> VUi ^/\j V l£ ^ I kp i , Uk_P ^ U ^ ^ J j ^ | ^ 

^ U L (lip ^lyji ^ r ^ v i y C~JP u 4111, CJI> ijs3i ^ ^ oyji ^ ^ -u~i ÎJLJJ 

cr-4' Jr4 ^ ^ d J L T ^ V V1—^J urdy bj i J a ^ j l -UP JL>- JJLJI OLP A L J J i l J ^ 

204 ^ 
Shabbah's routine repetition of Akhtal's often-quoted appraisals speaks for itself and need not detain us. 

Khalid's well informed and shrewdly diplomatic appraisal of the three poets is understandable enough 
considering his own literary talents and the company present on the occasion. 

204 Aghani VII 73 ( = Aghani[1927 ] VIII 81); cf. Hu?ri, Zahr al-adab wa thamar alalbab on margins of Ibn {Abd Rabbihi 
Al-Hqd al-farid (1293/1876) I I 252 f. Baihaqi, pp. 458 f., gives an isnadAess account of Khalid's speech in which Hisham is not 
mentioned. The speech itself differs considerably from that of the Aghani account in the order of its main parts, in the transfer of 
some of its descriptive phrases from one poet to another, and in a few additional phrases. Most of the changes favor Farazdaq. The 
following discrepancies between the Aghani account and that of HusrI may be noted. 
Lines 1-Ai Husri omits Shabban (see n. 79 on p. ]20 above for confusion as to name and identity) and his speech and refers to 
Hisham as caliph, which is an error since Akhtal died before Hisham became caliph. 
Line, 5: Husri has ^ t U ! ^>J! and j&i instead of Jj. 

Lines 7-8: Husri supplies [f* ^J^\j 1 ^ p ^ l ? and omits 1 ^ SJJLJ WS^AIJ. 

Line 11: Husri omits Zj£j\ . . . C> ^ J l j . 

Line 12: Husri has ( J~Ji *u> <Js[pl (y. 
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Khalid's comparatively lengthy characterization of Farazdaq actually does no more than stress that 

poet's addiction to heroic verse and saber-sharp satire. The rest is but word embroidery stemming on the 

one hand from Khalid's own predilection for rhymed prose and intended on the other hand to avoid 

rousing the quickly angered, sharp-tongued, and powerfully built Farazdaq.205 

Khalid's opinion of Akhtal must have been indeed gratifying to that poet, who was not only the pane

gyrist of the Umayyads but who originated the very phrase used by Khalid (see p. 132). Furthermore, 

Akhtal had characterized himself and the other two in much the same terms as did Khalid.206 

Finally, Khalid's appraisal of Jarir reinforces some of the very factors on which Jarir himself based his 

claim to superiority, namely his use of many meters and greater coverage of themes, his easily flowing and 

more refined verse, readily conceded by his rivals also, and his ability to defeat and humiliate numerous 

rivals. Furthermore, in placing Jarir, in the racing metaphor, as either the sole winner or sharing that 

honor in a tie with another, Khalid not only added to Jarir's pleasure but avoided offending the other 

two poets and further gratified Maslamah, who placed Akhtal always as the winner. 

Clearly, Khalid's appraisal, though relatively more comprehensive in its totality, contains no basic 

point of criticism that was not already current among poets and scholars along with a few points that were 

missed by Khalid. Furthermore, these points, in their concepts as in their phraseology, continued to be 

repeated faithfully, if not indeed slavishly, among generations yet to come as one can readily see from the 

numerous parallel citations presented in this study. For instance, Bashshar ibn Burd, a younger contem

porary of both Jarir and Khalid, was disappointed because Jarir had not considered him important 

enough to satirize.207 Later, in a conversation with Jumahl, he declared Jarir superior to both Akhtal 

and Farazdaq on the basis of Jarir's own claim of proficiency in more categories of poetry than either of 

his rivals.208 Still later, prior to and during the reign of the 'Abbasid Mahdl, Marwan ibn Abl Hafsah 

was asked about the three poets. He expressed his opinion in mediocre verse, for ready citation, 

J—is? °J*J ftA^Ji j^->- Pi? j ' J ^ ^ U^j j^ l <—*a^ 

j j ^ i i l A^JJ: LS^Ji\ iSj>-j <^JA7 Jia>-I < ^ * ^ 1>*A JLAJJ 

and recalled it later, in the reign of Amin, for the benefit of Jumahl and others.209 Of interest at this point 

is that the second hemistich of the first verse was current in the poet's lifetime and was first said to 

Farazdaq himself by his wife Nawar, who considered Jarir superior as man and poet.210 MarzubanI 

205 Khalid was short and physically unprepossessing. For his own description of himself and of his personality see pp. 73 f. 
The slender and somewhat tense Jarir, with melodious voice, was no physical match either for the big, heavy-set, broad-chested, 
leonine Farazdaq (see Ibn al-Jarrahi, Al-waraqah, ed. (Abd al-Wahhab 'Azziim [Cairo, 1953] p. 75: \JJ*JL* ^ j L olSo j j * - LI 
.ul «olS Ŝ SAAJI Jj& j-UaJi y^s-j <*Ull JAP Ijil^ap ulSo Jbj jiJI Ulj . . . (jt^). The contrast between the two poets in physique 
no doubt added to Farazdaq's embarrassment when both were ordered by Sulaiman to strike off the heads of Greek prisoners 
and Jarir's partisans saw to it that Farazdaq was handed a blunt sword as against Jarir's sharp one. Farazdaq's failure and 
Jarir's success gave the latter one more episode with which to taunt Farazdaq (see e.g. Bevan II 1035, No. 108; Jumahl, pp. 
340^*2; Tabari I I 1338-40; Qurashi, pp. 37 f.; Muwashsliak, p. 102; Tha'alibi, Thimar, p. 175; Mawardi, Adab al-dunya wa 
al-din, pp. 6 f.). 

206 See e.g. Bevan I 497. 
207 Aghani I I I 143; lUrndah I 70. Cf. Jumal.il, p. 380. 
208 Jumalii, pp. 115, 315, 391; Muwashshah, pp. 106, 115 f. See also pp. 117-19 and 137 above. 
209 Jumalii, p. 318; Mubarrad, p. 416; Aghani IX 46; Ibn al-Mu'tazz, fabaqut, p . 46. Marwan ibn Abi Hafsah like Asma% 

was known to change his opinion of poets on the spur of the moment (see e.g. Shi'r, p. 20, and Muwzshshah, p. 121, and cf. 
Fuhidat al-sMSara*, pp. 488 f.). 

210 Fubulatal-shu'dra', p. 503, has aj* J d U i j ^JU- J i i ^ ^ l i , but Jahiz, Bayanll 184, has dlTjUj a >U J dLU J$ AJ 1 U 

tj* j , See also Faiil, p* 108, and Muwashshah, pp. 106 and 115, where several others transmit the phrase as j dilij ay* J dlS^-i 

ô U- (i.e., the two poets were equal in satire but Jarir was superior in panegyric and erotica), which on the basis of all that is 

known of the character and poetry of the two poets has to be the right word order of the phrase. See Bevan I 126 for Nawar's 

early admiration of Jarir's poetry, which increased Farazdaq's determination to satirize Jarir. 
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rejected Nawar's opinion on account of her stormy life with Farazdaq.211 For Nawar had been tricked out 

of her choice of a suitor by Farazdaq, who then persuaded her to marry him. But the good and religious 

Nawar soon found Farazdaq's way of life distasteful and scolded him constantly about it.212 We, in turn, 

should discount Marzubam's opinion fully for the "sweet" part of the phrase and to a lesser degree for 

the "bitter." For Farazdaq himself, among others, confirmed Jarlr's claim to superiority in delicate 

romantic and other categories of touching verse.213 Furthermore, Farazdaq envied Jarlr his famous 

heroic verse 

whereby Jarir stole a double march on Farazdaq in praise of their common tribe, the Band Tamim, in 

the very category of poetry in which Farazdaq claimed and was generally accorded superiority. 

I l l 

The naqaHd of our trio of poets display not only their literary virtuosity but also their most egotistical 

and competitive characteristics. In the heat of literary combat, decency and truth were sacrificed in the 

interest of victory and its promise of fame. When Farazdaq greatly magnified the comparatively low social 

status of the family of Jarlr, the latter did not hesitate to cast doubt on Farazdaq's Arab descent.214 

Neither of these two poets spared the reputation of the women of the other's family or of any other rival's 

family. Yet they were but following the widely accepted idea in literary circles that "the best of poetry is 

that which lies most."215 However, the sources do give us glimpses of other facets of the personality and 

character of the poets of the time. Here again, what is revealed concerning our three poets is based largely 

211 Muwashshah, p. 106: «W l^UL JbjjiJI J& j\yJ\ J^J JJij V. 
212 Jumahi, pp. 282 f.; Aghani VIII 190: ^ 1 ^ \j^ *J& c J l T j A, JI C ^ ^ U c J l T L̂ V <JJ&J O J U J JI_>V ^ J I S J 

{cf. Aghani XIX 9). For the dramatic and stormy married life of Farazdaq and Nawar, which finally ended in divorce but 
during which Nawar appealed to Jarlr against Farazdaq's verses satirizing her and praising a Bedouin co-wife, see e.g. Bevan I 
166 f. and II803-8, Jumahi, pp. 267 f. and 280-83, Aghani VIII187-92 and XIX 6-12, and Richard Boucher, Divan de Ferazdak 
(Paris, 1870) text pp. 2-5 and translation pp. 4-8. Farazdaq regretted the divorce and was a repentant mourner at Nawar's 
funeral ceremonies performed by Hasan al-Basri (Jumahi, pp. 267 f., 283; Aghani XIX 47). 

2 1 3 B e v a n I I 1048: ^ vj J ! ^JJ*S g ^rj>-\ Uj < j ^ I'l^- J l <ci* *. 4 r j^1 I* Ul^l AJ! 4 ! Jjli JbjyUI JU. ShiW, 

p. 29, gives a somewhat different version: bj j LL ajxi 43j JI ^*j>-\ ly i£j*$ 4J"}L^ J l <CJLP *A 4*-J*~\ I* 6JJL> 3*j yJl <1)IS". 

Jumahi, in a conversation with Mu'awiyah ibn Abi cAmr ibn al-cAlaJ, compared Jarlr's ijl LUail ^jfj \* jj- r II with 

Akh^al's J l A> *lk+j JU- SjlaJI fJ*+J, in the following terms: j j j l j J^-l Jia>-VI C - J J J\JJ J*-1 j ^ £~J, to which 
Mu'awiyah added IUUJIJ 1^1J-1 £** \-r*Ju\ J lilT lASCftj c3x^> (Jumal.il, p. 426; Aghani VII 180). For Jam's comparatively 
more sensitive and refined references to women see e.g. Jumalii, p. 39, AgJtanl VII 41 and 55, *Iqd V 300 f. and VI 25. Farazdaq's 
poetry was so lacking in sensitivity that when Nawar died it yielded no verses appropriate for the occasion, and the professional 
mourners resorted to Jarlr's touching and widely known elegies on his own son and wife (Jumal.ii, pp. 391-93; Mubarrad, p. 723; 
Shi'r, pp. 208 f.; Aghani VII 40, 53; lIqd III 256; Shark dlwan Jarlr, pp. 199 f. 

I t was thought that elegies, especially for women, were the most difficult category of poetry for men to compose and therefore 
that only the best of poets could sincerely eulogize or elegize a woman. Again, it was generally conceded that a poetess was 
at her best in elegies; see n. 199 on p. 140 above and e.g. 'Umdah I 30 f. and 79 f.: <J*J^J l~J~j J*JU V o V »IJJI yuJI <^JW»I 
U U J J Sl^l pU A* ^jA^ A. ^-.Ul j*J>\ . . . See also 'Umdah II 117-26, where Ibn Rashfq expounds and illustrates both of 
these observations. 

214 Jahiz, Bayan I II 78. 
215 See e.g. Qudamah, Intro, pp. 1, 9, 38 f. and text pp. 26 f.: <uiTI ^ 1 j ^ J . See also lIqd V 328 and 335-38 ( ^ U l ^Jil 

JUJI Ijj^a j J~J\j j i - l IJJ^ J JUUI J J K J ^AJI); Baihaqi, p. 461 (,\jjj\ j . ^ o & b j k l ^ ^ J ) ; Abu Hilal al-Hasan ibn 
(Abd Allah al-'Askari, Kitab al-sind'atain al-kitdbah wa al-slii'r, pp. 136 f. ( * L J V I J* -str 3xd\j ,o\50l A—>- **UJI A* s\j>)t 

138 f.; MuzHr II 470. See further pp. 93, 95, and 133, n. 149, above. It is interesting to note in connection with the role of 

truth and falsehood in poetry a related concept, as stated by Asma'i, that the quality of poetry deteriorates when it depicts good 

or gentle themes: J>o Is (v>UVIj ^ U J j ^ j l T C-J^ AJ j L ^ j l & J*$\ JV j * - <j «dUol lil »1̂ *111 J J ^ L J ^ ^ \ JU 

«jjji J V . . . *J -^ 41 tij-y L}\J* J yi-l *-*b j oj*J> (Muwashshah, p. 65). But see Marzuqi I 11 f. for a different approach 

to truth and falsehood in poetry. 
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on their own statements. Their extreme egotism is forgotten in moments of truth when one acknowledges 

the effectiveness of another's barbs even though pointed at himself or when they envy verses of other 

poets regardless of the nature or target. Akhtal, for instance, proclaimed his love of wine and his aversion 

to outrageous indecencies in poetry and claimed that his own satires were such that not even a virgin 

would hesitate to recite them to her father.210 Once Akhtal had satirized a person, he refused later to 

praise him or, having first praised a person, refused thereafter to satirize him. The same was true of Jarir 

but for the rare cases when he praised Hajjaj and Farazdaq after having satirized them ( pp. 89 and 145). 

In contrast, Farazdaq did not hesitate to praise and later satirize or to satirize and later praise a person— 

practices which both Akhtal and Jarir held against him.217 Jarir explained that his lampoons on women 

were counterthrusts made in self-defense against an aggressor or rival who spared not the women of his 

own family and tribe.218 Not only Farazdaq's wife Nawar but also Farazdaq himself confirmed on more 

than one occasion the truth of Jarir's statement.219 Farazdaq went a step farther and condemned others 

for baiting Jarir only to find him more than their match in the battle of words.220 Farazdaq and Akhtal 

each envied some of the verses of the other.221 Jarir was even more forthright in expressing pity as cAdi 

ibn al-Riqac recited the first half of a verse. But this changed to admiration as cAdi recited the second 

hemistich, and Jarir felt pity for himself, which soon turned into a strong sense of envy, for (Adi, in 

describing the horns of a gazelle, had actually improved on one of Jarir's own similes.222 

'Abd al-Malik once asked Akhtal and Jarir if they wished they had authored some verses of other poets. 

Their negative answers were followed in each case with a strong expression of admiration for some verses 

of an as yet little known younger poet in whom they had detected talent. Akhtal's choice was his fellow 

tribesman Qutami,223 and Jarir's choice was Muzahim al-cUqaili.224 

Akhtal had the honesty to admit his regret for having taken sides in the verbal duels of Jarir and 

Farazdaq.225 Jarir spoke with feeling of the one time he regretted having satirized the Banii Numair.226 

216 Aghdni VII 178: ULI *j^Ju *ljiJ ^ U J J Ll^l O j ^ U Jk^VI JU (see also Salihani, Shi'r al-Akhtalt p. 344). 
217 Sevan I I 1048 f. But sec Fragmenta historicnm Arabicorum I 83 and 88, where (Umar ibn Hubairah admired Farazdaq 

for satirizing him as governor and praising him later as a prisoner. See also Tabari I I 1433. 
218 Jabiz, Bayan I I I 149 f.; see also p. 114 above. 
219 JaU?, Bayan I I 184: cJU" j ! L'l J l i 1̂ .1 4 U , ^ 0 > i f Vjl <u&> d b l j cJtf \j j>. cJj JAS j l^J J:>j>JI JU 

^ j i l T j U j «>~ j dLU & AJ\ U ^ ; Jumahi, pp. 312 f.: j ^ l j ^ l L jj*. JUi jUjtf V JU J>. {J, ,UU-I ^ J l i 

°k' jU*i ^ ^^JJ *-*&\ Ul J>U? JajjiH J IS (^Jkj AIIIJ 4JI (see Aghdni XIX 7, where the caliph in question is identified 
as Yazld II). 

™ Aghdni VII 41: L r ^ J ! JL> cJU=> U J l ^ 1 d £ j^Tl uV ^ ^ <&J ^ ^ ^J ^ J ^ ** flJ^ y > (see 
p. 117 above for the verse envied by Farazdaq). See also (Umdah I I 60, where Jarir is considered among the best of all poets when 
angered. 

221 Qurashi, p. 36. 
222 Mubarrad, p. 514; Aghdni VIII 182; Mu'jam al-shu<ara\ p. 253. See also c Umdah I 176 f., where Ibn Rashiq cites and 

comments on the two verses involved: 

j j - i i-ju^t J^JT 4 ^ 

p\ si (JJIJLI L^liT j l T '<LJ.S *JaJl JIC^A y CfrJ*i 

Jlj iJl eJwaJ f ] y JJ (£•& JUs 

I—fc^lj—. SIJAJI ^ V-JL*! 13 A ijj %j\ 6IT ' j£l ^ j 

(Adi's verse is frequently cited for its more apt and novel simile (see e.g. Jumahi, p. 558; Shi'r, p. 392; *lqd V 313; SQIi, Adah 
al-kuttab, pp. 78 f.; Tha'alibi, Thimdr, p. 239). 

223 See e.g. Aghani XX 118 f. and 130 f.; see also n. 182 on p. 191 below for differing opinions of Akhtal and Sha'bi as to 
the best verses of this as yet little known poet. For Qutami sec e.g. Jumahi, pp. 452-57, Shilry pp. 453-56 and Aghdni XX 118-31. 

224 See e.g. Aghdni XVII 152; Jumahi, p. 583, where Muzafeim's poetry is characterized in terms similar in part to those used 
for Jarir's; *Askari, Masun, pp. 25, 173. See also Henri Lammens, "Le chantre des Omiades," Journal asialique, series 9, Vol. IV 
(1894) 402-4 and references there cited for other occasions when (Abd al-Malik plied his courtiers, poets, and scholars with 
evaluative questions, and n. 165 on p. 136 above for 'Abd al-Malik as a student and critic of poetry. 

226 Bevan I I 496. 
226 Aghdni VII 74: <u>3 J l ^ ĴjJL- L J * ^ U l ĴbM Ulj ' c i ^ l i (see Bevan I 432-51, No. 53). 
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Farazdaq, having first sharply criticized Kumait ibn Zaid's llashimiyat in praise of the 'Allds, encouraged 

the younger poet with the highest praise, assuring him he was the best of all.227 In their old age Jarir and 

Farazdaq dwelt more on their affinities than on their differences. When Khalid al-Qasri, Hisham's governor 

of cIraq, imprisoned Farazdaq, Jarir to the surprise and admiration of the caliph pleaded for his release. 

In his statement, as reported by Abu (Ubaidah,228 Jarir regretted and negated the false vanities of their 

naqdHd in terms that are worth quoting in full: 

J15 di! J j i j AJ Jji- U ̂ l i J15 JUL ^ j i : oi ^1 O t̂A1 J^1 li 411̂  N J15 Jp j^ l <_£>: 0' -^/~i 

gf * \ 

When the news of Farazdaq's death in Basrah reached Jarir in the Najdian Yamamah, he expressed a 

premonition of his own soon-to-follow demise, though he was a decade or so younger than Farazdaq. As 

tears filled his eyes to the amazement of those present, he explained that he was mourning for himself as 

well. For he felt that seldom do two kinsmen or two friends or a husband and wife whose lives have been 

so intertwined as had his and Farazdaq's outlive for long one the other.229 He died some six months later 

but not before he had left the Arab literary world several touching elegies on his erstwhile rival 

Farazdaq.230 

IV 

The leading philologists and grammarians of the late Umayyad period were primarily professional 

Quranic-readers, as were also the majority of their pupils. As such they pursued their linguistic studies 

as a means to the understanding and interpretation of the Qur'an. There were a few exceptions, the most 

notable being Abu 'Amr ibn al-cAla*, who included the collection and study of pre-Islamic poetry among 

his objectives. I t was with the Arab Khalil ibn Ahmad's Kitab al-'arud and his Kitab al-'ain, even if he 

only began it, and the Kitab of the Persian Sibawaih that specialized linguistic studies first achieved 

professional recognition in their own right. From among the contemporaries and pupils of Khalil and 

Sibawaih came the first litterateurs of Islam—the collectors, transmitters, commentators, and finally 

the emerging critics of Arabic literary prose and poetry, but mostly the latter, both pre-Islamic and 

Islamic. This was the period of Hammad al-Rawiyah231 and Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-pabbi, 

who have crossed our path so often that they need not detain us here. I t was also the period of 

Muhammad ibn al-Sa'ib al-Kalbl (d. 146/763), genealogist and Quranic commentator, who transmitted 

from choice a hundred odes of Jarir and was intimidated by Farazdaq into transmitting an equal number of 

his naqd'id, having first read them out to Farazdaq himself—an indication of possession of naqdHd 

manuscripts by one or both of these men.232 A similar episode involved the Kiifan Khalid ibn Kulthum 

227Mas(udI VI 36-39: JJ & yA\j ^ j * j*Z\ 41j cJ l j . . . £^~*-\j £~^>\ J J L, J:>j>J! J lit. 
228 Bevan II 984 f. 
229 Ibid. I I 1045 f.; Aghani XIX 45. 
230 Bevan I I 1046 f.; Aghani XIX 45 f. These elegies are in contrast to his verse in anticipation of Farazdaq's death and to his 

first single verse of impulse when he heard of his rival's death (see Thacalibi, TMmar, p. 107). 
231 See Aghani VII 52 for a conversation between Hammad and Farazdaq on the respective merits of the latter and Jarir. 
232 Ma'arif, pp. 266 f.: <JJIj API^I! J J V gjj JUi S X ^ 4JL J^J* ^JJ\ Jslj V tJZ ^j^ & liJi ^ j J\ ( J b j ^ l ) J JIAS 

*U-U- IfU ^ (3 J Uj Al* l^>- L)Ju[jd\ *Js> \JS\J iJak*-\ C-JU>J j jL £*iJj \* J- <£jj j l ^ M^" '<J^*V. For 

Muhammad ibn al-Sa'ib al-Kalbi's works and manuscripts and the patronage of booksellers by himself and his son Hisham 

see our Vols. I, 25, 45, 48, 55 and I I 47, 99, 104-6. 
Farazdaq was quick to satirize scholars who criticized his grammar or preferred Jarir to himself (see e.g. Zubaidi, p. 24). 

For his encounters with 'Anbasat al-Fii see Sirafi, pp. 23 f., and Muwa&hshah, pp. 100 f., 104 f. See also p. 26 above. 
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al-Kalbl (n.d.), who had collected and written down the poetry of several tribes and some of the naqaHcl of 

Jarir and Farazdaq but memorized and recited only those of Jarlr. Farazdaq threatened to satirize the Banfi 

Kalb unless Khalid wrote down, memorized, and recited Farazdaq's responses to Jarlr's odes.233 Khalid 

concludes his account thus: o p ^y lip- *JJJJ\J \yjfi\ju C-iai>- JJ>- I^S 4l«jJi J*il cJUi . 

The period of these first litterateurs was overlapped by that of Akhfash al-Akbar, Khalaf al-Ahmar, 

Ymms ibn Habib, Abu Zaid al-Ansaii, Abu 'Ubaidah, and Asma'I, all of whom displayed insight into 

various phases of literary criticism. Inasmuch as satire was the most widely used weapon against literary 

rivals or political and personal foes, the scholars for the most part tended to judge the poets by their 

effectiveness in that category. Though opinion was unanimous that our three poets were the most effective 

of the pre-cAbbasid Islamic poets, individual critics presented plausible reasons for their preference of 

one of the three over the other two. Their reasons reflected their own fields of intellectual interest as well 

as aesthetic and moral values and involved such aspects as range of vocabulary, variety of satirical 

themes, degree of obscenity and of truthfulness. Yiinus ibn Habib, who preferred Farazdaq to Jarlr, 

is reported as saying that were it not for Farazdaq's poetry one-third of the Arabic language would have 

been lost.234 Akhfash al-Akbar and, after him, Abu 'Ubaidah pointed out the paucity and falsity of Jarlr's 

satirical themes aimed at Farazdaq as against some hundred such themes used against Jarlr by 

Farazdaq.235 Yiinus ibn Habib favored Akhtal over the other two for his greater number of long odes, 

his greater accuracy, and his aversion to obscenity.236 Abu (Ubaidah admired all three poets but criticized 

Farazdaq for lack of intellectual honesty as did also Asma% who admired Jarlr's originality and on the 

whole preferred Akhtal to both Farazdaq and Jarlr in confirmation of the opinion of Abu. (Amr ibn al-(Ala\ 

Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani recorded repeatedly the divergent opinions of the "ancients" and the 

"moderns" on the ranking of our three poets. His statement that all of the "ancients" ranked Akhtal 

third is certainly misleading but may reflect at least in part the general opinion of the "transmitters" 

of his day on AkhtaPs rank (see pp. 119 f.). He himself, to judge by his initial oration, favored Farazdaq. 

Nevertheless, he summed up rather well, barring some exceptions, the subjective factors that influenced 

a critic's over-all preference by classifying the critics themselves in two groups. Those who incline to strong 

language and haughty poetry that takes firm hold of them rank Farazdaq first; those who incline to the 

poetry of born poets and to gentle, easily flowing, gallant verse rank Jarir first.237 Abu al-Faraj, it should 

be noted, omits any reference to moral factors. Therefore, it is readily understood why such born poets as 

Bashshar ibn Burd and Ibn Munadhir (d. 199/815) were great admirers of Jarlr (see p. 119, n. 68).238 Ibn 

Munadhir's answer to the familiar question as to who was the best poet may be here summarized in the 

words "he who is playful and serious at will" and "he who is beyond reach both in his sportive mood and 

233 Aghani XIX 11 f. For Khalid's activities see Fihrist, pp. $$ and 157, Inbah I 352, and Bugliyah, p. 241. Farazdaq himself 
memorized a great deal of his own and others' poetry and preferred short to longer odes (Aghani XIX 33 f.; see also p. 136 
above). 

23* Aghani XIX 48: e-yJI <J dJj ^ U J - s j ^ l j ^ ^ji J>Ja> ^ J ^ J C J W SA~P JJ\ J l i . Yunus was generally partial to 

Farazdaq (ibid. p. 6: UbJ j * J^J^J JIS"J) as in fact was Jarlr, excepting always himself (see Qurashi, p. 35: JU j * ^ J l f j j>. J l i 

j*L}\ o - u Ijl JU? . . . Jbj^iJS ,y j * i l <J'I). 
235 Muicashshah, pp. 121-24. 
236 Aghani VII 174 and Yazidi, p. SO; cf. Salihani, Shi'r al-Akhtal, pp. 343 f. Yunus cited in support of his preference five early 

grammarians, including Ibn Abl Ishaq and Abu (Amr ibn al-'Ala', all five of whom he described as having beaten a path 
for progress in speech in contrast to others' cited authorities who were neither Bedouins nor grammarians: a^liUj ^^501 \J*J& *^j* 

237 Aghani XIX 4S: J i J-.X olT j . U j Jij^iJ! ^o5J »jJ Ix^j 4L.UJ, j**S\ %>. JI J^r OlT j * U ubLL di!i j +* 

\j j>- * JuLi JjAJi J^-JI 7M-JI j»">\$3l J ' j jrvcj-Lll j l* i l . See pp. 125 f. and 130, n. 125, above for the natural-born as against the 

laboring poet. 
238 See Aghani I II 25 for AsmaTs preference for Bashshar, a born poet, as against Marwan ibn Abl Hafsah and his labored 

poetry. 
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in his lofty thoughts." He then named Jam* as the supreme example and reinforced his opinion with 

citations from Jarlr's poetry.239 Buhturi, on the other hand, reports that his father, a contemporary of 

Ibn Munadhir, was similar in temperament to Jarlr yet such an extreme admirer of Farazdaq's poetry 

that he did not even wish to speak to anyone who preferred Jarlr to Farazdaq, nor would he count such a 

one among those knowledgeable in poetry.240 

It seems fitting at this point to refer to Jarlr's great-grandson 'Umarah ibn cAqil ibn Bilal ibn Jarir, a 

poet and a scholar in his own right241 who surpassed the several other poets of Jarlr's family. To him and 

his line back to Jarlr himself we owe much of our information on Jarlr the man and on his relationships 

with some of his contemporaries (seep. 115, n. 45, and p. 137). cUmarah was court poet to several of the early 
(Abbasid caliphs, including Ma'mun.242 He was much sought after by scholars of 'Iraq, beginning with 

Abu 'Ubaidah and including his own younger contemporaries Mubarrad and Thaclab,243 to whom he 

dictated not only his own poetry but also that of other members of his family, particularly that of Jarlr.244 

I t is interesting to note both the conformity and the divergence in literary criticism as reflected in remarks 

of Salam, great-grandson of Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala', who recalled the latter's statement that poetry had 

ended with Dim al-Rummah but added that he wished Abu 'Amr could see how much more advanced 

was 'Umarah.245 Salam also remarked that 'Umarah's poetry was more uniformly good and faultless than 

Jarlr's, to which 'Umarah himself added that the greater part of Jarlr's poetry cannot be matched by 

anyone. And there were some who agreed with both statements, especially Mubarrad, who is quoted as 

saying that "the eloquence of the modern poets ended with 'Umarah ibn cAqil."246 

The information in this section has been brought together at the risk of some repetition for the purpose 

of stressing the general character and level of literary criticism during the second/eighth century as 

indicated by the scholars' criticism of our trio of poets. For I have gathered from numerous references to 

many other poets, particularly Dhu al-Kummah (see Document 7), that the same type of literary criticism 

was applied to the contemporaries and predecessors of our three, though to a much lesser extent to the 

pre-Islamic poets, who as a group were accepted and extolled as models of excellence. Much of the 

scholars' criticism, apart from a flexible quantitative element, was centered on the mechanics of grammar 

and prosody, with some attention paid to permissible poetic license.247 So far as criticism was focused on 

the niceties of style and on aesthetics, the scholars of the second half of the second century contributed 

239 Aghani I I I 154 f. and VII G3; see also Ibn Khallik'ui I 128 f. {= trans. I 296 f.), which combines the two Aghani accounts 
and gives a literal translation. 

240 Muwashshah, p. 124. 
241 GAL S I 122; Ibn al-Mu'tazz, Tabaqat, pp. 316-18. 
242 Aghani XX 183 f., 186; Mu'jam al-shu'am*, p. 247. See also Tabari III 1659. 
243 Bevan I I I 170; Diwan Salamah ibn Jandal, ed. Louis Cheikho (Beirut, 1910), p. 22; Fadil, p. 62. 
244 E.g. Aghani XV 101 and XX 183 f., 185 f.; *Iqd V 368; Khatib XII 282 f. 'Umarah himself had written down his teacher's 

materials and had dictated all of his own diwan to his rawiyah Ibrahim ibn Sa'dan ibn al-Mubarak, who later refused to let the 
aged 'Umarah use his manuscripts unless he promised to share his reward with him {Aghani XX 187; Sirafi, pp. 80, 85 f.; 
Maratib, p. 39). See pp. 14 and 30 above for other members of Ibrahim's family of scholars. 

For Zuhair ibn Abi Sulma's and Jarir's remarkable families of poets in both the ascending and descending lines see e.g. Fihrist, 
p. 159, and lUmdah I I 236. 

245 Aghani XX 183. 
248 Ibid.: J ^ J J SJI^JO ovJj>\ *\j*£ j ^-L^iJ! c^J- 3jJJ JU (cf. Muwashshah, p. 119). 'Umarah seems to have been the 

last ranking poet of Jarlr's remarkable family. He was, so he said, ugly but sagacious. He married a beautiful but foolish woman in 
the hope that his offspring would inherit her beauty and his sagacity, but they inherited her foolishness and his looks (Khatib 
XI I 282 f.; Nuzhah, p. 108). His own diwan, however, continued to circulate. Among those who memorized some of his poetry 
was a woman client of the descendants of Haj jaj ibn Yusuf. She memorized poetry and taught it to the daughters of the house 
{Amali I I 62). 

Farazdaq's sons died young except Labatah, who supplied some personal information about his father (see n. 47 on p. 115 
above). Farazdaq himself claimed that he inherited his poetic talent from his maternal uncles (Aghani XIX 49; cf. Jumahl, 
p. 152). 

247 See e.g. Shi'r, pp. 6, 29-35; Jumahl, pp. 181-88, 299 f., 362; l Umdah II 208-15; Muzhir I I 471 f. 
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little that was basically different in character from what had already been displayed by the scholars of the 

first half of the century and by the leading Umayyad poets themselves in their mutual criticism and self-

appraisal and by a few of their poetically inclined patrons. Literary criticism on this level remained for 

the most part a matter of passing impulse for some and of intuitive knowledge for others and was for all 

more or less subjective. 

Asma'I's natural inclination to be an entertaining raconteur and his ambition to be a favored courtier 

may or may not have hindered him, despite his prodigious talent and vast knowledge, from undertaking a 

more formal and analytical approach to literary criticism than one finds in his Fuhulat al-shu^ard*. 

Nevertheless, anyone who delves deeply into the sea of Arabic literature, as Jarlr would say, soon realizes 

that Asma*! and his outstanding contemporaries do reflect the level of literary criticism reached in the 

age of Abu cAmr ibn al-AJa0 and that in so doing they have reduced for us the effects of the loss of that 

great scholar's large library and the loss of the manuscript collections of that age. They spent much time 

and energy in collecting, digesting, and preserving their literary heritage. Their pupils had at their disposal 

the record of this heritage, which was clarified and augmented through their personal contact with these 

masters. The scholars of the next generation were exposed to new cultural and literary influences from 

within and without their society. They were, therefore, in better position, as either traditionists or eclectics, 

to begin producing the more formal and increasingly analytical works of literary criticism, for both prose 

and poetry, that so greatly enriched the literature of the third/ninth century and left their mark on 

Islamic culture for several centuries thereafter. 
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PARTS OF TWO ODES OF AKHTAL 

Oriental Institute No. 17642. Late third/late ninth century. 

Paper book folio, 28.2 X 19.2 em. (Pis. 7-8). The paper, of fine quality and medium thickness, is of 

the type that became increasingly common for literary purposes in 'Iraq from the beginning of the third/ 

ninth century onward. It came into use much earlier in the provinces farther to the east, where it con

tinued to be the main writing material. The bitter and lengthy complaint which Jahiz addressed to 

Muhammad ibn <Abd al-Malik al-Zayyat (d. 233/847), who for his own ulterior motives had persuaded 

Jahiz to use leather and parchment for the manuscripts in his large library instead of Chinese or 

Khurasanian paper, is indicative enough of the rapidly increasing use of paper in the first half of the 

third/ninth century. Jahiz, furthermore, pointed out the advantages of rag paper (waraq qutni and 

dafatir al-qutrii) as writing material because of its smoothness and light weight, especially for use by 

book copyists and booksellers and by traveling scholars, as against the rough and heavier leather or 

parchment.1 Attention has been drawn above to several extant literary works written on paper and 

dated in the second half of the third/ninth century (see p. 11). Their scripts are comparable in several 

respects with that of our Document 6, which is well preserved except for a minor break at the bottom. 

Note the basmalah and part of the hamdalah scribbled later in the two lines on the lower half of the left 

margin of the recto. 

Script.—Naskhi book hand of medium quality. I t lacks consistency, especially for the several forms 

of the separate alif, other than the straight perpendicular, as in recto 6 and 9 and verso 1-2. The script 

shows a few irregular Kufic features such as the forms of the initial and final kdf, as in recto 5 and 8, the 

M* or hha* with a beam, as in recto 14, and the large semi-angular td\ as in verso 2. Diacritical points are 

freely used. The letters ddl and rd? each have a dot below to distinguish them from dlml and zdy, and 

sin has three dots in a row below (as in verso 5 and 7) to distinguish it from shin with three dots above. 

A small letter corresponding in each case to the letter itself is placed under ha? (as in recto 19), sad (recto 

14 and 20), td? (recto 14), and cain (recto 14 and 17). Final yd' and the alifmaqmrah interchange. Vowels 

are used freely but not fully. The hamzah is used in recto 5 and verso 7, 11, 17, and 20, more often than 

1 Sec Jaliiz, RasdHl, cd. lAbd al-Salam Muhammad Harun (Cairo, 1384/1964-65) I 252-54, for the following excerpt from 
which I have omitted Jahiz' refutation of the supposed advantages of leather: 

• * . . . f ^ l > £**• }J *>W S £ ~ ^ ^ J 7 J 4 J> 4 U > ' &[^ CfJ c H 1 ^J> ] l a* l « ^ u r r ^ *J& ^ 4 ^ <-J 

j ! C^3J . . . J j J l S oUTi J^JI ilUI ^ J J ^ j . . . IAJU- IfJ ^ % !>- fl/yi dill j J i II j i j^l o\ cJU 
j ^ U i ! yiiall J i ^ / j aJLII V ^ c^fj JW£IJ JIJL^-VIJ ^U-l ilil <j f^i\ ^ ^ • • • t^{ ^&{ 41 S ^ 1 

.jL^VI ^j jj*Ii!l IJOJXJ JJJUJI pU^j ^ V l J25 Jll o^-Uil Jl J*j±l 

Thereafter, Jahiz and his secretary-copyist no doubt used paper for his own compositions and bought paper manuscripts for 
his library from booksellers, some of whom were known specifically as his bookseller (warraq al-Jahiz), for example Zakariya 
ibn Yahya (Fihrist, p. 220; Jahiz, Hayawan I, Intro, pp. 12 f.; AmaliI 248; Irshad VI 75) and <Abd al-Wahhab ibn cIsa (Khatib 
XI 28 f., 163). We find Jahiz also in the company of the poet-bookseller Mahmud al-Warraq, who recites some of his verses to 
him (Jahiz, RasaHl [1964-65] I I 36). For instances of close association between second/eighth-century booksellers and scholars 
and poets—not to mention such powerful patrons as the caliphs and the Barmakids and some eager bibliophiles (jamm&at 
lil-kutub)—see e.g. our Vols. I 3 f., 24, 91, n. 3, and I I 4 6 f., 127. To these we can add the association of Mufaddal ibn Muhammad 
abDabbl with Habib ibn Bustam al-Warraq (I?ibah I I I 300). That so few early manuscripts on paper or other writing materials 
have survived is due in large part to the nature of the soil of the eastern provinces of Islam. 

149 
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not in conjunction with yd\ The shaddah is used in recto 14 and 17-18 and verso 12. The sukmi is not 

indicated. The circle is used, though not regularly, to mark a break in the verse text and occasionally 

at the end of a comment, as in recto 6 and 16. No space or other device marks off the hemistichs. That the 

same shade of ink, heavier in some parts than in others, is used for the consonantal text and the ortho

graphic devices indicates that the latter are original and not, as in many cases, later additions. The 

orthographic system is that devised by Khalil ibn Ahmad for use especially in poetry (see pp. 7-9). 

TEXT 

Eecto 

VU^I JJbL-b j S o oaSL £>\3jy* **\J l ^ M iSj 4 

VIP> 4>*.«̂ w« o j j J l J l j?~ JS" <jp t^3^-' ^ U * ^ 5 

O ^ J l J I P J I O 6 

^ J I P Ja^l^j Col; * I tiX^p dJbiS* 8 

jjSC Jij *y&\ d-Uj ^ ^ 1 ^^Uj 12 

MUtfjj 4_L>- (JJJIJ Coiizi U Jbw relink dJJ Cw»/uj 14 

AijLjl ^ j J^Jb JalaM JJLI J^NI 15 

O SlJUaJl il£-l, 16 
Vl^Nl i L y . OlJUll, A ! ^ ^JJ^ ^JJ~> 17 

tfjl^-l OLJUJIj UjB J>JI 18 
<J*I^MI JIJANI^ O [ U ] ^"Jb-I, 19 

Vl̂ i? Sjpjl 4J JJU^J L̂ o UaJl J l a r l ^ A
 LT4 ^ ^ ^0 

Verso 

U^-JJ S îft J^f: UA JUL ^Ui-I SjiAl 1 

J l i J^J I U J l j JjjlaJl Jjlaty 2 

\~^j Q$**4p \y-*P L*-*̂ 3 3 

3*>LS o^\i *ui^ oMiy !>V_5 AXJLSI 4iJi J L i 6 
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JIJU dkp Opdj c J J u \s\j U * l i tiJLsjl̂  U iS^^t- u^y. 7 

AJU JJU AJ ^ l ^ ^xJ l ^ y J I J i d ! 8 

*Sjij AA.* ̂ ^ IS I <U3t*ic JJ»y 4 - ^ / ° . J ^y 

JjJly <dJU JAJ AJIJUJ ̂ -U 

%>- «L».| <cU JUL *UJ I JU U 

W J l i l i J l k i JVail IS ^ r i > ^ ^I d ^ fc^JI ^ 1 

V l ^ J4-& JUjJl r -^ £+>-JS j L l J l IS I C-^JP JLAIJ 

^J i l ^ J P ^jp CJl -\i ^11 j j J l JUJJI 

iibJl SJ-SP J l i j ] AJ Co j l i j l Ip^iJU ^y 

Jb^j j ^ i C j fUJI J L J J I ^ C-ijJi ddS CJJL IS I 

9 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

.8 

9 

20 

Comments.—The two odes represented in our document are to be found in published collections of 

Akhtal's poetry (see Salihanl, ShiW al-AJchtal, pp. 41-51, 163-65; Saliham, TaJcmilah, p. 7, Nos. 10 and 13; 

Saliham, NaqdHd Janr wa al-AJchtal, pp. 70-73, 189-91; Griffini, pp. 49 f.), but the commentary differs 

markedly from those in these sources, which in turn differ among themselves. The order of verses also 

differs, and three verses of the published editions are missing in our fragment though they may have been 

included in the manuscript it represents. However, the familiar phenomenon of different manuscripts 

of the same ode varying not only in verse order but in number of verses is correctly understood to have 

stemmed, to begin with, from the very nature of Arabic poetry, which demands syntactic independence 

for each verse. This in turn facilitated changes in verse order and the deletion or addition of verses in 

revisions made by the poet himself or by his secretary (kdtib) or by his personal transmitter (rdiviyah), 

who functioned at times as secretary, editor, and critic. Again, but perhaps to a lesser extent, additions 

and deletions of verses may have been the work of persons who because of failure of memory or for other 

reasons of their own tampered with certain poems. 

The original commentaries in the above-cited editions of Akhtal's poetry are supplemented by com

ments of their modern editors. These two sets of comments provide mainly linguistic aids so far as our 

text is concerned and, along with the historical and literary background of the naqd'id of Akhtal, Jarir, 

and Farazdaq as already presented in connection with our Documents 4 and 5, eliminate the need for 

detailed line-by-line comments here. Attention is drawn mainly to scribal errors, to the order or omission 

of verses, to uncommon textual variants, to any marked differences in the original commentaries of 

the several editions, and to some rather interesting citations of these verses. 

Recto 1-6. From an ode of nine verses satirizing Jarir and the women of his tribe. The comments in 

lines 1-2 refer to the last verse on the page which preceded our folio. This verse in the printed text reads 

but is cited by Mubarrad, p. 153, with the variant d l i p , which changes the verbs following to the second 
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person singular. The verse is cited in explanation of c3|/JI J ^ ^ as used by Hajjaj ibn Yiisuf in addressing 

a severe rebuke to the people of cIraq (see p. 81 above and see also Salihani, ShiW al-Akhtal, pp. 163-65, 

and Salihani, NaqaHd Jarir iva al-Akhlal, pp. 190 f.). 

Recto 3-6. The dot below the ra* of the last word of line 3 is either omitted in the printed editions or 

placed under the following hd\ thus giving the incorrect reading VUj . The two verses of lines 4-5 are 

cited with the variation l^ OU for the first and second words of line 4 by Ibn Qutaibah, who credited 

the two verses to Farazdaq and related them to the lustful eye (see cUyun IV 84 and n. 124 on p. 93 

above). See Salihani, NaqaHd, pp. 190 f. for lexical comments on these two verses and pp. 191-97 for 

Jam's 42-verse answer to the ode from which they are drawn. 

Recto 7-verso 21. Recto 7 introduces an ode of Akhtal in answer to a satire of him by Jarir. For the 

twelve verses of our folio see Salihani, Shi'r, pp. 41-43, Salihani, Takmilah, p. 7, No. 10, Salihani, 

NaqaHd, pp. 70-73, and Griffini, pp. 49 f. Salihani realized that it is not always possible to tell with cer

tainty which of Jarir's naqdHd were in direct answer to which ones of Akhtal, and vice versa, since the 

two poets usually used the same meter and rhyme and at times the same themes in answering one another; 

however, he cites a number of Jarlr's poems that were in direct answer to specific ones of Akhtal (Salihani, 

NaqaHd, pp. iii-v, ix-xi). He also points out that some of Farazdaq's verses were credited to Akhtal for the 

same reasons (ibid. p. 219). See Salihani, Takmilah, p. 5, for a verse of Akhtal that was credited to Zaid 

ibn Bishr. 

In these twelve verses Akhtal, like other poets (see p. 131), dwells on the wiles of women. 

Recto 8-13. Note the poetic license in the omission of the alif of interrogation in line 8, as explained 

in the commentary (see also Abu 'Ubaidah, Majdz al-Qur'dn, ed. M. Fuad Sezgin, I [Cairo, 1374/1954] 56 

and references there cited). The Wasit of line 8 is not to be confused with Hajjaj's new provincial capital 

of 'Iraq, for it is Wasit al-Jazirah in the tribal grounds of the Banu Taghlib (see Salihani, Shi*r, p. 41, 

and Yaqut IV 882, where the verse itself is cited, and Yaqut IV 888). Some comments in Griffini's 

Yemenite manuscript come very close to those of our folio, as in the present instance, but are not wholly 

identical with the latter. The differences are mainly brief additions or omissions and suggest the possibility 

that the Yemenite manuscript drew on our text or that both manuscripts drew on a common source; 

see Griffini, Preface pp. 5 f., for his discussion of the possible sources of the Yemenite manuscript. 

Jarir acknowledged the superlative quality of this satire against him but declared that there was no 

match for his own verse 

J lit. VI J i c j 42J di>- iSj^i £**£ lil ^ - ^ 

(see 'Iqd V 273, Muivashshah, p. 131, and n. 144 on p. 132 above). For the whole ode see Shark diwan 

Jarir, pp. 448-53, but note esp. line 1 on p. 451. 

Recto 14-16. In Salihani, NaqaHd, p. 70, line 14 starts with the verse corresponding to our ^ j ^ 1 -

Salihani, Shi'r, p. 41, cites 7^^) as a questionable variant for £*Jkl. The Yemenite commentary uses 

phrases identical with those of our text and adds ^ kU <J £,U C V ^ / J c£i ^ ^ 1 (£*i £-»&j*h (Griffini, 

p. 49). For a fuller commentary and illustrative citations from Jamil ibn Macrnar al-'Udhrl and an 

unnamed poet see Salihani, NaqaHd, pp. 70 f. 

Recto 17-19. In Salihani, NaqaHd, p. 70, the verse corresponding to our line 17 starts with C ^ y u 

instead of CJyj, The published commentaries among them cover our text; that of Salihani, Shicr, is 

briefer and that of the Yemenite text is fuller, but both are lexical glosses. 

Recto 20-verso 3. The commentary of our folio up to this point is largely a gloss devoted to possible 

variants mostly in the nature of synonyms. Here and in several of the comments that follow there is 
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emphasis on the parts of the verb, perhaps chiefly because these verbs are either weak or doubled. Such 

emphasis is not found in the other commentaries on this section (see Salihani, Shi% p. 42; Salihani, 

NaqdHd, p. 71; Griffini, pp. 49 f., where the Vl of Vl^t was overlooked by the copyist). 

Verso 4. A uniform variant for Uj is UJ in all the parallel sources. 

Verso 5-6. Note the form JI J IS, perhaps intended for 0>U. The marginal comment <«&*>) (il is a later 

addition. 

Verso 7-10. The commentary of lines 8-9 appears in the Yemenite text with minor variation, but the 
verbal forms of line 10 are omitted (see Griffini, p. 50). The brief commentary in Salihani, Shi'r, p. 42, cites 
an illustrative verse of Ra% and the much fuller comment in Salihani, NaqdHd, pp. 71 f., cites no less 
than five poets. 

Verso 11. This verse is preceded in Salihani, ShiW, p. 43 by 

and in the Yemenite text by 

(Griffini, p. 50). 

Verso 12-14. One comment on the verse of line 12 adds that Zuhair ibn Ab! Sulma was the first to 
express its sense, thus: 

(see Salihani, NaqdHd). Shi% p. 312, cites our verse and compares it favorably with two verses of Qutami 

which convey the same meaning. cUyun IV 121 cites the four verses of our verso 5, 7, 11, and 12 in 

a section dealing with the wiles of women. The last of these is followed in Salihani, NaqdHd, by a verse 

NU>JJ ?IJA dJ—Jl 1—ol A ;li ^>-l L, dl^p^ lilj 

which is missing in our folio. For these two verses see also Nuwairi III 77 and Ibn Khallikan II 11 f. 
( = trans. I l l 136), where they are cited by the Spanish Ibn Zuhr. 

Verso 15. This verse in Salihani, NaqdHd, follows our recto 20. 

Verso 16. The Yemenite text has a brief comment and breaks off at this point (Griffini, p. 50). A brief 

comment in Salihani, NaqdHd, provides the variant u-̂ UaS for JUa5. 

The verse was admired by critics for its compactness (see Jumahi, pp. 420 f., and Aghani VII 172). 

Verso 17-21. Salihani, Shi'r, and Salihani, NaqdHd, each present a commentary somewhat similar to 

that of our text, but the latter cites two illustrative verses. Salihani's own comments in both of these 

works are rich in the elucidation of the poetry and in the references provided. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF LITERARY COMMENTARY IN EARLY ISLAM 

The commentary of our document, as indicated above, is not identifiable with any of the other 

available commentaries on the poetry of Akhtal. We shall, therefore, consider briefly the general field of 

the development of literary commentaries in early Islam in search of clues that may lead at least to an 

informed guess as to a probable date or author of our commentary. 

The first step in the development in early Islam of secular commentaries is linked to that in the develop

ment of Qur'anic commentaries. For the citation of a classical verse to explain a word or phrase of the 

Qur'anic text constituted a sort of reverse comment on the verse itself. This was but one phase of the 

intensive linguistic studies that centered from the start and continued to evolve around both the wording 

(alfz) and the intrinsic or hidden meaning (ma'na) of the Qur'anic text as explained through tafsir. 
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We have pointed out above (p. 145) that the leading early philologists and grammarians were primarily 

Quranic-readers and that some continued to concentrate on the Qur'an while others expanded their 

linguistic efforts into the secular field, in which poetry was at first the major literary component. The first 

interesting clue to catch my attention for the present purpose was the use of the term tafsir for both 

sacred and secular commentaries through the third/ninth century. The Qur'anic Tafsir of Ibn 'Abbas 

(d. 68/688),2 known as the father of all such works, was primarily linguistic and mostly lexical to judge 

by what little of the original work has come down to us through his pupils, especially his secretary-

transmitter 'Ikrimah. Differentiation in the Quranic sciences (culum al-Qufaii) to include four types of 

commentaries, namely lexical (qirdydt), grammatical (iWab), interpretive (ma'am), and historical, that is, 

the occasion for the revelation of a given passage (tanzil), was already recognized by cUmar I, who en

couraged Ibn 'Abbas in his tafsir activity.3 The interest of both these leaders in poetry probably led them 

to use the term tafsir for their comments on poetry as well. The term was so used throughout the second/ 

eighth century by such outstanding scholars as Zuhrl,4 Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbi (see n. 18 on 

p. 156), Akhfash al-Akbar,5 Shafi%6 Abu <Amr al-Shaibanl,7 and Asma% who, unlike his rival Abu. 
(Ubaidah, refrained from tafsir al-Qur^an and from tafsir of satirical poetry.8 Again AsmacI and his 

younger rival Ibn al-Acrabi claimed to be and were recognized as experts at elucidating the meaning of 

poetry {ma%m al-shiW) and its correct grammar (i'rdb al-shi'r) respectively.9 Each of these authors wrote 

a work titled Ma'am al-shi'r, though Ibn al-Acrabi was more knowledgeable as to the meaning of the 

strange or rarely used words occurring in poetry: V r i ^ Ji^^J y ^ i <jdJiP.10 It should be noted 

that the Asma^iydt met with a cool reception among scholars because of the comparative obscurity, 

or perhaps brevity, of its selections and the paucity of its unusual elements.11 

As the term Urn al-tafsir came to connote Quranic interpretation and was expanded to include commen

taries on other religious subjects, the term tafsir was less readily applied to secular literary fields but at 

the same time came into general use by translators and commentators of the "foreign sciences/'12 Just 

when the term shark came to be used, sometimes as an alternative to tafsir, is hard to say. One notes, 

however, that Qudamah ibn Ja'far uses tafsir for the intra-verse interpretation 

with the second hemistich said to be the tafsir of the first and gives examples of a whole verse as the 

2 See Vol. II 99. 
3 See Vol. I I 110 and note that some written tafsir accompanied the Qur'an as early as the reign of 'Umar I. 
4 See e.g. Vol. I 17. 
5 See Bevan II1026, where Akhfash expresses his conviction that the average Bedouin is not knowledgeable enough to explain 

or interpret poetry: j w d l j ^ £ Vj j£-lt}\ X17L. *.^ij i_rj) jXJ\ JAI L I P . 

« See l U?ndah I 18: _,*iJI j Ulisil ^ U l ly*~\ ^ i l i l l j l T . See also Khatib II 63; Irshdd VI 369 f., 380, 383; Muzhir I 160: 

.IfJU-j \-rijh W*l^ Ji*** *\j*" u* c^i) t-9^' *r^ ^ ^ ^^J V*y *^ J*^ °JJ^ *hfii <-°^' v ^ 3 ' ^ 
7 Either Abu (Amr al-Shaibanl or a contemporary asked 'Umarah ibn fAqil ibn Bilal, great-grandson of Jarir, for his tafsir 

of a verse {see Diwan Salamah ibn Jandal, ed. Louis Cheikho, p. 7, and for {Umarah, pp. 13 and 22. See Mardtib, p. 19, for 

8 Maratib, pp. 41 and 48: V J lT j U->£ ^J^ ^^J $JAI\ <j J U ^ I j \ j&6 <d iUUi J* lUiVj 6i>JI ^ liJi J~M V <JlT 

*1̂ & 4J \j*Z jJu (but see our Vol. II 113). 
9 See e.g. Inbah I I I 129, 133 f. For Asma'i see also SirafI, p. 62, Majdlis al-(ulamd\ pp. 33 f., and Ibn Paris, Sdliibi, p. 44. 
10 See e.g. Inbah I I 203 and I I I 131 respectively. Zaj jaji, Al-ujdh fVHal al-nahw, p. 92, defines gharlb as J *s\J JS U j» Î -J >Jl 

I ^ I J J o\ji\ J j i ^ i f i*UI a\j*\ j j-U ij 5jJUi and then gives several illustrations. 
11 I jojj j JL*Z+\J V J > AUJ *\JJ\ JC& C - ^ x C~oJ (see e.g. Fihrist, p. 56; Inbah II 203; Masddir, pp. 571 f.). Asma'i 

was, on the other hand, strong in dialects, as can be readily seen from his several surviving works (see Amdli I I 203 and cf. 
GAL I 104 f. and GAL S I 163-65). 

12 See e.g. Hajji Khallfah I I 328-32 and Carra de Vaux in EI IV 603. This development is reflected also in Brockelmann's 
long list of tafsir works (GAL S I I I 1108 f.). 
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tafsir of an immediately preceding one and that he introduces the subsection with *& <J«*' £y\ J<* 

jwiJ l . 1 3 But about a half-century later Ibn Jinni titled his commentary on the Hamasah of Abu Tammam 

Al'tanbih 'aid shark maskkildt al-hamdsah.1* I t should be noted further that even thereafter tafsir and 

shark were occasionally used interchangeably for both Qur'anic and literary commentaries. 

One notes that in his long list of the more prolific second- and third-century poetry editors and com

mentators, Nadim uses neither tafsir nor shark, or their verbal forms, but uses regularly the more general 

and less specifically descriptive verbs 'amila, "he did, made, or wrought," and sana'a, "he made or 

wrought skillfully." Since he interchanges the two verbs at times, it is not always possible to ascertain 

from the Fihrist text alone just what a given poet, transmitter, or commentator actually did with the 

poetry in question. We read for instance that Dhii al-Rummah himself did ('amila) his own ode, that 

Mufadolal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbi 'amila al-ask'dr for the caliph Mahdi, that Abu <Ubaidah did ( W l a ) 

the naqdHd of Jarir and Farazdaq, that Asma'i's transmission (riwdyah) of the same naqa'id was inferior 

to that of Abu 'Ubaidah, and that Sukkari did (camila) the poetry of Akhtal and the naqdHd of Jarir and 

Farazdaq and improved them. The verb sana'a, too, at times implies more than composition or more than 

collection and simple transmission. For we read that the poetry manuscript of Ibrahim ibn Harmah 

consisted of some two hundred folios but was expanded into a manuscript of some five hundred folios in 

Sukkari's version.15 No doubt the expansion was due, at least in part, to Sukkari's commentary. That is, 

while rawd is simple transmission with perhaps some minor editing, camila and sanaca imply a greater degree 

of literary contribution, including authorship of the poetry or collection and transmission of it with or 

without a commentary. On the whole the Fihrist terminology conveys the impression that Nadim was 

concerned more with the survival and the quantity of the poetry itself than with the types of commen

taries which, as we know from other extant sources, frequently accompanied poetry editions. More 

explicit and significant for the increasing volume of literature, in both the composition and the study of 

poetry, is Nadim's use of the verb sannafa, which definitely indicates written composition of organized 

literary works of both prose and poetry.16 

The several branches of Urn al-tafsir in the Qur'anic and related fields began to emerge shortly before 

the appearance of formal commentaries on poetry and were well advanced in the first half of the second 

century. This is readily seen from a comparison of the meager linguistic comments in what has survived 

of the Tafsir of Ibn (Abbas with the several tafsir works of Muqatil ibn Sulaiman. The latter varied in 

both type and content from the brief and strictly linguistic comments of the Wujuh iva al-nazdHr to the 

Tafsir al-Jcabir with its expanded and varied commentary, a feature that characterized also the Tafsir 

al-Qurydn of Muqa til's contemporary Muhammud ibn al-Sa'ib al-Kalbl (d. 146/763).17 

The philologists and grammarians of the first half of the second century commented freely on individual 

verses which they cited as a conclusive illustration (shdhid) in proof of some point raised in their discus

sions. Abu £Amr ibn al-*Ala*,s comments of this type were frequently cited by his pupils. But there seems 

to be no clear evidence that he undertook a sustained commentary on any poet's diivdn or on any anthol

ogy of poetry. The same observation holds for Hammad al-Rawiyah. The Kiifan Mufaddal ibn 

13 Qudamah, pp. 73-77; Qudamah (1963) pp. 154-56. See lUmdah II 28-31, titled bub al-lajslr. 
14 Marzuqi I, Intro, p. 11. See GAL I 126 and GAL S I 192, No. 10, for Ibn Jinni's Shark asmaa* shu'ara' al-hamasah. 
15 Fihrist, p. 159: }j J j ^ l <i-w> ASJ *3j j ^{-^J* J£- L$j£iJ\ XJU- ^ 1 4*U* <Jj <i) j J?L« j * - ^ f * j * ^ *V* cH £ / 

16 See ibid. pp. 157-59, with the heading ^ j U i l j * ~ j>- U j r i l i y . . . >\JJJJ\J j ^ \ J* tfj&j v ^ ' i> yil** U * H 

and such typical terms as o b jj\ *~s~ ^ <uL̂ >, <ci ^Iji ALP, and ^1>J j \ ^^ai *i>, For more on the niceties of these basic 

terms see Lane, J*1^, cJ*w>, and J^P. 
17 See Vol. II , Document 1, esp. pp. 105 f. and 112. 
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Muhammad al-Dabbi deliberately refrained from commenting on the poems he collected and transmitted, 

being aware of his weakness in language rareties, grammatical points, and the interpretation of poetry.18 

The second half of the second century—the era of Sibawaih, Khalil, Kisa% Abu 'Ubaidah, and Asma'i— 

saw a heightened interest in pre-Islamic poetry as a discipline in its own right. This interest more than 

matched the interest in that poetry for its use as a linguistic tool and was expanded to include the output 

of the poets of Islamic times. Thus, in turn, collectors, transmitter-editors, and scholar-commentators 

were induced to broaden their activities to include some aspects of the biographical, social, and historical 

backgrounds of poets and their poetry. This half-century could well have been the time when the term 

shark became more closely associated with poetry and secular fields, as tafsir had earlier become associated 

with Qur'anic and other religious subjects. It might be of interest that though basically the verbs fasara 

and sharaha both mean "to explain," "to interpret," or "to disclose" only the second term includes among 

its several meanings "to expand," in which sense it is used in Surah 94:1. Certainly, in the further develop

ment of shuruh literature, not only did the field expand in that more dhvdn commentaries were produced, 

but many of the ranking commentators of the third century and after offered increasingly complex and 

voluminous commentaries. However, the earlier type of brief and primarily linguistic commentary was 

not neglected in either the Qur'anic or the poetic field. We have traced in the linguistic field itself the 

simultaneous production of elementary and advanced grammars, frequently both types by the same 

ranking scholar. A somewhat similar situation seems to have prevailed in connection with poetry commen

taries to meet the needs of the young scholar and also the demands of the aspiring professional and the 

cultured layman. Any of the numerous linguist-educators from the second half of the second century 

onward who for one reason or another produced an elementary grammar (see pp. 29-31) could have 

found it necessary to produce also an elementary gloss and scholia as bare essentials for the understanding 

of the poetry he collected or taught. Whether the emphasis was on lexical or grammatical points would 

depend on whether the particular scholar's field of specialization was lughah or nahw.19 It is both interesting 

and instructive to note here that Qudamah ibn Jacfar, writing for fellow scholars and cultured laymen, 

complained of the excessive emphasis laid by his predecessors on the lexical and grammatical elements 

in their study of poetry to the comparative neglect of a comprehensive system of critical analysis, which 

deficiency his Naqd al-shi'r was meant to remedy.20 At about the same time his contemporary Suli 

(d. 335/946), who shared several of Qudamah's professional and literary interests, produced a commentary 

on the Dhvdn Abi Tammam that was all but void of lexicography and grammar but rich in information 

{akhbar) about and in defense of Abu Tammam as a competent poet, especially as compared to Buhturi, 

a theme that Suli expanded in his Akhbar Abi Tammam?1 A commentator's intellectual bent and his 

professional status and duties inclined him to study or produce one type of commentary rather than 

another or even to compose several types, each to serve a diiferent purpose. The effects of such personal 

factors are reflected in Jahiz' comment that he found Asma'i knowledgeable in only the strange elements 

18 Maratib, p. 71: U U ^ {j l ^ f \yJ> ̂ JJ ulT Iclj j*Zi\ j^Ju Vj JUL! j * Vj < -̂d>JI a* ^ «>> ' V J ! J ^ olT 

\lJ> <C J X£J J IS" Vj j ^ k (cf. MuzMr I I 405 f.). Mufaddal was, nevertheless, credited with a Ma'am alsht'r (Fihrist, p. 69; 

Inbah I I I 302; Nuzhah, p. 33). Sec Qudamah (1963) pp. 13 ff. for his fivefold division for the study of poetry. 
19 Zubaidi, who stresses this distinction, lists only three scholars as specialists in both of these fields, namely the Basrans 

Abu f Amr ibn al-'AIa* (Zubaidi, pp. 28-34 and 176) and *Isa ibn (Umar {ibid. pp. 3 5 ^ 1 and 176) and the Kufan Muhammad ibn 
Habib (ibid. pp. 153 f. and 216). 

20 Qudamah, Intro, p. 8 and text pp. 1 f. (= Qudamah [1963] pp. 13 f.): 

21 See pp. 59-140 in edition of Khalil Mal.imud 'Asakir et al. See Diwdn Abi Tamma-n bi shark al-Khatib al-Tabrizi, ed. 
Muhammad 'Abduh 'Azzam, I (Cairo, 1951) Intro, pp. 13-16, for a brief survey of early diwan commentaries as a background 
for the numerous and increasingly lengthy shuruh on the Dlwan Abi Tammam by Suli and later commentators. 
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in poetry and Akhfash al-Awsat in only its grammar and Abu 'Ubaidah in only what touches it of historical 

background and genealogical information.22 From the second half of the second century onward there 

must have been a steady demand for all types of commentaries on the numerous poetry diwdn's and 

anthologies, classical and contemporary alike, that were being compiled or composed. These would range 

from single-purpose commentaries stressing the lexical aspect (lugliah), grammar (i'rdb), strange or 

foreign words and phrases (gharib), the basic significance (ma'am) of verses or poems, or pertinent bits of 

information (alchbar) to commentaries involving various combinations of these elements or even eventually 

including all of them as did, for instance, a work by Tabriz! (d. 502/1109), who wrote three different 

commentaries (shuruh) on the Hamasah of Abu Tammam, varying from a brief one to an exhaustive 

one.23 Whether or not poetry was taught in the elementary mosque schools probably depended on the 

equipment and inclination of the teacher (mu'allim). More mature students attending public sessions of 

linguists and grammarians in mosque circles (see p. 25) or elsewhere were constantly exposed to some 

phase of poetry study and discussion. Poetry was included in the curriculum of the palace school and in 

that of the children of the nobility and the wealthy who were taught by private tutors.24 Brief primarily 

lexical and grammatical commentaries, similar to that of our folio text, served the needs of young scholars 

of these three groups. Lengthier and more complex shuruh, such as flowed from the pen of Abu. 'Ubaidah 

and increased steadily to climax in such exhaustive commentaries as most of those by Tabriz!, were 

intended for cultured laymen (udabd*) and linguistic and literary professionals (hdamai) whose wide 

intellectual interests generally overlapped. 

The production of formal scholarly commentaries on the output of a given poet or tribe could hardly 

have started very long before the later part of the life of Abu cAmr ibn al-<AlaJ (d. 154/771). Mufaddal 

ibn Muhammad al-Dabbfs specific statement that his collection of poetry was void of any comment 

implies that the collections of some of his contemporaries did include some sort of commentary. Foremost 

among his younger contemporaries who^ were most likely to have provided their collections with com

mentaries is the Kufan Abii cAmr al-Shaibani, scholar, tutor, and tireless collector of tribal anthologies, 

whose life all but spanned the second century. He is certainly cited more frequently than is the Basran 

Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala* in many of the commentaries of the third century and after, no doubt in part 

because several of the leading commentators of the third century had been his pupils and in part because 

several of his sons and grandsons transmitted his works.25 That a number of Abu 'Amr al-Shaibam's 

Basran contemporaries provided some sort of commentary for their poetry collections is indicated by the 

statement that Akhfash al-Awsat was the first to dictate his comments on gharib aUshi*r after the verses 

which called for them instead of dictating all comments at the end of an ode according to the earlier prac-

zz<Umdah I I 84: 

Nadim credits Hasan ibn Wahb with a manuscript of his own poetry consisting of 100 folios averaging 20 lines to the page 
{Fihrist, pp. 159) and devotes a long section to the poetry of secretaries {ibid. pp. 166-68). See also Marzuqi I 16-20 for this 
commentator's thesis that the professional state secretaries of the 'Abbasid period were on the whole more knowledgeable and 
eloquent than the poets as a group. Cf. SuII, Alchbar Abi Tammam, pp. 108 f., where Hasan ibn Wahb reacts to the°statement 
._JUX)! <UU- ^ U ^ J 5JJA5 *\J*J^\ ll>- 4jJ ^ j ^j2 c J l T lil by favoring the eloquence of the 'Abbasid secretaries and the 
poetry of Abii Tammam. For Jahiz' criticism of the conduct of the state secretaries of both the Umayyad and 'Abbasid 
dynasties see his Dhamm al-kuttab (Jahiz, RasaHl [1964-65] II 183-209). 

23 See Marzuqi I, Intro, p. 12 and references there cited. 
24 See e.g. Jahiz, Baydn I 68 f.; Majulis Tha'lab I 82 f.; Aghani II 191 f.; Fihrist, p. 6. See also our Vol. I 17 and p. 136 

above. See our Vol. I I 13 f. for city mosques as centers for religious education and civic life and culture. 
25 See e.g. Maratib, pp. 91 f.; Fihrist, p . 68; Irshad I I 234; Inbah I 221-30, esp. pp. 227-29. 
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tice.26 Akhfash's method gained acceptance and prevailed thereafter as being more conducive to the 

listener's and the reader's understanding of any verse that called for a comment.27 Because of his vast 

knowledge of the Arabic language, its grammar, and its poetry Akhfash was classed among the leading 

second-century transmitters in these fields. His audiences were large enough to require a dictation master, 

in which capacity he employed, in Baghdad, the younger Kufan scholar (Ali ibn cAbd Allah al-Tusi.28 I t 

should be noted that Akhfash stressed the collation of manuscripts at every stage of copying in order to 

preserve their accuracy.29 Nevertheless, it is known that Akhfash deliberately refrained from providing 

full and clear presentation of his materials so that there would be need for his lucrative personal services 

(see p. 28). 

PROBABLE AUTHOR AND DATE OF THE DOCUMENT COMMENTARY 

We have already indicated above that our commentary is not identifiable with that in any known 

extant edition of the poetry of Akhtal. Inspection of some two dozen third- and fourth-century commen

taries by such leading commentators as Abu cUbaidah, Ibn al-Acrabi, Ibn al-Sikkit, Muhammad ibn 

Hablb, Sukkari, Tha'lab, and Muhammad ibn al-Qasim ibn al-Anbari on the diwdn's of mostly pre-
cAbbasid poets served only to dramatize the wide difference between them and our folio commentary. 

For these commentaries are generally longer and grow progressively more complex and composite as 

each successive commentator draws on the commentaries and related works of his predecessors, frequently 

citing verses of other poets to explain those in the particular diwdn that is the object of his commentary. 

I t seemed reasonable, therefore, to look for a probable author of our text among the scholars who func

tioned also as teachers or tutors of the young, especially as we recall that Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala5 finally 

approved the poetry of Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq for the instruction of the young (see p. 121). Our 

commentary, if we assume that it is typical of the entire manuscript which it represents, readily suggests 

Akhfash al-Awsat, who was tutor to the sons of Kisa'I, as a probable author by reason of its brevity, its 

lexical and grammatical nature, and its placement after the verses involved. The sources, however, 

do not associate Akhfash with the transmission (rkvdyah), with or without a commentary, of the poetry 

of either Jarir or Akhtal. Yet, in his capacity as tutor he might have produced such a work for his pupils 

or for the lucrative book market. 

Among Akhfash's outstanding contemporaries Asma'I comes readily to mind because he is credited 

with editing and transmitting the poetry of some two dozen poets from pre-Islamic times through the 

Umayyad period. Unfortunately, none of his editions has survived in its original form. The list includes 

a NaqdHd Jarir iva al-Farazdaq and a Shi V Jarir,30 to both of which Asma'I's contribution is fully reflected 

in the composite commentaries of the Bevan edition of the naqdHd of Jarir and Farazdaq. The fact that 

Asma'I seems to be nowhere credited with editing and transmitting the collected poetry of Akhtal could 

account for his being either bypassed or cited very rarely in the available recensions of Shicr al-Akhtal 

2(1 Zubaidi, p. 76; Inbah I I 39. Confusion of the several scholars named Akhfash occurs in the sources and in the works of some 
modern scholars. See Inbah II3G for a list of eleven scholars so named and Muzhir II453 f. and 456 for the statement that when an 
Akhfash is not further identified the scholar referred to is Akhfash al-Awsat. 

27 Some three centuries later Tabriz! wished to revert to the older practice but found that his students preferred Akhfash's 
method, which he then followed (Diwan Abl Tammum hi sharh al-Khatlb al-Tabrlzi, ed. Muhammad 'Abduh 'Azzam, I, Intro, 
pp. 14 f.). 

28 Maratib, pp. 48, 68; Zubaidi, p. 76. See also Fihrist, p. 71; Irslidd V 229 f.; Inbah I I 285. See our Vol. II 48 and 125 for the 
qualification and duties of a dictation master {muslamll) in Jiadith and other fields. 

29 See Suyfiti, Tadrib al-rawi fi shark Taqrib al-Nawawf, p. 154: ^ J U J ij ^ . - J f ^ j ^ £j w b̂&JI £wi lil JSJU.^1 J I* 

30 See e.g. Fihrist, pp. 157 f., esp. lines 30-32 on p. 158. See also Mttwashshdh, p. 125, where Khalaf al-Ahmar corrects AsmaTs 
reading of verses of Jarir as he heard them from Abu 'Amr ibn al-cAla\ For Asma(i and the poetry of Dhu al-Rummah see 
pp. 198-200 below. 
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and in the incomplete version of NaqiVid Jarir wa al-Akhtal believed to be the edition of Abu Tammam. 

I t does, nevertheless, seem strange that Asma% who held such a high opinion of Akhtal's poetry (see 

p. 119 above), should have neglected it at the same time that he was involved with the poetry of both 

Jarir and Farazdaq. Recently cAbd al-'Aziz al-Maimani al-Rajkuti questioned Abu Tammam's authorship 

of NaqdHd Jarir wa al-Akhtal and suggested either Asma'I or, in his opinion, more likely Sukkari as the 

probable editor-commentator, on the basis primarily of internal commentary citations from an Abu 

Sacid, which is the patronym (kunyah) of both of these scholars.31 

In any case, our commentary, if it is typical of the entire manuscript which it represents, could hardly 

have come from the hand of Asma% to judge from liberal samplings of his readily available comments.32 

The samplings revealed a pattern, if not a style, for Asma'i's comments, whether they are in works 

stemming directly from him, such as Dlwdn shi'r Tufail as transmitted by Abu Hatim al-Sijistani directly 

from Asma% or in surviving works stemming from his contemporaries, such as his Basran rival Abu 

'Ubaidah or the Ktifan scholars Abu 'Arnr al-Shaibam and Ibn al-A'rabi, as transmitted by their pupils. 

I t is interesting to note that Asma'i is quoted frequently and sometimes at great length in the dlwdn 

recensions of these other scholars, especially if he and one or more of them are credited with an edition of 

the same dnvdn, as in Dlwdn Labid as transmitted, with added commentary, by the Kufan scholar cAli 

ibn cAbd Allah al-TusI from Abu cAmr al-Shaibam and Ibn al-Aerabi33 and in the Bevan edition of the 

naqdHd of Jarir and Farazdaq, which is based largely on the recension of Abu cUbaidah. Other commen

taries tested for more light on Asma'I's comments include those on the poetry of cUrwah ibn al-Ward,34 

'Ajjaj,35 and Dhu al-Rummah.36 On the whole, Asma'I's dlwdn comments substantiate the literary 

historians' and critics' appraisals of the type and scope of his linguistic and literary gifts (see p. 154) 

and the extent of his dependence on Bedouin sources. For his comments center first on explanation of the 

literal as well as the intrinsic meaning of a phrase or verse (ma'drii al~shicr), next on dialects and strange 

words (lughdt and gharib), and to a lesser extent on pertinent bits of information (khabar) relating to 

geography, genealogy or background, and least of all on simple lexical and grammatical points, including 

broken plurals and weak or irregular verbs such as are found in our folio text. Furthermore, our sampling 

of commentaries revealed that the Kufan transmitters were more apt than the Basran transmitters to 

stress such grammatical points as those mentioned above and that the pattern in this respect was empha

sized by the Kufan tutor, philologist, and poetry commentator Ibn al-Acrabi and sustained by his leading 

pupils and transmitters, especially cAlI ibn <Abd Allah al-Tiisi and Muhammad ibn Habib.37 

31 Abu Tammam, Kilab al-walisMydt, ed. (Abd al-*Aziz al-Maimani al-Rajkuti (Cairo, 1903) Intro, p. 5. I find an Abu Sa'Id 
cited only four times for lexical comments (ibid. pp. 3, 28 f, 62 f., and 153) and only once for pertinent information, i.e., khabar 
(pp. 13 f.), all of which are inconclusive in one way or another as to Abu Tammam's authorship. I t should be noted, however, that 
if Abu Tammam is indeed the editor-commentator, he would have to be citing Asma'i and not his own much younger contem
porary Sukkari. On the other hand, Asma'i was seldom cited simply as Abu Sacid, while Sukkari was frequently so cited. Scholars 
have continued to credit NaqaHd Jarir wa al-Akhtal to Abu Tammam (see e.g. Dlwdn Abl Tammam bi sharh al-Khatlb aLTabrlzi, 
ed. Muhammad cAbduh 'Azzfim, Intro, p. 13; see also H. Ritter in EI I [1960] 154). 

32 Where no more than about two dozen references to Asma'I were indicated in a given source, all were checked and his 
comments analyzed; and at least that many references were checked and analyzed where the indexes indicated three or more 
dozen references to Asma'I. 

33 See Shark dlwdn Labid ibn BabVah, ed. Ihsan 'Abbas (Kuwait, 1962). 
34 See Dlwdn 'Urwah ibn al-Ward, ed. Mohammed Ben Cheneb (Alger, 1926). 
35 See Maximilian Bittner (ed.), Das ersle Gedkht aus dem Dlwdn des arabischen Didders al-(Aijqug (Wien, 1896). 
36 See pp. 198-200 for references to AsmaTs comments in Macartney. 
37 For Ibn al-A'rabi's lengthy lexical comments and his stress on singulars and plurals see e.g. Salihani, Shi'r al-Akhtal (1905) 

pp. 2, 4, 6, 10, 14, 17, 22, 26, et passim; for his emphasis on verbals and the multiple significance of given verbs see ibid, pp. 3, 
4-6, 8, 13, 19, 30, 32, 34, 35, 38, et passi?n. For Muhammad ibn Habib's usually briefer comments on such points of grammar 
see e.g. Yazidi, pp. 22, 39, 53, 66, 68, 69, 70, 74. Some of the stress on grammatical points in the commentaries on the naquHd 
of Jarir and Farazdaq may have been passed on by Muhammad ibn Habib, though it is not possible to ascertain that from the 
Bevan edition (see e.g. Bevan I 1, 7, 8, 12, 13, 26, 36, and 37, line 12: J ^ i l l ^JJ LAU ^ ^ - ^ ^#1 Jls). 
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Among the contemporaries of Akhfash al-Awsat and Asma% Yahya ibn al-Mubarak al-Yazidi (d. 

202/817), scholar and tutor of Prince Ma'mun, poet and transmitter of poetry,38 comes to mind as a 

possible author of our text. Also possible are several of his sons, particularly Ismail (d. 275/888), himself 

a poet who is credited with a Tabaqdt al-shu'ard*39 and who reported that his father before his death 

destroyed all the manuscripts of his own poetry about Harun al-Rashid and Jacfar al-Barmakl.40 Yahya's 

great-grandson Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi (d. 310/922) preserved this famed family's literary 

heritage (see p. 29) and composed the Akhbdr al-Yazidiym.*1 He too was a royal tutor and a poet, and 

that he was a transmitter-commentator of SMW al-Akhtal is revealed by the St. Petersburg manuscript 

copy which has been so painstakingly edited by Saliham and which has for its title and isndd J ^ * » y^ 

The isndd spans the third/ninth century and draws on both Basran and Kiifan sources as was becoming 

a common practice among scholars of the third-century mixed school of Baghdad. The commentary of 

our folio text is different from that of Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi but is close to it in a few 

instances. The similarities suggest the possibility that our text represents that of any one of his three 

sources—Sukkari, who alone is credited with "having done the poetry of Akhtal and improved it,"42 

Muhammad ibn Habib, and Ibn al-A'rabi—not one of whom is specifically credited in the available 

sources with the transmission of Akhtal's poetry. But, then, neither do these same sources mention 

Muhammad ibn al-cAbbas al-Yazidi's transmission of Shi*r at-Akhtal, which transmission came to light 

only with the discovery of the St. Petersburg manuscript copy published by Saliham.43 Nor do these same 

sources mention Muhammad ibn al-cAbbas al-Yazidi's transmission of the naqdHd of Jarlr and Farazdaq 

though several manuscripts of their naqdHd have come to light. The initial isndd of the Be van edition of 

these naqdHd reads in full y) J IS L$J^\ J W U ^ ^ J - l J15 cS^jJI ^ U S i £> 4*11 *U> " ^ j) ^ 

IX*& J - J ! J P >S>- (*-*^>" (ji ^ ^ j^T and is confirmed at the end.44 Bevan has drawn attention to the 

very numerous comments of Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi that run through the recension of 

Abu 'Ubaidah in contrast to the comparatively few comments of Muhammad ibn Habib and even of 

Sukkari,45 both of whose independent transmissions are mentioned in the sources.46 

A second chain of transmission of the naqdHd of Jarlr and Farazdaq begins with the Kufan Sa'dan 

ibn al-Mubarak, founder of a family of scholars, royal tutors, bibliophiles, and booksellers (see pp. 14 and 

30). Sa'dan transmitted these naqdHd from Abu cUbaidah, presumably with the latter's commentary, to 

his son Ibrahim (see p. 147, n. 244), who in turn transmitted them to Sukkari.47 Sacdan is frequently cited 

38 See e.g. Ibn al-Mu{tazz, Tabaqat, pp. 273-75; Sirafi, pp. 40-47; Zubaidi, pp. 60-64, 142; Khatib I I I 412 f.; Nuzliah, pp. 15, 
51 f. See Aghani XVIII 72-94 for more of Yahya's poetry and that of some of his sons and grandsons. 

39 Fihrist, p. 51; Zubaidi, pp. 38, 78; Khatib VI 283; Inbuh I 213. 
40 Ibn al-Jarrah, Alivamqah, pp. 4 f., 27: O^x j l JJa* I ^ P J ^-^ J J jh^-j XJ>J\ J *j& jU i l ^ J V ulT J***-*l JU 

i i ^ m j£ AJ T £ VI L i ^ -Wj W*^-« Zubaidi, p. 64, reports the same but omits \&>j->-, which could also be read as ^-^>-. 
41 Zubaidi, p. 65: *>L l̂i LJ^I ALL* LJ "}l*U- "^ij^^> U.U o\S". He was a valued teacher of Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani, who 

praised him highly and transmitted much material from him directly; see Aghani XVIII 73: C*JI IOA *]^ J» J J ^ j>~\ o\S 

[A* £\JJJ UI UL> ^ jcfj 4 ^ ^ Ida- o*j <JUIJ \J? jjxll SJiij j - u J I j ^ij^\ J l ^ ^ AM j Ij-i UJ LLU ->UU ulTj 

42 Fihrist, p. 158: a - ^ j <^^SLjl *\S J i i ^ i j*Z. 
43 See Salil.mm, ShVr al-Akhtal, Intro, pp. 3 f. 
44 See Bevan I xi and 1, I I 1054; see also Fihrist, p. 158. 
4:1 Bevan I xi; see also the listings under Sukkari (ibid. I l l 127). 
46 See below for Muhammad ibn Habib and Fihrist, p. 158, for Sukkari: ^JLI J J J**A SO~P JA 1$LP Jbj jiJ[j j ^ ^Juiju 

47 FihrisL pp. 71, 79; Irshad I 59 f.; Jnbah I 185 and II 55. 
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in the Bevan edition of these naqffid, much oftener than Muhammad ibn Habib, who is cited twice as 

often as Sukkari, as a glance at their index entries readily reveals. Sa'dan's son 'Uthman had a personal 

copy of the NaqdHd Jarir wa al-Farazdaq, and he and his copy are cited several times in the Bevan edition, 

in which his brother Ibrahim is not mentioned at all. Analysis of the citations from the transmissions of 

Sa'dan and Muhammad ibn Habib readily revealed, first, that brief lexical glosses predominate in both 

while there are only a few points of grammar and, second, that lengthy immediate background information 

or more remote historical accounts are much more favored in Sacdan's transmission, which in this respect 

stays closer on the whole to Abu cUbaidah's initial and basic commentary. 

A third work of Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi, the Amdli, remained unknown until Fritz Krenkow 

discovered the Constantinople manuscript, the only known extant copy, which traces back to the years 

368-70/978-81.4S Analysis of the AmdlVs several major isndd's, family or otherwise, and of the commen

tary on poetry citations of various lengths revealed that Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi leaned 

heavily on both the transmission and the comments of Muhammad ibn Habib49 and that the commentary 

throughout is on the whole brief, a characteristic also of his commentary on Shi'r al-Akhtal as revealed 

by the St. Petersburg manuscript copy published by Saliham. As to the nature of the Amdli comments, 

apart from a few informative notes (akhbdr)™ and brief elucidating comments (ma'dnl),51 they are 

linguistic and mainly lexical. More significantly, there is some emphasis on rarely used and broken plurals 

and comments on the parts of verbs similar to those found in our folio text (see p. 152). Though it is not 

always clear whether such comments stem from the author himself or from one of his sources, yet 

Muhammad ibn Habib is more frequently specified than any other as the direct source.52 This is not 

surprising in view of the fact that Abu <Amr ibn al-'Ala* and Muhammad ibn Habib are two of the only 

three language scholars whom Zubaidi included in both his list of philologists and his list of grammarians 

(see p. 156, n. 19) and the fact that Muhammad ibn Habib was, to begin with, a teacher and a private 

tutor, functions which, however, he apparently did not particularly like.53 We read also that Sukkari 

took a great deal of material from him.54 The Fihrist entry which concentrates on Sukkari's transmission 

of and commentary on specified poetry diwdn's, mqd'id, and anthologies does not reveal the great 

extent of Muhammad ibn Habib's earlier and parallel literary activity, which is, however, clearly revealed 

in the main entry on Muhammad ibn Habib himself.55 Among the long list of books credited to him are 

Akhbdr al-shu'ard* wa tabaqdtihim, AUshu'ard' wa ansdbihim, Fund al-shu'ard\ Alqdb al-qabcVil, and 

Kitab aUqabdHl, the last being an autograph copy written on Khurasanian Talhi paper for Mutawakkil's 

bibliophile wazir Fath ibn Khaqan. These titles indicate continued interest in genealogy and tribal and 

literary history for their own sake as well as for their bearing on Muhammad ibn Habib's several collections 

of the poetry of specific tribes and individual poets. He is credited with the transmission of the poetry of 

48 See Yazidi, Intro, p. 13 and text p. 154. 
49 See e.g. ibid. pp. 21, 26, 31, 38, 44-79. 
50 See e.g. ibid. pp. 17, 44, 47 f., 68, 80, 81, from several of Muhammad ibn al-c Abbas al-YazIdi's major sources, which include 

two of his uncles, Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Mausall, and Abu al-'Abbas Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Ahwal. 
51 Ibid. pp. 17, 24, 53. 
52 See ibid. pp. 4, 39, 53, 59, 66, 68, and 118 for plurals and pp. 22, 69, 70, and 74 for verbs, the first from Ibn al-A'rabi 

and the rest from Muhammad ibn Habib, who is frequently cited as Abu Ja'far. 
53 Fihrist, p . 106; Irshad VI 473. Inbah I I I 121 records this attitude in his verses: 

4 -VI JOT^ 61T J { I*, Jlj, V ^Ll Ji 
•I i& l j -UJLi-1 j j J ^ <&, 1^1 j l ^ J ! lP ^ 

54 Irshad VI 474: ^ ^ J l a t ^ _^l <ĉ  *\±\ JS~\, This source cites MarzubanI, who accuses Muhammad ibn Habib of 
plagiarism (cf. Inbah I I I 121). 

55 See Fihrist, pp. 157 f. for Sukkari and p. 106 for Muhammad ibn Habib: J»^\J Uiii, jL+% V U V I J ^ U J ^ J P ^ J lT 

4>~#? «^Tj b ^ j l T j $La)\j (cf. Khatib II 277; Inbah I I I 119). 
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at least the Banu Hudhail and the Banu Shaiban.56 His transmission of the collected poetry of individual 

poets, probably all with some of his own commentary includes that of no less than eleven specified poets, 

beginning with Imru* al-Qais and ending with Jarlr and Farazdaq,57 but overlooks that of Akhtal. His 

transmission of Akhtal's poetry, however, is indicated in the full isnad of the St. Petersburg manuscript 

copy of Shicr al-Akhtal, published by Saliham, and brings the list of Muhammad ibn Habib's diwdn's to 

a full dozen, which I suspect is still incomplete. His NaqdHd Jam wa ^TJmar ibn Lajd\ NaqdHd Jarlr wa 

al-Farazdaq, and Ayyarn Jarir al-latl dhakraM fl shi'rihi would seem to indicate that he had a greater 

interest in the poetry of Jarlr than in that of either Farazdaq or Akhtal and possibly a greater interest in 

naqdHd than in other categories of poetry. This, too, I begin to suspect since we do have the ShiW al-

Akhtal, which includes most of AkhtaFs naqdHd. 

Starting with Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi, fourth-generation member of a famous family of 

scholars, poets, and royal tutors, we have come in a roundabout way to Muhammad ibn Habib, himself a 

royal tutor, a multitalented linguistic scholar, and a leading poetry transmitter-commentator, as a 

possible author of the manuscript represented by our folio. Furthermore, as we look again at the above-

cited isnad ofShi'r al-Akhtal and integrate each successive transmitter with pertinent bits of information 

already gathered about him this possibility is repeatedly reinforced. For we know now that the Kufan 

transmitters Ibn al-Acrabi and his pupils cAlI ibn cAbd Allah al-Tusi and Muhammad ibn Habib were 

more likely than others to stress grammatical points in their commentaries, that Muhammad ibn Habib 

was both a philologist and a grammarian, that he transmitted from both Ibn al-A'rabi and Abu 'Ubaidah 

to Sukkarl, who is classified primarily as a transmitter of the poetry texts of specified diwan's, naqdHd, and 

anthologies as well as the commentaries on them. We know also that Sukkarl transmitted from Muham

mad ibn Habib to Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi and that the latter, though known to have made a 

personal contribution to scholarship, was even better known and appreciated as the preserver and trans

mitter of his scholarly family's literary heritage along with some materials from others. His personal 

contribution is confirmed by his numerous comments in the Bevan edition of the naqdHd of Jarlr and 

Farazdaq but is not so clearly defined in the St. Petersburg manuscript copy of ShiW al-Akhtal. For, apart 

from the isnad of this work, the contribution of each transmitter is only rarely indicated, as Saliham 

realized and as his index of scholars mentioned in the manuscript copy indicates.58 On the other hand, 

Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi's dependence on the contributions of his family members and others 

is readily apparent in his Amali. In both the Bevan edition of the naqdHd of Jarlr and Farazdaq and the 

Amdll we find that Muhammad ibn Habib is cited specifically more often than Sukkarl. Moreover, 

Muhammad ibn Habib is more apt to indicate broken plurals and even the singulars of such words and to 

give the parts of weak and irregular verbs. Nevertheless, despite all the points in favor of Muhammad ibn 

Habib, I am still not inclined to consider him as the probable author of the manuscript represented by our 

folio on the strength of this single folio alone. For there is ample evidence in the diwdn's cited that the 

nature, frequency, and length of poetry comments vary repeatedly within a given commentary. Hence, it 

would be futile to pursue this line of thought in respect to Muhammad ibn Habib's contemporaries, especi

ally since none of them seems to have been associated significantly with the transmission of the poetry of 

Akhtal. But as a result of our limited survey of poetry commentaries it seems safe enough to indicate the 

probability that comments of the type found in our folio were prevalent from at least as early as the time 

of Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Ala5 until that of Muhammad ibn Habib, when linguistic studies, particularly those 

devoted to grammar, were still fluid, if not controversial, enough to demand the attention of the mature 

56 Masadir, pp. 546, 556, 565. 
57 See Fihrist, pp. 106 f.; Irshad VI 475 f.; Inbah I I I 121, n. 1. See also Mahmud Ghinawl al-Zuhairl, NaqaHi Jarlr wa al-

Farazdaq, pp. 13 f. and references cited. 
58 See Salibam, Shi'r alAkhtal, pp. 373, 565 ff. 
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scholar, the cultured reader, and the young learner. That such comments are found more frequently in 

commentaries that trace back to Kufans than in those that derive from Basran scholars of this early 

period is due in part to the fact that the Kufans began earlier to collect and transmit both classical and 

contemporary poetry. One has but to recall the rich careers in this respect of such Kufans as Hammad 

al-Eawiyah and Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbi and their younger contemporaries and literary heirs, 

especially Abu *Amr al-Shaibanl and Ibn al-Acrabi, to realize why the last two mentioned are cited freely 

and frequently in poetry collections and commentaries that stem in the main from Basran scholars of their 

day and after. In the mid-third century, as the cultured and more sophisticated intelligentsia of Baghdad 

leaned toward formal literary criticism, the earlier poetry commentators were subject to criticism for 

overemphasis on lexical and grammatical elements, as demonstrated in Qudamah ibn Ja'far's literary 

criticism and Suli's commentary on the Biwdn Abi Tammam (see p. 156). But it was not to be expected 

that such linguistic elements would be generally neglected thereafter. They are indeed to be found in the 

lengthier and more varied and complex commentaries of the fourth century and after as illustrated by 

those of Marzuqi and Tabriz!. 
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VERSES FROM AN ODE OF DHU AL-RUMMAH 

Michigan Arabic Papyrus No. 6748. Third/ninth century. 
Two joined book folios of fine light-colored papyrus, 28 X 21.5 cm., with 13 lines to the page (Pis. 

9-10). This type of format was preferred for Quranic codices and other prized manuscripts.1 The unusually 

wide outer margins vary between 6 and 8 cm., and the inner margins range from 4 to 7 cm. The text is 

well preserved except for the lower part of each folio, where large lacunae and several small breaks occur. 

The upper part of the outer margin of the first page has, at its edge, what seems to be a single illegible 

word and a vertical notation which could be read [ J ] ^ ^ <J or more likely *>{[*) L £ J J ^ *~" (J-

The latter would indicate that the papyrus had been used, at least in part, for an earlier but washed-out 

text, which would in turn explain a few dots that are not accounted for in the script, though most such 

dots that appear in our reproductions are but very small breaks in the papyrus itself. 

Script.—Best described as a fair sample of large book naskhi with irregular use of a few Kufic letter 

forms. Kufic forms are W and jlm with a beam (as on pages 1:7, 2:7, 3:4, 4:4), the angular initial hdf 

(as on pages 1:4, 2:5, 3:5, 4:2), sad and dad (as on pages 1:2 and 8, 2:2-3 and 8, 3:2 and 11, 4:7), td> 

and za? (as on pages 1:7, 3:4, 4:2), and the open medial (ain and ghain (as on pages 2:2, 8, and 10, 3:8 

and 12, 4:5). Diacritical points are freely but not fully used. The position of the dots varies according to 

the space available from three dots in a horizontal row for shin to three dots in a vertical row for ihd? 

(as on page 2:6). The two dots of ta\ qdf and yd* are usually placed vertically or slanted slightly (as 

e.g. on page 1:1-3). The letters dot and dhal are not carefully differentiated, though occasionally ddl has 

a dot below it and dhal a dot above it (as on page 2:2 and 9 respectively). Small letters are placed below 

JuV (as on pages 2:6, 3:3, 4:2 and 6) and 'ain (as on pages 3:2 and 4:5), but there is a muhmalah over 

the ha* of c%>- on page 2:4, the hff of ry^t on page 3:12, and the <ain of t£A*Jl on page 4:1. Sin has three 

dots in a horizontal row below it (as on page 1:5 and 13) and sometimes a above it (as on pages 2:2 and 

5 and 3:5). The simple alif alternates with the hooked form (as e.g. on page 1:1-4). The ligatured alif 

and lain, regardless of their position in a word, were written downward and thus called for much lifting of 

the pen, which resulted frequently in a lower extension with a slight turn, mostly to the left, of the final 

alif (as e.g. on page 1:1-4). The reversed yd' alternates with the more regular form (as e.g. on pages 1:7, 

2:2, 3:1-2). Medial W and its sister letters are sometimes placed partially or fully below a preceding 

letter (as on pages 1:3 and 10, 2:3, 3:3, 5, and 8, 4:3 and 8). Final alif alternates with alif maqsurah. 

Letter extensions are used unevenly and only at the ends of lines. A peculiarity of the scribe was to place 

a letter over a preceding extension as in the open ghain of J jj*Jl on page 2:10 and J*^l on page 4:5 and the 

dad of VLip on page 4:6. These could be later insertions of omitted letters. Omission of a word and a 

letter are indicated on pages 1:2 and 2:2. Another careless scribal practice was the insertion of a long 

dash between non-extendable letters in an attempt, not always successful, to even out the lines (as on 

pages 2:1 and 4 and 3:11). A misplaced extension is on page 1:8, where the final to* of C^s>y& instead of 

the bdy of J L ^ I is extended. The widening of the written area beginning on page 1:7 was probably done 

to avoid overcrowding of the text, and the indentation of lines 9-13 resulted in a better balance between 

1 See Vol.1191. 
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the inner and outer margins. The unevenness of the written area on page 2 is another indication of the 

scribe's carelessness. 

The orthographic system used here and in Document 6 is that of Khalil ibn Ahmad, which, it will be 

recalled, he devised with poetry particularly in mind but which spread rapidly to other fields of secular 

literature (see pp. 7-10). Freely used are the three basic vowels, fathah, Jcasrah, and dammah, and the 

doubled forms of the fatJiah and kasrah for the tanivin. The suhun is indicated by the old sign > , which is 

carelessly written. The only other orthographic devices used are the small truncated shin and 'ain for the 

shaddah and hamzah respectively. The placing of the hamzah is of particular interest in that it reflects 

the influence of the earlier Quranic orthography, in which position and color were used to distinguish the 

dot or point indicating the hamzah from the dots used for the three basic vowels. 

The hamzah in its initial, medial, and final positions is used rather freely, usually without its accom

panying vowel, which is nevertheless frequently indicated by the placing of the hamzah itself. Thus 1 ,1 , 

and I generally indicate the later stabilized I, I, and]. Note, however, that °1 indicates the I of ^ \ on page 

1:2. Medial hamzah alternates with ya* (as on pages 1:9 and 3:4 and 7; see also p. 24). Note the use of 

both the hamzah and the two dots of the ya* in {-^)^' of page 4:5. The independent final hamzah is 

written on the line with its accompanying vowel indicated as in */# and *y. of page 2:11. The hamzat 

al-wasal and the maddah have no specific symbols. However, the maddah is not entirely neglected. Medial 

I is written with two alif's as in y lU of page 4:13. Final I is indicated as \ as in L*1P of page 1:3 

and appears as J as in J**aJl of page 1:11. Note also that I is indicated as *\ as in *l ^ of page 2:3 

or as I as in LPI of page 3:9. 

No punctuation or collation signs are used and, as in Document 6, no space or other device marks off 

the hemistichs. 

The more liberal use of more of KhahTs orthographic symbols in this early poetry manuscript than in 

early prose works is not surprising since the system was designed to meet the needs of written poetry more 

adequately than could the cumbersome orthographic system used for Quranic manuscripts, as Ave have 

indicated more fully above in the discussion of orthography and scripts, where attention is drawn to 

the influence of the new system on even Qur'anic manuscripts. Our papyrus is of interest in that it illus

trates the reverse, that is, the influence of the Quranic system on the newer one in non-Quranic manu

scripts, especially as to the position of the hamzah, in a period of overlapping use of the two systems in both 

Quranic and non-Quranic manuscripts. The copy of Abu 'Ubaid's Ghanb al-hadith dated 252/866 provides 

an instructive illustration of this process (see p. 11) as does the paper manuscript of the Duvan al-

Mutanabbi dated 398/1008 (see p. 12).2 Indispensable for our understanding of the complexity of the 

placement of orthographic signs in early Quranic manuscripts, including the various regional practices, 

and of the progressive transfer of these signs into the more manageable system of Khalil, with some 

later modifications, is Dam's Muhkam, with its copious illustrations of the placing of the vowels and 

especially of the hamzah. 

TEXT 

Page 1 

VI—» oUtVl c£jU j \ ij rf-j-U bj>- J* CJJ*\ CU So 1 

VI—i ^ \ L*j *.^—11; I (£*}->- ^ b *—'!/*" Cip i l i 2 
2 For other illustrations of this process within this period of overlapping sec e.g. Moritz, Arabic Palaeography, Pis. 19-21, 

and Namddhij, Pis. 16 and 64; see also Le djdmi* d'Ibn Wahb, ed. David-Weill, I iv-vii and 84-106. For additional examples 
of the use and placement of orthographic signs in both systems see 01P L 39 f., 44, 63 and our Vols. I 1-3 and II 87-91; see 
also pp. 5-11 above and references there cited. 
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Visits Cj> * U _ P J P j l . o^J\ J-fJil (JLT 3 

> 

4 VI,. A 5 L>\ a-li 2 PHTI? ^ — s - * ^—l * r **-*> f - r i b 

VI «JI ^JL-APIJ j - ^H J L I . !J\ c J_P A L J I \jJ*?r wLij 5 

VI ~* *_^ Lsj-^-l ^ . b j cSjj-5" uH £-lr-i <-^ ^ ^ 6 

N!5UaJl ^ j 'aLi ^ ^ 1 AJIP ^1_-.J L ^ J_», ol_*kVl <j j 7 

Vl—J-I O_P">- LXAJJI J_ . ^J-IJ 3LJ»JI J ^ J » ^ " 8 

VUt^ ^ j V l <_^ I^J y i ^ iiVjl o - ^ l r ilVjf 9 

Vl_-U 1)1 >TPI j J . "o^ *j»l*- j lJ-^VI v * - ) ^ ^ 10 

VL>- j [ l < J j y j l *J ^ L-^a^i ^ t , * U i J l o[s*\j 

VlJb^ L v̂as t J j J I J J - ^ - s r 0 [ l j l k * ^ ] £ - i l O^^*-^ 

VlJ XPIJ li-Ui ••*-*-{ Lx~>^ JX_P ^ [ j J ^ l j A-?-*>L* j - * ^ 

11 

12 

13 

3 

Page 2 

VVj 1 JO 1 »jl i j l J P Ol—IAJ—f J - A ^ r "oLS" 1 

Vl_»» J ^ S U l_JU3l i\yM o X i ^ ^U[JaI]1 J L]AJ 2 

VM - j l HVr 1 U*J |^- s ^ jj__£d O*—lli» 5 l ip 

VI) <ĵ >- Jxil JJ-A^JI 0 ; ^ I—^rjj I—f-J {j^\f. *^ij * 

V^ >- 4 : L ; Ox !/" L-.L_ill j , - * - l * ! , ^ t , 6 

Vl ~ j I 4^3) AJ 'LW <JP <* U - Ajjl—•- I—c ~ i j 8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

VI; ill Vj JI^JI f l V, I ^ _ P J ! > ' l«Ji* J }j 

Vlj ' cJ?j J p2J\ iju A-^> ijj V [tjaJI ^ ] J I ^ 

V l [ ^ ] ! j i i j l j i J [J*j>] t wi ' dUp j llvaJl J P Jui 

Page 3 
s i 

VlJUll i _Jk« J b i C^lai J ^ . J l c^UJI j i l J l 2 

^ L . _ > V, " J ^ - J 5I0P L-LJ^J. V A J : ^ I L,. C^_y 3 

Vl J AP, i« dJL~Jl j y * j J^P ^ r-b' ^y '-r i^f 4 

VL>J.I L_-TJ i ^ r y L r j ~[«y u^ " j i r sjL^. 5 

V*>b- I ^ fUJI ^tfjj (^J t$il I I i j l ^ J^o j i ^ 6 

Vlj—II Op I ; OJJI JjjA (JJ >• J^J. " j H j * ^ 7 

Vl—» j > ^ ' '̂ 1 ^Sjfyri i£JJ—^. '—r j - ^ ' *—??" 8 
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VI—2J t\—*\ *U^JI J * w 31 JJJI U lil ^ i \ j 9 

Vl_ ,TPI CJ/ I I VJ^CA JyJ ^ j ^ [<->i* SjU« L > J J ] 12 

Page 4 

N^ S* cJH A—5 lsJ^i\ JA 

^1 2P 1 ^IJ-S^J J SPI i j 

N I _ ^ O_;I_^'JI * j y 
Vi i« i i Jul i ^ j y 

VI *al J *xi7 (31—iVl j ^ 

VI s ^ i - - ^ 4—AH J U ^ 

VI ^ «->l_v*1 O j £ L)l ICJJ 

Vl_i J-i l_- lil l>l ^ 
V^\ t (j*>^\ r^—^ * ~ ^ 

Vl^JI C^-jLJ *L_icJI [li]l 

Vl_>-JI c X ^ A_Jtt l lil 

V l_P u L ^ I j i ^ V l U i l 

VbVVic^spj^^jij 

Ul JU v3)i—7 frU^>- ^JP 

^ 1 «; '—^ ^^J^ ^**ji ' ^ 

v — J ^ 4 ! CJJ J—5 j—*-Aj 

J*1 J—^. OV* **-* Vd'> 
j L ,<?>- 4 i-jjl L->J 51 J i 

^ y u L 4 _ ^ j V ^ a _ ^ l j l j 

<j\ tf 1 ^l^s II jSslj 

1 *[;£•] <^j*^^i (j"\—^ ^-*ib 

j l r 1 xi j p - J — ^ t ^ -^ j 

<_J < J! J j 1—*j>5j 1 ^—' 

J AP J J P A JL*,* *_A*UJIJ 

Cwj J—» l y l • rt *£>"J 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Comment.—The papyrus text parallels ode No. 57:6-58 in Macartney's edition of Diwdn DM aU 
Rummah and in Mutr Babbili's edition, which retains the Macartney order of odes and verses. The order 
of verses in our text is the same, but verse 27 of the printed texts is missing. There are a number of lexical 
and grammatical variants for our text, most of which are indicated by Macartney either in the commen
taries (shuruh) accompanying the text or in his numerous footnotes citing lexical and literary sources in 
connection with individual verses. The shuruh most cited for this particular ode are those of the manu
scripts of Diwdn DM al-Rummah that are in the Khedivial Library in Cairo and the India Office Library, 
which Macartney refers to as "C" and "D" respectively.3 The shuruh of these two manuscripts, being 
for the most part identical or very similar, are cited together in all but seventeen of the hundred verses of 
the ode, while alone C is cited five times (verses 8, 15-16, 81-82) and D only twice (verses 10 and 58). 
Supplementary comments, mostly from British Museum and Constantinople manuscripts, are cited in the 
editor's footnotes. Mutr Babbili's more recent edition is based largely on the Macartney text but has all 
the cited comments, variants, and literary references indicated in the footnotes along with some added 
editorial comments.4 It is not likely that the several extant manuscripts of Diwdn DM al-Rummah that 
are not used in either of these two rich editions contain other variants which are significant for our text. 
In the Landberg Collection of the Yale University Library is one such manuscript, a recent and in
complete copy, a microfilm of which was kindly provided me.5 Folios 19-21 contain the ode from which our 

3 See Macartney, p. v. 
4 Mutfc Babbili, Intro, pp. 1-3 and text pp. 517-37. 
5 Leon Nemoy, Arabic Manuscripts in the Yale University Library ("Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and 

Sciences" XL [New Haven, 1956]) p. 44, No. 279 (L-750), dated ca. A.D. 1888. 
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papyrus text is drawn, but, apart from scribal errors and the familiar discrepancies of verse count and 

verse order, there is hardly a variant that is not already covered in the Macartney and Mutr Babbill 

editions. On the other hand, some of the known but still unstudied manuscripts with early commentaries 

could prove significant for additional odes, for background information on individual odes, and possibly 

also for some biographical items. Such a manuscript, not available to me, is one from SanV, judged from 

its script alone to be probably from the third/ninth century.6 

Page 1:1. Muti( Babbill parallels our text but Macartney has 3j^ instead of JJ>- and cPl>- instead of 

c£ J\J. See pp. 184 f. below for the background of the text of pages 1-2. 

Page 1:2. The scribe overlooked ^j but inserted it later between the lines. 

Page 1:4. Macartney and Mutic Babbill have N ^ l . 

Page 1:5-6. The order of these verses is reversed in the Yale manuscript. 

Page 1:8. Note the repetition of C^jiS and the letter extensions. 

Page 1:10. Macartney and Mutr Babbill have u U ^ I for jUAfl, the latter along with ^i-b-Vl 

being indicated in the footnotes of both editions. 

Page 1:12. Note the variant in the margin, which reads M ^ ^ * f*^" ^Vrh L$JjiJ, and is written 

in a smaller and more cursive script. 

Page 1:13. Our reproduction (PL 9) shows at this point many small breaks which can be mistaken for 

diacritical points. Macartney and Mutic Babbill have £*U*i instead of *>-%*, the latter being indicated 

in the commentary and the footnotes. The waw of J ^ j is missing in both of the printed editions and in 

the Yale manuscript. 

Page 2:1. Note the peculiar placing, on the line, of the two short diagonal strokes after the la* of 

£>>\&j£. Early Qur'anic usage called for placing two such strokes over the "head" or the initial vertical 

stroke of the to* to indicate its diacritical "points," as it called for the placing of two dots, one over the 

other on the line, to indicate the dammah with the tanwin. We have here either compounded confusion of 

the Qur'anic and non~Qur5anic systems of orthography or, more likely, scribal carelessness. Since this is 

the only instance where our text calls for the double dammah, the scribe's practice in this respect cannot 

be checked. 

Page 2:2. Note the omission of the medial za* of jJUlall and the use of ya? instead of hanizah. 

Page 2:4. Macartney parallels this verse; Mutr Babbill prefers f for up". 

Page 2:5. The last word of the line was first written V*>VAI and then changed to X%J\ with the added 

nun ligatured to the initial cain without the latter being changed to the medial form. The second half of 

the line reads in the Yale manuscript V*>UJ*I o l > J&lj Ut, a variant which is indicated in Macartney's 

notes. 

Page 2:6. Macartney and Mutr Babbill have <ju a* f° r OlJ, but Mutr Babbill prefers 4JU~J to the 

definitely indicated 41^7 of the papyrus and the Macartney text. 

6 Fu'ad Sayyid, "Makhtutat al-Yemen," Majallal ma1 had al-makhtutal al-{arabiyah I (Cairo, 1955) 197; see also Dar al-kutub 
al-misriyah, Fihrist al-maWitutat, cd. Fu'ad Sayyid, I I (Cairo, 1382/1962) 31. I t is not clear to me what the relationship of this 
San'iV manuscript is to the San'tV manuscript which Griffini turned over to the Ambrosian Library in Milan and which was 
freely used by Macartney, who refers to it as "Ambr." and indicates that it does not contain ode No. 57, the ode of our papyrus 
text (sec Macartney, pp. vi f. and xxxix). 
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Page 2:8. Verse 27 of Macartney and Mutr Babblll reads 

but is missing between lines 8 and 9 of our text. 

Page 2:9. Macartney and Mutr Babblll have 1 ^ for i^r j ; Mutic Babblll has *f~*-\j. 

Page 2:10. See n. 120 on p. 184. 

Page 2:12. The last word of the line, NLi>-l, is reconstructed from the Macartney text, where the variants 

Vl~>-I and J L > - I are also given. 

Page 2:13. Scribal confusion is indicated in the first half of the verse, where U and an illegible word 

following it should be deleted. Macartney, Muti* Babbili, and the Yale manuscript have U* for \e-2» 

Variants for NLl>-l are VU>-1 and ^ ^ 1 , and the latter is preferred by Mutr Babblll. 

Page 3:1. See pp. 172-74 for the background of the text of pages 3-4. 

Page 3:2. Note the raised alif of <jA Some early manuscripts omit this alif as, for example, in the case 

of <~>lri J J (see Vol. II 166). The marginal note reads ii% J I ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^Jji-2> which is 

indicated also in Macartney's footnotes. 

Page 3:3. Macartney's text reads «-^yy for ^ y . 

Page 3:7. Macartney's text omits the article of (Jj*~\. 

Page 3:8. The papyrus text is identical with that of the Macartney edition, where commentaries of 

manuscripts C and D yield ^}j\ and <J^jl for iSJ^r a n d c a d ^s UL>- tf\ A{$\J, which suggests 

*>j\j L$JjiJ for the marginal notation in the papyrus. 

Page 3:9. Macartney's text omits the alif of jflSI. 

Page 3:10. Macartney and Mutr Babblll have \yj&\ for \jk&\. Macartney adds references to lexical 

sources, all of which cite the verse with the reading of the papyrus text. The papyrus marginal notation 

also reads Nl>^Jl J^jdl (JjjiJ. 

Page 3-11. Macartney and Mutr Babblll read Nl J^lj J^>^ Lf*J*> a n d t n e commentaries add 

jb\>^ j i J i and 0 ^ as variants; a footnote adds J^J ^ - as the reading of the text of the Constanti

nople manuscript No. 1677. The marginal note in the papyrus reads J ^ l ^ ^ o^J* L$JAJ-

Page 3:12-13. The reconstructions in both lines follow the Macartney text, which is also that of Mutr 

Babblll. Macartney's footnotes indicate £ j - d * , J j - ~ , and V L ^ P I as variants for £>*->-» vj-* and 

VLIPI of line 12. Footnote variants for line 13 are £+{j£ and C , ^ for ^ - ^ f and j>W* for j - U . 

Obviously some of these variants and others indicated above stem from copying from manuscripts instead 

of writing from dictation. 

Page 4:2. Macartney and Mutr Babblll have UUj for ^ ^ j and J 2 P I for ASPI. This verse is missing 

in the Yale manuscript, as are also verses 70, 73, and 89 of this ode, which has 100 verses in the two 

printed editions as against 96 in the Yale manuscript. 

Page 4:3. Macartney and Mutr Babblll have J&\ V for ^} U. 

Page 4:4-6. Mutic Babblli's <i~i is a scribal error for C J of line 4. Note that lines 3-5 reflect Dhu 

al-Rummah's appraisal of himself as a poet (see pp. 189 f. below), while in line 6 he declares his aversion to 

scandalizing virtuous believing women (see p. 188 below). 
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Page 4:7. The full line parallels the Macartney text, but the footnotes yield V ^ for \r~J and the variant 

reading (Sj*M Vr^ ^ r ^ . *^-**'j . The variant reading is preferred by Mutic Babbili, as is also the 

variant ^ul for ^ U ? ' . Note that lines 7-13 of our text and the rest of this long ode are devoted to the 

poet's justification of his praise of Bilal ibn Abi Burdah and his family and to the panegyric itself (see 

pp. 173 f. below). 

Page 4:9. Macartney and Muti* Babbili have C ^ ^ for C^Aj. 

Page 4:12-13. The reconstruction of the damaged text follows in part the Macartney and Mutl( Babbili 

editions. The definite article of * -^ t ) l is missing in both editions. Before the last word of line 12 there 

seems to be an illegible word which disturbs the meter. The confused text could be due in part to the 

several breaks in the papyrus and in part to scribal carelessness, perhaps resulting from a belated effort 

to align the extensions at the ends of the two lines. The plural J>-J \ of line 13 can refer to brothers and 

close kin as well as close friends. Dhu al-Rummah could, therefore, be referring to some of his relatives, 

especially to his brother Hisham (see pp. 174 f. below), but hardly to his earlier failure to win a reward 

from cAbd al-Malik. The second hemistitch of line 13 deviates markedly from both the Macartney and 

Mutl( Babbili texts, which are the same as the Yale manuscript, and which read: j(Ui \^J-^ O^ *-fy*y I?. 

Inasmuch as neither Macartney nor Muti* Babbili indicates the version found in our text as a variant in 

any of the manuscripts or the copious literary sources they cite, it could well be that our text is Dhu 

al-Rummah's original version, which was later edited either by the poet himself or by one of his leading 

transmitters. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

I 

Dhu al-Rummah's comparatively short life spanned the last part of the reign of *Abd al-Malik through 

most of the reign of Hisham and thus coincided in part with the lives of Jarir and Farazdaq. The major 

political and literary background of this period has been considered above at some length in connection 

with Documents 4-6. We note, to begin with, that inclination and circumstances seem to have turned 

Dhu al-Rummah away from playing an active political role comparable to that of Jarir and Farazdaq 

among other poets. Reading through his Dhvan, one has to conclude that his first and lasting passion was 

for nature in its desert setting. Little of the desert's hardships, its dunes and water sources, its flora and 

fauna escaped his sharp eye and receptive mind. But, like most poets of his day, he was drawn to the 

flourishing cities of Basrah and Kufah (see p. 201, n. 255), alternating between them and the desert. He 

learned the rudiments of reading and writing from an itinerant city dweller and later taught school in 

the desert (bddiyah). He preferred to have his poetry written down,7 as did other poets of his day whose 

literary activities have been covered above.8 

A number of Dhu al-Rummah's verses reveal his familiarity with formal manuscripts, old and con

temporary, and with the act of writing itself, as in the following verses from Macartney, the last verse 

being from an ode that the poet recited to Abd al-Malik. 

No. 1:4: <w—xSjl AJJI *UJ ĴtJu w Ui** L^JI l^p C*JLJ i u i ^y* 

No. 18:1: :>1JUr %j&* ^ ^ j ^ i y* KAJ^ J J J I I J J~\ JLO "jlS" 

7 Jahiz, Hayawan I 41 (see p. 197 below); Aghani XVI 121; Suli, Adah al-kultab, p. 62; Muwashshah, pp. 172, 178, 192; 
KhasaH* I I I 296; Muzhir II 349 f. See also p. 155 above. 

8 Particularly instructive are references, direct or indirect, to manuscripts of Akhtal, Jarir, and Farazdaq and the court poets 
of the poet-caliph Walicl I I (see e.g. pp. 97 f., 113, 115 f., 145 f.). 
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No. 38:1: jy^^S*Cfi>~& J^J^ *—Lr4 ^J>- J* £***"J ^ 

No. 51:1: J A 5 U ^ I QJU J J>-J o L i L l̂S"* J y i l ^ j J l gj?>Ul 

No. 66:4: J 5 ^ ' ^ J f* -̂̂ 1 *** : * ^ ^ T J V 1 ^ ! / ^ 

No. 71:3: W=*^* l̂ bS" Vr^V J ^ 1 '—(rlyV ^ ^ ^ ci1 !A3 

No. 73:2: '<••**?* ^ f*>L-Sl J* l ^ - V U ^ P J jJ^I <Ĵ jT olS" 

No. 81:6: f>**-* J i j l f 4 J J ^ . j V ^ V lS" J ^ J ^ 4 ^ 1 V: ^ J 1 

Furthermore, most of the early sources on hand report that he dictated his poetry and at times corrected 

the resulting manuscript.9 

Teaching school in a desert settlement could have involved little more than reading, writing, and the 

recitation of the Qur'an. Dhu al-Eummah makes frequent allusions to Quranic phrases and terms, at 

times in justification of his own views and conduct. Nevertheless, he did not play an active role in the 

religious controversies of his day, though some sources refer to him as a Qadirite and a Mu'tazilite.10 

He seems to have been preoccupied primarily with his poetry, which, despite his natural talent, he sought 

constantly to polish and perfect (see p. 190). But, like most poets of his day, he aspired to fame and 

fortune and hoped to achieve both through royal patronage.11 We find him very early in his career 

reciting a long ode to eAbd al-Malik supposedly in praise of that royal patron of poets, but the ode turned 

out to be mostly in praise of the poet's she-camel Saida'. Displeased and disappointed, <Abd al-Malik 

told the young poet to seek his reward from his mount and dismissed him empty handed.12 Thereafter 

the poet apparently was disinclined to seek royal favor and was content instead with the patronage of 

local officials and provincial governors, with whom he fared more favorably. Among these were Muhazir 

ibn 'Abd Allah, governor of the Najdian Yamamah,13 cUmar ibn Hubairah, governor of 'Iraq (103-5/ 

721-23),14 and particularly Bilal ibn Abi Burdah. Bilal started as chief of police in Basrah and rose to be 

judge, to which office was soon added the deputy-governorship of Basrah under Khalid al-Qasri, Hisham's 

governor of (Iraq (105-20/723-38).15 

I t is possible that Dhu al-Rummah sought and received the patronage of cAbd al-Malik ibn Bishr ibn 

Marwan, deputy-governor of Basrah during the governorship of Maslamah ibn 'Abd al-Malik, who was 

removed from that office along with his appointees, including cAbd al-Malik ibn Bishr, by Yazid II in 

103/721.16 Dhu al-Rummah does mention an Ibn Bishr, whom Macartney correctly suspected was this 
cAbd al-Malik ibn Bishr, for he is referred to as Ibn Bishr by Farazdaq and in the sources also.17 In the 

poet's only other reference to a Marwanid18 he could well mean either Maslamah or this Ibn Bishr. 

9 See e.g. Jahiz, Hayawan I 41, 63, 65 {this entire section up to p. 104 being instructive for its numerous references to early 
writing and to books); lIqd IV 194; Muwashshah, pp. 177 f.; lUmdak I I 194. 

10 Majdlis al-tulama\ p. 74, but see Aghani XVI 122. It should be recalled that Walid II also was considered a Qadirite (see 
n. I l l on p. 92 above). 

11 Poets considered it beneath their dignity and a disgrace to accept rewards from other than heads of state and their chief 
administrators, i.e., primarily caliphs, governors, and wazirs (see e.g. fIqd I 275; (Umdah I 52-54; n. 49 on p. 175 below). 

12 Aghani X 158. See Macartney, No. 81, for this ode of 48 ver3ss, the first 17 of which are devoted to Mayya, verses 18, 
22-23, and 25 to the caliph, and the rest to the camel. 

13 See e.g. Macartney, Nos. 31, 33, 62. 
14 See e.g. ibid. No. 25. 
15 See e.g. Jumahi, p. 14; Tabari II 1508, 1528, 1593. Another patron of Dhu al-Rummah, mentioned in passing, was Ibrahim 

ibn Hisham al-Makhzumi (see Macartney, No. 78:1, 19-22, 25-27). 
16 Jumabi, pp. 287 f.; Mubarrad, pp. 288, 479; Tabari II 1417, 1433 f., 1436; Aghznl XIX 16 f. 
17 Macartney, p. xiii and No. 48:66-69; Jumahi, p. 288; Aghani XIX 17. See IrshU IV 124 and 126-28 for this Ibn Bishr as 

a patron of poets. 
18 See Macartney, No. 5:67: 

4-tj\JiA j^lji J Colly OÎ J C-Jalkl b\jj* JI ^ J3 V J J 
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There is, furthermore, a curious account with no isnad that reports Dhu al-Rummah as congratulating 

the caliph Marwan II (127-32/744-50) on his accession. The poet is described as decrepit and bent low 

with age.19 Marwan made a pointed comment to the effect that he did not expect the poet to be able to 

produce any verse in his praise after all the praise he had lavished on Mayya (or Mayyah) and his she-

camel Saida1. Dhu al-Rummah assured him he could indeed and recited 

which again included his she-camel. And the poet then recited 

in response to Marwan's wish to know what Mayya was doing.20 

Marwan was impressed with the matched rhyme of these two verses and ordered the poet to be rewarded 

with 1,000 dinars for each of his ancestors whom the poet had named in the first verse. Said Dhu al-

Rummah: "Had I known this, I would have mentioned your forebears back to (Abd Shams."21 This 

episode is improbable since there is general agreement that Dhu al-Rummah died no later than 117/735. 

On the other hand, the poet could have visited Prince Marwan on his appointment in 114/732 to the 

governorship of Mausil along with that of Armenia and Adhrabijan.22 The description of the poet as 

being decrepit and bent low with age gains some support from other reports of his physical appearance 

(see pp. 181-83). Rut his description of Mayya, who was probably not much older than he, as a gray-

haired old woman with no trace of beauty left in her face needs further support. 

Mayya, beloved of Dhu al-Rummah, and Bilal ibn Abi Burdah are the objects of praise in our papyrus 

text. We turn our attention first to the latter. Baal's character and reputation as a public official left 

much to be desired. To gain consideration for high office he relied in part on the reputation of his grand

father Abu Miisa al-Ash'arl, conqueror of much of 'Iraq, judge and governor of Basrah and Kufah during 

most of the reigns of cUmar I, 'Uthman, and cAli.23 He relied more on his own guile and strong hand to 

win and hold such office. We find him congratulating (Umar II on his accession and striving through 

lengthy public prayers to impress the pious 'Umar with his own piety while secretly offering a year's 

salary for help in securing the appointment as governor of 'Iraq. The attempt boomeranged, for cUmar 

himself had set his confidant to test BilaFs display of piety. And when the bribery was revealed to (Umar, 

he instructed the then governor of 'Iraq not to employ Bilal in any official capacity.24 

BilaFs big opportunity came during Khalid al-Qasri's governorship of cIraq, when as deputy-governor 

of Basrah he acquired direct and full control of most of its civic offices, including the police department, 

the judgeship, and the leadership of public worship.25 There seems to be general agreement that BilaFs 

strong hand grew progressively oppressive and his temper extremely intolerant of criticism,26 so that 

complaints against his avarice, injustice, and autocratic rule went directly to Hisham, who then ordered 

19 <Iqd I 319: Ijf U U J U l*J\ jS >JL* f. 
20 Taken literally, this verse could mean that Mayya was already dead and buried. But, since it is known that she outlived 

the poet, the verse could mean that she was clothed in rags and that destitution had erased all beauty from her face. Furthermore, 
it is known that Mayya was married to a stingy man and that she did not retain her good looks in her old age (see pp. 179 and 
183). 

21 (Iqd I 319 f. Neither verse appears in Macartney and Mutic Babbili, and so far I have found no references in other sources 
to this probably Actionized episode. 

23 See Zambaur, pp. 3, 36, 177. 
23 See Zambaur, pp. 39, 42; EI I (1960) 695 f. For Abu Musa's role in the First Civil War of Islam and his inept handling of the 

arbitration when he was outwitted by 'Amr ibn al-'As see pp. 49 f. above. 
24 Mubarrad, pp. 258 f.; Ibn (Asakir III 319. 
25 Tabari I I 1506, 1526, 1593: I^IAL 2%^\J l^USj L^IA^IJ S ^ H & / (cf. Akhbar al-qudat II 21). 
26 Akhbar al-qudat I I 21; Ibn 'Asakir III 319 f. 
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Khalid to remove Bilal from office and hold him as house prisoner. Khalid did so rather reluctantly in 

118/736, some two years before his own downfall and the death of Bilal in 120/738.27 

Bilal, like most others of his class and position, was well versed in poetry28 and was also a patron and a 

tolerable critic of poets. Both Jarir and Farazdaq were too old to be actively seeking court favor except 

that Khalid al-Qasrl was still a desirable subject for poets of their caliber and fame. Farazdaq is known to 

have called on Bilal, who in turn visited the poet during his last illness.29 Jandal ibn al-Ra'I sought 

Bilal's favor and met with mediocre success.30 On the whole Bilal seems to have preferred the company of 

loose and wanton poets such as the Kufan Hamzah ibn Bid, whose friendship with Bilal dated back to 

their youth.31 Hammad al-Rawiyah also sought Bilal's favor, and he received it even though Dhu al-

Rummah pointed out Hammad's attempt to pass off some pre-Islamic verses in praise of Bilal as his own 

(see pp. 97 f.). The incident led to Hammad's acknowledgment of Dhu al-Rummah's expert knowledge of 

the difference between pre-Islamic and Islamic idiom.32 Hammad supplemented this opinion with compli

mentary statements on Dhu al-Rummah's wide knowledge and eloquence and compared him to Imru1 

al-Qais in his masterful use of simile.33Dhu. al-Rummah's rival Ru'bah ibn al-'Ajjaj, who accused him of 

plagiarizing his verse,34 was on familiar enough terms with Bilal to ask him why he still rewarded Dhu 

al-Rummah despite the accusation. Bilal's answer implies a preference for the personality of our poet, 

regardless of his compositions.35 Nevertheless, it was not Ru'bah but the more serious and sober Dhu 

al-Rummah who came to be recognized as the panegyrist of Bilal, who outlived Dhu al-Rummah by 

some three years. Patron and poet proved congenial enough despite their marked difference in personality 

and character. 

Bilal was in a position to take advantage of the poet, whom he declared to be not a good panegyrist. 

Like 'Abd al-Malik, Bilal was annoyed at Dhu al-Rummah's preoccupation with his she-camel Saida* in 

odes that were intended to praise him. When the poet recited 

Bilal exclaimed: "So no one seeks me except SaidaT' He then ordered one of his men to give Dhu al-

Rummah feed for his camel and thus shamed the poet.36 Bilal sometimes criticized Dhu al-Rummah's 

verses unjustly when not even Abu (Amr ibn al-£Ala5, fearful of Bilal's anger and vengeance, dared to 

declare Dhu al-Rummah in the right.37 For fearful indeed was Bilal's vengeance, as exemplified by his 

27 Tabari I I 1657 f.f 1779 f.; Ibn {Asakir III 319 f. For Hassan al-Nabatf, who was involved in Khalid's downfall, see p. 84 
above. 

28 See e.g. Jumabi, p. 473; Aghdni XVI 122; Akhbar al-qudat II 30. 
29 Aghant XIX 32 f., 44. 
30 Ibid. XX 172. 
31 Ibid. XV 15, 25 f. 
32 Akhbar al-qu4dt II 34; Aghdni V 172, 174: ^ ^ 1 J* I p^T j * SJbbU-1 JAI p>lf (i*J\ j">) Jsj* :>G- Jl*. See also Jumahi, 

p. 41, where Bilal, himself an expert in the poetry of Hutai'ah, detects Hammad's plagiarism of Hutai'ah's verses in praise 
of Abii Musa al-Ash(ari (see e.g. Aghdni I I 506 and XI 29). Nasir al-Din al-Asad defends Hammad and presents evidence of 
his general reliability as transmitter of pre-Islamic poetry (Mamdir, pp. 440-50). 

33 Aghdni XVI 113: fiJ^S Jal ,y*-\ i*J\ jij ^ A J ' jj*\ L*™? 4JUU-I Cr^ ^ • * • ^ V i ^ . ^ ^J r^* 1 ^ I 

Lf-̂ JLj (cf. Jahiz, Baydn I 154). 
34 Shi'r, pp. 338-40, stresses Dhu al-Rummah's borrowing or elaborating of other poets' ideas (Jl^V^ j^f ulT) as against 

outright theft (sirqah), of which Ru'bah accused him (Aghdni XVI 121: \»J\ jj> 43^ \j*£ cJU Î IS"* 4 J J J JU>). 
3 5 ^ f c ' X V I 123: ( J - ^ ) JU* 1,. dJU-JUJ l^JUii UJUO* J l X^J *jl SJS l*J\ li J^ ^ U i*j _̂>1 J J J*>U AJJJ Jtf 

*~ Up. *^ 4JLJIJ J P ^1 <uW i ji 4JJlj (note the contraction of I* J o into >oW and see Lane, J P , p. 2145, col. 2, for further instances). 
36 Mubarrad, p. 259; Akhbar al-qudat I I 41; Jumal, p. 160; Muwashshah, p. 178. 
37 See Aghdni XVI 121 f. and Akhbar al-qudat I I 25 and 37 f. for accounts that trace back to Asma'i; see also Jumahi, pp. 

483 f., and Ibn 'Asakir I I I 320. For Abu 'Amr's general attitude toward those in power see p. 26 above. 
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treatment of the poet-scholar Khalid ibn Safwan, who had dared to protest his oppressive rule.38 I t is 

therefore not surprising that Dhu al-Eummah was questioned as to why he praised Bilal above all others. 

His reported answer ignores completely Bilal's reputation and stresses his own code of conduct. "Because," 

said he, "he (i.e., Bilal) has smoothed my couch, regarded my company, and rewarded me handsomely, 

I find it only right, because of his great favor, that he should fully command my gratitude."39 As it 

happens, both question and answer and the sentiments they convey are reinforced in Dhu al-Eummah's 

poetry, particularly in the ode which is represented in our papyrus text and from which the following 

verses40 are drawn 

N^A >- l ip +*^i3> £j\j 

J L J r_J> f l£ i l J&j 

U"? t>J ^ ^ ^ J*1 ^ (ii 
N l _ ^ i Nj J>il l is" Vj ^J—* Otr^z LT>} f J 1 ^ 

In the rest of this long ode Dhu al-Eummah continues to lavish high praise on Bilal and his ancestors, 

as he does in several other long odes.41 Careful reading of this material in the light of this family's historical 

record leads me to conclude even after allowing for poetic hyperbole and even if the poet, as he claims, 

is not lying that he is at best telling but part of the truth—a practice followed by a goodly number of his 

profession. 

I I 

Little is known of the personal history of Dhu al-Eummah and his immediate family, particularly his 

parents. He was raised by his oldest brother, Hisham ibn (Uqbah,42 and he had two other brothers, the 

younger43 of whom preceded him in death while the older, Mas(ud, outlived the others.44 All four brothers 

were poetically gifted, but Dhu al-Eummah surpassed the other three in output and reputation. He is, 

nevertheless, accused of exploiting some of their ideas and appropriating some of their verses, which 

because of his established reputation were then attributed to him.45 However, there seems to have been 

no diwdn of the poetry of either Hisham or Mas'ud, both of whom are mentioned in the sources primarily 

in connection with Dhu al-Eummah himself. 

The family fortunes apparently declined on more than one occasion. The Muhallabids are said to have 

defrauded and ill-treated the family.46 Dhu al-Eummah is referred to, perhaps as a youth, as a tufaiU, that 

is, a parasitic adventurer who was habitually an intruder at festive parties or at mealtime.47 Again, we find 

38 Akhbar al-qudat II 25, 37 f. When Bilal was deposed and imprisoned, Khalid was then set free and pleaded for the freedom of 
Bilal {ibid. I I 38 f.). For Khalid's literary style and personality see e.g. pp. 73-75 above. 

39 Akhbar al-qu4at I I 34; Baihaqi, p. 131: ^JLf fjf\j L ^ »Uy ^ JUw <iI>-Xe »*j ^ J ! ^ JtAj £~*~**- Ui <J JJS 

LSJ& J ^ J J ^ - J b\ i£>&e> 4JJA* j^SO ,>ms J±s* Jr-j-ij (cf. Ibn 'Asakir I I I 320). 
" 40 Macartney, No. 57:52-54 ( = page 4:7-9 of our text) and 59-60. 

41 See Macartney, Nos. 32, 35, 59, 87. 
42 E.g. Mubarrad, p. 148. 
43 The name of this brother is given as ^ U ^ - or j ^^ i / r and as <jji, which latter is believed to be confused with a cousin's name 

(see Aghani XVI 111; Jumahi, pp. 480 f.). 
44 Aghani XVI 114; Macartney, p. 157. 
45 Aghani XVI 111: 1>J\ j i LJJP ^~i ^LrfVI tijM ^ J^\J\ o l f j .lj*J ^f f l i» j ^JTJ >J**- ^ y ^ M ^ ^ 

4JI ^ I3j ^j^jJ (i*J\ j i ) LfJ^ c-~UJ ^ U ! \*xtXJ j * - \ I J L I (cf. Jumal, pp. 63 f.;Sarraj, Kitab masari* al-< ushshdq, pp. 351 f.). 
4ft Aghani V 155; cf. Macartney, No. 81:1 
47 ^ a ? u XVI 112. 
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him accusing his brother Hisham of being jealous of him and keeping him at a distance when Dhu al-

Rummah's own fortunes were low.48 He seems to have been closer to his brother Mas'ud despite the 

latter's pointed criticism of his tearful verses (see p. 186). Perhaps Bilal, who was reckoned a miser, did 

not always reward the poet handsomely. But the poet himself was in truth a spendthrift, as his daughter 

realized (see below). For shortly before his death and after taking counsel with his brother Mas^d, he 

started reluctantly on a trip to seek the caliph Hisham's favor.49 He rode his aged she-camel and met with 

a fatal accident, probably on the way out though one account places it on the return trip and describes 

the poet as wearing a robe of honor supposedly received from the caliph.50 His chief mourners were his 

brothers Hisham51 and Mascud, especially the latter to judge by his several dirges ending in different 

rhymes.52 

Of Dhu al-Rummah's private life next to nothing is known. He does not seem to have married, and no 

specific concubine is romantically associated with him unless there was a one-sided sentiment on the part 

of Kathirah (see p. 179). He was proud of his kunyah, Abu al-Harith,53 which may have been just a 

nickname since there is no specific mention of a son named Harith. Some credit the poet with a son named 

'All, who is said to have been in love with Salma, a daughter of Mayya, but others question this.54 He did 

have a daughter, Laila, who was so identified by his brother Mascud as sharing his grief, though she had 

deplored her father's free spending.55 There is mention of a niece, Tumadir, the daughter of Mas'ud,56 

but no reference to nephews. It would seem therefore that the survival of Dim al-Rummah's poetry was 

due in the first place to his own efforts in having it written down, secondly to the efforts of his several 

transmitters, and eventually to generations of scholars and musicians who were fascinated with his 

similes and his romantic odes. 

DHU AL-RUMMAH AND MAYYA 

I 

Though the sources on hand contain many references to Dhu al-Rummah's romances, the information 

they provide is for the most part spotty, often inconsistent, and at times quite contradictory. The poet 

early became the object of literary and anecdotal monographs titled AJchbar DM al-Rummah by such 

second- and third-century litterateurs as Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Mausali and his son Hammad57 and Harun 

ibn Muhammad ibn al-Zayyat.58 These works are frequently cited in literary sources, especially in Abu 

48 Ibid. XVI 111 f.; cf. Macartney, No. 47:12-18. See also Mubarrad, p. 148, where Hisham is described as a sensible man: 

49 Dhu al-Rummah's decision to seek out Hisham, under such circumstances, must be related to his proud boast that he 

accepted gifts from none but the chief rulers; see '•JJmdah I 52: aA>-j J^^\ vfJiil SJu*? ')j\ J*AJ V <*J\ j i olT (cf. n. 11 on 

p. 171 above). 
50 Aghdni X V I 126 f.: (*j*~S) JUs ^ hj j j j J^s j l j ^ ^J SjL. j J l I J ^ J J LiJL̂> *L i ^ l cJ+j CJJ\S Jl* JJU-I ^ ^ \J J l i 

Details of Dhu al-Rummah's accident and subsequent death and burial vary considerably. The most probable version is the 
above, namely that he suffered from a tumor or an ulcer (nutah) which broke open with his fall and hastened his death; but, 
again, the same source (ibid.) reports that he died of smallpox (judcin). 

51 Mubarrad, p. 48; lUyun I II 67; Aghdni XVI 111. For a lengthy ode of Hisham see Shilr, pp. 336 f. 
52 See references in n. 51; Jumahl, pp. 480 f.; 3Iuljam al-shulara\ p. 371, and ibid. ed. cAbd al-Sattar Ahmad Farraj (Aleppo, 

1379/1960) p. 284; Ibn Khallikan I 513 ( = trans. I I 450). Note that some of the verses quoted in these citations are credited 
now to Hisham and now to Mas'(id. 

53 Aghdni XVI 110; Shi'r, p. 333; Ibn Khallikan I 510 (= trans. II 447); Muzhir II 422. 
54 See Macartney, No. 70:51 and editor's comment. 
65 Aghdni XVI 111, 128; Macartney, No. 5:69. See also ibid. No. 22:73-77, where the poet refers to his daughter's reactions 

to his spending, and verses 78-83, where he defends his actions. 
56 Yaqut IV 153. 
57 Fihrist, pp. 142, 143. 
58 Ibid. p . 123. 
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al-Faraj al-Isfahanl's Aghani, where a particular khabar is often introduced with a full isndd tracing 

back to the author or with the statement "I copied from the book of So-and-So," one of the above-

mentioned authors among others being named.59 Furthermore, Dhu al-Rummah's romance with Mayya 

caught the imagination of some writer(s) of historical tales along with the famous romances of Jamil 

and Buthainah, Kuthaiyir and <Azzah, Majniin and Laila, Yazld and Hababah, and many others.60 The 

great majority of romantic tales were anonymous, and all seem to have been popular with the general 

public. Some were written by second-century scholars who were reasonably reputable in other fields, such 

as <Isa ibn Dab (d. 171/787 or 788) of Medina, schoolteacher and poet knowledgeable in genealogy and 

general information (ansab wa akhbar), who composed historical tales and fictional stories and found favor 

with the caliphs Mahdi and HadL61 The Fihrist list of authors of such Actionized historical romances 

includes (Isa and the still better known second-century Hisham ibn Muhammad ibn al-Sa'ib al-Kalbi 

and Haitham ibn 'Adl.62 Significant for us is the fact that the historical and literary accounts as well as 

the fictionized romances circulated in the second century and that both types are reflected in the sub

sequent literature on hand beginning with the works of Jumahl and Jahiz and including the works of a 

good number of their successors for centuries thereafter. While this accounts for some of the inconsistencies 

and contradictions noted in the sources, it provides no sure means for detecting the thin line between 

historical fact and literary fiction. Such being the case, the Dhvdn of Dhu al~Rummah, though incomplete, 

must be our first guide to his romances and particularly to his romance with Mayya, to whom the first 

part of our papyrus text is devoted. 

II 

Among the facts that emerge from the heterogeneous sources on hand is that there were at most four 

women who at one time or another caught and held, for varying periods of time, the poet's fancy. Further

more, all four women were Bedouins whose home grounds were in the Najdian Dahna', the home district 

of the poet himself. One gathers from his Dhvdn that the poet's family headquarters were not far from 

those of the women, which in turn were not far each from the other. The locality in which three of the 

women and, for the most part, the poet himself lived and moved was the town of Huzwa and its environs— 

a comparatively firm and fertile region nestling in a valley of the seven-hilled dunes of the Dahna3.63 

It is in Huzwa and occasionally a few other places in this general locality that the poet places the fourth 

woman. Furthermore, the scenic beauty of the Dahna' dunes so affected Dhu al-Rummah that he is said 

to have chosen its highest hilltop, near Huzwa, for his burial place.64 

I t is not possible to determine with certainty who was Dhu al-Rummah's first love nor yet to what 

extent his love affairs overlapped. The Dhvdn mentions a certain Saida* in one ode only,65 with no 

reference to another woman as a possible rival, which suggests an early passing infatuation. It mentions 

Umaimah, known also as Umm Salim,66 less frequently than the other two. The affair with her may have 

59 E.g. Aghani XVI 110-14, 117-19, 122, 125-27; see also Muwashshah, pp. 108, 178, 194. 
60 Fihrist, p. 306. 
61 See e.g. Jahiz, Bayan I 68, II 62, I I I 250 and 252; Jaliiz, Taj, p. 116. See also Marutib, pp. 99 f., where Asma'I accuses 

'Isa of forging poetry and akhbar and of false attribution of linguistic information to the Bedouins, which opinion is repeated in 
Irshad VI 104-11 and Muzhir I I 414. Such false attribution reflects the Bedouins' reputation for linguistic knowledge. 

62 Fihrist, p. 306; see ibid. pp. 90, 95 f., and 99 f. for these authors' main entries and list of their works. 
63 Yaqut I I 61, 262 f., 635 f., I l l 619 and 850, IV 43. See also Macartney, e.g. Nos. 30:9, 39:11, 60:5, 66 :1 , 10-11, 13, 17, 

and 21 (all referring to both Mayya and Kharqa'), 67:1, 3, and 23, 70:6, 86:3-4 and 8. 
64 Yaqut I I 635 f. and I I I 885; Macartney, No. 75:16. See also Aghani XVI 126 f. 
65 Macartney, No. 11:1, 11-12,16, 21-22, 26. A variant for J J ^ ^ of line 11 is , t f> ^ , which suggests the possibility that 

SaidaV was a pseudonym for Mayya during the poets' early secret infatuation. 
•• Ibid. Nos. 15:1 and 3, 50:5, 79:10 and 44, 84:2-6; in Nos. 23:5-6 and 72:1-4 both she and Mayya are mentioned, and in 

No. 48:1-15 an actual meeting of the poet and Umm Salim is mentioned. See also < Uyun IV 143. 
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preceded the poet's public declaration of his love for Mayya, as can be deduced from the following verses:67 

UJbjl H 01—f ^ iSj^ <j"±"i) L a ^ i j fj ^>- J>-l C^f Xk\ 

Uo^l V 01 S" <J>- l^b^-j A* r' J* LT^" ^ J ^ ' ̂ - ^ ^ 
The ode continues with more verses on Mayya. And in the only other ode in which the two are named, 

again only passing reference is made to Umm Salim while the rest of this short ode of eight verses is 

devoted to Mayya.68 Otherwise, Umm Salim fades out of the picture so far as both the sources and the 

Diwan are concerned. 

Of the several accounts of Dhu al-Rummah's first meeting with Mayya, the most reliable seems to be 

that given by the poet himself as he recalled it some twenty years later. Thirsty in the desert, Dhu al-

Rummah along with an older brother and a cousin sight a large encampment. Dhu al-Rummah, then only 

a boy, is sent to ask for a skinful of water. An elderly woman calls on Mayya to fill his container. The boy 

loses his heart to Mayya on first sight and is so affected that he neglects to hold steady the container and 

the water spills to the left and the right of it. Mayya comments on the thoughtlessness of taking such a 

young boy on a desert trip. Her comment inspires him to recite his very first five verses^in the rajaz 

meter—to which he added later. "Thereafter," concluded the reminiscing poet, "I have remained desper

ately in love with her for these twenty years."69 

A number of unusually clear-cut statements in several of the poet's verses tell us that he was but a boy 

of ten when he first saw and fell in love with Mayya and that he kept his feelings secret, even from his 

immediate family, for ten years. Thereafter, he could no longer suppress or hide his love for her:70 

j >*>- JSJ (Jl Ob (—W*J j i J A '\j L i ; ^ (J^i £*J&-\—i 

Supplementary accounts, with or without an isnad, of this first meeting add some details which seem far

fetched indeed and others which could be authentic. Among the latter, we note that the boy asked Mayya 

to mend his waterskin. She said she could not do so because she was a kharqa\ that is, a cherished young 

maiden who does no menial labor. But, on her mother's order, she did give him a drink of water. Thereafter, 

Dhu al-Rummah named her "Kharqa5" and often so referred to her.71 The kharqa^ detail is particularly 

important because it has led to the confusion of Mayya, who was of the Banu Minqar, with a woman who 

came later into the poet's life and whose given name was Kharqa\ She was of the Banu al-Bakka5 ibn 

'Amir and is therefore referred to as the Bakka'iyah and the 'Amiriyah. Corroboration of these bits of 

information about the poet's first meeting with Mayya is found in his verse 

l_Jb^l ^ V l lij f^\ "jl 1_^P \—p* J\ Skill dJi; 

that refers to their chance meeting while both were young and in his verse 

i l - Sj I UP y* i JLj^j ±H\ 4 *lp,_>- fjj ij dbL^I 

that indicates that it was thirst and the need for water that had brought him to her people's place.72 

67 Macartney, No. 23:5-6. 
68 Ibid* No. 72. For other reference to Umm Salim see ibid, comments on No. 48:1-15, which deal with linguistics rather 

than with information about her. 
69 Aghani XVI 114; cf. Macartney, No. 22, esp. verses 21-25. 
70 See Macartney, No. 35:1-4 and 12-16. 
71 Aghani XVI 110. The often-repeated statement that it was she who first hailed him as "Dhu al-Rummah," must be dis

regarded. More reliable are the statements of scholars who link the name to his verse 

(see Macartney, No. 22:7; Jumahi, pp. 481 f.; Shi'r, p. 334; Aghani XVI 110 f.; Ibn Khallikan I 448 [ = trans. I I 45]; Yaqut II 
822; Muzhir I I 440; Khizanah I 51 f.). 

72 Macartney, Nos. 1:22 and 18:4; cf. No. 22:21-23. 
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As I see it, the second meeting between Mayya and the poet must have taken place several years later, 

when the boy was no longer readily recognizable in the grown young man. In the meantime, Dhii al-

Rummah's reputation as a poet had been established and his verses on Mayya had become well known. 

The salient points in the account of this meeting are as follows. A group of travelers, including Dhii al-

Rummah, alighted at the encampment of Mayya's father. The guests were refreshed with a drink of milk, 

but Dhu al-Rummah was for some reason overlooked, whereupon Mayya herself gave him a drink of 

fresh milk. When the company left, her father revealed Dhu al-Rummah's identity as "the man who has 

been saying all those things about you." The embarrassed girl exclaimed: "Oh how awful! Oh how 

wicked!" She then went into her tent, and her father did not see her for three days.73 In this context 

Mayya's exclamations could not possibly refer to Dhu al-Rummah's appearance. They must refer, there

fore, to the entire situation, that is, to the poet's numerous romantic verses about her, to his visit to her 

father, and to her waiting on him without recognizing him. 

Another meeting with Mayya, if it indeed took place, must have occurred after this incident. This time, 

Dhu al-Rummah comes upon Kharqa5 ( = Mayya74) and a company of her young women at a watering 

place. He orders them to unveil, and all but Kharqa5 oblige. "He then said to me," reports Kharqa', 

"if you do not unveil, I will scandalize you. So I unveiled. He did not cease to recite and recite (his poetry) 

until he foamed at the mouth. I did not see him thereafter."75 

There is an account of still another meeting between Mayya and Dhu al-Rummah. This meeting, if 

it took place at all, must be placed considerably later than their second meeting at her father's place. For 

Mayya is now no longer a sensitive girl in her father's household but a young woman of independent action 

and, if the tale is to be believed, of immodest behavior. The story is that Mayya, not having seen Dhu 

al-Rummah for some time, yet having heard his verses recited, vowed to sacrifice an animal on the day 

she sees him. When she does see him, he is ugly, short, and swarthy while she herself is among the most 

beautiful of women. Disappointed in his appearance, she exclaims: "Oh how ugly! oh how horrid! My 

sacrifice is indeed wasted!" Angered, Dhu al-Rummah recites the verses 

to the effect that she is deceptive and that her clothing hides her physical defects.76 To these verses she 

responds, so the story goes, by disrobing and taunting him further with her faultless body. The two part 

in anger.77 This episode has the earmark of fiction. 

Mayya's desire to see Dhu al-Rummah, her vow, their meeting, and her disappointment in his physical 

appearance are possible enough, though, from the several other available descriptions of both of them, 

theirs was no case of "beauty and the beast" except in the imagination of some fictionist. The remaining 

details of the account are negated by several factors. First, Dhti al-Rummah denied vehemently that he 

73 Aghani XVI 124: C~*J>J> J J J U V I i i - i JJ*U)1 4^1 j i j * J ^ illlj V ^JU d^-j^ <cJ^ <$$ J ^ l j ^ J l U^l U JUi 

.Ihti U^l UIJ \J LfLj i JUoj ftUfclj &\jJj c J l i j I f J j J p UJb 

Note that the exclamations aLjjlj MJJJ can be translated in more than one way, depending on the contexts in which they 

occur, as here and in n. 77 below. 
74 From what is known of Kharqa* al-'Amirlyah, such an episode could not possibly have involved her. 
75 Agha?iiXVl 124: i Jb 4*J O\J\ { f AJ jl J>. 6jh J> Ji £jjA~s d l ^ a i V ^J^J ^ $ JU*. The episode is reported by 

Harun ibn Muhammad ibn al-Zayyat (mentioned above) on the authority of Ibn al-Sikkit on the authority of his father. See also 

n. 103 below. 
76 Variants are ^ j i - 1 , o*Ii^, and ,>JI j for j j j i , d~£ , and u ^ \ respectively. See, further, nn. 77 and 80 below and 

references there cited. 
77 ShiW, pp. 334 f.: . U ^ l * o l^J j WJU* fUHI J ^ l J* c J l T j >j<*\ W ° ^Uj 4jlj \Js (cf. lUyun IV 39; Aghani XVI 120; 

Ibn Khallikan I 513 [= trans. II 447 f.]; KUzanah I 52). 
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had ever uttered the verses78 that supposedly induced Mayya to disrobe. Second, Kathlrah, a jealous 

cousin or slave girl of Mayya's family, eventually acknowledged that she had composed the verses and 

attributed them to Dhu al-Rummah.79 Again, the verses in question are out of tune not only with the 

great amount of poetry that Dhu al-Rummah devoted to Mayya but also with the poetry he devoted to 

other women. For one can readily gather from his Dhvdn that he was much more apt to address women, 

to chide or to flatter, in language that wTas more chaste and circumspect than bold and audacious (see 

p. 187). I t should be noted further that the two verses in question, though often cited in the sources,80 

do not appear in the available copies of his Diwdn, 

Lovers' quarrels Dhu al-Rummah and Mayya no doubt had, if not before, then certainly after, her 

marriage to her paternal cousin cAsim. On one occasion Dhu al-Rummah and a company of riders stopped 

to greet Mayya, who in return greeted all except, pointedly, Dhu al-Rummah. The poet, angered at being 

so humiliated publicly, departed as he recited two verses of his own to the effect that Mayya had broken 

for good the tie that was between them and ended with 

which is the second of Kathirah's verses with a slight variation.81 The Dhvdn corroborates a meeting when 

Mayya did not return Dhu al-Rummah's greeting, though without the other details. The poet pleads with 

his companions to go out of their way with him to Mayya's abode. They arrive and greet her. She returns 

their greetings but does not answer that of the speaker, that is, Dhu al-Rummah himself:82 

(̂ JsUM ^]fr £=ry kj ' — ^ 5 * £• CJ ̂ y I ^ L i LAij 

Mayya's marriage greatly distressed the poet, who could not bear the thought of her being married to 
a stingy man. He expressed his feelings in four verses,83 the second of which does play on the idea of 
Mayya disrobed. 

In other verses he implies that the marriage was a family arrangement rather than one of love on Mayya's 
part and describes her husband as insecure and jealous and the least worthy of her.84 Furthermore, as a 
distressed and jealous lover himself, Dhu al-Rummah vented his feelings in verses that expressly wished 
for cAsim's death.85 

78 Aghdni X V I 119: la* J ^ l * l ^ -X i l j l^- ^ - j L i £~^\j i$j** Coda* J$j IJL» J y l JASJ AAJ\ j i J t f . 
79 Jumahi, pp. 475 f.; Aghdni XVI 119, 12L Macartney, No. 81:16 reads 

and could well refer to this Kathirah episode. 
80 See Macartney, pp. 675 f., Addendum 99, which is an ode of 8 verses including the two verses specifically denied by Dhu al-

Rummah, three more verses in elaboration of the theme, and two verses of regrets that he wasted so much poetry on Mayya (cf. 
Aghdni XVI 120; Ibn Khallikan I 511 [ = trans. I I 448]). 

81 Aghdni XVI 119. See also Macartney, p. 675, Addendum 99:3. 
82 See Macartney, No. 7:1 and 5. The poet often made such a request of his traveling companions (see ibid. e.g. Nos. 58:1, 71:1, 

66:1, 83:1, and p. 673, Addendum 82). 
MIbid. No. 86:15-18. 
"Ibid. No. 10:30-34. 
85 Jumahi, p . 349; Macartney, No. 8, esp. verses 13-14. 
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The lovelorn poet was drawn to Mayya's dwelling by his desire to see and talk with her. One dark 

night he contrived to fall in step with her husband in the hope that he would not be recognized and 

would be invited in as a house guest. The ruse failed, for cAsim did recognize him and offered him some 

food but left him in the outer inclosure. Mayya, too, recognized him. At midnight the poet sang out loud 

with a reference to their previous meetings86 which so enraged the jealous husband that he ordered Mayya 

to abuse the poet and deny his statement.87 She strove in vain to calm her husband by reminding him of 

his duty as a host and of the fact that a poet says what he wishes and not what he actually does (see 

pp. 93 and 95). Under threat of death Mayya did as her husband ordered, whereupon the incensed 

Dhu al-Rummah rode away determined to transfer his affection to another.88 

I t is at this point that Kharqa' al-Bakka'iyah, who was better known as Kharqa* al-cAmirIyah, 

enters Dhu al-Rummah's life to become repeatedly and at times hopelessly confused in most of the sources 

on hand with Mayya, who was, we know, also frequently referred to as Kharqa\ But after much sorting 

and sifting of the sources, including Dhu al-Rummah's Dhvdn, a plausible picture of Kharqa' al-'Amiriyah 

and her distinct personality begins to appear. Her first meeting with the poet was not long before his 

death. The object of his first visit was not romance but treatment of his sore eye, for she was known as an 

oculist (IcahMlah). She was advanced enough in age to be concerned about her diminishing beauty. Rather 

than accept a fee of some sort for treating Dhu al-Rummah's eye, she asked that he compose ten romantic 

verses about her and the remaining evidence of her beauty so that people would continue to seek her out 

for herself as well as for her trade. The poet obliged,89 for he saw an opportunity to rouse Mayya's jealousy. 

However, he composed but two or three romantic odes about Kharqa1 al-cAmiriyah before death overtook 

him.90 This bit of information also is substantiated by the Diivan of Dhu al-Rummah, which contains only 

three sustained references to her91 and some half-dozen passing mentions of her name, some of them in 

competition with Mayya's. 

Kharqa^'s vanity sustained her concern for the loss of her beauty, for some time later she requested her 

fellow tribesman Quhaif al-cUqailT to compose some romantic verses about her. He responded with 

and thus gallantly assured her of increasing beauty though she were to live to be as old as Noah.92 

KharqaJ continued to ply her trade at Faljah, a stop on the pilgrimage road from Basrah through the 

Najdian Hujr,93 where people alighted presumably for eye treatment as well as for her entertaining 

86 See Aghdni XVI 114 with variants and Macartney, No. 47:4; see also Macartney Nos. 43:5, 46:5, and 60:5-6, which 
express similar nostalgic sentiments of recalling the past. 

87 The Diwan has numerous references to their meetings by day or by night (see e.g. Macartney, Nos. 46:9-10, 47:4, 49:3-5, 
51:7, 67:37, 68:15, 78:10, 83:9, 87:8 and 13). See p. 95 above for references to night meetings with the beloved. 

88 Aghdni XVI 114: U ^ J l l ^ *U2̂ » (Js^^aJ ol JU_/ L,*?*•« L^c ija^^wli. 
89 Aghdni XVI 123: U. JUi Jl^i l<- j l f X>j j * <C_P £JJ\& A)CS ^ J l T Ic'ij ^jb jJo S J J ^ U I &Jc X*J\ j i ^J> 

.Jjuis c-^-^xl] ZJu J j l \j*++* lit ^ (j^W <~f&j^ (3-J Vr*"-" *-*W V-* ^ ^ u^r*1 *̂ 
90 o U J>- U ÎJ j \ ayX^S Vi l ^ JU U jJJJb '^ JSJ <JJ*U\ &J£ c ^ (see Aghdni XVI 123 but see also ibid. p. 114 

and SWr, pp. 335 f.). 
91 Macartney, Nos. 51:6-13, 66:5-22, and 70:1-16. 
92 Jumabi, pp. 479 f.; Aghdni XVI 124. See also Aghdni XX 140 f. and Khizandh IV 250. Mubarrad, p . 342, identifies Qubaif 

as an cAmirI. The name <JL~>J is misread in some sources as <Ju^*-. Jumal.ri places Quhaif last in his last often groups of four 

poets each (see Jiimal.ii, pp. 583, 592-99). See Aghdni XX 140-43 for the main entry on Quhaif. Noah is said to have lived 950 

years (Surah 29:13). 
93 YaqutI81 and III 911. 
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conversation, for she was knowledgeable in genealogy and ready with poetry citations.94 Among those who 

visited her on the way to or from a pilgrimage was Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbi, who described 

her as tall and still beautiful and active despite her age. She berated him for not having visited her on 

earlier pilgrimages and cited a verse attributed to Dhu al-Rummah:95 

She recited this same verse and the second of the two above-cited verses of Quhaif al- cUqailI to Muhammad 

ibn al-Haj jaj al-Usayyidi,96 who had stopped to visit her when she was eighty years old.97 She then recalled 

Dhu al-Rummah, gave a touching description of him (see below), called Allah's blessing on his soul, 

recited five verses of her own composition in praise of him, and finally expressed her gratitude to him for 

making her name famous—the last a sentiment she is said to have expressed in prose also.98 

I l l 

The greater number of source references to Mayya's beauty and Dhu al-Rummah's physical un-

attractiveness lack specific details and were intended, it would seem, to heighten the contrast. The several 

more or less detailed descriptions of Mayya and Dhu al-Rummah at various periods of their lives narrow 

this contrast and enable us to gain at least a sketch of their basic physical endowments and yield in 

addition some clues as to their personalities. That the poet's general appearance left something to be 

desired is indicated by his mother's reaction to a description of him, probably as a youth, as being small, 

short, ugly, and humpbacked. "Listen to his poetry," said she, "and look not at his face."99 He could not 

have improved with the years of exposure to desert life and the hot sun. For when Mayya is supposed to 

have seen him as a man, she was repelled, as this highly romanticized tale goes, as much by his color as 

by his general physique. Still another unflattering description of Dhu al-Rummah, based largely 

on Bedouin hearsay and referring probably to a still later period in his life, presents a picture of a "diseased 

yet fleshy man, square built and short, with a nose that was not beautiful."100 

There are, however, other descriptions of the poet that seem to deserve as much if not, indeed, more 

credit than the preceding accounts. These trace back, as a rule, through more reliable isndd's to persons 

who knew the poet more intimately and for long periods. They are of especial interest in that they mention 

several attractive features of his person and comment on some traits of his personality. 

There is a description of the poet as Kharqa' al-cAmiriyah recalled him when she was well advanced 

in age. "He was," reminisced Kharqa*, "of a clear complexion and spoke sweetly, was compactly built, 

excellent at description, and chaste of eye,"101 A fuller and more balanced description of the poet and 

94 Aghani XVI 124 f.; KMzanah I 52. 
95 Shi'r, p. 336; Aghani XVI124; Ibn Khallikan I 512 ( ^ trans. II 448 f.); KMzanah 152. For the verso see Macartney, p. 673, 

Addendum 87. 
9d Aghani XVI 125 and 127 have ^X-Vl for tribal identifications, but p. 119 has ^x J J j^f- ^ A*J <JJ ,y c i ^ V L The 

voweling of ^-U^Vl is provided in Ma'arif, p. 37, and Dhahabi, Al-mushtabih fi al-rijal I 26. 
97 AgJwniXVI 124 f. See Jahiz, Mahdsin, pp. 204 f., for other occasions on which she cited these verses. She retained her good 

looks in her old age, but she could not have been 80 years old when Dhu al-Rummah first saw her. 
98 Aghani XVI 125. See p. 184 below for a similar sentiment expressed by Mayya. 
99 Aghani XVI 112: 4^-j J l \jj&5 % «^S J l jj**-J 4*1 cJUi *ll>-l U^S \c^^ jlS". The nature of the deformity of the 

poet's back may have been a degree of curvature rather than a pronounced hump that would have made him readily recognizable 

at all times. The only other related term associated with him is "his back bent low with age" (ijS" UU*x*), applied to him 

possibly some two or three years before his death, in a report that seems questionable (see p. 172 above). 
100 Aghani XVI 112: U ^ J ^ *>JJ! j U f j l T j ^ OJ j l T iû JI li j l <±*J4J-1 I^A* tjl ^ ^i^i C^^> ^^jJI Jû -1 JU 

.Jj—i-lj ^ J djijl biS j IjwaS 
101 Agliani XVI 126: Js^UI JAJS- CA**J\ t-jjU* <Ju^JI ly-s~ j k l l <->is>j S^iJI j J j j l T (see pp. 93 and 152 above for 

reference to the lustful eye). 
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some traits of his personality is transmitted by Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahanl from three of his contemporaries 

on the authority of Ibn Shabbah on the authority of Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Mausali on the authority of 

Mas'ud ibn Qand, who heard it from 'Ismah ibn Malik, a leading direct transmitter of Dhu al-Kummah's 

poetry who once accompanied the poet on a visit to Mayya's home grounds. They come upon Mayya and 

the women when the men are away. (Ismah recites one of Dhu al-Rummah's longer odes, the first twenty-

seven verses of which relate to Mayya, and is interrupted by comments now by one of the women and now 

by Mayya herself. cIsmah and the women retire a short distance while Mayya and Dhu al-Rummah converse, 

and she accuses the poet of false sentiments. When (Ismah sights the dust raised by the mounts of the 

returning men, he alerts the poet and they depart, as they had come, both riding on 'Ismah's pedigreed 

she-camel used especially for the occasion since the men could detect the footprints of Dhu al-Rummah's 

own mount.102 There is no way of knowing how much of this tale is fact and how much fiction. It is of 

interest because cIsmah and not the poet himself is said to have recited the ode, and ^smah's description of 

Dhu al-Rummah indicates the reason: "He has nice eyes and a good melodious voice; when he speaks, you 

sense no impediment in his speech, but when he recites poetry he sputters and his voice grows hoarse."103 

On a later and last visit of the two men to the then deserted site of Mayya's abode, cIsmah, sensing the 

poet's deep emotion, comments that he never saw anyone gain such mastery over his passion, and the 

poet adds "I am indeed (a man) of great endurance and patience."104 Dhu al-Rummah himself refers 

frequently to his physical and health handicaps in his verses, but it is not possible to time such references. 

One may assume, however, that physical symptoms of lovesickness belonged more to his mature days 

than to his early youth. A few citations will suffice. Such verses as 

J j j — 4 j—«3 ^U^>*~« <j* iS^ i ^ — ^ ^ b j L^r*-^ ^ b 

JS^—I «Nl j — s ^ J J l JIJXAI J ?u Sj fi\ j\—*ai j& ^ ^ T J>*A> 

recall in part Mayya's reaction to his appearance and in part his own awareness of his generally 

deteriorating health.105 

Apart from the general statement that Mayya was a woman of great beauty, the sources provide 

comparatively few details as to her features and figure. Our one description of her as a young woman 

102 Aghani XVI 129 f. Jahiz, Mahasin, pp. 204 f., and Amali I I I 125 f. add more details, such as Mayya giving the poet a jar 
of ointment and a string of beads for his mount. See also Macartney, No. 5:1-27, esp. verses 20-22. 

103 Aghani XVI 129: £y* J^-j JJ iUijl lilj <&A>- pLj i d;Jb- j l JUJJI ly#~ jruJi jL~ o l f . Amali Til 124 adds that 

he was thin-bearded, had bright teeth, a broad forehead, and was of good speech: (y~*- jrwU *J>\j bb^JI j l . / «>u*jUJ! <JzJ+ 

104 Amali III 126: j j r ~ J JL? ISJ^ ^ J ^ " ^ ^ ^ J* ^ !> u-*3^ ^J ^ V ^ ^ ' ^ r J *^-i'j ^ (cf- Macartney, e.g. 

Nos. 24:1, 29:13-15, 30:5 and 15, 32:5). 
105 Macartney, Nos. 1:27, 22:17-20, 64:36-37, 78:14, and 81:3 respectively. Such verses, along with the prose descriptions 

already cited, may explain why the poet, although he was not yet forty years old, could have been described as decrepit and bent 
low with age. 
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comes from 'Ismah ibn Malik, who recalled her appearance when he accompanied Dim al-Eummah on 

a visit to her. According to cIsmah, she was then a tawny-colored, delicately built young woman with long 

hair, pretty and witty though not, in this context, as pretty and witty as some of the women who were 

with her.106 

Mayya as a mother of young sons was described to Jumahi by Abu Sawwar al-Ghanawi as smooth 

complexioned, long of face and cheeks, with aquiline nose, and still with traces of beauty.107 Asked by 

Jumahi if she had recited to him any of Dhu al-Rummah's verses, Abu Sawwar answered: "Yes, by 

Allah! She gives long sustained recitations the likes of which no one has seen."108 

A third account comes from Abu al-Muhalhil, who had gone to considerable trouble to find Dhu al-

Rummah's famed Mayya. Disappointed on seeing her, practically a toothless old woman (see p. 172, 

with n. 20), he wondered aloud why Dhu al-Rummah had been so deeply enamored of her. "Wonder not," 

she is reported as saying, "I will show you his convincing reason." She then summoned her young daughter 

and ordered her to unveil. Dazzled by the young girl's beauty and perfection, the man exclaimed: "May 

Allah accept his (i.e., Dhu al-Rummah's) reason and have mercy upon him!" Mayya then informed him 

that Dhu al-Rummah was first attracted to her when she was of the girl's age (and presumably as 

beautiful). And, in answer to her visitor's request, Mayya dictated some of Dhu al-Rummah's poetry to 

him.109 

In a somewhat similar but more detailed interview Muhammad ibn al-Hajjaj al-Usayyidi, on seeing the 
aged Mayya, said to her: " 0 , Mayya, I can't help but see that Dhu al-Rummah has wasted his two verses 
on you": 

J?'Xi \^A X^\ ^\J CJl Vj j&lfi A.^ i S ^ i ^p CJl Ul 

Mayya laughed as she pointed out that he sees her now that her beauty has vanished and added: "May 

Allah have mercy on Ghailan! He said these verses about me when I was more beautiful than a glowing 

fire on a cold night to the eyes of a man suffering from the cold." Then she summoned her daughter, who 

is here named Asma*. The gist of the rest of the interview is about the same as that with Abu al-Muhalhil 

except that there is no mention of Mayya reciting any of Dhu al-Rummah's poetry.110 There is also the 

report that when a man who was blind in one eye saw Mayya, he too wondered aloud what Dhu al-

Rummah had seen in her to admire and added: "I do not see that you are as he has described you." 

She retorted "He saw me with two eyes and you see me with but one."111 

Women also were curious about Dhu al-Rummah's Mayya. One woman who had long wanted to see her 

% 106 Amdli I I I 126: L̂U £**>•*] 1$*. JbUI *ULJ1 j "o\j UJJ> S>U j*iJI l±j\j I^LI *\j^> ^ c J l T . For descriptions of her 

by Dhu al-Rummah, for whom she was »b—J-l, see Macartney, No. 68:5. 
107 Jumahi, p. 476: <o Ĵ! Zj^** JU 1$JU*3 c i s jU-** U» ^\L> 1$*. C*i)j j "ij Colj J IS Uw^s o lS j <jj^}\ J\J^ jA Jj^\ 

JLs- ~>j l^Jp ,JuVI ALJ. jjJli.1 y > (cf. Shi'r, p. 335; Aghani XVI 120; Ibn Khallikan I 311 [ = trans. I I 447]). 

108 Jumahi, p. 476: J0>-l At* J\j U U~- ~-J <djlj ^ 1 . But Shi'r, p. 335, and Aghani XVI 120 render this phrase as *JJ JlS 

4ii» ii^jl ^lj U U*^ ~*J c J l T , Ibn Khallikan I 311 (= trans. I I 447) relied on the SM'r version alone and assumed that the 

report had been given directly to Ibn Qutaibah, thus leading De Slane to point out the impossibility of such transmission. Note 

that Ibn Khallikan names the reporter as Abu Dirar as against Jumahi's direct source, Abu Sawwar, for whom see Fihrist, p. 45. 
109 lUyunIV 40: ^ \ Ulj JUtJu cJU>J LfaJLJLx̂ U 4>JJ <Ui ^ ' c J & l ^ j Ulj 41j ^ cJU*. Cf. <lqd VI 423, which 

concludes with J L JI JU-U- J T j oJU j * - j Ulj IAJ\ j i J A U C J U . 
110 Aghani XVI119 f. See Macartney, p. 666, Addendum 40, for the two verses cited by Muhammad ibn al-Hajjaj al-Usayyidi. 

Tabari I 2382 mentions a Muhammad ibn al-Hajjaj who was a transmitter from cAbd al-Malik ibn <Umair, for whom see pp. 62 
and 76 above. 

111 Jahiz, Mafydsin, p. 205. 
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did not think much of her when she finally met her until she heard Mayya speak and express her apprecia

tion of the fame that the poet had brought her. Impressed with Mayya's eloquence, the woman realized 

that Dhu al-Rummah had not done her full justice,112 an indication that this woman knew some at least 

of Dhu al-Rummah's poetry on Mayya. Be that as it may, there is evidence that Mayya herself had 

memorized much of his poetry and transmitted it to others, for both Abu Sawwar and Abu al-Muhalhil 

bore witness to her good memory and ready transmission. 

Dhu al-Rummah's physical descriptions of Mayya as found in his Dhvan confirm and surpass those of 

the sources, which is not surprising since he was a poet-lover. He nowhere gives a complete picture of 

Mayya at any one period of her life. Yet, no detail of her features and figure seems to have escaped him, 

though some features are more frequently mentioned than others in the numerous and at times repetitious 

verbal sketches of her that are scattered in more than fifty of some eighty odes published by Macartney. 

Though Mayya's physical attractions loom large in most of these references, articles associated with her 

such as her attire, jewelry, and perfume113 as well as the furnishings of her dwelling and the litters in 

which she and her women traveled also receive the poet's attention.114 And her women companions are 

not overlooked.115 Dhu al-Rummah's visits to Mayya and his nostalgic recollections of them, as well as 

his generally tearful return to the deserted sites, take up many of the traditionally romantic verses 

(nasib) of the introductions to most of his odes. 

Little is to be gained from a list of all the references to each item of Mayya's physical attractions and 

traits of personality, though I have noted and analyzed all of them in order to gain a sufficiently represen

tative sketch of Mayya as Dhu al-Rummah actually saw her or as he more often pictured her in a lover's 

fantasy. A goodly number of his odes, including the verses in the first part of our papyrus text, give 

comparatively full descriptions which should be consulted by readers curious about the actual texts. 

The descriptions are as a rule rich in the metaphors and particularly the similes on which Dhu al-Rummah's 

literary reputation as a poet largely rests. Nevertheless, their profuse use in rapid succession tends at 

times to distract attention from rather than illuminate the subject.116 

From the copious Dhvan materials on hand we gather that young Mayya was tall and slender, yet 

small boned and well rounded.117 She had an oval face with a silken-smooth unblemished complexion 

comparable to the yellow-red glow of the rising sun.118 She had large bright brown eyes rimmed with long 

black lashes, a color combination expressed in a verse 

that is one of the poet's verses most often cited for its literary quality.119 Her eyes were, moreover, com

parable to the eyes of gazelles for their beauty and magic appeal.120 The poet dwells on the sensitive 

112 Fadil, p. H5: L^Ui 'c~>Jjj C~J& "IS L l̂j j ^ U,lS"1 ^ sl̂ II tJ\s Jll ^ O^U JjrZ JjZ J>J J> C^-J^ 
1$JL*J j j^S k*J\ li ul C ~ J P {see p. 181 above for Kharqa' al-'Amiriyah's expression of gratitude to Dhu al-Rummah). 

113 See e.g. Macartney, Nos. 1:4 and 17, 10:16, 19, and 22, 30:16-22, 35:32-33, 64:11 and 17. 
114 See e.g. ibid. Nos. 5:8 and 16-17, 25:23, 40:13, 41:24-28, 78:8. 
115 See e.g. ibid. Nos. 5:8 and 16-17, 51:8-9, 57:6-20 and 31-32 (= pages 1:1-2:2 and 2:12-13 of our papyrus text), 64:14-19. 
116 See e.g. ibid. Nos. 1:6-29, 5:19-23, 10:15-25, 24:10-15, 25:14-17, 35:20-34, 52:11-19, 57:20-30 (see page 2:2-11 of our 

text), 64:11-19, 78:10-13. 
117 Ibid, Nos. 1:13, 35:23-25, 57:18 (= page 1:13 of our text), 64:12-13. 
118 Ibid. No. 52:16; see, further, Nos. 1:15, 10:20, 24:11, 29:24, 35:30, 57:22-23 and 28 ( = page 2:4-5 and 9 of our text). 
119 Ibid. No. 1:20; note the many variants of this verse, some of which perhaps originated with the poet himself. For more 

verses on the eyes see e.g. ibid. Nos. 24:12, 29:23, 30:16-17, 64:16, and p. 668, Addenda 49:2 and 52. 
120 Ibid. No. 52:17 (see p . 187 below for citation of this verse and two other such verses). Dhu aURummah was opposed 

to comparing any feature of a woman with that of a cow, as was commonly done, especially in respect to large passive eyes 
(see e.g. ibid. No. 25:14). He much preferred to compare women to gazelles and at times reversed the simile and compared 
gazelles to one or the other of his lady loves; see e.g. ibid. Nos. 1:19,5:19, 10:11-15,24:10, 52:16-17,57:14, 1 6 a n d 2 9 ( = pages 
1:9, 1:11, and 2:10 of our text, where the poet's sentiment is that not even a gazelle can be compared to Mayya), Q6:17. See also 
Aghanl V 63 and 126 f., X 163, XVI 119; Mubarrad, pp. 420, 509; Muwashshah, p. 169; Yaqut I I I 198; Khizanah IV 597. 
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mouth,131 the highly colored lips,122 and the even and bright white teeth.123 She had a firm chin and long 

slender neck.124 Her braided, heavy, long black hair covered parts of her back and chest.125 She had small 

wrists and slender hands and feet.126 Her walk, when she was a heavier mature Avoman, was slow and 

swaying.127 The poet is enamored of her captivating smile128 and enchanted with her soft, sweet, sensible, 

and elegant speech129—speech that he longed to hear whether or not it cured his lovesickness130 and even 

when she questioned his sentiments,131 

On the other hand, he speaks of her as being generally patient and understanding,132 but he also implies 

that she was too sparing of her attention so far as he was concerned, so that he was delighted even if she 

disagreed with him:133 

4JU £joJI UiJ j l IfU ^>-J\ dU iJbjl ALA JjiJl dJ^jli ISI 

The poet's superlatives are lavished on her whom he sees as a true free-born Arab lady134—a paragon 

such as is not to be found among Arabs or non-Arabs:135 

C-^PVJ *J>*P l^li« (_S^J *)}j \ IUJPLJ <J IS I 4_~4 j l o 

All in all, as we are told in the following verse, Dhu al-Eummah would have us believe that were even 

Luqman the Sage to cast an eye upon the unveiled Mayya, he would be dazed and utterly bewildered:136 

IV 

Was Dim al-Eummah sincere in his avowed love for Mayya or was he merely using her name as a 

literary motif to enhance his reputation?137 We note that some of his romantic verses addressed to the 

three other women in his life, beginning with Saida', convey at times sentiments similar to those expressed 

about Mayya. But we note also that thoughts of Mayya intrude even in the odes that start with praise of 

Umaimah, or XJmm Salim, and Kharqa\ The over-all implications of the Diwan so far as Mayya is 

concerned indicate that she had an ever increasing hold on the poet's mind and heart during some thirty 

of the forty years of his life. If his interest in Mayya started as a youthful venture, it persisted through his 

121 Macartney, Nos. 1:19, 25:16, 57:22 (= page 2:4 of our text). 
122 Ibid. Nos. 25:16 and 64:14. 
123 Ibid, Nos. 1:19, 10:25, 24:13, 35:26-27, 57:24 (= page 2:6 of our text). 
124 Ibid. Nos. 24:14-15, 25:17, 52:16. 
125 Ibid. Nos. 35:28, 57:27 (which is missing in our text), 78:11-12. 
126 Ibid. Nos. 30:20, 52:15, 64:12-13. 
i n Ibid. No. 30:21-22. 
128 Ibid. Nos. 22:11, 25:16-17, 29:24, 34:12, 35:20-21, 46:12, 52:18, 83:10. 
129 Ibid. Nos. 1:25, 25:17, 29:22, 35:20-22, 57:17 {= page 1:12 of our text). 
130 See e.g. ibid. Nos. 73:5 and 82:8, where her conversation only aggravated his condition, and p. 676, Addendum 101. 
131 Ibid. Nos. 5:20 and 10:36. 
132 Macartney, No. 1:24. 
133 Ibid. No. 5:22; cf. Aghani XVI 130 and Amall I I I 125, 126. 
134 Macartney, No. 14:14; see also No. 68:5, where she is referred to as »lu J - 1 . 
135 Ibid. No. 1:10; cf. Mubarrad, p. 452, and Khizanah I 378. 
136 Macartney, No. 52:12. 
137 Ibid. No. 1:18 reads 

and c TJmdah I 137 f., for example, touches on this controversial point. 
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maturity despite the remonstrances of friends and family, including his brother Mas'ud, as indicated by 
the following two pairs of verses:138 

Expressions of his deep and abiding though hopeless love occur time and again in his Biwan, and it is 
possible to trace through some of the verses the likely course of his affection from his first youthful 
attraction on and on,139 

I AL. j I J l U J ^ J 1 J P 3 cmj? ^ *TLJ-I CJlS"" J&j 

IA^_^I JJtdi\ JL* Jp LjJaj U ^ L P ^ J l i ^ C-IU Ail 

<3- - ^ J <3*-ri i£^k ^ <J ^' ^ ^ i ^ ^ *-?* S* "̂ ^ 

£ — i ^ j oil; U y j * ^ y * ^5Li j ^ y i ^ ^ 1 <jU^ 

and on to love's hold on the very core of his heart,140 

Vl 5 ?SI J id l i k_JU!l *\y* C- Sli ^ j J>\—swaJl J ^ J 

and love's continued growth until it crowded out everything and everyone:141 

i _ U U <L J"* J P 4k£> Vj l ^ j > <^J i>^ ^ ,JL5ll ISI 

?-^f i b l ^ j ColS" {JJd\ J P Sj—U>- iLt ^ S j * £>Jo>- l i l 

« : c iJjjJ ^.Ji ^ dJLsflJ C5J* M? ^ — ^ ' *1?—*' ^ ^ ^ 

His love was never a case of out-of-sight, out-of-mind, for absence makes his pierced heart grow fonder,142 

rzjj J j - ^ ^ H i iS^ ^X?-j ^f^^ L / ^ - -r^*k <£jk\ < j ^ . J 

and his love could grow no further:143 

\ ^ J i U Jijf 1 ^>- ^ b j j j I—JXP 4_^ L_-J>- ji*u Jl) l i 

He loves even the ground on which she treads. Breezes blowing from her people's quarters agitate his 
heart with a passion that brings tears to his eyes, but everyone loves the place where his loved one dwells,144 

i rJ ;ft ^jJi £-u 1$ JAI * (^JI—>- L$\ j ^ £}JS^\ «^~* ^ 

I tf^>- j l T d~>- UJ6 ^ tsy> l c*b ° < ^ ^ ^ ^ <̂ y> 

and, finally, Allah knows that he loves her with a strong and enduring affection:145 

j ^U i o o j u - ^ dtt; Jp I ^ ^ oi ^ j (J«j 

138 Macartney, Nos. 32:3-4 (cf. No. 62:6 ff.) and 58:6-7 (cf. Ibn Khallikan I 512 f. [ = trans. I I 450]) respectively. 
139 Macartney, Nos. 68:2 and 12, 52:6, 47:8 respectively. 
140 Ibid. No. 57:20 (= page 2:2 of our text). 
141 Ibid. Nos. 62:12 (cf. p . 661, Addendum 5) and 10:8-9 respectively. 
142 Ibid. No. 10:10 (cf. Nos. 17:28, 25:4-5, 40:8, 41:6-7; Agkdni XVI 122 f.). 
143 Macartney, No. 23:8. 
144 Ibid. No. 8:8-9 (cf. Agteni XVI 130 and Ibn Khallikan I 511 [ = trans. I I 448]). 
145 Macartney, No. 53:14. 
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Thoughts of Mayya haunt him in his dreams as in his waking hours.146 They intrude even on his 
prayers—and he was a reasonably religious man147—to confuse and confound him to the point that he 
knows not what he is doing, even to losing count of his forenoon prayers:148 

Perhaps yet another indication of his sincerity is the generally chaste language he employs throughout 
in reference to Mayya even when he is angered or frustrated, as in the following verses:149 

dtW—i j * «JU VI Jb^ll 4j U>-b u^ iS^ ^ i}f> Uj 

This characteristic of all his romantic odes and sundry verses led Asma'I to consider Dhu al-Rummah 
the most decent and serious minded of all the lovers he knew.150 

All things considered, it would seem that Dhu al-Rummah while yet a precocious boy of ten was first 
struck with the young Mayya's sweet charms and touched by her concern for his tender age as she supplied 
him with water. He then and there adopted her as his secret talisman for his budding genius.151 He came 
later to use her name as a literary device much as a gallant young medieval knight used his exploits to 
praise and pay homage to his lady fair. But he was soon bewitched, only to endure the pangs of un
requited love:152 

j\^\j UUI ^ 1 j\ J>^J\ j * A _ ^ M _ * LfJ Jj\ Oy^ ^ P J 

and finally realized that he was indeed genuinely and deeply in love with her and with her only. But, 
the sources being what they are, it seems fitting to conclude this line of thought with the familiar "and 
only Allah knows best." 

DHU AL-RUMMAH THE POET 

I 

Dhu al-Rummah, like many another poet, began his career as a transmitter of poetry. And, like many 

a nephew, he was first directly influenced by an uncle, 'Ubaid ibn Husain al-Numairi, better known as 

Ra% "camel-herder" (see pp. 113-16), whose poetry he transmitted.153 Ra'I had a tangible effect on the 

146 See ibid. Nos. 1:30 40:8, 46:1-12, 49:1-11, 52:4-5, 55:24-26, 82:1-11, and p. 661, Addendum 41. 
147 See e.g. ibid. Nos. 7:30, 30:14, 57:51 ( = page 4:6 of our text), and Addenda 47 and 63 on pp. 667 and 670 respectively. See 

also Aghani XVI 128: ^ ul JJbL 4\ ^ j-u ft \h\ JUll ul J'Ju ^j±X\ ^ S^UI 0 — "^ J> ^ and (on the 

authority of <Isa ibn (Umar as reported by Asma'i) 4 l j J l i £j liU ^*iJ! jJJ* Z>J\ j i j l T JU _f j j ^ ^ {J^
S}\ 

jf\ Sj JA VI *JI Vj 4 a J - l j J ! 6U~- j JLL^ j o H J Jb i L ^ T V (cf. Jahiz, Mabaain, p. 183). 
148 Macartney, No. 87:21-22. 
149 Ibid. No. 55:25-26. 

™ Aghani XVI 113: J j ^ <U ^ ^ J l & ^ O j . ^ 1 C^ £ j ^ ^ > U - I j U J I & JbJ ^ 1 U ^ ^ V l JU 

<jwy. Abu 'Ubaidah (ibid.) noticed the same qualities in the poet's general attitude and conversation: [y^>- « ^ L v J l iy^J 

$J-I , j O U P J JJLAJI (see also p. 179 above and p. 188 below). 
151 See Aghani XVI 114, esp. lines 13-4 : o (y^\ J 1 J ^ cJj hyii\ J * QL>) cl^\ \Ai. 
152 Macartney, Nos. 35:34, 52:17, 87:26. I t should be noted that Kuthaiyir's affection for 'Azzah paralleled that of Dhu al-

Rummah for Mayya in that eventually both romances progressed from a professional to an emotional phase (see e.g. Shi'r 
pp. 321 f.). 

153 Jumal.ii, p. 467; Muwashshah, pp. 170, 183. 
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young poet's style and theme orientation, particularly in the description of camels,154 but not to the point 

of stifling the younger poet's inclination or originality. 

Dhu al-Rummah's first attempts at versification centered on the rajaz, a comparatively primitive 

meter that was all but pre-empted at the time by 'Ajjaj and his son Ru'bah.155 The latter, a rival of Dhu al-

Rummah, accused him of plagiarizing some of his verses (see p, 173), as he accused Tirimmah and Kumait 

ibn Zaid (see p. 97) of plagiarizing his language materials and even his father of stealing some of his 

verses.156 I t should be recalled that Dhu al-Rummah was accused of appropriating some of his brothers' 

ideas and verses. However, Dhu al-Rummah himself early realized that he could not compete with such 

rajaz experts as Ru^bah and his father, and thereafter he concentrated on a limited number of other meters 

that were more suitable for regular odes157 and used mostly the taivil, basit, ivafir and mutaqarib 

varieties.158 

Just as Dhu al-Rummah knew his limitations as to the rajaz meter, he knew also when to refrain from 

satire. He refused to satirize the Banii Habtar, who had found fault with some of his verses, because he 

knew them to be transmitters of poetry and knowledgeable in that art.159 He must have sensed his weak

ness in this major category of Arabic poetry, which he nevertheless attempted occasionally though, by 

the accepted standard of the time, not very successfully. He countered criticism of his ineffective satire 

by claiming that he did not wish to damage the reputations of believing women, who were as a rule the 

satirist's most vulnerable target in attacks on family and tribal honor.160 But his excuse was no more 

acceptable to the critics than were similar excuses of 'Ajjaj and others who were weak in satire (see p. 139, 

n. 195). 

Dhu al-Rummah could hold his own even in satire against lesser poets but not against such master 

satirists as Jarlr and Farazdaq. This is neatly illustrated in his involvement with Hisham al-Mara'I, 

whose poetry was mostly in the rajaz meter and hence not conducive to effective satire. Dim al-Rummah 

attacked Hisham and his people for their lack of hospitality and his verses hit their mark. Jarlr, suspecting 

154 When critics preferred Ra'l's descriptions of camels to those of Dhii al-Rummah, the latter pointed out that Ra'i described 
royal mounts while he himself was more concerned with working camels of the desert and the market place (see Jumahi, pp. 468 f.; 
Muwashshdh, pp. 174-76. 

155 j ^ o r a definition of this meter see Lane, pp. 1036 f. For its origin and development see e.g. Sibawaih I 147 and 155 and 
lUmdah I 121-24, 126; see also Goldziher, Abhandlungen zur ardbischen Philologie I 76-83 and 120, and for early leading poets 
who used it see GAL S I 90-92. For its later development and for its humble use by Arabs and its exalted use by Persians see EI 
Supplement, pp. 178-81, and A. J. Arberry (ed.), The Legacy of Persia (Oxford, 1953) pp. 211 f. 

Numerous bits of personal and literary information and rare anecdotes {ahlibar and nawadir) are told of 'Ajjaj, Ru'bah, and 
Abu al-Najm al-'Ijli, whose rivalries were almost as marked as those of Akhtal, Jarlr, and Farazdaq. An anecdote about Ru'bah 
and some of his verses arc included in the text of PEBF No. 864, which Karabacek dated to the 3rd/9th century—a date likely 
enough for the text itself but hardly for the papyrus copy. The latter I would place in the first half of the 4th century, largely 
on the basis of its script and the fact that it is written on a fragment of a palimpsest which retains remnants of an earlier, 
3rd-century script. For parallels, with variants, of the Ru'bah anecdote and some of the verses see e.g. Jumahi, p. 581, and 
Aghani XVIII 125 and XXI 91. 

156 Aglmnl X 156; Muwaslisliah, p. 209. Ru'bah's Bedouin diction, as well as that of Farazdaq, was held in very high esteem 
by Abu lAmr ibn al-(Ala5 (see Kkizanah I 152: 3*jj^\j *{JJJS> <GU J~i ^1 jJ&-\ j +\»\ L> jJb j \ i oUI J J jj*P JJ\ J l i ) . 
Ru'bah's eloquent speech became almost proverbial, while that of Hasan al-Basrl and that of Ibrahim al-Sindi were compared 
to it (Ibn Sa'd VII 1, p. 121; Jaliiz, Bayan I 321 f.; see also KhasdHs I I I 305). For Ru'bah's accusation against his father see 
SirafI, pp. 91 f., and Ibn 'Asakir VI 395. 

157 Mtnvashshafi, p . 174. This report traces back to Tha'Iab on the authority of Abu 'Ubaidah on the authority of Muntaji* 
ibn Nabhan al-A'rabi, one of Dhu al-Rummah's leading transmitters. See also p. 200 below. 

158 As readily confirmed by the meters of his Dlwan, which includes also his earlier rajaz pieces, some of them of considerable 
length (e.g. Macartney, Nos. 12-14 and Addenda 11, 21, 26, 31, 51, 60, 93 on pp. 662 ff.). 

159 Muwashshah, pp. 180 f.: <jl ZLj l\jj *_£ ^ V V JU j.~>- ^ j>J^ V' y <J^ J ^ < J A * U J ^ > * ^-J ! Ja>- j * £ ^ ~ J 

<ti L. OJ^JJ <^\*x JL^-JJI OJAJJ JAJL}\ OJJ (see Aghani VII 78 f. for Abu Habtar and Kuthaiyir). 
160 See Macartney, No. 57:51 (= page 4:6 of our text), which reads 
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that Dhu al-Rummah favored Farazdaq,161 injected himself into the quarrel by aiding Hisham with 

verses in Dhu al-Rummah's meter and rhyme in answer to Dhu al-Rummah's attack. But Dhu al-

Rummah detected the verses as those of Jarir and took him to task for it, explaining that he did not favor 

Farazdaq against Jarir. He himself then accepted help from Jarir against Hisham. This was so effective162 

that Hisham and his people eventually prevailed on Jarir to help them again with satirical verses. Jarir's 

aid resulted in victory for Hisham shortly before the death of Dhu al-Rummah.163 

Dhu al-Rummah seems to have been generally more tolerant of criticism from his fellow poets than from 

scholars, as is well illustrated by his relationships with Jarir and Farazdaq, whose opinions he deliberately 

sought, in contrast to his resentful attitude toward Abu (Amr ibn al-(Ala', whose opinions were un

solicited. Abii cAmr even though he initiated the statement that "poetry began with Imru5 al-Qais and 

ended with Dhu al-Rummah" (see pp. 121 and 147) did on occasion find fault with specific verses of Dhu 

al-Rummah on points of grammar and meaning—a type of criticism with which Farazdaq at times 

agreed164 and other poets paralleled though not always justifiably.165 

Dhu al-Rummah's desire to impress and win the approval and praise of his fellow poets is indicated also 

by the fact that he sought the opinions of Kumait and Tirimmah, to whom he recited some verses that he 

considered among his best. The more amiable and generous Kumait166 exclaimed that what they had 

heard was indeed "brocade" rather than the "muslin" of their own verses. The less impressionable and 

more critical Tirimmah would not go that far but conceded that what they had heard was good enough. 

Then Dhu al-Rummah recited two of his verses and asked if Tirimmah could produce anything to match 

them. Tirimmah recognized them as verses from the ode which had displeased cAbd al-Malik, who had 

refused to reward Dhu al-Rummah for it (see p. 171). Kumait urged Tirimmah to give Dhu al-Rummah 

his due, and in the end Tirimmah apologized and conceded that the reins of poetry were in the palm of 

Dhu al-Rummah's hand.167 

That Dhu al-Rummah protected himself from what he recognized as his weakness is in itself a point of 

strength. I t is instructive to note his own appraisal of what he considered his several strong points as a 

161 See Jumahi, p . 469. Dhu al-Rummah's leaning toward Farazdaq may be explained in part by the latter's repeated favorable 
mention at court of the younger and as yet little known poet; see e.g. Aghdni X 113, where both Jarir and Farazdaq mention 
Dhu al-Rummah favorably, and ibid. XVI 119, where Farazdaq alone does so. 

162 Aghdni XVI 117 f. gives a vivid description of Hisham's reaction at this point. He beat on his head and wailed j j r ±j 
4JJ4S0 ^pj i j ^ j * ^ CMJU J ^AJI 6J>£ 4\J la* J l A H . In their exchange of satire Dhu al-Rummah and Hisham could 
not bypass their respective sub-tribes, the Banu (Adi and the Banu Imri al-Qais. These latter were characterized as unwarlike 
agriculturalists and inhospitable eaters of pork and drinkers of wine (see Macartney, No. 29:44-55, esp. verses 47-48, and 
references under Imru1 al-Qais on p. xiii). For a sample of Dhu al-Rummah's restrained allusion to their women, even in satire, 
see ibid. No. 29:56-60. 

163 See Jumahi, pp. 471-75; Aghdni VII 61-63 and XVI 116-18. Macartney, Nos. 27:17-19, and 68:78-84, incorporate most 
of Jarir's verses in aid of Dhu al-Rummah. The claim that had Dhu al-Rummah lived longer he would have wrested the victory 
from Hisham should be discounted since the real victor was not Hisham but Jarir, for whom Dhu al-Rummah was no more a 
match than Ra'i had been (see pp. 113 f. above) and a similar claim had been made for Raci. See, further, Aghdni VII 61 and 
'Umdah I I 219 f. Khizdnah I 51 f. reports that Dhu al-Rummah refused an invitation from Jarir to exchange satire because 
he did not wish to attack women. 

164 Majdlis al-lutama\ p. 337. See also Macartney, No. 29:3, and 'Umdah I 181, 
165 Muwashshah, pp. 178-85, is devoted largely to this type of criticism by various poets and scholars of specific verses of 

Dhu al-Rummah. See e.g. Aghdni XVI 122 f. for a criticism that was itself challenged. Criticism pointing out the errors of 
poets (*\j*t}\ -LJUI) was a type which hardly any poet or transmitter escaped (see e.g. (Umdah II 191-96; Muzhir II 497-505). 

166 He not only readily conceded Dhu al-Rummah's superiority at description but volunteered the reason for it, namely that 

Dhu al-Rummah's descriptions, unlike his own, were made from personal observation (see Aghdni X 157 and XV 125: iL*V 

iJj^yJlT 4JLII ^Jj J Ja^j \zJ, t j u J \}\j j i ^ ^ ^ eJudJ). Aghdni I 139 reports Kumait's silent acceptance of 

repeated criticism of his verses by Nusaib who preferred in each instance a verse of Dhu al-Rummah (cf. Muzhir II 499 f.). 

™AghamX 157 f.: j j ^ 1 J L P ' J | 4 J I ^ ^ 1 <d Jtfi . . . ^ 1 ^ 3 1 d U J . ^ V ^ L J J I -dllj IJu> JuiOl Jtf 

dliT. See also The Poems of Tufail ibn f Auf al-Ghanawi and at- Tirimmah ibn Hakim aUd'yi, ed. and trans. F. Krenkow ( " ' E . J . W. 

Gibb Memorial' Series" XXV [London, 1927]) pp. xxv f. and pp. 166 f., Tirimmah No. 47:18 and commentary. 
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poet. To begin with, as some of his verses reveal, he considered himself a good and careful technician in 
his art and extraordinarily effective in his use of uncommon words and phrases that then became ever so 
widely known:168 

VI M> JJL. U AJ^I ^ mj* <d Cij l Ji J*£J 

VI 5, LJ> JL-JI V J y ^ U jL-fy <uil L i 

Vl *al J*x£ JUVI ^y J _ i l J& J^ oS ^ j j ^ 

He worked hard on revisions, including the addition of new verses, which led one of his several transmitters 

to protest the confusion caused thereby in his own transmission.169 Dhu al-Rummah acknowledged his 

debt to Ka% his first direct mentor, but claimed that he had surpassed him by far.170 He was perfectly 

aware of his facility with excellent similes.171 He realized from experience that poetic inspiration was 

not always at one high level. He classified his odes in three categories, giving an example for each group: 

those in the composition of which he experienced an easy flow and play of words, those in which he had 

to exert himself more energetically, and those during the composition of which he was as one completely 

possessed.172 He illustrated his third category with his famed ode which begins with the verse: 

and which is the one ode that Jarlr envied Dhu al-Eummah for and wished that he himself had 
composed.173 And Jarlr is reported as saying that had Dhu al-Eummah become dumb after this one ode 
he would have been the greatest poet among men.174 Dhu al-Eummah was asked: "What would you do 
should poetry be locked away from you?" He answered: "How can it be locked away from me when I 
have its keys?"175 

168 Macartney, No. 57:48-50 ( = page 4:3-5 of our text). See also Jahiz, Bayan 1153 f. and Khasa'is 1325; cf. n. I l l on p. 128 
above. 

169 Aghani XVI 118 and Muwashshak, p . 184: JMZ*\ lil j l T Z*J\ li j l dJ&j 4,*i ' J P £jJUil <J <*J\ & l\jj (J£*> JU 
<jlx* JAJI J j j J J . Such confusion probably accounts for some of the more numerous variants for some of his verses, such as 
Macartney, p. 5, draws attention to in respect to No. 1:20. For the role of the transmitter as editor, whether he was right or 
wrong, see e.g. Jumahi, pp. 20, 40 f.; Jahiz, Bayan I 269; Ibn Tabataba, p. 124; see also p. 151 above. 

»° Aghani XVI 121: 15> A, dlLi U*Ji <_^» ^ U ^1 «ii.j J i . U illi J j $ Sj U JUs j\J\ *. j b c J l L'l <>J\ ^JU J J 
J J ^ti\ lg£J~j |1 4jjj\j LUt oJ*j t^liJI (.iil^i 4*jU jr. But see Zubaidi, p. 210, where this claim is questioned by Mufaddal 
ibn Muhammad al-Pabbi. Dhu al-Rummah apparently was resented by his cousin Jandal ibn al-Ra(i (see Macartney, No. 
19:6-7) . 

171 Ibn Shubrumah reported that he heard Dhu al-Rummah say j L J 4JJI *LA3 U^k O>.| J JJ <JlTvlJt* lil (Aghani XVI113). 
He once criticized a verse of Dhu al-Rummah and caused the latter to change a word in it only to have Abu al-Hakam ibn 
al-Bakhtari fault first Ibn Shubrumah and then the poet for making the change {ibid. XVI 122 f.; Muwashshab, p. 180). Ibn 
Shubrumah was a minor poet and critic who later served as judge in Basrah and for the Sawad of Kufah and was known as a 
good and wise judge (see e.g. Majalis Tha'lab I I483; lIqd I I 365, IV 124, VI 335; Akhbdr al-quddt I I I 36-129, esp. pp. 95-108 for 
his relations with poets). 

172 Aghani XVI 118; Khizdnah I 379. For the odes with which Dhu al-Rummah illustrated his first and second categories 
see Macartney, Nos. 66 and 38 respectively. 

173 Aghani XVI 118. For the entire ode with commentaries see e.g. Macartney, No. 1, and QurashI, pp. 177-87. Aghani XVI 
123 reports that Dhu al-Rummah, dressed in expensive clothing and with tears streaming down his bearded face, stood and 
recited this long ode in the Mirbad of Basrah, the meeting place of poets and orators. See, further, e.g. Ibn Tabataba, p. 19, for 
glowing praise of the similes in this ode, and pp. 27, 56 f., 109 f., for more praise of some of Dhu al-Rummah's verses (cf. 
Jurjani, Al-wasdtah [1364/1945] p. 190). 

Dhu al-Rummah's demonic inspiration is indicated in his expression li^»- <u c ^ - U and in Jarir's reason for his envy: 
U?lJ lf-i <J j l T <ulkJ; jU. The "demon" must have made frequent visits since Dhu al-Rummah continued to add to this ode 
until his death {Aghani XVI 118). See n. 147 on p. 132 above for the demons of Abu al-Najm al-'Ijli and cAjjaj and of Jarir and 
Farazdaq. For the theme of demonic inspiration in respect to Arab poets see Hamidah (Abd al-Razzaq, Shayatin aUshu'ara" 
(Cairo, 1956) pp. 85-107. 

174 Muwashshab, pp. 171, 185; Ibn Khallikan I 513 ( = trans. I I 451). Muwashshah, pp. 174 f., notes the several criticisms of 
individual verses even in this ode. 

™<UmdahI131f. 
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Dhu al-Rummah, however, was either unwilling or more probably unable to accept and hence to profit 

from the major criticism against his poetry such as was voiced by Jarlr and Farazdaq, whose status and 

approval he coveted.176 For though both of these ranking poets appreciated Dhu al-Rummah's several 

strong points to the extent that Jarir envied Dhu al-Rummah for his famous ode mentioned above and 

Farazdaq appropriated some of his verses,177 neither hesitated to point out his several weaknesses. Both 

pointed to the paucity of his meters and his weakness in several categories of poetry, to the monotony of 

his themes and his preoccupation with camels and cattle, and to the doleful and lachrymose features of 

his poetry, all of which, they explained, disqualified him for first rank.178 They expressed the totality of 

their criticism, favorable or otherwise, in the phrase nuqat 'arils wa ab'dr ghizldn, which, along with its 

gloss, probably originated with Abu cAmr ibn al-cAla' (see pp. 137 f.). De Slane's translation reads thus: 

"Dhu al-Rummah's verses are like sugar-plums scattered at a marriage feast; they disappear quickly; or 

they are like the dung of gazelles; at first, it has an odour, but it soon becomes mere dung."179 This 

combination of admiration mixed with a greater part of severe criticism of Dhu al-Rummah led Salih ibn 

Sulaiman, one of his several transmitters, to accuse both Jarir and Farazdaq of jealousy.180 Dhu al-

Rummah had other admirers among the poets, but they were neither so outspoken nor yet such powerful 

opinion makers as either Jarir or Farazdaq. They included Kumait and Tirimmah, whose favorable 

opinions have been discussed above, and the Negro slave poet Nusaib, who preferred a series of Dhu 

al-Rummah's verses over a comparable number of the verses of the cAlId Kumait.181 

That Dhu al-Rummah was even less willing to accept criticism from scholars is indicated by his reaction 

to the suggestions of Abu <Amr ibn al-'Ala1 for improvement of a verse in praise of Bilal which had 

displeased the latter (see p. 173, n. 36) much as similar verses had earlier displeased cAbd al-Malik. " 0 

Abu cAmr," said Dhu al-Rummah, "you are unique in your knowledge, and I, in my knowledge and poetry, 

am the same."182 

Dhu al-Rummah sustained both his faith and his high self-esteem to the last. For when he realized that 

death was near he expressed the concept that "man proposes, God disposes," and asked that he be buried 

not in some pit in the lowlands but on the highest hilltop of his beloved dunes. His wish was granted, and 

176 Aghani VII 60 and 130, XVI 113 f.; but see p. 137 above for Jarir's high praise of Dhu al-Rummah's similes. 

177 Jumabi, pp. 470 f.; Aghani XVI 116 and XIX 23. See also Macartney, No. 19:1-5. Farazdaq was given to such thefts, 
and Asma'i, it should be recalled, considered nine-tenths of Farazdaq's poetry as stolen (see pp. 133 f. above). Farazdaq was 
often accompanied by one of his secretaries (see p. 115, n. 47) who was ordered to take down the verses that particularly 
impressed him. 

178 See e.g. Jumahi, pp. 468 f.; Shi'r, p. 333; Aghani VII 62 and XVI 115, 117, 129; Muwashshab, pp. 172 f.; Ibn Khallikan 
I 511 ( = trans. I I 447). I t should be noted that Ibn Khallikan himself considered Dhu al-Rummah of first rank (KUzanah 
152). 

179 Ibn Khallikan trans. I I 451 f. 

"° Aghani XVI 112: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ U l > l j 4\J^ J^J 34jti\ j lT d[J^ & £ U JU. 
Jarir and Farazdaq had early recognized the talents of the youthful and still little-known Dhu al-Rummah, whom each 

considered second only to himself when recommending him to (Abd al-Malik, who then sent for Dhu al-Rummah (see 
Muwashshah, p. 239). 

181 Aghani I 138 f.; Muzhir I I 499 f. For Nusaib as a critic of poetry see pp. 127-29 above. 

182 Muwashshah p. 179. Earlier, Akhtal had rebuffed Sha'bl in the presence of cAbd al-Malik in somewhat the same manner 

in respect to the relative quality of some of the verses of Qutami and poetry in general; see Aghani IX 170 f. for the account 

as told by Sha<bi himself: &J JsliTi J * J+4 V j l 'cJj uU .bJj j U Ic*^ c*>UVI J \Sy* S ^ \J J U V I J JU 

S îl AOA J ^JiU U l j * * } \ ^ J, J iU ^ ^ 1 V c J i i l ^ . ^ U . Note Sha(bi's ready apology despite his high estimate of 

his own great knowledge of poetry, much of which he claimed he could recall in month-long recitation without repeating a 

single verse; see <Iqd V 275: J U U J LLJ ±*\ V [ ^ l > t JJL5I j l c^ Jj ^JU! h\jj £> > 1 ^11 ^ >j* Ul L. ^ JL l I Jtf 
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the record, which traces back through Abu cUbaidah to Muntaji* ibn Nabhan, adds that his tomb can be 
seen from a distance of three days' journey.183 

II 

We turn our attention now to the post-contemporary critics of Dhu al-Kummah's poetry, the foremost 

of whom seems to have been Asma% some of whose opinions have already been covered. As these are 

recalled and related to some of his other statements, it soon becomes clear that Asma'i was in fact little 

more than a transmitter of the body of criticism, favorable or otherwise, that was already current in Dhu 

aUtummah's lifetime—opinions expressed by Jarir and Farazdaq among others which were sustained 

beyond the poet's short life primarily by Abu cAmr ibn al-cAla> and Hammad al-Eawiyah. The latter 

believed that the poet was neglected partly because of his youth and partly because of jealousy.184 To 

begin with, Asma% like the earlier critics, did not consider Dhu al-Rummah among the poets of first 

rank (al-fuhul) nor yet noteworthy (mufliq) except for his similes,185 though he did consider him on the 

whole linguistically authoritative (hijjah) because he was a Bedouin.186 On one occasion Asma'i placed 

Dhu al-Rummah among the best poets for his ability to convey the meaning of a verse before its rhyme 

word and then to make meaningful use of this word itself. He readily cited two verses in illustration and 

commented on them.187 He held Dhu al-Rummah superior to Kumait188 but reiterated the opinion that 

Dhu al-Rummah was not good in either panegyric or satire.189 He echoed Jarlr's opinion that most of 

Dhu al-Rummah's poetry had better remained unsaid190 and approved and transmitted the "sugar

plum" metaphor.191 One does run across other criticisms by Asma'I of words, phrases, or verses of 

Dhu al-Rummah and other poets which are not all accepted, in their narrow sense and implication, by 

later critics.192 Thus, Asma(i's contribution was mainly one of collecting and transmitting not only the 

poetry of Dhu al-Rummah but also all the previous major criticism (naqd) of his poetry. The contribution 

of Abu 'Ubaidah, on the other hand, was one of recording the background and the setting (ahhbdr) of some 

of the poetry and of most of this criticism. Furthermore, such few opinions as he did express convey 

™AgkamXVI 127: ^ U . . . *\*J\j ^ . j J I j y± # C^J £\ J l i l*J\ j i JJI^\ U . . . l ^ i <M ^ 1 , liji lb,I J l i 

JLJI j , [J>j^ U J P b\£j±A Ol=Ly l*j < ^ j > uLif J . ^ 1 (cf. Yaqut II 635 f., and I I I 885: OjkJi j ^ j , { J i . j ! J l i 

jjilAJ^JI j * J l j j l . . . ^U^JIj). And the account ends with U*j Jjolu^i ^Ul J ^ ^ A Sjw. j * o l ; »j3 ***?> c J j lil CJU 

IA>- dijJuj* UAJJL* O^J. See also Macartney, No. 75:16, and p. 176 above. 
184 AghaniXYl 113: *ji~*- ^\j <c Z\^\ VI •jf a ^ 1 j * \ L (cf. ibid. XVI 122). See p. 173 above for more of Hammad's 

opinions and p. 191 for an accusation of jealousy. 

"«/6u*. XVI 114: J U . j£> {j <Lj, lil ^ U l ^ 1 A*J\ /> j l T ^j*^^ J l i . 
186 Fuhulat al-shu'ara*, p. 503: JJI J>J V j J I AJJ Jll l^\j VI JU" f V j J I ^ AJJ ^ JSOJ ^ J O I ^ ^ i>J\ /> J l i 

Jj>J^ ull^p ^ j l oj* ^LJIj IjJ Jjh (cf. Macartney, No. 17:13). See also 'Askari, Masun, pp. 173 f., where Asma'I credits 

various poets with a specialty and says of Dhu al-Rummah: A*J\ & j L i l J* &jji\ ^ ^ <~rij*>\ *\j\ A*j. Hammad 

al-Rawiyah had already expressed an even stronger appreciation in this respect: J l i J l i ( J ^ i i ) J U . J J J ^C>- -^ *Sj 

°» V d > ^ ^ ^J £ ^ J (1* % & ' y J* M * f J i <ij\J\ ->C^ (Aghdni XVI 113, lines 18-19). See p. 190 above for 
Dhu al-Rummah's own estimate of his proficiency in the use of unusual words and phrases. 

187 Qudamah, p. 94 (== Qudamah [1963] pp. 194 f.). For the two verses in question see Macartney, No. 67:1-2. 
188 Fuhulat al-shu'ard*, p. 503; Muwashshab, p. 171. 
169 Aghdni XVI 121. 
190 Muvxuhahdb, p. 185: <J \J^ jJJi jlSO ^ j . I J ^ £*i & ^ * ^ V i*J\ li 'cSj±\ J -n.yjl JU. 
191 Ibid. p. 179. 
192 E.g. Muwashshah, p. 180, reports that Asma'I gives his severest criticism of Dhu al-Rummah's use of 4»j j for "wife" 

instead of the Quranic ^ j j , "mate," used for both sexes; cf. Muzhir I I 376. Jurjani, Al-wasdtah (1364/1945) p. 480, takes 

exception to AsmaTs criticism. Jrshad I I I 15 reports Abu 'AH al-Farisi's objection to AsmaTs criticism of a verse of Dhu al-

Rummah (cf. Khizdnah IV 239). 
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an air of personal conviction rather than of mere transmission.193 His best praise is for the elegance and 

refinement of Dhu al-Rummah's romantic verses, an opinion shared by Asma(I (see p. 187). In this cate

gory Abu cUbaidah considered Dhu al-Rummah the equal of Jarlr, despite some objections by others.194 

Poets and critics who were contemporaries of these two outstanding scholars had little to add on Dhu 

al-Rummah and his poetry. We do read, however, that Abu Bakr ibn 'Ayyash al-Khayyat (d. 193/809) 

and some of his contemporaries found solace in weeping after hearing a Bedouin recite some of Dhu 

al-Rummah's tearful verse.195 We read further that Salam, great-grandson of Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Ala1, took 

exception to the latter's categoric statement that poetry ended with Dhu al-Rummah. But it was left 

for the Syrian Butain ibn Umayyah al-Himsi, himself a minor poet of limited output,196 to summarize 

hastily most of the previous criticisms of Dhu al-Rummah. He compared him unfavorably with Jarlr. 

Farazdaq, and Akhtal and summarily dismissed him as being but one-fourth of a poet since he fell short 

in panegyric, satire, and heroic verse and excelled only in his use of similes—the main categories of poetry 

according to Butain.197 

Thus we have here an equally instructive parallel to the evolution of literary criticism in respect to 

Jarir, Farazdaq, and Akhtal (see pp. 147 f.). For third-century poets down to Ibn al-Muctazz, who 

greatly admired Dhu al-Rummah particularly for his excellent metaphors and similes such as those used 

in his description of the last stage of a sunset,198 add nothing that had not already been expressed in the 

second century* Nor, in fact, do the linguists, grammarians, and critics, including Jahiz, Ibn Qutaibah, 

Mubarrad, and Tha'lab, show any originality in this respect though most of them dwell, some at con

siderable length, on Dhu al-Rummah's apt use or his misuse of words, on points of grammar, and occasion

ally on a misplaced simile. On the whole these scholars and critics and their successors of the fourth century 

and after give this poet due credit for his excellent figures of speech, especially his similes, by citing them 

in great numbers and in illustration of practically every category of his poetry.199 

I l l 

While second- and third-century scholars dissected Dhu al-Rummah's poetry, splitting hairs over its 

diction and grammar or admiring its linguistic rarities and elegance and its superb similes, the Bedouins 

recited and sang his verses, as they did Jarir's, in appreciation of their apt desert themes and romantic 

193 This is well illustrated by the collection of intermixed naqd and akhbar in Aghani XVI113 f. and especially in Muwash shall, 
pp. 169, 173-76, 178-79, 183. 

194 See e.g. Muwashshah, p. 176: dUi \JJ ^Ij j j ^ Ji* y£ C**Jj ^™iil j A^i lil l*J\ jj> 61S" SA«P ^ J ! JU L-^LJ JlS 

Furthermore, Abu 'Ubaidah admired Dhu al-Rummah himself for his sincerity, conciliatory attitude, and refined speech; see 
Aghani XVI 113, lines 11-12: 

.SiI j JsU ĵ 
195 See Mubarrad, p. 52; Aghani V 97; Irshad I I 374, 377; Macartney, No. 66:1-2. See also pp. 194-97 below. The ode in 

question is the one Dhu al-Rummah cited as an example of his quick and ready compositions as against his odes that required 
greater degrees of effort (see p. 190 above). 

196 See Fifirist, p. 163. Tabari I I I 1090 f. reports that Butain was handsomely rewarded for his ode in praise of cAbd Allah ibn 
Tahir, whom he accompanied to Egypt in 210/825, and that he died in Alexandria soon thereafter. 

197 Muwashshab,]). 172: 

j&\J> *J JJ^S 'uJilil (y^ Lc \j l ip 415" II* J *h J>JU O\ (J~*-\ (cf. ibid. p. 176). 
198 'Umdah I 185: -uJSoJtj SjU>Vl Cr^ <"&U U ^ " <*J\ ^ J-**d . / ^ <y) ^ (cf> Macartney, No. 48:36). 
199 His similes are readily cited by such leading authors from the early 3rd to the 11th century as Jumahi, Ibn Qutaibah, 

Mubarrad, Tha'lab, Qudamah, Ibn Tabataba, Jurjani in his Wasdtah, Marzubani, Ibn Rashiq, Ibn Munqid in his Al-badV fi 
naqd al-shtfr, Ibn Khallikan, and lAbd al-Qadir ibn {Umar al-Baghdadi in his Khizdnah. 

O 
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sentiments. There was, therefore, no break in either the availability or the circulation of Dhu al-Rummah's 

poetry. Still a third group, the musicians and singers of the second half of the second century, paid tribute 

to this poet and his verse. The setting was mainly the early 'Abbasid court and the palaces of the 

Barmakids. First among the musicians to discover the lyrical qualities of Dhu al-Rummah's verse was 

the adventurous, sophisticated, and highly gifted Ibrahim al-Mausali (125-88/742-804),200 companion 

and court musician to Mahdl, Hadi, and Harun al-Rashid.201 Harun, we learn, was already enamored of 

Dhu al-Rummah's verse. Ja'far al-Barmakl pointed out to Ibrahim how he could capitalize on Harun's 

admiration of Dhu al-Rummah's poetry to enhance his own prestige and win himself a fortune by re

questing a monopoly on the singing of Dhii al-Rummah's verses at court.202 Ibrahim followed Jacfar's 

advice, and the monopoly was readily granted, bringing in its wake a veritable fortune to this enterprising 

musician, who composed over a hundred melodies for the poet's verses.203 Ibrahim's even more gifted 

and famous son Ishaq (150-235/767-849), who was his successor at the court,204 reported that his father 

composed some nine hundred melodies which he, Ishaq, classified neatly into three groups of three hundred 

each as comparable in value and quality to the gold, silver, and copper currency of the realm. Ishaq 

eliminated from circulation the three hundred "copper" melodies because they were no more than passing 

pleasures but retained the "silver" ones, which were good though their quality was shared by others, 

and cherished the "golden" ones, which he considered matchless.205 Since Dhu al-Rummah's verses do 

not readily lend themselves to levity, we may concede that two-thirds of Ibrahim's musical scores for the 

poet's verses were indeed among his "silver" and "golden" compositions. To these Ishaq added some 

melodies of his own. But even the best songs sometimes fade in popularity and are forgotten, and such 

was eventually the fate of most of the melodies composed by father and son for Dhu al-Rummah's verses. 

For our fullest source, the Aghani, specifies only six such melodies—considerably fewer than the number of 

melodies composed by the Mausalis for their own poetry.206 And we should not overlook other poets 

whose verses attracted these cosmopolitan musicians.207 

200 See GAL SI 223 f. for Ibrahim al-Mausali and his son Ishaq. 
201 Aghani V 2-49, VIII 162-65, and XVI 128 f. yield the fullest of the early accounts of the life, character, and artistic 

endowments of Ibrahim, and ibid, V 53-131 is fuller in these respects for his son Ishaq. Abu al-Faraj aUsfaham relies mainly 
on the several akhbar monographs authored by Ishaq, who drew on Abu 'Ubaidah and Asma'I among others. The monographs 
wore supplemented and transmitted by his comparatively lackluster son Hammad to several 3rd-century authors interested in 
Dhu al-Rummah (see pp. 175 f. above) and directly or indirectly to Abu al-Faraj's older contemporaries such as Qudamah and 
Waki f. 

Ibrahim is reported as saying that he was first alerted to the lyrical qualities of Dhu al-Rummah's verse in a dream, after 
which he acquainted himself with the life and verse of the poet as he composed his melodies (Aghani V 38 f.). 

202 Ibid. V 39: 

203 Ibid. V 39 f.: ^j.5 J I Ja}\j pj*p «JJl iJJI If- AIIIJ C^Jbili . . . Z»J\ t p j * i j I^IP o l j j j C^a <JL *CWJJ^. 
204 Ibid, V 48 reports that Harun consoled Ishaq on his father's death, transferred Ibrahim's pay to his children, and doubled 

Ishaq's remuneration as his father's successor at the court. This happy relationship between courtier-musician and caliph was 
threatened only once, when Ishaq, in answer to the caliph's question as to current public talk, informed him that the people 
were expecting him to order the downfall of the Barmakids (ibid. V 113). 

205 Ibid. V 17: 

4jli l̂ La <i\c^> ^-°^ 4X*U-s> ^ jS\ Colj Uj 4~Ji LfUj \JP)$ l^Uj * ^ J ^ J ^ V-« CJJ^> <t\r**^ ^^r f^* (^J <i JU .ill**- Jls 

j . villi JL*> 3 ^ 1 ^IpiisJI ^ 1 SzlJ f J l i v > J < r ^ W h\r&\ £*\* ^ (H*jUij .^TjLii h\jti C\J l ^ U ^ ^ U l ^ 

.Cjj^a AĴ -X̂  ^& J l i <LJ1 4*1-^ ^ Jl*> lit 6lSi <ul *LP 
See ibid. V 61 f. and 79 f. for Ishaq's aversion to levity and careless performance. Father and son played significant roles, at 

the request of Harun al-Rashid and Wathiq respectively, in the selection of the best 100 tunes current in their day (ibid I 5 f.). 
206 See ibid. V 6, 23, 32, 58, 81 for Ibrahim and ibid. V 40, 74, 75, 82, 87, 103, 104, 106, 107, 114 for Ishaq. 
207 The list of such poets is long. Occasionally mentioned are some of Dhu al-Rummah's contemporaries, such as Jarir, Akhtal, 

Ra% Walid II, and Bashshar ibn Burd, and poets contemporary with the musicians themselves, such as Marwan ibn Abi Hafsah, 
cAbbas ibn al-Ahnaf, and Abu al-'Atahiyah (ibid. V 20, 40, 56, 82 f., 90 f., and passim). 
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There was yet another, though indirect, tie between Dhu al-Rummah and Ishaq, namely the latter's 

interest in the Bedouins and their diction. For the multitalented Ishaq, so highly praised in the sources208 

and so well understood and appreciated by Henry George Farmer for his musical genius and contributions 

to the theory and practice of Arabian music,209 was also a lexicographer. Ishaq, like many a leading scholar 

of his day, including the courtier Asma% with whom both he and his father clashed at times,210 and 

Ibn al-A'rabl (see pp. 75 f.), whom he subsidized with a liberal pension,211 sought out Bedouin men and 

women and wrote down their diction and poetry. Ishaq composed melodies for some of their verses212 and 

was accused of attributing some of his own verses to them.213 He was even admired for his ability to 

imitate the verses of Dhu al-Rummah, and an instance is given in which his imitation of four verses was 

so perfect that none could detect it except one who had acquired and transmitted all of Dhu al-Rummah's 

poetry.214 

It is interesting, though not surprising, to note that all of Dhu al-Rummah's verses that the Aghdni 

reports as having been set to music are drawn from his romantic odes or romantic introductions to odes 

of other categories. They are verses of intense longing for the beloved and of weeping over her deserted 

dwelling, that is, verses of the very type that Dhu al-Rummah's foremost fellow poets and critics believed 

helped to disqualify him for inclusion among the poets of first rank. Again, it is interesting to note that 

not only did Ibrahim and Ishaq at times shed tears freely215 but that Harun al-Rashid also was quickly 

moved to tears by a sad verse or a pious preachment.216 

The main Aghdni entries on Ibrahim al-Mausall have yielded four selections of Dhu al-Rummah's 

verses that were set to music by this musician. Ibrahim informs us that the first verses of Dhu al-Rummah 

which he set to music and sang before Harun al-Rashid were the following two:217 

>
J_la5ll dJJU^ ^ Jl} Vj JJI J P \j j b L L r-JUl i T̂ 

203 E.g. ibid. V 46, 54, 57, 86, 102 f., 104, 109, 115; Fihriat, pp. 140-42; Ibn Khallikan I 81 f. (== trans. I 183-87). 

209 See e.g. Henry George Farmer, Historical Facts for the Arabian Musical Influence (London, 1930) pp. 27 f., 241^4, 247-55. 

Farmer covers the contributions of both Ibrahim and Ishaq to Arabian music in several of his numerous works on the subject. 

His own sustained effort to understand and interpret Arabian music to the West is particularly noteworthy. 

210 See e.g. Aghdni V 5(yf 68, 75 f., 107 f.; cf. Maratib, pp. 59 f. 

211 Aghdni V 55; j L o 4J|C-SJLJ k«* J T j L$J>\J*^\ jA J P ^ ^ JU*J j l T (cf. Irshdd II 217). For Ishaq as musician and 

language scholar see e.g. Fihrist, pp. 140-42; Nuzhah, pp. 65, 104-6; Inbdh I 215-19; Irshud II 197-225. 

212 See e.g. Aghdni V 44, 5G, 83, 90, 100, 120. 

213 Ibid. V 77. 

214 Ibid. V 109 f.: >\JJJ <dT i.J\ & > t U ^ & VI o»J J ^ 11 jki % <J *Jl <u -̂ J U jl*j> U. 

See Ibn Khallikan I 82 (~ trans. I 185) for a reference to the diwan of Ishaq and a sample of his poetry addressed to Harun 

al-Rashid. 

215 See e.g. AghdniV 15,17, 22, 93; p. 106 cites two verses on old age and adds JL> J <£~>JJ X>-\J O^aJI IJU ^ lil J U ^ I j l T ; 

p. 82 cites two verses of Ishaq's own poetry and melody and adds >l5o "j>-\ J o j <uJ- J t AS^AS yyJsj »UP \*\ <jU* l̂ j l T . 

216 See e.g. Ibn Qutaibah, Al-imdmah wa al-siydsah (Cairo, n.d.) p. 126; Abu Nu'aim, Hilyal al-awliyd1 wa tabaqdl al-axfiya1 

VIII 105; Khatib V 372 and XIV 8; Ibn Khallikan I 525 (= trans. II 278 f.). See also Tha*alibi, Khdss al-khdss (Beirut, 1966) 

pp. 83 f., which cites many of Dhu al-Hummah's lachrymose verses as among his very best poetry. 

217 Aghdni V 38 f. and XVI 128; note the dream element in both versions. See also Macartney, No. 29:1-2. For criticisms 

of the first verse see e.g. Muwashshah, p. 185. The Aghdni text is not so reliable as that of Macartney, which is therefore used here 

for all the citations involved. Macartney gives, as a rule, numerous references to the cited verses in both lexigraphical and literary 

works and draws attention to significant textual variants. 
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The next Aghdni selection, cited in two versions, each with a separate melody,218 consists of four verses 

from a single ode: 

*>-\jj uw2^ c£*M!l j * j V l J A I S\Jp *!>U <L*« j£r« l 

f—?!>UI 0j^*J\j JU^fl il*M* ^ J l J u X j l JJ3I * ^ J * j 

* i\ji\ L^JLP JP- 5 Lbs. I^IS" ,^L*a! l *^S** <LJ*^ 

These, like Ibrahim's other melodies for Dhu al-Kummah's verses, were first composed and sung by him 

and by him alone at the court of Harun al-Rashid. The third Aghdni selection consists of three verses 

from the same ode:219 

*iU AJLV^JI * b ^y *JIS Agi L&j^ <J ^laJ Ja£ <j~x*Jl <JaS 

^ C J l ^ c i i N l ^ j N I ^ ^ j _ ^ Cl ^tx l_*1 JU* 

It was after Dhu al-Eummah had finished reciting this very ode of 44 verses that Farazdaq pointed out 

to him that his doleful verses kept him from achieving first rank as a poet.220 The fourth of Ibrahim's 

melodies indicated in the Aghdni221 was composed for the following two verses: 

\^>- OlS" *i~>- U*J& JS" y> I—c\j o OLJJI J J 0 7 e£y> 

The Aghdni specifies only two selections of Dhu. al-Eummah's verses as having been set to music by 

Ishaq. The first was composed for five verses 
> 

7**<0jZj \£ZA (J jj^^iJl p U i 5 ^ 2 lo t A y I Ol iy , l ^y 

« J *\j L̂ U JUJ ^ ^ J 4_^J iUL*j lwL>-j l i lkpl 4JtJl ^ 

and sung by Ishaq and others for Mart in . 2 2 2 

Though Ishaq was in high favor with the caliphs from Harun al-Eashid to Mutawakkil,223 it was with 

Wathiq (227-32/842-47) alone that he had an amicable professional rivalry, which was in marked contrast 

to his better known professional rivalry with Prince Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi. For Wathiq, as prince and 

caliph, composed numerous melodies which were committed to writing and some of which he submitted to 

Ishaq for criticism and correction. He enjoyed Ishaq's masterly performances,224 especially those 

218 Aghdni V 39 and XVI 129; Macartney, No. 45:1-4; cf. Muwashshafy, pp. 172 f. 
219 Aghdni XVI 129; Macartney, No. 45:7-9. 
220 Jumahi, p. 468. See, further, p. 191 above and other references cited in n. 178. 
221 Aghdni XVI 130; Macartney, No. 8:8-9. 
222 See Aghani V 63, which reports that Ishaq first heard these verses recited to one man by another who introduced the 

set with still another verse, which has to be an earlier version of Macartney, No. 10:34. The above five verses are drawn from 
the same ode (Macartney, No. 10:11, 12, 15, 17, 38). See also Aghdni V 126 f. 

223 Ishaq's relationship with Mu'tasim became strained because he began his ode in celebration of the completion of Muctasim's 

palace with verses bewailing the ruins of a habitation and these verses were considered ominous by the caliph and those 

assembled; see Muwashshalji, pp. 301 f.: o».̂ >- djbj <Sc-j <û * ** JJU^I J^ !JU> <_*A2 j S <_-^tj ^ W l JA\J3J ^u*i l j-Jari 

j^e}\ ^J^-J <^b & j ^ J ' i^I*i' r-j+j . . . ii$Jb (cf. n. 4 on p. 110 above). 
224 Ishaq's one professional weakness was the poor quality of his voice (see Aghdni V 104: <wi>- *)}\ <-JUJ ^ JU»*-I £ jSo i 

43JU-J ***b{ l***"* ^ r ^ ' *-^*i ^ ^ j ) -
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occasioned by contests among leading composers and singers of his day, several of whom Wathiq himself 

instigated to the competition, as other caliphs had done before him. He made great demands on Ishaq's 

energy and time, took him on his travels, and kept him for long periods at his court. On one occasion 

Ishaq, lonesome for home and family, recalled two verses of Dhu al-Rummah 

J-j^JI j f J^ j j l ^r)\ <y '*>•[> <~i*i ^ J J I j la^ l J*J 

which he had heard recited by a Bedouin and for which first he and then Wathiq had composed melodies, 

though that of the caliph was for the second verse only.325 

Still other verses of Dhu al-Kummah set to music by Ibrahim al-Mausali and his son Ishaq and by 

other musicians of their day are likely to be met with in the sources, and such verses are just as likely to 

be of the same category as those cited above. Be that as it may, we have learned that Bedouins, poets, 

scholars, musicians, and caliphs helped to keep Dhu al-Rummah's poetry, both oral and written, in 

circulation throughout the second/eighth century. Thus, in turn, it was possible for third/ninth-century 

compilers and commentators such as Abu al-cAbbas Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Ahwal and Sukkari 

to pay tribute to Dhu al-Rummah by preserving his poetry for posterity. 

EARLY EDITIONS OF DHU AL-RUMMAH'S POETRY 

The numerous references to poetry manuscripts possessed or generated by Umayyad scholars, poets, 

and caliphs already cited in the present volume came as no surprise to me. Particularly instructive are the 

several dramatic episodes in which Akhtal, Jarlr, and Farazdaq are reported as writing down or dictating 

some of their longer odes, such as AkhtaFs ode, written on the order of AJbd al-Malik, in praise of Haj jaj 

ibn Yusuf and Jarir's writing and dictating of his satire on Ra'i and the contemporary manuscripts of the 

naqdHd of Jarlr and of Farazdaq. Thus, irrespective of Dhu al-Rummah's own writing ability, I see no 

reason to question his desire, a desire common to these his older contemporaries and associates, to preserve 

his own poetry accurately and in writing. And, indeed, this desire is indicated in a passage226 which reports 

his explicit instructions to cIsa ibn 'Umar: 

One of Dhu al-Rummah's younger contemporaries, the anthologist Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbl, 

gave evidence of the increasing production and availability of poetry manuscripts from which one could 

select what he considered best for study and for memorizing,227 as he himself did in his famed 

MufaddaliydL One would expect that the family, admirers, and professional direct transmitters of Dhu 

al-Rummah attempted to keep his poetry in circulation by word of mouth or in writing or by a combina

tion of both methods. His brother Mascud probably did so in one or another of these ways, and after 

Dhu al-Rummah's death Mayya, who had memorized his numerous odes or parts of odes on his love for 

225 See e.g. AqM.nl V 57 f., 60, 63 f.» 83 f., 91-97 and VIII 162-65 for Ishaq and Wathiq; for the verses see Aghant V 96 f. 
and Macartney, No. 66:1-2. Cf. p. 193 above, with n. 195). 

226 Jahiz, Hayawan I 41. lUmdah I I 194 omits any reference to Jahiz but repeats this passage and attributes it erroneously 
to a Musa ibn (Amr. See pp. 170 f. above for Dhu al-Rummah as one among other literate poets. 

227 Muwaahshdht p. 358: ^ ^J i U djh J^aiil <!***.* <jU ^ j ^J\ tf f*U- J J ! \1JJ-\ J I* AJJ* J J ! j-v-J-l <\J -U£ \1JJ-\ 

JU-Jl *'}IAP JJ*~* A* ^JJ^ J-*" I «_A>fc*aJ! O^ki b-jff- L~>- j*iJ\. Note tho direct unbroken strong isnad which traces back 

through Ibn Duraid to Abu Hatim (al-Sijistani) to Abu Zaid (al-Ansari), who heard the statement from Mufaddal himself. 
(Uyun I I 130 reports Yahya ibn Khalid al-Barmaki as saying: j j j ^ j OJ~£J U J*»>-1 bj&j& j 0>*»*~J U (j-*-\ OJ-XKJ J - U ! 
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her, dictated many of them at length to Abu al-Muhalhil (see p. 183). But credit for the first-known formal 

edition of Dhu al-Eummah's poetry belongs to one of his direct transmitters, the eloquent Muntaji* ibn 

Nabhan, who was also a source of linguistic and biographical materials transmitted to the ever receptive 

Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala5, Asma'i, and Abu 'Ubaidah.228 A second direct transmitter, Aswad ibn 

Dubcan (or DnVan), transmitted Dhu al-Rummah's verses to Ibrahim ibn Mundhir,229 who seems at one 

time to have been secretary to Ibn Munadhir, poet, critic, and defender of early and contemporary Islamic 

poetry (see pp. 122 and 147). We know of at least two other direct transmitters of Dhu al-Rummah's 

poetry, the faithful cIsmah ibn Malik and Salih ibn Sulaiman.230 To the collections, written or oral, of 

these several direct transmitters should be added that of Abu (Amr ibn al-'Ala*, the foremost admirer of 

Dhu al-Rummah. The collecting and editing of the output of individual poets, with or without commen

tary, progressed rapidly in the second half of the second/eighth century, as amply illustrated by the 

activities of Abu cAmr al-Shaibani, Abu (Ubaidah, and Asma'i. I have so far found no clear-cut statement 

in the sources to the effect that Asmaci collected, edited, transmitted, or commented on the poetry of 

Dhu al-Rummah.231 But indirect evidence strongly implies that he did all of these at one time or another 

for the greater part if not for the whole of the poet's output. He was, to begin with, fully aware of Abu 
cAmr ibn al-'Alan's high esteem for Dhu al-Rummah's poetry, and though he himself did not rank that poet 

among the fuhul he did nevertheless consider him, as a true Bedouin, to be authoritative in his knowledge 

and use of the language. Again, Asma'fs statement that had he met Dhu al-Rummah he would have 

advised him to destroy most of his poetry implies that he had the whole diwdn on which to base his 

judgment.232 Furthermore, Asma'I's interest in and comments on the poet's duvdn are reflected in the 

Macartney edition in citations credited to Asma'I directly233 or through his most trusted pupil and trans

mitter, Abu Nasr Ahmad ibn Hatim al-Bahili (see pp. 105 f. above), who in turn provided some of his own 

comments.234 While most of these citations are introduced with the familiar qdla and raiva, the comment on 

one verse235 reads iva ft riivdyat al-Asma% and is supplemented with iva qdla Abu 'Amr, which in this 

instance has to refer to the Basran Abu cAmr ibn al-cAla\ AsmaTs avowed and revered mentor, rather 

than the Kufan Abu (Amr al-Shaibani as Macartney assumed for this and all other references to an Abu. 
cAmr who is not further identified. On the strength of this assumption Macartney wrote: "In fact, I 

think we may conclude that the original text was that of al Asma'i and that the glosses were largely based 

upon the commentary of ash-Shaibani, and finally, that the account given in the colophon of Const, of the 

provenance of the text is substantially worthy of belief."2361 am in agreement with Macartney's view of 

228 *Iqd V 233; Muwashshah, p. 174; Bovan I 487; MujaddalTyal I 327. 
229 See Agliani XVIII 24 and Macartney, pp. vii f. and xiii, and note the variant spelling of the name j U * ^ J J ^ J . Still 

another transmitter of Dhu al-Rummah about whose name there is some confusion is mentioned in Macartney, No. 27:53-54. 
230 Agliani XVI 112 and 124. See p. 190 above for the role of one of Dhu al-Rummah's transmitters. 
231 The Fihrist references to both Dhu al-Rummah and Asmaci do not mention the latter in respect to such activities. Inbah 

I I 202 f. lists the works of Asma'I but is silent on this point, as is the editor's considerable supplementation of the already long 
list of A$maTs works. 

232 See pp. 192 f. for Asma'i as a critic of Dhu al-Rummah's poetry. 
233 Macartney does not index either Asma'i or Abu (Amr al-Shaibani in full. The following references for AsmaTs comments 

concentrate on ode No. 57, to which our papyrus text belongs, with supplementary references for the other odes: Macartney, 
No. 57:20, 21, 24, 44, 73, 91, and 93, and Nos. 1:5, 78, and 97, 10:27 and 54, 17:26, 21:3, 5, and 23, 29:23, 30:45, 75:81, 78:4 
and 35, 81:43. 

234 See ibid. Nos. 35:32 and 57:31, 40, 67. Macartney, following sonic sources, accepted Abu Nasr as the nephew and son-in-law 
of Asma(z and a transmitter from Abu (Amr al-Shaibani and thence was misled to accept the comments as those of Abu 'Arnr al-
Shaibani (ibid. pp. vii, xii). That this Abu Nasr was AsmaTs nephew is emphatically denied by other sources; see e.g. Mardtib, 
p, 82, which is reproduced in Muzhir I I 408: j« c J I jl5~ ajS^j JU^ J J JA*>- £*±\J £~ZJ IJU ^-JJJ ^yu-^V C ^ l JJJ JA l ^ j 

235 Macartney, No. 1:78. 
236 See ibid. p. vii, where Abu fArnr ibn al-'Ala,1 is not even mentioned. 
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the very informative colophon of the Constantinople manuscript with its multiple isndd's but not with his 

statement that the glosses were largely based on Shaibanl's commentary. I t is known that when Basrans 

cited simply Abu (Amr with no further identification they invariably meant the Basran Abu cAmr ibn al-
cAlaJ but when they referred to the Kufan Abu (Amr they identified him as Abu <Amr al-Shaibam.237 

I therefore scanned Macartney's edition of the Diwdn for all references to Abu cAmr and found first that 

only one reference specifies Abu cAmr al-Shaibam. It is drawn from the San'a* manuscript of the 

Ambrosian Library and from its wording could well be not the main comment but a confirmatory one.238 

The second and only other reference that Macartney indexed specifically under Abu cAmr al-Shaibam 

turned out to be simply Abu (Amr239 and from its context in two other verses of the same ode points 

rather to Abu cAmr ibn al-'Ala5, since the comment on each quotes Asmaci240 and the second in its wording 

UjA ^ ^ w ? Jf I j&j clearly indicates that the initial comment was that of Asma'I. All the other references 

to Abti cAmr occur likewise in odes in which Asma *I also is mentioned.241 But the ode from which our papyrus 

text is drawn is even more illuminating since the comments on it draw repeatedly on Abu cAmr,242 

Asma%243 and Abu Nasr Ahmad ibn Hatim,244 all introduced with either qala or rated, and in one instance 

simply on the Basrans.245 In other words, the comments on this particular ode can be said to be drawn 

mainly from Basran sources best represented by these three leading and closely associated scholar-

transmitters. 

Our papyrus, to judge by its script and orthography, dates from the third/ninth century. There is, 

however, no way of knowing whether the text itself represents a third- or a second-century version, 

perhaps stemming initially from Abu (Amr ibn al^Ala', who had direct and close contact with Dhu al-

Rummah himself (see p. 191). Unfortunately, neither Abu cAmr nor Asma*! specifies any direct trans

mitter as his source. But there is indirect evidence that either or both of these scholars could have received 

the text of Dhu al-Rummah's poetry from one of his leading direct transmitters, namely Muntaji* ibn 

Nabhan, who is cited by both Abu cAmr246 and AsmacI247 as eloquent and knowledgeable. 

We are on firmer ground in respect to Muntaji"s close relationship with Abu 'Ubaidah, AsmacI's 

leading Basran rival for professional recognition and court patronage. Nadlm, in a section that reports 

Sukkarl's numerous editions of pre-Islamic and early Islamic poetry,248 mentions Abu 'Ubaidah in 

connection with Muntaji"s edition of Dhu al-Kummah's poetry in the following brief statement: ( < l ^ ) j 

aX*p jj\ 4l& iSjJ OlfJ ^ /t>cxdl.249 Read out of context the second sentence could be misinterpreted 

to mean that Abu 'Ubaidah transmitted, for the most part, only general information from Muntaji'. 

But the statement must be read in the light of Nadim's specific purpose and terminology and of his 

237 This early manner of distinguishing between the two Abu 'Amr's soon gained general currency among scholars, as re
peatedly illustrated in the Fihrist (pp. 157 f.) list of transmitters and editors of poetry. 

238 See Macartney, No. 52:29, footnote: JL~£J! 3jf y\ J ^ J dUi-tT. 
239 See ibid. No. 10:16. 
240 See ibid. No. 10:27 and 54, footnotes. 
241 See ibid. No. 1:78, which cites both Abu cAmr and Asma'I, and No. 29, which cites Abu fAmr alone in verses 6, 17, 25, 

and 29 and Asma'i in verse 23. 
242 Ibid. No. 57:21, 35, 50, 64. 
243 Ibid. No. 57:20, 21, 24, 44, 73, 91, 93. 

*uIbid. No. 57:31, 40, 67. 
245 Ibid. No. 57:39: bjjh S^JI JAIJ . 
246 Majdlis aVulama\ pp. 2-4, 7; ZubaidI, pp. 38 f.; Amali I I I 40; Inbah I I I 323; Muzhir I I 278. 
247 Shi'r, p. 428; lIqd I I 289; ZubaidI, p. 175; Mufad^aliydt I 391. 
248 Fihrist, pp. 157 f. 
249 Ibid. p. 158, lines 21-22. 
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overly abbreviated style for the entire section. Nadim specifies a dual purpose, namely "to list the names 

of poets whose poetry Sukkarl "did" (camil) and at the same time to mention also others who "did" the 

same poetry/'250 However, in the main body of this section he mentions also those who transmitted (raivd) 

a given poet's output. Again his reference to Dhu al-Rummah's poetry starts briefly with <d^ i^Jl j i 

&JJJJ 5PL^.25I j je mentions the progressively exhaustive editions of Abu al-'Abbas Muhammad ibn 

al-Hasan al-Ahwal and Sukkarl ahead of the edition of the earlier Muntajic. I therefore conclude that the 

term raivd in the first passage quoted above is either a scribal or a typographical error and that the 

second sentence of the statement should read a - ^ y} <£& O\JJJ. For it would seem strange indeed if a 

scholar of the caliber and reputation of Abu 'Ubaidah, whose house was said to contain dnvdn al-'Arab,252 

who had done (*amil) the naqdHd of Jarlr and Farazdaq (see p. 160), and who was an avowed admirer of 

Dhu al-Rummah and his poetry (see pp. 192 f.), had overlooked the edition of that poet's best known direct 

transmitter. 

Copies of Muntaji"s edition could have reached Harun al-Rashld and his court musicians Ibrahim 

al-Mausali and his son Ishaq, all three well known as great admirers of Dhu al-Rummah's poetry, through 

either Asma(I or Abu cUbaidah or through both of these Basran scholars. We know that Ibrahim and 

Ishaq were interested in the life of Dhu al-Rummah and that Ishaq and his son Hammad each wrote a 

monograph titled Akhbdr Dhi al-Rummah (see pp. 175 f.). Furthermore, we know that Ishaq was himself a 

poet, that he could and did imitate Dhu al-Rummah's poetry expertly (see p. 195) and that though he drew 

for literary materials on both AsmacI and Abu 'Ubaidah (see p. 194, n. 201) he preferred the company of the 

latter. We read further that it was Ishaq who was instrumental in bringing the Basran Abu 'Ubaidah to 

the court at Baghdad. Angered at Asma'fs arrogance and his miserliness with his literary materials, 

Ishaq convinced the wazir Fadl ibn al-Rabi' of the undesirability of these qualities and at the same time 

praised Abu 'Ubaidah's extensive and profound knowledge of all the sources of the Arabs and his 

generosity with his materials. Ishaq's enthusiastic recommendation induced Fadl ibn al-Rabi( to invite 

Abu 'Ubaidah, in 188/804, to Baghdad and the court of Harun al-Rashid.253 

In view of the considerable evidence of a close relationship between Abu 'Ubaidah and Ishaq, both 

prolific authors with sizable libraries254 and both great admirers of Dhu al-Rummah's poetry, it seems 

highly probable that Ishaq sought and received a copy of Abti 'Ubaidah's transmission of Muntaji"s 

edition of Dhii al-Rummah's poetry. 

The several second/eighth-century collections and transmissions of Dhii al-Rummah's poetry must 

have been available for the most part to the third/ninth-century editor Abu al-'Abbas Muhammad ibn 

250 Ibid. p. 157: ^^£J! J> U J^ j . UJJ £^11 10* j J"*\j. 

251 See ibid. p. 158, lines 20-23, for the full entry. 

262 Zubaidi, p. 195: <O.J J c-yJI b\yj jl5*j <tJUU-lj V>UVI 1* «J **=*-! •£. 

For long lists of Abu 'Ubaidah's own works see e.g. Fihrist, pp. 53 f.; Irshdd VII 168-70; Inbah I I I 285-87. Abu 'Ubaidah's 

son 'Abd Allah dictated poetry for a fee and charged 30 dinars for dictating the poetry of Kuthaiyir (Aghani VIII 28). One of 

Abu 'Ubaidah's several pupil-secretaries, fAli ibn al-Mughirah al-Athram, who is credited with transmitting all the works of 

both Abu 'Ubaidah and Asma'I, was also a professional bookseller (see e.g. Irshad V 421 f. and VII 304; InbHh I I 319 f.). 

253 Aghani V 107 f. and Irshdd VII 166 give full accounts of these events with an isnad that traces back to Isfraq ibn Ibrahim 

al-Mausali. For briefer references to some of these events see e.g. Jahiz, Bayan I 331; Khatib XII I 253 f.; Inbah I I I 277 f. 

254 For the libraries of Asma'i and Ishaq sec e.g. Fihrist, pp. 55 f. and 141 f., and Kurkis fAwwad, Khaza'in al-kutub al-

qadimah ft al-1Iraq, pp. 194-96; for that of Abu 'Ubaidah see Fihristt pp. 53 f., and Zubaidi, p . 195. For libraries of other scholars 

of the Umayyad and early 'Abbasid periods see Kurkis (Awwad, op. cit. pp. 191-96. 
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al-Hasan al-Ahwal, whose edition drew on the previous transmissions.255 Abu al-'Abbas al-Ahwal, a 

language scholar and also a professional copyist, nourished in the mid-third/mid-ninth century.256 One 

of his younger transmitters, the scholar and poet Ibrahim ibn Muhammad, better known as Niftawaih 

(d. 323/935), reported that Abu al-'Abbas al-Ahwal collected (jama*)257 the poetry of 120 poets and that 

he, Niftawaih, did ('amil) the poetry of fifty poets,258 including the naqaHd of Jarlr and Farazdaq and 

the poetry of Dhu al-Eummah, all of which he memorized.259 

The most exhaustive edition of Dhu al-Eummah's poetry reported by Nadim is that of Sukkari, the 

outstanding transmitter and editor of literary works and especially of poetry.260 Though listed among the 

Basran philologists and considered the foremost transmitter from Basran scholars,261 he did not neglect 

the Kufans, especially those whose transmission derived initially from Basran scholars. His transmission 

of the naqaHd of Jarlr and Farazdaq traces back to the Basran Abii 'Ubaidah, in one version through 

the Kufan Muhammad ibn Hablb and in another version through the Kufan Sa'dan ibn al-Mubarak (see 

p. 160). Sukkari's main contribution, like that of cAli ibn cAbd Allah al-Tusi (see p. 158), was thought by 

some to be not that of a ranking philologist but that of a transmitter from both Basran and Kufan 

scholars.262 Apart from his own compositions, Sukkari's primary function was that of editor and publisher 

of the works of many scholars and the output of many poets,263 much of which survived in his accurate 

handwriting to Nadim's day.264 

The text of our third/ninth-century papyrus could represent the transmission or an edition of any one 

of the scholars considered above. It is probably from either a copy of Abu 'Ubaidah's transmission or the 

edition of either Abu al-'Abbas al-Ahwal or Sukkari. In any case, the sources give evidence of continuous 

written transmission of Dhu al-Eummah's poetry from his own time onward, as was the case with the 

poetry of his ranking contemporaries Akhtal, Jarlr, and Farazdaq and several of their contemporaries 

whose poetry was transmitted by Abii cAmr ibn al^Ala*.265 

255 See Fihrist, pp. 72 and 158: CJ\JVJJ\ * ^ j . Jj^Vl ,yJ-\ J J JU£ ^ L J I ^JI <ILP. Fihrist, p. 158, lines 21-23, mentions 

ahead of the edition of Muntaji' one of Hilal ibn Mayyas, who is not further identified in our sources. There is, however, a bare 

possibility that he is Hilal al-Dabbi, a contemporary of Jarlr (see Aghani VII 65). The Fihrist passage concludes with four 

transmitters: <̂ j.A*l! <^r ,^-J! tf *iJj #*& ai f\$\j ^J^ u>) U* HJJ„ f̂ -*** <ji £ ^ ' j . Of the four, only the last 

named is further identified in the sources. He is the Kufan poet Abii Juhmah al-Mutawakkil ibn cAbd Allah al-Laithi, who 

eulogized the caliph Mu'awiyah and his son Yazid (Aghani XI 39-44; Mu'jam al-shulard\ pp. 109 f.). The aged Abii Juhmah 

could have met the youthful Dhu al-Rummah during one of the latter's frequent visits to Kufah (Aghani XVI 112: AAJ\ j i ulS" 

Zj*fij}\j %$3l> >Jli ^^J-l tjU L \jj£'). No meeting of these two poets is reported in the earlier sources on hand, but Khizandh I 

379 docs actually report that Abii Juhmah heard Dhu al-Rummah when he classified his odes in three categories (see p. 190 

above). 
Since the above-mentioned four transmitters are named in chronological order, the three still unidentified would have to be 

younger contemporaries of either Abu Juhmah or Muntaji', i.e., 2nd-century men whoso transmission along with that of Muntaji' 
among others (see pp. 194 f. above) contributed to the more exhaustive editions of the 3rd/9th century. 

256 For his biographical entries see e.g. Khatib II 185; Irshad VI 482 f.; Inbah I I I 191 f.; Bughyah, p. 33. 
257 See Vol. I 21 f. for the usage of the verb jama1 and its derivatives. 
258 Irshad VI 482 f. 
259 Zubaidi, p. 172; Inbah I 178. For Niftawaih's biographical entries see e.g. Fihrist, pp. 81 f.; Khatib VI 159-62; Irshad I 

307-15; Inbah I 176-82. 
260 For biographical entries see e.g. Zubaidi, p. 200; Fihrist, pp. 78, 157 f.; Khatib VII296 f.; Irshad I II 62-64; Inbah I 291-94. 
261 Nuzhah, p. 129. 
262 j c T <sjsLJ\ 6 lTj ^i^aJ\ \Js. j * l^j^j ^ i b J\j jPU- ^ j ! j c b j j J3J j ^ U J - J J oLi j l j b -U ^jSiJ\j ^ U i U 

iJj$jU! (Mardtib, p. 92). During scholarly sessions Sukkari used books regularly in contrast to Tha'Iab, who relied on his memory 

(Irshad I I 134). 
263 J^ & V ^ 1 V ^ t> ^ ^ (Khatib VII 296); rfl^ j , 4>J ^ J&J jl U u-oVI ^ j . te j±Z\ (Irshad 

I I I 62). See also Inbah I 291. 
264 See Fihrist, pp. 55, 69, 78, 100, 106, 145, 157, 159, 160. See also Inbah I 292. 
265 See Fihrist, p. 158. 
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After what has been learned from the studies presented in Volumes I and II of the widespread use of 

writing in early Islam from about the mid-first century onward in the steadily developing fields of Qur'anic 

studies, Tradition, and history and also of the emergence and rapid growth of the book market and of 

court and private libraries,266 it is not at all surprising to find the same accelerated developments in the 

fields of language and literature. For lexicography and grammar were basic to both the religious and the 

secular fields. Literature proper, whether prose or poetry, served also to inform and entertain,267 particu

larly poetry since it was still considered by scholar and ruler alike as the dhvdn al-'Arab. Furthermore, the 

objectives, attitudes, and interactions of rival Umayyad poets, outstanding linguistic scholars, and 

demanding but generous royal and other powerful patrons combined to yield genuinely early Arab modes 

of literary criticism. Poets and critics alike placed uneven emphasis on linguistic elements, rhetoric, and 

aesthetics, features that were incorporated later, under the 'Abbasids, into a more heterogeneous, ana

lytical, and formal theory of poetics. 

**« See Vols. I 3 f., 20, 23-25, 29 and II 44, 46 f. (esp. n. 133), 49-57, 69, 126 f., 181 f., 229. 
267 See Vol. I 10, 14-19. 
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Aban al-Laliiqi, 98 
'Abbas ibn al-Abnaf, 10, 75, 131 f., 194 
'Abbas ibn Khalid al-Sahmi, 65 
'Abbas ibn al-Walid ibn (Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, 91 
c Abbas ibn Yazid al-Kindl, 117 
'Abbasid period, 5 f., 13, 26, 28, 47, 56, 66, 75-78, 92, 98 f., 

101 f., 120 f., 123, 147, 157, 194 
Abbott, Nabia, xiv, 3, 49, 54, 102 
'Abd al-(Alim al-Tahawi, 65 
'Abd Allah (Abd al-Jabbar, 124 
'Abd Allah ibn (Abbas, see Ibn 'Abbas 
'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Rabman ibn Abi Bakr al-Saddiq, 68 
'Abd Allah ibn Abi Bakr al-Saddiq, 72 
'Abd Allah ibn Abi 'Ubaidah, 200 
'Abd Allah ibn 'Ali, 77, 99 
'Abd Allah ibn 'Amir, 47 
'Abd Allah ibn 'Amr ibn al-'As, 49, 51-53, 55, 59 f. 
'Abd Allah ibn 'Atiyah, 115 
'Abd Allah ibn Fazarah, 39 
'Abd Allah ibn al-Hajjaj ibn 'Hat al-Tamimi, 46 
'Abd Allah ibn Mas'ud, 3, 54, 84 
'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad, 14 
'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn Shuqair, 30 
'Abd Allah ibn Mubammad ibn Yahya ibn al-Mubarak al-

Yazidi, 30 
'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad al-Tawwazi (or Tawwaji), 32 
'Abd Allah ibn Muslim ibn Qutaibah, see Ibn Qutaibah 
'Abd Allah ibn Tahir, 10, 28, 193 
'Abd Allah ibn 'Umar ibn al-Khattab, 33, 51, 87 
'Abd Allah ibn 'Urwah ibn al-Zubair, 93 
'Abd Allah ibn Yahya ibn al-Mubarak al-Yazidi, 30 
'Abd Allah ibn Yabya ibn Sa'id, 38 
'Abd Allah ibn Yiisuf ibn Hisham, 24 
'Abd Allah ibn Zalan al-Tamimi, 115 
'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair, 56, 77, 81, 83, 110 
'Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair al-Humaidi, 58 
'Abd al-'Aziz ibn Marwan, 128, 136 
'Abd al-'Aziz ibn al-Walid ibn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, 

111 
'Abd al-'Aziz al-Maimanl al-Rajkuti, xi, 159 
'Abd al-'Aziz Mustafa al-Maraghi, xi 
'Abd al-Gham 'Abd al-Khali, xi 
'Abd al-Hamid al-'Alwaji, 55 
'Abd al-Hamid ibn Yahya, 5, 10, 66, 123 
'Abd al-Majid 'Abidin, 66 
'Abd al-Malik ibn Bishr ibn Marwan, 171 
'Abd al-Malik ibn al-Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, 73 
'Abd al-Malik ibn Hisham, see Ibn Hisham 
'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, Caliph, 4, 6, 13, 27, 58, 70-73, 8 1 -

89, 96, 99, 108-12, 114-18, 120 f., 129 f., 133, 136 f., 139, 
144, 170 f., 173, 189, 191, 197 

'Abd al-Malik ibn 'Umair al-Lakhmi, 62, 76, 99, 116, 118, 183 
'Abd al-Mu'id Khan, 47 
'Abd al-Qadir Badran, xii 
'Abd al-Qadir ibn 'Umar al-Baghdadi, xiii, 193 
'Abd al-Rahman I, 35 
'Abd al-Rabman I I I , 38 
'Abd al-Raliman ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Hakam, xii 

'Abd al-Rahman ibn Abi Hatim al-Razi, xi 
'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Ali, 103, 105 
'Abd al-Rahman ibn al-Harith ibn Hisham al-Makhzumi, 70 
'Abd al-Rahman ibn Hurmuz al-A'raj, 33 
'Abd al-Rabman ibn 'Isa al-Hamadhani, 122 
'Abd al-Rahman ibn Ishaq al-Zajjaji, see Zajjaji 
'Abd aI-Ral.iman ibn Khalid ibn al-Walid, 50 
'Abd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad ibn al-Anbari, see Ibn al-

Anbari 
'Abd al-Rabman ibn Muhammad al-Kindi, see Ibn al-Ash'ath 
'Abd al-Salam Muhammad Harun, xi, xiii-xv, 149 
'Abd al-Samad al-Shaibani, 92 
'Abd al-Sattar Ahmad Farraj, xii, 175 
'Abd Shams, 172 
'Abd al-Wahhab 'Azzam, 142 
'Abd al-Wahhab ibn 'Isa, 149 
'Abd al-Wahid ibn Abi Ja'far Ahmad . . . ibn Qutaibah, 38 
'Abdah ibn al-Tabib, 124 f. 
Abii al-'Abbas Ahmad ibn Abi Khalid al-Ahwal, 10 
Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad ibn Muhammad, see Ibn Wallad 
Abii al-'Abbas Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Muhallabi, 31 
Abu al-'Abbas Mubammad ibn al-Hasan al-Alvwal, 161, 197, 

200 f. 
Abu al-'Abbas al-Nashi, 37 
Abii al-'Abbas al-Saffah, Caliph, 74 
Abu al-'Abbas SaJib ibn Farriikh, 98 
Abu 'Adi al-Misri, 40 
Abual-'AlaJ al-Makki, 14 
Abu 'Ali al-Dinawari, 14, 30, 36 f. 
Abu 'Ali al-Farisi, 22, 24, 192 
Abii 'Ali al-Hasan ibn Rashiq, see Ibn Rashiq 
Abu 'Ali Lughdah (or Lukdah), 31 
Abu 'Ali al-Qali, Isma'il ibn al-Qasim, xi, 15, 39, 64, 76, 106, 

137-39 
Abii al-'Amaithal al-A'rabi, 11 
Abu 'Amr ibn al-'ALV, 7 f., 10, 13, 25-29, 31, 57, 64, 71, 76, 

90, 98, 100, 102-4, 114, 119, 121, 123, 131, 137-39, 145-48, 
155-58, 161 f., 173, 188 f., 191, 192 f., 198-201 

Abii 'Amr Salih ibn Ishaq al-Jarmi, 28-31 
Abu 'Amr al-Shaibani, 13, 28, 122, 154, 157 f., 163, 198 f. 
Abu 'Amr 'Uthman ibn Sa'id al-Dani, see Dani 
Abu al-Aswad al-Du^li, 3-5, 7, 13, 25 
Abu al-'Atahiyah, v, 194 
Abu 'Awanah al-Waddah ibn Khalid, 8, 62, 65, 76 
Abii Bakr al-Adfuwi, 40 
Abii Bakr ibn al-Anbari, 137 
Abu Bakr ibn 'Ayyash al-Khayyat, 193 
Abii Bakr ibn Muliammad ibn 'Amr ibn Hazm al-Ansari, 112 f. 
Abii Bakr ibn al-Sarraj, 30 
Abii Bakr al-Malati, 39 
Abii Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Zubaidi, see Zubaidi 
Abu Bakr Muhammad al-Khalidi, see Khalidiyan 
Abii Bakr al-Saddiq, Caliph, 48, 50, 54, 58 f., 69 f., 122, 124 
Abu Birar, 183 
Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani, xi, 15, 68, 76, 91, 102, 106, 115, 118, 

124 f., 130, 137, 139, 141, 146, 160, 175 f., 182, 194 
Abu al-Hakam ibn al-Bakhtari, 190 
Abu Hanifah Nu'man ibn Thabit, 32, 100 
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Abu al-Harith, 175; see also Dhii al-Rummah 
Abu al-Hasan al-A(azz, 35 
Abu Hasan al-Tirmidhi, 14 
Abu Hatim al-Sijistani, 4, 10, 26, 30, 37, 77, 87, 137, 159, 197 
Abu Hayyan cAli ibn Muhammad al-Tawbidi, 5, 10, 15 
Abii Hayyan Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-Andalusi, xi, 22 
Abu Hilal al-Hasan ibn 'Abd Allah al-'Askarl, 5 
Abu Hurairah, 5 
Abii 'Imran ibn (Abd al-Malik ibn cUmair al-Lakhmi, 118 
Abii Ishaq Ibrahim ibn 'Abd Allah al-Najirami, 12, 39 
Abu Ja'far Abmad ibn Muhammad al-Nahhas, 31, 37 f., 40 
Abu Ja'far Ahmad ibn Qutaibah, 30, 38 
Abu Ja'far al-'Askari, 14 
Abii Ja'far al-Nahhas, see Abu Ja'far Ahmad ibn Muhammad 

al-Nahhas 
Abii Juhmah al-Mutawakkil ibn 'Abd Allah al-Laithi, 201 
Abu Kaladah, 97 
Abii Mahdiyah (or Mahdi), 119 
Abu al-Muhalhil, 183 f., 198 
Abu Muhammad al-Faraghani, 62 
Abii Muhammad al-Yazidi, 133 
Abii Musa al-Ash(ari, 3, 45 f., 50 f., 53 f., 60, 172 f. 
Abii Musa al-Hamid, 14, 30 
Abu Mus'ab al-Zuhri, 12 
Abii Muslim, 6 
Abii Muslim al-Khurasani, 101 
Abu al-Najm al-'Ijli, 121, 132, 188 
Abu Nasr Ahmad ibn Hatim al-Bahili, 105 f., 198 f. 
Abu Nasr al-Jawhari, 16, 28, 31 
Abu Nu'aim Ahmad ibn (Abd Allah al-Isfahani, 34 
Abu Nuwas, v, 10, 92, 101, 104 f. 
Abii al-Qasim 'Abd Allah, 37 
Abu al-Qasim (Abd Allah al-Baghdadi, 3, 10 
Abii Sa'id, 159; see also Asma'i and Sukkari 
Abu Sawwar al-Ghanawi, 183 f. 
Abu al-Shamaqmaq, 98 
AbuShiblal-'Uqaili, 13 
Abu Sulma, 137 
Abu Tahir Ahmad ibn Ishaq, 39 
Abii Talib, 97 
Abu Tammam Habib ibn Aws al-Ta'I, 85,104,109,155-57,159 
Abii al-Tayyib al-Lughawi al-Halabi, xiv, 31 f. 
Abu (Ubaid al-Qasim ibn Sallam, 11, 13, 34, 57, 64, 66 f., 75, 

99, 105, 165 
Abu 'Ubaidah Ma'mar ibn al-Muthana, 32, 61, 64, 75, 78, 99 f., 

102, 104 f., 121 f., 126, 132, 136 f., 139, 145-47, 152, 154-62, 
187 f., 192-94, 198-201 

Abu * Uthman Bakr ibn Muhammad al-Mazini, 4, 26, 28, 30 f., 
36 f. 

Abu 'Uthman al-Khalidi, see Khalidiyan 
Abii 'Uthman al-Mazini, .see Abii 'Uthman Bakr ibn Muham

mad al-Mazini 
Abu al-Walid al-Baji, 3 
Abu al-Walid al-Mahri, 35 
Abu Ya'qub Yiisuf ibn Ya'qub, 39 
Abu Yusuf al-Qadi, 32 
Abu Zaid al-Ansarl, Sa'id ibn Aws, 15, 28, 64, 66, 104 f., 121, 

146, 197 
Abu Zar(, 67 
accidence, 25, 28 
adab literature, 4 
Adah al-kdtib of Ibn Qutaibah, 4, 10, Go 
Adhrabijan, 172 
Adhruh, Arbitration of, 50 

<Adi ibn al-Riqa' al-'Amili, 71, 89, 102, 111 f„ 115 f., 119, 
128-31, 133 f., 144 

<Adi ibn Zaid, 95 
(Adi ibn Zaid al-'Ibadi, 122 
'Affan ibn Muslim, 8 
Aghani of Abu al-Faraj al-Isfahani, 15, 65, 91, 107, 118, 124, 

176, 194-96 
Aghani of Yiinus al-Katib, 98 
Aghdaf, 91 
ahl al-Jazirah, 85 
ahl al-ra*y, 32 
Ahmad Amin, xiv 
Ahmad Farid Rifa'i, 27 
Ahmad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani, xiii, 78 
Ahmad ibn 'Abd al-Rahman, 39 
Ahmad ibn Ahmad (Ibn Akhi aLShafi'I), 16 
Ahmad ibn Hatim, see Abii Nasr Ahmad ibn Hatim al-Bahili 
Ahmad ibn al-Husain al-Mutanabbi, 39 
Ahmad ibn Ibrahim ibn al-Jazzar, 102 
Ahmad ibn Ibrahim al-Tirmidhi, 14 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Hulwani, 16 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, see Ibn 'Abd 

Rabbihi 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Murthadi, 102 
Ahmad ibn Wallad, 36, 38 
Ahmad ibn Yahya al-Baladhurl, xi, xii 
Ahmad ibn Yahya al-Misri, 34 
Ahmad ibn Yahya Tha'lab, see Tha'lab 
Ahmad Muhammad al-Hufi, 63, 92 
Ahmad Muhammad Shakir, 11 
Ahmad Saqr, 45 
Ahmad al-Shayib, 115 
Ahmad Zaki, xiii, 60 
Almaf ibn Qais al-Tamimi, 4 4 ^ 7 , 54-56, 58 f., 60 f., 69, 73,123 
Ahwas, 'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad al-, 129 
Aiman ibn Khuraim, 128 
'A'ishah, 67-69 
'A'ishah bint Talhah ibn 'Ubaid Allah, 68 f. 
'A'ishah bint 'Uthman ibn 'Affan, 68 f. 
'Ajjaj, 'Abd Allah ibn Ru'bah al-, 112, 132, 159, 188 
akhbdr, see khabar 
Akhbdr of 'Ubaid ibn Sharyah, 57 
Akhbdr Abl Tammam of Su.li, 156 
Akhbdr DM al-Rummah of Hammad ibn Ishaq ibn Ibrahim 

al-Mausali, 175, 200 
Akhbdr DM al-Rummah of Harun ibn Muhammad ibn al-

Zayyat, 175 
Akhbdr DM al-Rummah of Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Mausali, 175, 

200 
Akhbdr al-nafywiyyin al-Basnyyin of Sirafi, 12, 15 
Akhbdr al-shu(anV wa tabaqdtihim of Muhammad ibn Habib, 

161 
Akhbdr al-YazTdiyin of Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi, 

160 
akhdh, 134 
Akhfash al-Akbar, Abu al-Khattab al-, 13, 29, 146, 154 
Akhfash al-Asghar (cAli ibn Sulaiman), 37 
Akhfash al-Awsat, Abu al-Hasan Sa'id ibn Mas'adah al-, 24, 

28 f., 31, 157 f., 160 
akhldq literature, 77 
Akhtal, Ghiyath ibn Ghauth al-, 72 f., 88 f., 97, 110-22, 126, 

131-35, 138-44, 146, 151-53, 155, 157, 159 f., 162, 170, 188, 
191, 193 f., 197, 201 

Alexandria, 33, 193 
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'AH ibn 'Abd Allah al-Tusi, 158 f., 162, 201 
'All ibn Abi Talib, Caliph, 25, 49 f., 52-55, 58 f., 68 f., 77, 88, 

98, 172 
'All ibn Dhi al-Rummah(?), 175 
cAli ibn Hasan al-Huna'i, 39 
'Ali ibn Ibrahim al-Haufi, 40 
(Ali ibn 'Isa, 14 
lAli ibn 'Isa al-Rummani, 7 
'All ibn Mahdi al-Kisrawi, 37 
'AH ibn al-Mughirah al-Athram, 105, 200 
'AH ibn Muhammad al-Asdi (Ibn al-Kiifi), 14 
cAIi ibn Muhammad al-Mada'ini, see Mada'ini 
*AIi ibn Nasr al-Barmql, 16 
'Ali ibn Quraib, 103 
'AH ibn Shadhan aKRazi, 12, 15 
lAH ibn Sulaiman (Akhfash al-Asghar), 37 
'AH ibn Yabya ibn al-Munajjim, 37 
'Ali ibn Yusuf al-Qif^i, see Qifti 
'Ali al-Jarim, 94 
(Ali Muhammad al-BajawI, 5, 120, 134 
'Alids, 45, 54, 81, 88, 191 
'Allan al-Misri, 39 
Alqab al-qabdHl of Muhammad ibn Habib, 161 
'Alqamah ibn Abi 'Alqamah, 6 
Amdli of Abu 'Ali al-Qali, 107 
Amdli of Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidl, 161 f. 
Ambrosian Library, Milan, 168, 199 
Amidi, Hasan ibn Bishr al-, 16, 45 
'arnil, lamila, 155, 200 f. 
Amin, Caliph, 29, 92, 142 
amir al-mu'minfn, 44, 47, 50, 52-54 
'Amiri, 180 
'Ammar dhi Kinaz, 93 
(Amr, Prince, 64 
'Amr ibn al-'As, 44, 47-56, 58-60, 72, 77, 82, 99, 123 
'Arar ibn 'Awf, 62 
'Amr ibn al-Harith, 33 
(Amr ibn Hujr, 65 
'Amr ibn Sa'id, 55 
amthdl literature, 66, 76 
Amthdl of Abu 'Ubaid, 13, 66 
Amthdl of Abu 'Ubaidah, 66 
Amthdl of Abu Zaid al-Ansari, 66 
Amthdl of Asma'i, 66 
Amthdl of Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbl, 66 
Amthdl of Nadr ibn Shumail, 66 
analogy (qiyds), 25, 32, SO 
Anas ibn Malik al-Ansari, 87 
'Anbasat al-Fil, 145 
anbdt, see nabatl 
" ancients " and " moderns," 101, 122, 134, 146 f. 
ansdb literature, 76 f., 176 
Ansar, 33, 60, 70, 96, 99, 117, 132, 139 
anthology, anthologist, 15, 57 f., 77, 99, 102, 151, 155, 157, 

161 f., 197 
Antun Salihani, xv, 152 f., 160-62 
'Aqil ibn Abi Talib, 69 
'Aqil ibn Bilal ibn Jarir, 137 
'Aqil ibn 'Ullafah, 70 
'Aqqal ibn Shabbah, 120 
a'rdb, see Bedouins 
Arabian Nights, 61 
Arabs, 24, 26, 32 f., 57, 61 f., 71 £, 76 f., SGf 98, 100, 110, 112 f., 

119, 123, 127, 129, 185, 188, 200; North , 54, 71, 76, 

81 f., 88, 90, 92; South , 26, 44, 46, 57, 60, 65, 76, 
81 f., 90-92; see also Bedouins 

Arberry, Arthur J., 122, 188 
Arbitration of Adhruh, 50 f., 54 
'Arish, 50 
Aristotle, 5, 65 
arjuzah, see rajaz 
Armenia, 172 
'arwtf, 7; see also meters 
'As ibn WaJil, 48 
Asghar, al-, 29; see also Akhfash al-Awsat 
A'sha Bakr, 136 
A'sha Ban! Rabi'ah, 89 
A'sha Hamdan, 89 
A'sha Maimun, 123, 132 
Ash'ab, 115 
ashdb al-kutub, 104 
Ashhab ibn Rumailah, 127 
'Asim (husband of Mayya), 179 f. 
'Asim al-Qari, 8 
'Askari, Abu Ahmad al-Hasan ibn cAbd Allah al-, xi 
Asma* bint Mayya, 183 
Asma'i, Abu Sa'id 'Abd al-Malik ibn Quraib al-, 13, 26, 28, 

32, 34 f., 64, 70, 72, 75, 77, 79, 85 f., 90-92, 95-97, 99 f., 
102-7, 115, 119, 121-23, 125 f., 133 f., 137-39, 142 f., 146, 
148, 154-56, 158-60, 176, 187, 191-95, 198-200 

Asma'Tydt of Asma'i, 154 
Asrar of Ibn al-Anbari, 22 
Aswad ibn Dub'an (or Bib'an), 198 
'AtaJ ibn Abi Rabah, 44, 76, 78 
'Atikah bint Yazid ibn Mu'awiyah, 72 
'Atikah bint Zaid, 72 
'Atikah al-Khazraji, 75 
Avicenna, see Ibn Sina 
'Awanah ibn al-Hakam, 35, 76, 116, 118 
'Awf ibnMuhallim, 65 
Awsatfi al-nabw of Akhfash al-Awsat, 29 
'Awwad, Kurkis (Gurgis), 37 
Awza'I, 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Amr al-, 35 
ayydm ah1 Arab, see battle days of the Arabs 
Ayydm Jarir al-lati dhakrahd ft shi'rihi of Muliammad ibn 

Habib, 162 
Ayyub ibn Kusaib, 115 
Ayyub ibn Zaid ibn Qais, see Ibn al-Qirrlyah 
Ayyub al-Sikhtiyani, 8 
Ayyubid dynasty, 12 
'Azzah, 176, 187 
'Azzat al-Maila5, 68 

Bacon, Francis, 77 
Badhun, 62 
badV, 75, 119, 134 
BadV fl naqd al-shi(r of Ibn Munqid, 193 
Badr, Battle of, 62 
Baghdad, Baghdadians, 9, 13, 27, 30, 36, 39, 106, 158, 163, 200 
Baghdad mixed school of grammar, 29, 160 
Bahili, 100, 105 
Bahz ibn Asad, 8 
6ai' al-Hlm, 27 
Baihaqi, Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-, xi 
Ba'ith (Khidash ibn Bishr al-Mujashi), 57, 114,117, 126 f., 141 
Bakri, 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz al-, 66, 80 
baldgJiah, 123 
Baldghat al-nisd* of Ibn Abi Tahir Taifur, 65 
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Banu (Adi, 189 
Banu Bahil, 100, 105 
Banii al-Bakka' ibn 'Amir, 177 
Banu Ghatafan, 71 
Banu Habtar, 188 
Banii Hudhail, 3, 33 f., 162 
Banii Imri al-Qais, 189 
Banu Kalb, 146 
Banu Khuza'ah, 71 
Banu Kindah, 71 
Banu Kulaib, 114, 132, 135 
Banii Makhzum, 70 
Banu Minqar, 177 
Banii Numair, 114, 144 
Banu Qais, 88, 119 
Banii Quda'ah, 71 
Banii Rabi'ah, 115 
Banii Sahl, 66 
Banii Shaiban, 65, 162 
Banu Taghlib, 88, 111, 114, 152 
Banu Taim, 70, 140 
Banu Tamim, 22, 46 f., 54 f., 88, 117, 124, 143 
Banii Tayy, 71 
Banu 'Udhrah, 69 f., 117, 120 
Banii Usayyid, 117 
Barallus, 55 
Barbier de Meynard, Charles, xiv 
Bdri1 of Abu 'All al-Qali, 15 
Barmakids, 13, 66, 75, 149, 194 
Bashshar ibn Burd, 26, 86, 92, 94, 97 f., 101, 119, 134,142,146, 

194 
basit meter, 188 
basmalah, 78, 149 
Basrah, Basrans, 5 f., 8, 10, 22-28, 30-32, 34 f., 37, 4 4 ^ 6 , 56, 

58, 60, 73, 83, 85, 88, 114 f., 130, 145, 156 f., 159 f., 163, 
170-72, 180, 198-201 

Basran school of grammar, 5 f., 14, 19, 22 f., 28 f., 32, 37, 39 f. 
battle days of the Arabs (ayydm al^Arab), 33, 39, 97 
Battle of the Camel, 46, 49, 54, 58 
Becker, Carl Heinrich, 9 
Bedouins (a'rab), 46, 71, 74, 80, 100, 103-7, 114, 116-20, 123, 

138-40, 143, 176, 181, 197 f.; anecdotes of, 85 f., 105-7, 
120; as direct sources, 4, 13, 26-28, 64, 71, 76, 79 f., 94, 
104-6, 117, 159, 188, 195; as indirect sources, 13, 64, 146 n. 
236, 154 n. 5; as linguists and literary critics, 13, 28, 76, 
108, 116-19, 139 f., 146, 154, 192 f.; oratory of, 74 

Berber girls, 71 f. 
Bergstrasse, Gotthelf, xii 
Bevan, Anthony Ashley, xi, 158-62 
biblical allusions, 65, 68, 71, 77, 93, 180 
bibliophiles (jammd'at lil-kutub), 12-14, 30, 38, 149, 160 f. 
Bilal ibn Abi Burdah, 170-75, 191 
Bilal ibn Jarir, 137 
Bishr ibn Abi Khazim, 128, 138 
Bishr ibn Marwan, 88, 99, 110, 115, 128, 130, 135 f., 138 
Bittner, Maximilian, 159 
Bjorkman, Walter, 5 
Blachere, Regis, 28, 118 
Blau, Joshua, 28 
Bonebakker, Segar Adrianus, xv 
book market (suq al-warrdqin), 15, 27, 201 
bookseller, 7,11-17,18, 27, 30 f., 36-40, 100, 105, 149, 160, 200 
Boucher, Richard, 143 
British Museum manuscripts, 167 

Brockelmann, Carl, xii, 102, 154 
Briinnow, Rudolph Ernest, xi, 70 
Bubturi, Abu 'UMdah al-Walid ibn cUbaid al-, 16, 102, 109, 

147, 156 
Bukhari, Mubammad ibn Isma'U al-, xi, 3, 67 
Bukharians, 83 
Butain ibn Umayyah al-HimsI, 193 
Buthainah, 176 
Byzantines, 55 

Cahcn, Claude, 86 
Cairo, 39, 167 
calligraphy, calligrapher, 3, 5, 10-18 
Carra de Vaux, Bernard, 154 
Caspari, Carl Paul, xvi 
Cheikho, Louis, 102, 122, 147 
China, 76, 83 
Chinese paper, 31, 149 
Christians, 9, 11, 28, 61, 70, 83, 88, 111, 122, 126, 138 f. 
chronology, 47, 60 f., 66, 84, 89, 108 f., 114 f., 136, 145-48, 199 
civil wars of Islam, 44 f., 47, 49, 54, 56, 60, 77 
collation marks, 43, 165 
commentary, commentator, 20, 25, 30 f., 109, 122, 151-63, 

167, 199 
Constantinople manuscripts, 161, 167, 199 
Copts, 33, 59 
copyist, 7, 11-17, 18, 27, 39 f., 114 
Cordova, 35, 38 
correspondence, 60, 96, 115 

dafdtir (pi. daftar), 15, 97 f., 149 
dafdtir al-qutni, 149 
dafdtir al-shVr, 98; see also poetry manuscripts 
dafdtir al-sMlr tva al-ghina*, 100 
daftar, see dafdtir 
DahmV, al-, 176 
Dair al-Jamajim, 87, 89 
Damascus, 83 f„ 89, 91, 109 f., 118, 121 
Dani, Abu Amr 'Uthman ibn Sa'id al-, xiv, 5-7, 165 
Dar al-hikmah, 57 
Darimi, cAbd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Ralvman al-, 3 
Daulabi, Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Hammad al-, 12 
David, 71 
David-Weill, Jean, 11 
demonic inspiration, 34 n. 119, 50 n. 24, 88, 132, 190 
Derenbourg, Hartwig, xv, 4 
descriptive verso {sifah), 89, 113, 117, 181 f. 
desert (badiyah), 56, 67, 75, 124, 170, 193 
De Slane, Mac Guckin, xii, 183, 191 
Dhahabi, Muhammad ibn Abmad al-, xi, 8, 32, 120 
Dhu Kar, Battle of, 61 
Dhu al-Rummah (Ghailan ibn (Uqbah), 97, 100, 102, 121, 128, 

137, 147, 155, 159, 170-201 
diacritical points, use of, 3-9, 11, 13, 18 f., 21, 43, 79, 81, 108, 

149 f., 164 
Dinawari, Abu Hanifah Ahmad ibn Da'ud al-, xi, 4, 75 
diwdn (state bureau or library), 61, 76, 99 
diwan's of official records, 77, 99 
diwdrts of poetry, 12 f., 39, 92, 95, 109, 122, 134, 155-59, 161-

63, 165, 167, 170, 176 f., 179 f„ 198 
Diwdn Abi al-Aswad al-Du'ali, 12 
Diwdn Abi Tammdm, 156, 163 
Diwdn al-adab of Isliaq ibn Ibrahim al-Farabi, 12 
diwdn al-'Arab, 200, 202 
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Diwdn al-A'shd of Ibn Wadda', 13 
Diwdn dhi al-Rummah, 167, 176, 180, 184-86, 199 
Diwdn Jarir of Abu Ya (qub Yusuf ibn Yacqub, 39 
diwdn al-khardj, 55 
Diwan Labid of CA1I ibn (Abd Allah al-Tusi, 159 
Diwan al-Mutanabbi, 12, 165 
Diwan shVr fufail of Asma% 159 
Diya* al-Din Nasr Allah ibn Muhammad ibn al-Athir, 75, 102 
dreams, 110, 194-96 
Dukin, 112 

education, 3-17, 25-40, 58, 60, 76, 93, 136, 157-59, 171 
Egypt, Egyptians, 12, 14, 16, 18, 25, 31^0 , 47-53, 55f 59 f., 

106, 128, 193 
elegiac verse {HtW), 62, 78, 98, 117, 121, 133, 140, 143, 145 
erotica (naslb), 45, 81, 92-95, 98,101, 117,119,132,142 f., 180, 

184-87, 195 f. 
eulogies, see panegyric verse 

faddHl of cAli, 98 
Fadl ibn al-Rabic, 200 
Faisal (or Fasil) fi al-nahw of Abu Ja'far al-Ru'asif?), 26 f. 
Fakhir of Mufaddal ibn Salamah, 66 
Fakhitah bint Qarzah, 69 
fakhr, 117, 135; see also heroic verse 
Faljah, 180 
Farazdaq al-Tamiml, Hammam ibn Ghalib al-, 7, 25 f., 73, 

88-90, 92 f., 96 f., 110, 112-22, 126-47, 151 f., 155, 158-60, 
162, 170 f., 173, 188 f., 191-93, 196 f., 200 f. 

Fari 'ah, 45 f., 60 
Farisi, 13; see also Persians 
Farmer, Henry George, 195 
Fasil (or Faisal) fi al-nahw of Abu Ja'far al-Ru'asH?), 26 f. 
Fath ibn Khaqan, 14, 161 
Fatimid dynasty, 12 
Fauz, 75 
figures of speech, 47, 55 f., 62 f., 65-67, 69, 71-73, 75, 118, 124, 

134-36, 138-40, 142, 184, 190-93 
Fihrist of Nadim, 155, 161, 176, 198 
Finkel, Joshua, 46 
fiqh, 34, 90, 104 
Jiqh al-nahwy 29 
Fischer, August, 28 
Fliigel, Gustav, xi, xii, 28 
forgery, 97, 173, 176, 195, 200 
Fu>ad Sayyid, 168 
Fiick, Johann, 28 
fuHh 100, 192, 198 
Fuhulatal-shu'ard* of Asma'i, 100, 123, 148 
filmed* al-alrdbt see Bedouins 

Gabrieli, Francesco, xii, 91, 94, 102 f., 107 
Gayangos, Pascual de, 3 
genealogy, 76 f., 159, 161, 176, 181; see also ansdb literature 
Ghailan ibn 'Uqbah, see Dhu al-Rummah 
gharib literature, 66, 157, 159 
Oharib al-hadith of Abu (Ubaid, 11, 67, 165 
Gharib al-hadith of Ibn Qutaibah, 11 
gharib al-shi(r} 157 
Ghazi ibn Qais, 35 
ghina\ 100; see also music 
Ghiyath ibn Ghauth al-Akhtal, see Akhtal 
Gibson, Margaret D., 9 
Glazer, Sidney, xi, 28 

Goeje, Michael Jan de, xi, xii, xv, 102 
Goldziher, Ignaz, 87, 125 
grammar, grammarians, 5-10, 12-14, 16, 18,19 f., 21-33, 35 f., 

39 f., 84, 108 f., 145, 154, 161 
grammar, schools of, 6, 14, 19, 23, 28 f., 37, 39 f. 
Greeks, 55, 57, 71, 142 
Griffini, Eugenio, xii, 152, 168 
Grohmann, Adolf, 14, 56 
Griinert, Max, 4 
Guest, Rhuvon, xiii 
Guidi, Ignatius, xi 
Guillaume, Alfred, xv 
Guirgass, Vladimir, xi 

Hababah, 90, 176 
Habban ibn 'Amir, 8 
Habib ibn Bus^am al-Warraq, 149 
Hadhf min nasab Quraish of Mu'arrij ibn {Amr al-Sadusi, 12 
Hadi, Caliph, 176, 194 
hadith, 5, 7-10, 27, 31-35, 39, 44, 49, 51, 59 f., 67, 78, 86 f., 

95, 99 f., 103 f., 140, 158 
Haffner, August, 90 
Hafs ibn cUmar, 76 
Haitham ibn cAdI, 64, 68, 75 f., 78, 99, 102, 106, 176 
Hajj ceremonies, 93, 95 
Hajjaj ibn 'Hat al-Tamiml, 45 
Hajjaj ibn Yusuf al-Thaqafi, 4, 46, 58, 62, 70-73, 79-90, 92, 

99, 103, 105, 107, 109, 114 f., 118, 136, 144, 147, 152, 197 
Hajji Khalifah, Mustafa ibn (Abd Allah, xii 
Hakam I, 35 
Hakam ibn Ayyub, 84 
Hamdsah of Abu Tammam, 155, 157 
Hamidah *Abd al-Razzaq, 190 
Hammad 'Ajrad, 102 
Hammad ibn Isliaq al-Mausali, 68, 175, 194, 200 
Hammad ibn Salamah ibn Dinar, 8, 15, 103 
Hammad al-Rawiyah, 61, 75, 77, 94-97, 99, 102, 104, 112, 

121 f., 139, 145, 155, 163, 173, 192 
hamzah, see orthographic devices 
Hamzah ibn Bid, 173 
Hamzah al-Zayyat, 26-27 
Hani ibn cUrwah al-Muradi al-Mudhhiji, 47 
Hanifites, 6, 32 
Harith ibn cAmr ibn Hujr, 65 
Harith ibn Dhi al-Rummah(?), 175 
Harith ibn Kaladah al-Thaqafi, 62 f. 
Harmalah ibn Yal^ya, 34 
Harun ibn Muhammad ibn abZayyat, 175, 178 
Harun al-Rashid, Caliph, 13, 29, 66, 77, 101, 105, 119, 160, 

194-96, 200 
Hasan al-Basri, 25, 87 f., 90, 98, 143, 188 
Hasan ibn 'All ibn Barakah, 40 
Hasan ibn 'AH (Zain aI-cAbidin), 121 
Hasan ibn (AIi ibn Abi Talib, 45, 52, 54 
Hasan ibn Wahb, 157 
Hasan Kamil aKSairafi, xv 
Hasan al-Sandiibi, xiii, 46 
Hdshimiydt of Kumait ibn Zaid, 121, 145 
Hassan ibn Thabit al-Ansari, 99, 113, 123 f., 133 
Hassan al-Nabati, 84 
Haywood, John A., 5, 28 
Hazanbal {Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah al-Tamimi), 13 f. 
Hazdr Afsdnat 61 
Hebrew language, 3 
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Heidelberg papyrus roll, 9 
heroic verse (fakhr), 117, 120, 135, 140, 142 f„ 193 
Hidayah of Isma'il ibn 'Abbad al-Sahib, 12 
Mja\ 117; see also satire 
Hijaz, Hijazian, 22,31-33,35,40, 52, 60, 76, 83,93,106, 129-31 
hijjak, 192 
Hilal al-Dabbi, 201 
Hilal ibn Mayyas, 201 
Himyarites, 64 
Hind bint AsnuV, 72, 89 
Hind bint al-Khuss, 64, 123 
Hind bint 'Utbah, 45 
Hirah, 61, 66 
Hisham I, 35 
Hisham ibn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, Caliph, 5, 73, 77, 90 f., 

96, 99, 101, 109 f., 117, 121 f., 131, 136, 141, 170-72, 175 
Hisham ibn al-'As, 48 
Hisham ibn Mu'awiyah al-Darir, 29 
Hisham ibn Mubammad al-Sa'ib al-Kalbl, 61, 64, 75 f., 78, 

118, 145, 176 
Hisham ibn {Uqbah, 170, 174 f. 
Hisham al-Mara'i, 188 f. 
Honigmann, Ernst, 84 
Houtsma, Martijn Theodor, xv, 111 
Hudaibiyah, Treaty of, 3, 54 
Hujr, 180 
humiliation, 111 f., 114, 141 
Husain ibn (Ali ibn Abi Talib, 47, 99 
Husain ibn Muhammad al-Raghib al-Isbahani, xiv 
Hxisain ibn Yahya, 68 
Husain al-Katib, 115 
Husri, Ibrahim ibn CA1I al-, 139, 141 
Hutai 'ah, Jarwal ibn Aws al-, 125 f., 173 
Huzwa, 176 
hypocrites (mundfiqun), 104 

Iblis, 74; see also demonic inspiration 
Ibn 'Abbad al-Sahib, Isma'il, 12 
Ibn 'Abbas, 'Abd Allah, 46, 54, 77, 99, 104, 154 f. 
Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, Ahmad ibn Muhammad, xiii, 57, 62, 64 f., 

76, 80, 95, 102, 107, 131 f.f 139 
Ibn 'Abdus al-Jahshiyari, 5, 16 
Ibn Abi 'Atiq, 96 
Ibn Abi 'Awn, 47, 75, 93 
Ibn Abi Ishaq, {Abd Allah, 5-7, 25 f., 28, 130, 146 
Ibn Abi Tahir Taifiir, Ahmad, xii, 64, 67, 75-77, 140 
Ibn Abi Usaibi'ah, Abmad ibn al-Qasim, 62 
Ibn Akhi al-Shafi'i (Ahmad ibn Ahmad), 16 
Ibn al-Anbari, 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Mul.iammad, xi, xiii, xiv, 

22 f. 
Ibn al-A'rabi, Mubammad ibn Ziyad, 6, 9, 13, 28, 64, 75, 154, 

158-63, 195 
Ibn (Asakir, 'All ibn al-Hasan, xii, 91, 103, 105 
Ibn al-Ash'ath (cAbd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad al-Kindi), 

72 f., 82 f., 87, 89 
Ibn al-Athir, 'Izz al-Din 'All ibn Muhammad, 75, 77 
Ibn al-Bawwab, 16 
Ibn Bishr, see 'Abd al-Malik ibn Bishr ibn Marwan 
Ibn Duraid, Muhammad ibn al-Hasan, 28, 64, 197 
Ibn Durustawaih, 'Abd Allah ibn Ja'far, 10, 37, 122 
Ibn Farhun, Ibrahim ibn 'All, 35 
Ibn Faris, Abu al-Husain Ahmad, xii, 31 
Ibn al-Furat (Ibn Hinzabah), 36 
Ibn al-Hanafiyah, 81 

Ibn Hanbal, Al.imad ibn Muhammad, 3, 8, 34 
Ibn Hinzabah (Ibn al-Furat), 36 
Ibn Hisham, 'Abd al-Malik, xv, 33 f. 
Ibn Isbat, 39 
Ibn Ishaq, Mubammad, 49, 57, 99, 109 
Ibn al-Jarrah, 142 
Ibn al-Jauzi, 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'AH, 55, 110 
Ibn al-Jazari, Muhammad ibn Muhammad, xii 
Ibn Jinni, 'Uthman, xiii, 16, 20, 22, 155 
Ibn al-Jubbi (Muhammad ibn Musa al-Kindi), 39 
Ibn Juraij, 'Abd al-Malik, 35 
Ibn Khallikan, Ahmad ibn Muhammad, xii, 183, 191, 193 
Ibn al-Kufi ('Ali ibn Mubammad al-Asdi), 14 
Ibn Laja5, see 'Umar ibn Laja1 al^Taimi 
Ibn al-Maragah, see Jarir ibn 'Atiyah al-Khatafi 
Ibn al-Maraghi, 16 
Ibn Mattawaih, 115 
Ibn Munadhir, Muhammad, 8, 26, 122, 146 f., 198 
Ibn Munqid, 193 
Ibn al-MuqanV, 'Abd Allah, 66f 70, 76, 97, 123 
Ibn Muqlah, Abu 'Abd Allah al-Hasan ibn 'Ali, 10, 14-16, 57 
Ibn al-Mu'tazz, 'Abd Allah, xii, 75, 101, 109, 134, 193 
Ibn Qadim, 30 
Ibn Qaiyim al-Jauziyah, Mubammad ibn Abi Bakr, 55 
Ibn al~Qirriyah (Ayyub ibn Zaid ibn Qais), 59, 72-74, 76, 86 f., 

123 
Ibn Qutaibah, 'Abd Allah ibn Muslim, xiii, xv, 4, 7, 30, 46, 57, 

64, 75 f., 101 f., 106, 109, 122-24, 131 f., 152, 183, 193, 195 
Ibn Rashiq, Abu 'Ali al-Hasan, xv, 75, 121, 134, 143 f., 193 
Ibn Rumailah, 126 f. 
Ibn Rustah, Abu 'Ali Al.miad ibn 'Umar, xii 
Ibn Sa'd, Muhammad, xii, 52, 57, 62, 77 
Ibn al-Sa'i, 'Ali ibn Anjab, 65 
Ibn Shabbah, 182 
Ibn al-Shajari, Hibat Allah ibn 'Ali, 117 
Ibn Shihab, see Zuhri 
Ibn Shubrumah, 190 
Ibn al-Sikkit, Ya'qub, 4, 13 f., 109, 139, 158, 178 
Ibn Sina, 57 
Ibn Tabataba, Muhammad ibn Ahmad, xii, 58, 193 
Ibn Taghribirdi, Abu al-Mahasin Yusuf, xii, 49 
Ibn Thawwabah, 10 
Ibn al-Tiqtaqa, Muhammad ibn 'AH, 4 
Ibn 'Ulathah, 101 
Ibn Umm Ghassan, 114 
Ibn Wadda' ai-Azdi, 'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad, 13 
Ibn Wahb, 'Abd Allah, 35 
Ibn Wallad (Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad ibn Muhammad), 31, 37 f. 
Ibn Ya'ish, Ya'ish ibn 'Abd Allah, 20 
Ibn Yunus, 36 
Ibn Zuhr, 153 
Ibrahim al-Abyari, xv 
Ibrahim ibn Harmah, 155 
Ibrahim ibn Hisham al-MakhzQmi, 171 
Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi, 196 
Ibrahim ibn Muhammad (Niftawaih), 201 
Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Sa'dan ibn al-Mubarak, 14 
Ibrahim ibn Mundhir, 198 
Ibrahim ibn Sa'dan ibn al-Mubarak, 147, 160 f. 
Ibrahim ibn Salib, 16 
Ibrahim ibn Yazid al-Nakha'i, 87 
Ibrahim ibn Yazid al-Taimi, 87 
Ibrahim al-Kilani, 5, 15 
Ibrahim al-Mausali, 194-97, 200 
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Ibrahim al-SamarraJi, xiv 
Ibrahim al-Sindi, 188 
Ibshihi, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-, xii 
Iddfy of Zaj jaji, 22 
Ihsan c Abbas, 66, 159 
Ihsan al-Nuss, 56 
ijdz, 67 
Ikhshidid dynasty, 36, 39 
ikhtird1 wa ibtida\ 134 
'Ikrimah, 154 
'Ikrimah ibn Jarir, 139 
'Ikrimah ibn Khalid al-Makhzumi, 31 
Urn ahtafsir, 154 f. 
Imru' ahQais, 65, 84, 89, 92, 162, 173, 189 
India Office Library, 167 
Indian women, 71 
Insaf of Ibn al-Anbari, 22 
imtifidn (examination), 130 
Intisar Slbawaih 'a/a al-Mubarrad of Ibn Wallad, 37 
lIqd of Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, 65 
iqwd\ 81, 128, 130 
i'rdb al-shifrt 154 
'Iraq, 'Iraqis, 25t 31-33, 35-37, 40, 44, 46 f., 50, 52, 55 f., 60, 

73, 76, 81-83, 87 f., 93, 99, 106, 110, 114, 130 f., 134-36, 
147, 172 

Irfan Shahid, 88 
'Isa ibn Dab, 176 
'Isa ibn 'Umar al-Thaqafi, 8, 25, 97, 121, 156, 187, 197 
'Isam, 65 
'Isam ibn Shahbar, 66 
Isfahan, 86, 106 
Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Farabi, 12 
Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Mausali, 161, 175, 182, 194-97, 200 
Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-Tamimi, 10 
'Ljmah ibn Malik, 182 f., 198 
Isma'il ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Qustantin, 34 
Isma'il ibn al-Qasim Abu 'All al-Qali, see Abu 'All al-Qali 
Isma'il ibn Yahya ibn al-Mubarak al-Yazidi, 160 
isnad% 38, 64, 67 f., 76, 112, 116, 118, 123, 125, 160-62, 176, 

178, 182, 188, 197, 199; family , 25, 38 f., 89, 103, 
109, 118, 137; omission of, 18, 78, 82, 86 n. 45, 107, 133, 172 

' lyad ibn 'Awanah ibn al-Hakam (or ' lyad ibn al-Hakam), 
35, 118 

'Izz al-Din al-Tanukhi, xv, 24, 29 
'Izzat Hasan, xiv 

Jabbiir, Jibra'Il Sulaiman, xiii 
Jabir ibn 'Abd Allah al-Ansari, 97 
Ja'far al-Barmaki, 160, 194 
Ja'far ibn Man?ur, 25 
Ja'far ibn Sulaiman, 101 
Jahliaf ibn Hukaim, 139 
jdhiliyah, 89 
Jahiz, 'Amr ibn Bahr al-, xiii, 13, 16, 46, 57, 64 f., 75-78, 93, 

102, 106, 122, 149, 156 f., 176, 193, 197 
Jahm ibn Khalaf, 26 
Jahm al-Jazzar, 79 
Jahn, Gustav, 20 
Jalal al-Din al-Suyuti, see Suyuti 
jama\ 201 
Jamharah of Ibn Duraid, 15 f. 
Jamharat ash'dr al-^Arab of Qurashl, 118 
jdmi1, 29 
Jdmi( of Ibn Wahb, 11, 18 

J ami' al-mantaq of Abu Ja'far al-'Askari, 14 
Jami' al- Muharbi, 82, 86 
Jamil ibn Ma'mar al-'Udhri, 94 f., 129, 152 
Jamil Sa'id, 75 
jammu'at lil-kutub, see bibliophiles 
Jandal ibn al-Ra'i, 113 f., 173, 190 
Jannad, 77, 96 
Jarir ibn 'Atiyah al-Khatafi, 73, 88-90, 92, 97, 109-22, 126-

47, 151 f., 155, 158-60, 162, 170, 173, 188-94, 197, 200 f. 
Jariyah ibn Qudamah al-Tamimi, 45, 50, 55 
Jazirah, 85 
Jesus, 93 
Jews, 28, 83 
Jong, Pieter de, 102 
Joseph, 71 
Juludi, {Abd al-'Aziz ibn Yahya al-, 76 
Jum'ah bint Kuthaiyir, 115 n. 47 
Jumahi, Muhammad ibn Sallam al-, xiii, 75, 89, 97, 101 f. 

113, 117 f., 122, 135, 142, 176, 180, 183, 193 
Jumal of Zajjaji, 16, 22 
Jurjani, 'Ali ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz al-, 16, 134, 193 
Jurji Zaidan, 94 
JuynboU, T. W. J., xii 

Kafur, 12, 39 
kdghid, 149 
Kalilah wa Dijnnah, v, 11, 98 
Kamal Mustafa, xv 
kdmil, 29 
Karabacek, Joseph, 188 
Karam al-Bustani, 110, 124 
Karbala5, 47, 81 
Kaskar, 82 f. 
Kathirah, 175, 179 
kdtib, see secretary 
khabar (pi. akhbdr), literature, 76, 78, 99, 103, 156 f., 159, 161, 

176, 192, 194 
Khabar Quss ibn Sd'idah of Ibn Durustawaih, 122 
Khadduri, Majid, 11 
Khadijah, wife of Muhammad, 68 
Khaibar, 45 
Khair al-Din al-Zirkili, 55 
Khalaf al-Ahmar, 24, 26, 29, 97, 122, 146, 158 
Khalaf ibn Abi 'Amr ibn al-'Ala1, 26 
Khalid ibn Abi al-Hajjaj, 13 
Khalid ibn Kulthum al-Kalbi, 145 f. 
Khalid ibn Safwan al-Tamimi, 73 f., 76 f., 120, 123, 141 f., 174 
Khalid ibn al-Walid, 48, 50 
Khalid al-Qasri, 58, 73, 84, 90-93, 99, 105, 138, 145, 170-73 
Khalidiyan (Abu Bakr Muhammad and AbCi 'Uthman Sa'id), 

46, 72, 95 
Khalil ibn Ahmad, 7-10, 13, 25-27, 29, 32, 35, 37, 66, 97, 123, 

145, 150, 156, 165 
Khalil Mahmud 'Asakir, 133 
Khalil Mardam, 71, 91, 102 f. 
Khalq al-insdn of Asma'i, 66 
Khansa' (Tumadir bint 'Amr ibn Sharid al-Sulaimi), 123 f. 
Kharijah ibn Hudhafah, 51 
Kharijites, 46, 52, 56, 76, 81, 88, 97 
Kharqa*, see Mayya 
Kharqa5 al-'Amiriyah, or Kharqa5 al-Bakka'iyah, 176-78, 

180, 185 
KhasdHs of Ibn Jinni, 16, 20, 22 
Khatib al-Baghdadi, Abu Bakr Alimad ibn 'Ali al-, xiii, 15 

P 
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khatt (atiq, 13 
khatt al-mansub, 15 
khatt raqiq, 13 
khatt wa al-hija\ al-, 10 
khatt wa ai-kitdbah, al-, 10 
khatt wa al-qalam, al-, 10 
Khawarij, see Kharijites 
Khazim al-Muzaffar, 110 
Khedivial Library, Cairo, 167 
Khidash ibn Bishr al-Mujashi, see Ba'ith 
Khizdnah of (Abd al-Qadir ibn (Umar al-Baghdadi, 193 
Khurasan, 10, 28, 37, 44, 56, 82, 84, 86 f., 103, 106, 115 
Khurasanian paper, 14, 31, 149, 161 
Khusrau Anushirwan (Khusrau I), 61 
Khusrau II , 61-63 
khutbah, 44; see also oratory 
Kindi, Muhanimad ibn Yusuf al-, xiii 
Kindite dynasty, 65 
Kirman, 87 
Kisa'i, <AIi ibn Hamzah al-, 4, 6, 9,13, 23, 26-29, 32, 35, 106, 

156, 158 
kitab, Al-, of Sibawaih, 7, 12, 20, 22 f., 27-29, 36 f., 136, 145 
Kitab al-a'drib of 'Utbi, 77 
Kitab 'Abbas wa Fauz, 15 
Kitab al-'ain of KhaM ibn Alimad{?), 37 f., 77, 145 
Kitab al-akhldq of (Utbi, 77 
Kitab aUarH of Khalil ibn Ahmad, 145 
Kitab al-badV of Ibn al-Mu'tazz, 101, 134 
Kitab aUhamz of Ibn Abi Ishaq, 25 
kitab ahhijd\ 9 f. 
Kitab al-hija* of Kisa'i, 9 
Kitab al-hija* of Zajjaji, 10 
Kitab al-khail of Abu 'Ubaidah, 66 
Kitab Khalid ibn Safwdn of Mada'inI, 76 
Kitab al-maHhur of Abu al-'Amaithal al-Acrabi, 11 
Kitab al-nisa* of Haitham ibn <Adi, 76 
Kitab al-qabd'il of Muhammad ibn Habib, 14, 161 
Kitab Salma wa Su'ad, 94 
Kitab al-sifdt of Asma'I, 66 
Kitab al-sifdt of Nadr ibn Shumail, 66 
kitdbah wa al-khatt, al-, 10 
Kraus, H. P., 11, 124 
Krehl, Ludolf, xi 
Krenkow, Fritz, xiv, xv, 11, 116 f., 161, 189 
Krotkoff, George, 4 
Kufah, Kufans, 6,9 f., 14 f., 19, 26-28, 37, 47, 52,55 f., 58,60 f., 

81, 93, 97, 99, 105, 122, 130, 146, 155-60, 163, 170, 172 f., 
198 f„ 201 

Kufan school of grammar, 6, 14, 22 f., 29 f., 32, 37, 39 f. 
Kufic script, 11-13, 124, 149, 164 
Kulthum ibn (Amr al- lAttabi, 77 
Kumait ibn Zaid, 6, 57, 97, 121, 145, 188 f., 191 f. 
Kuna ahshutardi of Muhammad ibn Habib, 161 
Kuna wa al-asmd3 of Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Hammad al-

Daulabl, 12 
Kurkis (Gurgis) 'Awwad, 37 
Kusaib, 115 
Kuthaiyir, 72, 112 f., 115, 120, 128-31,133, 139, 141, 176,187, 

200 

Labatah ibn al-Farazdaq, 115, 147 
Labid ibn Kabicah al.Ja'fari, 68, 113, 133, 138 
lafz, 153 
lafyn, 4 

Laila, 176 
Laila bint Dhi ai-Rummah, 175 
Laith ibn Nadr, 77 
Laith ibn Nasr, 6 
Laith ibn Sacd ibn (Abd al-Rahmtin, Abu al-Harith, 33 
Lakhmid dynasty, 61 
Lammens, Henri, 144 
Landberg Collection of Yale University Library, 167 
Lane, Edward William, xiii 
leather manuscripts, v, 13, 149 
Lecomte, Gerard, 38 
Le Strange, Guy, 83 
Levi-Provencal, Everiste, 48 
Lewis, Agnes Smith, 9 
lexicography, lexicographers, 7, 10, 12, 27 f., 108 f., 195, 201 
libraries, 10, 12-14, 27, 36 f., 57, 76, 99, 104 f., 121, 136, 148 f., 

200-202 
linguistics, 4 f., 7, 10, 25, 28, 31-33, 36, 39 f. 
literary criticism, 6, 10, 16, 56, 75 f., 88 f., 100-103, 116-19, 

121-27, 129-48, 153, 156, 163, 173, 175, 184, 188-93, 195, 
198, 201 f.; criteria of, 100, 113, 116, 122, 124-26, 129-34, 
136-39, 142 f., 146 f., 153, 191-93; see also poets as critics 

lughah, 156 f., 159 
Luqman the Sage, 71 
lustful eye, 93, 152 
Lyall, Charles James, xiv 

ma, 22 
ma*am aLshiW, 154, 159 
Maldnl al-shilr of Asma'i, 154 
Ma'ani al-sWr of Ibn al-A'rabi, 154 
Ma'dni al-shifr of Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-Dabbl, 156 
Ma'drif of Ibn Qutaibah, 14 
Macartney, Carlile Henry Hayes, xiii, 167-72, 195, 198 f. 
Mada'ini, (Ali ibn Muhammad al-, 64, 75 f., 78, 102, 116, 118 
madlb, 117; see also panegyric verse 
Maghribi script, 11 
Mahdi, Caliph, 46, 98, 101, 105 f., 142, 155, 176, 194 
Mahmud Ghinawi al-Zuhairi, 115, 134 
Mahmfid ibn Hassan, 35 f. 
Mahmud Muhammad Shakir, xiii 
Mahmud Shukri al-AlusI, xv 
Mahmud al-Warraq, 149 
Maidani, Alimad ibn Muhammad al-, 65 f. 
Majalis of Tha'lab, 20, 22 
Majalis al-lulamai of Zajjaji, xiii, 22 
Majnun Laila, 70, 131 f., 176 
Makdisi, George, 88 
Malik ibn Akhtal, 134 
Malik ibn Anas, 32-35, 100 
Malik ibn Dinar, 98 
Malikites, 32 
Ma'mun, Caliph, 29, 57, m, 147, 160, 196 
Ma(n ibn Za'idah, 100 
ma'na {pi. ma'dni), 20, 153 f., 157, 161 
manaqib literature, 77 
Mansur, Abu Ja'far al-, Caliph, 98, 101 
manuscripts: destruction of, 27, 78 n. 265, 98, 160 n. 40; sale 

of, 36, 39, 97-100, 106, 200; see also poetry manuscripts, 
prose manuscripts 

Maqqari, Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-, 3 
Maqrizi, Ahmad ibn *AU al-, 55 
Marba£, 115 
Margoliouth, David Samuel, xiii, 93, 110 
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Marrut, 114 
Marwan II , 86, 100, 172 
Marwan ibn Abi Hafsah, 100 f., 142, 146, 194 
Marwan ibn al-Hakam, 69 
Marwanids, 77, 81, 99, 101, 103 
Marzubani, Mubammad ibn 'Imran al-, xiv, 118, 125, 142 f., 

161, 193 
Marzuqi, Ahmad ibn Mubammad ibn al-Hasan al-, xiv, 157, 

163 
MasaHl of Ibn Hanbal, 11 
Maskan, 87 
maskh, 102 
Maslamah ibn cAbd Allah, 25 
Maslamah ibn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, 120, 126 f., 136, 

139-42, 171 
Maslamah ibn Hisham ibn f Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, 91 
Mas'ud ibn Qand, 182 
Mas'ud ibn 'Uqbah, 174 f., 197 
Mas'Odi, (Ali ibn al-Husain al-, xiv, 51, 76, 89, 102, 106, 

109 
Matthes, Benjamin Fredrik, xii 
Mausil, 172 
Mawardi, Abu al-Qasim (AIi ibn Muhammad al-, 34 
mawla (pi. mawdli), 26, 56, 83, 86 f., 90 
Mayya (or Mayyah), 171 f., 175-87, 197 
Mecca, Meccans, 31-34, 44 f., 48, 58, 76 f., 83 
medical books, 62 
Medina, Medinans, 6 f., 31-33, 35 f., 45 f., 49, 68 f., 74, 83, 

93, 96, 99, 101, 112, 121, 176 
Melamede, Gertrud, 9 
metaphors, see figures of speech 
meters ('arutf) used in Arabic poetry, 7, 97, 103. 113, 139, 177, 

188 and n. 155 
Michigan, University of, 11, 164 
Mirbad of Basrah, 114, 190 
Mis'ar ibn Kidam, 103 
Mishal ibn Kusaib, 115 
Miskin al-Darmi, 60 
Mohammed Ben Cheneb, xiii, 159 
Moritz, Bernhard, 11 
mosque circle, 25, 157 
mosque schools, 25, 157 
mu^addibun, 25, 157; see also tutors 
Mu'adh al-Harra*, 6, 25 f. 
mu'-allimun, 25, 157; see also teachers 
Mu'arrij ibn (Amr al-Sadusi, 12 
Mu'awiyah ibn Abi cAmr ibn al-'Ala5, 26, 143 
Mu'awiyah ibn Abi Sufyan, Caliph, 3, 44-56, 58-60, 69 f., 72, 

76, 81, 88, 99, 136, 139, 201 
Mu'awiyah ibn Hisham ibn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, 121 
Mu'awiyah ibn Hudaij, 52 
Mubarrad, Muhammad ibn Yazid al-, xi, xiv, 10, 30 f., 36-38, 

102 f., 106, 109, 131, 147, 191 
Mudhhal (or Muqarrib) fi al-nahw of Mubarrad, 30 
Mueller, August, xi, 62 
Mufaddal ibn Muhammad al-pabbi, xiv, 76, 97, 99, 122, 145, 

149, 154-57, 163, 181, 190, 197 
Mufaddal ibn Salamah, 30, 65 
Mufaddaliydt of Mufaddal ibn Mubammad al-l)abbl, 197 
Mufassal of Zamakhshari, 22 
mufliq, 192 
Mughirah ibn Mina, 6 
Mughirah ibn Shu*bah, 77 
Muhallabids, 35, 90, 174 

Mubammad the Prophet, 3, 45, 47 f., 54, 57-60, 62, 67, 69 f., 
87 f., 96 f., 122 

Muhammad f Abd al-Mun'im Khafaja, 124 
Muhammad (Abduh Agha, 34 
Muhammad fAbduh 'Azzam, 156 
Muhammad Abu al-Fadl Ibrahim, xii, xiv, xvi, 134 
Muhammad lAli al-Najjar, xiii, 65 
Muhammad Hamid Allah, xi 
Muhammad ibn al-'Abbas al-Yazidi, xvi, 30, 102, 125, 160-62 
Muhammad ibn (Abd Allah, 35 
Muhammad ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Numair, 89 
Muhammad ibn (Abd Allah al-Kirmani al-Warraq, 14, 30 f. 
Muhammad ibn (Abd Allah al-Tamimi (Hazanbal), 13 f. 
Mubammad ibn *Abd al-Malik al-Zayyat, 149 
Mubammad ibn Ahmad ibn Kaisan, 30 f. 
Mubammad ibn (Ali al-Maraghi al-Warraq, 31 
Mubammad ibn (Arar ibn al-(A§, 49, 53 
Mubammad ibn Habib, Abu Ja (far, 13, 125, 156, 158-62, 

201 
Mubammad ibn al-Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, 83, 89, 110 
Mubammad ibn al-Hajjaj al-Usayyidi, 181, 183 
Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Shaibani, 32 
Mubammad ibn 'Imran al-Marzubani, see Marzubani 
Muhammad ibn *Imran al-Talhi, 99 
Muhammad ibn Ishaq al-Nadim, see Nadim 
Mubammad ibn Mansur ibn Ziyad, 75 
Muhammad ibn Musa, 39 
Muhammad ibn Musa al-Kindl (Ibn al-Jubbi), 39 
Mubammad ibn al-Qasim ibn al-Anbaii, 10, 77, 109, 158 
Muhammad ibn Qasim ibn Ya'qub, xv 
Muhammad ibn Sa'dan ibn al-Mubarak, 30 
Muliammad ibn al-Sa'ib al-Kalbl, 64, 76, 145, 155 
Muliammad ibn Sirin, 5, 25, 88, 110 
Mubammad ibn fUmair ibn cUtand, 135 
Muhammad ibn (Uthman al-Jacd, 31 
Muliammad ibn Wallad, 14, 36 f. 
Mubammad ibn Yabya ibn al-Mubarak al-Yazidi, 30 
Muhammad ibn Yabya al-Rabahl, 37 
Mubammad ibn Yazid al-Ansari, 86 
Mubammad ibn Yazid al-Mubarrad, see Mubarrad 
Mubammad ibn Yusuf al-Thaqafi, 86 
Mubammad ibn Ziyad, see Ibn al-A'rabi 
Mubammad Isma'il (Abd Allah al-Sawi, xv 
Mubammad Muhyi al-Din cAbd al-Hamid, xiii, 16, 22 
Mubammad Salim Salim, 57 
Muhammad al-Tahir ibn 'Ashiir, 97 
Mubammad Zaghlul Sallam, xii 
Muharib ibn Bithar, 78 
Muhazir ibn 'Abd Allah, 171 
Muhham of Dani, 165 
Mujashic ibn Mascud al-Tamimi, 46 
mujaZf 29 
mukatabah method of transmission, 76 
Mukhtar, 81 
mukhtasar, 29 
Mukhlasar of Abu Mus'ab al-Zuhn, 12 
Mukhtasar ftal-nahw of 'Abd Allah ibn Muhammad ibn Yaliya 

ibn al-Mubarak al-Yazidi, 30 
Mukhtasarfi al-nahw of 'Abd Allah ibn Yahya ibn al-Mubarak 

al-Yazidi, 30 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad ibn Mubammad 

al-Muhallabi, 31 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Abu 'All Lughdah, 31 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Abu Hatim al-Sijistani, 30 
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Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Abu Ja'far ibn Muhammad al-Nahhas, 
31 

Mukhtasar ft al-nahw of Abu 'Uthman Bakr ibn Mubammad 
al-Mazini, 30 

Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Hisham ibn Mu'awiyah al-Darir, 29 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Ibn Qadim, 30 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Ibn Wallad, 31 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Ibrahim ibn Mubammad ibn Sa'dan 

ibn al-Mubarak, 30 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Kisa'i, 27, 29 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Muhammad ibn al-1 Abbas al-Yazidi, 30 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Muhammad ibn (Ali al-Maraghi al-

Warraq, 31 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Muhammad ibn Sa'dan ibn al-

Mubarak, 30 
Mukhlasar fi al-nahw of Muhammad ibn Yahya ibn al-

Mubarak al-Yazidi, 30 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Tha'lab, 30 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Yahya ibn al-Mubarak al-Yazidi, 29 
Mukhtasar fi al-nahw of Zajjaj, 31 
Mukhtasar nahw al-mutacallimin of Abu 'Amr Salih ibn Isbaq 

al-Jarmi, 29 
mundfiqun, 104 
mundwalah method of transmission, 76 
Mundhir IV, 61 
Mundhir ibn al-Jariid, 89 
Mundhir ibn Sa(id, 38 
Muntaji* ibn Nabhan al-A'rabi, 188, 192, 198-201 
muqaddimah, 29 
Muqaddimah fi al-nahw of Khalaf al-Ahmar, 29 
muqalladdt al-shu^ard*, 119 
muqarrib, 29 
Muqarrib (or Mudkhal) fi al-nahw of Mubarrad, 30 
Muqatil ibn Sulaiman al-Balkhi, 155 
Muqtadir, Caliph, 30 
Musa ibn 'Amr, 197 
Mus'ab ibn aKZubair, 45, 56, 68 f., 72, 83, 88 f. 
music, musician, 90-94, 96, 98, 110, 115 f., 175, 194-97, 200 
Muslim ibn 'Aqil, 47 
Muslim ibn al-Hajjaj ibn Muslim, xiv, 67 
Muslim ibn Qutaibah al-Bahili, 115 
Mustafa Jawad, 75 
Mustafa Sadiq al-Rafi'i, 88 
Mustafa al-Shuwaimi, xii 
mustamli, 158 
Mu'tadid, Caliph, 14 
Mu'tamid, Caliph, 30 
Mutanabbi, see Ahmad ibn al-Husain al-Mutanabbl 
mutaqarib meter, 188 
Muctasim, Caliph, 196 
Mutawakkil, Caliph, 102, 161, 196 
Mu'tazilites, 37, 171 
Mu'tazz, Caliph, 30 
Muti' Babbili, xiv, 167-70, 172 
mutlaq script, 11 
Muwaffaq, 30 
Muwatta' of Malik ibn Anas, 11, 34 f. 
Muwdzanah of Amidi, 16 
Muzabim al-'Uqaill, 144 
Mzik, Hans von, 5 

Nabataeans, 84 
nabati, 84-86 
Nabighah al-Dhubyani, 66, 100, 123 f., 128, 137 

Nabighah al-Ja'di, 137 
Nabighah al-Shaibani, 121 
Nadim, Mubammad ibn Ishaq al-, xi, 12-15, 76, 94, 155, 157, 

199-201 
Nadr ibn al-Harith ibn Kaladah al-Thaqafi, 62 
Nadr ibn Shumail, 66 
Nafi( ibn Abl Nucaim, 32 f., 35 
Nafif ibn Hurmuz, 33 
Nahw al-saghir, Al-, of Abu Ja'far Abmad ibn Qutaibah, 30 
Nahw al-saghirt Al-, of Ibn Qutaibah, 30 
Najd, 88, 145, 171, 176, 180 
Najirami family, 12, 39 f. 
Najran, 122 
naqdHd, see satire 
NaqaHd Jarir wa al-AkHal of Abu Tammam(?), 159 
NaqaHd Jarir wa al-Farazdaq of Asma% 158 
NaqaHd Jarir wa al-Farazdaq of Muhammad ibn Habib, 162 
Naqd'id Jarir wa al-Farazdaq of Sa(dan ibn al-Mubarak, 162 
NaqaHd Jarir wa al-Farazdaq of 'Uthman ibn Sa'dan al-

Mubarak, 160 
NaqaHd Jarir wa lUmar ibn Lajdy of Muhammad ibn Habib, 

161 
naqd, 192; see also literary criticism 
Naqd al-shilr of Qudamah ibn Ja'far al-Katib al-Baghdad!, 156 
ndqit, naqt, 6 f., 9 
nasib, 117; see also erotica 
Nasir al-DIn al-Asad, xiv, 3, 173 
Nasir al-Hani, 113 
naskh, 102 
naskhi script, 11-13, 21, 43, 124, 149, 164 
Nasr al-Hiirini, xi 
Nasr ibn 'Asim al-Laithi, 5, 25 
Nasr ibn al-Hajjaj ibn 'Hat al-Tamimi, 45 f., 60, 65, 92 
Nasr ibn Muzahim, xv, 51, 57, 75 
Nasr ibn Sayyar, 96 
nawddir literature, 76, 105 f., 188 
Nawddir of Abu Zaid al-Ansari, 66 
Nawddir of Asma% 105 
nawddir al-a'rdb, 106 
Nawddir al-alrab of Asma'i, 105 f. 
Nawar, wife of Farazdaq, 115, 142-44 
Nawawi, Yabya ibn Sharaf al-, 3, 15, 67 
Nemoy, Leon, 167 
Nicholson, Reynold A., 70, 113, 117 
Niftawaih (Ibrahim ibn Muhammad), 201 
Nisd* al-khulafd* of Ibn al-Sa(i, 65 
Noah, 180 
North Africa, 18, 35, 37, 106 
North Arabs, see Arabs 
Nub ibn Jarir ibn 'Atiyah al-KhatafJ, 138 
Nuhzat al-khdtir wa nuzhat al-ndzir of Qifti, 15 
Nu'man ibn al-Mundhir, 61, 66, 124 
Nusaib, 112, 121, 127-29, 189, 191 
Nuwairi, Ahmad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhab al-, xiv 

omens, see dreams 
oratory, orator, 44 f., 51, 56-59, 73-75, 90, 120, 126, 141 
Oriental Institute, 11, 19, 49, 79, 149 
orthographic devices, 6-11,18-21, 24, 43, 79,108,149 f., 164 f., 

168 
orthography, 3-17, 25, 28, 150, 165; Quranic , 5-10 

panegyric verse {madih), 45, 68, 89, 109-12, 170, 173 
paper, 10 f., 13 f., 31, 149, 161 
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papyrus, 10 f., 13, 15, 31, 40, 43, 56, 60 
parchment, 10 f., 13, 98, 149 
Pavet de Courteille, A., xiv 
Pellat, Charles, 93 
Percival, A. Caussin de, 134, 139 
Perier, Jean, xiv 
Persia, Persians, 13, 27, 31 f., 45, 61-63, 71 f., 76, 83, 123, 188 
philology, philologist, 18, 25-27, 31, 33-35, 39, 119, 145, 154, 

161, 201 
pilgrimages, 32, 93, 95, 121, 181 
plagiarism, 80, 97 f., 101 f., 134, 161, 173 f., 188, 191 
poetry, 6 f., 9 f., 25, 27 f., 34, 56 f., 59 f., 69, 71, 75, 77 f., 87-

106,108, 115-32, 136, 140, 143,150 f., 154-62, 165, 171, 179, 
181 f., 184 f., 193 f., 197, 199; categories of, 60, 113, 117-
20, 130, 132, 135, 138-40, 142-44, 146, 170, 188, 192 f.; see 
also literary criticism 

poetry manuscripts; 'Abbasid , 9, 34, 39, 97-99, 101, 
104, 106 f., 147, 155, 157 f., 160 n. 40, 161, 176, 197 n. 227, 
198-200; pre-cAbbasid , 6-8, 27 f., 57, 60, 77 f., 96-
100, 113, 115, 122, 124, 130, 135 f., 138 nn. 179 f., 145-47, 
157, 170, 175, 197-201 

poets: as critics, 97, 116-19, 123-34, 137^5, 148, 189, 193, 
195; rewards of, 88, 94, 101, 109-13, 118, 120 f., 123 f., 128, 
172, 174 f.; role of, 57, 60, 87 f. 

postal service, 115, 136 
prejudice, 28, 69 f., 73 n. 225, 77 n. 257, 111 f., 121, 124-26, 

128 f., 138-40 
Pretzl, Otto, xii 
prose literature, 16, 34, 56-59, 61-63, 65-68, 70-75, 78; 

rhymed , 56, 62-67, 69-71, 73-75, 120 
prose manuscripts: (Abbasid , 6 f., 9 f., 14 f., 28-31, 

33^0 , 62, 64, 75-77, 98, 105 f., 149, 157 f., 160-62, 176, 200-
202; pre-<Abbasid , 5-9, 13, 25-27, 32, 56-62, 64, 76-
78, 96, 99, 104 

Qadirites, 92, 171 
Qairawan, 38 
Qais ibn Mucadh, 38 
qaWid al~shulard\ 119 
QalT, see Abu (AH al-Qali 
Qasim ibn Ma'n al-Mas(udi, 6 
Qasim ibn 'Ubaid Allah, 14 
Qatar! ibn al-Faja't, 97 
Qifti, 'All ibn Yusuf al-, xii, 12-15, 31, 35 
qiyds, see analogy 
qubbat al-kha4rd\ 86 
Qudamah ibn Ja'far al-Katib al-Baghdadi, xv, 75, 154, 156, 

163, 193 f. 
Qubaif al-(Uqaili, 180 f. 
Quraish, Quraishites, 3, 48, 58, 60, 68, 95 f., 102, 116 f. 
Qur'an, 3 f., 9, 13, 17, 22, 27 f., 40, 51, 54, 56, 58, 60, 66, 68, 

75 f., 79, 84 f., 87 f., 92, 94-96,103 f., 112, 145,154, 156, 171, 
180; citations from, 12, 44, 77, 81, 84 f., 87 f., 93, 95, 104, 
112, 156, 180; 'Uthmanic edition of, 3, 84, 103 

Qur'anic manuscripts, 6, 9, 27, 49, 54, 100, 164 f. 
Qur'anic orthography, 5-10, 165, 168 
Qur'anic-reader, 4-6, 8 f., 25-27, 32-35, 40, 86 f., 103 f., 145, 

154 
Qur'anic studies, 27, 31, 34, 153-56, 201 
Qurashi, Abii Zaid ibn Abi al-Khattab al-, xv, 118 
Quss ibn Sa(idah, 122 
Qutaibah ibn Muslim, 87, 89 
Qutami, (Umair ibn Shuyaim al-, 144, 153, 191 
Qutbah, 5 

Raba'i, 'Abd Allah ibn Zabr al-, xv 
Rabi' ibn Sulaiman al-Muradi, 11, 34 
Rabi'ah, Prince, 64 
Rabi'ah al-Ra'I, 32 
rafyal, 35 
Ra'i ('Ubaid ibn Husain al-Numairi), 113-17, 132, 138 f., 153, 

187 f., 190, 194, 197 
rajaz meter, 139, 177, 188 
raqash, 3 
Rauh ibn Zinba', 13, 71, 83 
Rayy, 89 
Reuschel, Wolfgang, 29 
rhetoric, see oratory 
Risalah of Shafi'I, 11 
Eisdlahft Him al-kitdbah of Abii Hayyan al-Tawhidi, 15 
risalah fi al-khatf, 10 
rithd\ 117; see also elegiac verse 
Ritter, Hellmut, 159 
riwdyah, see transmission 
Robson, James, 93 
Roodiger, Johannes, xi 
romances, 69, 94, 176, 181 
romantic poetry, see erotica 
Rosenthal, Franz, 5, 10 
Ru'asi, Abu Jacfar al-, 6, 26 f. 
Ru'bah ibn al-'Ajjaj, 38, 97, 112, 131, 173, 188 
Rummah ibn Yazld ibn Maiyadah, 101 
Russian girls, 71 

Sabbah {or Shabbah) ibn 'Aqqal (or 'Iqal), 120, 141 
Sachau, Eduard, xii 
Sa'd (or Sa'id) al-Qasir, 77 
Sa'dan ibn al-Mubarak, 160 f., 201 
Sahl ibn Harun, 57 
Sabnun ibn Sa'id al-Taniikhi, 100 
Sa'id ibn al-'As, 68 
Sa(id ibn al-Asma'i, 103 
Sa'id ibn Jubair, 78, 87 
Sacid ibn Khurl, 64 
Sa'id ibn Salm al-Bahili, 105 
Sa'id (or Sa'd) al-Qasir, 77 
Saida', 176, 185 
Saida', 171-73 
St. Mark the Hermit, 11 
St. Petersburg manuscript copy of Shi1r al-Akhtal, 160-62 
Sakhr ibn (Amr ibn Sharid al-SuIaimi, 124 
Salah al-Din al-Munajjid, xiv, 12 
Salam ibn Khalid ibn Mu'awiyah ibn Abi 'Amr ibn al-'AIa', 

147, 193 
Salhani, Saliliani, see Antiin Salihani 
Salili ibn 'All, 33 
Salili ibn 'Asim, 9 
Salib ibn Hassan al-Basri, 68 
Salib ibn Sulaiman, 191, 198 
Salim ibn <Abd Allah, 5, 13, 66 
salhh, 102 
Sallamah, 96 
Salm al-Khasir, 98 
Salma, daughter of Mayya, 175 
Salma (or Sulaim or Sulaimah or Sulam) bint Sa'id ibn 'Amr 

ibn 'Uthman ibn 'Affan, 93-95, 104 
Sam'ani, 'Abd al-Karim ibn Muhammad al-, 78 
Sami al-Dahan, 72 
San'a ' manuscripts of Dhii al-Rummah's poetry, 168, 199 
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mnala9 155 
sannafa, 155 
Sarj al-FQl, 34 
Sarraj, Ja (far ibn AI.imad al-, 104 
Sa fsa (ah ibn SQhan, 69, 123 
satire {hija*), 6, 26 f., 60, 84, 86, 89, 91 f., 98, 101, 110-17, 119, 

130, 132 f., 136, 138-40, 142-46, 151 f., 154 f., 158, 160-62, 
188 f., 197 

Sawad ofKufah, 190 
Sayyid al-Himyari, 98, 119 
Sayyid Muhammad Yusuf, 46 
Schwally, Friedrich, xi 
Schwarz, Paul, 94 
scripts, 3-17, 18, 19, 21, 43, 79, 81, 108, 124, 149, 164 f., 168 
secretary, 4 f., 10, 16 f., 65 f., 75, 98, 123, 151, 157; 

private , 5, 38, 57, m, 86, 113, 116, 149, 154, 191, 
198, 200; state , 3-5, 8, 13 f., 48 f., 51, 55, 57, 60 f., 
66, 75, 84, 87, 97-99 

Sellheim, Rudolph, 66 
Seybold, Christian Friedrich, xi 
Sezgin, M. Fuad, 152 
Shabbah (or Sabbah) ibn 'Aqqal (or (IqaI), 120, 141 
Sha'bi, Abu cAmr 'Amir al-, 31, 76, 78, 87, 104, 116, 136, 144, 

191 
Shabib ibn Yazid al-Shaibani, 81 f., 87 
Shafi'i, Mubammad ibn Idris al-, 15, 32-35, 99 f., 104, 154 
Shaibani, Mubammad ibn al-Hasan al-, 32 
skaitan, see demonic inspiration 
shakl, 7 
Shamir ibn Mundhir, 35 
Shanfara, 34, 70 
Shark asmad* « k ' a r a ' al-hamasah of Ibn Jinni, 155 
Shark al-mu*allaqat of Abu Ja'far Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-

Nahhas, 12 
Sharik ibn (Abd Allah, 15 
Shi'ah, Shi'ites, 39, 47, 51, 58, 69, 75, 81, 88, 139 f. 
Shilr al'Akhtal of Muhammad ibn al-cAbbas al-Yazidi, 160 f. 
Shi'r al-Akhtal of Muhammad ibn Hablb, 161 f. 
Shi'r Jarlr of A§ma(i, 158 
Shilr wa al-shu'ard', Al-, of Ibn Qutaibah, 101 
Shu'aib ibn Abl Hamzah, 8 
Shu'aib ibn Muhammad, 60 
Shu'ard* Quraish of Ahmad ibn Muliammad al-Murthadl, 102 
Shu'ara* wa ansdbihim, Al-, of Muhammad ibn Hablb, 161 
Shu'bah ibn al-Hajjaj ibn Ward al-Azdi, 97, 103 f. 
Shumailah, 46 
Sibawaih, 'Amr ibn 'Uthman, xv, 7 f., 12 f., 20, 22-28, 32, 36 f., 

66, 136, 145, 156 
Sibt ibn al-Jauzi, 92 
sifah, 66, 117 
Sifffn, Battle of, 47, 49-52, 54 f., 58, 60, 69 
Sifydh of Abii Nasr al-Jawhari, 16 
Sijistan, 83 
similes, see figures of speech 
sinad, 128 n. I l l , 130 
Sirafi, Hasan ibn (Abd Allah al-, xv, 15, 31, 39 
Sirah of Ibn Ishaq, 33, 57 
sirqah, see plagiarism 
Sirr al-nahw of Zajjajl, 11 f. 
Solomon, 65 
sources, 3, 5-9, 15, 17 f., 22, 36, 44 f., 49, 54, 59-65, 67, 75 f., 

99, 102 f., 108 f., 114, 145-48, 151, 160, 164 f., 167, 175 f., 
200 f. 

Sourdel, Dominique, 3, 10 

South Arabs, see Arabs 
Spain, Spaniards, 3, 32, 35, 37-39, 106 f., 153 
Sprenger, Aloys, xiii 
Storey, C. A., 65 
Strasbourg, University of, 11 
Streck, Maximilian, 83 
Su'ad (or Su'da or Sudah) bint SacId ibn 'Amr ibn (Uthman 

ibn 'Affan, 93 f. 
Su(da, 'Udhrite, 69 f. 
Sufyan ibn 'Uyainah, 32 
Suhaim, 127 
Sukainah bint al-Husain ibn cAli ibn Abl Talib, 68 f., 140 
Sukkari, Abu Sa'id al-Hasan ibn al-Husain al-, 14, 76, 109, 

155, 158-62, 197, 199-201 
Sulaiman ibn (Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, Caliph, 77, 84, 90, 

93, 96, 128, 136, 142 
Suli, Mubammad ibn Yahya al-, xv, 16, 124, 133, 156, 163 
Sumairah ibn al-Ja'd, 97 
Suq (Ukkaz, 64, 100, 122-24 
suq al-warrdqin, 15; see also warraq 
Suraqah al-Bariqi, 115, 135 
Suyuti, Jalal al-Dln al-, xi, xii, xiv, 6, 33, 35 
Syria, Syrians, 33, 48, 50, 52 f., 59 f., 76, 81-83, 91, 131, 134, 

193 

tabaqah literature, 35 
Tabaqdt fubul al-shu'ard1 of Jumal.ii, 101 
Tabaqdt aUshu<ardi of Isma'il ibn Yahya ibn al-Mubarak al-

Yazidi, 160 
Tabari, Muhammad ibn Jarlr al-, xv, 53, 61 f., 75, 77, 82, 91, 

102, 106, 109 
Tabaristan, 71 
TabrizT, Yahya ibn (Ali al-Khatib al-, 116, 157 f., 163 
tadmin, 131 f. 
tafstr literature, 30, 153-56 
Tafstr of Ibn 'Abbas, 154 f. 
Tafstr al-kabir of Muqatil ibn Sulaiman al-Balkhi, 155 
tafstr al-Qur^dn, 154 f. 
TafsTr al-Qur^dn of Muhammad ibn al-Sa(ib al-Kalbl, lhS 
Taghlibids, see Banti Taghlib 
Taha al-Hajiri, xii 
Taha Husain, 98, 102 f. 
Tabqiq Mazin al-Mubarak, 27 
Tahirid family, 105 
Ta'if, 83, 93, 98 
Talbah ibn 'Ubaid Allah, 68 
Talhi paper, 14, 161 
taHiq script, 15 
Tanbih *ald shark mushkildt al-hamdsah of Ibn Jinni, 155 
Tanukhi, Muhassin ibn CAII al-, 93, 110 
taqwlm al-lisan, 10 
taqwlm al-yadd, 10 
Tarafah ibn al-'Abd, 89, 132 
Taraib (or Turaih) ibn Isma'il, 98 
Ta'rikh of Tabari, 91, 109 
TaWikh al-kabir of Ibn 'Asakir, 91 
Ta^rilck al-khulafa* of Ibn Ishaq, 49 
Ta^rikh al-muluk at-1 Arab wa al-lAjam, At-, of Asmaci(?), 13, 

105 
tashblhdt, 67; see also figures of speech 
tashdld, 8 
tashif, 4, 8 
Tashkuprizadah, Ahmad ibn Mustafa, 6, 80 
lasrif, 6 
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tawil meter, 188 
teachers (mu'allimun), 4-8, 14, 20, 25, 33, 35 f., 39 f., 44, 76, 

83, 97, 121, 157 f., 161, 170 f., 176 
Tha'alibi, (Abd al-Malik ibn Muhammad al-, xv, 16, 63, 71,195 
Tha flab, Ahmad ibn Yahya, xiii, 4,10,14, 20, 30, 35 f., 60,109, 

147, 158, 188, 193, 201 
Thaqaf, Thaqafites, 3, 90 
Tharwat 'Ukashah, 7 
Thornberg, C. J., 77 
thuluth script, 11 
Tigris, 83 
Tirimmab ibn Hakim al-Ta'yi, 57, 97, 188 f., 191 
Tisserant, Eugene, 9 
Torrey, Charles Cutter, xii, 3, 100 
transmission, transmitter, 14, 26, 28, 34-40, 64, 71, 76-78, 89, 

105, 109, 115 f., 134, 145 f., 151, 155 f., 158-62, 170, 175, 
182, 184, 187 f., 191 f., 197-201 

Transoxus, 83 
Tumadir bint 'Amr ibn Sharid al-Sulaimi, see Khansii' 
Tumadir bint Mas'ud, 175 
Turaih (or Taraih) ibn Isma'il, 98 
Turks, 83 
Tustar, 45 
tutors (mu'addibun), 25, 27 f., 35 f., 136, 157 f., 160-62; 

palace , 6, 9, 14, 25, 27-30, 33, 35, 39, 87, 105, 136, 
160, 162 

'Ubaid of the Banu Rabl'ah, 115 
(Ubaid Allah ibn Muhammad ibn Abi al-Dunya, 93 
'Ubaid Allah ibn Ziyad, 47, 56, 83 
'Ubaid Allah al-'Utbi, 77, 102 
'Ubaid ibn Abi Aws, 3 
'Ubaid ibn Husain al-Numairi, see Ra'I 
'Ubaid ibn Sharyah, 60 
'Udail ibn al-Farkh, 89 
udabd\ 157 
lulama\ 33, 86-90, 157 
Umaimah (Umm Salim), 176 
'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz ('Umar II), 4, 33, 77 f., 90, 92, 96, 

112 f., 118, 172 
'Umar ibn Abi Rabi'ah al-Makhzumi, 92-97, 102, 129, 131 
'Umar ibn Hubairah, 144, 171 
Umar ibn al-Khattab ('Umar I), 3 f., 44, 46-50, 54 f., 59 f., 

70, 76 f., 92, 99, 124, 136, 154, 172 
'Umar ibn Laja> al-Taiml, 112, 114, 131, 140 
'Umar ibn Walid ibn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, 132 
'Umarah ibn 'Aqil ibn Bilal ibn Jarlr, 8, 137, 147, 154 
Umayyad period, 5 f., 13, 25, 28, 47, 56, 77 f., 90, 92, 97, 103, 

107, 108, 117, 123, 131 f., 145, 158, 197, 202 
Umm al-Banin, 84 
Umm Hakim, 111 
Umm Iyas, 65-67 
Umm al-Qasim, 68 
Umm Salamah, 68 
Umm Salim (Umaimah), 176 f., 185 
Umm Zar', 67 
'Uqbah ibn Ghazwan, 46 
'Uqbah ibn Ru'bah ibn al-'Ajjaj, 131 
'Urwah ibn Udhainah, 121 
'Urwah ibn al-Ward, 159 
'Urwah ibn al-Zubair, 93 
usult 29 
usul al-nabw, 29 
'Utbah ibn Abi Sufyan, 55, 58, 77, 99 

'Utbi, Muliammad ibn 'Ubaid Allah al-, 75, 77, 99, 102, 120 
'Uthman ibn 'Affan, Caliph, 3, 47-50, 54, 58, 69, 127, 172 
'Uthman ibn Hayyan, 96 
' Uthman ibn Jinni, see Ibn Jinni 
'Uthman ibn Sa'dan ibn al-Mubarak, 160 
'Uthman ibn Sa'id, see Warsh 
'Uthman ibn Talhah, 48 
'Uthmanids, 93 
lUyun of Ibn Qutaibah, 65 
cUyun wa al-hada'tq ft akhbar al-ftaqaHq, Al-, of Ahmad ibn 

Ibrahim ibn al-Jazzar(?), 102 

Vajda, Georges, 9 
Virgin Mary, 71 
vowels, see orthographic devices 

wafir meter, 103, 188 
Wakl' Muhammad ibn Khalaf ibn Hayyan, xi, 194 
Walid ibn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan (Walid I), 4, 13, 27, 70 f., 

77, 83, 85, 90 f., 99, 111 f., 115,120, 126, 129, 132,136 f., 141 
Walid ibn Muhammad al-Tamimi al-Masadrl, see Wallad 
Walid ibn Yazid ibn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan (Walid II), 

77, 80 f., 90-96, 101-3, 106 f., 121, 170 f., 194 
Wallad (Walid ibn Muhammad al-Tamimi al-Masadri), 14, 35 f. 
Wallad family, 14, 36-38, 40 
Waq'at Sijfln of Nasr ibn Muzabim, 51, 57 
Wiiqidi, Muhammad ibn 'Umar al-, 53, 55, 57 
Wardan, 49, 51, 53, ^ 60 
warriiqt see bookseller 
Warsh ('Uthman ibn Sa'id), 33-35 
Wasatah, Al-, of Jurjani, 16, 193 
Washsha', Abu al-Tayyib Muliammal ibn Ishaq al-, 70 
Wasit, 79 f., 82-87, 89, 93, 107, 115 
Wasit al-Jazirah, 152 
Wathiq, Caliph, 194, 196 f. 
wazir, 12, 14 f., 36, 54, 161, 200 
Weil, Gotthold, xiii 
Weisweiler, Max, 78 
Wensinck, Arent Jan, xi 
wijadaJi, 76 f. 
Wild, Stefan, 37 
wine, 95 f., I l l , 113, 124, 129, 133, 144 
women, 43-47, 55, 61-77, 93-96, 123 f., 127, 138, 140, 143 f., 

151-53, 169, 176-81, 183 f., 188 f.; as butt of satire, 113, 
127, 131, 143 f., 150-53, 169, 188; as literary critics, 140 n. 
199, 142; as professionals, 47, GQ, 68-70, 96, 140, 180; as 
transmitters, 64, 68, 97, 133, 147, 183 f.; Bedouin , 
64, 69 f., 72, 80, 86, 104, 138, 143, 176, 195; books on, 44, 
46, 55, 63, 76 f.; literate , 26, 45 f., 72, 97, 115, 142 f.; 
poetry of, 62, 64, 77, 96, 123 f.f 143, 179 

Wright, William, xiv, xv, xvi 
Wiistenfeld, Ferdinand, xiii, xv, xvi 
Wujuh wa ahnazdHr of Muqatil ibn Sulaiman, 155 

Yahya al-Barmaki, 72, 197 
Yahya ibn al-Mubarak al-Yazidi, 29, 160 
Yahya ibn Sa'id al-Qattan, 8 
Yabya ibn Ya'mar, 5, 13, 25, 84 
Yahya ibn Ziyad aUFarra', 6, 13, 26, 30 
Yahya al-Jabburi, 88 
Ya'la ibn Makhlad, 90 
Yale University Library manuscript of Dhii al-Rummah's 

poetry, 167-69 
Yamamah, 88, 145, 171 
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Yamiit ibn al-Muzarra', 38 
Ya'qGb ibn 'Ata> ibn Abi Rabah, 44, 54, 76, 78 
Ya'qub ibn Ishaq al-Hadrami, 26 
Ya'qub al-Saffar, 30 
Ya'qubi, Afrmad ibn Abi Ya'qub ibn Wadih al-, xvi, 75, 83, 

106 
Yaqut ibn 'Abd Allah, xiii, xvi, 12-15, 86 
Fazid ibn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan (Yazid II), 71, 90, 93, 98, 

120 f., 130, 136, 144, 171, 176 
Yazid ibn Pabbah, 94, 98 
Yazid ibn Mu'awiyah ibn Abi Sufyan (Yazid I), 50, 55 f., 59 f., 

201 
Yazid ibn al-Muhallab, 82, 84, 90, 92 
Yazid ibn Rabi'ah ibn Mufarragh al-Himyari, 97 
Yazid ibn al-Walid ibn 'Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan (Yazid III), 

91 f. 
Yazidi family, 29 f., 125, 160-62 
Yemen, Yemenites, 33, 47, 67, 86, 91, 102, 153 
Yunus ibn 'Abd al-A'la, 34 
Yunus ibn Habib, 25 f., 57, 77, 121, 138, 146 
Yunus al-Katib, 98 
Yunus al-Maliki, 59 
YQsufal-'Ashsh, 15 
Yiisuf ibn 'Abd Allah ibn 'Abd al-Barr, xiii, 34 
Yiisuf ibn (Umar ibn Shubrumah, 73 

Zabab ibn Rumailah, 127 
Zaid, 86 

Zaid ibn 'Adi, 61 
Zaid ibn Bishr, 152 
Zaid ibn Jabalah al-Tamimi, 46 f. 
Zaid ibn Thabit al-Ansari, 3 
Zaida1 bint Jarir, 115 
Zain al-'Abidin (Hasan ibn 'AH), 121 
Zainab bint 'Abd al-Rafrman ibn al-Harith ibn Hisham al-

Makhzumi, 70 
Zajjaj, Abu al-Qasim Ibrahim al-, 14, 30 f., 39 
Zajjaji, 'Abd al-Rahman ibn Ishaq al-, xiii, 10, 16, 22, 

23 f., 27 
Zakariya ibn Yahya al-Warraq, 149 
Zamakhshari, Abu aKQasim Mahmud ibn 'Umar al-, 22 
Zambaur, Eduard Karl Max von, xvi 
Zettersteen, Karl Vilhelm, 105 
Ziyad ibn Abi Sufyan (Ziyad ibn Abihi), 4, 46, 51, 54, 56, 58, 70 
Zotenberg, Hermann, 63 
Zubaidah, 98 
Zubaidi, Abu Bakr Mubammad ibn al-Hasan al-, xvi, 32 f., 35, 

37-39, 156, 161 
Zubair ibn Bakkar al-Zubairi, 14 
Zubairi, Mus'ab ibn 'Abd Allah al-, 48 
Zubairids, 46, 88, 109, 112 
Zuhair ibn Abi Sulma, 124, 139, 147, 153 
Zuhri, Ibn Shihab Mubammad ibn Muslim al-, 8, 31, 33, 58, 

76 f., 93, 99, 104, 154 
zuhurt 15 
zunburiyah affair, 28 
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